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The Sweetest Mix... 

The Neve V Series 
If you haven't tried the Neve V Series console, you should know 
what you're missing: 

• Only console with 48 balanced multitrack busses and 
48 track monitoring, PLUS 

• Famous Neve four-band parametric EQ with ±18dB on all bands 
• Powerful Dynamics section with limiter/ 

compressor and gate/expander 
• Revolutionary Flying Faders - the fastest 

automation system available 

• Incomparable Grouping and Linking for 
absolute control 

Hawe 
A Siemens Company 

BERKSHIRE INDUSTRIAL PARK, BETHEL, CONNECTICUT 06801, U.S.A. • TELEPHONE: (203) 744-6230. 

260 WEST 52ND STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10019, U.S.A. • TELEPHONE: (212) 956-6164. 

6353 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90028, U.S.A. • TELEPHONE: (213) 461-6383. 

1221 16TH AVENUE SOUTH, NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37212, U.S.A. • TELEPHONE: 16151 329-9584. 

MELBOURN, ROYSTON, HERTS SG8 6AU, ENGLAND • TELEPHONE: ROYSTON (0763) 60776. 

POSTFACH 326 A-1031, VIENNA, AUSTRIA • TELEPHONE: 43-222-72930. 
The Official Training Center 

for Nene V Seri. and Flying Faders 



Why the world's top studios 
overwhelmingly choose 
Mitsubishi digital 

Of the top studios in Los Angeles, Nashville, New 
York and London, the overwhelming choice for digital 

is Mitsubishi. Why? Because the vast majority of top 

producers insist on Mitsubishi for their digital work. 

And why is that? Because Mitsubishi sounds best. 
Mitsubishi machines make digital recording 

profitable for the studio owner. They attract more and 

better clientele — and command higher rates. Plus 

they're more productive and more reliable in profes-
sional recording applications. 

139 on Reader Service Card 

New X-880 32-channel digital 

Mitsubishi's new X-880 is smaller and lighter thanks to 

LS! technology. It uses less power and runs quieter. It's our 
third generation multi-track (we've been at this longer than 

anyone). And it's fully compatible with X-850 recorders, so 
you'll be compatible with most other top studios. 

All the features of its predecessors are here and more, 
including improved design auto-locator and a sample 

accurate chase synchronizer option for 64-track lockup. 

Call for a brochure or demonstration in your studio. 

N New 
A Siemens Company 

Exclusive North American Distributor of 

Art DIGITAL PRO AUDIO 

CT: (203) 744-6230 • NY: (212) 936.6464 • TN: (615) 329-9584 • CA: (213) 461-6383 
CANADA - ONT: (416) 947-9112 • QUE: ( 514) 739-3368 

MITSUBISHI 
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FROM THE EDITOR  

Goodbye, Wally W recently lost another giant 
of our industry Wally Heider, a role model for many inde-
pendent recording studio operators, passed away March 22 
after a lengthy bout with cancer. 

Wally's influence on the recording industry was enormous. 
He, perhaps more than anyone else, exemplified the inde-
pendent recording studio entrepreneur. From his origins as a 
big band lover who traveled the West Coast in the early '50s 
with a Concertone deck in his car to record jazz performances, 
Wally channeled his passion into the development of two of 
the top independent recording studios in the world, located 
in LA. and San Francisco. In the process, he also became the 
industry's preeminent remote recording executive. 

In Wally's later years, his vision and imagination led him to 
acquire the rights and footage to many of the classic big band 
performances captured on films of the '40s. He cleaned up 
these recordings and repackaged many of them for release on 
his home video label. 
Wally was a businessman who lived comfortably with his 

appreciation of art. He knew how to build a top-notch staff 
and he knew how to keep them motivated. "If a guy is busting 
his ass, has the right attitude and takes criticism well," he once 
said, "you can put up with almost anything else he's doing." 

Likewise, Wally's desire to satisfy clients surprised many. In 
all situations, he knew how to be a total professional, even in 
the face of disaster. "By and large," he said, "the fact is that the 
client is right, even if it costs you money. Even if it's a marginal 
situation and you're extending yourself by doing more than is 
expected, it will pay off in the long run, and the client will 
keep coming back." 
Wally loved to innovate and had remarkable perception. He 

was the first studio owner to buy commercial 8-track recorders 
when they were introduced. He was also at the front of the 
line when the 16-track machines came out. Along with his 
penchant for being the first with the best came the prudent 
thinking that "there is a thin line that has to be walked in 
keeping studios competitive and up-to-date, and at the same 
time not investing so heavily that you can't make your money 
back." 

Wally Heider was a rare breed of executive—and an inspir-
ing person to work for. We will miss him dearly. 

David M. Schwartz 
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This, in a nutshell, is the problem: As 
rhythm machines have become increas-
ingly more consistent, they've also become 
increasingly less "human:' What you put in 
has feelings. What it puts out doesn't. 
Which is why we're taking this opportu-

nity to tell you about our remarkable new 
R-8 Human Rhythm Composer, so named 
because it makes the drumming as 
natural as you had intended. 
The R-8 doesn't simply move 

beats around or"sloppy up" the 
groove. To the contrary, it gives you 
such incredible control that you Even the dru 

can shift the timing in increments as 
small as 1/384 notes. 
You can also program pitch, velocity 

decay and nuance to such an extent that 
you'll actually be able to hear the drumstick 
move from the edge of the ride cymbal over 
to the cup. 
And you can do all of this in either a 

predetermined way, in which case you use 
the"Groove"mode. Or in an unexpected 
way, in which you use the"Random" mode. 
(Just because we call it"random" doesn't 
mean you take what it gives. Once again, 
you can control everything.) 
Nor does the "human" touch end here. 

We've also made the 16 pads velocity- and 
pressure-sensitive, so that the sounds end 
up feeling vibrant instead of clinical. 
The Roland R-8 has eight patches where 

these"Human Feel" settings can be stored, 
and each of these patches functions as an 
"overlay" for any of the patterns in the R-8. 

Of course, all of this wizardry would be 
lost if the sound quality wasn't what it 
should be. It is. The R-8 features 16-bit 

mstichs are mere human. 

drum and percussion sounds sampled at 
a CD-quality 44.1 kHz. And even better, 
both the eight individual outputs as well as 
the stereo outputs are available for routing 
those CD-quality sounds to a mixer for 
individual processing. 

Approximately 2,600 notes, or 10 songs, 
can be stored in the R-8's internal memory. 

And up to 100 patterns 
with up to 99 measures 
each, can be programmed 
in the unit. The R-8 has 
68 internal sounds. And 
when you combine these 

with the two ROM/RAM cards, each of 
which contains 26 sounds, you have 
a total of 120 different drum and percus-
sion sounds. 
One more thing. If you record a par-

ticular pattern on an R-8, you can always go 
in after it's been recorded and assign pan-
ning, tuning, nuance and volume for each 
instrument for every single event in the 
pattern The result can be something to-
tally different than you'd expect from a 
drum machine. 
As you've gathered, our Human Rhythm 

Composer is a truly remarkable and es-
sential piece of equipment. Or as Keyboard 
Magazine put it, "If you're serious about 
making electronic music with the depth 
and expressiveness that used to require 
real live musicians, you owe it to yourself 
to get a demo of the R-87 
Our sentiments exactly. 

Roland' 
RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040-3647 

213 685-5141 
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CURRENT 
NEVI UNKS UP 
WITH MITSUBISHI 
In a dramatic announcement at the 
NAB Convention in Las Vegas, April 
29, Neve was named the exclusive 
distributor of Mitsubishi Electric 
professional digital audio products 
in North America. 

Effective immediately, Neve will 
distribute and service the entire 
line of Mitsubishi ProDigi-format 
digital reel-to-reel tape recorders 
and ancillary equipment through-
out the U.S., Canada and Mexico. 

"It is the quality of the Mitsubi-
shi product that interested us," says 
Barry J. Roche, president of Neve 
North America. "The kind of tech-
nology they've employed and their 
dedication to the audio industry, 
similar to our dedication, really 
turned us on to coming together. 

"In the long term," Roche con-
tinues, "we'll be able to produce a 
better, less expensive, integrated 
package to the studios—not only 
the multitrack studios, but also 
broadcast and post studios, and 
obviously, film scoring as well. Hav-
ing some form of storage medium 
available to us opens up all sorts of 
possibilities for the future." 

Neve, a Siemens Company, will 
consolidate existing Mitsubishi pro-
fessional digital audio sales and 
service offices in North America 
with its own four sales and service 
centers in Bethel, Conn. (U.S. head-
quarters), New York, Nashville and 
LA. Sonotechnique, Neve's exclu-
sive Canadian distributor, will serve 
as distributor for Mitsubishi pro 
audio products in that country. 

DUDDERIDGE ACQUIRES 
FOCUSRITE 
After months of speculation and 
industry concern over the fate of 
Focusrite Ltd., Philip Dudderidge 
announced on April 13 his acquisi-
tion of that company's assets, and 

the formation of a new company, 
Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd. 
Dudderidge, who recently retired 
as chairman and marketing direc-
tor of Soundcraft, emerged from a 
group that included at least 12 
other bidders, according to one 
source. 
'We have a fair amount of work 

in progress already," Dudderidge 
says. "The ISA range of signal proc-
essors, plus the Forte Series of 
consoles, gives us a considerable 
scope for building the company 
over the next 18 months to two 
years. 
"One of the reasons I was inter-

ested in Focusrite was the excel-
lence of its product and the fact 
that it was so well-received in the 
U.S. market," Dudderidge adds, say-
ing that he expects to be taking 
orders for ISA range deliveries in 
early May, with product reaching 
the States in early June. 
Dan Zimbelman, former presi-

dent of Focusrite USA and now 
interim U.S. distributor for the new 
company, says his phone has been 
ringing off the hook in recent 
months, with people both express-
ing their concern and placing new 
orders. "There has been incredible 
market demand for Focusrite prod-
ucts in the North American record-
ing community. We are doing every-
thing we can to support the prod-
ucts we've sold, and we have every 
confidence that we'll be picking up 
deliveries again shortly. The prod-
uct stands on its own." 

Focusrite Ltd., which was set up 
in 1986 by Rupert Neve, had just 
shipped its first two Forte consoles 
to Master Rock in London and Elec-
tric Lady Studios in New York when 
it ceased trading on January 30, 
1989. Neve recently joined Amek/ 
TAC, but will continue to act as a 
consultant for the new Focusrite. 
The company is in the process 

of moving to a new location at 
Boume End, Buckinghamshire, 
near London's west side. A new 
engineering team has been assem-
bled under the direction of John 
Strudwick. 

CONVENTION NEWS 
The Association of Professional 
Recording Studios will be hosting 
APRS '89 in London from June 7-9. 
Now in its 22nd year, the show will 
present more than 150 exhibitors. 
Pre-registration is available; call 
APRS at (0923) 772907. 
The opening date of the 87th 

Audio Engineering Society (AES) 
Convention has been moved ahead 
one day to allow expansion of the 
technical program. Technical ses-
sions and workshops will now be-
gin at 9 a.m., Wednesday, October 
18, 1989, and exhibits will open the 
same day at 1 p.m. The Convention 
will conclude at 6 p.m., Saturday. 

The National Academy of Record-
ing Arts & Sciences (NARAS) is now 
accepting applications for its 1989 
grant program. Applications for the 
up-to-$5,000 research grants must 
be received by September 1, 1989; 
recipients will be notified on Janu-
ary 1, 1990. Contact NARAS Grant/ 
Research Opportunity Program, 303 
N. Glenoaks Blvd., Ste. 140, Bur-
bank, CA 91502-1178. 

MIX-UPS 
The BusinessPages! advertisement 
for Kajem Victory on Page 154 of 
our May issue included an incor-
rect photo. Check the July Mix for 
Kajem's correct photo. 

In our May feature "Digital Sig-
nal Processors in Northeast Stu-
dios," we incorrectly stated that 
Manhattan's Marathon Recording 
Studio was owned by artist/pro-
ducer Kashif. The Neve-equipped, 
24-track facility is owned by David 
Forrest. Our apologies. 
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Fast, accurate and powerful. Someday, all audio machines will be built this way, but 
consider what the (VTR-90's advanced technology can do for you right now. 

A capstan motor that's designed to be speed-slewed; designed so well that it stops 
faster than it starts—and it starts in 600 milliseconds to 30 ips! (We can also give you our specs 
for 15 to 30 ¡Ps and from 15 to 75 ips if you ihink we're just kidding around) 

Think about what all this means when you want your audio machine to be externally 
controlled. Do you want a heavy flywheel working against you, or a light-weight printed circuit 
motor of the latest design working for you? * 

And the signal electronics? Well, here we go again: GSPIP0—in van-speed! Dynamic 
range 78 dB at 30 ips... but you get the idea. 

Now get the full story about the audio machine they're all still trying to 
catch. Call (800) 338-6077, x101 to be connected to your Otani Representative. MEND 

Circle #135 on Reader Service Card 



STAFF 

Jerome E. Werner, formerly of Klipsch 

& Associates, has joined dbx (Newton, 
MA) as its new president...In Holly-
wood, CA, Thorn EMI plc plans to 
acquire a 50% interest in Chrysalis 

Record Companies, of Chrysalis 
Group plc, pending governmental 

and shareholder considerations. Jim 
Fifield was promoted to president and 
CEO of EMI Music Worldwide; Bhas-

kar Menon will continue as an execu-
tive director on the Thom EMI board 

... Trident Audio USA appointed 

Donna Zimring as general manager 
of its U.S. headquarters in Torrance, CA 

... George Douglas joined Meyer 
Sound Laboratories (Berkeley, CA) 
as director of international sales, mar-
keting and SIM' operations...In 

Herts, UK, Philip Dudderidge, co-
founder and former chairman of Sound-

craft Electronics, retired recently, 
but will stay close to the company as a 

consultant . . . UREI relocated to the 
Harman Industrial Business Campus in 

Northridge, CA; andJBL Professional 
awarded Representative of the Year for 

JBL and UREI products to Plus Four 
Marketing of Walnut Creek, CA... 
Centro Corporation (Salt Lake City, 
UT) has a new director of operations, 
Michael L. Prestwich...Rupert 
Ne-we Inc. moved its West Coast office 

to 6353 W. Sunset Blvd., Suite 402, Hol-

lywood, CA 90028. Neve's reps for the 
Neve Prism Series include Audiotech-
niques (NY) and Audio Intervisual 
Design (LA.). . . Dan Zellman joined 

t he service staff of New York Techni-

cal Support (Chappaqua, NY); Al 

Theurer and New York Tech formed 

an installation company using the lat-

ter's name . . . Electro-Voice, Inc. (Bu-

chanan, MI) named Michael V. Tor-
lone as market development manager, 
music electronics...The tenth annual 

Seminar in Audio Recording will 
take place at the University of Iowa 
from June 12-23...In Salt Lake City, R. 

Terry Hoffman is now president of 
Centro Corporation, specialist in 
mobile facilities...DOD Electronics, 

also of Salt Lake City, presented the 
Sales Representative Firm of the Year 

Award to Crescendo & Associates of 

Mirama, FL...Lindsay Allen was 

named manager of professional audio 

tape products at Ampex Corpora-
tion's magnetic tape division in Red-

wood City, CA...Audio recording and 

production company Music Annex 
(Menlo Park, CA) has promoted Keith 
ilatschek to vice president of sales 
and marketing...Samson Technol-

ogies of Hicksville, NY, signed Every-
thing Audio (Burbank, CA) to be area 

dealer for Soundtracs plc; in other 

news from Soundtracs, Katie Seaman 

was appointed marketing assistant of 
the Surrey, UK, company. . . Audlx 
(Pleasanton, CA), announced several 

new sales reps: Jamm Distributing, 
Innovative Sales, Elliot Goldman 
and JMS Marketing. . .ARX Systems 
of Victoria, Australia, established a U.S. 

branch headed by Algis Renkus in 
Silverado, CA.. James C. McKinney 

is now chairman of the U.S. Advanced 
Television Systems Committee in Wash-

ington, DC...Matsushita Electric 

Industrial Co. formed Panasonic 

Communications & Systems Co. in 
Secaucus, NJ; Keith Full' will be pres-

ident and chief operating officer. Al-
tec Lansing (Oklahoma City, OK) ap-
pointed Frank McMullen as director 
of manufacturing... In Los Angeles, 
Emmy winner Mike Dennis is now 
the online editor/producer for Edite!! 

L.A. ... Audio Animation in Knox-

ville, TN, has added six new engineers 
to its staff...Telex Communica-

tions (Minneapolis, MN) promoted 
Dan Dantzler to vice president of 

sales; other changes include Don Mer-

een as executive director of marketing 

and Ted Nemzek as senior director of 

sales, audio-visual products...Techni-

cal publisher Gary Davis & Associ-
ates moved to 3237 Donald I)ouglas 

Loop South, Santa Monica, CA 90405 
...Michael Messerla moved up to 
national field manager atJVC Profes-
sional Products Co. (Elmwood Park, 

NJ); Donn Barclay was promoted to 
national sales and marketing manager 
of consumer video, John O. Brown is 
the new national manager of market 

development, Kevin Weinhoeft is 
national sales manager of the Portable 

Audio Division and Nancy Fleming 
joined as public relations manager. 
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UPGRADE 
TO ANALOG. 

INTRODUCING SONY'S ALL NEW APR-24 MULTITRACK RECORDER. 
Analog recording has a new 

state of the art. Sony's APR-24 
Multitrack Recorder. 

As you'd expect, the APR-24 
delivers extraordinary sonic quality. 
Because it's Sony-engineered from 
top to bottom. But it also offers 
some things you might not expect. 

Like a built-in, multi-featured 

synchronization system which 
accepts video reference, LTC and 
VITC signals. Which makes it per-
fectly suited for post production. 

There's also a newly designed, 
remarkably fast transport built on a 

SONY 

rock solid 4-inch casting. Long life 
amorphous heads. And micro-
processor-assisted alignment. All 
standard on every machine. 

So if you're getting ready to up-
grade your facility, upgrade with 
the APR-24. Contact your Sony 
Professional Audio representative, 
or call Sony at 800-635-SONY. 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 



IT'S THE 
LITTLE THINGS 
ABOUT THE 
IL SERIES 

THAT YOU'LL 
APPRECIATE. 

Take a close look at the Soundtracs IL 

Production console. An outstanding console that's 

achieving acclaim amongst commercial recording 

studios around the World. Designed to meet a 

production climate that's radically changing with 

engineering that matches efficiency with vision. 

More important, though, listen to the 

way it sounds. This 32 bus console offers very low 

noise, minimal crosstalk and a degree of sonic 

transparency that sets new standards. 

Combine these attributes with a 

sensitive yet effective equaliser section to create 

one of the sweetest sounds to be found anywhere, 

perfect for high quality track laying. 

And while our crystal 

clear layout is 

free of gimmickry, 

we've included a number of 

unique features and sophisticated circuit 

designs which, together with Soundtracs 

Tracmix fader automation, provides versatility 

to set your creativity free. 

Little things in themselves. But 

in the Soundtracs IL, add up to a 

rather special production console. 

CREATIVE  ENGINEERING 

SOUNDTRACS PLC. 91 EWELL ROAD, SURBITON, SURREY 

KT6 6AH ENGLAND TELEPHONE (01) 399 3392/8101 

FAX (01) 399 6821 TELEX 8951073 STRACS G 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

O 48 OR 36 CHANNELS 0 104 OR 80 INPUTS ON REMIX 

INTERCHANNEL CROSSTALK BETTER THAN —88dB 4/ 1kHz 

O MIX NOISE 32 INPUT ROUTED BETTER THAN —82dB. 

EXCLUSIVE US DISTRIBUTOR: 

SAMSON®  
Technologies Corp. 
SAMSON TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION. 485-19 

SOUTH BROADWAY, HICKSVILLE, NY 11801, USA. 

TELEPHONE 1516) 932 3810. FAX (516) 932 3815 



SESSIONS 
AND STUDIO NEWS 

NORTHWEST 
At Triad Studios in Redmond, WA, Jef-
fery Olson produced a new album for 
Leonard the Dog...Recent sessions at 
Starlight Sound in Richmond, CA, includ-
ed Little Charlie and the Night Cats 
recording their second album on Alligator 
Records. The album was produced by 
Bruce Iglauer and engineered by Bill 
Thompson, with assistance from Ron 
Rig,ler .. . Recent happenings at Alameda 
Digital Recording (Alameda, CA) in-
clude "Rappin" Ed Holmes cutting the 
official song of the 1989 St. Stupid's Day 
Parade, with J.J. Jenkins and George 
Petersen engineering and producing... 
Barney Bentall & the Legendary 
Hearts were at Mushroom Studios in 
Vancouver, BC, recording the song "live 
Love Ways" for an upcoming feature film, 
California Dreaming Ken Marshall en-
gineered the session.. . Also in Vancouver, 
Turtle Mobile Recording recently taped 
live shows for Michelle Shocked and 
Cowboy junkies at the Commodore. The 
recordings were engineered by Larry An-
schell and assisted by Dave Trgovcic 
Robin Hitchcock, taking a break from 
his U.S. tour with REM., stopped by Hyde 
Street Studios in San Francisco to record 
six songs. Wendy Bardsley engineered, 
with Larry Schalit providing assistance 
...The members of Whitesnake were 
very busy at Granny's House in Reno 
working on their new album Work-Fest 
with engineer Mike Clink of Guns N' 
Roses fame...At Ironwood Studio in 
Seattle, engineer Jay Follette was busy 
working with the Fraid Nots, as well as 
with producer Linda Waterfall and con-
temporary folk artist Heidi Muller on her 
new album...Tuck and Patti were at 
Soma Sync Studios (formerly Savage Stu-
dios) in San Francisco mixing their latest 
album for Windham Hill Productions. How-
ardJohnston engineered and Mary Ann 
Zahorsky assisted...Heart finished up 
sessions at Steve Lawson Productions 

(Seattle) in preparation for their new al-
bum on Capitol. Brett Eliason was at the 
faders...British TV personality Grace 
Kennedy was at Studio D in Sausalito, 
CA. Her solo project was engineered by 
Joel Jaffe and co-produced by Alan 
Glass and Errol Kennedy...At Differ-
ent Fur in SF, Howard Johnston was en-
gineering a project for jazz pianist Henry 
Butler and Dancing Cat Productions. 
George Winston produced and Chad 
Munsey assisted... 

SOUTHERN CAL 
Fishbone was in at Summa Music 
Group in LA. recording the Say Anything 
soundtrack. The project was produced by 
David Kahne, engineered by David 
Leonard and assisted by Lori Fumar... 
At Westlake Audio, also in LA., producer 
Michael Masser mixed down tunes for 
Natalie Cole's new release on EMI Rec-
ords, with assistance from Steve james. 
Cal Harris was at the board, with engi-
neering assistance from Mark Hagen... 
Juniper Studios in Burbank has recently 
completed audio post-production on all 
the 30- and 60-second syndicated spots 
for Hill Street Blues and The Bob Newhart 
Show...EMI artist Richard Marx was at 
Lion Share Recording Studios in LA. 
recording overdubs and mixing a new al-
bum, co-produced by Marx and David 
Cole. Laura Livingston assisted Cole 
with engineering duties, while Fee Way-
bill contributed backing vocals to a few 
tracks...At The Enterprise in Burbanlc, 
comedian Charles Fleischer (the voice 
of Roger Rabbit) and Craig Huxley cre-
ated special sound effects for Disney's new 
prime-time CBS series Hard Times on 
Planet Earth. Huxley used the Synclavier 
9600 as a workstation to manipulate 
Fleischer's voice for one of the lead char-
acters ... The Doobie Brothers were 
seen in The Enterprise's Studio B mixing 
their highly anticipated reunion album, 
Cycles, for Capitol Records. The project 

was engineered by Devon Bernardoni 
and producer/engineer Rodney Mills. 
Andrew Ballard assisted...The legen-
dary Ella Fitzgerald was at Group IV 
Recording in Hollywood working on a 
new album produced by Norman Granz. 
Angel Balestier engineered, assisted by 
George Belle...Producer/engineer 
Mark Dearnly was at Amigo Studios 
working on ex-Sex Pistols guitarist Steve 
Jones' second solo album for MCA Rec-
ords. Mike Scott assisted at the sessions 
...Producer/songwriter Raymond Jones 
was at Pacifique Recording Studio in 
North Hollywood laying down vocal tracks 
with MCA artists Body. Larry Fergusson 
and IChaliq Glover engineered the pro-
ject. . M'Bila Recording Studio in Hol-
lywood hosted singer Stephanie Mills 
along with producers Timmy Gatling 
and Alton "Wokie" Stewart, working on 
a "slammin' hip-hop tune"... At Village 
Recorder in LA., engineer Jeff Harris 
and producer Jeff Finer were complet-
ing work on a single for new rock artist 
Ronnie Way... Producer Preston Glass 
was at Mad Dog Studio in Venice cutting 
tracks for Japanese artist Hiroko's Ameri-
can debut LP Maureen Droney handled 
the faders, with Don Tittle assisting... 
Great White was at Total Access Record-
ing in Redondo Beach recording and mix-
ing that band's latest Capitol Records re-
lease. Titled Twice Shy, the LP was pro-
duced and arranged by Alan Niven and 
Michael Lardie. Lardie engineered, as-
sisted by Eddie Ashworth and Melissa 
Sewell... Paul Fox was at Skip Saylor 
Recording in LA. producing Virgin Rec-
ords artist In-Tua-Nua. Ed Thacker engi-
neered and Pat MacDougall assisted... 
Capitol artist Suave was tracking in the 
Neve room at Aire L.A. Studios in Glen-
dale. Paul Arnold engineered, with An-
thony Jeffries and Jackie Forsting as 
sisting...Atlantic Records' new act The 
Subdudes were at Sunset Sound Fac-
tory in Hollywood with producer Don 
Gellman (John Mellencamp). Ed Thack-
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Only One. 

Now you need only one microphone to 
cover a whole range of tasks. The 
Josephson C-602 has our new vacuum-
deposited gold condenser capsule with 
selectable omni and cardioid directional 
patterns. Select bass rolloff or flat response 
for close-up or far field use. The wide 
dynamic range and very low noise make it 
suitable for all kincs of sound environments. 
The $400 price makes it suitable for all kinds 
of sound budgets. It's mode in Germany by 
MB Electronic, famous in European 
broadcast, recording and film studios since 
1966. Hear it at your favorite pro audio 
dealer, or call us for more information. 

JOSEPHSON 

JOSEPHSON ENGINEERING 
3729 Corkerhill, 
San Jose, Calif. 95121 
(408) 238-6062 

er engineered with Scott Woodman as-
sisting. . . LA.'s Elumba Recorders re-
ports that George Clinton was in mixing 
a new Warner Bros. act Treylewd, featur-
ing Clinton's son. Donnell Sullivan as-
sisted engineer Larry Fergusson 

SOUTHWEST 
Sugar Hill Recording Studios in Hous-
ton reports a flurry of "nuevo-wavo" re-
cording projects. Ramex Records group 
Industria Del Amor wrapped up their 
latest album, Xelencia completed their 
second album for Cara Records ( it's al-
ready climbing the Tex-Mex charts), and 
Spanish artist Mary Maria put the final 
touches on her second album and penned 

a distribution deal with Cara/CBS Interna-
tional...Austin band Poi Dog Ponder-
ing was at Arlyn Studios finishing up an 
EP for the Texas Hotel label. Mike Stew-
art produced and engineered the proj-
ect...Recent Austin activity: Javelin Boot 
at Cedar Creek Recording, Los Deflec-
tors at Uppercut Studios and The 
Debonalres at Lorien Sound Studio 
...Producer Steven Arnold completed 
station ID and music packages at Future 
Audio in Dallas. Doug Phelps engi-
neered the sessions. Also at Future Audio, 
Graceland Records rap artists PID were in 
mixing, with Randy Adams at the con-
sole... 

NORTH CENTRAL 
Grammy Award nominees The Jets were 
in Paisley Park's Studio B in Chanhassen, 
MN, working on songs for their upcoming 
album. The project, tentatively titled You 
Better Dance, was produced by David 
Z . . . Andrew Batchelor recently com-
pleted his first full-scale album release at 
Kopperhead in North Canton, OH. The 
jazz- fusion project made extensive use of 
the Synclavier Digital Music System, with 
programming assistance from Lee Kopp. 
The live sessions were engineered by 
Bruce Hensal and George Payne... 
Mark Manley was at Soto Sound in Chi-
cago to produce an album for singer/song-
writer Marvin July; Jerry Soto was at the 
board. Also at Soto was blues legend 
Mighty Joe Young...Speaking of leg-
ends, Chubby Checker was at McClear 
Place Recording Studios in Toronto 
putting final vocals on one of his new 
songs, produced by Dean Landon and 
Caron Nightingale. Engineer Paul Shu-
bat was at the board, assisted by Paul 
Seeley... Producer/arranger Tom Ton 
99 was at Tone Zone Recording in Chi-
cago with R&B vocalists The Steelers 

working on a hard- luck tune, "I Need 
Some Duckies." Roger Heiss engineered 
the tracks ... "One Shining Moment," the 
song used for Super Bowl XXI and last 
year's NCAA Basketball Playoffs, was chos-
en as the theme for this year's NCAA Play 
offs. The song was recorded at Solid 
Sound in Ann Arbor, MI, by singer/song-
writer David Barrett...Jamaica's Tony 
Bell & Kutchie started tracking cuts for 
an album at Seagrape Recording Stu-
dios in Chicago. Tommy White was at 
the faders...Logos Production Studios 
recently finished mixing Christian record-
ing artist Lee Behnken's album. Also 
completed at the studio, a jingle for Ball 
canning jars, engineered and produced by 
Steve Mathews... 

SOUTHEAST 
CBS artist Don Johnson was at New 
River Studios in Fort Lauderdale, FI, re-
cording vocals for his upcoming LP. He 
was joined by Discos/CBS artist Yuri 
Velenzuela on background vocals. The 
project was produced by Keith Diamond, 
engineered by Acar Key and assisted by 
Dave Barton ... Singer/songwriter La-
vonne Battle was at Polymusic Record-
ing Studios in Birmingham, AL, cutting 
tracks for her debut album. Charles Hall 
produced, with Michael Panepento co-
producing and engineering. Members of 
the band Benz provided the musical ar-
rangements. Also at Polymusic, the 6-piece 
a cappella group The Diptones was in 
cutting tracks for their first release. Pane-
pent° produced and engineered... Pea-
ho Bryson completed his Capitol Rec-
ords release, All My Love, at Cheshire 
Sound Studios in Manta He co-produced 
with Dean Gant and Dwight Watkins. 
Thom Kidd ran the SSL and Tom Pee 
assisted...Audio Arts Recording in 
Miami supplied 16-track recording equip-
ment to Univision Television Network for 
a Maria C,onchita Alonso presentation. 
Remix was done at the Audio Arts facility. 
Jorge Pacheco handled the sessions... 
At The Money Pit in Nashville, Highway 

101 were in doing vocal, guitar and steel 
overdubs for their third album on Warner 
Bros. Paul Worley and Ed Seay pro-
duced, with Seay and Clark Schleicher 
at the controls...At Music Works in Hol-
lywood, FI, John Martyn and Michael 
Shiner completed a 12-minute post score 
for the Cenvill Corporation and two com-
mercial post scores for Burdines... For-
mer Jason and the Scorchers bassist Jeff 
Johnson was at Maxwell Sound in 
Athens, GA, producing a demo package 
for local artist Clifton Hill...At Midi-
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Its Not Just A Phase 
We Going Thiough. 
The tremendous success of 

the Tannoy PBM series of 
reference monitors is by no 
means coincidental. Since the 
introduction of the world 
renowned NFM-8 nearfield 
monitor, much time and effort 
has been spent on discerning 
the needs of the mixing 
engineer and the applied re-
quirements of "playback moni-
tors". The PBM Line ex-
emplifies this commitment to 
excellence in reference studio 
monitoring. These compact 
loudspeakers sport robust poly 
cone mid-bass transducers 
utilizing efficient long-throw, 
high power voice coils. The low 
frequencies are carefully con-
trolled by optimumly tuned 
ports located on the rear of the 
loudspeakers. Hi frequencies 

are provided by Hi Power ferro 
fluid cooled polyamide dome 
tweeters which extend H.F. 
bandwidth beyond 20KHZ. The 
driver accompaniment is knit-
ted together by means of a 
precision hardwired crossover 
unit, utilizing robust low loss 
components, and heavy-duty 
input terminals which will ac-
cept standard 3/4" spaced 
banana plugs and the majority 
of high quality, specialist audio 
cables. Transducers and cross-
over assemblies are neatly 
housed in a stylish, high densi-
ty, partical wrap cabinet, 
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specially designed to minimize 
unwanted cabinet resonance, 
and high frequency reflection. 
In summarizing, we have left 
the best feature of all for last 
"price versus performance." 

'TAMMY 
Professional Products 

Tannoy North America, Inc. 
300 Gage Ave., Unit 1 
Kitchener, Ont., 
Canada, N2M 2C8 
(519) 745-1158 
Telex 069-55328 
Fax (519) 745-2364 
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land Recording Studios in Coral Ga-
bles, FL, Emilio Estefan was in mixing 
three songs for Japanese artist Seiko. Clay 
Ostwald and Jorge Casas co-produced 
and John Haag engineered, assisted by 
Will Tartak . There's been lots of activ-
ity at Javelina Recording Studio in 
Nashville, including tracking for Mark 
O'Connor's upcoming Warner Bros. re-
lease. O'Connor co-produced with Paul 
Worley and Ed Seay. Seay, assisted by Clark 
Schleicher, handled engineering duties 
...At Real to Reel Studio in Stock-
bridge, GA, heavy metal group Snow 
White was in tracking and mixing its de-
but album. Joe Randolph engineered 
and Snow White produced.. The 
O'Kanes were at Soundshop Record-
ing Studios in Nashville self-producing 
their new album for CBS, with Pat Mc-
Makin at the controls...New York artist 
Yazzmin was at New Memphis Music 
cutting dance tracks, with Niko engineer-
ing...Roy Clark was overdubbing at 
Nashville's Sound Emporium, with Gary 
Laney engineering... 

NORTHEAST 
Island Records artist Laree tracked and 
mixed her new single at Sunset Produc-
tions in New York City with producer 
John Robinson and engineer Sue Gib-
bons at the controls...Barry Diament 
Audio in Riverdale, NY, recently mastered 
the new Guns N' Roses CD, G N' R Lies, 
for Geffen. Barry Diament also mastered 
the Edie Brickell and New Bohemians 
CD, Shooting Rubber Bands at the Stars 
...At Evergreen Recording in Manhat-
tan, Roy Ayers completed his upcoming 

Ichiban Records release. Winding up the 
project were Lamont Moreno mixing 
and Eddie Esz editing and sequencing 
...Capitol artists The Smithereens were 
at Crystal Sound Recording in NYC 
working on songs for their new album. 
Jim Ball and Larry Bulcsbaum engi-
neered the project, with assistance from 
David Mann and Barry &Doherty... 

Rob Wolf recently completed his latest 
track, "Someone Like You." The song, re-
corded at Chung King House of Metal 
in New York, was produced by Yaron 
Fuchs and engineered by Kevin Rey-
nolds.. . New York Voices, a new 5-part 
jazz vocal group, wrapped up work on 

their first, self-titled album for GRP Rec-
ords. Producer Mike Abene and engi-
neers Craig Bishop and Josiah Gluck 
captured the sessions at Sear Sound in 
New York City. . . Full Force were back at 
Bayside Sound in 13ayside, NY, working 
on Doc Ice's solo album for Jive Records, 

with John Fig at the controls...Stanley 
Jordan was at Manh2tgan Center Stu-

dios for a concert/video shoot/digital re-
cording for Blue Note Records...Atlantic 
Records recording artists Silent Running 
were in from Belfast, Ireland, working on 
tracks for their upcoming album. Frankie 
LaRocka and Peter Denenberg pro-
duced the sessions at Acme Recording 

Studios in Mamaroneck, NY, with Denen-
berg engineering and Tom Leinbach 
assisting... London Recordings artists 
Cookie Crew were at Island Media 

Services in West Babylon, NY, complet-
ing their next single. Prince Paul pro-
duced and Al Watts engineered...Andrea 
Lauren was at Chestnut Sound in Phil-
adelphia recording three songs and a video 
for Dorfman Productions. Lauren and Joe 
Alfonsi produced the sessions, with Les 
Chew at the controls...The 1989 network 
music promo for PBS was recently record-
ed and mixed at Premier Recording, 
Washington, DC Composed and produced 

by Demos Cluissos and Matthew Nich-
oll, the spot will be customized for indi-

vidual PBS affiliates throughout the coun-
try.. . New label ATCO Records took artist 

Tangiers to Kajem Victory's Derringer 
Gun Factory near Philadelphia to record 
their first album. AndyJohns (Cinderel-

la) engineered and produced the project 
. _John Sebastian was at Nevessa Pro-
duction in Woodstock, NY, cutting basic 
tracks for an upcoming album project with 
Jerry Marotta on drums and Jeremy 

Alsop on bass. Chris Andersen was at 
the board...Rap artist Heavy D was re-
cording and mixing tracks at Omega Re-
cording Studios in Rockville, MD, with 
Jack ICnepley engineering for MCA/Up-
town Records. .Allison Maryatt was 
appointed stunt() manager of Baby Mon-
ster Studios. She recently completed pro-
ducing The Thing, with Gil Abarbanel 
engineering . . . Smokin' Records' Minute-
men were at Power Play Studios in 
Long Island City working on new mate-
rial, with engineer Norty Cotto and as-

sistant Yianni Papadopoulos. . Virgin 
UK artist Raymond Simpson was at 39th 

Street Music Productions working on a 
new album, with Don Wershba engi-
neering, Ed Douglas assisting and Jim-
my B. and Harvey Goldberg producing 
...At Normandy Sound, Warren, RI, 
Phil Greene and Aerosmith's Brad Whit-
ford were producing tracks for the Neigh-
borhoods on Road Racer Records. Greene 
engineered, assisted byJoe Pires . . . Pro-
ducer Justin Strauss was at I.N.S. Re-
cording in NYC working on overdubs for 
the rem ix of "Stop" by Erasure for Warner 
Bros. Eric Kupper was on keyboards and 

Gary Clugston was at the board. .. 11iito 
Aquino of Prime Cuts in NYC edited 
various cuts on Paul Shaffer's upcoming 
IP, including "Louie, Louie," "Tear it on 
Down" and "Radio." Roger Pauletta edit-
ed Shaffer's "Coast to Coast." ... Nucleus 
was at Home Base Sound Studios Work 
ing on its new album, with Judy Feltus 
engineering, Andy Green programming 
the synths and Joe Webb and Dennis 
Williams producing...Luther Van-
dross was at Sound on Sound Record-
ing in NYC recording vocal overdubs. 
Michael O'Reilley engineered with 
Bryce Goggin assisting... Jeff Gotts-
chalk recently produced a remake (and 
sang all the vocals) of the classic "Do-
Wop" commercial for Crazy Eddie at 
Pyramid Recording Studios in New 

York John Tendy provided saxophone 
and Werner F engineered, assisted by 
Angela Dryden... 

STUDIO NEWS 
Conway Recorders in LA., purchaser of 
GML's first Moving Fader Automation Sys-
tem, has become the first to implement 
the GML Series 2000 Automation System 
into the Neve VR resettable console... 

Seattle-based Steve Lawson Produc-
tions upgraded its audio post-production 
facility with a NED PostPro, enhanced with 
a Macintosh II graphics workstation and 
remote controller/editor/locator...New 
River Studios, Ft. Lauderdale, FL, recently 
purchased a Sony BVU-850 3/4" SP editing 
VTR. In addition, a Studer A80 center-track 
time code machine and 1/2" Studer 4-track 
machine have been added for layback 
capability An Akai S950 sampler with li-
brary has been purchased for its audio 
post-production facility...With the help 
of AudioLine, Nexxus Studios in Wau-
kesha, WI, has upgraded its 8-track studio 
to 16 tracks with a Tascam M-600 console, 
a Tascam MS- 16 recorder and an ATR-60 
2N recorder...Country singer Emmylou 
Harris has taken delivery of a TAC Match-
less multitrack recording console at her 
facility in Nashville...Waves Sound Re-
corders in Hollywood, CA, purchased a 
Magnatech MR- 10035-4 35mm recorder to 
enhance its audio sweetening capabilities 
...Post Logic in Hollywood is tearing 
down walls and building a six-room post 
facility. The 12,000-sq.ft. facility will house 
two Synclavier rooms, two SSL rooms and 
an ADR/prelay room...Steve Val and 
designer Art Kelm announced the com-
pletion of Vai's new studio, Mothership, 
in his Hollywood Hills home. Each of the 
five rooms in the facility sits atop floating 
floor pads, and the control room boasts a 
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Its true. Music and painting are very similar. A stroke of red, a touch of chorus. A splash of blue, 
a wash of reverb. Either way, it's art. And every artform has its masterpieces. And its tools. 

Introducing the Alesis QUADRAVERB. An all- new 16 bit digital, simultaneous 
multi-effects processor and dead-serious musical tool. With QUADRAVERB, \., 
your mixes will be mirror images of the sound in your head. No letdowns. 
No noise. No nonsense. No boundaries between art and creation. 

Inside, QUADRAVERB is alive with colors. Chorus, flange, 
phase shift, pitch detune and delay... all in stereo, to give 
your music depth and space. For absolute tonal control 
there are 5 bands of parametric and 11 bands of graphic 
e.g. And, of course, there's the unmistakable clarity 
and drama of the award-winning Alesis digital reverb 
programs. 

With full programmability, 100 memory slots, and 90 factory 
programs created by the best ears in the business, 
QUADRAVERB gives you total artistic freedom. Plus, in 
QuadMode.,"four of these flawless 20kHz bandwidth 
effects occur simultaneously. Like crunching thousands 
of dollars worth of studio gear into one rack space. 

With very little cash, and even less effort, you can use 
QUADRAVERB on your next mix.., plug it into your 
instrument rig.., perfect your sound. 

See your Alesis dealer today and hear what 
state of the art really means. 

Michelangelo would agree, 
QUADRAVERB is a masterpiece. 

ALEsus 
STUDIO ELECTRO' 

LOS ANGELES: 
Alesis Corporation • 3630 Holdrege 
Avenue • Los Angeles, Ca. 90016 

LONDON: 
Alesis Corporation • 6, Letchworth 
Business Center • Avenue One, 
Letchworth, Hertfordshire SG62HR 
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Developed after two years' experience 
on the road with the acclaimed ZMC-1 
system, the ZMC-10 brings you the same 
revolutionary cymbal miking concept, at 
a price most serious drummers can afford. 
The ZMC-10 retains all the essential fea-

tures of the original: most importantly, the 
same innovative ZMC microphones—so unique 
that a patent on fbeir exclusive design has just 
been granted in the United States. 
Dedicated to amplification alone, the ZMC-10 

gives you the same cymbal sound quality as the 
ZMC-1—the system used by top professionals like 
Neil Peart, Gregg Bissonette and Tommy Aldridge— 

in a mono unit. Featuring a newly designed hi-hat 
channel and a superior master EQ control, the ZMC-10 

gives you all the close control you need. 
You'll get the same precise, crystal-clear separation 

and amplification of each cymbal in your 
set-up. Same individual miking for total 
control of mixing and balance. And the 
same bottom line: the most faithful cymbal 
sound ever. 
The ZMC-10 system features three ZMC 

cymbal microphones, one hi-hat mic and the 
ZMC-10 mixer unit. Extra mics are available 
from your authorized Zildjian dealer. 
For more information, write: Avedis Zildjian Company 
22 Longwater Drive, Norwell, MA 02061 
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rebuilt API 40-channel console...Sound 
Associates in New York now has a com-
pletely digital MIDI studio with the addi-

tion of the AudioFrame digital audio work-
station. .. Cereus Recording in Tempe, 
AZ, added the remote compact controller 
to its Adams-Smith 2600 synchronizer... 
Editel/LA opened a suite dedicated to 
color revision, enhancement and correc-
tion in tape-to-tape transfer, using the Da 
Vinci color correction system...Modern 
Telecommunications Inc. (MTI) an-
nounced the move of C,ompugraph De-
signs and Image Mix to a new computer 
graphic/special visual effects and post-
production center in NYC. The new plant 
will be called The Image Group ... UK-
based DAR made its first U.S. sale of an 
8-channel SoundStation II digital audio 
recording, editing and production system 
to GHL of Nashville. The SoundStation II 
will be slaved to a conventional multitrack 
recorder to enhance creative control over 
lead instruments and vocals...Savage 
Studios of San Francisco has changed its 
name to Soma Sync Studios and has 
acquired a new SSL console featuring a G 
series computer. Other new gear includes 
a Lexicon 480L, Eventide Ultra-Harmonizer 

and Otan i MTh- 12 2-track mastering deck 
... Tim Jordan Rentals in LA. pur-
chased a Sony PCM-3348 digital multitrack 
recorder...River North Recorders in 

Chicago added a 64 stereo-voice, 16-out-
put NED Synclavier 9600 with a Direct-to-
Disk" recorder. The studio plans to con-
nect four rooms to the system with cus-
tomized Macintosh II graphics worksta-
tions... In other NED purchases, The 
Plant Recording Studios in Sausalito, 
CA, took delivery of an optical disk-
equipped Synclavier with an 8-track Di-
rect-to-Disk, which will allow the studio 
to expand into video and film post-pro-
duction markets...Chicago Recording 
Company's recent digital recorder pur-
chases included two AMS AudioFiles, a 
Mitsubishi X-850 32-track and two Sony 
PCM-2500 DATs. Other digital purchases 
included two Emulator III samplers and a 
Lexicon 480L reverb with sample memory 
expander... Cantrax Recorders in Long 
Beach, CA, added an Alesis MIDIverb II, 
Alesis HR- 16 drum machine, a DigiTech 
IPS-33 pitch shifter and a dbx 166 comp/ 

limiter....Turner Broadcasting/WTBS 
in Atlanta ordered an AMS/Calrec digitally 
controlled virtual console system and an 
AMS AudioFile for its new post-production 
suite...Newly incorporated AMI Video/ 
Post Inc. completed renovation of an edit 
suite and added a video production sound 
studio. A 24-track audio-for-video record-
ing suite is in the works. 
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You already know about Neve's great sould, but for Able to handle up to rracks simultans-Rusly for 
today's post production, more and more flexibility is re- mono or stereo TV or film LCRS, musk, didlogile effects 
quired to satisfy your client's needs. To be oast effective, a and even laughs are on:y a push button away. Plus, Neve's 
room must offer a wide range moving fader automation 

of formats, each under easy THE NEVE POST PRODUCTION SERIES captures your every nuance, 
control. and the option to store and 

pecan settings lets vet: finish 
off yesterday's overrun, in between today's rushes. Whether it's a 30-second promo or a two-hour movie 

in Dolby n" stereo surround, Neve's multiformat post 
production console - designed for ease of operation - 
makes for the perfect take every time. 

So whether you finish or_ full coat, one-inch or D2, now 
you can add sizzle to every reel 

M ©WO 

A Siemens Company 

CT: (203) 744-6230 NY: (212) 956-6464 TN: (615) 329-9584 CA: (213) 4614-6383 
Dolbv is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc. lbetegrapay by Michael Partenua 



Processing in the DCE stereo Digital Compressor! 
Expander is performed entirely within the digital domain, 
thus avoiding conversion degradation and ensuring transpar-
ent processing of digital recordings. 

The DCE's compressor section offers special processing 
characteristics ranging from mild compression or AGC action 
all the way to no-artifact "zero attack time" peak limiting. 
The unit's independent expander may provide complemen-
tary noise reduction or special processing effects. 

Simple, intuitive control of the DCE's processing power is 
achieved by use of only 3 push buttons and one rotary knob. 
The unit's high-visibility LCD provides confirmation of all 
operating modes and parameter settings. Several factory 
presets are available for a quick start, and all dynamics set-
tings may be stored for later retrieval in one of 99 user pre-
set locations. All parameter settings and presets may be 
modified, stored, or recalled in real time without " glitching" 
or other undesirable audible artifacts occurring. 

While the DCE offers enhanced control over traditional 
processing parameters such as attack time, release time, 
threshold (via the SETPOINT adjustment) and gain, it also 
possesses the unique ability to vary the percentage of proc-
essed and unprocessed signal at its output (via the unit's 
MIX control). This feature allows you to further refine 
the desired processing to impart more or less aggressive 
implementation. 

In addition to the straightforward front panel controls, the 
DCE may be remotely controlled by RS-422, RS-232, or MIDI 
format controllers. 

The DCE readily accepts input from SDIF-2, SDIF-3, and PD 
digital format devices, as well as others. An optional analog 
interface is also available. 

Thanks to the DCE, you are no longer required to degrade 
the quality of your digital program by converting to analog 
simply to perform compression or expansion. Now, you are 
truly capable of taking your sound to the highest quality level. 

TAKE YOUR SOUND TO THE 
HIGHEST QUALITY LEVEL WITH THE VALLEY 

DIGITAL COMPRESSOR/EXPANDER! 
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INSIDER • AUDIO 
by Ken C. Pohlmann 

DIGITAL 
INTERFACING 
FORMATS 
ack in the old analog days, intercon-
nection was relatively easy. As long as 
you plugged the male plug into the 
female socket, analog signals were 
happy. Today, in the digital domain, 
interconnection is a good deal more 
complex. Sampling rate, word length, 
control and synchronization words, 
and coding must all be precisely de-
fined to permit successful digital inter-
facing. Sure, you can perform conver-

Figure 1: SDIF-2 
Interface 
Format 

sion, then interconnect with analog 
signals, but that's lame. As a result, 
numerous data formats have been de-
vised to interconnect digital audio 
devices without degradation. Let's 
take a quick look at several of the 
most common: SDIF-2, PD, AFS/EBU, 
IEC (or SPDIF) and MADI. 
The SDIF-2 (Sony Digital Interface 

Format) is employed in some of So-
ny's professional digital products. 
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There are two separate connections, 
one for each audio channel. A separ-
ate connection for word sync is com-
mon to both channels. Although any 
sampling frequency can be used, the 
intended sampling frequencies are 
44.056, 44.1 and 48 kHz. The signal is 
structured as a 32-bit word, as shown 
in Fig. 1. The MSB (Most Significant 
Bit) through bit 20 is used for digital 
audio data; when 16-bit samples are 
used, the remaining four bits are 
packed with Os. Bits 21 through 29 
form a control word. Bits 21 through 
25 are held for future expansion; bits 
26 and 27 hold an emphasis ID deter 

each sample. Each audio channel is 
transmitted along a separate electrical 
conductor. Additional interconnection 
information is conveyed via two sta-
tus channels, formatted the same as 
the audio channel. Two 16-bit words 
can be used to indicate recording sta-
tus of the multitrack recorder. For 
example, the appropriate bits are put 
in a logical 0 state if the correspond-
ing channel is in record mode. In the 
32-track recorder, the first 16 status 
channels are called the Rec. A signal, 
and the next 16 channels are called 
the Rec. B signal. 
The Audio Engineering Society, in 

conjunction with the European Broad-
cast Union, has established a standard 

4-1-4 

1 SUBFRAME (32 BITS) 

20 

SYNC S AUDIO DATA 
›.4 
V U 

PREAMBLE 

OR SYNC GROUP /  

AUXILIARY AUDIO 
OR OTHER DATA  

DIGITAL AUDI/ 

SAMPLE DATA 
AUDIO SAMPLE VALIDITY // 

USER BIT DATA  

AUDIO CHANNEL STATUS  

SUBFRAME PARITY  

Figure 2: AES/EBU Serial Interface Format 

4 4 

MADI CHANNEL 0 

MADI CHANNEL ACTIVE 

AES STEREO RA 

CHANNEL BLOCK SYNC 

AUXILIARY AUDIO 
OR OTHER DATA 

1 SUBFRAME (32 BITS) 

DIGITAL AUDIO 
SAMPLE DATA 

Figure 3: MADI Interface Format 
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AUDIO SAMPLE VALIDITY 

USER BIT DATA 

AUDIO CHANNEL STATUS 

SUBFRAME PARITY 

mined at the point of AID conversion; 
bit 28 is the dubbing prohibition bit; 
bit 29 is a block-flag bit, which signi-
fies the beginning of an SDIF-2 block. 
Bits 30 through 32 form a sync word. 
Internally, data is processed in paral-
lel; however, it is transmitted and re-
ceived serially through digital input/ 
output (DIO) cards. 

Multitrack recorders manufactured 
by Mitsubishi adhering to the PD or 
ProDigi format use a unique intercon-
nection format. Blocks are transmitted 
at a rate equal to the sampling fre-
quency selected. Audio data is given a 
32-bit field; the first 16 bits are used 
(MSB first) in most applications. A 
word clock marks the beginning of 

interface known generally as the AES/ 
EBU interface. It is a serial transmis-
sion format for linearly represented 
digital audio data. It permits exchange 
of digital audio information, including 
both audio and non-audio data be-
tween professional audio devices. 
The AES/EBU format conveys two 

channels of periodically sampled and 
uniformly quantized audio signals on 
a single, twisted wire pair, over distanc-
es up to 100 meters. Special process-
ing allows for longer distances. Left 
and right audio channels are multi-
plexed, and the channel is self-clock-
ing and self-synchronizing. Because 
the format is independent of sampling 
frequency, it can be used with any 

sampling frequency, including, of 
course, the three sampling frequen-
cies recommended for PCM applica-
tions: 32 kHz, 44.1 kHz and 48 kHz. 
The format defines a subframe as a 

set of audio sample data with other 
auxiliary information; two subframes, 
one for each channel, are transmitted 
within a sampling period; the first 
subframe is labeled A, and second is 
labeled B. A frame is a sequence of 
two subframes; the rate of transmis-
sion of frames corresponds exactly to 
the sampling frequency of the source. 
With stereo transmissions, subframe 
A contains left channel data and sub-
frame B contains right channel data. 
For mono, the rate remains at the 2-
channel rate, and audio data is placed 
in subframe A. A block is a grouping 
of channel status data bits and an 
optional grouping of user bits, one 
per subframe, over 192 source-sample 
periods. The start of a block is desig-
nated by a subframe preamble. 
The format specifies that a subframe 

has a length of 32 bits, with fields 
defined as shown in Fig. 2. The start 
of the first subframe is designated by 
a subframe preamble used to synchro-
nize and identify audio channels. 
Three types of preambles identify: the 
start of subframe A and, hence, a frame 
(also the start of a channel status 
block), the start of subframe A other-
wise, and the start of subframe B. 
Audio data occupies 24 bits; data is 

linearly represented in 2's comple-
ment form, with the MSB transmitted 
last. If the audio data does not require 
24 bits, then the first four bits may be 
used as an auxiliary data sample, as 
defined in the channel status data. 
Since most devices use 16-bit words, 
the last 16 bits in the data field are 
used, with the others set to zero. Four 
bits conclude the subframe: an audio 
sample validity bit is 0 if the audio 
sample is error-free and 1 if the sam-
ple is defective. A user data bit may 
be used as an option to convey user 
data. The audio channel status bit is 
used to form a block for transmitting 
information about the interface chan-
nel and other system parameters. This 
block is formed for each channel from 
the channel status bits from 192 suc-
cessive frames. The start of a block is 
identified by the associated preamble. 
A subframe parity bit provides even 
parity for the subframe; this is used to 
detect errors and monitor channel 
reliability. 

Received blocks of data are formed 
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Conventional 15" and 18" drivers are not true 
sub bass. They never were. Simple physics tells us 
that devices of this type simply aren't capable of 
properly reproducing today's ultra low frequencies 
as music. 
Of course, only Turbosound would plumb the 

depths of low bass technology to come up with an 
entirely new solution to this problem (we stooped 
to conquer, as it were). Which explains the radical 
— what else? — design implicit in our TSW Series. 
Subwoofer enclosures. 
There are really two parts to the TSW system: 

The first half is a remarkable speaker designed by 
Turbosound and manufactured to our rigid specs by 
Precision Devices, an EdgeTech company. This 12-
sided cast frame driver, available in 24" and 21" 
sizes, employs the world's only 6" voice coil and a 
special motor assembly (magnet & voice coil) to 
produce 600 watts RMS of lucid and articulate low 
bass power. 

Circle # 116 on Reader Service Card 

Our patented TurboBassT" device is the second 
half. It uses a high-velocity partial horn-loading 
technique to optimize cone control. This allows the 
'I'SW Series to achieve amazing levels of bass pro-
jection from a decidedly compact enclosure. 

For those seeking a little less sub bass than our 
highly acclaimed TSW-124, we are proud to intro-
duce the new TSW-121 enclosure with a precision 
21" driver. 
Now you can experience deep bass the way you 

always dreamed it could be Musical, with maxi-
mum impact, tightness and transparency. Without 
undifferentiated bass rumble and the need for 
unnatural-sounding compensating electronics. And 
it responds more quickly to transients than sub-
woofers using mechanical piston-driven designs. 

If you're looking for sub-bass visibly one step 
above (or below, depending on your perspective) 
the competition, it's Turbosound. 

Only Tlirbosound is lurbosound ® 

Turbosound 
.C2.EdgeTech c.npany 
LONDON • NEW YORK • TOKYO 

Edge Distribution Corporation RR-2, Box I44C, Milewood Road. Millbrook, NY 12545 Tel: (914)567-1400 Fax: (914) 677-6287 ItvtC: EDC-US 
Turbosound Ltd. Star Road, Partridge Green, West Sussex RM13 5EZ Tel: (0403) 711447 Fax: (0403) 710155 Telex 8-78723 IMC TURBIMK 
In Canada: Omnimedia Corp. Ltd., 9653 Cote De Liesse, Dorval, Quebec, H9P 1A3 Tel: (514) 636-9971 Fax: (514) 636-5347 
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from each of the subframes to yield 
block A and block B; block size is 192 
bits long, from 192 successive frames. 
Each channel-status data block con-
sists of 192 bits of data, as 24 bytes, 
transmitted one bit per frame in each 
audio channel. The channel status 
block is synchronized by using the 
alternate subframe preamble every 
192 blocks. 
Byte 0 of the channel status block 

contains information on sampling rate 
and use of preemphasis, byte 1 speci-
fies signal type, such as stereo or 
mono, byte 2 specifies word length 

and byte 3 is reserved for multichan-
nel functions. Bytes 4 and 5 are re-
served. Bytes 6 through 9 contain al-
phanumeric channel origin code, 
while bytes 10 through 13 contain 
alphanumeric destination code. Bytes 
14 through 17 specify a 32-bit sample 
address. Bytes 18 through 21 specify a 
32-bit time of day time code, with 4-
millisecond intervals at 48kHz sam-
pling frequency; it can be divided to 
obtain video frames. Byte 22 contains 
data reliability flags for the channel 
status block and indicates when an 
incomplete block is transmitted. The 
final byte, byte 23, contains a CRCC 
code word across the channel status 

SIMPLY THE BEST!  
Simon SystemsTM is setting a new standard of excellence 
in professional audio signal processing equipment. It 
began with the DB-1A Active Direct Box. Boldly designed 
and independently powered*, the DB-1A delivers perfor-
mance that blows every other DI away. The DB-1A's 
unique design is based on totally active ( transformerless) 
circuitry with no insertion loss. With features like line 
level output, rechargeable battery capability, and 
automatic power system check, it's easy to understand 
why so many professionals refer to it as simply the best 
direct box money can buy! 

Then came the CB-4 Headphone Cue Box. With four outputs independently 
controlled by conductive plastic stereo power controls, the CB-4 allows up to 
four headphones to be driven from the same amplifier. A three- position switch 
selects left mono, right mono, or stereo mix, and XLR 
input/output connectors are provided for paralleling addi-
tional cue boxes. It's no wonder why the CB-4 has become 
a standard in the industry. 

The tradition of excellence continues with the RDB-400 
Integrated Direct Box. Based on the same design techni-
que which made the DB-1A the premier direct box of the 
industry, the AC powered RDB-400 is four direct boxes in 
one. It can be rack or floor mounted and has countless 
uses. It features line level output mode with infinitely 
variable trim, attenuation mode with stepped variable trim, 
input overload LED,speaker level input pad,balanced and unbalanced buffered 
outputs with front and rear XLR connectors, ground isolation switch, and a 
toroidal power transformer. 
•Slmon Systems PSI Power Supply Is recommended 

•  S.MON MU. 
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So the next time you think signal processing equipment, think like a pro: 
Simon Systems — Simply the Best! TM 

Thanks for setting the trend: 

GLENN CAMPBELL • JOHN COUGAR • FLEETWOOD MAC • WHITNEY HOUSTON 
KENNY LOGGINS • JEAN-LUC PONTY • JEFF PORCARD • REO SPEEDWAGON 

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS • TITO JACKSON 

rUi  SIMON SYSTEMS" ENGINEERING, INC. 
7 707 Clear Haven Drive, Agoura Hills, CA 91301. ( 818) 707-9980 

block for error detection. The struc-
ture of user data is not defined. 
The electrical parameters of the 

AES/EBU format follow those for bal-
anced-voltage digital circuits as de-
fined by the CCITT; driver and receiv-
er chips used for RS-422A communica-
tions as defined by the EIA are typi-
cally employed. The transmission cir-
cuit employs a symmetrical differen-
tial source and twisted-pair cable, 
typically shielded. The cable's charac-
teristic impedance should range from 
90 to 120 ohms at the data rate (about 
64 times the sampling frequency). 
The waveform's amplitude (measured 
with a 110-ohm resistor across a dis-
connected line) should be between 3 
and 10 volts peak-to-peak. 
The receiver should provide both 

common-mode interference and di-
rect-current rejection, using either 
transformers or capacitors, or optical 
interface. The receiver should present 
a nominal resistive impedance of 250 
ohms to the cable over a frequency 
range from 0.1 to 6 MHz. A maximum 
of four receivers can be connected 
across one line. Input (female) and 
output (male) connectors use an 
XLR-type connector with pin 1 carry-
ing signal ground, and pins 2 and 3 
the unpolarized signal. 
Consumer products use an IEC for-

mat (sometimes called SPDIF or Sony/ 
Philips Digital Interface Format) de-
rived from the AES/EBU standard. It is 
largely identical to the AES/EBU stand-
ard, and in many cases professional 
and consumer equipment can be di-
rectly interfaced; however, differences 
do exist, particularly in the channel 
status and user bits. Serial bits are 
arranged as twelve 16-bit bytes. A 
general status code format defines the 
first eight bits and bit 15 of this block. 
The first six bits define a control word. 
Bit 0 defines professional or consum-
er format (as in the professional for-
mat), bit 1 defines normal or digital 
data, bit 2 shows use of copy-prohibit, 
bit 3 shows use of preemphasis, bit 4 
is reserved and bit 5 specifies 2- or 
4-channel audio. Bits 6 and 7 define 
the mode; only mode 00 is presently 
defined. Bit 15 designates either a 
consumer/professional mode or pro-
gram transfer mode. 
The consumer interface does not 

require a low-impedance, balanced 
line, as does the professional stand-
ard. Instead, a single-ended cable is 
used, with 0.5-volt (peak-to-peak) am-
plitude. Conventional phono cables 

Circle *028 on Reader Service Card 
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SERIES 
the past, and the computer with its full sized 
keyboard has transformed our console into th 
most powerful and flexible music production 
system currently available." 

John Hudson 

Mayfair Recording Studios, London 

"C'est la première console à me permettre de 
réaliser toutes les idées et toutes les envies 
sonores que j'ai pu avoir sans effort et sans 
stress. Il n'y a plus aucune limite à la créativité. 
C'est le seul instrument de musique qui tradui 
exactement mes émotions. Faire du mixage es 
un réel plaisir." 

Dominique Blanc-Francard 

"It's great to have been involved in the 
development of the new computer system an 
its new software features. The huge increase 
speed and flexibility of operation makes it by 
the most advanced mixing system available. A 
for the sound, I'm delighted with the end res 
The transparent musicality of the new 
electronics is a pleasure to experience, wheth 
mixing or recording. I'd be at a disadvantage t 
have to work with anything else." 

Bob Clearmountain 
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= Eiji Uchinuma 

Solid State Logic 
Begbroke, Oxford, England 0X5 I RU (08(15) 842300 
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can be used; however, video-type 
phono cables are recommended. Al-
ternatively, some consumer equip-
ment uses an optical connector and 
fiber optic cable. 
MADI (Multi-channel Audio Digital 

Interface) carries the AES/EBU inter-
face one step further; it is intended to 
provide a standard means of intercon-
nection of multichannel digital audio 
equipment. MADI allows up to 56 
channels of data to be conveyed along 
a single length of BNC-terminated ca-
ble for distances up to 50 meters. 
Audio samples up to 24 bits are per-
mitted. Using this interface, one can 
perform a single analog-to-digital con-
version on the original audio signal, 
then perform all subsequent process-
ing through recording consoles, mul-
tichannel recorders and mixdown re-
corders without leaving the digital 
domain. Whereas an interconnection 
between console and multichannel 
recorder with the AES/EBU format 
requires two cables for every two 
audio channels (e.g., send and re-
turn), a MADI interface requires only 
two cables for up to 56 audio channels. 
MADI protocol is based on the 

QUEST MARKETING 
PO Box 20 
Auburndale, MA 02166 
Phone (6171964-9466 
FAX (617) 969-7758 

QUEST MARKETING 
4451 North Log Cabo Dove 
Soda 132 
Smyrna, GA 33080 
Phone (404) 432-6405 
FAX (404) 333-9335 

AES/EBU format; the MADI channel 
format differs only in the first four bits, 
as shown in Fig. 3. In the MADI for-
mat bit 0 is a flag indicating channel 
0, the first to be transmitted in a sam-
pling period. The following channels 
are transmitted sequentially. Bit 1 in-
dicates whether the data is valid, as 
interpreted by the transmitting system. 
Bits 2 and 3 encode the three possi-
ble (4-bit) preambles transmitted at 
the start of an AES/EBU subframe. The 
remainder of the MADI format is iden-
tical to an AES/EBU subframe. This is 
useful, because MADI and AES/EBU 
are then compatible, allowing free 
exchange of data. 
However, the physical data links 

themselves differ. Whereas the AES/ 
EBU can use a twisted-pair wire to 
convey approximately 3 Mbit/second, 
MADI must use coaxial cable to sup-
port 125 Mbit/second. The interface 
is designed as a transmitter-to-receiver 
link; in the case of a console and 
recorder, two cables for sends and 
returns are required. Standard 75-ohm 
video coaxial cable with BNC connec-
tor terminations is used. Alternatively, 
fiber optic cable can be used. 
The common data rate may range 

from 32 kHz to 48 kHz. Higher sam-

500 

piing rates can be supported by trans-
mitting at a lower rate and using two 
consecutive MADI channels to achieve 
the desired sampling rate. To facilitate 
synchronization between equipment, 
MADI may be accompanied by a sepa-
rate, distributed, master synchronizing 
signal applied to all interconnected 
equipment. 

Clearly, the old male/female head-
aches were nothing compared to to-
day's digital tribulations. Digital audio 
interconnection is a whole new ball 
game. But with a little pressure from 
you, the buying client, a little cooper-
ation and forethought from manufac-
turers, and a little luck, we could be 
moving at 100 million BPS with abso-
lutely no hassle. Imagine if all con-
soles, tape recorders and peripherals 
had a fiber optic MADI interface. Plug 
in a couple of little strands, and your 
studio harness is complete, without 
grounding problems, hum, interfer-
ence or even soldering. 

Ken C. Pohlmann recentb, chaired the 
AES International Conference on Dig-
ital Audio, held in Toronto, and pub-
lished the second edition of Principles 
of Digital Audio, and The Compact 
Disc Handbook. 

DYNAMICS PROCESSOR — ALL YOU'LL EVER NEED 
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01 DIGITAL PRODUCTION CENTRE 

MASTERING THE NEWAGE 

Mastering and editing are as important to the 
quality of a record as the final mix. With the 
emergence of CD as the dominant consumer 
software medium, a new approach is needed to 
bring the quality of service traditionally 
provided by the vinyl disc mastering room to 
the digital domain. 

01 provides all the sonic processing, editing 
and final assembly facilities required for this 

SSL 

task, with no loss of digital integrity. Combining 
the advantages of a hard disk recorder with 
familiar multi-channel console controls, 01 is 
immediately accepted by engineers, editors and 
producers. 

More importantly, by extending creative 
control over the mastering process, 01 enables a 
quality of production to match the new age of 
release formats. 

DIGITAL 
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JUXTAPOSITIONS 
by Mel Lambert 

SPECIALIST SKILLS 
IN THE AUDIO 
MARKETPLACE 

R  
ecently I had reason to ponder the 
intended nature of my column, mainly 
because I looked back at what I wrote 
here exactly a year ago. As chance 
would have it, my column focus 12 
short months ago was live sound pro-
duction, which happens to be the 
editorial theme of this issue. In that 
column I talked about the fact that, by 
the very nature of their profession, 
live sound engineers operate under a 
unique set of circumstances—trying 
to provide a consistent, high-quality 
sound in environments far from ideal. 
Despite that uniqueness, I argued, 
live-performance console jockeys 
have more in common with fixed-
base engineers thIn might at first 
seem to be the case. 
Commenting that the technical qual-

ity of live-perform-
ance hardware 
has improved rad-
ically during the 
last half-decade, I 
suggested it is 
now possible to 
"achieve a quality 
of sound in live 
performance that 
rivals current-gen-
eration control 
rooms." 
I still feel the 

same way. But 
with all due re-
spect to their 
chosen profes-
sion, I still feel 
that live-sound 
engineers often 
try to achieve the 
impossible. Sev-
eral times during 
the past year I 

have been confounded by the fact 
that basic principles of live-sound 
mixing have gone unobserved, simply 
because the engineer at the console 
tried to be too fancy. 
A couple of weeks ago I got into a 

long, animated discussion with a cou-
ple of sound engineers who were han-
dling sound for a national tour. I was 
particularly interested in the amount 
of outboard gear they had loaded into 
a half-dozen large racks at the house 
mix position, and wondered how they 
were able to handle such a complex 
setup. 
As it turned out, system control was 

indeed one of their major problems. 
In attempting to duplicate in live per-
formance the myriad effects used dur-
ing production of the studio tracks 
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JUXTAPOSITIONS 

(one of the engineers had been at 
some remix sessions, so he was famil-
iar with the sound blenders and bend-
ers used in the control room), several 
factors were preventing them from 
making much progress. 
Not that the mix sounded bad; I 

can live with a "pared-down" version 
of a complex studio balance, so long 
as the performance has that magic of 
a band enjoying themselves on stage 
and playing good music for an atten-
tive, supportive audience. Although 
the drum sound was crisp, tightly 
gated and well-balanced internally in 
the live mix, the bass, keyboards and 
vocals sounded ragged. 
I suspected—and my suspicion was 

later confirmed—that more time had 
been dedicated to getting the drums 
down at the start of the tour, and that 
the overall mix, given the variety of 
venues encountered on the tour, nev-
er developed much from there. In a 
nutshell, lack of rehearsal, limited set-
up time at each venue and sensory 
overload during the two-hour perform-
ance led to compromises. 
My advice was to let the drums look 

after themselves for a couple of nights 
and spend some time bringing togeth-
er the rest of the instrumentation; 
don't even think about the outboards 
(beyond some EQ, standard compres-
sion and basic factory reverb/ambi-
ence presets) until the audience be-
gins to hear and enjoy the basic mixes 
from the stage. Then add refinements, 
rather than starting out with the idea 
that everything needs to sound exactly 
as it did in the studio. 

Despite the arsenal of tools at our 
disposal, producing live sound is a 
very different proposition from pro-
ducing in the controlled environment 
of a recording facility. With the ever-
increasing sophistication of studio 
techniques, the statement I made a 
year ago—that live sound quality can 
rival studio sound, provided we oper-
ate the hardware with a semblance of 
intelligence—applies more than ever 
today. In this context, "intelligence" 
means conceding that you might not 
be able to handle every situation 
exactly as you would like. Compro-
mise is a fact of life. 
One way around this problem 

would be to reevaluate the precise 
role of live-sound mixing. I suggest 
that audiences do not necessarily ex-
pect the sound at, let's say, LA's Uni-
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versal Amphitheater or the Meadow-
lands in northern New Jersey, to sound 
exactly like a CD through T-20s. Heck, 
if they really want ultra-fi, why not just 
crank up the home stereo? 

"Live" is an entirely different expe-
rience. An audience wants to see and 
hear the artists on stage. The nuances 
of a mix will, by and large, be lost on 
them; so why not mix sound that's 
representative of the group's signa-
ture, and use your time at the board 
to follow solos, ride horn and vocal 
sections, or punctuate the concert 
with subtle enhancements that add 
that "something" to the show? 
I recall a concept that dates from 

my college days. During a post-gradu-
ate course on "Science, Underdevel-
opment and the Third World," I stud-
ied the ways in which multinational 
companies sometimes persuade small, 
technology-hungry nations to reequip 
their industrial centers and factories 
with capital- rather than labor-inten-
sive technologies. It makes little sense 
for a newly independent African na-
tion to adopt, for instance, microproc-
essor-based manufacturing techniques, 
when the country doesn't have the 
trained people to install and maintain 
the plant, which, when completed, 
employs dozens rather than hundreds 
of people. 

"Appropriate technology" involves 
the kind of lower-tech processes that 
create new jobs for a larger number 
of people, require little training and 
make use of hardware that can be in-
stalled and repaired by existing main-
tenance staff The resultant scenario 
of "technological dependence"—as a 
Third World nation finds itself in a 
debt spiral while it attempts to trade 
on world markets with products that, 
for complex reasons, cannot compete 
with products from developed coun-
tries—is still prevalent around the 
world. 

It's also an analogy that works, to a 
certain degree, with live-sound mix-
ing, where we sometimes forget that 
while a gleaming box may be offered 
to us, it might be more appropriate to 
look elsewhere for a solution, and 
maybe retain the ability to use a little 
to produce a lot It's a laudable philos-
ophy for everyone in pro audio. • 

Mel Lambert has been actively in-
volved with professional audio on 
both sides of the Atlantic for the past 
decade, and is president of Media& 
Marketing. 
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D
rums are the most difficult instruments to record. Offering 
extremes in both frequency response and dynamics, the drum 

set provides a formidable challenge to the recording engineer, 

even under the best conditions. When an engineer attempts to 

record a badly tuned kit on a cramped drum riser in a boomy, rever-

berant hall where the onstage monitor levels exceed the threshold of 

pain, while sharing mic feeds with a PA. company, after a generous 



11-minute soundcheck, it sometimes 
amazes me that anything at all comes 
out on the tape, much less something 
that resembles art. 
We asked a number of remote 

recording engineers around the na-
tion to share some of their secrets on 
the rather dodgy subject of drum mik-
ing. As expected, their responses 
were varied, informative and highly 
opinionated. 

ASL MOBILE AUDIO/VIDEO 
Steve Remote, Owner/Engineer 
ASL was established in 1977 and han-
dles a variety of recording duties: al-
bums, live television and radio up-
links, and film and video concert re-
motes. Recent projects for this 48-track 
mobile unit based in Flushing, New 
York, include Living Colour, Public Ene-
my, Michelle Shocked, Pat Benatar and 
DJ. Jazzy Jeff & the Fresh Prince. 

"I have a saying I live by. When I'm 
at a live gig, I try to make drums 
sound like studio drums, and when 
I'm in the studio, I try to make them 
sound live," says ASL founder Steve 
Remote. "If it's not a very heavy show, 
where there's not much chance of the 
mics being destroyed, I like to go with 
really good, high-quality microphones. 

"For the most part, I'll go with what 
the PA guys are using, and usually 
they have the same mics you use in 
the studio. I love [Shure] SM57s on 
the snare, and most of the time I'll 
use an AKG D-12 on the kick An 
[Electro-Voice] RE20 is also good, 
especially for jazz. If the sound com-
pany is using 57s or [Sennheiser] 421s 
on the toms and we just want some-
thing else, we may add some of our 
mics to accompany that, such as [Neu-
mann] U67s or AKG 414s. For dynam-
ics on toms, I like Sennheiser 409s— 
they're wonderful mics—or 421s; even 
SM57s can work. If I was stuck in a 
studio on a desert island and could 
only have two models of microphones, 
they'd probably be a 57 and a 421. 
You can record just about any instru-
ment with those two mics. 

"I like [AKG] 451s and 414s on 
overheads, and some Schoeps micro-
phones," Remote continues. "I don't 
use hi-hat mics very often, but if the 
drummer is a light hi-hat player, I'll 
use a Sony ECM-50, that little lavalier 
mic. I have a way of hanging it right 
over the bell for that little bit of sizzle 
you need. I also might use a SM57 on 
hi-hat; it's got a mid-range boost that's 
great for rock and roll. 

"Usually when I do soundchecks 

Yamaha MZ mics, with the MZ-205 at far left, the MZ-204 at right 

Checking Out Yamaha's MZ Series Drum Mics 

by Roger Nichols 
Every once i.i a while I run across a 
piece of equipment that makes my 
job as an engineer a little easier. If 
it makes it enough easier, I buy 
one for my own use. When the 
Sony PCM-F1 became available, I 
purchased Dne so I could take 
mixes home to check them in a 
familiar env.ronment. I no longer 

had to wonder if the 2-track at the 
studio captured the actual mix. If 
the mix was lousy on the Fl, then 
it was lou9er back at the studio. 
I have added a few microphones 

to my collection over the years: an 
AKG Gold Tube, a couple of AKG 
451s, a few•Shute SM91 condensers, 
a 13« 4006, a matched pair of trans-

-COIVTINIIED ON PAGE 44 

on drums, I go with a scratch test, 
making sure every mic is where it's 
supposed to be, and normally I like 
to work on my drum sound when the 
band is playing full blast. Then I can 
really hear what mics are causing 
leakage with different instruments. It's 
the best way to make a drum sound 
happen." 

EFIFANEL MUSIC 
Randy Ezratty, Owner/Engineer 
This New York City-based remote re-
cording company offers two trucks 
and a portable multitrack system that 
can be transported anywhere in the 
world. Past credits include Paul Si 
moo's Graceland Live in Zimbabwe, 
U2's Under a Blood Red Sky and Un-
forgettable Fire (the latter recorded at 
a castle in Ireland), Amnesty Interna-
tional in Argentina and scoring with 
Peter Gabriel for The Last Temptation 
of Christ. At press time, Ezratty was 
upgrading Effanel's 45-foot, 2-room, 
mobile studio with a Solid State Logic 
console. 
"Drums are one of the few things 

where you can carry over studio prac-
tices into a live situation. You certainly 

can't use studio vocal techniques on 
stage because of the monitors, but 
drummers don't mind when you put 
a couple of studio condensers in place 
of what the sound company is provid-
ing," notes Ezratty. 
"We always defer mic selection to 

the sound company, unless it's really 
going to adversely affect the record-
ing. Also, with drums you can some 
times double-mike without anything 
getting in anybody's way. PA engi 
neers will sometimes their over 
heads if they're short on inputs, so in 
that case we stick in a couple of sepa 
rate overheads and send them down 
to the truck. It's the same thing with 
the kick drum; a 421 is nice for PA., 
but sometimes we might want to go 
with something like a Beyer M88, so 
we'll stick two mics in there. 

"An overhead in a concert situation 
will not pick up any wonderful drum 
ambience, it'll pick up everything else 
on stage, drums included. I might use 
the same mics as in a studio, but I'd 
place them much closer. It depends 
on the music; for a jazz date with 
acoustic bass, I'd use a nice X-Y pair 
for overheads, but if it's Guns N' Ros 
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Dynamic MIDI® for real-time control 
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trollec And its System Exclusive 
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den" parameters using the Lexicon 
MRC MIDI Remote Controlten The 
MRC controls all eight parameters 
in real time and stores your setups. 
It turns the outwardly simple LXP-1 
into an amazingly powerful and 
versatile multi-effects processon 
How powerful? How versatile? 

How amazing? Find out at your 
Lexicon dealer now. 

Once you hear the LXP-1 
Multi-Effects Signal Processing 
Module, anything else will sound 
like a compromise. 
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es, I'd want to mike the cymbals and 
add ambience electronically. 

"Isolation is not the be-all and end-
all for me, especially with drum over-
heads. We did a U2 record where even 
in the studio—er, castle—we were 
recording in, they set up a monitor 
system and put the drummer's kick 
and snare through the monitors as 
loud as if he were on stage, and 
recorded it with the overheads. It 
sounded great, so sometimes isolation 
is only necessary in degrees. 
"One thing I discovered from work-

ing on jazz dates with Jim Anderson, a 
popular direct-to-2- track engineer, 
was the use of Beyer 160 ribbon mics 
as overheads. Now they're my choice 
on most dates. The compression you 
get with a condenser mic on cymbals 
is nonexistent with ribbon mics, and 
they take extremely high sound pres-
sure levels. 
"On toms I like the Shure SM98 

miniature condenser, and on snare I 
sometimes use the Countryman 101 
or the SM57 that everybody uses. The 
Countryman mic is great when you've 
got something with a little finesse on 
the snare; sometimes I'll record both 
the 57 and the 101. I like using a rib-
bon mic or a large diaphragm con-
denser, such as a 414, on hi-hat. A lot 
of people use small-diaphragm condens-
ers, but I think they're too thin-
sounding. 

"If you use condensers on your 
overheads or hi-hat, make sure the 
drummer plays pretty hard when you 
soundcheck. I've seen a lot of engi-
neers use unpadded mics, and later 
you hear awful-sounding preamp dis-
tortion. It's tough to go onstage in the 
middle of a set and start screwing in 
mic pads." 

GHL REMOTE RECORDING 
Gary Hedden, Owner/Engineer 
This 40-foot, Nashville-based remote 
truck has seen a lot of action lately. 
Recent acquisitions include an 8-track 
DAR SoundStation—probably the first 
digital workstation employed in a re-
mote unit—and a new Harrison Pro-7 
sidecar mixer. Owner Gary Hedden is 
also a noted studio designer, having 
completed work on Cleveland's Sisapa 
Studios and The Bakery in North Hol-
lywood, which was slated to go on line 
last month. 

"Acoustic drums are made to sound 
good from overheads: the drummer 
plays from that perspective and the 
mics hear the most accurate sound 
from that perspective. In large spaces 

Zen and the Art of 
Drum Miking 
The art of recording drums is 
something that most of us who 
have done some engineering 
come to have mixed feelings 
about. Just why are drums so 
devilishly hard to record? After all, 
the fiendish things are really noth-
ing more than round boxes with 
skins on them, aren't they? 

Well, perhaps this is a bit sim-
plistic. True, they evolved from the 
basic primeval drum, the hollow 
log, but today's sophisticated sets 
produce many killer waveforms 
that can be awfully hard on a mi-
crophone. Come to think of it... 
a log might be harder to record 
than it looks! 

Let's examine what a drum is 
actually doing to the air, and we'll 
try to shed some light on the sit-
uation. When the membrane of 
the drum head is struck, an in-
credibly steep pressure front is 
generated as a result of the initial 
concussion. (As Sammy Davis Jr. 
would say, "Ouch, man!") This is 
caused by the drum head moving 
outward, which compresses and 
heats the air molecules in the 
immediate vicinity of the crime. 
Because the air molecules cannot 
move out of the way fast enough, 
due to the viscosity of the medium 
(air, in this case), the gas com-
presses to a high pressure caused 
by the drum head's violent move-
ment. This pressure front then 
moves through the air with the 
characteristic velocity of sound. 
Are you with me so far? 

Okay, here's the clincher. As the 
energy is expended by the drum 
head, it starts to oscillate, or vi-
brate, back and forth. The period 
of the oscillation (called the fre-
quency) is a function of the me-
chanical and acoustical impedanc-
es of the enclosed system, includ-
ing the head or heads, the shell 
and the trapped volume of air. In 
other words, the resonance of the 
drum is controlled by many things, 
including the tension across the 
head. As the head oscillates, fur-
ther pressure variations occur as a 
result of the same mechanical cou-
pling that drove the initial front. 
These waves are generally known 

Stephen Paul 

as the "decay" period. They con-
tain a nearly infinite set of com-
plex harmonics that vary over time 
until the kinetic energy stored in 
the elastic membrane is fully dis-
sipated. 
Now that we have thoroughly 

confused you, let's see how this 
all applies to the microphone 
that's trying to record this crazy 
action. There are a suspicious 
number of similar terms used in 
the description of drums and mi-
crophones. Could there be some-
thing in this? Let's look a little 
closer. Closer than that even. Yes! 
Down here, in the basement, are 
the secrets of the microphone de-
signers. Shhh! We're not even 
supposed to be down here, you 
know. But, since we're here, let's 
have a look around. 
As many of you probably know, 

at this stage of technology, a mi-
crophone must have a diaphragm. 
Birds gotta swim and fish gotta fly, 
you know? So does a drum. Not 
fly, I mean, but it must have a dia-
phragm. A microphone also has 
an enclosed volume of air coupled 
to this diaphragm, same as a drum. 
When you hit a tom-tom that's 
next to a snare, the snare rattles 
sympathetically. So does a micro-
phone. You see, we've come full 
circle. Starting to make sense now, 
isn't it? Good. Now will someone 
kindly explain it to me? 
Here we are, armed with all this 

technical knowledge, and all we 
-CONTINUED ON PAGE 37 
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You don't have to 
go to auctions to 
get that classic 
tube sound. 

Until now, the only way to get your hands on great 
sounding tube components was either hunting for auctions 
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TUBE-TECH. 

Every TUBE-TECH product is dedicated to recreating the 
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for. Our PE 1B equalizer, for example, has design features 
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section, and all-tube, push-pull amplification. Even the 
control parameters are remarkably similar. 

This single-minded adherence to the classic designs has 
been carried out in every TUBE-TECH product. From our 
equalizers, to our compressor, to our microphone preamp. 

If you're as serious as we are about having that vintage, 
all-tube sound, your search is over. Contact your nearest 
TUBE-TECH dealer for a demonstration. 

TUBE-TECH 

or outdoors, it's easier to get a good 
drum sound, because you don't have 
nearby reflective surfaces and things 
resonating so much," says Hedden. 
"On the other hand, the PA company 
is often dictating things, and we end 
up with mics mounted as part of the 
kit or internally within the drums, or 
just used as triggers. I'll put up a sec-
ond set of mics in those cases, but 
sometimes it's physically impossible, 
and you have to live with what's there 
and make compromises. 

"I like using a 421 on kick, a 421 or 
57 on snare, and Neumann KM84s on 
the toms. I like to use my nickel-
stereo Neumann SM2 for overheads if 
I can, or [AKG] 460s. I also like using 
a 460 or KM84 on the hi-hat. I almost 
always radically filter the low end of 
the overhead mics so they feature the 
high-end snap of the cymbals, with-
out changing the tonal aspect of the 
low end of the drums. 
"I'm not afraid to use liberal 

amounts of EQ to achieve what's 
necessary. In the heat of a live record-
ing, that's sometimes the only way to 
deal with it. You take what's coming 
from the stage and make the most of 
it in the truck." 

P.E.R. 
(PHIL EDWARDS RECORDING) 
Phil Edwards, Owner/Engineer 
While perhaps best known for its 
superb recordings of such jazz artists 
as Woody Herman and Stan Getz, the 
48-track P.E.R. remote truck has hosted 
a variety of other artists, including 
George Thorogood & The Destroyers 
and gospel star Edwin Hawkins. Re-
cently, Phil Edwards took his Hayward, 
California-based mobile to St. Louis 
to produce audio for an 8-channel, 
environmental sound exhibit at the 
St. Louis Zoo. 
"When I contend with miking a live 

date, I'm concerned with the drums 
leaking into everything else," Edwards 
notes. "We do a lot of gospel remotes, 
and when you're doing a 100-voice 
choir with a drummer who's thrash-
ing around, it's nearly impossible to 
keep the drums out of the choir mics. 
We did a recording in Chicago last 
year for Edwin Hawkins' Music & Arts 
Seminar in Medinah Temple, a very 
live hall, and no separation was to be 
found anywhere in the building. You 
can't exactly tack a lapel mic on every 
member of the choir, so we often use 
baffles or something similar to sur-
round the drummer. 

"The mics I most frequently use for 
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really wanted to do was record a 
drum. Sheesh! Well, okay. So the 
point is that the microphone's job 
is to absorb some of that kinetic 
energy our drum laid on the air-
waves. However, to do that, the 
mic must faithfully follow the 
activity of the air pressure varia-
tions, without adding any oscilla-
tions of its own. This is indeed the 
key. For it follows that if a micro-
phone is built along the same 
lines as a drum, then it too must 
have a resonant frequency. It too 
must have the same tendency as 
the drum to continue moving after 
the stimulus is removed. The de-
gree to which this tendency is 
controlled is known as damping 
and it is a crucial factor in deter-
mining the sound of a micro-
phone. 
Much of the key to achieving 

top performance from the mic is 
in the mass of the diaphragm. The 
faster you can get the membrane 
into motion, the better you will 
be able to resolve the slope of the 
steep initial wavefront. The secret 
of a great microphone is accelera-
tion. The deceleration must be 
perfectly matched to achieve real 
resolution. ( It never is. But we try, 
eh?) This, along with careful cap-
sule design to compensate for the 
natural resonance of the dia-
phragm, is the bottom line in re-
production. Mass is Doom, get it? 

This is one reason, except in a 
few cases where the "color" is 
desired, one who really wants 
good transient response will reach 
for a responsibly designed con-
denser microphone. Dynamic 
mics have a big wire coil glued 
onto the diaphragm rear, and thus 
are not serious contenders for the 
lightweight battle of the Weather 
Kings. They do have their place, 
however, in adding just the right 
amount of overshoot and ringing 

to fatten up a snare sound, for ex-
ample, in conjunction with a good 
condenser. (Don't toss that 57!) 
Overshoot is simply the scientific 
term for the effect of inertia on 
the diaphragm that, once moving, 
doesn't want to stop and shoots 
right past the point of perfect rep-
lication of the waveform. Ringing 
is the term for oscillations that 
occur after the event has tran-
spired, remember? It's easy to see 
that the mic has a tough job when 
you understand what it goes 
through in the drum booth. Imag-
ine putting your head where that 
poor little mic goes. Yikes! 
Another thing to remember is 

that they don't call the Weather 
King a Weather King for nothing. 
Humidity has a large effect on 
membranes, which are noted for 
their osmotic and hygroscopic 
qualities. Before you go running 
for the dictionary, that means they 
absorb water. It's one reason you 
can set up a drum kit, place the 
mics, do your EQ and track, lock-
out the room, come in the next 
day and presto... "That can't be 
the sound we had last night," 
come the astonished protestations 
of the engineer and producer, to 
say nothing of the drummer (but 
who listens to the drummer?). 
And another careful setup 

comes to naught. Because of the 
many factors affecting the success-
ful recording of drums, there are 
no hard-and-fast rules. There are 
hard and fast drummers, but no 
rules. Essentially, what you find 
working for you that day is what 
you should use. Experiment, and 
couple your experiments with the 
search for deeper knowledge, which 
is the main toolkit of the truly 
creative engineer. You will always 
be surprised at what you find and 
accomplish along the way. 

—Stephen Paul 

overheads are [AKGJ 451s or 452s, al-
though 414s also work well. We use 
Sennheiser 421s for toms and a 421 or 
an RE20 for the kick. I prefer using a 
[Shure] SM56 for snare. We've got 
about 30 of them. They're nice be-
cause they can be angled without the 
cable poking into the hi- hat, they can 
be easily positioned, and they can take 
a lot of sock, like a 421. I use a con-

denser on hi- hat; out of habit I'll pull 
out a Sony ECM-22, which souncb, 
somewhat like a Neumann KM84. 

"Sennheiser 421s, E-V RE2Os and 
AKG D- 12s are all fine for kick drum, 
but more important is how the drum 
is set up. A couple of tricks to try are 
dropping out a lot of gain at about 
800 Hz, then adding a bunch at about 
3 kHz for some snap. Cutting at 400, 

Just 
go to 
your 
phone. 

Northeast 
AudioTechoiques Inc., New York, NY 
Tel: 12121 ii86-5989 Fax: 12121 489-4936 

New England 
Electronic Acoustic Research Systems 
Allston, MA 
Tel: 16171 783-5229 Fax: 16171 254-8781 

Mid Atlantic 
Tekcom Corp., Philadelphia, PA 
Tel: 12151 426-6700 Fax: 12151 426-7287 

South 
Studio Supply, Nashville, TN 
Tel: 16151 391-0050 Fax: 16151 391-4092 
Harris Audio, Atlanta, GA 
Tel: 14041 881-1333 Fax: 14041 875-8487 
Studio Woeks, Charlotte, NC 
Tel: 1-800-438-5921 Fax: 17041 375-9723 
Harris Audio, N. Miami, FL 
Tel 13051 944-4448 

Midwest 
%lam Audio, Pekin, IL 
Tel: 13091 346-3161 Fax: 13091 346-3161 
American Pro Audio, Minneapolis, MN 
Tel: 16121 925-9423 Fax: 16121 925-0127 

Wst 
Virtual Designs Ltd., N. Hollywood, CA 
Tel: 18181 503-1292 Fax: 18181 503-0633 

Canada 
Teletech, Markharm, Ontario 
Tel: 14161 499-3242 Fax: 14161 475-5684 
Long & McQuade, Scarsborough, Ontario 
Tel: 14161 751-9709 Fax: 14161 751-4765 

TUBE-TECH 
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600 or 800 Hz can solve a lot of prob-
lems. It tends to make everything 
sound tighter. I watched Larry Brown 
do this on a remote in Santa Cruz. I 
thought it was weird, but it worked; it 
pulled everything up. He also added 
a little bottom around 50 Hz and that 
seemed to work. 

"I used to spend time scratching 
my head and trying to EQ this or that, 
but the secret is all outside. Either 
you've got a crummy mic or the drums 
are not tuned right. A bad-sounding 
drum kit is an acoustic problem that 
demands an acoustic solution. You've 
got to go in there and recommend a 
few things. Nine times out of ten, the 

drummer is delighted, because you 
can really improve things if you offer 
suggestions in a diplomatic way. Try-
ing to fix something acoustically is 
what you should do first. It makes a 
big difference. 
"When it comes to miking, a greater 

problem is the PA—floor monitors, 
sidefills, wedges—they're the kiss of 
death and play a greater role than the 
mics do in how a remote recording 
sounds. On remote dates we try to 
spend a lot of time with the monitor 
mix engineer, going through things 
carefully, positioning stuff so they're 
pointed off-axis. We also try to get 
them to back off the monitors a cou-
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These five amplifiers represent 
6,000 watts for $5,795 retail. But 
the bang you get for your buck 

0 means more than just price ÷ power. 
RUGGED DESIGN: Drop it! Slam it! Truck it! 
SCS Audio Amplifiers are reliable and road-

- 

worthy. Transformer and chassis are mounted 
independently on a custom " I- Beam" front 
panel for superior strength over the con-
ventional "flat" front panel. Inside you'll find 
the mechanical balance is near perfect. 
Audiophile Performance: High damping, high 

Al 
current output and the highest slew rate in 
concert sound is only part of the story. These 
hi-tech specs mean punchy low end, natural 

• 

I 

sounding vocal range and a clean, crisp high 
frequency response. Stage monitors require 
less equalization. Your overall PA performance 
is dramatically improved. 
Bottom Line: SCS makes your system sound 
it's best for less. No PA amplifier is more 
accurate. Call today for more information. You 
can save "big bucks" next time you "rack up." e ei. S 

rs.... C. DE SYSTE Au lo A plif ers 
"The U t Nd MI .f, 

SCS, P.O. BOX 2198 

e i -Fri 
GARDEN GROV CA (714) 554-093 

pie of decibels, to a point where the 
talent can hear and everybody feels 
comfortable. Minimizing that ringing 
and comb filtering can make a huge 
difference in the way things sound on 
the recording." 

THE PLANT RECORDING STUDIOS 
Bob Skye, Owner/Englneer 
"Rover," The Plant's mobile unit, has 
the distinction of being the first certi-
fied LEDE® control room on wheels. 
Recent projects include the Greg Kihn 
Band, Joe Satriani and the Zasu Pitts 
Memorial Orchestra. 

"I know what mics I want to use; 
what I need to do is see what the live 
sound guy wants to use, because if 
he's not happy, he's going to take the 
gig away from me with feedback or 
monitor problems if he's working 
with an unfamiliar mic," comments 
Plant head Bob Skye. "Fortunately, I 
normally deal with top-notch live 
sound guys, and more often than not, 
what I want is among their mic choic-
es. You see a lot of [Sennheiser] 421s 
out there; it's the all-time, wonderful-
sounding, use-it-as-a-hammer-if-you-
need-to microphone. 

"Recording drums for a video of 
Ronnie James Dio's Sacred Heart tour 
was a wild and crazy scene. The drum-
mer had a zillion drums: three kicks, 
a big gong behind him, and I had an 
entire side mixer just for drums. The 
sound company provided all the mics, 
so I didn't quibble with it. There were 
a lot of 421s, and four 452 overheads 
with CK-1 capsules. I like the CK-1 
capsules—they're a good, universal 
drum condenser. 
"My standard for overheads is CK-1 

capsules with 460 bodies. They sound 
good, and I can use them in a tight 
X-Y pair for live-to-2-track jazz work 
where phasing becomes an important 
criterion. Wide-spaced mics tend to 
get noticeable in tight jazz work. In 
live rock and roll sessions, there's so 
much noise from onstage monitors 
that I'll mike the overheads in zones 
over the kit rather than trying to do 
an X-Y. 

"Shure SM57s are still a standard. I 
use them on drums for live remotes. 
In the studio I opt for a CK-1 capsule 
on a snare. I like 421s on toms; occa-
sionally I use condensers on toms, but 
it depends on how lightly the drum-
mer plays. If they're really going to 
bellow on the toms, I go back to 421s 
every time. 

"At least 40% of the time, drummers 
—CONTINUED ON PAGE 43 
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SYNERGY ONE 

THE totally 
DIGITAL CONSOLE 

• UP TO 64 CHANNEL 
• ALL DIGITAL FORMATS 

• 30-50 KHz SAMPLING RATE 
• 56-BIT INTERNAL PROCESSING 

Analog Digital Synergy 

Analog Digital Synergy, Inc. • 120 S.W. 21 Terrace, C-104 • Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312 USA 

Telephone (305) 791-1501 • Telex (WU) 753027 • FAX (305) 791-8986 C-198 
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A funny thing happens when tech-

nology advances. It forces musicians to think 

more and more like technicians. And 

less and less like artists. 

We kept this top of mind 

when creating the Ensoniq EPS and 

new EPS-M, two sampler- based 

workstations that combine sophisti-

cated technology with a fast, intuitive 

method for sampling, sequencing, 

recording, mixing and performing. 

Ensoniq's workstations let 

you quickly audition changes in sam-

pling or sequencing. 

I -he 
Ensoniq EPS. 

So you have plenty of freedom to 

9 â 
experiment while composing and 

arranging. You can 

The EPS add expression to 

and EPS-M also let I I I these sounds with 

you choose from a The Ensoniq EPS-M. our exclusive Poly-

large library of available sounds, including the Key pressure and Patch Selects. 

Too OFTEN, 
OVERP 

1 

new EPS Signature Series of super-pro sounds. The rack-mounted EPS-M features 



a built-in SCSI port for fast access to storage 

in an external hard drive. And you can play 

and load sounds simultaneously. 

Putting all this great technology into 

our workstations took a lot of technical exper-

tise. But turning this technology into great 

music takes very little at all. For more infor-

mation and the name of your nearest Ensoniq 

dealer, call toll free 1-800-553-5151. 

enDnÍca 
THE TECHNOLOGY THAT PERFORMS. 
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... AND ONE MORE THING. THE ADR 68K IS ALSO A 
WORLD CLASS REVERB! With smooth, natural reverb 
programs, easy to use factory presets, more thar 40 
adjustable parameters, integrated sampling, and versatile 
reverb, gates. 

SYSTEM. People-sized remote with six faders, a large 160 
character LCD for easy operation, over 10,000 words of built-in 
context sensitive help, upgradeable software_ And more. And 
more. And.. . well, we've made our point. The ADR 68K sounds 
like it does e lot, because it does and it sounds greet doing it. 

AKOCICOUSCICS 

Aim seK 

AKa 

OATA C.,q1c>,« 

16 Bit Sampling, Total Midi, 150 Effects, 
... And One More Thing. 

AKG's ADR 68K is the signal processing device that does it all. 

SAMPLING. 16 bit stereo o,- mono muiti-sampling [up to 32 
seconds] with pitch shift, adjustable attack and decay, flexible 
output mixing, tJD to 12 simultaneous voices, support for MIDI 
sample dumps, triggering by audio input, MIDI or foot pedals. 

MIDI. Program changes, freely mappable parameter changes, 
total autornatior in conjunction with secuencers, real time 
changes of programs and parameter's vinthout glitching or 
muting, preset register storage and retrieval. 

EFFECTS. Seven split programs, many allowing chained or split 
operation, 40 bit internal DSP processing for high accuracy and 
low noise, input level or foot pedal can control any effect 
parameter, Multi Effects Chain with eight simultaneous effects, 
stereo processing, chorusing, auto panning. 

1:14gital Reneb and ES 

AKG 958 Akust -che und Kino-Geràta GmbH, AuStre 

Focusing on new technology. 
77 Sailed, St Stamford, CT 06902 
[203] 348-2121 

Po.ven 
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Steven Remote of ASL Mobile Audio/Video 
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are not completely familiar with the 
principles of tuning drums. You have 
to confront the player; if the problem 
can't be fixed immediately, we look 
for another snare to replace it, or 
when all else fails, get out the duct 
tape. The object of any live gig is to 
get the best sound possible and go 
with it." 

PLATINUM RECORDERS 
Gary Platt, Vice President 
of Engineering 
Housed in a GMC motorcoach with 
two Otan i MX-80 24-tracks and an auto-
mated Sony MX-3036 console, the 
Platinum mobile works double duty 
as a commercial recording operation 
and a teaching lab for the Full Sail 
Center for the Recording Arts. The 
Altamonte Springs, Florida-based re-
mote unit has worked on projects 
ranging from 10,000 Maniacs to the 
Mickey Mouse Club. 
"No two situations are the same," 

says Gary Platt. `There's no formula at 
all. You go in and you see what kind 
of kit the guy's got and you deal with 
it. I've heard live sound guys say you 
can't mike drums live like you do in 
the studio, and that's not true. You 
can use a lot of the same principles. 

"The secret of drum milting comes 
down to making friends. You want a 
great drum sound? Just make friends 
with the live sound engineer. If you're 
going to be the engineer's enemy, 
you'll never get a good drum sound. 
Sometimes the live sound guy doesn't 
want KM£34s on the toms because he's 
not used to their polar pattern, and 
some people even use one mic be-
tween the toms. If they have a mildng 
setup I don't feel is adequate, I put a 
pair of KM84s on the toms. An SM57 
on the snare is fine because I use that 
a lat. On the hi-hat I use an AKG 460 
or 451 or something else; if they have 

a chintzy mic, I can change that one, 
because every live sound engineer 
would love to have a 460 for hi-hat. 
"On overheads, I usually wind up 

exchanging their mics with a couple 
46(s, and that works out well. If I'm 
in a venue without a lot of smoke 
machines and stuff like that, I might 
try a stereo AKG C-24 above the kit. I 
have a Stephen Paul-rebuilt C 24, 
which gives me that ambient reso-
nance that makes drums sound real. 
But it doesn't always work in a live 
situation, especially if I'm picking up 
too much of the drummer's monitor. 
I also like to put a pair of [Crown] 
PLMs on top by hanging them from 
the rafter or putting them on a tall 
stand. It's nice for a little high-end 
zip: I'll take about 16 kHz from that 
and roll-off the rest. It works incredi-
bly well. 

"If the drummer is playing a Sim-
mons-type kit, try mildng the drum-
mer's monitor and print that on a 
separate track. This puts the whole kit 
in a zone where the real drums and 
the Simmons drums have the same 
space; it gives a little ambience, a lit-
tle air. I did that a few years ago on a 
project with Bill Bruford and King 
Crimson. I was mildng a monitor just 
for the Simmons stuff, and I'd bring a 
bit of that in the mix. You don't need 
much, but it helps immensely." 

REMOTE RECORDING SERVICES 
David Hewitt, Owner/Engineer 
On an icy winter morning last Febru-
ary, while heading to New York City 
for a CBS shoot, Remote Recording 
Services' 36-foot custom Peterbilt truck 
hit a patch of ice and rolled into a 
ditch. Engineers Phil Gitomer and 
David Hewitt suffered only minor in-
juries, but the 48-track mobile unit 
was totaled. With some financial as-
sistance from the insurance company, 
designs for a new truck are underway. 

SIGN UP THESE 
W ELL- RESPEC I ED 
ARTIS I S FOR YOUR 
NEXT SFSSION. 

Craig Anderton, producer/author 

Claude Gaudette, producer/kcyboardist 

David Hentschel, producer/keyboardist 

(" 7: 

Paul Jackson, Jr., producer/guitarist 

Nile Rodgers, producer/guiLeist 

John Robinson, producer/drummer 

THE EPS SIGNATURE SERIES. 
You're looking at the names behind 

stars like Madonna, Michael Jackson, 
Anita Baker, David Sanborn, Elton John, 
Steve Winwood and Genesis. 

Now Ensoniq has brought these 
talented producers together to create a wide 
range of Jistinctive new sampled sounds. 
We call it the Ensoniq EPS Signature Series. 

Choose from six sound libraries, 
each containing three high-quality discs. 
Pick up any set for just $39.95 at your local 
Ensoniq dealer. And start playing with 
some of the best names in the business. 

For a dealer near you call 1-800-
553-5151. 

LHE TECHNOLOGY THAT PERFORMS1 
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formerless Neumann TLM150s, a 
couple of PZMs, an Altec 623c (fig-
ure that one out), Beyer ribbons, 
some Brooke-Siren direct boxes 
and a few miscellaneous items. 
They sound great most of the time, 
though sometimes I am forced to 
use equalization to get the sound I 
want. I hate EQ. Especially if some-
thing needs a lot of it. ( Is 3 dB a 
lot?) Vocals start to get sibilant 
when I brighten them, and drums 
start to lose their nice attack be-
cause of phase shifts added around 
the equalized frequency. 
A few projects over the years 

have allowed me the time to 
change whatever was needed to get 
the sound right. Change drum 
heads, change drums, change drum-
mers, change room placement, 
change rooms, change studios, 
change cities, change the weather 
—anything before equalization. 
Most projects involving mere mor-
tals, however, do not offer such 
luxuries. Well, maybe if I just use a 
little EQ and then twist the knob 
around on the shaft so that it looks 
like it points to zero . . . Naaawww. 
Two new microphones from Ya-

maha have changed all that. Yes, I 
said Yamaha, which is not neces-
sarily the first place I turn to for a 
new microphone. I recently tried 
them on a tracking date to record 
drums and was pleasantly surprised. 
These little babies were designed 
for drums. The small ones, the MZ-
205s, are best-suited for drums 
under 14 inches in diameter, which 
includes small toms and snares. 
The large ones, the MZ-204s, are 
geared toward drums over 14 inch-
es in diameter. Floor toms and kick 
drums fall in this category. Both 
mics have a connector that exits at 
a 90-degree angle instead of straight 
out the back. This allows the mic 
to get into close spots: between 
low cymbals and tom-toms, or near 
the snare drum without getting in 
the way of the hi-hat. Nice. 
The drummers I used as guinea 

pigs were Peter Erskine, Jim Kelt-
ner and Carlos Vega. By the time I 
finished with them, they were as 
happy as clams. On Erskine's drums 
I did absolutely nothing! No equal-
ization on any of the drums. To get 
the snare drum sound I wanted, all 
I had to do was change the angle 

between the microphone and the 
snare. Erskine was playing Yamaha 
drums. I wonder... hmrnmtnrrunm? 

After being completely spoiled 
by this first encounter with these 
Yamaha mics, I attacked Keltner's 
kit (non-Yamaha) with the same set 
of microphones. I couldn't use the 
Yamaha on the kick drum this time, 
because Keltner wanted to keep 
the front head on. I had to settle 
for one of the mics he has perma-
nently installed, but the rest of the 
drums sounded great. I did resort 
to a little EQ on the snare, but a 
moment of silence while facing 
George Massenburg's house made 
it okay. 

Basic tracks with Carlos Vega? 
Same deal. No EQ. No nothing. I 
began positioning the mics on 
Vega's drums, and we started rol-
ling tape ten minutes later. 
Holy mother of cellular phones! 

I tried the Yamaha mics on a horn 
date, using one MZ-204 each on 
tenor sax and trombone, an MZ-
205 on alto sax, and another MZ-
205 between the two trumpets. I 
recorded all the horns on one track 
and then doubled them on anoth-
er, with absolutely no EQ on any 
of the mics. I was surprised by the 
bite of the horn sound; it was 
amazing, too good to be true. 
I didn't need equalization be-

cause of the frequency response 
curve of these microphones. There 
are no EQ circuits; their dia-
phragms are more sensitive to 
some frequencies than others. This 
means the amount of signal at 
4,000 Hz is louder than the amount 
at 400 Hz. It's as though you added 
highs to the mic signal, but with-
out all the phase shifts produced 
by EQ circuits. Now I have the 
sound I want for the drums I record 
without sacrificing the sonic purity 
of the source. 
I just finished mixing the album 

that included Carlos Vega on 
drums. I didn't have to use any EQ 
on the drums during mixing, ei-
ther. You know, there may be a 
place in modern music for real 
drums. What a concept: no pro-
gramming and no trying to make 
ice cream out of dog meat to get 
great drum sounds. All you have to 
do is tell the drummer what to play 
and not to hit your mics. 

—Roger Nichols 

In the meantime, one of the LA. Rec-
ord Plant's trucks was brought to the 
East Coast to serve as a temporary 
replacement. 

Hewitt has specialized in remote 
recording for nearly 20 years, and his 
client list includes the Rolling Stones, 
The Who, Pink Floyd, U2, the Metro-
politan Opera, Live Aid and many 
others. 
"On remote sessions, you're typi-

cally intercepting a tour that's already 
underway, and they already have what 
they want in the house; a lot of things 
you wouldn't want to change, espe-
cially if you're doing a one-night deal. 
You can't go in there and rearrange 
everything from scratch, because there 
just isn't time. 

"Usually, toms are miked with Senn-
heiser dynamics, which I happen to 
like-421s are just fine on most toms, 
441s work well, as do 409s when you 
can find them. The big things you 
need to go for are kick and overheads, 
because the mics used by the PA 
company generally are not what you 
need for recording. 
"What the PA wants on the kick is 

almost invariably not what I want to 
hear for recording. Often I use two mics, 
say a D-12 and a 57 or a 421 or some-
thing like that, so you have both the 
attack—the impact of the beater—and 
some bottom-end air motion from the 
D-12. I combine these in the live mix 
or on the kick track Usually there 
aren't enough tape tracks to print these 
separately on a live show when you're 
also recording audience mics, SMPTE, 
vocal tracks and all the keyboards you 
have on sessions these days. 

"Overhead milcing is an area where 
I have trouble, due to the ever-present 
monitor problems. We often put our 
own overheads out, even if it's a dou-
ble-mic situation. With rock and roll 
kits, I've been using Sony 535s and 
536s. You don't see many of those out 
there, but they're nice, with a smooth 
top end, and not very expensive. 

"I like true stereo overheads on jazz 
or acoustic music, where you don't 
have to deal with the monitors. You 
have to do tight zone miking on rock 
and roll; otherwise, all you'll hear is 
monitors. The Milab condenser mics 
[Model DC-96], which look like minia-
ture U87s, are wonderful; I sure like 
them for overheads. Stereo overheads 
become practical when recording small-
club jazz dates, although in a small 
club with a low ceiling, I'd probably 
go back to tight milçing in order to 
minimalize the room. Then you might 
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want to put out some more esoteric 
mics, such as B&Ks, because in jazz, 
that cymbal sound is very important." 

WESTWOOD ONE 
Biff Dawes, Chief Mobile 
Recording Engineer 
An engineer at Wally Heider Studios 
for ten years before joining Westwood 
One seven years ago, Biff Dawes has 
engineered hundreds of live record-
ings and broadcasts of artists ranging 
from Frank Sinatra to INXS to Cowboy 
Junkies. Dawes recently returned to 
the Jubilee Auditorium to record Tom 
Cochrane with the Edmonton Sym-
phony; ironically, he worked as an 
assistant on the Procol Ha rum Live in 
Concert sessions with that orchestra 
at the Jubilee 18 years earlier. 

"In studio recording I try to go for a 
natural room sound where you can 
place some really nice condenser 
room mics—like Neumann M49s or 
AKG C-12s—at various distances, de 
pending on what kind of music you're 
recording," says Dawes. "In the stu-
dio, you can actually use a microphone 
ten feet above the snare and still have 
control. 

"It's the opposite in live recording. 
In arenas and stadiums, there's very 
little ambient sound that can actually 
help the drums. In clubs you can 
sometimes get some nice, ambient 
drum sounds, but generally I go for as 
much isolation as possible. I'll mike 
the snare very close with an SM57, 
and often I'll add a bottom mic to get 
those transients off the snares them-
selves. You flop the phase on that 
[bottom mid and mix in a bit of it. 
"For live situations, I like large dia-

phragm dynamics on kick drums: 
RE20, Electro-Voice 666, AKG D-12 
and Shure SM7. I like 421s on toms, 
because generally you can beat the 
hell out of them. I like KM84s for 
overheads and hi-hat. It would be nice 
to have the overheads really high 
above the cymbals for a splashy, tran-
sient sound, but you really have to 
mike them fairly close and EQ them 
for extreme top end so you can hear 
the crashes. I use a transformerless, 
stereo Schoeps, which I also like to 
use on overheads. 

"I always try to reproduce the 
band's sound as accurately and natu-
rally as possible and don't try to make 
the drummer change drums for re-
cording. In fact, I like heads that are 
broken in. Drummers have a tendency 
to change drum heads before a show 
because of the recording, and some-

times these new heads will go out of 
tune during a show. 

"If you come into an arena situa-
tion where you're recording three 
nights of Robert Plant or Bon Jovi, 
you're dealing with high-quality mi-
crophones, 421s and RE20s, overheads 
that are 414s or 452s; generally, the 
mic selection is pretty good. You don't 
want to change somebody's live sound 
situation or alter the band's sound for 
just three nights. I like to start with 
what the PA company is using. I'll 
split everything right away and listen 
to what they have, and possibly add a 
center overhead or a bottom snare mic. 

"If I'm in a club where all they have 

is SM58s and no condensers for over-
heads, we generally put up all our 
own mics and give them splits. You 
get into situations in clubs where the 
equipment isn't so good, or maybe 
some cables are out of phase. It gets 
scary, so we just go with our own 
cables and mics in those situations, 
especially with acoustical stuff. A lot 
of clubs like to see us show up be-
cause it makes their life easier." al 

A self-confessed "studio junkie," Mix 
products editor George Petersen has 
so far confined his remote recording 
work to chamber and small ensemble 
sessions 
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The Little Big One 
The CU-31 is a surprisingly high-performance in a small 

affordable mic sharing the same chassis and faithfully captures 
features as the luxury line of the fullest range of sonics — 
Sanken- microphones, known from an explosive drum burst 
worldwide for smooth response, to a shimmering violin. 
durability and hand-crafted ex- For the name of your nearest dealer, call: 

cellence. The innovative "Push- AUDIO INTERVISUAL DESIGN 

Pull" capsule design provides 

"I love these little puppies" 
— Greg Ladanyi, Producer/Engineer 

Exclusive U.S. Distributor (213) 469-4773 

Japan's most original microphone maker 

Circle .092 on Reader Service Card 
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TLM 170 
The studio microphone which achieves that elusive perfection. 

There is no comparison. Each one handcrafted by NEUMANN—the world 
leader in microphone technology for over half a century 

Gotham Audio Corporation 
1790 Broadway 

New York, NY 10019-1412 
Headquarters • 212-765-3410 
West Coast • 818-785-2211 

GOTHAM 
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Gotham Canada 
416-665-2542  

Audio Export/Georg Neumann & Co. 
Badstrasse 14 - 
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PLAYBACK 
by lain Blair 

ELVIS COSTELLO 
AFTER 12 YEARS HIS AIM IS STILL TRUE 

E 
lvis Costello is back Not much has 
been heard from the singer since his 
last album, 1986's Blood and Choco-
late. In fact, it's been the longest gap 
vithout a new record since the prolific 
artist first hit the charts with his debut 
album, My Aim Is True, back in 1977. 

But Elvis has more than made up 
for any lost time with the release of 
his new album. Spike is his twelfth 
studio album, and the fat collection 
features a grand total of 14 new songs 
(15 on CD and cassette), with Elvis 
teaming up with longtime collabora-
tors 1-Bone Burnett and Kevin Killen 
on production duties. Spike also 
showcases contributions from such 

luminaries as Paul McCartney, Chris-
sie Hynde, Jim Keltner, Mitchell 
Froom and Benmont Tench. 

Dressed all in black, save for a glit-
tering rhinestone bolo, and comfort-
ably ensconced at Warner Bros.' Bur-
bank offices, Elvis was chatty and up-
beat as he talked about his latest 
record. 

Mix: How do you write a song? Do 
you get a lyrical hook first, or a mel-
ody, or does it vary? 
Costello: It varies. On the new al-
bum, each starting point would be a 
notion or a feeling, and depending 
how strong that feeling was, I'd write 
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the song very quickly. Other times, an 
idea rolls around in my head for a 
while before it takes shape. 
Mix: How has your compositional 
style changed over the years? 
Costello: I think the main difference 
is in the arrangements. They're more 
complex and use different instru-
ments, and that's because the subject 
matter is different. The way I ap-
proached Spike was to imagine it as 
several different scenes in a film. So 
you wouldn't light them all the same. 
But that's not to say there's any over-
all theme or thread running through 
the songs to connect them. On the 
other hand, there are a lot more third-
person stories on Spike than on my 
other albums. So it was very impor-
tant for me to find special instrumen-
tal sounds that'd bring these songs to 
life. Sometimes I'd find something in 
the musical content of a song that'd 
give me the necessary clue. Or I'd 
hear a sound on another record that 
would inspire me. For instance, 
"Deep Dark Truthful Mirror" is about 
a guy stumbling home, thinking about 
having to face himself, and just at the 
point where he can't go down any-

more, the song's chords rise up. I 
thought, that's all well and good, but 
it might be really effective at that 
moment of desperation for the horns 
to come in and lift him up. That's the 
visual way I approached that song. 
Mix: What about "Let Him Dangle"? 
That seems like a similar approach. 
Costello: You're right. Marc Ribot, 
who played the guitars, told me he 
actually thought of his percussive gui-
tar sound as the sound of the trap 
door opening. The song is about a 
famous British murder case and the 
hanging of Derek Bentley Now that's 
perhaps an extreme, even morbid, ex-
ample, but it shows that it really helps 
to create a mood when you think like 
that and use sound to paint a picture. 
Other times, it's a lyrical idea that in-
spires a sound effect to heighten the 
words. 
Mix: It's been a long time since your 
last album. Do you ever suffer from 
writer's block? 
Costello: I do go through periods 
when I feel I have nothing to say, but 
it doesn't really bother me much. For 
instance, I haven't written any new 
songs in quite a while, but I got in-
volved in making this record, and 
soon I'll he touring. So the other as-

pects of my career take over. And dur-
ing that period, I'll be thinking about 
new ideas. 
Mix: Are you very conscious of arrange-
ments while writing? 
Costello: More so on Spike than on 
previous albums. The songs on Blood 
and Chocolate were very simple— 
there was little musical embellish-
ment or sophistication required for 
the subject matter. But on this record 
I spent more time getting the right 
sounds and arrangements. 
Mix: Are you responsible for arrang-
ing the material? 
Costello: Very much so on this al-
bum. Obviously it's a collaborative 
process. You cast the right players to 
get the right style and sound for each 
song. For instance, I used the Dirty 
Dozen Brass Band because I find their 
sound very attractive, and it's exactly 
what I wanted. But it's not like going 
to the synthesizer and just punching 
up the sample. You still have to work 
at it and find the exact voicings that 
fit, and I'm not too schooled in the 
theoretical aspects of music, so I have 
to rely on other musicians to work my 
way through by trial and error. In the 
same way, different guitarists use dif-
ferent techniques, and I don't have 
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them all at my fingertips, so there's a 
fair amount of experimenting to get 
exactly what I want. 
Mix: I see that you play a lot of guitar 
on the album. 
Costello: Yes, and I did it because I 
felt no one else could do it the way I 
would. Even with all my limitations as 
a guitarist, I felt that my playing on 
"Baby Plays Around" couldn't have 
been duplicated by anyone else, and 
it really worked well. Same with "Last 
Boat Leaving." That's my view of how 
it should sound. So often it's down to 
you to get the exact feel and sound 
you want. 
Mix: I notice that you also play 
Hammond organ on "Baby Plays 
Around." 
Costello: Yes, I literally had to get on 
my hands and knees to do it! We'd 
used a wide variety of players and in-
struments, from Paul McCartney and 
his Hofner bass to Jerry Scheff, Buell 
Niedlinger on double-bass and Kirk 
Joseph on sousaphone. But I wanted 
a different sort of bass sound for the 
song, and the Hammond was just 
right. But I wasn't sure where my feet 
went on the pedals, so I just got down 
on the floor and used my hands. 
Mix: Do you make a lot of demos? 

Costello: I did for this album, and 
sometimes the sketch of a piece, even 
if it's not on the right instrument— 
and I don't play much apart from gui-
tar and a little keyboards—will end 
up in the final version. In fact, it sur-
prised me when I listened to all the 
demos just how many rough ideas 
survived, even if they were later trans-
ferred to other instruments. 
Mix: What sort of demo equipment 
do you use? 
Costello: I usually go into a regular 
studio for the day and put down my 
ideas, on my own. I work very quickly, 
and I just play in free time. I never 
use a drum machine. I think they in-
hibit people, and you start trying to 
make records instead of just demos. 
Mix: On the final mix, do you control 
the board? 
Costello: No. There are three produc-
ers on Spike. I was really in charge of 
writing and arranging the material. T-
Bone did a lot of practical jobs like 
writing charts, which I can't, and in-
terpreting my ideas. He was also re-
sponsible for the idea of hiring some 
musicians just to play the changes and 
some to provide more atmospheric 
effects. This was because I'd also done 
a soundtrack since the last album, and 

he thought some of my ideas in that 
area would be useful. T-Bone's other 
big idea was to get Kevin Killen, who 
also engineered and mixed the al-
bum, to make some sense of every-
thing, because once you start exper-
imenting and juxtaposing all these 
different sounds and instruments, you 
need to make it work. For instance, 
you could take Derek Bell's Irish harp 
on the beginning of "Any King's Shil-
ling" and easily make it sound like 
something grafted onto the end of the 
track instead of something integral. 
Mix: Are you into high-tech equip-
ment at all? 
Costello: No, I'm just not interested. 
I know my way around the studio, but 
I tend to go against the prevailing 
trends in recording. I don't like SSL 
boards, for instance. I much prefer to 
use Neve boards. 
Mix: When did you start recording 
Spike. 
Costello: Last May. It was basically 
recorded at Ocean Way in Hollywood, 
Southlake Studios in New Orleans, 
AIR in London and Windmill Lane 
Studios in Dublin. We mixed at Ocean 
Way and AIR 
Mix: Does the title Spike mean any-
thing? 
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Costello: Not really. It came out of a 
conversation about Spike Jones, the 
comedian, but there's no deep psy-
chological meaning there. It's just a 
title. 
Mix: You worked with T-Bone Burnett 
on the 1986 LP The Costello Show. Why 
do you like to collaborate with him? 
Costello: He's got a good conscience 
and soul about music, and he keeps it 
in perspective. It's easy to get da77led 
by instrumental gimmicks and to be-
come hypnotized by your own rhythm. 
1-Bone keeps me true to the original 
vision of a song. T-Bone Wolk, the 
bass player from Hall & Oates, is also 
great in that respect. I wanted him to 
play more on the album, but he wasn't 
available. He's a great arranger, too. 
Same thing goes for Michael Blair, the 
percussionist on "This Town," "Let 
Him Dangle" and "Veronica." He 
makes it impossible to play a stock 
part, which is great. 
Mix: How did you go about finding 
the right players for the album? 
Costello: I drew up a list of players I 
admired and thought would be ap-
propriate, and just called them up. I 
spent about a month on the phone! 
Mix: How did you hook up with 
Chrissie Hynde? 
Costello: I've known her for a long 
time. We started off around the same 
period, the late '70s. We sang together 
for the first time on a charity show last 
year, and I really liked the way our 
voices blended. So when I wrote 
"Satellite," which is a long and heavy 
story, I felt it needed another voice to 
come in and add this sudden touch of 
drama, and she was ideal. 
Mix: What about the Dirty Dozen 
Brass Band? 
Costello: They're from a long New 
Orleans tradition of marching bands 
that play at funerals. I'd never worked 
with them, but I have their albums 
and I'd seen their shows, and I 
thought they'd fit perfectly. There's 
something about the tone and intona-
tion of their playing that creates this 
slightly strange sound—it's not dis-
sonant, but it just sounds like one big 
voice to me. It's not a brittle, shiny 
sound like a lot of brass bands. I used 
them on "Deep Dark Thithful Mirror," 
"Chewing Gum" and "Stalin Malone." 
Mbr: What about the sessions with the 
traditional Irish players Davy Spillane 
and Steve Wickham? 
Costello: In deciding to record those 

songs with those instruments, I didn't 
want to just use one of the many tra-
ditional bands. I wanted to create a 
hybrid, so I used one of The Chief-
tains, Derek Bell, one of The Water-
boys, who are Scottish, in fact, and 
various other musicians to get the 
overall effect. I didn't want to end up 
with imitation folk music. 
Mix: The pairing of Paul McCartney 
and Roger McGuinn on "This Town" 
is interesting. 
Costello: It happened by accident. I 
hadn't thought of a guitarist for the 
song, and we bumped into Roger in 
New Orleans when we were there re-
cording the Dirty Dozen, and he end-

"The way I 

approached 

Spike was to 

imagine it as 

several different 

scenes in a film 

. . .you 

wouldn't light 

them all the 

same." 

ed up being about the first person to 
play on the track, which was done at 
Ocean Way in Hollywood. Roger's 
guitar is still very contemporary-
sounding to me, and quite unique. 
We also ended up with this heavy bass 
drum, almost a rap sound, which freed 
the bass to be melodic and accented 
Paul's strengths as a melodic player. 
Mix: Haven't you also been working 
on McC,artney's new solo LP? 
Costello: Yes, Paul called me up to 
work on some songs for the album, 
and the starting point was collaborat-
ing on songs we'd started individually. 
Two of them, "Veronica" and "Pads, 
Paws and Claws" ended up on Spike. 
We then continued to write another 
nine songs, some of which will be on 
Paul's album, although I'm not sure 

exactly how many. We wrote very 
quickly, batting ideas back and forth 
like ping-pong, and I think we came 
up with some really strong tunes. It'll 
be a great album from what I've heard 
of it so far. 
Mix: Elvis Costello and Paul McCart-
ney seems like an unlikely collabo-
ration. 
Costello: Yeah, if you stop to think 
about it, I suppose so. But I treated it 
just like another day's work You'd 
never get anything done once you 
start comparing his career with mine. 
So we didn't waste any time on bull-
shit like that. We just sat down and 
wrote. And our differing viewpoints 
undoubtedly helped. There'd be no 
point in my sitting down and writing 
a Paul McCartney tune. 
Mix: Was there any friction between 
you? 
Costello: Not in the sense of big ar-
guments; just good creative friction. It 
has to be light-hearted enough so that 
even when you're dealing with seri-
ous emotions and subjects, you can 
say, "That's totally useless—you can't 
write that " If you can't do that, you're 
probably being too precious about it. 
Mix: There's been a lot of criticism in 
recent years that McCartney's lost his 
edge. 
Costello: Some people have said the 
same about me, but it wouldn't nec-
essarily be true. Obviously, I don't 
think every song he's ever written is 
wonderful, but then again I'd admit 
that not every song I've written is 
wonderful. I think he's done some 
very good records as Paul McCartney, 
the solo artist, and some that I don't 
like so much. 
Mix: You seem far less abrasive, far 
less the angry young man these days. 
Has marriage to Cait O'Riordan helped 
mellow you? 
Costello: That's hard for me to an-
swer. Perhaps you should ask people 
who know me whether I'm easier to 
deal with now! Basically, I don't sub-
scribe to the notion that you have to 
be miserable to be creative. That's 
bullshit. 
MIX: What do you think of the cur-
rent music scene? 
Costello: I think it's probably the 
same as it's always been—there's a 
few great things around and an awful 
lot of rubbish. The trick is to distin-
guish between the two. 

lain Blair is a Southern California-
based freelance writer. 
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Aries Apollo 
Console 
A modular recording con-
sole has been introduced 
by Aries America (Tor-
rance, CA) for the mid-
range market. Standard fea-
tures: balanced mic and 
line inputs; tape/line 
switching on all inputs; 
eight aux sends; 4-band 
EQ (the high and low sec-
tions provide selectable 
shelving points; mida are 
sweepable); an output sec-
tion with 16-track monitor-
ing and 2-band EQ on all 
16 returns; access to the 
eight aux sends from the 
16 monitor returns; bar 
graph metering on bus 
outputs; VU metering for L 
and R output; Pa; and an 
external power supply. 
Configurations and list 
prices are: 16x8x16, 
$11,950; 24x8x16, $15,950; 
32x8x16, $19,950; 
8-channel expander 
unit, $5,450. 
Circle #001 on Reader Service Card 

Brainstorm JHM-2 
MuIt Box 
MCI JH-24 owners will 
appreciate this new acces-
sory from Brainstorm Elec-
tronics (Los Angeles). The 
JHM-2 Auto-Locator MuIt 
Box lets you connect the 
JH-24 to a synchronizing 
system, without losing use 
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Nove VR ConsoleA 
Neve (Bethel, CT) has 
enhanced its V Series con-
soles, creating the VR con-
sole, which is available as 
an optional update for cur-
rent V Series owners. The 
VR optionally provides the 
ability to store and recall 
settings of rotary, push-
button and fader controls. 

of the recorder's autolocat-
ing function. Housed in a 
small metal box, it pro-
vides two sets of remote, 
autolocator and capstan 
connectors (with a tach/ 
direction connector for the 
Cypher Digital Shadow 
synchronizer), a lifter con-
trol switch and a capstan 
control switch. List price is 
$495, which includes JH-24 
interface cables. 
Circle #002 on Reader Service Card 

The fast-acting system uses 
a high-res color graphics 
display to represent the 
actual control surface. 
Online data is automati-
cally stored on a built-in 
20-meg hard disk and, if 
desired, a 3.5-inch floppy 
disk that holds about 140 
complete settings of a 96-
channel console. Other 
goodies include additional 
features on a larger moni-
tor section, improved aux-
iliaries and multi-input 
overload indicators. 
Circle #003 on Reader Service Card 

Esoteric Turntable 
For the first time in 100 
years, a turntable has been 
developed to play the orig-
inal Berliner gramophone 
records. Esoteric Sound 
(Downers Grove, IL) has 
made a phonograph player 
with switch-selectable 33, 
45, 71.29, 76.59, 78.26 or 
80 rpm speed. It's belt-
driven, with a DC servo 
motor, P-mount pickup 
system and pitch control, 
and for $229 comes com-
plete with accessories: a 
coarse-groove stylus and a 
vertical/lateral switch. 
Circle #004 on Reader Service Card 

Avalanche Effects 
Brianizer 
The classic sound of the 
Leslie rotating organ 
speaker has been copied 
and captured in the Brian-
izer effects box by Ava-
lanche Effects (Toronto). 
Comprised of a phase-
compensated active cross-
over followed by speed-
dependent tremolo, flange 
and Doppler shift circuitry 
in the horn and bass rotor 
channels, the Brianizer is 
compact and priced at 
$400 (U.S.). Both input 
level and effect intensity 
are switch-selectable. The 
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PREVIEW 

device's motor accelera-
tions and decelerations 
have been designed to let 
you use techniques based 
on the Leslie's motor 
inertia. 
Circle #005 on Reader Service Card 

GISC MX 700 A 
Slated for introduction at 
this month's NAMM show, 
the MX 700 from QSC 
Audio Products (Costa 
Mesa, CA) is a high-
performance yet low-cost 
($598 list) stereo power 
amplifier designed for pro-
fessional studio and sound 
reinforcement applica-
tions. The MX 700 pro-
vides 150 watts/channel 
into 8 ohms, 225 w/ch into 
4 ohms and 350 w/ch at 2 
ohms. Mono bridged 
operation is also possible, 
yielding 700 watts into a 4 
ohm load. Other features 
include fan cooling, 1/4-
inch and barrier-strip 
inputs (electronically bal-
anced), 5-way binding post 
outputs, front panel gain 
controls, clip indicators, 
dual power supplies, 
power on/off muting, 
extensive protection cir-
cuitry and a 3-year parts 
and labor warranty 
Circle #006 on Reader Service Card 

Ampex 467 DAT 
Now you can load 'dem 
new decks with DAT from 
'dose folks at Ampex 
(Redwood City, CA). The 
467 line of digital audio 
tape cassettes ( in 45-, 60-, 

90- and 120-minute 
lengths) has been devel-
oped with small tape view 
windows, providing more 
room for labeling. The 
accompanying "DATpak" 
DAT mastering packaging 
system includes a two-

cassette storage tray, doc-
umentation storage space 
and labeling supplies that 
include everything a pro-
fessional needs to docu-
ment and package DAT 
cassettes. 
Circle #007 on Reader Service Card 

PAIA Electronics 
MCVI Processor 
MIDI-ize your analog 
synths and voltage-
controlled gear with the 
MCVI circuit card from 
PAiA Electronics (Edmond, 
OK). This processor simul-
taneously converts MIDI 
data to control voltage/ 
trigger and voltage/trigger 

HOT OFF THE SHELF 
GML's Moving Fader 
Automation System, 
Version 6.0, adds intelli-
gent master machine con-
trol, networking capability, 
3.5-inch disk drive, 
optional graphics display 
and much more; (818) 781-
1022. . Antegrated 
Media Systems' MacMix 
V2.0 controller soft-
ware and Abelcas digital 
videodisc interface are 
available for use with its 
Dyaxis digital audio work-

Toa CX-3 

signals to MIDI data. It aLso 
offers an RS-232 interface 
to access and alter its pro 
gramming or download 
data. An expansion port 
accommodates memory 
and interface devices; PAiA 
plans to offer expansion 
cards—a multiplexer for 
processing multiple CV 
inputs and outputs, a 
sequencer, and time code 
and tape deck controllers. 
The MCVI is available in 
kit form ($119.95) or 
assembled ($139.95), 
directly from PAiA. 
Circle #008 on Reader Service Card 

Toa CX Mixing 
Consoles 
The 12x4 CX-2 and 16x4 
CX-3 consoles are the 
latest pro music products 
from Toa Electronics 
(South San Francisco). 
Both incorporate nine mix 
buses (four group sends, 

station; (415) 326-7030... 
FirstCom/Music 
House's 15 new CDs 
contain loads of new pro-
duction music in a variety 
of styles; (800) 858-8880 
...Lo Bianco Enter-
prises' Milli-Chart 
($15.95) is a handy, plastic-
coated reference chart 
showing the relationship 
between digital delay time 
settings and musical 
tempi; send $15.95 to Lo 

stereo LiR and three inde-
pendent aux sends—pre-
fader, pie-EQ or post-
fader). Each channel 
features 100mm sliders, 3-
band EQ with sweepable 
mids, selectable phantom 
power to XLR inputs, an 
accessory loop, pan and 
input level pad with trim 
and pre peak LED. A cue 
system on all inputs and 
the group, stereo and aux 
outputs allows pre-fader 
signal monitoring. LED bar 
graphs meter the group 1-4 
outputs, or aux sends 1-3, 
and stereo L and R outputs. 
Options include stereo 
input channels with 
100mm faders, and trans-
formers to convert each 
input and output from 
electronically balanced to 
transformer balanced. 
Circle #009 on Reader Service Card 

Bianco Enterprises, 36 Park 
Ave., Oyster Bay, NY 11771, 
(516)922-3958...Jensen 
Transformers' Twin 
Servo 990 Mic Preamp is 
a rack-mount unit built by 
John Hardy with Deane 
Jensen's new 990C discrete 
opamp; (213) 876-0059 
...Neuron Music's Click 
Tables: In Beats per 
Minute & Frames per 
Beat is a comprehensive, 
460-page reference volume 
($39-95) by Alex Cima; 
(714) 680-4959. 
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AUDITIONS 
by George Petersen 

PRODUCT 
CRITIQUES AND COMMENTS 

HURE BETA SERIES MICROPHONES 
A legend can be a pretty tough act to 
follow. This was the task facing the 
Shure Brothers design team, who be-
gan work on the Beta Series micro-
phones some five years ago. 

Introduced in 1966, the SM57 and 
SM58 are still leading choices among 
engineers throughout the world for 
instrumental and vocal sound rein-
forcement applications. However, 
since times and technology have 
changed considerably, the Beta Series 
was developed to fulfill the needs of 
sound reinforcement and studio pros 
into the 1990s and beyond. Before any 
of you form a "Save the SM57/58" 
campaign and start writing angry let-
ters to the mayor of Evanston, Illinois, 
let me advise you that Shure has no 
plans to discontinue these mics. The 
Beta Series was developed to aug-

ment, not supplant, Shure's line of 
pro mics. 

Physically, the Beta mics are strik-
ing. Finished in silver-blue, diecast 
bodies with chrome-plated steel grilles 
(the Beta 58 is also available 
in a matte-finish grille), - e 
they balance well in the -Zee 
hand and have a qual- er44 4 • • li th _ 
ity "feel" through- 

4444 • *4.46 4. out. Engineers who 
do a lot of drum 4 • • eAe.,, 644  milcing are sure to je.:4 .1/Att. .04 1‘ ) 

appreciate Beta ‘Ave4..ià, e à 

57's all- steel , r4141qh.v 
grille. Both mics in- setae 

corporate upgraded ov lee, 4i tr. ïlr 

internal shock-mounts ' 
-.104* • e • e4 i 2 e 

that serve the dual func -Zrieemtitesa0— 
"I-

tion of isolating the cap-
sule from handling noise 
and stand vibrations, and 
protecting the mic from 
road rigors and abuses. Best 
of all, the system works— 
handling noise on the 58 
was almost nonexistent, while 
the 57 survived several direct 
hits (without a scratch) when 
used for snare miking. 
I was impressed with the 

audio performance of the Beta 
mics. The use of neodymium 
magnets in the transducer de-
signs of both microphones pro-
vides for an output 4 dB to 5 dB 
hotter than that of the SM57/58, 
an important consideration when 
dealing with long snake runs. A 
higher output also means greater 
performer-to-mic working distances 
and improved signal-to-noise specs, 
since console preamps can be set at 
lower levels. 
The Beta mics incorporate a true 

supercardioid polar response. The 
mics exhibit a null point 120 degrees 
off-axis, so monitors should be placed 
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SPECS 
USER-FRIENDLY .. logical, clear, concise and easy to use." 

PERFORMANCE lowest overall distortion average." 

SOUND "... prime contender for overall best." 

1000 

"... quietest silent-sample playback." 

Today's music requires the best tools to 

achieve the quality sound we are used 

to on C.D. recordings. The Akai S1000 

Family of 16-bit digital samplers pro-

vides the best quality sound at an afford-

able price. The S1000 is also available 

with a 40-megabyte internal hard disk, 

(S1000HD), and in a play-back only ver-

sion, ( S1000PB). All S1000's combine 16-

bit resolution with a 44.1 kHz sampling 

rate for stunning reproduction. Sample 

an S1000 today. Write for information. 

AKA. 
nrofessiona 

P.O. Box 2344 Fort Worth, TX 76113-2344 
Phone: (817) 336-5114 FAX: (817) 870-1271 

AK Al 51000 

E-MU EMULATOR 
THREE 

ROLAND S-550 

AKAI S950 

SIMMONS SDX 

YAMAHA TX16W 

SEOUENTIAL 
PROPHET 2002 

ROLAND S-330 

E-MU EMAX 

AKAI S900 

KURZWEIL 250 

KORG DOM-1 

CASIO FZ-10M 

ENSONIO EPS 

ENSONIO MIRAGE 
MULTI-SAMPLER 

3VECALL 
RATINGS 

7 34 

7 Z2 

6 .4 

6 07 

5 39 

569 

5 50 

538 

509 

5 DI 

500 

d 94 

436 

399 

e z ,t›e' 
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BUSY 100 dB, it is fully compatible with digital 
audio. lbday, some of the world's busiest stu-

dios are built around the AMR 24 con-
sole. Designed for a higher standard of 
performance, the AMR 24 offers more 
inputs, more flexibility and the highest 
levels of audio quality for day-to-day 
recording and mixdown. 

TRACKING 
As a tracking console, the AMR 24 

consistently achieves superior results 
the first time — no re-recording requir-
ed. With exceptionally low crosstalk 
and noise, and a total dynamic range of 

MIXDOWN 
Configured for mixdown, the AMR 24 

offers unrivaled flexibility. It handles all 
kinds of inputs — up to 84 of them in a 
standard format. Just push one button 
and the 24 Itack Select switch changes 
the monitor returns to full-function line 
returns normalled to a second 24 track 
or to synchronized MIDI "virtual tracks!' 
Simple switching creates an additional 
24 inputs through the cue faders for 
effects returns. 

Up to 64 channels can be automated 
with a wide range of factory fitted sys-
tems available. 

Of course, these DDA design innov-
ations are complemented by the highest 
quality components and designs that 
fee/ right. 

INVESTMENT 
Studio owners know why the AMR 

24's track record represents an impres-
sive return on their creative and finan-
cial investment. If that news sounds 
interesting, write us on your letterhead 
for full information. 

ID DA 
Klark-Teknik Electronics Inc., 30B Banff Plaza North, Farmingdale, NY 11735 (516) 249-3660 

Unit # 1, Inwood Business Pk.. Whitton Rd., Hounslow, Middlesex, UK TW3 2EB 011-441-570-7161 
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at about a 60-degree angle to the rear 
of the mic. (Don't confuse this with a 
true cardioid pattern, where optimum 
monitor placement is pointing direct-
ly toward the rear of the mic.) Both as 
an engineer and occasional musical 
performer, I prefer placing monitors 
off to one side (or both sides), and 
the Beta's supercardioid response is 
ideal for this. Besides providing a 
cleaner stage appearance, placing 
monitors to the side of the vocalist is 
a must for singing keyboardists and 
drummers. 
I found the supercardioid pattern 

to be extremely consistent at all fre-
quencies, thus simplifying monitor 
setup by reducing monitor EQ require-
ments. The gain-before-feedback lev-
els were impressive, and off-axis col-
oration was minimal. 

Another benefit of the supercardioid 
pattern is increased directional con-
trol, especially with instrumental mik-
ing. Isolation, particularly with drums, 
has always been a problem, on stage 
and in the studio. After experiment-
ing with placement for a few minutes, 
I removed about 75% of a hi-hat bleed 
problem I experienced with another 
popular cardioid by substituting the 
Beta 57 placed close on the snare. 

All in all, the Beta Series mics 
proved to be excellent performers for 
vocals, snares, toms, congas (I was 
surprised with the 57's reproduction 
of this sometimes-difficult instru-
ment), guitar amps, trumpets and 
sax—in virtually any application suit-
ed to dynamic mics. At a user net 
price of $258 each (including carry 
bag and stand clip) these are well 
worth checking out, and like the 
SM57s and SM58s, we may be witness-
ing the birth of a new Shure dynasty. 
Check back here in about 20 years 
and we'll see. 

Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey 
Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202, (312) 
866-2200. 

NORTHSTAR SAMPLING DISKS 
There's something truly magical about 
a sampler. Unlike a synthesizer, with 
its characteristic synthetic sound, a 
sampler can take you on an aural 
magic-carpet ride to just about any-
where, at the drop of a disk. 

Northstar Productions, whose li-
brary of sound disks has grown stead-
ily over the years, now offers sam-
ples for: the E-mu Emulator II, Emu-

lator III and Emax; Ensoniq EPS and 
Mirage; Roland S-50; Akai S900 and 
S1000;and Oberheim DPX-1. Sounds 
are available on floppy disks, Mass 
Microsystems' 45MB data carts for 
the E-III and on CD-ROM (E-II/DPX-
1 format). 

Since the Northstar library ranges 
from about 20 disks (for the growing 
EPS and S-50 offerings) to over 400 
disks in the Emulator II collection, I'm 
not going to review them all. Here's a 
sampling (pun intended) of what's 
available. 
I saved the best for first: "Sweet 

Tenor Sax" ( E- II disk 30) is phenom-
enal. This is the best sax sample I've 
ever heard. It's perfect for jazz, pop, 
rock.. . anything. Put a touch of delay 
and lots of reverb on this for that 
bluesy, urban sound. If you have an 
E-II and don't have this disk, you're 
really missing out; indeed, it could be 
the best $20 you ever spent. Another 
hands-down winner is "Country Fid-
dle" (disk 86). I think the name says 
it all with this one, which also in-
cludes pizzicatos, licks, chords and 
velocity-switching slides. 
The variety offered in the E- II li-

brary is mind-boggling, ranging from 
orchestral, ethnic, rock and electronic 
instruments (including contributions 
from noted synthesists such as Kerry 
Livgren and Craig Anderton) to doz-
ens of sound effects disks (animals, 
industrial, household, outer space, 
crowds, ambience, destruction, weath-
er and so on). 
One admirable feature of North-

star's disks is that each one is packed 
with usable presets and voices. For 
example, "Pita Piano" (muted grand 
piano) has 92 voices and 24 presets 
to choose from. Other disks have 
more or less, depending on memory 
requirements. 

Interested in checking out some of 
Northstar's E- III offerings, I enlisted 
the help of Eric Jensen (of San Fran-
cisco's Jensen Sound Productions), a 
composer/engineer/producer/E-III en-
thusiast. Northstar records its E- III 
disks with a Sanken CMS-7 stereo MS 
mic, directly to DAT or the E-III, so 
Jensen's well-equipped, 24-track stu-
dio (with UREI 809 monitors, one of 
my personal faves) was just the ticket. 
We started with bank El, "Stereo 

Solo Violin." This sounded great and 
was loaded with 51 usable presets, 
vibrato and straight, with many subtle 
variations. E4, "Marcato Violins," was 
exactly that: a nicely pronounced 

MI DI BOOST 

A Significant Boost 
for MIDI 

WANT TO RUN MIDI CABLES 

MORE THAN 507 • 

WANT TO TRANSMIT MIDI OVER 
EXISTING AUDIO CABLES? 

MIDIBOOSTm increases the 

power of MIDI signals and makes 

them immune to electrical 

noise so they can be transmitted 

up to 4.000 feet without loss of 

data integrity. In addition. 

MIDIBOOST' allows MIDI 

signals to he transmitted using 

XLR-type connectors and 

standard audio cables. % 

SLP S199.00 per pair 

MIDIBOOSTu circuits are 

available for OEM and built-in 

studio applications. 

• 
• 

Hum A 

nala 
MIDIBOOST 

International Music Co., 1316 E. 
Lancaster, Ft. Worth, TX 76102; Tel: 
(817) 336-5114 Fax: ( 817) 870.1271 
Distributed in Ornada by TM1, PO 
Box 279, Port Coquitlam, British 

Columbia V3C 3W; (604) 464-1341 

Parcnt pendlnu 5111)1 ` .1nd 5111)11P Ned . tr 
IrAlemaks,.1 Marg. ‘Iumt 
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FIELD • TEST 
by Bob iodas 

THE DYNACORD 
DRP 20 
DIGITAL REVERB PROCESSOR 

ynacord of West Germany has devel-
oped a digital reverb processor that 
also produces special effects. The com-
pany has managed to put a powerful, 
32-bit floating-point processor into a 
2U rack-mount unit controlled prima-
rily from the front panel. The DRP 20 
comes with 100 factory preset pro-
grams, 128 user storage locations and 
the ability to store user programs on 
tape. It is a stereo-in, stereo-out unit 
that may also be configured as dual 
mono-ins and -outs for certain pro-
grams. MIDI control is offered, as is 
limited remote control via rear panel 
jacks. 
Due to the proliferation of buttons 

on new equipment, I have decided 
that I will no longer bore you with 
wordy descriptions of control panels. 
So refer to the photo to get a graphic 
idea of how the DRP 20 operates. Now 
let's look at a couple of specifics. 
On the front panel, the 2x16 char-

acter display uses vacuum-fluorescent 
technology. This display can be read 
in bright lighting conditions and from 
many angles, unlike LCD screens. Pa-
rameters and commands are called up 
mostly one at a time, a process I find 
time-consuming and frustrating, al-
though it seems to be the industry's 
standard presentation. I get tired of 
page upon page of parameters ( 16 
parameters for many of the DRP's re-
verbs) when trying to quickly get a 

• •• INPUT 
SOUND E EC t 0,10001All 

ROOM-RErERI 2 -) 

j. 
PRICY -POO -MAYA !lee"' 

sound up in the studio. The choice is 
either larger screens or fewer parame-
ters. The first is prohibitive at the tar-
geted market price ($2,495), and as 
for the second, who wants to give up 
parameters? So until external buses for 
computer control get cheaper, we'll 
have to live with this standard. Opera-
tion of the DRP 20 certainly isn't any 
more cumbersome than comparable 
Yamaha, Lexicon or Roland equip-
ment—in fact, this unit was much 
simpler to operate and a lot more 
intuitive than a PCM70. 
The input and output rotary level 

controls make the DRP 20 handy for 
interfacing with a variety of other 
equipment. This is much better than 
a simple back panel switch, but I'd 
like someone to explain to me why 
the input level switch gets set to high 
for low-level inputs and low for high-
level inputs. Anyway, these controls, 
when combined with the mono-in 
and -out, allow a guitar player to ac-
cess the unit directly from the front 
panel. 
On a scale of one to ten, the front 

panel rates a seven in my book on 
intuitive ease of use. Calling programs 
up and manipulating parameters was 
pretty smooth, as was using several of 
the dedicated keys. But some of the 
keys have multiple functions, with the 
result that I found myself spending 
significant time reading the manual. 

OUTPUT 

III COLD 0. 

Mat 
v[5. • 

• 
DYNACORD 
DPP PO 

DIGITAL REVERS 

PROC E S SOP 

POLATA I. 
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EFFANLI 
goes L_L 

TWO TRUCKS 
• Our 45' 3-room air ride trailer is now equipped with a new SSL 4040E (G SERIES ELECTRONICS, 

G SERIES COMPUTER) plus extensive outboard equipment and video monitoring. 

• Our 24' step van is equipped with a Sound Workshop Series 34-B console. . ideal for projects where 

space is tight. 

• Both Trucks Feature Effanel " Track-Packs''—Outboard racks containing all-discrete microphone pre-amps 
and equalizers by GM L, HARDY, API and NEVE. Mic pre's can be placed on-stage, on the front end of 

long input snakes. 

ANALOG OR DIGITAL 
• Dual Otan i MTR-90/2 24-Track Recorders with 48 channels of Dolby SR. 

• Dual Sony 3324 24-Track and now Dual Sony 3348 48-Track Digital recording (through an exclusive 

arrangement with Howard Schwartz Recording) 

PORTABLE 
• Effanel can package and deliver a 96- Input, dual 48-track recording sy.;tem for use aiywhere in the world. 

We've been to Zimbabwe with Paul Simon, Brazi, with Tina Turner, Russia with James Taylor, Ireland with 

U2 and Argentina with Peter Gabriel, Sting and The Boss. 

tr? EFFANEL MUSIC, NEW YORK 
(212) 807-1100 

FAX ( 2i2) 807-1167 

Contact: 

Randy Ezratty, 

Mark Shane 

or Adam Pinch 
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Some onboard help screens would be 
handy here. A keypad would also be a 
nice addition for calling up programs 
directly and inputting parameter val-
ues instead of always scrolling. 
The rear panel is fairly straightfor-

ward. The only question I had was, 
"Is this unit balanced or unbalanced?" 
I guess the "mono jack" input on the 
front panel is an indication of unbal-
anced lines, but this is certainly not 
clear in standard audio terminology 
And if it is unbalanced, why would 
Dynacord suggest using microphones 
directly into the unit? I don't know 

anyone using unbalanced, high im 
pedance mics. 
The DRP 20 does incorporate some 

convenient features. For example, one 
may set up parameters in a room and 
then easily compare the same parame-
ters on a different effects-structure 
algorithm, such as a plate. There is 
also a key that allows one to store a 
program for quick comparison to the 
program running currently—handy 
for comparing different parameter 
settings within the same program. 
Many options are available for con-

figuring the unit to the user's prefer-
ence. The ability to change echo time 
display from milliseconds to beats per 

Free 
with every 
purchase 

Peace of mind. 
AudioLine includes it with every DAT machine, multi-track 

recorder, console, and digital work station, as well as with every 
tape, connector, and accessory. 
Whatever you buy from AudioLine, we back it up with an ex-

tended warranty, a complete service center, and the after-sales 
support that instills peace of mind. 
Before you buy, call AudioLine. 

Kansas City (816) 931-9166 
Milwaukee (414) 785-9166 
Chicago (312) 274-0330 

• Consultation 
• Design 
• Sales 
• Service 

The Audio Dealer for Professionals 
Representing Over 120 Manufacturers 

minute is just great, especially when 
relating to sequencers and musicians. 
The internal pink and white noise 
generators are wonderful for balanc-
ing echo returns at the console. The 
option to start with the status at last 
shut-down (POWER-ON TO MEMO) 
should be a factory-standard setting, 
and I recommend anyone buying the 
unit to install this option immediately. 
If you lose power for an instant at a 
gig, imagine having your program 
completely changed in mid-song! 
One may store all 128 user locations 

on tape for recall at some later date. 
This would allow you to load your 
custom programs into a DRP 20 in 
another studio, eliminating the need 
to bring your own unit. Load, store 
and verify functions will even tell you 
if it was unable to load specific pro-
grams from a defective tape. 
On the audio front, I discovered 

that Dynacord has done its home-
work, because the unit is very quiet. 
No hiss or hum is going to get any-
where near your mix. This is the first 
digital reverb in the lower-mid price 
range I have tested that has impressed 
me with its lack of noise. In fact, it is 
quieter than many reverbs costing 
considerably more. 
The DRP 20 comes with several dif-

ferent reverb types, including room, 
hall, gate, spring and reverse. Each 
may be gated, and many parameters 
are available for manipulation. Dyna-
cord has provided the user with the 
ability to build a wide range of mod-
erately real and extremely unreal re-
verbs. You can also create some real 
sound disasters with the number of 
options open to you here. With some 
practice and knowledge, though, this 
variety should lead to some creative 
discoveries. 

In addition to the supplied reverbs, 
the DRP 20 comes with numerous 
special effects programs. These in-
clude chorus, flange, echo, multitap 
and freeze. There are differing com-
binations on the mono-split programs, 
which cover areas such as dual echo 
and effects-reverb combos. A number 
of MIDI control programs are also 
offered. 
I put several types of instruments 

through the DRP 20 for the listening 
test, including a four-piece horn sec-
tion, an acoustic piano, synths, vocals 
(male and female), kick, toms and 
snare. All were prerecorded on analog 
tape except for the drums, which orig-
inated from a Wendel jr. 

Circle #038 on Reader Service Card 
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Drums were the first test for the 
reverb programs, and they highlighted 
the fact that this is a very dense reved) 
I had no problems putting lots of bass 
into the unit, and it handled the kick 
transients well. Snares and toms sound-
ed bright and modem, and the revers-
es and gates worked quite nicely. 
I easily called up some workable 

bright rooms that flattered the horn 
section. Synths also fit into a good 
number of factory programs without 
much manipulation. 
I found vocals and acoustic piano 

to be much more critical on the DRP 
20; I had to work harder to get a 
sound that I was happy with. It was 
the search for a natural reverb that left 
me disappointed. I think the DRP 20 
algorithms are too bright for a truly 
natural sound. Rolling off high-end 
effects helped considerably but did 
not completely satisfy me. 
I played with some of the special 

effects programs and found the echoes 
to be just fine and the flanges to be 
effective and quiet. 
As I mentioned, the DRP 20 may be 

used as a straight-through device and 
not just in a side chain, allowing any 
instrument to be plugged in directly. 
Each program has volume control of 

Drums were the first 

test, and they high-

lighted the fact that 

this is a very dense 

reverb. 

original and effects signals to get a 
dry/wet mixture. However, with the 
original up 100% (straight source, no 
effects), the audio was altered con-
siderably from the original signal. 
A quick word on the manual and 

construction for the techs. The man-
ual is only adequate, although the 
English is good. It appears to have 
been printed using a medium-quality 
dot matrix printer. It provides just 
enough information to get off the 
ground, and all instructions are clear. 
There are no schematics or trouble-
shooting guides. Obviously this unit 

is aimed at the MI market, and Dyna-
cord assumes that no one can fix dig-
ital equipment. But the sound quality 
of the DRP 20 indicates to me that it 
will end up in a number of studios, 
so better documentation would be 
welcome. 

Construction is pretty good except 
for the tape and MIDI jacks, which are 
mounted directly to the PC board with 
no anchor to the chassis. This type of 
mounting is much too fragile. The 
board is cleanly laid out and should 
be easy to maintain. 
The DRP 20 is a reverb/effects proc-

essor that has a lot going for it, espe-
cially when you consider the price tag. 
It is capable of producing some strong 
modem rock reverbs and effects. It is 
quiet, easy to use and certainly worth 
listening to. I would highly recom-
mend it as a next-step upgrade when 
moving away from the noisy reverbs 
in the under-$1,000 range. 

Bob Hodas is an independent audio 
engineer whose credits include Wind-
ham Hill Records, The Doobie Broth-
ers, The Village People and Mickey 
Hart. 
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The new API 512b-
An all discrete EQ size 
mic preamp/instrument 
direct box in one. 

THE 550b EQ:  
The new API 550b-
The same circuit as 
the famous all discrete 
550A, but with four 
bands and more 
frequencies. 

THE 500-b4: 
The new API 500-b4-
A portable rack for API 
modules, with the 
traveling engineer or 
musician in mind. 
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Beyer TourGroup. Because your band 
may not be the only ones getting hits. 

When you take a TourGroup 
mic on the road, you've got a mic 
built to take the hits. The drops. 
The constant, punishing abuse 
that touring dishes out. A mic you 
can rely on show after show, tour 
after tour. 
But TourGroup mies are not 

only made durable, they're made 
by Beyer. Which means your 
vocals and instruments will be cap-
tured with stunning accuracy. And 
with a warmth and personality you 
never though possible in a road mic. 
The secret is Beyer's low-mass 

diaphragm technology. Specially 
designed for each mic, these highly 
sensitive transducer elements bring 

T. 

out the true character of your 
music with clarity and detail. 
To protect this vital element, 

every TourGroup mic is armored 
with heavy-duty barrels. Heavy-
gauge brass or steel mesh baskets. 
Road-rugged shock mounts to 
guard against hand-held noise as 
well as physical impact. And put 
together with a look and feel 
deserving of such a great road mic. 
There are 12 TourGroup mies, 

each dedicated to a specific task. 
So you can select one that's per-
fect for your needs, not compro-
mise on a "general purpose" mie. 
The MCE 81 TG condenser, for 
example, combines the precision 

88TG /M 208 

and elegance of the best studio 
condensers with new levels of 
ruggedness. And the M 300 IC is 
considered by many pros to be the 
most accurate dynamic road mic in 
its price class. 

Give TourGroup mies a sound 
check at your local Beyer dealer, 
and see why so many performers 
— from Phil Collins to Bobby 
McFerrin — refuse to use any-
thing else. 

Because with TourGroup, 
bumps and knocks aren't the only 
kind of hits you can expect to have. 

For a free TourGroup brochure, 
contact the Beyerdynamic office 
nearest you. See addresses below. 

s NI 186 MC 714PA 
TourGroup beyerdynamicn 
United States: 5-05 Burns Menue, Hicksville, NY 11801 Tel. (516)935-8000 

Fax: (516) 935-8018 
Great Britain: Unit 14, Cliffe Industrial Estate, Lewes Sussex BN8 611 

Tel. 0273 479411 Fax: 0273 471825 

Canada: ELNOVA 323 Rue Cl'ement. Ouest, LASALLE, Quebec, Canada 
H8R 4B4 Tel. (514) 364-.2118 Fax: (514) 364-0791 

Australia: Hi-Phon Distributors Pty. Ltd. 356 A-358 Eastern Valley Way, 
Chatswood N.S.W. 2067 Tel. (02) 417 7088 Fax: (02) 417 7374 
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LUNCHING • WITH • BONZAI 
by Mr. Bonzai 

MARSHALL 
CRENSHAW 
RIDES AGAIN 
Remember those good ol' days of fresh Marshall's new album, produced by 
rock and roll, still wet and dripping David Kershenbaum and Paul McKen-
on the line, still bright and clean like na, was recorded mainly at Kershen-
new sweat on a Saturday night? Mar-
shall Crenshaw popped on the scene 
a few years back with just those quali-
ties and has somehow matured with-
out losing any of that raw juice. 
The Bonzaimobile pulled up at 

Marshall's temporary Hollywood 
home, rented for the new album ses-
sions. He climbed in with the first mix 
of the album, and we rocked our way 
down toward the beach, sunroof open, 
good tunes filling the car and spilling 
out on the street. We cruised down 
Sunset Boulevard, over to La Cienega 
and out west on the Santa Monica 
Freeway. It's especially fun to hear a 
preview recording, and it already 
sounded like radio playtime. 
Although he could pass for an altar 

boy, he is a responsible Woodstock, 
N.Y., homeowner, with wife and bull-
dog. A frequent flier with stops in New 
York, Detroit, Nashville and Los Ange-
les, he's settled down to some serious 
music business. His family hails from 
the hills of Tennessee—in fact, he just 
produced a great compilation of late 
'40s and early '50s gems from the 
Capitol vaults. It's called Hillbilly Mu-
sk... Thank Go4 Volume 1. Pure Nash-
ville recordings: incredible feelings, 
honest hearts, impeccable musician-
ship and a fair share of zany lyrics. 
You even get some talkback studio 
chatter, digitally remastered. 

Marshall tells me he is branching 
out, producing such "crunch" rockers 
as The Thieves, your basic quartet, 
with songs by Gwil Owen, a man who 
knows how to tell us about cheap 
motels, expensive limousines and 
hearts like tombstones. 

Above: Marshall Crenshaw relaxes with double-
necked guitar. Below: Crenshaw with co-producers 
David Kershenbaum (left) and Paul McKenna. 

baum's Powertrax studio, with addi-
tional sessions at Blue Canyon. A fine 
cast of musicians was assembled and 
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NETWORK 
YOUR SOUND EFFECTS 
TO EVERY SOUND ROOM 

IN THE STUDIO. 
The M&E Organizer System puts all 

your sound effects and production music 
CDs in one central location. And lets 
you access the effects from any room 
in the studio. 

Introducing new interfaces for the 
Sony ® CDK-006 Auto Disc Loader. 

These interfaces include: 

• RS232 Communication 

• AES/EBU Digital Output 

• Optional AES/EBU D/A conversion 
to professional 16 BIT four times 
over sampling DAC. 

• • Up to 8 work station link up to a 
single central location for the 
CDK-006. 

•• Up to 8 CDK-006s tied to a single 
computer. 

The M&E Organizer System is both 
Macintosh and IBM compatible 
and comes with the catalog listings of 
the CD libraries you already own. 
Ask about our other interfaces and our 

software only packages. 
To order, call Gefen Systems at 

818-884-8294 
"Does not apply to the Macintosh Interface. 

Macintosh î. • reginseed trademark of Apple Cixoputers, Inc 

Sony is • tradornark of Scaly Corporation of Ann-nca. 

IBM i• • regialerecl tndemark of International Boaarem Marilee. 

o 

SOUND 
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Gefen Systems is proud to offer 
the new BBC Sound Effects Library 
on compact disc. The library has 
18 CDs with digital stereo recording. 

To order, call 818-884-6294 
or FAX us at 818-884-3108. 

GEFEN SYSTEMS 

5068 SAN FEUCIANO DRIVE 
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364 

LUNCHING • WITH • BONZAI  

deserves mention: Graham Maby, 
bass; Kenny Aronoff, drums; Sonny 
Landreth, slide guitar; James Burton, 
guitar; J.D. Manness, steel guitar; Bob 
Marlette, keyboards; David Lindley, 
fiddle; Steve Conn, accordion; Syd 
Straw, Sammy and Kurt Bodean, Rob-
ert Crenshaw and Patti McKenna, 
backing vocals; and Marshall, singing 
and strumming. 

Marshall Crenshaw is an original, 
even though he can also be the great 
pretender. Maybe you know him as 
Buddy Holly in La Bamba, or the '50s 
rocker in Peggy Sue Got Married He 
even toured as John Lennon in Bea-
tlemania, while John was still alive to 
enjoy the joke. Half the tunes on his 
new album are originals, half are out-
side contributions, including a Bobby 
Fuller number and an old R&B hit 
from the Isley Brothers. Marshall Cren-
shaw is a time machine—he can take 
you on a trip through years of music 
and get you home today. 
We stopped at the seashore for 

some oysters with salsa, steamed mus-
sels, raw tuna with Japanese horserad-
ish and Boston clam chowder. Let's 
sip the house wine and get to know 
the real Marshall Crenshaw, a kid 
who's been playing guitar for more 
than 30 years. 

Bonzai: Is there a connecting theme 
in the new album? 
Crenshaw: Well, there are songs 
about loneliness and isolation, and 
love and girls... 
Bonzai: Can you recall the first mu-
sic you heard? 
Crenshaw: I always heard a lot of 
pop music and rock and roll around 
the house. My Aunt Rita had lots of 
records by the four lads. One record I 
especially remember was "Rocicabilly" 
by Guy Mitchell, which was anything 
but rockabilly. I used to put that on 
and dance around. My teenage cous-
ins had Bill Haley and Carl Perkins 
records. I listened to rock and roll, 
but I also had those little yellow 45s 
that kids had. I had "Yellow Rose of 
Texas" and 'neme from The Bridge 
on the River Kwai"—'50s stuff. I was 
born in '53 and was aware of music 
early on. 
Bonzai: Guitar was your first instru-
ment? 
Crenshaw: Yes, but I can't remember 
why. 1 just always wanted to have a 
guitar. My dad had one, but he couldn't 

play, and I was allowed to drag it 
around the yard and bang on it. It was 
one of my toys. When I was about six 
I got one of my own. I don't remem-
ber deliberately choosing to play gui-
tar. I just did it. 
Bonzai: Who were your early heroes? 
Crenshaw: I liked stuff that was gui-
tar-dominated. I liked Buddy Holly 
and the Everly Brothers in particular, 
and a group called Joe Bennett & The 
Sparkletones. They made a record 
called "Black Slacks" that I really 
liked. It has a kind of gargling sound 
on the vocals. 
Bonzai• I was into strange vocals. I 
liked "Goony Goose," the flip side of 
a Bozo the Clown record. 
Crenshaw: Well, you know, I'm asso-
ciated with a publishing company 

"I didn't know if 

I wanted to work 

behind the 

scenes, or be in 

a band, or what. 

I just knew I 

loved music." 

called Bug Music. They have a label 
deal with Capitol Records, and part of 
the deal is to assemble reissues of 
records from the Capitol vaults. One 
of our ideas is to reissue those old 
Bozo records, maybe some Bozo out-
takes. Maybe we'll find "Goony 
Goose" in the vaults. 
Bonzai: You're also producing other 
artists—The Thieves? 
Crenshaw: Yeah, I went to their show 
last night. They're based in Nashville. 
It's what I call "crunch rock"—two 
guitars, bass, drums, Marshall amps. I 
contributed the occasional sleigh bells 
overdub, spine-tingling three-pan har-
monies. Good songwriting by a guy 
named Gwil, who I think is from Ice-
land. Nice, goofy jokes in the lyrics. It 
just came out, and it's already getting 
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some radio play. 
Bonzai: I've been thinking of you as 
The Great Pretender. You were on the 
road for a couple of years as John in 
Beatlemania, as Buddy Holly in La 
Bamba, and you played in the '50s 
band for Peggy Sue Got Married How 
did you get involved in Beatlemania? 
Crenshaw: I sought that one out. At 
the time I had decided to make a se-
rious attempt to break into show busi-
ness, and hopefully the record busi-
ness. Prior to that I had come to LA. 
from Detroit with a high school friend 
who was in a band. They had a steady 
job playing up in Alaska, for pipeline 
workers, I guess. I was going to join 
his band, but I got involved with Bea-
tlemania because I wasn't committed 
to anything in particular. I didn't know 
if! wanted to work behind the scenes, 
or be in a band, or what. I just knew I 
loved music and was determined to 
work at it professionally. 

Anyway, I came out here and ran 
out of money real fast. I didn't get in 
my friend's band, but I joined another 
band playing country music. We spent 
all our time on the road, playing in 
the West in places like Wells, Nevada, 
and Rock Springs, Wyoming. It was 
really cool—I just took a flying leap 
and ended up in this bizarre situation. 
But then I got sick of it, 'cause it was a 
slog. The West is beautiful, but it was 
a dead end. 

In the midst of that, I saw an ad in 
Rolling Stone magazine looking for 
Beatle lookalikes. I had read an arti-
cle about Beatlemania in Time mag-
azine and nearly puked. I was ap-
palled, and I thought, "Everything in 
our culture is just a cheap imitation of 
something else. This is the worst." But 
six months later I was scuffling around 
and saw an opportunity there. People 
used to tell me I looked like John 
Lennon, and I knew I could sound 
like him. So I sent them a tape and 
boom! They came to Detroit and took 
me away. I haven't been back yet. 
Bonzai: Besides looking like John, 
was he a personal inspiration to you? 
Crenshaw: Absolutely. I loved John 
when I was a kid. The Beatles ap-
peared shortly after the Kennedy as-
sassination. I was only ten, but it really 
shook me up. I was disillusioned. I 
was a crank as a child, a real malcon-
tent. I was into Mad magazine and 
anything that said the adult world was 
a joke. Then John came along, and he 
wore that attitude on his sleeve and 
expressed it excellently. Plus, I loved 

the music. Then I got into Beatlema-
nia and it became a somewhat nega-
tive experience. Force-feeding the 
Beatles. Weird environment, 'cause 
the interpretation of the Beatles was 
so twisted. 
Bonzai• Living your hero in a bad 
light. 
Crenshaw: I wasn't good at it either. 
I couldn't bring myself to give 100%, 
but I wanted to be a good sport about 
it. On the other hand, it was a fantas-
tic break for me. It was my ticket out 
of Palookaville. I can't take that lightly. 
Bonzai: You were never overtaken, 
possessed by an otherworldly force? 
Crenshaw: No, I felt more like that 
before Beatlemania. Like millions of 
other kids, I was more into the Bea-
tles in the '60s and early '70s. I felt so 
connected with the music, like there 
was a psychic link Once I got in the 
show, it redefined my feelings and I 
kind of exorcised them. It was a good 
experience, though; I got to see the 
country. 
Bonzai: What about your appearance 
in La Bamba? 
Crenshaw: That one came to me. 
They called me, and at first I thought, 
"Oh, no, a replay of Beatlemania." I 

was reluctant and said no at first. But I 
read the script, and I had enjoyed 
being in Peggy Sue Got Married I like 
the creative atmosphere of making 
films. The story was good and I was 
drawn into it because it's about '50s 
rock, something I'm partial to. I knew 
if I didn't do it they would get some-
body else, and I'd probably regret not 
being in the film. So I did and it 
worked out great, although there was 
a negative effect. My last album came 
out at the same time, and La Bamba 
was a huge hit and my album was 
totally overlooked. But that's a short-
term thing. 
Bonzai: How has it been working on 
the new album? 
Crenshaw: Well, it's taken some time, 
and I've been out here awhile. I live 
in Woodstock, and it's a big change 
living here. 
Bonzai: How does the songwriting 
break down? 
Crenshaw: About half the songs are 
mine and half are cover tunes, a dras-
tic change from my past albums. I've 
done a song that was first done by the 
Bobby Fuller Four, and one by the 
Isley Brothers, "Live It Up," which was 
an R&B hit in '73. There's a Richard 
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Thompson song and two that have 
never been released, one by John 
Hiatt and another by a lady named 
Diane Warren. 
Bonzai: How have David Kershen-
baum and Paul McKenna helped bring 
out the true Marshall Crenshaw? 
Crenshaw: By helping me to be com-
fortable and creating the optimum 
situation for me to do my work. Being 
supportive and sincere, good to work 
with, all that stuff. 
Bonzai: How's the music business 
treating you? Are you making a good 
living? Are you happy? 

Crenshaw: I've been doing great 
lately. I've been at it a long while, and 
I've had lots of weird ups and downs. 
But for some reason, it's great now. 
Bonzai: What happened to change 
things? 
Crenshaw: I made a New Year's reso-
lution in 1988 that I wasn't going to 
continue being so single-minded 
about my own records and my songs. 
For two or three years previously, I 
was focusing 100% on that stuff, and it 
was kind of a waste. I can do lots of 
things, so I decided to branch out and 
do more behind-the-scenes things. Be 
more adventurous about music. It's 
worked out well, because I played on 
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a number of sessions, produced some 
records and wrote some songs for 
other people. I played on a record 
out of Nashville with Foster & Lloyd, a 
hit country act. I played on a record 
by Syd Straw. I wrote the next New 
Grass Revival single. I produced The 
Thieves and a record on Bug Records: 
Hillbilly Music... Thank God, Volume 
1, a compilation album from the Capi-
tol vaults, digitally remastered and 
presented for your listening enjoy-
ment. And I wrote a song for the Was 
(Not Was) album. 
Bonzai• How was it working with T-
Bone Burnett? 
Crenshaw: He's talented, smart and 
worked very hard on my last record. I 
learned a lot from him. He's a high-
quality dude. 
Bonzai: Do you know any good busi-
ness tricks? 
Crenshaw: No, I don't know anything 
about business. I've had several tricks 
pulled on me, but I'd rather not de-
scribe the times that people have 
stolen from me, or taken advantage of 
my naivete. It has happened, though. 
It is a jungle out there. 
Bonzai: What music would you like 
played at your funeral when all your 
friends gather around the corpse and 
hoist a few in your memory? 
Crenshaw: How about "Born Free"? 
At my wedding we brought in a record 
player and played "Pledging My Love" 
by Johnny Ace for the processional, 
and "You Send Me" by Sam Cooke at 
the recessional. Maybe one of those 
would be good at my funeral. 
Bonzai: Do you ever think about what 
you might have been in a past life? 
Crenshaw: I think in a recent past 
life I was probably a bandleader, may-
be Shep Fields. Shep & His Rippling 
Rhythms. They were a big-band pop 
orchestra with a lot of silly gimmicks 
in their presentation, like blowing 
bubbles into the microphone. I'm sure 
I was involved in music some way in 
the past. I can't imagine my life as 
apart from music. 
Bonzai: Have you met any people in 
this business who have really im-
pressed you? 
Crenshaw: I really liked meeting Carl 
Perkins. He's a nice guy and he sets a 
good example for young guys like me 
in the rock and roll business. We were 
backstage at a show and there was 
another group on stage. All of us 
young guys were talking about them, 
dishing on them. Carl wasn't willing 
to join in and steered the conversa-
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tion to another tack. I thought that 
was good; it was honorable. Why talk 
nasty about fellow rock artisans? I was 
struck by that. He's still good, too— 
one of the few. It's a pretty hard busi-
ness, and a lot of people die, or go 
nuts. I can't think of a better encoun-
ter with a famous person. Meeting him 
was the most pleasant. 
Bonzai: Once again, what is this new 
record all about? 
Crenshaw: I've tried to make a great 
pop record. I feel a connection with 
'50s rock and identify with it. My last 
record was a stinking flop; nobody 
bought it. Everyone benefitted from 
La Bamba, and it was a good expe-
rience, but my record got completely 
buried. I tried to reach deep inside 
myself and figure out if I can make a 
pop record or not. It's time to do 
things that maybe I've been afraid to 
try in the past. 
Bonzai: Can a pop record be a great 
ork of art? 

Crenshaw: Certainly. But I'm not 
deliberately trying to produce great 
works of art. I don't think that's the 
way to proceed in this field. If you try 
to make a pop record that is a great 
work of art, you'll probably stink up 
the joint. People will listen and make 
their own decisions about my music. 
Bonzai: Somebody is reading this. 
They've got a little cash and are think-
ing about buying a record. Why should 
they lay down those dollars for Mar-
shall Crenshaw? 
Crenshaw: Because I'm just great, 
you know? [Laughs] What else can I 
say? I don't know. Hopefully, people 
will hear the record. That's the thing 
about pop music. If it's not on the 
radio, it's not pop music. To become 
what it is, to reach its potential, it has 
to be on the radio. This was the nut I 
had to crack with this record. I wanted 
a record that would sound good on 
the radio. What may sound good on a 
Walkman in a hotel room at 3 a.m. 
doesn't always come across on the 
airwaves. This is what we've been 
doing here: making something that 
has clarity and punch and still sounds 
like a Marshall Crenshaw record. 
I can't say anything compelling that 

will convince anyone. I'm not good at 
hyping my stuff. I just hope people 
hear it. 

Mr. Bonzai is Mix 's editor-at-large, 
interviewing interesting personalities 
and getting a few lunches out of the 
deal 
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INTERNATIONAL • UPDATE 

NEWS 
FROM AROUND THE WORLD 

SONY REPORTS ENTHUSIASTIC 
GLOBAL REACTION TO DIGITAL 
MACHINE 
Worldwide reaction to Sony's new 
PCM-3348 digital multitrack recorder 
has been noteworthy. By mid-January, 
only two months following the pre-
view of the recorder at the Los Angeles 
AFS Convention, more than 115 ma-
chines had been ordered. 
Japan heads the international cus-

tomer list with orders for a staggering 
69 recorders, followed by Europe with 
25 and North America with 20. Major 
Japanese studios include Toshiba-
EMI's Studio Terra, Onkio Haus, JVC 
Aoyama, laserdisc (Pioneer) and Ya-
maha AV Studio. European studios 
now taking delivery include Virgin 
Studios, Advision, Goldcrest Facilities, 
Tent Records (UK) and Studio De la 
Bleque (France), as well as the Con-
tinent's two biggest hire specialists, 
Hilton Sound and Audio FX. 

FARMYARD CELEBRATES 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY 
Farmyard Recording Studio in Little 
Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, one of 
the UK's leading residential facilities, 
is celebrating its tenth successful year 
with a series of major reorganizations. 
The first change took place at the 

end of January with the acquisition of 
the studio by Jetta Studios Ltd., a new 
company headed by Tolga Kashif. 
Kashif, a classical music conductor 
and composer, is a relative of Atlantic 
Records founder Ahmet Ertegun. Tre-
r Morais and Rupert Hine, who were 

previously Farmyard's only directors, 
have been appointed to the board of 
directors of Jetta. There have been no 
other staff changes, and clients can 
expect business as usual. 

Plans are under way to revitalize the 
facility later this year to include a 
renovated, 800-square-foot playing 

Sony's PCM-3348 
digital recorder 

area and an additional live room. A 
larger console will replace the exist-
ing 40-channel SSL board to accom-
modate the increased demand for 48-
track work at Farmyard. The improved 
studio will also be capable of han-
dling film soundtrack production, a 
Kashif specialty. 

ON THE ROAD WITH EUROSOUND 
The Herveld, Netherlands- based Euro 

sound mobile recording company has 
spent the last six months in almost 
constant demand by international re-
cording acts at a number of major 
European venues. The company's 11-
ton truck has been on-hand for such 
acts as: George Michael in Paris; Sting 
in Paris, Dortmund, Turhout and 
Werchter; Prince in Dortmund; Paolo 
Conte in Amsterdam; Duran Duran in 
Milan; and Bon Jovi in Paris, Birming-
ham and London. 
According to the owner of the Euro-

sound truck, Jan de Groot, one of the 
key benefits of the mobile facility is 
its versatility. Thanks to careful design 
by Burnie Productions and Master 
Blaster, recording systems can be re-
placed in a matter of hours. The unit 
is equipped with a Sony MXP-3036, 
which has been customized for 48-
channel recording. The vehicle nor-
mally carries two Sony 24-track analog 
machines, but is frequently equipped 
with Sony PCM-3324 digital multi-
tracks set up as a synchronized pair. 

Jo Julian of London's Music Works. (See International Studio News.) 
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Consequently, a number of recent 
concerts were recorded and mastered 
digitally. 

INTERNATIONAL STUDIO NEWS 
WaveFrame Corporation announced 
installation of eight AudioFrame dig-
ital audio workstations in Europe and 
Asia. Three systems have been in-
stalled at Danish Radio in Copen-
hagen, and single systems have been 
set up for Billy Cobham and Patrick 
Mimram, both in Switzerland, Chris 
Evans in W. Germany,Jonason Kuei 
in Taiwan and Stefano Costantini 
in Italy. In addition, WaveFrame has 
announced the establishment of a 
European service and support facility 
in Copenhagen . . . Ten Amek BCII mix-

ing console systems were purchased 
recently by the BBC for use in broad-
cast and recording situations requir-
ing portability Other recent equip-
ment acquisitions include three Lynx 
Keyboard Control Units, 13 Lynx VSI 
Modules and two Lynx Film Modules 
for use in the new film sound dub-
bing facilities in Cardiff and South-
ampton . . . DAR SoundStation Ils were 
bought recently by Italian post-pro-
duction studio Multivideo, which 
purchased a 4-channel system for TV 
work, and IRT in W. Germany, for 
post-production in 'IV and radio... 
GML Moving Fader Automation Sys-
tems are being installed in several 
international studios, including Man-
ta Sound in Toronto and Master 

Rock in London, for use with Focus-
rite consoles, and Power Plant in 
London, to be used with a Neve 8078 
...Moles Studio in Bath, England, 
has upgraded its facility to include an 
Otan i MTR-II and an Otan i MTRE-12 
1/4-inch mastering machine. Other ad-
ditions are an Optifile II HD 64-chan-
nel automation system for its DDA 
console and an Akai digital patch bay 
. . . Spot Shop Studios in Vancouver, 
BC, is the first Canadian facility to 
acquire the new Mitsubishi X-880 32-
channel digital audio recorder...An-
other Canadian studio, Sound Ideas 
of Toronto, has ordered a Mitsubishi 
Westar 36-input automated console 
for its newly completed, 6,000-square-
foot expanded complex. . ICC Stu-

Studio Spotlight: 
Windmill Lane 

Twenty years ago, the Irish Minis-
ter of Finance introduced legisla-
tion calling for exemption of com-
poser royalties from income tax. 
Today there is a continued commit-
ment on the part of the Irish gov-
ernment to the arts and entertain-
ment industry one that has helped 
foster the emergence of many 
world-class recording studios. 

Ireland's leading music journal, 
Hot Press, recently observed that 
whereas the phrase "recorded in 
Ireland" was once a stigma, "we 
have progressed to a state where 
Ireland is seen as a center of re-
cording quality and excellence. Art-
ists of the caliber of U2, Steve Win-
wood, Paul Brady Terence Trent 
D'Arby, Kate Bush, Van Morrison 
and Def Leppard—to select just a 
few of the big names who've re-
corded in Irish studios recently— 
do not use anything other than the 
very best facilities. In Ireland we 
have the very best." 
Nowhere in Ireland is the indus-

try more thriving than in Dublin, 
one of Europe's oldest capitals. 
Facilities like Windmill Lane, Lans-
downe Studios, Midiltax and Rope-
walk Studios (a fully digital 32-track 

complex) attract artists from Eu-
rope, the U.S. and Japan. 
Windmill Lane Studios was de-

signed by John Storyk and has host-
ed five album projects by U2. Other 
artists and producers who have 
sought out this facility include Def 
Leppard, Howard Jones, Brian Eno 
and Arif Mardin. 
The large studio area includes 

an isolated, custom-built live room 
designed by Andy Munro, who also 
designed the control room's three-
way, active monitor system. The 

control room measures 440 square 
feet and uses a 48-input SSL 4000E 
console with Total Recall' and a 
Studer 24-track recorder. Adjacent 
to the main studio is a self-con-
tained MIDI studio equipped with 
a Fairlight Series III, an Emulator II 
and an array of other Macintosh-
controlled gear. 

Recent artists recording at Wind-
mill are Nashville country singer 
Nanci Griffith and the Japanese 
band Sennen. 

—Des Cryan 
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"It's really a wonderful piece 
of software and the customer 
support has been terrific." 

John Mahoney, Studio Room Manager, 
Atlantic Records 

Arc 
Studio Management System for the Macintosh 

• Automates studio operations 

• Creates instant timesheets 

• "Intelligent" tracksheets 

• Tracks clients, inventory, payables and 
receivables, master tape library, checkbook 

• Automatically prepares invoices, statements 

• Prints checks, reports, forms and more! 

For more information: Words & Deeds, Inc. 4480 Sunnycrest Drive 
Los Angeles, CA 90065 Tel: 213-255-2887 

Circle #033 on Reader Service Card 

cassette mastering, 
disc mastering, 
printing, 
platingielectroforming, 
typesetting, 
color separations and negatives, 
drop shipments and warehousing. 

INTERNATIONAL • UPDATE 

dios in Eastbourne, England, recently 
installed a Soundtracs 36/32 In Line 
console fitted with Tracmix Automa-
tion and a Saturn 24-track recorder fit-
ted with Auto Alignment. The com-
plex now houses two multitrack stu-
dios and a radio production facility to 
make Christian programs for broadcast-
ing all over Europe. ICC's other activi-
ties include cassette duplication serv-
ices, cassette manufacture and com-
mercial packaging...Also adding a 
Soundtracs IL4832 console with Trac-
mix Automation was London's Music 
Works. Sale and installation of units 
at both facilities was conducted by 
Larking Audio Sales of Hitchin, Herts 
...In W. Germany, the television 
group of the West German Army 
has purchased a Synclavier 9600 work-
station and an 8-track Direct-to-DiskTM 
multitrack recording and editing sys-
tem for post-production work Also in 
W. Germany, independent music pro-
ducer Ralf Siegel has purchased a 
similar New England Digital system 
for use in his private music produc-
tion studio in Munich...Medicine 
S.R.L. in Bologna, Italy, is also up-
grading its facility to include a Syn-
clavier 9600, an Optical Disk storage/ 
retrieval system and a Direct-to-Disk/ 
PostPro workstation...Back in the 
U.S.S.R., Neve reports the planned in-
stallation of a DSP digital audio sys-
tem in Moscow's Gostelradio Con-
cert Hall. It will be used for both live 
broadcasting and multitrack record-
ing, using a 24-track Sony 3324 digital 
recorder...Olympic Studios in Lon-
don has installed eight Lynx Time 
Code Modules to run with Studer 
A820 recorders as part of its recent 
upgrade...The songwriting/produc-
don team of Tony Swain and Steve 
Jolley has hired Harman Studio 
Systems to equip their private-use 
twin studios in Ongar and Harpenden, 
UK. The shopping list includes Otani 
MX-80s and Fostex E22 tape machines, 
UREI 813C monitors and amplifiers, 
UREI limiters and Fostex synchroniza-
tion packages. AMS reports orders for 
its AudioFile system from Intersonic 
in Holland; EXA Studios in Spain, 
Audiophase, GLPP and Point 12 in 
France; Digimix in Finland; and Hil-
ton Sound, Square One Studios 
and Hillside Studios in England. 
Hillside has also ordered an AMS/Cal 
rec M Series audio console. 
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THE COMPETITION 
HATES OUR GUTS. 

It takes a lot 
of guts to com-
pare yourself to 
some of the 
biggest names in 
professional 
audio. 

Of course, 
when you offer 
the quality and 
features found 
inside the Audio 
Logic SC31 
Graphic Equalizer, 
it's easy to display more than a little extra 
intestinal fortitude. 

The SC31 is a powerful signal processing 
tool designed for professional use. It fea-
tures 31- 1/2 octave centered bands of equali-
zation with selectable 6 dB or 12 dB of boost 
and cut. But that's just for starters. 

Take a look at the chart: It shows how 
the SC31 stacks up against the competi-
tion in the specs most important to audio 
engineers and sound contractors. 

Maximum output. Dynamic Range. 

We discovered that under cer-
tain actual conditions of speaker 
loading, amplifiers were inca-
pable of yielding high-power tran-
sients without distortion. 

In Canada: 

ELLtn_i_È MARKETING LTD 
57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, 
canada M9V 3Y6 

(416) 746-0390 

7- 
uniourcogommine • 
. _ . 

Audio Logic SC 31 KANE GE 30 JBL/Uret 5547A Klark-Teknik DN 300 

Noise Less than -90 dBm Le., than .90 dBm Leso/han -90 dBm Less than -90 dBm 

Alammum Output +27 dBm +24 dflm +22 clBm -22 dBm 

Dynanuc Rangc +117 dBm +114 dBm +112 dBm • I 12 dBm 

Frequency 18 Hz to 30 kHz M Hz to 40 kHz 20 Hz ta 20 kHz 20 Hz to 20 kHz 

Response +/-0.5 dB +0/-3 dB +1/-2dB +/-0.5 dB 

.Vumber of Bands 31 30 
i 

30 30 

THD Less than .005% Less than . 01q,. Less than . 5% Less than . 01% 

plus noise @ +22 dBm @ I kHz @ +4 dlim @ +22 dBm @ +4 @ I kHz 

Suggested 
Retail Price $550.00 l $690.00 $849.00 $995.00 

Frequency re-
sponse. Number 
of bands. Total 
Harmonic Distor-
tion plus noise. In 
every category, 
the SC31 comes 
out even or on top. 

In every cate-
gory, that is, ex-
cept price. Because 
the SC31 gives 
you all that capa-
bility, plus 

incomparable sound quality, for consider-
ably less than any other professional 
graphic equalizer. And that's what galls the 
competition most of all. 

For a hands-on demonstration of the 
SC31, visit your professional audio dealer or 
sound contractor. Or write 
for additional informatioVj 
Audio Logic, 5639 So. 
Riley Lane, Salt Lake 
City, Utah 84107. AUDIO LOGIC 
Or call (801)268-8400. e 1,487 DOD Electronics Corporation 

'All sperihrations taken frone manufacturer's published literature. 

of 100 hours. During this time, the 
input signal is cycled three hours 
on to one hour off, to exert addi-
tional thermal stress. 

Circle #1.30 on Reader Service Card 

only because, it yields a worth-
while performance or reliability 
improvement. 

In the United States: 

EL2u...uiFicu VERMONT 
RFD #4, Berlin, 

Monpelier, Vermory 05602 

(800) 451-4160 
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POST • SCRIPT 
by Thomas E. Miller 
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POST • SCRIPT 

of power amps (20,000 watts at the 
museum) and can generate a wide 
dynamic range. Three front speakers 
are spread across the lower half of the 
screen ( left, center, right), and two 
speakers are in back ( left surround, 
right surround). The sixth channel is 
near the center of the screen, which is 
fairly high above the viewer (see 
Fig. 1). 

SETUP 
We considered trying to re-create the 
speaker arrangement in one of our 
film theaters, but decided to move our 
mixing equipment to the museum. 
This let us hear the full effect of the 
complex speaker arrangement and the 
unusual acoustics of the dome-shaped 
room. As far as we know, this was to 
be the first Omnimax movie actually 
mixed in an Omnimax theater. 
The first challenge was to devise a 

way to take a complete film-mixing 
system on location. Since it was not 
practical to move our film dubbers, 
we used a 32-track Mitsubishi X-850 
digital recorder to supply the mix 
elements and to record the final mix. 
It would have been nice to mix while 

watching the full-sized Omnimax pic-
ture, but it was not practical. The pro-
jection system was not designed to 
back up, so we would have had to 
mix from beginning to end, with no 
chance to fix mistakes until the film 
was unthreaded and rewound. 

Another complication was that the 
70mm film was still being cut to 
match the 35mm edited workprint 
during the time scheduled for mixing. 
So we used a 3/4-inch videocassette 
copy of the film, made from the edi-
tor's 35mm black-and-white workprint. 
We used SMPTE time code to inter-
lock the 32-track recorder and the 
videocassette deck 
When we started out, we were 

struck by the lack of any level surfaces 
in the theater. One can experience a 
bit of vertigo when walking in quickly 
through the back (near the top) of 
the theater. Our carpenter built a spe-
cial console stand that fit on a plat-
form over the projection window. The 
projector actually protrudes through a 
hole in the sloping floor. The slope 
was so steep that legs were only 
needed on one side of the stand. 
The equipment arrangement in the 

theater consisted of a 16-in by 8-out 
Soundcraft console, with a rack of 

Very Loud, 

Very Quiet, 

Very Rugged, 

Very Good 

Bryston from Studio Consultants: 

Power Amplifiers 
From 50 Watts/channel into 8 ohms stereo (the 
2B-LP) to 800 Watts mono into loads as low as 
1 ohm (the 6B). 

Pream plifiers 
Broadcast-quality phono and line-level pre-
amplifiers. 

Crossovers 
The new 10B 2-way stereo, 2 or 3-way mono 
electronic crossover, with selectable cross-
over frequencies and slopes (6, 12, or 18 dB/ 
octave). 

Bryston is the only amplifier we sell. 

Let us show you why. 

AKG, AMS, Aphex, API, Bryston, Calrec, Soundcraft, T.C. Electronic, Valley 

International, Westlake, White Instruments, and other exceptional audio products. 

studio cortsultnrits,  
321 West 44th Street, New York, NY 10036 (212) 586 - 7376 

Equipment, support, and design services for professional audio facilities 

and broadcasters. 

outboard gear by the engineer's side. 
A 19-inch video monitor was directly 
in front of the engineer, and the dig-
ital 32-track and 3/4-inch VCR were 
placed away from the engineer, where 
their mechanical noises wouldn't be 
noticeable. The outboard equipment 
rack held a Lexicon 200 reverb, Yama-
ha REV7 reverb, Ashly SC-33 dual noise 
gate, a pair of UREI 1176 limiters, 
Roland SDE-2500 and Lexicon PCM-
41 digital delays, dbx 263X de-esser, 
Aphex EQF-2 equalizers, Aphex CX-1 
limiter/compressors and a BTX/Ci-
pher synchronizer. The elements on 
the 32-track were mixed through the 
console and back onto six tracks of 
the 32-track The outputs of these six 
tracks were connected directly to the 
theater's sound system via a patch 
panel in the control booth, conven-
iently located inside the theater (see 
Fig. 1). 
The whole mixing system was 

moved into place after the museum 
closed for the evening. It took about 
an hour to install the system each day. 
When we finished mixing late at 
night, the equipment had to be stored 
so the theater would be available to 
the public during the day. 

PREPARING THE TRACKS 
The Great Barrier Reef was originally 
mixed in 1981. The Museum of Science 
and Industry felt the film needed up-
dating. Also, the film was too long to 
fit the museum's one-show-per-hour 
format. So it was reedited, new narra-
tion was written and new music was 
commissioned, with the encourage-
ment of the Science Museum of Min-
nesota, original commissioner of the 
film. We were to remix the film with 
the new narration and music. 
The elements came in a variety of 

formats, which had to be edited and 
transferred to the 32-track digital for-
mat for mixing. All original effects 
and ambience were on 35mm stripe 
and 3-track magnetic film. The music 
was on 1/4-inch, 8-track tape with time 
code. Narration and additional effects 
were to be recorded in our studios. 
Our film department's 16-track Mitsu-
bishi X-400 digital machine was used 
to prepare the 32-track tape; we used 
it to assemble the music and effects 
elements, and to record narration. 

Since the picture had been edited, 
these edits now had to be re-created 
with the film sound elements. We 
interlocked the videocassette, film 
elements and 16-track in one of Uni-
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THE COMPETITION 
HATES OUR GUTS. 

It takes a lot 
of guts to com-
pare yourself to 
some of the 
biggest names in 
professional 
audio. 

Of course, 
when you offer 
the quality and 
features found 
inside the Audio 
Logic SC31 
Graphic Equalizer, 
it's easy to display more than a little extra 
intestinal fortitude. 

The SC31 is a powerful signal processing 
tool designed for professional use. It fea-
tures 31- 1/2 octave centered bands of equali-
zation with selectable 6 dB or 12 dB of boost 
and cut. But that's just for starters. 

Take a look at the chart: It shows how 
the SC31 stacks up against the competi-
tion in the specs most important to audio 
engineers and sound contractors. 

Maximum output. Dynamic Range. 

Audio Logic SC 31 l&I.VE GE 30 JBL/Urei 5547A Klark-Tàsnik UN 300 

Noise , Less than -904Bm Less than -90 dBm Less than -90 dBm Les than -90 dffies 

Maximum Output +27 dbis +24 dBm +22 dBm +22 dBm 

Dynamic Range +117dBm +114 dBm +112 diem +112 dBm 

Frequency 18 Hz to 30 kHz 10 Hato 40 kHz 20 Hz to 20 kHz 20 Hz to 20 kHz 
Response +/-0.5 ctl3 .4r-3 dB +1/-2 ilB +1-05 dB 

Number of Bands 31 30 30 30 

THD Less than .005% Less than . 01% Less than . 596- Less than . 01% 
plus noise @ +22 dBen @ 1 kHz @ +4 dBm @ +22 dBm go +4 @ 1 kHz 

Suggested 
Retail Price $550.00 $699.00 $849.00 $995.00 

Frequency re-
sponse. Number 
of bands. Total 
Harmonic Distor-
tion plus noise. In 
every category, 
the SC31 comes 
out even or on top. 

In every cate-
gory, that is, ex-
cept price. Because 
the SC31 gives 
you all that capa-
bility, plus 

incomparable sound quality, for consider-
ably less than any other professional 
graphic equalizer. And that's what galls the 
competition most of all. 

For a hands-on demonstration of the 
SC31, visit your professional audio dealer or 
sound contractor. Or write 

Audio Logic, 5639 So. .A 
.../J for additional information IL : 

Riley Lane, Salt Lake 
City, Utah 84107. AUDIO LOGIC 
Or call (801)268-8400 © 1987 DOD Electronics Corporation 
'All specifications taken from manufacturer's Published literature. 
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POST • SCRIPT 
by Thomas E. Miller 

MIXING FOR 
OMNIMAX 
ON LOCATION IN CHICAGO 

H 
ey, do you guys have a 6-track film 
recorder? The Science and Industry 
Museum wants to record a new voice 
track for a movie." This first phone 
call to our facility—Universal Record-
ing—ultimately turned into a much 
larger project. After some discussion 
and a visit to the museum, it was 
decided that the Chicago Museum of 
Science and Industry would prefer to 
completely remix The Great Barrier 
Reef a feature-length film, for their 
2-year-old Omnimax theater. We as-
sured them that we were thoroughly 
up-to-date in film technology, but alas, 

we did not have an Omnimax theater 
on our premises. 
Omnimax is a giant projection for-

mat. The screen is hemispherical and 
completely fills one's field of vision. 
The picture is on 70mm film running 
sideways, so it has ten times the pic-
ture area of standard 35mm film. The 
6-channel sound plays back on a sep-
arate 35mm magnetic film reproducer 
interlocked with the projector. Along 
with the six discrete speaker channels 
is a seventh channel, consisting of a 
subwoofer array derived from the first 
six. The sound system uses a hefty set 

Figure 1: Floor 
plan for the 
Omnimax 
theater at 
Chicago's 
Museum of 
Science and 
Industry. Note 
the position of 
the control 
booth relative 
to the mixing 
stand, and the 
wide coverage 
of the screen. 

ILLUSTRATION BY DAVE MAI2RS 
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Bryston Model 
2B-LP PRO XLR 

BRYSTON POWER AMPLIFIERS CONTINUE TO DEFINE 
THE STATE-OF-THE-ART IN MUSICAL ACCURACY, LONG TERM 

RELIABILITY AND PRODUCT INTEGRITY. 

B
RYSTON design 
philosophy incorpor-
ates three general 
concepts. 

1. Musical accuracy 
2. Long term reliability 
3. Product integrity 

MUSICAL ACCURACY 
Musical accuracy is reflected 
throughout all Bryston power 
amplifiers and includes the neces-
sity for wide-band transient accu-
racy, open loop linearity ahead of 
closed loop specifications, and 
power supply design as an inte-
gral part of the overall sonic and 
electrical performance of a 
power amplifier. 

We have found that a simple 
carbon film resistor can contribute 
more static distortion to a signal 
than the entire remainder of the 
amplifiers circuitry combined. 
We discovered that some param-
eters of transistors must be con-
trolled as much as 1000 times 
more closely before their contribu-
tion to audible distortion is ren-
dered negligible. 

We discovered that under cer-
tain actual conditions of speaker 
loading, amplifiers were inca-
pable of yielding high-power tran-

sients without distortion. 

In Canada: 

Ln MARKETING LTD 
57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, 
canada M9V 3Y6 
(416) 746-0300 

Each of the various steps or 
stages in every Bryston amplifier, 
from the input section to the out-
put section, without exception, are 
designed to optimize the musical 
experience. 

STANDARDS OF RELIABILITY 

W
E consider this criteri-
on to be exceedingly 
important. We have 
applied techniques 

and materials in our everyday 
construction of electronic equip-
ment more typically utilized in the 
military and aerospace industries. 

All components used in Bryston 
power amplifiers are specified for 
continuous duty at maximum 
power, with typical safety margins 
of 250%. 

The power transistors used in all 
Bryston amplifiers are 100% tested 
for safe operating area, both 
before and after installation in the 
circuit. They are then taken to a 
"burn-in" table when they are 
given a capacitor load, a square-
wave input signal, and set at 
slightly under clipping for a period 
of 100 hours. During this time, the 
input signal is cycled three hours 
on to one hour off, to exert addi-
tional thermal stress. 

Following the burn-in period, 
the amplifiers are monitored for 
DC bias stability for approximately 
another full day. At this point, they 
are returned to the test bench for 
another complete checkout of all 
operating parameters and func-
tions, at which time a test sheet is 
made, and included in the pack-
ing with the unit. 

As may be seen, Bryston takes 
very seriously the correct function-
ing and long term reliability of its 
products. 

INTEGRITY 

B
RYSTON contends that 
the term ' best' should 
apply to the honesty 
pride and courage with 

which we conduct our business, as 
well as to the performance of our 
products. 

For this reason, you will not 
find Bryston's products being cos-
metically "updated" on a regular 
basis merely in order to keep the 
customer's interest in something 
'new'. If we make a change in the 
circuitry, it will be because, and 
only because, it yields a worth-
while performance or reliability 
improvement. 

In the United States: 

',11:1(-1 VERMONT 
RFD #4, Berlin, 
Monpelier, Vermont 05602 
(800) 451-4160 
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POST • SCRIPT 

of power amps (20,000 watts at the 
museum) and can generate a wide 
dynamic range. Three front speakers 
are spread across the lower half of the 
screen ( left, center, right), and two 
speakers are in back ( left surround, 
right surround). The sixth channel is 
near the center of the screen, which is 
fairly high above the viewer (see 
Fig. 1). 

SETUP 
We considered trying to re-create the 
speaker arrangement in one of our 
film theaters, but decided to move our 
mixing equipment to the museum. 
This let us hear the full effect of the 
complex speaker arrangement and the 
unusual acoustics of the dome-shaped 
room. As far as we know, this was to 
be the first Omnimax movie actually 
mixed in an Omnimax theater. 
The first challenge was to devise a 

way to take a complete film-mixing 
system on location. Since it was not 
practical to move our film dubbers, 
we used a 32-track Mitsubishi X-850 
digital recorder to supply the mix 
elements and to record the final mix. 
It would have been nice to mix while 

watching the full-sized Omnimax pic-
ture, but it was not practical. The pro-
jection system was not designed to 
back up, so we would have had to 
mix from beginning to end, with no 
chance to fix mistakes until the film 
was unthreaded and rewound. 
Another complication was that the 

70mm film was still being cut to 
match the 35mm edited workprint 
during the time scheduled for mixing. 
So we used a 3/4-inch videocassette 
copy of the film, made from the edi-
tor's 35trun black-and-white workprint. 
We used SMPTE time code to inter-
lock the 32-track recorder and the 
videocassette deck 
When we started out, we were 

struck by the lack of any level surfaces 
in the theater. One can experience a 
bit of vertigo when walking in quickly 
through the back (near the top) of 
the theater. Our carpenter built a spe-
cial console stand that fit on a plat-
form over the projection window. The 
projector actually protrudes through a 
hole in the sloping floor. The slope 
was so steep that legs were only 
needed on one side of the stand. 
The equipment arrangement in the 

theater consisted of a 16-in by 8-out 
Soundcraft console, with a rack of 

Very Loud, 

Very Quiet, 

Very Rugged, 

Very Good 

Bryston from Studio Consultants: 

Power Amplifiers 
From 50 Watts/channel into 8 ohms stereo (the 
213-LP) to 800 Watts mono into loads as low as 
1 ohm (the 613). 

Pream plifiers 
Broadcast-quality phono and line-level pre-
amplifiers. 

Crossovers 
The new 10B 2-way stereo, 2 or 3-way mono 
electronic crossover, with selectable cross-
over frequencies and slopes (6, 12, or 18 dB/ 
octave). 

Bryston is the only amplifier we sell. 

Let us show you why. 

AKG, AMS, Aphex, API, Bryston, Calrec, Soundcraft, T.C. Electronic, Valley 

International, Westlake, White Instruments, and other exceptional audio products. 

studica const.alitnnits, inc.  
321 West 44th Street, New York, NY 10036 ( 212) 586 - 7376 

Equipment, support, and design services for professional audio facilities 
and broadcasters. 

outboard gear by the engineer's side. 
A 19-inch video monitor was directly 
in front of the engineer, and the dig-
ital 32-track and 3/4-inch VCR were 
placed away from the engineer, where 
their mechanical noises wouldn't be 
noticeable. The outboard equipment 
rack held a Lexicon 200 reverb, Yama-
ha REV7 reverb, Ashly SC-33 dual noise 
gate, a pair of UREI 1176 limiters, 
Roland SDE-2500 and Lexicon PCM-
41 digital delays, dbx 263X de-esser, 
Aphex EQF-2 equalizers, Aphex CX-1 
limiter/compressors and a BD(/Ci-
pher synchronizer. The elements on 
the 32-track were mixed through the 
console and back onto six tracks of 
the 32-track The outputs of these six 
tracks were connected directly to the 
theater's sound system via a patch 
panel in the control booth, conven-
iently located inside the theater (see 
Fig. 1). 
The whole mixing system was 

moved into place after the museum 
closed for the evening. It took about 
an hour to install the system each day. 
When we finished mixing late at 
night, the equipment had to be stored 
so the theater would be available to 
the public during the day. 

PREPARING THE TRACKS 
The Great Barrier Reef was originally 
mixed in 1981. The Museum of Science 
and Industry felt the film needed up-
dating. Also, the film was too long to 
fit the museum's one-show-per-hour 
format. So it was reedited, new narra-
tion was written and new music was 
commissioned, with the encourage-
ment of the Science Museum of Min-
nesota, original commissioner of the 
film. We were to remix the film with 
the new narration and music. 
The elements came in a variety of 

formats, which had to be edited and 
transferred to the 32-track digital for-
mat for mixing. All original effects 
and ambience were on 35mm stripe 
and 3-track magnetic film. The music 
was on V4-inch, 8-track tape with time 
code. Narration and additional effects 
were to be recorded in our studios. 
Our film department's 16-track Mitsu-
bishi X-400 digital machine was used 
to prepare the 32-track tape; we used 
it to assemble the music and effects 
elements, and to record narration. 

Since the picture had been edited, 
these edits now had to be re-created 
with the film sound elements. We 
interlocked the videocassette, film 
elements and 16-track in one of Uni-
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versal's film theaters. The picture edits 
were not that hard to spot, since the 
videocassette was a copy of the edi-
tor's workprint. We also had the 35mm 
worlprint, used strictly to confirm the 
accuracy of the videocassette copy. 
Conventional films are usually broken 
down into 10- or 20-minute segments 
during post-production. Since Omni-
max films are shown as one continu-
ous reel, we decided to treat the film 
in the same way while mixing it. This 
resulted in very large rolls of film, but 
since most of our work involved tape, 
this did not pose a problem. 
When we found the picture cuts, 

we decided how to cut the film sound 
elements to match the picture. Then 
we transferred the appropriate pieces 
to the digital 16-track. We never phys-
ically recut the film elements. Since 
there were to be new music and nar-
ration tracks, the only elements we 
transferred this way consisted of two 
stereo effects pairs, two mono effects 
and stereo surround effects pairs, all 
premixed to four channels during the 
layup process. 

Next, we made a rough mix and 
copied it to the videocassette, which 
was used to determine additional ef-
fects requirements. We created all the 
effects with our Synclavier. Various 
ambience tracks and a few specific 
effects were chosen by the Foley 
operator for the film. These were 
taken mostly from our own tape library 
and transferred to the Synclavier. 

For example, we wanted to have 
the sound of flying while inside a 
helicopter. The scenes in the film 
were longer than our helicopter re-
cording, so we looped our copter 
sound in the Synclavier. We chose 
points near the beginning and end of 
our helicopter recording that nearly 
matched each other, then electronical-
ly joined them to create an endless 
loop. For greater realism, at each dis-
solve in the picture the effect cross-
faded into another one at a slightly 
different pitch. All crossfades were 
programmed into the Synclavier, reliev-
ing the mixer of this task This gave 
the feeling of a location recording, 
where the helicopter engine speed 
would naturally be slightly different 
as each scene was photographed. 
The new narration was written and 

performed by Bill Kurtis, a Chicago 
television news anchor, and recorded 
directly to 16-track digital. The digital 
recorder ran in sync with the video-
cassette copy, so Kurtis could narrate 

while viewing the film. Since we used 
only one track, and the narration was 
performed in sync with the picture, 
no further editing or preparation was 
required before mixing. 
The music was created by David 

Huizenga in his studio on an 8-track, 
1/4-inch deck. The recording consisted 
of stereo music, stereo drums and 
various solo instruments and effects 
on another two channels. The eighth 
track held time code. Huizenga 
brought his machine into Universal 
for the layup to 16-track digital. First, 
we transferred the music and code to 
our 8-channel NED Direct-to-Disk"' 
system. Why? It was simpler to go an 

extra generation of digital recording 
than to hook the 8-track deck to one 
of our synchronizers. Also, we could 
quickly slide individual musical selec-
tions to better match the picture. But 
no such adjustments were needed. 
From the Direct-to-Disk the music was 
transferred in sync to the 16-track. 

All the elements for the film were 
now on one tape, synchronized to the 
picture. As expected, there were no 
tracks left on which to record the final 
mix. So we made a direct digital dub 
from the 16-track to the 32-track re-
corder. (A digital dub is a numerical 
copy of the original audio data, with 
no degradation of the audio signal.) 

BRING YOUR MUSIC 
UP TO DATE 

„eon 
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POST • SCRIPT 

This gave us enough tracks to record 
music and effects premixes, as well as 
the final mix. 

MIXING 
Mixing in the Omnimax theater was 
quite different from mixing in a tradi-
tional stereo theater. The obvious dif-
ference is the availability of six dis-
crete channels at widely spaced points 
in the room. When something is 
panned left, it is really far left! And the 
ability to pan vertically opens up many 
possibilities. 
One must get accustomed to the 

tremendous image size in this theater. 
The screen fills half the room, includ-
ing the ceiling and some walls. The 
sound images need to be enormous 
just to match the visual images. 
Another difference is the way sound 

behaves in a large, dome-shaped room. 
Although Omnimax theaters are de-
signed to be dead (reverb time is 0.7 
to one second), there is a noticeable 
slap echo off the dome-shaped, alu-
minum screen. This usually adds a 
nice ambient effect, but can some-
times add clutter if there is a lot hap-
pening in the mix. Since it's five sto-

Tom Miller 

ries high, the theater is large enough 
to support full, deep bass sounds. It 
also contains a substantial subwoofer 
system ( 12,000 watts). 
As this was the first time our engi-

neer Ed Golya had mixed an Omni-
max film, he requested that the lights 
illuminating the speakers be left on 
while he mixed. This caused the speak-
er positions to be visible through the 
screen, and helped show the size of 
the audio image that could be created 
as channel assignments and pans were 

Don't waste time calling around for the 'best" deal. 
Thoroughbred Music has the competition beat. With a huge 
inventow and an on-site service department, Thoroughbred 
sets the standard for recording studio suppliers. 

J*4LIUJSII CII, Inc 
2204 East Hillsborough Avenue. Ia Florida 33610 

(813) 237-5597 

-2.-; = 

set up. All placement had to be done 
with a pot panning between odd and 
even channels and with four stereo 
bus assign switches. Complex, multi-
speaker pans were achieved by rout-
ing the signal through a couple of 
faders, while using the odd/even pans 
on each fader. This allowed interest-
ing pans, such as having the sound of 
a boat drive overhead from back right, 
over the top and to the front left 
speaker, or bubbles floating up from 
a diver. 

Since we were restricted by the size 
of the portable console, the music and 
effects were premixed. The effects 
premix went onto five channels of the 
digital recorder, each channel repre-
senting one speaker in the room. The 
sixth channel was reserved for dialog. 
The music was premixed onto four 
channels, panned to the four "comer" 
speakers. At this point all pans were 
made, and levels set close to their 
ultimate positions. All EQ, echo and 
reverb were added during the pre-
mixes. The final mix then consisted 
of balancing music, effects and voice, 
and establishing the vocal treatment 
and panning. 

This style of premixing effectively 
multiplied the power and size of the 
console and outboard gear by a factor 
of three. During the premixes, we 
played (but didn't record) the narra-
tion through the center speaker to 
help keep perspective on the final 
mix. It was important that the music 
and effects set the stage for—but 
never interfered with—the narration 
and dialog. 
Along with enjoying the audible 

benefits of using a digital multitrack, 
we were able to avoid the analog 
dilemma of choosing between using 
the sync head to preserve lip-sync but 
having poorer sound, or using the 
reproduce head for better fidelity and 
no lip-sync. When mixing digital 
tracks and recording the mix back 
onto the same machine, there is no 
accumulated delay or loss of sync. 
Full quality audio is available in per-
fect sync. 
Mixing back onto the same machine 

that holds the elements makes it easy 
to fix mistakes. One can just roll back 
before the mistake, put the faders 
back where they were (or as close as 
possible), then roll and record over 
the mistake. On a digital recorder 
punch-ins are completely hidden, re-
gardless of what is going on in the 
mix. The recorder simply crossfades 
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POST • SCRIPT 

from the old audio to the new during 
a punch-in. In contrast, an analog re-
corder often shows punch-ins, and 
punches must be done when no con-
tinuous sounds are going on in 
the mix. 

Problems occur in an analog record-
er because it must first ramp up the 
erase current, then ramp up the record 
current. If the two ramps aren't timed 
perfectly, a gap will exist between the 
old audio and the new, or there may 
be an overlap. Even with perfect ramp 
timing, while the erase and bias cur-
rents are being ramped up to the 
proper level, the old audio is partially 
erased and muffled, while the new 
audio is under-biased. This makes it 
bright and slightly distorted. 

Film machines have a floating-loop 
film path that reduces flutter. Unfor-
tunately, it also allows the film ele-
ments' sync to float, give or take a 
half-frame relative to the recorder. 
When an old mix is punched-in on, 
the elements might not have the same 
sync relative to the recorder they had 
on the last pass, thus revealing the 
punch-in. 
The music for this film was gener-

Ed Golya on location 

ated entirely on synthesizers. To cre-
ate a large, full sound appropriate for 
the film, digital reverb and delays 
were used. Since the unmixed music 
consisted mainly of stereo pairs, it was 
fed to the front left and right speakers 
along with additional reverb. Ed Golya 
set the reverberator for dual mono 
mode, because he wanted two uncor-
related reverb sounds to get more 
separation, hence a larger image. The 
signal to the front channel was also 
fed to the rear left and right channels 

HAN DS ON. 

Orban's 424A Gated 
Compressor/Limiter/De-Esser 
is a versatile and economical 
production tool. It offers a 
wide range of hands-on 
controls to facilitate difficult level 
control chores where maximum flexibility is required. 

Features include: 
MI Fully-adjustable compression ratio, attack and 

release time, release shape, idle gain, and de-
esser for unmatched versatlity 

MI Astonishingly transparent control action, even 
under extreme situations—no pumping, 
breathing, or processing artifacts 
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as a gentle "soft-knee" compressor plus full-
function de-esser 

Orban Associates 645 Bryant St., 
San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 957-1067 Telex: 17-1480 
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through crossed delay lines. The de-
lays were set long enough to enhance 
spaciousness, but not so long as to 
create distracting echoes. These tricks 
only work when you're mixing for a 
discrete multitrack format like Omni-
max. The traditional stereo matrix 
used with 35mm film would never be 
able to decode such a wild combina-
tion of phases. Golya also was able to 
EQ a lot of low end into the music 
when appropriate, since the room and 
the sound system could take it. 
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But he likes what he hears on play-
back. The sharp, clear rhythms of the 
cymbal and snare, the clean, warm bot-
tom end on the bass, and the quiet 
background during a " bluesy" solo. 
The producer and engineer assure 

him that the next take will sound just as 
good, and the next, and the next. 
They're using AGFA. 
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ture their sound on tape, pro-
ducers and engineers know 
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AGFA magnetic tape— 
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service— 
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POST • SCRIPT 

Many Omnimax movies place the 
dialog and narration strictly in the 
front center speaker. Golya felt this 
produced a forward sound that lacked 
warmth. In addition, the front center 
speaker was placed fairly low on the 
screen, which put it low relative to 
the picture, but also tended to blast 
the people in the center seats. The 
solution was to blend the narration at 
a reduced level into the three speak-
ers surrounding the center speaker. 
This helped diffuse the sound source 
without any noticeable phasing 
problems. 

The sounci images 

need to be 

enormous just to 1 

match the visual 

images. 

Because much preparation work 
had been done in putting the ele-
ments on the 32-track, mixing the film 
at the theater took only two nights. 
The film was mixed in the place 
where it would be shown, so no time 
was spent traveling across town to 
check the mix sound. The relative 
degree of standardization between 
Omnimax theaters made us confident 
that this mix would play well in other 
theaters. 

DUPUCATION 
With digital mix in hand, it was time 
to make the release copies. The 32-
track machine was needed again in 
our music studios, while the 16-track 
lives in our film department. There-
fore a 16-track digital copy was made 
of the mix and premix tracks. Just as 
with the earlier 16- to 32-track transfer, 
this was a straight-across transfer of 
the data, creating an identical copy of 
the master. This tape became the 
duplicating master for the 6-track, 
35mm magnetic film used in Omni-
max theaters. 
As mentioned before, when an Om-

nimax film is presented there are no 
reel changeovers. The release print is 

one continuous reel. While a roll of 
digital tape easily held the entire pro-
gram, we could not find rolls of 35mm 
film stock long enough for the 40-
minute program we had to duplicate 
(the maximum standard length is 
3,000 feet; we needed 3,600). So we 
spliced together two rolls and con-
cealed the splice in the middle of the 
program for each copy. We discovered 
that the splice would be hidden best 
if the film was spliced first, and then 
the audio was recorded across the 
splice, rather than the other way 
around. By interlocking the film re-
corder with the 16-track, we could 
find where a splice in the film would 
be at a quiet point in the mix. We 
used this footage number to prepare 
each roll of blank stock. Each roll was 
also given a start mark to ensure that 
the splice occurred at exactly the right 
point in the mix. 
The film and 16-track recorders 

were interlocked, and one-to-one 
copies made. This was the first (and 
only) analog generation for many of 
the elements in this movie. It was like 
sending a 35mm master to each the-
ater. Although the first duplication run 
didn't involve many copies, there are 
60 Omnimax and Imax (a similar film 
format) theaters worldwide, half of 
which might be interested in show-
ing a science film such as The Great 
Barrier Reef This number is not so 
great as to pose a problem in provid-
ing first-generation analog copies of 
the soundtrack to each theater. 
As a result of mixing this film, we 

have become enthused about the idea 
of mixing "on location." With the help 
of good preparation and digital re-
cording, good results can be had with 
a minumum of trouble. Considering 
the unusual nature of Omnimax the-
aters, it was the only way we could 
have made an appropriate mix. The 
Museum of Science and Industry peo-
ple were happy with the process and 
results. The success of The Great Bar-
rier Reef has encouraged them to 
pursue making a new Omnimax film, 
To the Limit. This will be produced 
with the cooperation of the Museum 
Film Network, an 11-member consor-
tium of science museums that recog-
nizes the need for educational Omni-
max and Imax films. We are looking 
forward to working on this film as 
well. 

Thomas E. Miller works for Universal 
Recording in Chicago. 
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LIVE • SOUND 
by Mark Herman 

SOUND 
REINFORCEMENT NEWS 

I think it's about time to highlight 
a sound reinforcement company 
from the United Kingdom. Capi-
tal Entertainment, London, is a 
relatively new company that is 
rapidly climbing toward big-time 
sound reinforcement status and 
becoming serious competition for 
both American and British sound 
companies. According to manag-
ing director Keith Davis, "We 
have been around for nearly five 
years and have already worked 
with many known groups. Last 
year we did Sade's tour. In Eng-
land we work with a lot of English 
acts that are unknown in America. 
Recently, we started to aim toward 
working with more international 
acts; Simple Minds is a new 
account for us. They're very big in 
Europe—much bigger than in the 
U.S.—and many large, well-known 
American companies put bids in 
for this prestigious tour." Accord-
ing to Davis, the act is very recep-
tive to the company's Martin F2 
system. Nick Baker is the band's 
house mixer and Dick Hayes 
(former Who monitor engineer) 
handles the stage mix. Capital 
Entertainment often works closely 
with Delicate Productions 
(Camarillo, CA), servicing each 
other's sound reinforcement 
clients in their respective 
countries. 

Capital can field three full tour-
ing systems at a time. Much of its 
business is providing concert 
sound for MOR (middle of the 
road) acts, although it also does 
some theater sound. The com-
pany works about 40 weeks a 
year, with the slow period around 
January and February. "The slow 
time for sound companies is now 
in the winter. It used to be the 

other way around in England. It 
could be that more gigs are going 
outdoors," Davis says. 

Equipment-wise, Capital uses 
Martin Audio PA and monitor 
cabinets powered by Crown 
amplifiers, and Midas Pro 40s, 
along with several Soundcraft 
800Bs, for house and monitor 
consoles. Capital worked a three-
week European tour in April with 
the Blow Monkeys; Johnny 
Mathis toured England in April 
with Capital; now the company is 
in the process of completing an 
Everly Brothers tour, which 
runs May 11 through June 6. 
Count the S-4s on tour... 

Bon Jovi (see "On the Road," 
May '89) continues to be a hot 
box office draw, scattering June 
outdoor stadium shows with a 72-
box system. .. R.E.M. is carrying a 
24-box S-4 system across Europe 
in June.. . Elton John, with 40 S-
4s, will finish touring Europe in 
July. His U.S. travels will last from 
mid-July until the end of Septem-
ber...Julio Iglesias, one of this 
planet's true international stars, 
remains on tour as usual...Hard-
working Amy Grant (see "On 
the Road") is working another leg 
of her U.S. tour with a 48-box S-4 
system...Big Country continues 
touring in Europe with a 16-
cabinet S-4 rig...Right now some 
of you might be asking, "What's 
an S-4?" S-4s are Clair Brothers' 
(Lititz, PA) proprietary, full-range 
speaker cabinets. 
Schubert Systems Group 

(North Hollywood, CA) has tours 
booked with top names through 
the summer, keeping nearly all of 
its equipment on the road. SSG 
can now field four complete PA 
systems at once, and with just a 

little equipment support, five sys-
tems are possible. Considering 
the way things are going, owner 
Dirk Schubert might need addi-
tional PA rigs...The Doobies 
(see "On the Road") began 
rehearsals in mid-May and plan to 
kick off their latest reunion tour 
(and album) with a June 9 show 
at Red Rocks, near Denver. . . Al 
Jarreau went back into the re-
hearsal studio at Power Plant for 
two weeks after returning in late 
April from a successful European 
tour. He starts another tour leg 
June 15 and will be out until mid-
August. Jarreau usually performs at 
sheds, small arenas and conven-
tion centers...David Sanborn, 
another artist who typically works 
sheds and smaller theaters, will be 
touring through September... 
Wendy & Lisa, the successful 
duo who formerly backed Prince, 
carried a full SSG system around 
Europe from mid-April to mid-
May.. . SSG is now gearing up for 
summer tours with Ziggy Marley 
& the Melody Makers and 
George Thorogood. . SSG has 
added more monitor speakers to 
its inventory. The new enclosures 
are loaded with the hot new JBL 
2450J drivers and JBL 2204 cones. 
The company is also increasing its 
main PA capacity by building 
more proprietary Steradian 
cabinets. 

Schubert Systems Group's 
Power Plant rehearsal studio in 
North Hollywood recently added 
a much-needed third rehearsal 
studio. The practice facility has 
been active since its inception last 
year and has already seen a wide 
variety of clientele, including 
recent visits from the Starship, 
the River Dogs (featuring ex-
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Whitesnake lead guitarist, Vivian 
Campbell), Wendy 8c Lisa, 
Kingdom Come, Julian Len-
non and Al Jarreau. Don Henley 
and Little Feat are scheduled to 
use the facility in June. 
Showco Shorts. . . Showco 

(1)allas. TX) reports that Edie 

Brickell & New Bohemians, 
Mike & The Mechanics and 
Diana Ross will all be touring 
steadily through the summer 
using Showco's Prism P.A. system 
...Carlos Santana carried full 
PA. for his European tour that 
started in May...The Bee Gees 

(see "On the Road") are doing a 
large European tour through July 
4, featuring several stadium dates 
...One of the hardest working 
entertainers in the business is 
Willie Nelson; it seems he is al-
ways on tour and this season is no 
exception...Little Feat has been 

CDN THE RCDAD 
SOUND COMPANIES, EQUIPMENT, ARTISTS 8( PERSONNEL ON TOUR 

Artist 
Sound Company 

Tour Dates 
& Region 

House Console #1 
House Console #2 
Monitor Console #1 
Monitor Console #2 
House Crossover 

Main Speakers 
Main Speakers 
Subwoofers 

Monitor Speakers 
Monitor Speakers 

Main Amplifiers 
Main Amplifiers 
Sub Amplifiers 

Monitor Amplifiers 
Monitor Amplifiers 

Engineers: 
(B) = band eng. 
(H) . house eng. 
(M). monitor eng. 
(T) = technician 
(a) = assistant 

Bee Gees 
Showco 

April - July 
Europe 

Harrison HM-5 32x16x2 
(w/16-channel extender) 
Harrison SM-5 32x16 

— 
Showco 

(64) Prism 
— 

16 Prism Sub 
Showco 100, 600 

Crown PSA-2, MT1200 
— 

Crown MA2400 
Crown MT1200 

M.L. Procise ( H) 
J.W. Roberts (M) 

TBA 

Jimmy Buffett 
Sound Image 

JJne - September 
U.S. 

Yamaha PM3000 40x8x2 

Ramsa WR-S840 40x8x2 
TAC Scorpion 40x12 

BSS FDS 360 

(32) Phase Loc Series 4 
— 

(8) Phase Loc Series 3 
Phase Loc 2x15 

QSC 3800 
— 

QSC 3800 
QSC MX2000 

Don Jarvis ( H) 
Ross Ritto ( M) 
Rob Mailman 

Neil Diamond 
Maryland Sound In 

April - July 
U.S. 

Ramsa WR-S840 40x8x2 
— 

Ramsa WR-S840 40x8x2 
— 

JBL 5235 

(64) JBL 4870, (24) JBL 4866 
(24) JBL 4847 
(8) JBL 4842 

JBL Concert Series 

Crest 8001, 7001 
Crown MA2400 

Crest 8001 
Crest 3501, 4001 

Stan Miller (B, H) 
Anthoney Stabile (M) 

Jeff Bobbin (aH) 
John Mucciardi (T) 
Greg Lopez (aM) 
Carl Hartzler (T) 

Doobie Brothers 
Schubert Systems 
May - October U.S. 
October - December 
Europe and Japan 

Gamble Series EX 56x16x2 
— 

Gamble SC 40x16 
— 
SSG 

(52) Steradian 

(20) Steradian Sub 
SSG 2x12, 1x12 

Crest 8001, 7001 
— 

Crest 8001 
Crest 7001 

Dirk Schubert ( H) 
Mike Kelly ( B, M) 
Alan Bonomo 
Mark Draie (T) 
Gary Whitelock 

Amy Grant 
Clair Brothers 

Ongoing 
N. America 

Clair Custom 32x8x6 
— 

Harrison SM-5 32x16 
— 

Clair Custom 

(48) Clair S-4 
— 
— 

Clair Custom, 12AM 

Carver/Clair 2.0 
— 
— 

Carver/Clair 2.0 

Chris Taylor ( B,H) 
C.J. Patterson (M) 
Steve Helm (aH) 
Jim Bang (T) 

Grateful Dead 
Ultra Sound 
June- July 

U.S. 

Gamble Series EX 56x16x2 
— 

Gamble SC 40x16 

Meyer 

(64) Meyer MSL-3 

(16) Meyer 650-R2 
Meyer UM- 1, UPA-1 

Crest 4001, 3501 

Crest 5000 
Crest 3501 

Dan Healy ( B,H) 
Harry Popick ( BM) 
Don Pearson (aH,T) 

Mike Brady, Chub Carrier 
Howard Danchik 
Uwe Willenbacher 

Engelbert Humperdinck 
Sound On Stage 

Ongoing 
International 

Gamble HC 40x16x2 
— 

Soundcraft 8000 40x8x2 
— 
SOS 

(12) Power Physics 422 
(8) Power Physics 442 

— 
Power Physics KB2 

Power Physics 422 sidefill 

Crest 4001, 2501 
Crest 4001 

— 
Crest 4001, 2501 
Crest 4001, 2501 

Louis Barrere ( H) 
Mike Benedetti (M) 

Rick Fantl 
Mike Jordan 

Simple Minds 
Capital Entertainment 

Europe 

Yamaha PM3000 40x8x2 
Yamaha PM3000 40x8x2 

Custom Midas Pro 40 40x22 

Martin MTX-4 

(60) Martin F2 
(74) Martin F2B 

(22) Martin BSX Sub 
Martin LE600 

Crown PSA-2 
Crown MA2400 
Crown MA2400 
Crown MA1200 

Nick Baker (B, H) 
Dick Hayes (B, M) 

TBA 
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touring with a full calendar... 
Showco's Creative Services— 
the division that handles corpo-
rate sound—is gearing up to work 
with several big-name clients 
...On the equipment front, Show-
co continues to build more Prism 
PA cabinets as needed. The com-
pany is also constantly working on 
R&D projects, and is reportedly 
getting close to introducing sev-
eral new proprietary products. 
MS! Briefs...A quick run-

down on Maryland Sound 
Industries (Baltimore, MD) tour 
clients shows that this sound rein-
forcement company has no prob-
lem landing clients and keeping 
them...Box office big,gie Neil 
Diamond (see "On the Road") 
continues his tour of the U.S. This 
tour leg started in April and is due 
to end in July. After a brief break, 
Diamond is scheduled to pick up 
again through the end of the year. 
The main PA is comprised of JBL 
Concert Series loudspeakers that 
came to MSI via the sale of Stanal 

From a whisper 
to a scream. 

eek 
Suddenly, all other speakers are outdated. 

Adamson is the first to incorporate the Acoustic Waveguide Theory* 
into speaker design. Combined with advanced driver technology, 

with three patents pending, Adamson delivers 
unsurpassed sound clarity. 

• Presented hy De ER Geddes at the 83rd DES Convention. Oct 1987 

ADAMSON 

ADVANCED CONCERT SYSTEMS 
Adamson Acoustic Design Corporation, 817 Brock Road, Unit 9, Pickering, Ontario L1W 3L9 

Telephone: (416) 420-6279 Fax (416) 420-0813 

Sound earlier this year. MSI 
house electronic packages, Crest-
powered amplifier racks and an 
MSI-style power distribution setup 
have been added to the Diamond 
PA system previously used by 
Stanal. 
The Pointer Sisters are out on 

the road...Neil Young was in 
Australia using MSI personnel 
...Anne Murray continues 
working...David Crosby is out 
doing his own U.S. tour... 
Tommy C,onwell and the 
Young Rumblers were on 
tour. .. MSI had two industrials 
out, one with Texas Instruments 
and the other with AFI...MSI is 
also supplying PA equipment 
support for Chicago. The sound 
reinforcement contracter for the 
Chicago tour remains Audio 
Techniques (Calabasas, 
CA). .. Pink Floyd started 
rehearsals May 1, and on May 13 
performed the first show of a new 
tour, traveling throughout Western 
Europe and the Soviet Bloc na-
tions. They are scheduled to con-
tinue until July 18...Paul Simon 
plans to perform at outdoor 
venues from June 12 to July 
8...At the beginning of May, MSI 
provided sound for This Coun-
try's Rocking, a cable 'IV video 
shoot at the Pontiac Silver-
dome, located just outside 
Detroit. The 'IV special, scheduled 
to air sometime later this summer, 
featured multiple national acts 
...MSI is also working the Nash-
ville Country Music Fanfair, 
featuring 125 acts in five days. 
Twenty-thousand people each day 
watch two stages at this event 
scheduled in the beginning of 
June...This year's Hampton 
Jazz Festival in Hampton, VA, is 
scheduled for the end of June. 

MSI's Ronnie Smith com-
ments, "The summer is looking 
very good. And there is an entire 
roster of other clients that we're 
talking to and placing bids with. 
We expect this to be one of our 
busiest seasons yet." New equip-
ment purchases have consisted 
primarily of electronic packages 
ordered to satisfy engineers' 
requests for new and better 
effects.. . MSI would like to wel-
come Mike Stahl, formerly with 
Clair Brothers, as general manager 
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TRUTH... OR 
CONSEQUENCES. 

If you haven't heard 113L's new generation of Studio Monitors, 
you haven't heard the "truth" about your sound. 

TRUTH: A lot of monitors "color" their 
sound. They don't deliver truly flat 
response. Their technology is full of 
compromises. Their components are 
from a variety of sources, and not 
designed to precisely integrate with 
each other. 
CONSEQUENCES: Bad mixes. Re-mixes. 
Having to "trash" an entire session. Or 
worst of all, no mixes because clients 
simply don't come back. 

TRUTH: IBL eliminates these conse-
quences by achieving a new "truth" 
in sound: IBL's remarkable new 4400 
Series. The design, size, and materials 
have been specifically tailored to each 
monitor's function. For example. the 
2-way 4406 6" Monitor is ideally 
designed for console or close-in listening. 
While the 2-way 8" 4408 is ideal for 
broadcast applications. The 3-way 10" 
4410 Monitor captures maximum spatial 
detail at greater listening distances. And 
the 3-way 12" 4412 Monitor is mounted 
with a tight-cluster arrangement for 
close-in monitoring. 
CONSEQUENCES: "Universal" monitors, 
those not specifically designed for a 
precise application or environment, 
invariably compromise technology, with 
inferior sound the result 

TRUTH: JBL's 4400 Series Studio Moni-
tors achieve a new "truth" in sound with 

an extended high frequency response 
that remains effortlessly smooth through 
the critical 3.000 to 20.000 Hz range. 
And even extends beyond audibility to 
27 kHz, reducing phase shift within the 
audible band for a more open and natu-
ral sound. The 4400 Series' incompara-
ble high end clarity is the result of 113L's 
use of pure titanium for its unique 
ribbed-dome tweeter and diamond 
surround, capable of withstanding forces 
surpassing a phenomenal 1000 GS. 
CONSEQUENCES: When pushed hard, 
most tweeters simply fail. Transient 
detail blurs, and the material itself 
deforms and breaks down. Other materi-
als can't take the stress, and crack under 
pressure. 

TRUTH: The Frequency Dividing Net-
work in each 4400 Series monitor allows 
optimnm transitions between drivers in 
both amplitude and phase. The precisely 
calibrated reference controls let you 
adjust for personal preferences. room 
variations, and specific equalization. 
CONSEQUENCES: When the interaction 
between drivers is not carefully orches-
trated, the results can be edgy, indistinct-
ive, or simply " false" sound. 

TRUTH: All 4400 Studio Monitors fea-
tureJBL's exclusive Symmetrical Field 
Geometry magnetic structure, which 
dramatically reduces second harmonic 

distortion, and is key in producing the 
4400's deep, powerful. clean bass. 
CONSEQUENCES: Conventional mag-
netic structures utilize non-symmetrical 
magnetic fields, which add significantly 
to distortion due to a nonlinear pull on 
the voice coil. 

TRUTH: 4400 Series monitors also 
feature special low diffraction grill frame 
designs, which reduce time delay distor-
tion. Extra-large voice coils and ultra-
rigid cast frames result in both 
mechanical and thermal stability under 
heavy professional use. 
CONSEQUENCES: For reasons of eco-
nomics, monitors will often use stamped 
rather than cast frames, resulting in both 
mechanical distortion and power com-
pression. 

TRUTH: The IBL 4400 Studio Monitor 
Series captures the full dynamic range, 
extended high frequency, and precise 
character of your sound as no other 
monitors in the business. Experience the 
4400 Series Studio Monitors at your IBL 
dealer's today. 
CONSEQUENCES: You'll never know 
the " truth" until you do. 

BL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard 
Northridge. CA 91329 
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of the new MSI West operation in 
North Hollywood, CA. Steve Ze-
lenka, who formerly worked at 
Stanal Sound, is also handling 
some of the operational duties. 
Sound Image (San Marcos, 

CA) has several national tours out 
for the summer. Its Phase Loc 
cabinets, powered by QSC ampli-
fiers, will be seeing action across 
the country Jimmy Buffett 
(see "On the Road") embarks on 
a U.S. tour from June until Sep-
tember. Buffett is a longtime 

Sound Image account. This time 
he is taking a 40-cabinet main PA 
rig...Jackson Browne starts his 
U.S. summer tour in early June 
and will be out until the end of 
August with 32 Phase Loc System 
45 cabinets. There will be 20 high 
boxes and 12 low-frequency 4x18-
inch boxes. All power amplifiers 
are QSC, including monitors... 
Sound Image can also be found at 
the Miller Highlife Sound 
Express festival, which show-
cases various artists. More than 
50,000 people per show are ex-
pected for the five outdoor dates 

The quality of McCauley loudspeaker systems goes far beyond 
cabinetry and exterior decor. Inside every McCauley system is what 
our company is all about, the driving force behind every 
system—its components. Not just a collection of pieces 
and parts that you find in so many other 
companies' boxes, but a precisely 
matched set of transducers that have 

been designed, engineered, and 
manufactured at McCauley and by 

McCauley to deliver a signature of pure profes-
sional performance to the term "State of the 
Art." 

To experience the sheer power of a 
McCauley speaker system is reward 
enough for some; but to lay your 
claim puts you in a world of "Pure Per-
formance." Tame the Series 800 system at an authorized McCauley 
dealer. Call or write the factory for detailed product specifications. 

McCauley Sound, Inc. 
13608 94th Ave. E., Puyallup, Washington, USA 98373 (206) 848-0363 

in Southern California...A major 
Phase Loc system is being 
installed in Faces, a large disco in 
Tijuana, Mexico...Sound Image 
finally moved into its new 15,000-
square-foot facility in San Mar-
cos... Equipment developments 
include a new, compact Phase Loc 
212 wedge-shaped monitor enclo-
sure that includes a TAD 4001 for 
the high end. 
Sound On Stage (Brisbane, 

CA) reports a strong market for 
the upcoming summer season in 
concert and industrial sound rein-
forcement. Business was excellent 
this past winter and spring as well 
. Engelbert Humperdinck is 

out on a January-through-
November world tour that plays 
mainly 3,000-seat venues. A Gam-
ble HC 40-channel is used in the 
house, and a Soundcraft 8000 
w/matrix house console is being 
used as a monitor console be-
cause the stage engineer prefers 
faders...SOS had a small U.S. 
club tour with the Cowboy Junk-
ies. Ricardo Caltagirone 
(house) and Bill Fuquay (moni-
tor) mixed the Toronto-based 
band's tour...Country star Ron-
nie MiLsap has been on a small-
venue tour in the U.S. and Cana-
da...At the end of May, Sound 
On Stage was scheduled to work a 
large special event in conjunction 
with neighboring sound company 
Ultra Sound. The Grateful 
Dead, Los Lobos, Tower of 
Power, Tracy Chapman and 
Joe Satriani performed at an 
AIDS benefit at Oakland Stadium 
on May 27. Ultra Sound provided 
the main PA, and SOS furnished 
supplemental PA support as well 
as stage and house mixing con-
soles for the opening acts. As 
always, the Dead used Ultra. 

"This was a really surprising 
winter and early spring season," 
comments Bob Walker of SOS. • 

Readers: Keep in mind that some 
of the data in this column and 
the "On the Road" chart is based 
on information provided by the 
companies. 
Address all correspondence and 
photos to: Mix Publications, 
Sound Reinforcement Editor, 6400 
Hollis St. #12, Emeryville, CA 
94608. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

MAJOR BREAKTHROUGH 
IN MUSIC TECHNOLOGY 
Los Angeles, CA - Hybrid Arts, a leader 

in music computer technology, has again 
made history with the introduction of 
ADAP II...the direct to hard disk digital 
audio recorder/editor. ADAP is the acronym 

for Analog to Digital Audio Processor. Ir  
short, ADAP is a digital mastering device 
and audio work station, a 16 bit stereo sam-
pler, a visual non-destructive sound editor 
with sample precise accuracy, a MIDI mod-
ule, a SMPTE trigger, full EDL (Edit Decision 
list), a cue system and much more. 

ADAP delivers all the antages of dig-
ital audio recording at a very affordable 
price. Among the extensive list of outstand-
ing features, ADAP offers the user the ability 
to edit, manipulate and process sound 
without any loss of fidelity. And, by storing 
your original tracks in memory, you can 
perform multiple edits, add new sounds or 
sweeten...completely non-destructively. 

ADAP has more speed, power and ver-
satility than any tape-based system or even 
other digital recorders saving you valuable 
time, energy and money. For example, 
matching audio to visual hits via SMPTE can 
be performed instantly because ADAP 
responds in real time. 

These features can be fully realized 
when performing editing functions. ADAP 
offers independent left and right channel 
editing. Multiple edit windows allow you to 
transfer sounds between files where they 
can be combined and manipulated in avari-
ety of ways without clicks, glitchs or other 
unwanted noises. One feature that you're 
sure to appreciate is being able to see the 
X-cursor which displays its exact position in 

real-time or SMPTE code during record or 
playback. ADAP gives you the ability to 
drop and name markers at any point. These 
markers are your edit points and can be ref-
erenced quickly and accurately with auto-
locate for editing or playback of specific 
ranges. The zoom feature allows you to 
'zoom-in' on any part of the sound file wave 
form or amplitude display for precise edit-
ing. This close-up view of the sound 
enables you to move your markers with 
microsecond precision. The cut, copy, 
paste, and insert time are valuable editing 
functions that give you complete control. 

ADAP's optional AES/EBU digital inter-
face and direct to disk capability makes it 
one of the few systems available for R-DAT 
editing (48 kHz sample rate) where the 
audio is kept completely in the digital 
domain. When compared with devices 
costing many times the price, ADAP stands 

HANDS 
SON 

ADAP II 
THE DIRECT TO 
HAM DISK DIGITAL 
RECORDER Ft EDITOR 

up as one of the most flexible, capable and 
advanced systems available. 

Here are just a few of the possible appli-
cations: For film/video post-produc-
tion...ADAP is unsurpassed in speed and 
ease for effects editing, background loop-
ing, dialog, dialog fill or electronic foley. For 
recording studios... it's used as a one shot 
sampler to fly in vocals, retune sections of 
music or create extended mixes. For musi-
cians & sound designers... it's a high quality 
MIDI performance sampler and digital syn-
thesizer. For radio stations...it's the ulti-
mate commercial spot production system. 

ADAP is available as a stand alone prod-
uct or can be supplied to order in a variety 
of turnkey system configurations. 
Hybrid Arts, Inc. 
11920 W. Olympic Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90064 
(213) 826-3777 

OH 
• 

Now you can manipulate sound like never before.. .ADAP gives you the power 
and the speed. Professional quality too... over 50 minutes of stereo digital 
audio at 44.1 kHz." A 'must-have' tool for recording studio, post production, 
broadcast, sound design, live performance or other demanding applications. 

• Immediate, sample precise, 
non-destructive editing 

• CO-ROM support, OAT editing & CD • Versatile SMPTE cue list triggering and 
quality mastering implementation 

• Variable recording and playback rates • Lightning last operating system 

All this and more.. at a price that's music to your ears! 

•With our 760 megabyte drive 

• Multiple windows with cut, paste, insert time 
and channel independent editing 

I@Hybrid Arts, Inc. 11920 W. Olympic Blvd. • Los Angeles, CA 90064 • Main Office: [213)826-3777 
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BY MIKE JOSEPH 

Attentive as we are to everyday 
details, it's often difficult to take 

the time to step aside and imagine 
what kind of live production universe 
will surround us five or ten years 
down the road. Take a moment and 
ask yourself What will equipment be 
like? How will techniques change to 
cover the revolutions in technology, 
and in music, that the future portends? 

Let's be creative. Starting with mod-
em, commonplace technology, let's 
paint a not-so-impossible scenario of 
the future—a future filled with tools 
as indispensible as digital effects, 
third-octave EQs and real-time analyz-

ers are today. 

ON THE ROAD, TOMORROW... 
Imagine you're out on tour as chief 
engineer for Cyber/Sound, a large-
venue rental sound company found-
ed in 1992. The band you're support-
ing is Hi-Tease, a Japanese neo-wave 
glair' band. 

Tonight's hall is a nightmare: con-
crete slab floor, slap-back rear wall, 
mono-block scoreboard dead center. 
Stage at one end with tilt- up, Sony 
JumboTron screens flanking it. Eight-
een-thousand sears. You're installing 
surround backfill, flying stereo mains. 

O 

ILLUSTRATION JIM PEARSON 
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UPA-1A and MSL-3 Loudspeakers 

Arrays Arcs & 
Point Sources 

Sound reinforcement systems use mul-
tiple loudspeakers to increase the power of 
sounds, so that artists can communicate 
with large audiences. 

To perform accurately, a reinforcement 
system must act like a single sound source, 
radiating a coherent arc of sonic energy. The 
only way to do this is with a curved array in 
which the speakers combine acoustically to 
produce a single wavefront. 

Coherence By Design 
In 1980, Meyer Sound 

created the first curved 
loudspeaker arrays. And 
spawned a host of imita-
tions. Today, curved arrays 
are everywhere. After all, 
arranging loudspeakers in 
an arc is a pretty simple 
chore. 

But making a loud-
speaker array perform 
coherently requires ex-
tremely complicated 
engineering. The intricate 
dynamics of arrays dictate 
absolutely linear phase 
and frequency response 
from every component. 
Horns must be designed to 
work together smoothly 
and efficiently. Crossover frequencies must 
be selected to preserve consistent directivity 
within tight tolerances. And each unit in the 
system must combine seamlessly with the 
others under all circumstances. 
When every one of these conditions is 

met, the curved array 
becomes a virtual point 
source. And only one 
manufacturer has 
mastered all of these 
criteria — Meyer 
Sound. 

Theory & Practice 
Every audio profes-

sional knows the 
difference between pro-
motion and real-world 
performance. With so 

UPA-1A in typical vertical 
configuration. 

The compact UPA-1A 
allows controlled 
coverage of wide 
areas in theaters, 
clubs and concerts. 

many manufacturers 
claiming arrayability, 
how do you judge the 
truth of our claims? 
The same way that 
you should judge every-
one else's: with your 
trained ears. When you 
walk across the hall, 
does the sound of the 
loudspeaker system change? Do you 
hear phasing, flanging or comb filter-
ing? Does the sonic image shift 
dramatically? Are the lyrics drowned 
in a sea of reverberation? If so, then 
the array is not functioning as a 
coherent point source. 

Meyer Sound's proven loudspeaker arraying 
techiques have resulted from the most thor-

ough research and 
analysis in the in-
dustry. They 
produce depend-
able point-source 
arrays in environ-
ments ranging 
from free-field to 
the most difficult 
performance 
venues. 

Se set your stage 
with confidence. 
Meyer Sound loud-
speaker systems 
are bunt from the 
ground up to pre-
serve coherent 
propagation of 
sonic energy. 
And the proof is 

in the sound: clear 
and consistent. 
Everywhere you 
need it. 

o 
o 

The MSL-3 covers a broad range 
of large-scale reinforcement 
applications. 

o 
) 

II 
o 

o 
o 

o 

o 
o 

Meyer 
Sound 

Both the UPA-1A and MSL-3 deliv-
er high sound pressure levels 
with ultra- low distortion, for max-
imum intelligibility and fidelity. 
Efficient, high-powered, rugged 
and reliable, their specifications 
meet the most demanding profes-
sional needs. 

Carnegie Hall A coherent ar-
ray of UPA-1A loudspeakers. 
supplemented by MSL-3s and 
650-R2 subwooters ( not pic-
tured), is permanently 
installed for live performance 
reinforcement.. 

Sound 
engineering 
for the art 
and science 
of sound. 

Meyer Sound Laboratories, Inc. 
2832 San Pablo Avenue 
Berkeley, CA 94702 
(415) 486-1166 
FAX (415) 486-8356 

C.0 
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Yesterday the room ran motocross 
mud-bogs, and the dust is still settling 
as the last of the Bobcats pushes dirt 
into a front-end loader. 

In the hotel room earlier you went 
over the stage setup on your laptop 
Mac—the lapple"—pulling info from 
the files at the home office: a come-
dian is appearing in place of the open-
ing band; signal splits to a video truck 
shooting live for Australian cable via 
uplink and bird (satellite); audio/ 
video roll-ins to PA and Jumbos from 
the truck at 20:00:00 (exactly!) to kick 
off the show. 
On your way to the arena, your road 

manager calls your Mac with an up-
date: second show at 11; possible sec-
ond day to be added; mix platform 
shrinks to 6x12 feet from 8x16, adding 
eight seats. (The Mac, by the way, has 
its own cellular number and a telco 
jack on the side to plug in a phone. 
Optional.) 
As you walk into the hall, security 

scans your ID/tour pass and its com-
puter spits out a fluorescent red stick-
um decal for access. The screen also 
flashes a message—you're wanted in the 
promoter's office. On stage you see 
the crew walking around the road cas-
es, scanning bar code decals on each 

crate to see what's inside, correlating 
what it is to where it goes: house, 
stage and monitor mix positions. 

Arriving upstairs in the promoter's 
office, you sit down to discuss the big 
problem of the day: sight lines. It 
seems the primary cluster hang points 
interfere with the long-shot camera 
angles from the catwalk and spot 
tower. Hang location #2 is view-clear, 
but shoots the main speaker lobe 
straight at the scoreboard, which is a 
huge, non-folding, reflective mon-
strosity installed in the mid-'80s, vir-
tually an antique. You go to the Mac, 
auto-dial out and retrieve a spec sheet 
from the home office. Bingo—the 
main drive rack's new processor has a 
Pattern Optimizer mode with a setting 
that'll tilt the main lobe on the speak-
er array down 18 degrees (250 Hz to 
15 kHz) without re-aiming the boxes, 
enough to go to location option #2 
with the existing hang points and 
avoid the scoreboard. Next? 
Back in the hall, you walk the sys-

tem, checking the crew's handiwork 
They taped the 1/2-inch, 300-meter, 
fiber optic "Light-Line" mic snake to 
the kick-rail around the side of the 
arena, keeping it off the floor. Fifty-six 
inputs, 12 returns. Power distro is up 

and running, although the auto-ground 
had to be bypassed and an old-fash-
ioned copper rod driven, due to faulty 
building grounds (PVC pipe in the 
cold-water plumbing). Some things 
never change. The console is feeding 
signal to the stage, allowing Crash and 
Wink (top members of your stellar 
sound crew) to check the amp-to-
cabinet connections. Cyber/Sound 
still uses separate amp rack/speaker 
cabinet hard-wire runs to feed the box-
es. Several companies have switched 
to amps inside the speaker enclosures, 
looping the boxes with Light-Line 
fiber optics. Your amps have Macro-
Mac version 2.01 microprocessor front 
ends installed, allowing remote se-
quential turn-on, polarity change and 
signal delay alignment from the Mac 
at the console. 
You tell Crash that the speakers will 

be rigged off-center, stereo field, and 
describe the splay and tilt you want 
on the screen, flipping between speak-
er-in-room graphics and cluster close-
ups. The 3-D software lets you move 
the cluster around and read angles 
from vertical and horizontal align-
ments. Wink walks up with the Mac-
Sensor, a plug-in, tilt-alignment tool 
that attaches to the back of a speaker 

Benefit from ears of experience. 

Ch A 

A recent independent survey* of the 70 largest U.S. touring sound companies proved conclusively that 
Crest has become the choice of these professionals. 

obiund, 

mend 

AMR* 

Cn 6 

_ 

UGFeerA 
SCRI 

WHAT POWER AMPLIFIER ARE YOU 
CURRENTLY USING, 

GVI 

10% 

CARVER 
OSC 

CROWN 

CREST 

21% 24% 36% 66% 

IF YOU COULD UPGRADE ALL 
AMPLIFIERS TODAY, WHAT 

BRAND WOULD YOU BUY? 

141W 
1.4% 

CARVER 

S C 

CROWN 

9% 14% 19% 63% 

Totals are over 1000/o: some respondants mentioned more than one brand 
'conducted by Concert Sound Consultants. Julian CA 

Experienced professionals select 
Crest amps for their proven reliability 
and sonic superiority—even driving 
long lines and highly reactive loads. 
Whenever power is required, from 
25/70 volt distribution systems to 
2 ohm applications, Crest has the 
answer. 

Benefit from ears of experience. Call 
today and learn more about the world's 
finest power amplifiers. 

7001 
Models shown 

8001 

8 ohms 4 ohms 2 ohms/Ch 
570W 810W 850W' 

750W 1225W 1400W' 

'RMS ' muted by iMG circuit 
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AND THE WINNER IS 

APOGEE SOUND 

Apogee Sound is proud to have been the speaker system of choice for 

The 1989 Academy Awards, The 1989 Grammy Awards, 

The 1989 American Music Awards, The 1989 People's Choice Awards, 

The 1989 Country Music Awards, The 1989 Golden Globe Awards, 

1989 Awards for Cable Excellence and The 1989 Soul Train Awards. 

50L/Nl7 /NC_ 
1150 Industrial Avenue Suite C, Petaluma, CA 94952 (707) 778-8887 



GOLD LINE 

PORTABLE RTA 
1/3 OCTAVE d 
8 MEMORIES II 

MMUS 

11,1.1.1.4.9ffle, 

I 

30M+ 

30 Bands Aux. Input 
Instrument Microphone 

Real-time analysis is the 
ONL Y accurate way to 
set up a sound system. 

Only $649.95 List 

LOFTECH TS-1 
AUDIO TEST SET 
Three Test Instruments in 

One! 

Audio Oscillator 
dB Meter 

Frequency Counter 

Now available with balanced 
output plus fine tune adjust. 

Only $299.95 List 

DIGITAL RTA 
1/3 OCTAVE 

UP TO 30 MEMORIES 

• e_t_w_t_e:. 0 

•   :: • 

» 

••• «*".   

OPTIONS 
Printer & RS232 CRT 

Only $1995.00 List 

CONTRACTOR PRICES 
Send for free catalog: 

Box 500, West Redding, CT 06896 
Ph ( 203) 938-2588 FAX (203) 938-7840 

800-433-6373 

Circle #052 on Reader Service Card 
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enclosure and reads the tilt angle di-
rectly into the cluster-setup applica-
tion on screen. Identify the cabinet 
and it beeps for you when reality 
matches picture. Life is simple. 
The next step is tubing-up the sys-

tem, installing the expandable ASC 
acoustic absorbers behind, between 
and at the edges of the speaker cabi-
nets and scoreboard to control refrac-
tion and low-frequency buildup 
around the enclosures (and reflection 
off the scoreboard). 
The boxes rig fast. You flash back 

ten years, when those old, wooden 
speaker cabs used to be heavy; the 
new composite enclosures and light-
weight components are so easy to 
deal with that one person can set up 
the entire array with gloves and a 
hand truck. Leaving Crash to hook up 
the 20-pound, neodymium-rnagneted, 
two-ton Mini-Star chain motors, you 
drag Wink off to talk stage splits. 
The video truck will need all 52 

stage signals, plus stereo house re-
turns and surround FX. Even though 
they will run a synched 48-track dig-
ital audio master, they want to drop 
your bit-streamed stereo outs onto the 
digital VIRs for cue. You show Wink 
how to install the fiber optic booster/ 
splitter. 
Over by the mix platform, two multi-

window screens glow in the rack be-
side the board: one for the processor 
and one for the console readout. Be-
fore the tour, you decided that the 
PM-6000 console would spin in virtual 
mode, leaving the 24 "real" DCA (Dig-
ital Controlled Amplifier) input mod-
ules for solo instruments, FX feeds 
and lead vocals. Drum mics and sam-
ples were preset on page 4, effectively 
a "hidden" board, ready to be called 
up to screen view or active modules. 
Page 3 contains the two keyboard pre-
sets-42 voices total, depending on 
the patch. Levels and panning are al-
tered according to MIDI signal instruc-
tions from the keyboards. Page 2 con-
sists of percussion and backup vocals, 
preset and programmed for "bump" 
level changes when the band's Mix-
Master Ninja nudges the walk-along 
button for cue changes on any hid-
den page (the programming was writ-
ten offline weeks earlier, during re-
hearsals, and saved to the console's 
onboard read/write optical disk). Page 
1 holds FX returns, controlled by both 
MIDI feed and the bump cue buttons. 

Plugging the Mac into the drive-rack 
link, you dial in the array pattern tilt 
determined previously, angling the 

main beam electronically by introduc-
ing slightly delayed signal at varying 
levels to specified speakers, via the 
digital front ends on selected amp 
channels. When their altered-phase 
outputs combine acoustically, the pat-
tern lobe offsets. Kid stuff. 
Punching up track 9-recycle on the 

latest Little Feat CD, you pot-up the 
system. Slinky music fills the room. 
The drive processor screen immediate-
ly displays two windows: a large one 
with color overlays for signal input, 
room response from measurement 
mics and Auto EQ (difference make-
up); and a smaller window below it, 
filled with icons. Operational mode 
choices are displayed along the roll-
down menu bar: File, Edit, Com-
mands, Format, Store and Special. The 
icons are labeled RTA, TEF,e Digital 
Effects, Dynamic Processing, Cross-
over, Routing, Signal Delay/Align-
ment, Pattern Optimization, Amp 
Drive, Auto EQ and Custom. Opening 
an application and scrolling down or 
clicking on any icon will change pre-
sets, alter parameters, access storage 
registers or display the various simul-
taneous outputs. 
As the music plays, you watch the 

gradual blending of lines as room EQ 
is integrated into the signal path, 
modifying average room response to 
match the stored "ideal" curves col-
lected from good rooms played on 
the tour. During the show, you'll let 
the preset EQ be updated, via 15-
minute samples, to compensate for 
audience absorption coefficients, am-
bient temperature and humidity. 
Your work done for the moment, 

you wonder how late the band will 
be for tonight's soundcheck. Maybe it's 
time to break for lunch, have a nice 
cold Tsing Tao beer, mellow out... 

HOME AGAIN 
Too imaginative? Everything mentioned 
above is in the works—or even com-
pleted—right this minute. In fact, it's 
surprising to note just bow many com-
panies today are currently knee deep 
in future design. These products in-
clude next-generation automatic EQs, 
user-programmable, HyperCard-based, 
bar code scanning systems, and soft-
ware that electronically configures 
loudspeaker projection patterns via 
phase interaction from signal delay. 
It's tomorrow today in Audioland. 

THE PLAYERS 
A front-runner in computer applica-

-COIVTINUED ON PAGE 110 
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o ne of the most difficult and cru-cial decisions that faces sound 
company owners is the choice 

of a main loudspeaker system. Mak-
ing the customary A-B comparisons 
between full systems can be tough, if 
not impossible, and collecting data on 
as many systems as possible is a vital 
pan in the selection process. With this 
in mind, we offer this guide (present-
ed in alphabetical order) to help you 
make that first step toward finding a 
system to fit your company's present 
and future needs 

• 

• • 

•.5 • • 
• • `' • • 

•. . 

s. 

Adamson Acoustic Design Corp., 
Located in Pickering, Ontario (near 
Toronto), has made a big splash up 
north and is just now entering the U.S. 
market. Its compact, two-box system 
employs new technology incorporat-
ing the Acoustic Waveguide theory, 
derived from the research of Dr. Earl 
R. Geddes of the Ford Motor Co. and 
Eastern Michigan University. Dr. Ged-
des' research shows that the founda-
tion of current horn design theory— 
Webster's horn equation—is based on 
limiting assumptions resulting in 
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Crown CM-310 Differoid® 

Wondering what kind of shape 
microphone technology is in? 

The CM-310 Differoide hand held microphone sets a 
new standard for Gain-Before-Feedback Absolutely. 
Bringing vocals out of extensive background noise has 

been one of the most difficult and often nearly impossible 
tasks in the sound reinforcement business. The CM-310 
solves this problem — as well as others, with the kind of 
reliability you've come to expect from Crown. 

Excellent Gain-Before-Feedback and impressive distant 
sound rejection for greater microphone isolation — better 
control of the mix, even under extremely high monitor levels. 
lb fully appreciate the unique capabilities of the CM-310 

visit your Crown dealer fora demonstration. 
The CM-200 Cardioid. Smooth and 
articulate sound - versatile in appli-
cation. For vocals or instruments it's 
a rugged performer with capabilities 
unique to the CM Series line. The 
bottom line: the CM-200 just 
sounds great. 

The CM-100 Omnidirectional. As a 
close-up microphone, this hand held 
PEI& maintains a natural sound 
with extreme clarity and no bass boost_ 
Ideal for vocals and instruments and 
as reliable as the Crown name itself. 

CM Series microphones are designed for studio or sound 
reinforcement use. Each has pop filtering to suppress breath 
noises, the ability to handle incredibly high SPLs without 
distortion and a balanced, low impedance output - allowing 
long cable runs without hum or high frequency signal loss. 

F,cp tally important to how well they 
work is how long they work built 
to withstand hard use and 
backed by the best warranty in 
the industry 
Taking innovation one step 

further Crown introduces the 
CM SELECT Series — combin-
ing all the performance charac-
teristics of the CM Series with 
the special feel and elegance of 
a solid wood handle. Red Oak, 
Claro Walnut, Ziricoté, Russian 
Birch, Coco Bola 

It's obvious microphone technology 
is in great shape at Crown. 

cro wn INTERNATIONAL. INC. 
1718 WEST MISHAWAKA ROAD, ELKHART. INDIANA 46517 
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many problems associated with horn 
loading. Vast number-crunching calcu-
lations made possible by large-scale 
industrial computers helped Geddes 
search for a better horn. He says that 
Acoustic Waveguide horns developed 
from his mathematical theory (based 
on the oblate, spheroidal coordinate 
system) provide optimum means of 
producing constant directivity from a 
diaphragm. 
Adamson Acoustic Design worked 

on developing practical sound rein-
forcement uses for Acoustic Wave-
guide technology and came up with 
the MH225 cabinet. Company presi-
dent Brock Adamson states, "The 
Acoustic Waveguide horns have more 
uniform coverage. A set of these high-
frequency and mid-range horns joins 
up and matches better than other 
types that have variations of the cross-
over point, and they load better, so 
you can make smaller horn systems. 
They also produce a little less har-
monic distortion and have no reflec-
tions in the horn throat." 
The company spent more than 

$250,000 developing a mid-range com-
pression driver that uses an unconven-
tional diaphragm assembly. Adamson 
comments, "Our research enabled us 
to produce a lightweight diaphragm 
made from stiff, high-modulous, com-
posite material with no ring—there is 
no metal. It is tough, though, and be-
cause it is lightweight, it is a high-
efficiency unit capable of delivering 
peak levels of 140 dB at one meter." 
This driver technology and the Acous-
tic Waveguide theory make for a small, 
high-output system that seems well-
suited for the sound reinforcement 
industry. "As a result of the compact 
size," adds Adamson, "50k [watts] 
worth of PA gear can fit into ten feet 
of truck space." The companion cabi-
net to the MH225 is the low-frequency 
B218F, with dual 18-inch woofers in a 
vented manifold enclosure. 

In the past, Apogee Sound (Peta-
luma, Calif.) has been confused with 
Apogee Electronics, a company that 
manufactures digital filter devices for 
recording. With Apogee Sound's rap-
idly growing reputation as a producer 
of professional processor-based loud-
speakers, the confusion will likely 
lessen. Ken DeLoria, head of Apogee 
Sound, describes his company's phil-
osophy: `The thrust of our design 
work is centered around keeping the 
speakers sounding smooth, linear and 
low in distortion in the upper third of 

Adamson Acoustic Design Corp. mid-high MH225 

The lightweight Klipsch KP-600 system 
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the output range. It is difficult to make 
the cabinet sound good when it's 
pushed to the output limits." 

Apogee's AE-5, with its A-5 dual-
channel processor, is a trapezoidal 2-
way, bi-amped, electronically coupled 
system. It is Apogee's best-selling 
model and is earning a reputation as 
powerful, easily arrayable and venue-
versatile. The AE-5 has a 12-inch direct 

radiating cone, and a 1-inch throat 
compression driver coupled to a ura-
lite 90-degree horn. This fluid-cooled 
compression driver uses a nonmetal-
lic diaphragm. DeLoria explains, "It is 
a compression driver with a compos-
ite diaphragm rather than titanium, 
beryllium or aluminum, made from a 
phenolic-based material impregnated 
in linen. We found a way to make it 

BUYER'S GUIDE TO MAIN LOUDSPEAKERS 

operate flat and with low distortion 
all the way out to the 18kHz range." 
Designed for concerts, stadiums 

and other high-SPL spaces, the tri-
amped 3x3 is a processor-based, fully 
horn-loaded enclosure with dual 15-
inch cone drivers joined at the horn 
mouth, a fluid-cooled, 2-inch-throat 
titanium diaphragm compression driv-
er on a constant-directivity 60x40 

Companion 
Manufacturer Model Cabinet 

Addtl. 
Cost 

Fly to Fly Type 
RMS Method 
(Watts) Box Description 

Dimensions Wt. 
HxWxD (In.) 0:4.) Composition 

Adamson Acoustic MH225 B218F Sid - 2-way MF/300, HF/75 Acous Wavgdes HL 28)0809.5 

Adamson Acoustic B2113F MH225 

175 13 ply 3/4 Russian birch 

Opt 175 1-way 900 Vented manifold 2808)(29.5 155 13 ply 3/e Russian birch 
Apogee Sound 3x3 AE- 12 Std - 3-way 1100 HL 45x29x30 255 18 ply/In. Finland birch 

Apogee Sound AE-12 Sub 3x3, AE-5 Std - 1-way 800 Vented bass 30x44.75x22.5 160 18 ply/In. Finland birch 

Apogee Sound AE-5 AE- 10, AE-12 Std - 2-way 4(K) HF/HL, LF/DR 23x14x16 78 18 ply/in. Finland birch 

Apogee Sound AE- 10 Sub AE-5 Std - 1-way 8(K) Vented boss 22.5x3204 138 18 ply/In. Finland birch 

Community RS880 VBS415 Opt 149 3-way *X) HL 48.5x30x22.5 170 7 ply poplar w/bkch facing 

Community VBS4I5 Sub RS880 Opt 149 1-way 800 DR 33x33x30 200 7 ply poplar w/birch facing 

EAW KF850-FD3 SB850-RD2 Std - 3-way 500, 300, 2(X) HL 4206.4x29.5 236 18 ply/In. Baltic birch 

EAW SB850-RD2 KF850-FD3 No • 1-way 1600 DR 4206.403.75 185 18 ply/In. Baltic birch 

EAW KF6OOR SB600-RD2 std - 3-way 5CO, 3CO, 200 HL, dual vent ch. 33.2500x19.75 145 18 ply/In. Baltic birch 

EAW SB6CO-RD2 KF6OOR No - 1-way 1600 DR 33.25x20x19.75 110 18 ply/In. Baltic birch 

Electro-Voice DML-1152 DML-2181 Opt 290 2-way 1F /400, HF/75 DR 30(17.8x16.3 96 14 ply Finland birch 

Electro-Voice DML-2181 S DML-1152 Opt 360 1-way 800 Manifold 36x22.5x30 164 14 ply Finland birch 

Electro-Voice MTH-4 MIL-4 Opt 500 3-way 1200, 240. 100 HL Manifold 36x36x30 367 14 ply Finland birch 

Electro-Voice MIL-4 MTH-4 Opt 500 1-way 160C1 Manifold 36x36x30 263 14 ply Finland birch 

Intersonics SOL-5 Sub None No - 1-way 400 HL w/sento 4509 5x45 270 14 & 20 ply hardwood 

Intersonics SOL-4 Sub None No - 1-way 400 HL w/servo 4102.5x30 190 14 & 20 ply hardwood 

JI31. Professional 4870 4842, 4845 Std - 2/3way 800 DR 49.509.5x18.75 214 Void-free birch plywood 

JI3L Professional 4850 4842,4845 ad - 2/3way 603 DR 3905x17.25 134 Void-free birch plywood 

JBL Professional 4842 Sub 4870.4850 ad - 1-way 1200 DR 49.509.5)24.5 285 Void-free birch plywood 

JBL Professional 4825 4842,4845 ad - 2-way 3() DR 25x14.25x14 65 Void-free birch plywood 

Klipsch & Assoc. KP-650-HF 650-LF. 680-SW Opt 800 3-way 150,85 HL 25.5x48x30 175 Fiberglass laminate w/wood 

Klipsch & Assoc. XP-650-LF 650-HF. 680-SW Opt 645 1-way 600 HL 25.5x48x30 190 Fiberglass laminate w/wood 

Klipsch & Assoc. KP-680-SW 650-U. 650-HF Opt 645 1-way 600 DR 25.5x48x30 160 Fiberglass laminate w/wood 

MacPherson MI Opt 144 3-way 500 LF&HF/HL, MF/DR 48x17.509.75 125 9 ply birch 

MacPherson M2 Opt 96 2-way 400 HF/HL, LF/DR 24.5x17.5x16.5 60 9 ply birch 

MacPherson 111 Low Opt 144 1-way 400 Rear HL 48x17.5x29.75 90 9 ply birch 

Martin Audio F2 F2B, BSX Sub ad - Multi HL 4202.5)05 250 Finland birch, finest grade 

Martin Audb F2B F2 ad - 1-way IC00 HL 4202.5x30 250 Finland birch, finest grade 

Martin Audio VRSI000 BSX Sub ad - 3-way ICOO HL 5102.507 240 18mmFinland birch, finest grade 

Martin Audio BSX Sub F2,VRS1003/800 No - 1-way 1000 DR 22.5)(45x30 180 18mmFiriland birch, finest grade 

McCauley Sound 840 814 No - 1-way 800 DR 24x33.304 130 9 ply 3/4' domestic birch 

McCauley Sound 814 840,850 No - 2-way 750 HF/HL, MF/DR 24x33.3xI6 140 9 ply 3/4' domestic birch 

McCauley Sound 850 814 No - 1-way 450 DR 24)(33.3)04 110 9 ply 3/e domestic birch 

McCauley Sound 824 None No - 2-way 500 HF/HL. MF/DR 33.3)2004 123 9 ply 3/e domestic birch 
Meyer Sound Lab. MSL-3 650-R2, USW-1 Opt 150 3-way N/A HL 56.7501.25x30 265 13 ply 5/8' Finland birch 

Meyer Sound Lab. 650-R2 Sub MSL-3 No - 1-way N/A DR 45x30x22.5 180 13 ply 5/8' Finland birch 

Meyer Sound Lab. USW-1 Sub MSL-3, UPA-1 Opt 75 1-way N/A DR 31x21.501.25 115 13 ply 5/8- Finland birch 

Renkus-Heinz MR- IA LR-2MA Opt 316 2-way MF/400,HF/4C0 HL 27)(4804 178 13 ply plywood 

Renkus-Heinz LR-2MA MR-1A, SR Opt 316 1-way 600 DR 27)(48)04 175 13 ply plywood 

Renkus-Heinz SR-2A Opt 224 2-way LF/4CO,HF/200 DR 5103.75x17 128 13 ply plywood 

Turbosound TMS-3 std - 3-way 800 Turbosound HL 33)(40)02.5 298 Finland birch 5/8'marine grade 

Turbosound TMS-4 Opt 69 3-way 450 Turbosound HL 45x19.7508 165 Finland birch 5/8'manne grade 

Turbosound TSE-218 TMS-4 No - 1-way 600 TurboBass HL 27x3408 187 Finland birch 5/8•rnorine grade 

Turbosound TSW-I24 Sub TMS-3 No - 1-way 600 TurboBoss I-IL 26x40x39 250 Finland birch 5/8'marine grade 

'Variable according to configuration 
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horn, and an array of four 1-inch com-
pression drivers. 
The AE- 10 Theatre Series subwoof-

er is designed for clubs, theaters and 
other venues with limited stage space. 
It is a vented, flyable, processor-based 
enclosure with dual 15-inch, long-
excursion cone drivers. The AE- 12 
Concert Series subwoofer, for large-
scale applications, contains dual 18-

inch cone drivers in a flyable, vented 
enclosure and must be used with the 
A-12 processor. Two to four AE-5s are 
recommended to complement each 
subwoofer model, and Apogee sug-
gests that the 3x3 be used with the 
AE- 12. 
The AE-5 and 3x3 are trapezoidal to 

minimize internal cabinet reflections; 
the radiating cone and horn surfaces 

can be as close to the adjacent speaker 
enclosure as possible, to simulate a 
single point source when arrayed. 

Every Apogee RV (road version) 
processor provides front panel, line-
level inputs, a looping output, and 
speaker-level outputs that eliminate 
the need for termination panels in the 
rack The processors provide frequen-
cy dividing, fixed EQ points, correc-

Con. 
Opt. 

Input Connectors AVON. Components Signal Processing Device Crossover & Slope 
Lid 
Price 

Cannon EP-4 No 1x10' AAD M200,1x2' EV DH IA AX300 mono 3x 2C0Hz. 2kHz 48db/oct $2,725 

Cannon EP-4 No 2x18' McCauley 6256 AX300 mono 3x 2C0Hz 48dB/oct $2275 

NeutrIk NL8MP/EP-8 Yes 2x15' D15X,1x2'EV DH1A A-3 PV dual 1.04kHz,7.6kHz 24dB/oct S4A00 

Neuttlk NL4MPR Yes 2x18' D-18X A-12 PV dual 100Hz 24dB/oct $2.110 

NeutrIk NL4MPR Yes 1x12' D12X,1xl'HP-1 A-5 PV dual 1.04kHz 24dB/oct $2,150 

Neutrik NL4MPR Yes 2x15' D-15W A-10 PV dual 100Hz 24dB/oct $1,785 

NuetrIk NL4 Yes 2x15'. le'M200,1xl'JBL2426 880E0 mono 2x 450Hz.3kHz12,1824dB/oct $1,999 

NuetrIk NL4 Yes 4x15' Community 880E0 mono 2x 5°Flz 12,1824dB/oct $1,399 

EP-6, Banana test Yes lx15' RCF L15554K.1x1O'RCF L10750K,1X21AD4001 MX8C0-8T CCEP dual 4x 250,1.8kHz 24dB/oct $5.300 

EP-6, Banana test Yes Z(18' RCF Ll8P200 MX800-81 CCEP dual 4x 90Hz 24dB/oct $1,915 

EP-6. Banana test Yes 1X15' RCF L15554K,1xlaRCF L10750K,1x1VCF N681 MX800-6 CCEP dual 4x 250,1.81cHz 24dB/oct $2,450 

EP-6, Banana test Yes 2X15' RCF Ll5P200 MX800-6 CCEP dual 4x 90Hz 24dB/oct $1,425 

Cannon EP-4-14,13 No 1x15' DL15X,1x7 DH IA, HP64 60x40 DMC1152DettoMax mono 1 x 1.25kHz 24dB/oct $1.820 

Cannon EP-4-14,13 No 1x18' DL18MT DMC2181DettaMax mono 1 x 100Hz 24dB/oct $1.940 

Cannon EP-8-14 No 4x1O'DL10X. 4x7DH2MT, 4x1"DH3 w/MTA-42 MIX-4 mono 4x 160Hz,1.6kFtz)3kHz 24dB/oct $4,675 

Cannon EP-4-14 No 4x18' DL18MT MIX-4 mono 4x 160Hz 24dB/oct $2.825 

Dual Banana Yes 2x15' w/servomotor 80Hz-100Hz 18-24dB/oct $2,450 

Dual Banana Yes 2x15' w/servomotor 80Hz-100Hz 18-24dB/oct $2.203 

Cannon EP-8 No 2x15' 2225H, 2445J, 2404H 8C0Hz,7kHz $2,625 

Cannon EP-8 No 2x12' 2204H, 2445J, 2404H 800Hz,7kHz $2,575 

Cannon EP-8 No Ze18' 2245H 80Hz $2,450 

Cannon EP-8 No 1x12' 2204H.1x7- 2425J2344A 800Hz $1.795 

Cannon EP-4, EP-8 No 1x10' K41M, 2x7K60M, 2x1' K78M KP-600-EC mono 3x 35o,425,5mik,1.25k,1.5k Hz 24dB/oct $2,645 

Cannon EP-4. EP-8 No 2x15' KACE KP-600-EC mono 3x 70S0,110,130,350.425,500 Hz 24dB/oct $1.750 

Cannon EP-4 No 2x18' K47E KP-600-EC mono 3x 70.90,100,130 Hz 24dB/oct $1,750 

Cannon XLR Yes 2x 7'.1x15', 1x1', 100x40 or 60x40 250Hz 24 dB/oct $1.595 

Cannon XLR Yes 1 x15',1x1', 90x50 1.5kHz 24dB/oct $995 

Cannon XLR Yes 1x15' 250Hz 24dB/oct $995 

Cannon XLR-3. EP-8 Yes 1x12' Martin,5x5',1x2'.1x4'dlaph MX4 stereo 2x,mono 4x 220Hz,1.5kHz,8kHz 24dB/oct • 

Cannon XLR-3. EP-8 Yes lx15' Martin 11540 MX4 stereo 2x.mono 4x 80Hz 24 dB/octave $3.375 

Cannon XLR-3 Yes lx18' Martin L1842, 5x5",1x4' dlaph MX4 stereo 2x,mono 4x 220Hz,1.5kHz.80Hz 24dB/oct $4275 

Cannon XLR-3 Yes 2x18' Martin 11842 MX4 stereo 2x,mono 4x 80Hz, 24dB/oct $2,400 

Cannon XLR.1/4' Yes 2x15' McCauley 6244 125Hz-800Hz 12dB/oct $841 

Cannon XLR,1/4' Yes 2x12' 6334, 2x2' 6520 orlx1'6510,1x2'472 orl x1'471 1.2Hz-2.51c1z 12dB/oct $1266 

Cannon XLR,1/4' Yes 1x18' McCauley 6256 80Hz-400Hz 12dB/oct $747 

Cannon XLR,1/4' Yes 1x15' 6244,1x2'6520 or 1 x1'6510,1x2'472 orlx1'471 1.2kHz-2.5kHz 12dB/oct $964 

Cannon EP-4 Yes 2x12' MS-12,1x2' MS2001, Plezo array MS-P4 MS mono 1 x 800Hz,8kHz 18dB/oct $4.670 

Cannon EP-4 •• 2x18' MS-18 B-2A mono 1 x 95Hz18dEVoct $2,110 

Cannon EP-4 •• 2x15' MS- 15 B-2A mono lx 95Hz 18dB/oct $1,549 

Hubbell NEMA L14-20 Yes lx2A' SSD560D-8, 2x2' SSD3301-8 X-31 w/PM31-M mono 3x 285Hz2.2kHz 18 dB/oct $4,820 

Hubbell NEMA L14-20 Yes 2x18' SSL18-1P X-31 w/PM31-M mono 3x 285Hz/MR-1A.100Hz/SR18dB/oct $2,590 

Hubbell NEMA L14-20 Yes 

Cannon EP-6 

2x15' SSL15-1,1x2 SSD3301-8 X-22 dual ch.w/PM22-15 IkHz 18dB/oct $2,890 

No 2x15' LS- 1507.2x10' LS-1004, 2x1' Turbosound w/2 250Hz, 4kHz 24dB/oct $4,797 

Cannon XLR Yes 1x18' LS-1802,1x10 LS-1004,1x1' Turbosound on I' 250Hz 24dB/oct, 3.7kHz18dEVoct $2,354 

Cannon XLR No 2x18' LS- 1802 250Hz 24dB/oct $2240 

Cannon XLR Yes ler LS-2403 804-Iz 24 dB/oct S2,974 

- Available In Europe only 
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tive EQ, all-pass filters for phase align-
ment, and driver protection. Power 
amp output-sensing circuits use low-
distortion limiters to provide driver 
protection when safe operating levels 
are exceeded. 
Community Light & Sound (Ches-

ter, Pa.) recently introduced two rela-
tively low-cost loudspeakers, its first 
major entry into the arena PA market; 
in the past the company built and sold 
loudspeaker components and smaller 
professional systems. The trapezoidal, 
3-way, arrayable RS880 full-range cabi-
net and the VBS415 subwoofer both 
incorporate Community's 880EQ ac-
tive EQ signal control unit. Company 
president Bruce Howze comments, 
'The RS880 is meant to stand by itself, 
and the VI3S415 is an addition but not 
a necessity. The VES415 adds an octave 
below 50 Hz. It is a relatively com-
pact, bass reflex cabinet featuring long-
excursion woofers and high power 
capacity." 
The RS880 is a fully horn-loaded 

enclosure using two 15s, the lows 
passively crossed over at 450 Hz. The 
mid-range has Community's 2-inch 
compression driver with an exponen-
tial-type horn. Rounding out the cabi-
net is a high-frequency 60x40 pattern 

control horn with a 1-inch JBL 2426, 
coaxially mounted in the upper low-
frequency horn. Howze explains, 
"With that configuration we achieve 
good alignment of the drivers, be-
cause there is virtually no time offset." 
Although not required, Communi-

ty's 880EQ signal control unit is rec-
ommended when operating the RS880. 
The 880EQ uses dynamic equalization 
controlled by the power amplifier, 
and it provides the 50Hz crossover 
point from the sub to the RS880. 

In the last few years, Eastern 
Acoustic Works has become a major 
professional loudspeaker manufactur-
er. Its 850 Series is one of the hot-
selling systems in today's concert 
sound industry. Primarily designed for 
touring sound, the KF850 has three 
horn-loaded subassemblies in a trap-
ezoidal enclosure. The SB850 has dual 
18- inch cone drivers in a vented en-
closure. EAW's other large-scale PA 
series is comprised of the KF6OOR 3-
way main cabinet and SB600-RD2 sub-
woofer. The 600 sacrifices 3 dB in 
output compared to the 850, but is 
33% smaller. 
Both the 850 and 650 Series use the 

same dual-channel, 4-way stereo con-
trol unit, the difference being the 

internal programming cards. Only one 
unit is necessary for an entire system. 
Berger describes his MX800 electron-
ic controller as a "closely coupled 
crossover unit, but not a processor. It 
does not use dynamic effects that 
change the tonal balance or response 
characteristics with power levels. It 
purely protects against gross overdriv-
ing of the power amps. The MX800 
uses asymmetrical, sloped filters to 
equalize the system, provides phase 
compensation at the crossover points, 
and has limiter protection circuits. It 
also provides high-frequency power 
response EQ and step-down, low-fre-
quency alignment equalization to the 
subwoofer." 

For cabinets, EAW uses 18-ply-per• 
inch Baltic birch, each piece a shade 
less than 3/4-inch thick. According to 
EAW, the thickness varies at different 
places, and in many instances on the 
850 is two layers thick As for flying 
and cabinet design, Berger talks of 
EAW's Virtual Array system. "We have 
closely matched the coverage angles 
to the cabinet's trapezoidal shape so 
they combine rather than interfere 
with each other. In the case of the 
850, it is from 250 to 18k Hz. For the 
600 it's from 450 to 18k Hz. That is 

"Moving a large mass of air accurately is what I expect from a subwoofer system. It's 
obvious to me Intersonics designs their subwoofers with that very thought in mind. 
With a band the caliber of Def Leppard, nothing but ServoDrive would cut it." 

— Robert Scovill, Sound Engineer/Mixer 

WAI\ À;) 

Moving a large volume of air accurately is exactly what we had in mind when we designed the 
servomotor driven subwoofer. 

Because of our expertise in high intensity acoustics, we recognized that the basic voice coil design 
had inherent limitations when large excursions and forces were desired This realization lead us 
to develop a new and fundamentally different transducer system, the patented ServoDrive 
loudspeaker ( SDL) 

The servomotor permits a linear excursion limited only by the radiator suspension, and delivers 
forces far exceeding those of a voice coil. As a result the SDL's, can produce more acoustic power, 
to lower equencies, than would be possible for a similar sized voice coil subwoofer system 
Further, e SDL s produce less harmonic distortion at twice rated power than most conventional 
systems o at a small fraction of their rated power! 

IIISERV DRIVE 
too 

goo 

Mien op rated at full rated power, voice coil speakers typically lose 50% to 75% of their acoustic 
output and have a significantly altered frequency response due to the effects of power 
compression. The SDL's incorporate a patented power cooling system which virtually ( less than 1 
dB) eliminates power compression areprovides significant thermal ' headroom This permits 
large peak powers to be handled without sonic compromise The SDL's are horn- loaded and use 
computer-assistedocapinet designs. Thus they have better directivity than vented boxes, expecially 
when muele units are close-coupled 

The reaellathese developments is a truly outstanding pro subwoofer system. 

Wbe4i,frant the audience to sla itIOW!" you want "The Best in Bass"!! 

INTERSONICS, INC 3453 Commercilive , Northbrook, IL 60062 
312-272-1772, X) 312-272-9324  

()tj l; 1: 
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PRO-LINE is o unique mixing nsole range; designed to offer musicians who 
perform and record with on ofordable, well equipped console which con mix 
in any ermronment from Front-Of-House RR to 16- track MIDI studios. Offered 
os on option with PRO-UNE rs on exciting MID'. controlled muting system to 
offer a new dimension in creative sound control. 

Features include: Optional' MIDI Muting Syszem which can control all inputs, 
AUX 1 and AUX 2 Mostcr Sends; Balanced MIC/UNE inputs on 16.8.16 Er 
B.4.8R, Balanced MIC irur on 16.4.8; Aux Line Inputs; 2 Aux Returns; Stereo 
Return; Inserts on inpLts, groups Er master outputs; Direct Outs; 3-band EQ 
with sweep-mid on input ( hannels; 2-bond EQ on outputs/aux returns; 4 aux 
sends; 48V phantom power; 100mm Faders; expandable to 40 inputs. 

For o full colour brochure, contoe Jim Giordano. Paul Reeve or To Allen ot STUDIOMASTER INC. 
1340-G Dynamics Street, Anaheim CA-92806 U.S.A. Tel: (714) 524 2227 Fax: (714) 524 5096 

:RLGARV Mothers Music (403) 245 3725 EDMONTON Mothers Music (403) 439 0007 HALIFAX Music Stop (902) 422 5671 MONTREAL Steves MUSK Store (514) 878 2216 OTTAWA Steves Music Store (613) 232 113 
>UEBEC Musique Fiechord Gendreou Inc (418) 522 3877 ST JEAN SUR RICHELIEU Out Berger Son Er lunciere (514) 346 5310 TORONTO Steves Music Store (416) 593 8888 VANCOUVER Mothers Music (604) 438 3341 
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what makes them unique." 
Electro-Voice of Buchanan, Mich., 

the longtime manufacturer of speaker 
components and enclosures, recently 
introduced the MT-4 Manifold Tech-
nology system, primarily suited for 
concert touring and high-SPL installa-
tions. ("Manifold" refers to the tech-
nique of summing the output of sev-
eral loudspeakers into a single co-
herent source.) The MTH-4 and MTL-4 
models work together in a two-box, 
4-way system. With their square-front 
design, the identical-looking enclo-
sures may be flown or stacked for a 
horizontal or vertical 60x40 coverage 
pattern. The enclosure dimensions 
facilitate high-density arraying and ef-
ficient truck packing. 
The MTH-4 is a 3-way, active, horn-

loaded cabinet with four drivers in 
each frequency band. On the mid-bass 
section, four 10- inch drivers are mani-
folded into a 60x40 constant-directiv-
ity horn. The mid-range section's four 
2-inch drivers feed one 60x40 con-
stant-directivity horn, and for the high 
frequencies, four 1-inch HF drivers are 
mounted on a manifold and horn. Fill-
ing out the low end, the companion 
MTL-4 enclosure contains four high-
excursion, 18-inch woofers in a mani-

fold arrangement. The front of each 
cone exits in a tuned chamber, with 
porting at the corners of the enclo-
sure. Signal control for the MT-4 is 
provided by the IvITX-4 control unit— 
not a true processor, but a mono, 4-
way crossover with built-in EQ that 
uses Linkwitz-Riley, 24dB/octave fil-
ters with fixed crossover points. 

E-V's Delta Max system is designed 
for smaller applications and venues. 
It is a true processor-controlled sys-
tem comprised of the DML-1152, a 
full-range, direct-radiator cabinet that 
is fairly traditional except for its mono 
DMC- 1152 processor. The DML-2181 is 
the companion subwoofer used along 
with the DMC-2181 processor. 

Intersonics (Northbrook, Ill.) of-
fers the high-performance SDL-4 and 
SDL-5 servomotor-driven subwoofers. 
They operate primarily below 100 Hz 
or 80 Hz in permanent and portable 
applications. In tour situations, servo-
drive loudspeakers add acoustic out-
put below 50 Hz and are used typi-
cally to fill in where normal vented 
boxes cut off. 

Intersonics' unconventional design 
employs servomotors to convert audio 
signals into sound. Amplified signals 
cause the servomotor output shaft to 

rotate back and forth. The polarity 
controls the direction of rotation, the 
speed is proportional to voltage, and 
the force is proportional to current. 
Shaft rotations are converted to linear 
motion by a push-pull, belt-drive sys-
tem that transfers the motion to the 
compression-loaded speakers. Inter-
sonics acoustical engineer Thomas 
Danley says they replaced the voice 
coil and magnet portion of a loud-
speaker with a low-inertia DC servo-
motor and rotary-to-linear converter, 
because "in applications where a large 
excursion is required, a voice coil has 
shortcomings. The servomotor allows 
a linear excursion that is limited only 
by the piston mechanism involved, 
rather than the limited linearity of a 
normal loudspeaker. 

For many years a leading supplier 
of loudspeaker components for sound 
reinforcement applications, JBL Pro-
fessional (Northridge, Calif.) now 
offers its own professional line of 
large-scale PA cabinets. The Concert 
Series centers around a flyable, two-
box system comprised of a full-range, 
direct-radiating box and subwoofer. 
Three full-range cabinets are availa-
ble: the 4870 has two 15-inch bass 
drivers and is offered with a 60- or 

TECHNICAL EXCHIENCERREATIVITY 

THE 1989 TEC AWARDS 

.40,1 
feeeet 

Manhattan Center Studios 
New York City, New York 
October 19, 1989 

Mix invites you to join your peers 
in the professional audio industry in 
paying tribute to the outstanding 
technical achievements and creative 
contributors of 1989. 

The fifth annual Technical Excellence 
and Creativity Awards will be pre-
sented at the Manhattan Center 
Studios, 311 West 34th Street, on the 
first night of the AES Convention. 

For tickets and other information, 
call Karen Dunn or Hillel Resner at 
(415) 653-3307. 
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Swircbcraft 

The APP Series audio patch panel 
speaks broadcast engineers' language 
with features that make it easy to install, 
wire, and maintain. No other patch panel 
offers the level of flexibility and simplic-
ity available in Switchcraft s APP Series. 

Insulation Displacemeat 
Connectors (IDC's) Make 
Termination Easy. 

Color-coded IDC's insure accurate ter-
mination identification. One simple tool 
eliminates the need for wire stripping 
and soldering and makes connections 
quick and easy. 

A Variety Of Wiring Options Expand 
Your Applications Possibilities. 
The APP Series gives engineers the 
ability to terminate two wires at one 
IDC, so a signal can be transmitted to 

two locations. The unit can also accorn-
modate 22 or 24 gauge wire, either 
solid or stranded. 

Four Configurations 
Offer Versatility. 
Fcur convenient unit configuratqms 
are offered. Engineers can specify the 
complete assembly, front and back 
panel remote without frame, and either 
rear or front panel only, making the APP 
Series ideal for any installation. 

Identification Features 
Speed Maintenance. 

Front panel identification strips, color-
coded IDC's, internal and external wi-e 
guides, and a rear cable support b3r 
all provide convenient wiring organiza-
tion and identification. 

Test and compare. Switchcraft audio 
patch panels are a breeze to operate 
and deliver the convenience and trans-
mission quality the industry depends 
on. Specify Switchcraft ... we speak 
audio-ease! 

Switchcraft 
A Raytheon Company 

5555 N. Elston Ave 

Chicago, IL 60630 
(312) 792-2700 

For instant response to you • questions or for mor e information, FAX us at (312) 792-2129, or call our Audio Department at (312) 792-2700. 
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Rob Colby, sound engineer for Prince, 
recognizes a breakthrough when he hears it. 

That's why he's using the Electro-Voice MT-4 
Manifold Technology'concert sound system on 
the recent world tour. 
Rob says: 
"The MT-4 was the only system we looked at 

that has the power to punch out over the audience 
level in full-bandwidth fidelity, without blare or 
distortion. Also, it never requires major equalization 
changes from one venue to the next. Plus, it's so 
compact, we can fit an entire PA into one truck. It 
configures well, and provides predictable, 
coherent aiming night after night. It's a fantastic 
system:' 
Small enough to conform to the most stringent 

restrictions, compact enough to array and transport 

easily, yet powerful enough to deliver unequaled 
acoustic performance, even at incredible SPL. 
The MT-4 is the system that's shattering sound-

system myths around the world. Give us a call today 
for more information. 

Transcend the sound barrier with Manifold Technology. 

Ey 
Electrolkice 
J MARI( IV company 

600 Cecil Street 
Buchanan, Michigan 49107 
Phone (616) 695-6831 

In Canada Mark IV Audio. Inc 
345 Herbert St Gananoque. Ontario 070201 
Phone: (613) 382-2141 
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90-degree horn, with or without tweet-
ers (the 60-degree horn is recom-
mended for large-array systems); the 
4850, similar except for its 15-inch 
bass drivers; and the compact but 
powerful 4825 for smaller applications. 
Two subwoofers—the 4845 single 

18-inch and the 4842 dual 18-inch— 
provide low-end reinforcement. Sup-
plemental flying cabinets round out 
the Concert Series. The 4866 long-
throw box (two 40-degree horns in a 
small, trapezoidal enclosure) concen-
trates sound in a narrow beam. For 
compact down-throw in an arced ar-
ray, the 4860 mid/high box with a 2-
inch compression driver and 60- or 
90-degree horn, or the low-frequency 
4847 with a 15-inch driver, can pro-
vide close-proximity seating coverage. 
JBL's Hector Martinez states, "People 
tend to forget there are a variety of 
trouble spots in venues that a main 
array will not fill. These specialized 
cabinets address this. All Concert Se-
ries enclosures can array with each 
other, no matter which cabinets are 
used. 

"Our company believes the quality 
sound system is based on its compo-
nents, not the magic of a processor," 
Martinez continues. "Our crossovers 
do the extent of the signal processing 
up front. The rest we leave to the 
user." The JBL/UREI 5235 dual-chan-
nel electronic crossover unit (stereo 
2-way and mono 3-way) is program-
mable with plug-in cards. 

Klipsch & Associates (Hope, Ark), 
the well-known manufacturer of high-
tech home loudspeakers, now offers 
the professional KP-600 system. De-
signed for high-output, high power 
handling applications, the ICP-600 is a 
modular, 5-way, three-box system. It 
is extremely lightweight due to its 
fiberglass laminate and softwood core 
construction, and an internal alumi-
num skeleton provides added strength. 
For flying applications, the cabinets 
connect via the skeleton, which dis-
tributes the weight evenly throughout 
the stack 
The KP-650-HF modular high-fre-

quency cabinet has a mid-range/tweet-
er (MT) and a mid-bass module on 
opposite ends of the enclosure. These 
modules can be interchanged or rotat-
ed to fit the application. The MT mod-
ule uses two 2-inch compression driv-
ers on a two-barrel horn, and two 
1-inch compression drivers on an-
other two-barrel horn; the mid-bass 
module contains a 10-inch driver cou-

pled to a horn. The ICP-650-LF low-
frequency cabinet couples two 15-inch 
drivers to a single horn, while the 10-
650-SW subwoofer has dual 18-inch 
drivers in a vented enclosure. 

Running the ICP-600 system does 
not require a control unit, but Klipsch 
recommends using its ICP-600-EC elec-
tronic crossover/processor. It provides 
EQ, compensates for sensitivity differ-
ences in the drive modules and has a 
frequency-selectable highpass filter. 
The subwoofer's upper roll-off and 
the woofer's lower roll-off are inde-
pendently selectable. 
MacPherson Loudspeakers (Ian-

sing, Mich.) is a relatively new manu-
facturer on the scene. Its first and core 
product, the M1 full-range cabinet, is 
designed for auditoriums and clubs. 
Owner David MacPherson states, "We 
went for wider horizontal dispersion, 
more than most arena system boxes." 
.The radial horn can be rotated within 
the box to adjust the cabinet's disper-
sion to be predominantly horizontal 
or vertical. "As you rotate the horn, 
you can also rotate the box," MacPher-
son continues. "That lets you stack the 
cabinet in different fashions to achieve 
different types of coupling and align-
ment of the drivers." The supplemen-
tal 131 bass cabinet (for those bass-
hungry situations) is essentially an M1 
without the mid and high components. 

MacPherson's newest product, the 
M2 trapezoidal enclosure (and an-
other non-processed box), "uses a lot 
of passive notch filtering internally to 
adjust the response to flat. We want to 
avoid processors," MacPherson says. 
When Martin Audio of London 

(distributed in the U.S. by Martin 
America of Chatsworth, Calif.) started 
designing the F2 system, it considered 
the options of building a one- or two 
box system. Owner David Martin com-
ments, "The trouble with one-box 
systems is that the cabinet's ability to 
project over distances and sound 
clean at high levels is limited by the 
fact that the horns will not couple." 

Martin also felt a cabinet was need-
ed that would pack efficiently in a 
truck in the U.S. or Europe, so much 
design work went into reducing the 
overall depth of a low- frequency, 
horn-loaded cabinet to make it a 
maximum of 30 inches without sacri-
ficing performance. The company se-
lected 22.5 inches as the width for the 
F2 system, which was designed for 
vertical stacking. The top F2 box is 
variably configured in a rack-mount 

Martin Audio F2 

unit into which you can load a com-
bination of horns and drivers. (This is 
why the Buyer's Guide chart doesn't 
provide a set price for the F2 cabinet.) 
The rack-mount concept offers flexi-
bility and protects from the obsoles-
cence factor found in fixed-format 
systems. Quick loading of any com-
bination is possible, although three 
configurations are widely used. The 
first, the "combi box," holds a mid, a 
2-inch entry horn and a super-tweeter 
that usually uses JBL 2402 bullets in a 
triple array. The second configuration 
uses a 1-inch horn for highs, while 
the third is a fully loaded rack with 
three mids, along with three highs 
and two triple-packs of tweeters in 
another rack 
The companion F2B is a dual 15-

inch driver, compact, bass horn en-
closure. Two other Martin models are 
the VRS1000, a vertical one-box with 
in-line horn intended for 5,000-seat 
venues and ideal for fixed installa-
tions, and the I3SX sub-bass with two 
18-inch drivers, a model quite popu-
lar with English clubs and discos. 

Electronic control units are needed 
for all models listed. Martin notes, 
"We use processing by introducing 
soft limiting. Our MTX-4 controller is 
designed to avoid the 'crunch' factor 
and give a sweeter sound at a high 
level. Our philosophy is that the sys-
tem should sound exactly the same 
when driven flat out as at lower lev-
els. If you condense a large bass cabi-
net into a small box, you have to use 
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Renkus-Heinz mid-high 
MR-1A 

every trick to get the maximum acous-
tic output. The driver requires more 
power to compensate for the small 
box. So I regard a controlled system 
important for a small loudspeaker 
system. The secret to processors is 
to know how much—or how little— 
to use." 
McCauley Sound, founded in 1979 

by Tom and Pete McCauley, produces 
assembled professional loudspeaker 
enclosures and sells a line of comple-
mentary horns, cones and drivers, 
building almost every part at their 
Puyallup, Wash., facility Tom McCau-
ley comments, "The key to our sys-
tem is the components in the enclo-
sures. We stress this because of the 
considerable time spent designing 
and actually making the parts our-
selves. The reason we have such a 
small failure rate is because few things 
are built outside our shop." 
McCauley sells a cost-effective main 

PA and subwoofer system for medi-
um-sized reinforcement applications. 
The three-box system, designed for 
small arenas, auditoriums and large 
clubs, is composed of the 814 box 
housing two 12-inch speakers and an 
HF section with a 1- or 2-inch driver, 
the 840 dual 15-inch bass bin, and the 
850 with a single 18-inch. Most sys-
tems sold by McCauley are tri-amped, 
the 814 matched with a pair of either 
low-end cabinets. The 824 2-way box 
holds a 15-inch and a horn driver. 
The MSL-3 cabinet built by Meyer 

Sound Laboratories in Berkeley, 
Calif., is a high-power, arrayable loud-
speaker that has become a leading 
concert cabinet. This bi-amped, horn-
loaded, vented enclosure holds two 
12-inch cone drivers, a 70-degree horn 
with a high-frequency driver, and an 
array of tweeters. The philosophy be-
hind building the cabinet was to cre-
ate a high-powered box that would 
go below 100 Hz and couple with a 
subwoofer located away from the 
main system. 

Meyer's mono control unit required 
for the MSL-3 uses electronic cross-
over and EQ circuitry, delay for the 
phase alignment of the high-frequen-
cy driver, sliding filters that automati-
cally activate under high power con-
ditions, and RMS limiters that protect 
the speakers from overheating. John 
Meyer states, "ne system is linear 
when not driven to the limit, and 
there is no active processing or fre-
quency modification going on unless 
the system is being driven into over-
load." 
The 650-R2 subwoofer works with 

the MSL-3 and consists of dual 18-inch 
cone drivers in a bass reflex enclo-
sure. It is not flyable and requires its 
own control unit. Meyer's other sub-
woofer is the USW-1, a compact, flya-
ble cabinet with two 15-inch cone 
drivers. It doesn't go quite so low as 
the 650-R2. This subwoofer is usually 
found in clubs, bass player's rigs, 
theaters and A/V installations, and re-
quires an electronic control unit. 
Renkus-Heinz (Irvine, Calif.) 

makes the Smart System of main PA 
loudspeaker enclosures, widely used 
in the industrial and A/V markets. The 
MR-1A/LR-2MA is a full-range, proces-
sor-controlled arena system, and the 
SR-2A flyable, full-range cabinet han-
dles medium and long-throw appli-
cations. The MR-1A and IR-2MA en-
closures are the same size and weight; 
two LR-2MAs are recommended for 
each MR- 1A. They are crossed over at 
a relatively high point. Russ Farrell of 
Renkus-Heinz states, "We use a light 
cone assembly to give excellent high-
frequency response. This is necessary 
because of the 285Hz crossover point, 
and in order to work with the X-31 
Smart Processor's sliding frequency 
circuit, which protects the mid-range 
driver from excursion damage." 
When excessive excursion is detect-

ed, the crossover frequency point 
shifts upward instantly. In addition to 
protecting the speakers from damage, 

the mono-switchable, 3-way or 2-way 
processor features active high and low 
EQ, time delay correction and switch-
able, automatic loudness compensa-
tion. Independent "sense lines" mon-
itor the amount of power sent to each 
frequency band; if long-term excess 
levels are present, the affected band 
goes into easy compression. To 
achieve flat power response in a 
room, R-H uses 18dB/octave slopes 
rather than the 24dB/octave slopes 
favored by others. Removable program 
cards match individual models and 
eliminate the need to purchase addi-
tional processors. 
Tuntosound (distributed in the 

U.S. by Edge Distribution Corp., Mill-
brook, N.Y.) was one of the largest 
sound reinforcement companies in 
Europe before selling its live sound 
division in 1985. Ilirbosound devel-
oped two worldwide patented princi-
ples for use in its TMS-3 cabinet. Dan 
Abelson of Tbrbosound says, "The 
patents are for methods of loading 
cone loudspeakers. We put even, high 
compression on both sides of the 
cone to reduce excursion. This in-
creases the enclosure's transient re-
sponse. At the same time, the horn 
loading gets extremely efficient. We 
get natural excursion control, so we 
don't require artificial compensation. 
Turbosound believes that a system can 
have good power and frequency re-
sponse handling without needing arti-
ficial, external compensating electron-
ics that add noise to the signal path. 
The single most important thing about 
our horn-loaded boxes is that the 
mid-range device goes 250 to 4,000 
Hz without a crossover point. This 
eliminates a considerable amount of 
harshness and third-harmonic distor-
tion present in most systems that cross 
their compression driver somewhere 
between 1 kHz to 2 kHz." 
The TMS-3 is a full-range, tri-amped 

cabinet for high-level applications. 
Two 15-inch bass drivers and two 10-
inch mid-range drivers are loaded 
with Turbosound's patented devices, 
along with a 2-inch, high-frequency 
driver. The TMS-4 is a full-range, bi-
amped cabinet with an 18-inch bass 
driver, 10-inch driver and 1-inch tweet-
er. The phase plug-loaded mid driver 
is the same for all 11.irbosound mid-
range units. The TSE-218 is a dual 18-
inch driver bass enclosure, while the 
TSW-124 is a low subwoofer enclosure 
featuring a 24-inch drive unit that in-
corporates a 6-inch voice coil. • 
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"No one can repeal 
the laws of physics. 
The challenge is to 
make them work for 
you. KENTON FORSYTHE 

Director of Engineering; Co-Founder 

Case in point: The KF600, 
EAW's newest system 
for performance ap-
plications. It measures 

just 33" high and 19 3/4" on a 
side. Yet KF600s produce 130 dB, 
averaged from 65 Hz — 20 kHz. 
A principal factor behind that 

small miracle is our unique Trans-
verse Geometry" low frequency 

subsection. In this ingenious 
example of physics at work. the 
woofer faces sideways. Yet its 
entire output is frontally focused. 
The design uses dual chambers 
(one tuned, the other acoustically 
open) to accomplish this acoustic 
rotation while maintaining high 
woofer efficiency. 
At 15 feet, KF600s sound imp-

ressive. At 150 feet, they're siurnply 
amazing. A 60° horizontal cov-
erage pattern delivers true long 
throw performance. From speakers 
this compact. that's even more 
astonishing than the SPLs they 
deliver. And our exclusive Vir-
tual Array" design matches the 
enclosure angles to that constant 
(from 400 Hz — 20 kHz) 60° 
horizontal dispersion. VA" tech-
nology is a complex balance of 
numerous parameters. But the 
result is a system that's amaz-
ingly simple to use. With KF600 
arrays, minimizing interference 

and eliminating lobing or hot 
spots is virtually automatic. 
We're known for innovative 

enclosures, but we also know the 
value of electronics. So we've de-
veloped KF600 modules for our 
MX800 Closely Coupled Electronic 
Processor". The MX800 provides 
four-way asymmetrical crossovers, 
time/phase compensation, indivi-
dual driver protection and high 
frequency power response equal-
ization, along with LF excursion 
control and equalization. All func-
tions are precisely adjusted — 
through TEF" analysis and real 
world testing — for optimum 
effectiveness. 

If you have an application that 
demands unlimited sonic perfor-
mance while providing limited 
space and setup time, audition 
KF600s. You may have a little 
trouble believing your own ears — 
most people do. But what you'll 
hear is real: No magic, just the 
laws of physics, artfully applied. 

7,1 EAvy 
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MX800 CCEProcessor — an integral part of the KF600 system. 

EAW 
EASTERN ACOUSTIC WORKS 

One Main Street, Whitinsville, MA 01588 
(508) 234-6158 • (800) 992-5013 • Fax (508) 234-8251 
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tions for the sound rental business is 
Chicago's dB Sound. Chief engineer 
Harry Witz has designed an Apple 
Macintosh HyperCard routine that al-
lows bar code scanning, cataloging 
and graphic tracking of dozens of con-
stantly changing equipment racks load-
ed and received monthly off tour. The 
application (Fig. 1) simplifies the 
monumental task of counting racks 
and mounting components coming 
off the road (tracking component load 
to rack number to system color). It 
also eases the assembly of systems 
"on paper" before actual prep and 
load-up. Pictures and descriptions of 
components can be called up from 
"Art" cards and, by clicking the appro-
priate button, inserted into a given 
rack and system assignment, automat-
ically updating all pertinent system 
cards and tracking info. 
A second series of dB Sound pro-

grams provides three-dimensional lay-
out and scaling of speaker stacks and 
arrays (Fig. 2), complete with angles 
and dimensions. What once took 
hours now takes minutes. For Witz 
and dB Sound, this is only the begin-
ning of computer-related projects de-
signed to dramatically simplify the 
work load. 
Another innovator is Montreal's 

Audio Analysts, whose vice president 
of engineering, Albert Lecesse, has in 
the past used computers in TEF analy-
sis, speaker enclosure layout and 
horn design. The company's current 
cooperative project (Fig. 3) involves 
interfacing Crown power amplifiers 
with Macintosh computers and propri-
etary software. The not-yet-released 
hardware uses microprocessor front 
ends and information feedback cir-
cuitry to provide remote control and 
screen readout of such parameters as 
sequential power-up, level, signal 
polarity, status, temperature and sig-
nal headroom sensing. Future designs 
could incorporate active delay circuit-
ry in each channel, allowing remote 
speaker component time/space align-
ment and electronic aiming of speaker 
arrays. 
Audio Analysts' research/manufac-

turing affiliate, CADD, already offers a 
stereo, 3-way, fully digital crossover 
with variable parameter compression/ 
limiting on each output, 60 dB/octave 
crossover slopes, switchable constant-
directivity horn EQ compensation, 
and multiple signal delays for compo-
nent alignment. This all- in-one, fully 
digital-drive rack processor will soon 

be standard fare for working sound 
companies. 
The San Francisco-based Monster 

Cable has already released its first 
fiber optic mic snake. Dubbed the LS-
12 ( for Light Speed 12-channel), the 
Monster OptoDigital Systems product 
is described as a high-clarity, digitally 
multiplexed fiber optic microphone 
distribution system, capable of run-
ning 12 mic- or line-level signals 
down a toothpick-sized cable up to 
3,000 feet, without any signal degra-
dation. In addition to weight and size 
reduction (pounds vs. hundreds of 
pounds), advantages include the ex-
treme preservation of audio fidelity, 
simplified routing,/splitting and free-
dom from RF, static interference or 
ground-related hums and buzzes. 

In Eugene, Oregon, Acoustic Sci-
ences Corporation (ASC, makers of 
the Tube Trap) is experimenting with 
large-scale, expandable, absorptive 
screens for reflection control in acous-
tically difficult situations. On a smaller 
scale, ASC is applying Tube Trap tech-
nology to controlling low-frequency 
buildup around speaker stacks and 
arrays. In conjunction with Rellis 
Sound Reinforcement, numerous 
shows have had their systems "tubed-
up," vastly improving onstage, low-
frequency accumulation due to back-
lobing off main speakers, bass guitar 
amps and keyboard cabinets. Clients 
such as B.B. King have raved about 
the vast improvement in stage moni-
tor clarity after being tubed. 

TOMORROW 
We could go on, of course; this has 
only been the most random of sam-
plings. Dozens of companies are equal-
ly innovative in designing for a tech-
nological tomorrow. There have been 
demonstrations of fully digital systems 
(everything except mics and speak-
ers), workstation-type audio consoles, 
interactive processors and high-power 
speaker systems of greatly reduced 
proportions. 
What is to come? It is you, the pro-

fessional, who will determine that. 
Only your imagination is the limit. In 
the meantime... see you in the fu-
ture. And keep up the good work! • 

Mike Joseph is a long-time prognosti-
cator of future socio-techno 
tie% an audio mixing engineer and 
sound system designer based in the 
San Francisco Bay Area. He recentbl 
assisted Electro-Voice in launching its 
Concert Sound Marketing division. 



The Bose Acoustimass 
Professional Powered Speaker System 

You're looking inside 
the new technological 
flagship of the Bose 
Professional Products 
family—the Acoustimass 
Professional powered 
speaker system. It incorpo-
rates almost everything Bose 
has learned about professional 
sound. We submit that this system, 
created by the fusion of multiple tech-
nologies, will establish a new stan-
dard of performance, convenience, 
and reliability. Most important, here's 
what this system means to you.. 

Just hang it, connect it, 
and aim it. 
The design of the Acoustimass Pro-
fessional system takes this important 
fact into consideration: your time is 
money. So, all system electronics, 
including the amplifier and loud-
speaker equalization (1), are right 
where they belong: with the speaker. 
Forget about spending your valu-
able time building heavy electronics 
racks. Everything you need for 
sound amplification is in one com-
pact, self-contained package that's 
easy to transport and install. The 
enclosure's integral hang points 
make hanging or flying the 80 pound 
cabinet a simple task.* Setting up the 
Acoustimass Professional system is 
as easy as plugging in AC power, 
connecting line-level from the signal 
source, and aiming the system. 

Clear, natural sound for a variety 
of applications. 
Besides convenience features. the 
Acoustimass Professional system 
contains two new proprietary Bose 

'Oplarel eose reourengexessones useo 

Bose Coreceeon. The Mourne,. Feennenarn, OM, 
(6171679-7330 Caller Jey (508)879-7330i 

0 Copyegfe ra68 Bose Corporal. Meets rose,. 

by Mani nee eseed andor penang 

audio technologies: Acoustimass 
speaker design and the Two-State 
Modulation amplifier Together, they 
deliver performance far beyond at 
you'd expect from such a compact, 
manageable package. Rather than 
relying on vibrating cones to directly 
radiate sound like conventional 
speakers, the patented Acoustimass 
speaker uses two masses of air to 
launch sound into the listening envi-
ronment (2), dramatically reducing 
distortion. The unique circuitry in the 
system's patented Two-State Modula-
tion amplifier delivers enough clean 
power to meet the needs of almost 
any sound reinforcement situation. 
The result: Purer 
sound and 
increased bass 
output at nearly 
any volume 
level—all from a 
speaker that's a 
fraction of the size 
and weight of con-
ventional designs. 

Use it almost 
anywhere—you 
can count on it. 
You can depend 
on the Acousti-
mass Professional 

powered speaker 
system. Its woofer and 
wide-range patented 
HVC drivers (3) are virtu-
ally indestructible, and 
carry a full, transferable 

5-year warranty. Its amplifier 
produces almost no heat, and 

carries a full, transferable 3-year 
warranty. And its cabinet (4) is an 
advanced high-technology polyure-
thane enclosure, designed to endure 
many times the stress that would 
prove fatal to ordinary speakers. 

Use the Acoustimass Professional 
system in clubs, churches, theatres, 
auditoriums, performing halls—in 
short, anywhere that high fidelity 
sound reproduction and ease of 
use is important. Audition the Bose 
Acoustimass Professional powered 
speaker system soon. For more infor-
mation write: Bose Corporation, Pro-
fessional Products, Dept. MM, The 
Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701. 

Better sound through research. 
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SOUND ON STAGE 

SOUNDS LIKE JAZZ 
FESTIVAL REINFORCEMENT FROM CHICAGO TO SWITZERLAND 

by Bill Milkowski 

Big summer festivals are all the 
rage, from Nice to New Orleans, 
Montreal to Mount Fuji and all 
points in between. Each sound 
engineer at these various venues 
inherits a unique set of prob-
lems—acoustic and otherwise— 
and sometimes it takes ingenuity 
and intuitive cunning to make the 
best of trying circumstances. Two 
cases in point: the Chicago Jazz 
Festival, held outdoors in Grant 
Park near the shores of lake Mich-
igan; and the Montreux Jazz Festi-
val in Montreux, Switzerland, 
located along picturesque lake 
Geneva in the heart of Swiss Alps 
country. 

Above, Grant Park offers 
enough room for Chicago 
Jazz Festival seating of 15,000, 
with an additional 125,000 
people on the grounds. Below, 
downtown skyscrapers loom 
above the main stage. 

COPING IN CHICAGO 
Because the Chicago Jazz Festi-

val occurs at the Petrillo Bandshell 
in Grant Park, just a few blocks 
from five major radio transmission 
facilities in Chicago's Loop, RF 
presents a major problem. "As a 
result of all the RF filtering into 
the area, we don't use any radio 
mics," says chief engineer Gary 
Cobb. 'They've been found to be 
consistently worthless, especially 
the wireless instruments, which 
don't seem to have the quality of 
the high-end, wireless vocal mics. 
We've had some performers who 
bring their wireless horns in, like 
Miles Davis and Eddie Harris. 
Sometimes it works, sometimes 
it doesn't." 
One memorable episode with 

wireless microphones occurred at 
a gospel festival held there earlier 
in the year. "We had a group in 
from London that brought in all 
wireless guitars and basses, and 
we couldn't use them. They were 
picking up an Hispanic radio sta-
tion real loud. So it seems like 

connectors and transformer isola-
tion make the biggest difference 
down here in eliminating RE" 
Another problem Jazz Festival 

organizers have faced is com-
plaints from residents about the 
noise levels at night. As stage 
manager Keith Fort puts it, "Two 
years ago the Department of Con-
sumer Services' environmental 
protection division came out at 
the request of the residents in 
those high-rises across the way— 
that's some expensive real estate, 
and those residents have powerful 
friends—and they took dB read-
ings. They discovered that on the 
top floor of the building, which is 
maybe 20 stories tall, the levels 
were 12 dB higher than they were 
at ground level. And we tried to 
figure out what that was. Best 
thing we could come up with was 
the sound must be bouncing off a 
thermocline in the air. It doesn't 
seem to be bouncing off the 
ground. So we tried to solve that 
by raising the height of the delay 
towers out on the grounds to 
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increase the angle between the 
long-throws, which was appar-
ently causing the problem since 
they weren't complaining about 
bass sounds; they were complain-
ing about the upper register 
instruments. 

"So the towers have now gotten 
to a pretty scary height of 40 feet, 
and I won't go any higher with 
them, just for the safety of the 
people who load them. But I 
haven't had any complaints this 
year, so maybe we've alleviated 
the problem." 
Two huge towers of sound gear 

on either side of the stage cover 
the main seating area of 15,000. 
Each is equipped with Electro-
Voice speakers, with a few excep-
tions. Chief engineer Cobb runs it 
down: "We're using four E-V sin-
gle 15-inch bass boxes per side, 
three dB Sound mid-range horns 
loaded with E-V 12-inch drivers, 
and four JBL double 12-inch 
cabaret boxes or eight JBL 12-inch 
E- 120s per side. Then we go up 
with a single 60-40 crossing in 
from each side to cover the front. 
We baffle it off with Sonex so it 
doesn't fall onto the stage at all. 
After the 60-40s we've got E-V 90-
40s, then above that the 40-20s, 
which we call White Whales. 
Those cover almost to the end of 
the seats, just before the grassy 
area begins. To cover beyond that, 
we have double 40-20s coupled 
together to give us 40-10s. Those 
are going from the house position 
out to the first set of delay towers, 
some 300 feet from the stage. 
That's everything from 1200 cycles 
on up. The amplification is all 
Crown MT- 1000s, except for the 
high frequencies, which use 
Crown PSAs. I found that amp to 
be a little faster than the MT-
1000s. Those MT-1000s are all 
strapped in mono for the lows 
and mids, and we're using the 
PSAs in stereo configuration for 
the top end. We're using EV's 
recommended crossover, the 
three-way XEQ-3. It's got time-
shift points, gain and certain EQ 
compensation for the high-
frequency horns. And we use dbx 
limiters on the overall system." 
The five delay towers in the 

grassy knoll beyond the seating 
area are designed to cover crowds 

of up to 125,000 for this free out-
door festival, now entering its 11th 
year. The first set of three towers 
is spread out across the field 300 
feet from the stage. The next set 
of two towers sits about 500 feet 
from the stage. Each tuner is a 
self-contained mono unit 
equipped with full-range JBL 
cabinets, using Crown amplifica-
tion with E-V XEQ-2 crossovers. 

'The delay towers are timed a 
little bit later than the actual time 
delay," explains Cobb. 'We're 
using Lexicon PCM-42s to delay it 
20 to 30 milliseconds later than 
the actual ETC, the arrival time of 
the sound. The idea is to distract 
the people from noticing the 
cabinets up there in the delay 
towers. It's a subtle difference. 
Several times people have asked 
us, `Are these things really on?' If 
we turned them off, they'd notice 
a level difference real quick. The 
whole idea is that they don't sit 
out there on the grass and think, 
`Yeah, the sound is coming from 
these towers.' You want them to 
focus on the stage and the stage 
system. And by delaying it slightly 
later, it does take the focus away 
from the towers." 
Cobb operates the house mix 

from a tower nearly 220 feet from 
the stage. His only complaint, he 
says, is that the mixing tower is 
located just slightly off center, 
which poses a problem in mixing 
stereo. "So I have to deal with 
hearing more of the right tower 
than the left tower, and then 
imagine that it's even," he says. 
"So next year we're going to push 
for building the sound tower on 
top of the center position." 

Other natural problems Cobb 
deals with each year are heat 
(makes the high frequencies float 
away), wind (scatters them) and 
humidity (further confounds the 
mix). He sits at a 32-channel 
Soundcraft 500 console and uses 
dbx 160X and 166 compressors on 
the system. 
One other problem that Cobb 

helped solve in the festival's early 
years was perpetual ringing at 160 
Hz. "Being constructed of wood 
and designed for acoustic music, 
the bandshell tends to have a 
problem at 160 cycles. Conse-
quently, any bass cabinets sitting 
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properties. 
"In this situation, we don't 

to vocalist, flutist to vocalist. So 
you're constantly watching them 

LIVE • SOUND 

on the stage tend to make the need the shell's reinforcement, so shift positions and hoping that 
stage ring very seriously at 160. each year we've been adding someone on stage can call you 
The first couple of years we'd more drapes. There used to be some cues if they see something 
have to keep notching 160 out, 
just so the system could come on. 

just one back drape, now they've 
added the two sides and two 

strange coming. Because some-
times it takes a little time search-

We weren't having any high- inner sidewalls, and it seems to ing through 32 inputs to find out 
frequency problems, just that 160 have made a big difference. I used which one the guy is on when he 
area. So after three or four years of to get monitors coming back at starts soloing. It's sort of like mu-
this, we suggested to Bridgewater me very hot; now I get very little sical chairs with microphones." 
Sound [sole supplier of sound 
reinforcement equipment since 

of that." 
Given the eclectic nature of the 

The Art Ensemble of Chicago, 
notorious for group improvisa-

the festival's inception] that we Chicago Jazz Festival, Cobb must tion, presents another kind of 
incorporate kinetic shock-mounts. deal with a wide range of mixing problem. "With that type of music, 
So we purchased several spring variables. Though generally a it's so subjective as to where 
shock-mounts, or decouplers. straight-ahead jazz festival featur- things should really go. With a 
Now, all the low-frequency 
cabinets sit on the first deck 
above the stage, and they're all 

ing mainly horn players, pianists, 
drummers and upright bassists, 
there is the occasional electric 

traditional trio or quartet, you get 
a good balance and try to keep 
some acoustic-type feel. The chal-

floated, which allowed us to bring ensemble. And a large group like lenge with The Art Ensemble is 
160 back into the picture." Sun Ra's Arkestra always presents where to place things and at what 
Yet another challenge is the a problem. level. And deciding who is actu-

acoustic nature of the bandshell "There's 20 musicians on stage ally taking a solo, since they often 
itself. Monitors feeding back into and they're constantly moving solo simultaneously. It's a little 
the shell presented an ongoing around. They have three drum kits rough, and in fact you become 
problem, but the sound crew and several hand percussion kind of a sixth member of the 
solved that one by hanging cur- instruments. And the problem band in making the decision 
tains behind the bands to cancel comes when they march around about where to place each sound 
out the shell's natural acoustic stage and trade mics—trumpeter in the mix. 

CARVER 
PROFESSIONAL 

PM- 100 
Magnetic Field Power Amplifier 
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ONE RACK RACK SPACE. 
360 WATTS. 

The ultimate single rack space amplifier. Unmistakably Carver. Ideal 
for station, stage or studio. See Carver Professionals' latest addition at your 

nearest Carver Dealer. 
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Carver Corporation, P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046 

For more information, or the dealer nearest you call 1- 800-443-CAVA 
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Your music sounds better 
than ever. But until you get some-
one to listen, talent alone won't 
put your career on the fast track. 
You've got to sound good on tape, \xTET,comF, at without the 
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  production ctimonakve great its 
liardmusic 
stand out in a world full 
of mediocrity. 

Having the right 
equipmernet caucen Tkerflearll th FAST TRACK syoeu d:ire getting difference. 
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demo, the Seck 1282 and 
1882 recording consoles can give 
you more quality, features, and 
capabilities than many expensive 
mixers, in a compact and very 
affordable package. 

To succeed in this business, 
you have to be more than a per-
former. You must also be a pro-
ducer and an engineer. That's 
why Seck consoles were designed 
to let you focus on your music, 
not the mechanics. Input channel 
controls are laid out logically, with 
offset knobs for quick adjustments. 
All connectors are in plain view 
for quick and efficient patching. 

Seck consoles are right at 
home in your studio. These 8 buss 

TO THE 

boards include features like three 
band mid-sweep EQ, in-line 
monitoring, solo and stereo LED 
meters. And, Seck consoles make 
mixing with effects simple. You 
can layer effects through 6 aux 
busses and 4 aux returns, plus use 
the pre-fader inserts to enhance 
individual tracks. 

For eight or sixteen track 
recording, Seck consoles are ver-
satile enough to make your job 
easy, yet are rugged enough to 
take on the road. Features, size 
and rugged construction combine 
to make the 12 input model 1282 
and 18 input model 1882 ideal 
for the sophisticated home studio 
and double nicely for sound 
reinforcement. 

So remember, you'll find the 
on-ramp to the fast track is as 
close as your nearest Seck dealer. 

SECK 
JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard 
Northridge, CA 91329 

CI989 JBL. Incorporated-A Harman International Company 
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"I occasionally get some feed-
back from members of the Jazz 
Institute who are familiar with 
their music, or from a group or 
individual in the audience. You 
always get, 'Turn this up, turn that 
down. What's the matter, can't you 
hear?' Then the next person walks 
by and says, 'Hey, that's a fantastic 
mix, you've got it just where it's 
supposed to be.' So I take a lot of 
those comments with a grain of 
salt and try to make the decision 
myself." 
Cobb has owned a local PA 

company in Chicago for the past 
ten years and recently opened a 
24-track automated room, ARS Re-
cording Studio & Tape Duplica-
tion in Alsip, Illinois. He will con-
tinue to mix the sound at the 
Chicago Jazz Festival each 
summer. 'This is a good gig," he 
says. "You're here for five days, 
you kind of make an apartment 
out of the mixing tower here. The 
daily routine is 10 a.m. 'til mid-
night with two days' setup prior to 
the festival. And it's not like a rock 
and roll system that can roll in 
and be up and running in a cou-
ple of hours, because it's all com-
ponents. There's a lot involved in 
fine-tuning this system, angling 
and pointing each cabinet to get 
the widest coverage with the least 
amount of overlap. Everything is 
aimed in strategic ways and that 
all takes time. And I love it. For 
me, it's a kind of break from 
being locked up in the studio day 
after day, so I look forward to it 
each summer." 

MANAGING IN MONTREUX 
Chris Ridgway has been the house 
sound engineer at the Montreux 
Jazz Festival for the past four 
years. Originally a musician from 
Manchester, England, he broke 
into the sound business in 1979 
when he went to London and 
started knocking on doors, even-
tually landing a job with a com-
pany called Muscle Music that 
handled sound and lights for The 
Jam. He went through a series of 
other gigs before ending up at 
Montreux. "That's the way the 
business works," he says. "You 
make one contact and if you do a 

good job, the phone rings. One 
thing leads to the next. It's word-
of-mouth reputation, and you're 
only as good as your last gig." 
The Montreux Festival, now in 

its 23rd year, is held indoors at 
The Casino in a sprawling space 
comprised of three rooms. The 
original, historic Montreux Casino 
caught fire and burned to the 
ground one night in December 
1971, in the middle of a concert 
by Frank Zappa (an event immor-
talized by Deep Purple's classic 
"Smoke On The Water"). The new 
Casino with its three-way room 
setup had plagued sound engi-
neers, but Ridgway solved the 
inherent acoustical problems by 
radically altering the sound rein-
forcement design. 

'The year I came here, the mix-
ing position was up in the gallery, 
some 20 feet above the audience's 
heads and far off to the left of cen-
ter. It was ludicrous. When they 
offered me the job I said, `If you 
want me to do the job, then we 
must take the whole setup to a 
professional level...put the mix-
ing board down on the floor in 
the center of the house, and get 
some outboard effects, not just 
one reverb and a tape machine. 
We simply have to take it to an-
other stage and look at the system 
from a new perspective.' " 
The sound system previously 

consisted of various Electro Voice 
cabinets and some free-range 
horns positioned around two 
columns on either side of the 
stage. In Ridgway's opinion, "It 
was not a full system. It was more 
like vocal reinforcement, so it was 
inadequate." 

Ridgway's first move was to take 
the house mixing board, a 32-
channel Yamaha PM2000, down 
from the gallery. He added a 
bunch of Electro Voice speakers 
around the stage pointing at the 
two adjacent rooms on either 
side. And he brought in a Lexicon 
224 digital revert and a Roland 
SDE-1000 digital delay, along with 
dbx compressors and 27-band 
Klark-Teknik parametric equaliz-
ers across the system. It was a vast 
improvement. 

Last year, the Montreux Festival 
entered into an agreement with 
Meyer Sound Labs, which now 

supplies all the speakers for the 
house sound and monitors. "With 
our full-range Meyer system we 
seem to be getting sound to all 
areas of the venue, which is very 
difficult to achieve, given the 
three-way nature of the space," 
says Ridgway. 

"To look at it," he continues, 
"you've got to take into account 
the sight-line aspect. It has to be 
free from all these different 
perspectives—stage left, stage 
right, the front and the galleries. 
And we can't have a system that 
stands on the floor since that 
would obstruct sight lines and 
television cameras [each night's 
program of the 16-day festival is 
filmed for broadcast on Swiss 
television and for commercial dis-
tribution around Europe]. So we 
have to consider a system that 
would be flown." 

Ridgway hung the main system 
in stereo with two Meyer MSL-3 
units, one per side, and a 650-R2 
subwoofer per side for bass and 
kick drums. That took care of the 
main concert area. A matched set 
of two MSL-3s and one 650-R2 
took care of each of the adjacent 
rooms. Initially, the bass units had 
been flown, but Ridgway changed 
that when the Meyer system 
came in. 

"Sometimes it's absolutely 
necessary to fly the bass units, but 
from an engineering perspective I 
don't think it ever works. Having 
the kick drum coming from 20 
feet in the air can be disorienting. 
And we found that it would cause 
problems across the mic lines to 
fly bass across the front. So 
instead I insisted that we have the 
bass standing on the floor." 
To deal with the three 

hexagonal-shaped rooms, Ridg-
way runs three matrix sends off 
the board—left and right stereo 
for the main concert area, and a 
third feeding a mono line for the 
side systems. Though he is cur-
rently working with the Yamaha 
PM2000 board with an 8-channel 
Peavey sub-board, he hopes to 
upgrade to Yamaha's 40-
channel PM3000. 

Ridgway's current outboard 
gear includes a Yamaha SPX90, 
Yamaha REV7, Lexicon PCM-70, 
Lexicon 480, Roland SDE-3000 
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digital delay and a combination of 
dbx and Boss compressors. He 
uses Meyer CP-10 parametric 
equalizers across the system, 
"which really is a quantum leap in 
EQ, because it works like a finite 
filtering situation. You can 
instantly find those frequencies 
you want removed and just take 
them out, unlike the 27-band 
aspect where you are pulling out 
maybe three times what you 
require in trying to solve a prob-
lem area. It's a whole different 
ballgame, as you Americans 
would say." 

There are occasions, however, 
when Ridgway's setup just won't 
do. Groups like the Carlos San-
tana/Wayne Shorter band or the 
Pat Metheny Group are accus-
tomed to 64-channel boards with 
substantial outboard effects. In 
those cases, he explains, 'They'll 
bring in all their control gear and 
set up next to mine. They give me 
two feeds, stereo left and right, 
which I feed into my board, 
which then hits the system. It's 
really an attempt to compromise 
from 64 channels down to 30, and 
it is a bit difficult, but it works." 
The monitor system, which is 

handled by Ridgway's partner, 
Nigel Pinhay, is also all-Meyer, 
which he describes as "active, 
very directional, very efficient." 
He runs a series of 12 UPA-1A 
loudspeakers across the stage and 
mixes with a 32-channel Sound-
craft 500 board. His outboard gear 
includes a Yamaha REV7, a Yama-
ha SPX90 and Klark-Teknik TN360 
graphic equalizers. The system is 
powered by BGW amps. 

Besides mixing the house 
sound, Ridgway is also marginally 
involved in all the live recording 
that goes on at the Montreux Jazz 
Festival. The in-house recording 
facility, Mountain Studios, has 
been documenting the festival 
since 1975, resulting in more than 
200 Live at Montreux albums. 
Ridgway says, 'They [Mountain] 
have 30 tielines to the stage, 
which are split. So one micro-
phone goes to them and simul-
taneously goes live here on every 
single line." 

Mountain's recording engineer, 
Dave Richards, says, "We've still 
got the same old Neve 8042 we 

had back in 1975. I keep replacing 
switches and putting in new 
meters, things like that, but we 
haven't done many things to 
update compared to other studios. 
People seem to really like the 
sound of this old Neve. It's like a 
great old car. We don't have all 
the gadgets and facilities, but we 
have a good, warm sound, some-
thing we've always been 
known for." 

last year, Mountain tested out 
Sony's PCM-3324 digital multitrack 
at the Jazz Festival. The jury is not 
in, but Richards hinted that it may 
be the way of the future at 
Mountain. 

Bill Milkowski is a New York-
based freelancer whose work 
appears in many different 
magazines. 

Cities Sound Off 
About Loud Music 
High Court to Decide 
NY Noise Case 

by Randy Savicky 

Summer truly is the time for danc-
in' in the streets—and at a variety 
of other outdoor settings, like 
parks, piers, fields, meadows and 
outdoor stadiums. Yet, while con-
certgoers and touring sound per-
sonnel both look forward to a lively 
summer music season, never be-
fore has the issue of noise levels at 
outdoor concerts been such a pub-
licly debated issue from coast to 
coast. 

For example, in Southern Califor-
nia, the Pacific Amphitheatre and 
residents of Costa Mesa are argu-
ing about whether concert perform-
ances at that arena have broken the 
county noise ordinance. 

Across the country in New York 
City, another dispute abcut control-
ling the level of noise at concerts— 
Ward vs. Rock Against Racism—has 
progressed from a local dispute to 
the U.S. Supreme Court. 
The question the Supreme Court 

must decide in this case is the con-
stitutionality of a New York City 
noise-control regulation that re-
quires use of a city-supplied sound 
—CONTINUED ON PAGE 170 
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The U.S. Audio'm P-40 
Studio Stereo Power Amplifier. 
40 ultra-clean watts of regulated 
Class-A amplification in a single-
space rack-mount design. Avail-
able as the P-40B with bal 
inputs. Please 

visit us at 
NAMM 
booth 
#1939 

U.S. Audio o 
Made in the USA by Whirlwind eee 
P.O.Box 107,5 

le Rochester, NY 14603 o 
716-663-8820 

Circle #022 on Reader Service Card 

A SINGER'S DREAM! 
..env• 

C*4 • 

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS: 

Our VOCAL ELIMINATOR can remove most or 
virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard stereo 
record and leave most of the background untouched! 
Record with your voice or perform live with the 
backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance yet 
connects easily to a home component stereo 
system. Not an equalizer! We can prove it works over 
the phone. Write or call for a free brochure and demo 
record. 

Before You Buy! 

'W•frilitsife 

•TIme Delay •Compreseor/LImIters 
• Reverberation • Expanders 
.Crossovers • Spectrum Analyzers 
• Noise Reduction • Parametric EQ 

Don't have regrets about paying too much for a 
lesser product. In demos and comparisons, well 
show you why we're Better! Our Factory Direct 
sales allow us to produce a Superior product and 
offer it to you at a Lower price. Call or write for a 
free full length Demo Album and 24 page brochure. 

LT Sound, Dept. MX-9,7980 LT Parkway 
Lithonia, GA 30058 (404)482-4724 
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE: (4041482-2485 
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FUTURE DISC SYSTEMS 
3475 Cahuenga Blvd. West, Hollywood, CA 90068 
(213) 876-8733 FAX: (213) 876-8143 

Future Disc Systems provides full digital 

and analog mastering and complete digital 

editing for compact disc, record, R-DAT and 

cassette. Facility Managers: Gary Rice and 

Kim Hahn. Receptionist: Laura Gonzales. En-

gineers: Steve Hall, Tom Baker, David Her-

nandez and Gary McGachan. 

Future Disc is comprised of two custom 

mastering suites. Analog consoles are equipped 

with Sontec equalizers and compressor/limit-

ers. There are Studer and Ampex tape ma-

chines. Cutting lathes are Ortofon and Neu-
mann. The Harmonia Mundi digital console 

contains digital equalization, limiting and digital 

level controls. A full compliment of Sony and 

Harmonia Mundi digital gear can be used to keep 

your digital product within the digital domain 

while being processed. We also specialize in 

digital editing, allowing for creative and exact 

edits and assembly for your compact disc mas-

ters. 

We are proud to be involved in the master-
ing of many major projects, including: Bobby 

Brown, Traveling Wilburys, Paula Abdul, Sheena 

Easton, Karyn White, Tom Petty, and the 

Jacksons 

MUSE PRODUCTIONS 
PO Box 43, Auburn, AL 36830 (205) 

Muse Productions, one of the Southeast's fast-
est growing sound reinforcement and lighting compa-
nies, is now proud to offer APOGEE Sound Inc. 
speaker systems for mains and monitors. 

The APOGEE 3X3 concert loudspeaker and its 
attendant 3X3 Dual Channel Processor are an ex-
pertly engineered, three-way, tri-amped, electroni-
cally coupled speaker system. Designed for very high-
power linear output, tight pattern control, warm, musi-
cal response and maximum versatility, the 3X3 pro-
vides state-of-the-art sound for demanding applica-
tions. 

The wide range, low-distortion response (53-19 
k Hz), coupled with high- power handling capability, al-
lows the speaker to perform superbly as a stand alone 
unit. Its trapezoidal- shaped enclosure lets it combine 
smoothly with additional 3X3s to form large arrays 

821-0088 FAX: :205) 821-0088 
from modular building blocks. 

Designed for linear, high- power output, the AE-5 
and the AE-6 are capable of handling the most de-
manding of stage monitor applications. The smooth 
phase and frequency response enable very high gain-
before-feedback levels. The excellent low-frequency 
output handles drum kits and bass guitar require-
ments with ease. 

The AE- 12 Concert Series Subwoofer, designed 
for large-scale sound reinforcement, perfectly com-
plements and extends the low-frequency range of the 
APOGEE 3X3s and the AE-5s, without coloring the 
sonic output. 

Muse tailors each system to the client's individual 
needs and staffs them with expert personnel to ensure 
the best possible performance — show after show. 

PRODUCERS COLOR SERVICE 
24242 Northwestern Hwy., Southfield, MI 48075 (313) 352-5353 (800) PCS-8700 

Producers Color Service audio post 
rooms offer clients 24-track mixing to 1" 
video. We specialize in TV commercials 
and industrial programs. Both SSL rooms 
can accommodate the AMS AudioFile for 
editing, track buliding and layback to 3/4", 
1" or D2. 

Producers Color Service clients 
utilize our stages, film-to-tape, editing, 
graphics and audio post to complete qual-
ity projects under one roof. 

Services & Equipment Offered: 
Audio Post — Consoles: SSL 6000E 32-channel, 
SSL 4000B 24-channel. Audio Recorders: Otan 24-

track (2), 4-track (2), 2-track w/CTTC, AMS AudioFile, 
TimeLine synchronizers (8), Sony BVH-2000 VTR. 
Outboard Equipment: Lexicon 224, PCM70, Yamaha 
REV7, REVS, SPX9011 (2), Klark-Teknik, Roland DEP 5, 
Dolby A & dbx noise reduction. Video Production/ 
Post-Production — Five online edit suites w/CMX 
3600, Sony BVH-2000, Sony BVH-1100, Sony DVR-10. 
One offline edit suite w/CMX 330. Two film-to-tape 
transfer w/Bosch FDL-60. Three soundstages:100' X 
150', 50' X 60', 40' X 40'. Other major equipment: ADO 
3000 ( 3), Abekas A62, Quantel Harry. 
Specialization:NTSC/PAL standards conversion, all 
formats, mass quantity helical duplication, teleconfer-
encing uplink (stationary), remote video production, 
motion picture film lab services, videodisc mastering 
and replication, compact audio disc replication. 

BusinessPages! ads are available in both 1/4 - and 1/2 - page units; all production costs for ad 
preparation are included in the low ad rates (including color separations from supplied photo or logo). 

For complete information on how your facility can have a low-cost, four-color 
BusinessPages! ad, contact Mix Directories toll-free: (800) 344-LIST. 

All space reservations and materials are required by the 7th of the month, 
two months prior to publication. 

BUSINESSPAGES! 
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the following 
directory sec-
tion is based 
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naires mailed 
earner this year 
and was sup-
plied by those 
facilities listed. 
Mix claims no 
responsibility 
for the accu-

racy of this 
information. 
Personnel, 

equipment, 
locations and 

rates may 
change, so 

please verify 
critical infor-
mation with 

the companies 
directly 

Sound ren-
forcement for 
the Al Jorreau 
Spring 1989 
tour consisted 
of a Steradian 
system 
designed by 
the Schubert 
Systems Group 
It features a 
total of 396 4-
way active JBL 
components 
powered by 
Crest amplifi-
ers. Pictured 
here is the Hal-
lenstadion in 
Zurich, with a 
Jim Gamble 
EX-56 mixing 

_board in the 
eground. To 

left is the 
. tomated 

orphius light-
console. 
to: Blue 

hnson. 
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Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, 

Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New 

Jersey, New VO& Pennsylvania, Rhode 

Island, Vermont, Washington, DC 

ACOUSTICAL ILLUSIONS; Sound Reid, Lighting; 9 Bald-
win Rd.; Chelmsford, MA 01824; (508) 250-1453. Contact: 
Steven M Hubbard 

A.D.R. STUDIOS, INC.; Sound Reint, Rental, Audio Record-
ing; Skylight Run; Irvington, NY 10533; (212)486-0856. Con-
tact: Jack Davis 

ANDREWS AUDIO TOURS; Sound Retint, Rental, Audio 
Recording; 347 W. 39th St; New York, NY 10018; (212) 
736-9570; (718) 729-6007. Contact David M. Andrews, Mike 
Sinclair. SOUND REINFORCEMENT Touring Radius: Na-
tional. Maximum Venue Size: Stadium and arena. House 
Loudspeakers: Meyer MSL3. Flying System Available: Yes. 
Monitor Loudspeakers: Meyer UPAl, UMI, 500, custom 2 x 15, 
custom 2 x 2-12. House Consoles: Yamaha PM3000-40, (3) 
Audioarts 40/32-channel. Monitor Consoles: Audioarts M16-
40 x 16, TAC Scorpion 30 x 12, Ramsa WAS 840F 40 x 18. 
Outboard Equipment: Lexicon PCM 70, Yamaha SPX9011, dbx 
900 series, dbx 160X, dbx 166, UREI 539, Klark-Teknik 
DN360B, BSS FDS-320, Meyer OR- 10. Power Amplifiers: 
Crown MA- 1200. Microphones: Telex RF, Vega RF, Shure 
SM57, Shure SM58, Shure SM87, E-V NDYME, AKG 451, 
PZM all models, Sennheiser 421, Countryman direct boxes. 
Other Equipment Techron TEF,4 Meyer SIM, Nie 30, Vega RF 
headset systems. 

APOLLO THEATER RECORDING STUDIOS; Audio and 
Video Recording; 253 W. 125th; New York, NY 10027; (212) 
222-0992. Contact Jerry Kupfer. 

ASL MOBILE AUDIO 
Flushing, NY 

ASL MOBILE AUDIO; Audio and Video Recording; PO Box 
791; Flushing, NY 11352; (718) 886-6500; FAX: (718) 886-
7214. Contact Steven Remote. REMOTE RECORDING. Vehi-
cles: 1987 International turbo diesel w/4-door travel-crew 
cab, dual fuel tanks and air- ride suspension Control Room 
Dimensions: 1610" x 7'6" x 710", truck length is approx. 
31.5' long. Mixing Consoles: Harrison MR-4 36 wiARMS 
automation, Hill multimixer 16 x 4 x 2, Roland M-160 16 x 2 
submixers, additional submixers available, 76 mic/lines total. 
Audio Recorders: (2) Otan i MTR-90 24-track, Otan MTR-10 
2-track, (2) Otan 5050B112-track, (2) Aka GX-912 cassette 
deck, (2) Sony TCWR-900 dual rassettes, Nakamichi DMP-
100 digital processor w/(2) Sony SL-HF900 Super Beta Hi-fi, 
(2) Sony DTC 1000-ES DAT. Noise Reduction Systems: All 
types available upon request. Synchronization Systems: 
TimeLine Lynx. Fostex 4010 reader/generator. Outboard 
Equipment (3) Yamaha SPX90, Yamaha REV7, Klark-Teknik 
DN780, Barcus-Berry 802 processor. Ursa Major Space Sta-

tion, MXR-01, (2) Brooke-Siren DPR-402 comp/peak lim/de-
esser, (2) dbx 160X, (2) dbx 160, (2) UREI 1176LN, (24) noise 
gates by: Rebis, Valley People, BSS and Drawmer. Eventide 
910, Klark-Teknik DN700, (4) Korg SDO-2000, (2) Korg SDD-
3000, Lexicon PCM41, Lexicon Prime Time, (14) various EQs 
by Klark-Teknik and Orban, plus additional de-essers, E0s, 
comp/line too numerous to list, but available on board the 
mobile unit Microphones: Over 100 microphones and direct 
boxes by: Sennheiser, Shure, Sony, E-V, AKG, Beyer, Neu-
mann, Crown, Realistic, Brooke-Siren, ASL and Whirlwind! 
Monitor Speakers: (2) UREI 813, (2) K&H 092 (tri-amped, 
self-powered), (4) Yamaha NS- 10M, (4) E-V Sentry 100A, 
Klark-Acoustic Jade (self -powered), Auratones. Power Ampli-
fiers: (2) Yamaha P2200, Crown D-60 (headphone amp in 
control room). Video Recorders: (2) Sony SL-HF900 Super 
Beta Hi-fi, Akai VS-603S VHS Hi-fi, call for full video produc-
tion packages. Video Monitors: (3)13" color, (2) RCA B&W 9", 
(2) Panasonic 3" color. Switchers: Dynair 12-channel video. 
Cameras: Panasonic color (remote zoom, focus, pan and tilt), 
(2) RCA CCTV B&W, broadcast quality cameras available. 
Other Major Equipment ( 76) audio micnines (via 4 x 19 pair 
audio snakes), individuel XL connectors also available, (4) 
individuel communication lines to mobile unit. (8) video sends 
and returns to mobile unit (5) incoming Telco lines, (2) stereo 
signal feeds for Telco and satellite links (additional feeds 
available), (2) portable mobile cellular telephones (incoming/ 
outgoing service), 1,500-point Bantam jackfield/48-point 
video jackfield, 40-channel, 4-way Brooke-Siren splitter sys-
tem, 26-channel. 2-way splitter, (20) isolated 600 Saline. 
Rates: Available upon request. Daily, weekly and/or monthly 
lock-out welcomed. Specialization & Credits: Aura Sonic Ltd. 
(ASL Mobile AN), established in 1977, is a full- service audio/ 
video facility handling a variety of mobile productions. From 
television and radio broadcasting (via satellite uplinks and 
Telcofeeds)todual analog or digital multitrack recording! Our 
philosophy is to bring the multimedia, multitrack control room 
to the concert hall, video facility, MIDI studio. rehearsal space, 
home and/or anywhere else desired, to develop the sounds 
and visions needed. The ASL Mobile Unit offers complete 
basic track. mixdown and pre/post audio-for-video to clients 
ranging from top audio and video backgrounds to local artists 
and bands. Here is a selected list of clients and artists who 
have used our mobile production facilities: Pat Benatar, Thom-
as Dolby. Living Colour, Southside Johnny, Public Enemy, 
Jazzy Jeff and Fresh Prince. Asylum. A&M, Arista, BBC-TV, 
Turner Broadcasting, Squeeze, the Neville Broa, Clarence 
Clemons, Nona Hendryx, Dr. John, Allen Toussaint, Black 
Uhuru, Blasters, Boggs/Baker, Boy George, CBS, Duke Elling-
ton Orchestra, FM Tokyo, Frank Zappa, Geffen, Gene Sim-
mons, Howard Jones, James Brown, Jimmy lovine, Le Tigre, 
Lena Lovich, Lloyd Cole, MTV. NY String Orchestra, PBS-TV, 
PMC, The Police, The Ramones, Simple Minds, Sound Works, 
Stevie Wonder, Talking Heads, WBCN-FM, WUR-FM, WNEW-
FM, WPIX-TV and XTC to name a few. 

AUDIO RADIANCE; Sound Relie., Lighting, Rental, Audio 
Recording; 34 Hockanum Rd.; Hadley, MA 01035; (413) 584-
1272. Contact: Chris Dixon. REMOTE RECORDING Special-
ization & Credits: High-quality sound reinforcement for clubs, 
halls and outdoors. 24- and 16-channel stereo, 2-, 3- and 
4-way systems Monitor systems up to 24 x 8. All top-quality 
equipment. Various lighting packages, instrument reniais and 
remote 4- and 8-track recording. One-nighters and regional 
tours with truck and crew. Shows in the past year include: 
Fishbone, The Ventures, Hot Tuna, Jane's Addiction, Albert 
Collins, Tito Puente, John Lee Hooker. Neville Bros., Radia-
tors, Toots & The Maytals. 

AUDIO 300, INC.; Sound Raie Rente, 60 Doit Ave.; Albany, 
NY 12205; (518) 489-5848. Contact Dave Elliott 

BACKTRACKS LOCATION DIGITAL; Audio Recording; 5 
School Ave.; Montpelier, VT 05602; (802)223-2551. Contact 
Mike Billingsley, Geoff Brumbaugh. REMOTE RECORDING 
Specialization & Credits: Location and remote digital (SMPTE 
lock-to-video if desired) either direct-to-digital stereo or live 
mix-to-digital, or to hi-fi tracks with two digital tracks (post-
edit/mix-to-digital master). Extended portability with special 
DC package. Patented Stereo Ambient Sampling System 
(SASS, for faithful reproduction of acoustic spaces and 
events. Specialized in highly realistic stereo reproduction, 
with low-noise components and especially modified equip-
ment. We record acoustic ensembles (ethnic, folk, classical), 
location sound effects, environmental ambience and live per-
formances. using specially developed techniques for con-
vincing spatial realism. House label (Straight Arrow Record-
ings) releases SASS-recorded music and effects We also 
create auditory environment recordings and event loops for 
audience works, museum environments and stereo sampling 
digital synthesizers Artist commissions are welcomed. 

BIG MO RECORDING; 12255 Veirs Mill Rd.; Wheaton, MD 
20902-4636; (301) 946-7364. Contact Ed Eastridge. RE-
MOTE RECORDING. Vehicles: 1978 Ford C-700 w/air-bag 
suspension. Control Room Dimensions: 8 x 24. Mixing Con-
soles: ESP custom console 40 x 24, Soundcraft 16 x 4 sub-
mixer. Audio Recorders: Sony PCM-501 digital processor, 
MCI JH-114 24-track, Sony 5003 2-track, MCI JH-24 24-
track, Revox PR99 2-track, Nakamichi and Sony cassette 
decks. Noise Reduction Systems: Dolby A (32 channels), dbx 
180. Outboard Equipment Lexicon 200, Lexicon PCM70, 
Klark-Teknik DN-780, Lexicon PCM60, Yamaha REV7, (3) 

BIG MO RECORDING 
Wheaton, MD 

Yamaha SPX90, Lexicon Prime Time, (4) Gain Bain II, ( 5) 
Kepex Il. ADR Compex, dbx 900 rack w/compresuor, gates, 
dc-asset and EQ. Ake S1000 sampler, (2) Akai S900 digital 
sampler. Audioarts 4200-A parametric EQ. UREI 530 graphic 
E0. Klark-Teknik 360 EQ (5) dbx 160 compressor, (2) dbx 
160X compresse', dbx 166 compressor/gate, Roland DEP-5, 
Atar. 1040ST computer w/SMPTE time code. Yamaha 802 
syntn, Yamaha TX812 synth. Yamaha 10(75 keyboard con-
troller. Roland synth guitar w/GM20 MIDI converter, Korg 
DDD-1 drum machine, Biamp 683B mixer, Rane 4-1C6 head-
eone amp, Fender Vibroverb w/15" JBL. Microphones: (4) 
Neumarn U87 and U89 (2) AKG 414. (6) AKG 451, (6) 
Sennheiser 421, (4) AKG 535, (2) E-V RE2G, AKG D- 12E, ( 4) 
Crown PZM, (8) Shure SM57, (6) Shure SM58, Sennheiser 
431, (2) E-V PL20, Neumann KM84. Monkor Speakers: UREI 
811B, Yamaha NS- 10M, JBL. Power Amplifiers: Bryston, 
OSC Crown DC-300A Crown D- 150A Crown D- 75A, Mar-
shall JMP100 w/4" ano 12" speakers, Roland JC-' 20 amp. 
Specia:ization & Credits: We specialize in on-focation record-
ing. Credits for the past year include Richard Thompson, 
Cowboy Junkies, Millie Jackson and New Potatc Caboose. 
Othe credits include Linde Ronstadt, Eminylou Harris, Ricky 
Skaggs. Tony Rice, The Seldom Scene, Carl Anderson, Gloria 
Lonng, Danny Gatton, 7 he Nighthawks, John Hammond Jr., 
Pinetop Perkins. We alsn provide complete music production 
coordination, ie., tentais, video, lighting, n-usicians, hotels 
and limos We wil gladiy provide refererces and a sample 
ca444tine upon request. 

CARRAIG PRODUCTIONS; Audio Recording; 69-40 108th 
St; Forest Hills, NY 11375; (718) 575-8939; Contact: James 
S. Mageras. REMOTE RECORDING. Specialization & Cred-
its: Carrag Productions specializes in auchophile location 
recording. Recent chants have included: Opera Ns-re Songs 
by Tan Dun at Shimmel Hall, NYC; Bion Tsang and Richard 
Bishop at RCA Studios, NYC; CIT-TV and BBC-TV. England; 
Asian Cinevision; Oberlin Orchestra at Avery Fishe, Hall, Lin-
coln' Center, NYC; Nai-Yuan Hu and Angela Cheng at Alice 
Tully Hall, Lincoln Center. NYC; ABC-TV; NBC-TV, CBS-TV: 
PBS-TV; The Slowest Clock at Windmill Lane Studios, Dublin, 
Ireland; New York City Symphony at Lincoln Center. NYC. As 
with all our projects, the greatest attenter is given to detail. 
Venues available upon request. Our portable system includes 
many of the finest Class Aidiscrete components available. 
Carraig Productions travels worldwide. Whether it is vocals on 
your next album or a digital live recording, cal, us regarding 
your next project. 

CLAIR BROTHERS AUDIO, INC.; Sound Reint; PO Box 
396; Lkitz, PA 17543; (717) 665-4000; FAX. (717) 665-2564; 

IMC072. Contact: Gregory Hall 

COLLEGIUM SOUND, INC.; Sound Reinf., Rental, Audio 
Recording; 35-41 72nd St; Jackson Heights, NY 11372; 
(718) 426-8555 Contact: Don Wade 

DUTCHMAN SOUND LABS; Sound Reint, Lighting, Stag-
ing, Rente 52 Frederic St; Springfield, MA 01119; (413) 
783-3765. Contact Marcel Bissonnene. SOUND REIN-
FORCEMENT. Specialization & Credits: Currently operating 
the weekend and full-time be and club circuits. Arena sound 
systems in the works Experienced sound fecha, state-of-the-
art equipment. awesome sound. Credits: James Montgomery, 
Ivory, The Radiators. Cheyenne. Jealous Lover, High Risk. 
Mass Attaca, Tantrum, Tyrant Pandora, Caugnt ln re Act, 
Cruise Control, some festivals and jamborees. Live recording 
services also available (audio ard video). 

EFFANEL MUSIC, INC.; Audio Recording; 340 W. 22nd St; 
New York, NY 10011;(212)807-1100. Contact: Randy Ezratty, 
Mark Shane. REMOTE RECORDING. Vehicles: 45' Matlock 
air- ride mobile recording studio. 18' Grumman mobile control 
room. Mixing Consoles: Sound Workshop Series 34 40-
channe Sound Workshoo Series 34 64-channel custom 
(portaole). Audio Recorders: (2) Otan MIR-90/2 24-track, (2) 
Stephen's 821-B 24-track (portable), (2) Otan MIR--2 4/2-
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EFFANEL MUSIC, INC. 
New York, NY 

EFFANEL MUSIC-NEW YORK 
LOCATION TWFIVref OUR tRACR .(COMING Anywnete 

track, ( 2) Studer B-67. Noise Reduction Systems: Dolby SR 
48-channel. Synchronization Systems: Lynx. Outboard 
Equipment (2) Lexicon digital reverb system, ( 10) dbx limiter. 
(4) UREI limiter, (6) dbx gate, (4) Drawmer gate, TC Electronic 
2290 sampleridelay, ( 16) Hardy M-1 mic pre. Wendel drum 
computer, (4) API 5502 equalizer. Microphones: AKG, Neu-
mann. Beyer. Milab, Shure, E-V, Countryman, Crown, Senn-
heiser. Monitor Speakers: (2) Gauss 3588, (4) Rogers 
LS35A. (2) Spendor Spi, (2) Yamaha NS- 10. Power Amplifi-
ers: (4) Hafler 500, (4) Quad 405. Video Recorders: Sony 
HBD80. Video Monitors: ( 4) Panasonic color Cameras: (2) 
Panasonic color. Other Major Equipment Jensen 500' 52-
channel transformer isolated input splitter system, complete 
stereo headphone system for location tracking projects. 
Rates: Variable-per project and system configuration. Spe-
cialization & Credits: Eflanel is unique among remote record-
ing companies in that we provide systems ranging trois our 
new Manhattan-based 45' mobile control room to our com-
pletely portable multitrack system for worldwide coverage. 
Credits and clients include: "Human Rights, Now" live from 
BuenosAires, Paul Simon's "Graceland Live-Zimbabwe '87," 
U2 Under A Blood Red Sky and The Unforgettable Fire, Pat 
Metheny's Grammy-winning Travels, Bryan Ferry's Boys And 
Girls. Bob Dylan. Bruce Hornsby. Bon Jovi, Bryan Adams, 
Peter Gabriel. Paul Winter, Robert Frig). MTV, DIR Broadcast-
ing, ABC, NBC, Westwood One, HBO and Showtime. Digital 
multitrack and stereo systems available. 1986/88 Mix maga-
zine TEC Award Nominee. 

EIGER ENGINEERING; Sound Rein!, Lighting, Staging, 
Audio and Video Recording; 203 Waverly Ave.; Watertown, 
MA 02172; (617) 924-6514. Contact Thomas P Scheuzger 

ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS CORP.; Sound Rein!., Light-
ing, Staging, Rental; RD. 2 Box 388; Newton, NJ 07860; (201) 
579-6166. Contact Bill Cronheim. 

F.C. SOUND; Sound Rein!., Audio Recording; 351 Carlsarn 
Dr.; Rochester, NY 14609; (716) 467-6238. Contact: Frank A 
Cataldo 

FRONTIER AUDIO; Sound Rein!,; 580 Henry St; Brooklyn, 
NY 11231; (718) 403-0413. Contact Bob Edwards, 

GALAXY AUDIO 8. ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; Sound 
Rein!., Lighting; 703 Grant Ave.; Altoona, PA 16602; (814) 
944-4596. Contact: Michael A Riling 

CHRIS GATELY AUDIO SERVICES; Audio Recording; PO 
Box 526; Bryn Mawr, PA 19010; (215) 525-3605. Contact 
Chris Gately 

GOIN' MOBILE; Audio Recording; 304 Newbury St *110; 
Boston, MA 02115; (617) 232-7969. Contact Lonnie Bedell. 

GUSSOUND; Sound Rein!., Lighting; 2809 Lakehurst Ave.; 
Forestville, MD 20747; (301) 967-7267. Contact: Shawn (Gus) 
Vitale 

TERRY HANLEY AUDIO SYSTEMS, INC.; Sound Rein!., 
Staging, Rental, Audio Recording; 329 Elm St; Cambridge, 
MA 02139; (617) 661-1520. Contact Terry Hanley, Dan Kid-
well, John Dcerschuk. 

HOLLOWOOD SOUND; Sound Rein!,, Rental; 601 Chaitiers 
Ave.; McKees Rocks, PA 15136; (412) 771-3060; (4121771-
3095; FAX: (412) 771-1144. Contact: Gary Hollowood, Ross 
Hindman. SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Touring Radius: Re-
gional, national, international. Maximum Venue Size: 75,000. 
House Loudspeakers: Turbosound TMS-3, PAS 2-18BM, PAS 
MRS-2. Flying System Available: No Monitor Loudspeakers: 
Custom bi-amped wedges w/JBL, custom tri-amped drum 
and sidef ill cabinets House Consoles: Yamaha PM3000-40, 
Yamaha PMI 800-40. Yamaha PM2000, Yamaha 2404. Moni-
tor Consoles: Soundcraft 400B 32 x 8. Outboard Equipment 
Yamaha REV7, Yamaha SPX90, Yamaha SPX9011, Roland 

SDE-2500, Furman ON-4 noise gate. Yamaha GC2020B 
comp/limiter, Klark-Teknik DN30/30, Yamaha 02031 EQ. 
others available upon request Power Amplifiers: Crest 4001. 
Crest 5000. Carver PM- 15, Carver PM-350, BGW 750, Phase 
Linear 400 (modified). Microphones: Shure, Sennheiser, AKG, 
Yamaha, others available upon request. Rates: Upon request, 
per job and location, please call. Specialization 8 Credits: 
1989 Jimmy Cliff African Tour, Yellow Jackets, Steve Morse 8 
The Dreggs, John Prine. Marisa, Tommy James and The 
Shondells, The Rascals, The Turtles, Eddie Rabbitt. Toots 8 
The Maytals. Young Fresh Fellows, Peter, Paul and Mary, 
Cinderella. KIX, Fishbone. Smithereens, Paul Kelly 8 The 
Messengers, Aswad, Bad Company, Winger, Spyro Gyra, Joe 
Piscopo, Morton Downey, DJ Jazzy Jeff and The Fresh Prince. 
Ton loc. Bullet Boys, Wolfgang Press, New Kids on the Block. 
Will to Power. Paul Stanley, B.B. King, Flock of Seagulls, The 
Four, BeBe and CeCe Winnan, Jon Butcher, Donn Ins. Del 
Fuegos, Jay Leno, Third World and Garrison Keillor, etc. We 
are a company dedicated to excellence in the sound rein-
forcement field with a total technical experience of over fifty 
years 

IN PHASE AUDIO; Sound Rein!., Lighting, Rental;158 Alton 
Rd.; Stamford, CT 06906; (203) 348-6052. Contact: Jim 
Durkin 

ROBERT LANCEFIELD RECORDING; Audio Recording; 
400 Plaza Middlesex; Middletown, CT 06457; (203) 347-
1634. Contact: Rob Lancefield 

LLOYD SOUND SYSTEMS/WIZARD LIGHTING AND 
SOUND EQUIPMENT; Sound Rein!., Lighting, Rental; 62 
Scammell St.; Cortland, NY 13045; (607) 753-1588; (807) 
756-7467; FAX: (607) 849-3119. Contact: John Lloyd, Chris 
Seyerle. SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Touring Radius: Na-
tional. Maximum Venue Size: 5,000 seat indoors. 3,500 out-
doors Vehicles: Leased. House Loudspeakers: (8) Klipsch 
M.W.M., (4) TL 50/50 cabinet, (4) HR-6040 horn, (4) Renkus-
Heinz horn. Flying System Available: No. Monitor Loud-
speakers: (9)2-12" w/JBL 2370 horn w/2425 drivers, (2) JBL 
loaded KF-400. House Consoles: Soundcraft Series 400 24 x 
4. Monitor Consoles: Soundcraft Series 400 16 x 8, Sound-
craft Series 500 40 x 12. Outboard Equipment Brooke-Siren 
DPR-402 comp/limiter. (2) Yamaha REV7, Yamaha SPX90, 
DeltaLab DL4 digital delay, Yamaha D-1500 digital delay, 
Goldline 1/3-octave analyzer, (4) Klark-Teknik DN360 equal-
izer (monitor), Klark-Teknik DN300 equalizer (house), PB-40 
patch bay (monitor), PB-40 patch bay (house). Aiwa cassette 
deck (house). Sony D-5 CD player, (2) Rane AC23 crossover 
(house), ( 5) Rane AC22 crossover (monitor). Power Amplifi-
ers: (3) Crown MT- 1200, ( 15) Crown MT-600. Microphones: 
Shure SM58, Shure U459, Shure SM57, Electro-Voice RE10, 
Electro-Voice RE15, Electro-Voice RE20, Electro-Voice 1776, 
AKG D-112, C-Tape, PZM, Dis ( 7) passive (2) active. Lighting: 
120k 2 truss (similar to Thomas), Genie Super Tower, CAE 2.4 
dimmers, CAE LP- 1000 control desk, Altman Orbiters (long 
throw), Rosco 1500 fog machine w/remote Rates: Available 
upon request. 

MACK MUSIC SYSTEMS; Sound Red., Rental; 12551 
Roosevelt Hwy.; Lyndonville, NY 14098; (716) 765-2852. 
Contact: Edward J. Mack, Jr 

MARYLAND SOUND INDUSTRIES, INC.; Sound Rein!, 
Rental; 4900 Wetheredsville Rd.; Baltimore, MD 21207; (301) 
448-1400. Contact: Ronnie Smith 

MASQUE SOUND; 630-9th Ave., Ste. ff7N; New York, NY 
10036; (212) 245-4623. Contact Bob Bender, Tom Sorce. 
SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Touring Radius: National. House 
Loudspeakers: (20) Meyer MSL3, (250) Meyer UPA1. (40) 
ATO CFR-180. Flying System Available: Yes House Con-
soles: (7) Yamaha PM3000 40-input, (6) Cadac 56 x 10, (4) 
Yamaha PM2000 32- input. Monitor Consoles: (3) Yamaha 
PM3000, (2) Yamaha PM2000, 800B. Outboard Equipment 
dbx, Lexicon. UREI, JBL, Klark-Teknik, Yamaha, Brooke-Siren. 
Power Amplifiers: Yamaha PC2002M, Yamaha PC1002M, 
Crown DC-300, Crown D-150, Crown PSA-2, UREI 6300. 
Microphones: Shure. Sennheiser, AKG, Beyer, Neumann, E-V. 

MAX SOUND; Sound Rein!., Staging, Rental, Audio Record-
ing; 126 N. Broadway; Tarrytown, NY 10591; (914)631-9420. 
Contact: Christopher Greco, 

METROSOUND, Sound Rein!., Lighting, Staging, Rental; 
2647 Broadway, New York, NY 10025-5063; (212)316-0426. 
Contact Alan Thompson 

M HA AUDIO, INC.; Sound Rein!,; 20 N. Mulberry St; Hagers-
town, MD 21740; (301) 733-9337. Contact: Mike Scarfe 

MICROSOUND; Sound Rein!., Audio and Video Recording; 
702 Hudson Harbour Dr.; Poughkeepsie, NY 12601; (914) 
473-0243. Contact: Mike Roam 

MODULAR SOUND REINFORCEMENT; Sound Rein!., 
Lighting, Staging, Rental; Box 388; Princeton Jct., NJ 08550; 
(215) 736-8727. Contact Robyn Gately. 

NEW ENGLAND MOBILE RECORDING; Audio Recording; 
PO Box 409; Stow, MA 01775; (508) 562-2111. Contact: Jay 
W. Goodrich REMOTE RECORDING Specialization 8 Cred-

its: New England Mobile Recording is a complete 24-track 
location recording studio. It is ideal for large concerts, albums 
and radio broadcast work. The facility has an attractive and 
spacious interior that can accommodate an entire band as 
easily as a stationary studio would. Three isolation chambers 
provide recording possibilities unavailable from most mobile 
units. The Bus, a customized Eagle motor coach, is wired for 
16 video and 52 exterior audio inputs and 40 interior inputs. 
We presently use equipment by: MCI. Tascam, DOD, JBU 
Augspurger monitors, Shure, AKG, Audio-Technica, Senn-
heiser, Dolby Labs, Countryman Assoc, Sescom, custom-
made snake (200') and splitter (52 x 2), Crown, Phase Linear, 
Beyer. Roland. Auratone, E-V, Yamaha, Lexicon, Mesa/Boogie 
and Neumann Additional audio and video equipment can be 
brought in as required. Our friendly and knowledgeable staff 
would like to confer with you about your recording needs Call 
for further information 

NORTHEASTERN DIGITAL RECORDING, INC.; Audio 
Recording; 12 Sadler Ave.; Shrewsbury, MA 01545; (508) 
753-1192. Contact: Toby Mountain. REMOTE RECORDING. 
Specialization & Credits: We specialize in live-to-2-track dig-
ital, using the Sony PCM - 1610/30 system (PCM-F1, DAT also 
available). We also have full digital editing and compact disc 
services available. Credits: Frank Zappa, Mo Guthrie, Richie 
Havens, The Fringe, Kingston Trio, Shaw Brothers, Matt 
Glaser, Rykodisc, Rounder, Chrysalis, A8M, Folk Era. 

OFF THE WALL SOUND; Sound Rein!,, Lighting, Rental, 
Audio Recording; 10 Howland Cir.; West Caldwell, NJ 07006; 
(201) 228-4099. Contact: Dennis Wall, 

ONE HAND CLAPPING; Sound Rain!.; 58A Phelps Ave.; 
New Brunswick, NJ 08901; (201) 545-6533. Contact Terry 
Richards. SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Specialization 8 
Credits: One Hand Clapping is a rapidly growing regional 
sound company that is developing an admirable reputation 
for providing high-quality- sound reinforcement. We offer Tur-
bosound PA systems whose only emphasis is on signal 
quality. This concern for musical accuracy is reflected in the 
growing number of national acts from all fields of music that 
are using our systems Regardless of the size of the system 
that you need, you will find the same factors distinguish our 
systems from those of our competitors-audiophile power 
amplifiers, oversized power distribution, an absolute minimum 
of processing in the main audio path. full distributed ground-
ing, separate send and return snakes, etc.-because we 
know that a series of "close enoughs" quickly add up to a 
noisy, muddy system. 

OVERLAND SOUND CO.; Sound Rein!.; 3821 Macomb St 
NW.; Washington, DC 20008; (202) 363-2229. Contact: Bill 
Mills. Owen Orzack. 

PMA ENGINEERING; Sound Reid., Lighting, Staging, Rent-
al; 681 Killingly St; Johnston, RI 02919; (401) 421-6221. 
Contact: Kevin M Delaney 

TOM POHORILLA AUDIO SYSTEMS; Sound Rein!: PO 
Box 31; Devon, PA 19333; (215) 647-1570. Contact: Tom 
Pohorilla. 

POWER PLAY RECORDS, INC.; Lighting, Rental, Audio 
and Video Recording; 223 Washington St; Newark, NJ 
07101; (201) 642-5747. Contact: Greg Furgason. 

PRAGMATECH SOUND; Sound Rein!., Lighting; 4516 Byron 
Ave.; Bronx, NY 10486; (212) 325-8888. Contact Jim Salta. 

PRODUCTIONS BY DESIGN; Sound Reif, Lighting, Stag-
ing, Rental, Audio and Video Recording; 351 Main St; Wake-
field, MA 01880; (617) 245-5553. Contact: Jeff Peach 

PROMIX INC.; Sound Rein!.; 111 Cedar St; New Rochelle, 
NY 10801; (914) 633-3233; FAX: (914) 633-0347. Contact: 
Simon Nathan 

RCI SOUND SYSTEMS; Sound Rein!; 8550 Second Ave.; 
Silver Spring, MD 20912; (301)587-1800. Contact: Carl Trost. 

RECORD PLANT STUDIOS; Audio Recording; 321 W. 44th 
St; New York, NY 10036; (212) 581-6505. Contact: Kooster 
McAllister. REMOTE RECORDING. Control Room Dimen-
sions: 7 x 17. Mixing Consoles: Trident Series 80 custom 
48-input 32-bus, API 16-input 8-bus. (4) Yamaha 406 mixer. 
Audio Recorders: (2) Sony 3324 24-track wN-clock boards, 
(2) Ampex MM1200, Synclavier Direct-to-Disk, (2) Ampex 
ATR-102 2/4-track, Sony 1630 w/DMR-4000, Sony PCM-
501. Noise Reduction Systems: Dolby 361. Dolby M16, 24/2-
track. Synchronization Systems: TimeLine Lynx. BD( Shadow. 
Outboard Equipment ( 11) API 560 graphic equalizer. (2) 
UREI 1176 limiter, (4) dbx 160 limiter, (2) dbx 160X limiter, 
Lexicon PCM60, Yamaha REV7, ( 11 ( API 325 line amp, trans-
former-isolated w/individual gain and selectable 600-ohm 
termination. Microphones: Shure, Neumann, AKG, Senn-
heiser, E-V, Beyer, Sony, RCA Monitor Speakers: UREI 813, 
B&W DM100, Yamaha NS- 10, ROR. Power Amplifiers: (2) 
Bryston 4B, Crown DC-300, Crown 300A, Crown 150 Video 
Recorders: Sony Beta, NEC VHS, JVC 3/4" U-matic Video 
Monitors: NEC 20" color, Sony 20" B8W. Video Effects Devic-
es: Humbuck coil, patch bay. Cameras: Panasonic color, 
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RECORD PLANT STUDIOS 
NEW YORK CITY 

REMOTE 
RECORDING 

321 W. 44th STREET, NEW YORK. NY 10036 
Contact. KOOSTER McALLISTER 1212) 581-6505 

RECORD PLANT STUDIOS 
New York, NY 

Sony AVC-1400. Other Major Equipment Synclavier Direct-
to-Disk, input box 54 3-way splitter w/Jensen JE-MB-D trans-
formers, (3) 12-channel line- level boxes w/three video lines, 
main snake 600' Belden 54 mic/12 line/3 video, wide as-
sortment of mic stands, 6- and 12-channel sub snakes, Chaos 
Audio intercom. Rates: Available upon request. Specializa-
tion & Credits: In the past, this truck has provided audio for the 
1988 Grammy Awards, "The David Letterman Anniversary 
Special," Howard Jones, Bon Joe, James Taylor, Joe Walsh, 
Nancy Wilson and Billy Joel, to name a few. From video and 
film, to live satellite broadcasts, all can be handled with ease. 
With four independent auxiliary snake systems and a com-
prehensive video and code/sync patch bay, combined with 
our custom API line distribution network, signal quality is kept 
at the highest possible standards throughout. 

REMOTE RECORDING SERVICES, INC. 
Lahaska, PA 

REMOTE RECORDING SERVICES, INC.; Audio Recording; 

PO Box 334; Lahaska, PA 18931; (215) 794-5005. Contact: 
David Hewitt, Phil Gitomer. REMOTE RECORDING Vehi-
cles: 36' custom Peterbilt tractor van, tandem axle air-ride 
w/onboard generator. Control Room Dimensions: 8 x 9 x 24. 

Mixing Consoles: API 44 x 32/96 mic. Studer 962 14 x 4, 
Studer 961 10 x 2, ( 3) Yamaha PM160 6 x 2 rack-mount 
mixer. Audio Recorders: (2) Ampex MM1200 24-track, (2) 
Sony 3324 24-track digital (available), (2) Studer A810 2-
track w/time code. Sony PCM-1610 digital w/Apogee filters 
and BVU-820 available, Sony PCM-701 digital w/Beta SLHF-
900, Sony TC-WR11ES double cassette recorders. Synchro-

nization Systems: TimeLine Lynx modules available for each 
recorder. Outboard Equipment: Aphex Compellor, (4) UREI 
LA-3A limiter, ( 4) UREI 1176 limiter, (8) dbx 903 compressor, 
(4) Valley People Dyna-Mite gate. (2) Dynafex noise filter. 
Yamaha REV7 revert), Lexicon PCM60 reverb, Ursa Major 8 x 
32 revert), rack of API equalizers and limiters Microphones: 
AKG D-12, AKG 414EB, AKG 451 Systems (CK-1/CK-5/CK-
8/CK-9NR-1/A51), Beyer 88, Beyer 160, Beyer 500, Coun-
tryman Type 85 DI, Crown PCC-160, E-V RE 1 5, E-V RE16, E-V 
RE20. Neumann U87, Sennheiser 421, Sennheiser 441, 
Sennheiser 431, Shure SM17, Shure SM53, Shure SM54, 
Shure SM57, Shure SM58, Shure SM59, Shure SM77, Shure 
SM81, Shure SM85, Sony 535, Sony 536, Sony C-48, Sony 
ECM-50, Wahrenbrock PZM, plate and LAV. Monitor Speak-
ers: (2) Westlake w/TAD drivers, (2) CSI MDM-4, (2) Yamaha 
NS- 10, (2) Auratone, (2) Hartke M-18. Power Amplifiers: ( 2) 
Bryston 4B on Westlakes, Bryston 4B or Crown D-150 on 
small speakers Video Recorders: (2) Sony HF-900 Beta VCR, 
(2) Sony BVU-820 3/4 " VCR available Video Monitors: (2) Sony 
19", (3) Panasonic 5", complete video patch bay with iso 
transformers plus Humbuck coils. (2) 6 x 1 switcher, separate 
distribution amps for video, sync and SMPTE code. Cameras: 

(3) CCTV camera for stage use. Other Major Equipment: 
Extensive cable and splitters available for the really big re-
motes, API distribution amps with extensive patching for tele-
vision, radio and satellite. Rates: Call for quote. Specialization 
& Credits: Our 24 inputs of Studer console are available in 
road cases with a 24-input Jensen splitter system. MDM-4 
speakers and any level of support gear necessary for the live 
stereo recording. The Studer 810, Sony PCM-1610 or PCM-
701 digital systems are available as recorders Any of these 
items may be rented individually. We are pleased to announce 
the opening of our new facility in Bucks County, PA, centrally 
located between New York and Philadelphia. New remote 
truck coming in the fall 011989! 

RTM AUDIO; Sound Rai«, Lighting, Staging, Rentak 710 
North Ave.; Garwood, NJ 07027; (201) 789-9352. Contact: 
Tom Mathews 

SAPSIS RIGGING, INC.; Lighting, Staging, Rental; 233 N. 
Lansdowne Ave.; Lansdowne, PA 19050; (215) 849-6660. 
Contact: Bill Sapsis. 

SCAVENGER SOUND, INC.; Sound Reg., Lighting, Stag-
ing, Rental; 318 Main Ave. SW; Glen Bernie, MD 21061; (301) 
760-2135. Contact: J.J. Harding. 

SCORPIO SOUND SYSTEMS; Sound Reinf.; 56 Manley St; 
West Bridgewater, MA 02379; (508)584-0080. Contact: Gary 
King. 

SEE FACTOR INDUSTRY, INC.; Sound Rein!., Lighting, 
Staging, Rental; 37-11 30th St.; Long Island, NY 11101; (718) 
784-4200. SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Touring Radius: Na-
tional. Maximum Venue Size: Unlimited. Vehicles: Air- ride 
tractor trailers House Loudspeakers: Meyer MSL-3, Meyer 
650-R2 subs, Meyer UPA- IA Meyer USW subs, Martin 4-way 
(JBL components). Flying System Available: Yes. Monitor 
Loudspeakers: Meyer UM1 -A Meyer USW subs, Meyer MSL-
3 fills, Martin LE200 (JBL 15", JBL 2" driver), McCauley 2 x 12 
w/2" driver, JBL SFI 3-way fills. House Consoles: Midas Pro-
40 split 48-channel, Midas Pro-40 34-channel, Midas Pro-5 
split 36-channel, Midas Pro-5 32-channel, Yamaha PM3000. 
Monitor Consoles: Midas Pro-40 32 x 12, Midas Pro-40 32 x 
16, Ramsa WR-S840 40 x 18, Soundcraft 400B 24 x 10. 
Soundcraft 2008 16 x 4, Audioarts 24 x 10. Outboard Equip-
ment: Klark-Teknik EQs, Brooke-Siren crossovers, custom 
time-aligned 4-way and 2-way crossovers, Audearls cross-
overs, dbx 900 racks w/assorted comp/lim/gate and para-
metric EO. Lexicon 224XL, Lexicon Prime Time, Lexicon 
Super Prime Time, Eventide 949 Harmonizers, Roland SDE-
3000, Roland 555, Yamaha SPX90, Yamaha REV7, Yamaha 
REVS, UREI, Klark-Teknik analyzers, White analyzers, Tascam 
122, Tascam 44. Power Amplifiers: Crest 4001, Crest 8001, 
Crest 3500, Crest 2500. Microphones: Shure SM57, Shure 
SM58, Shure SM77, Shure SM78, Shure SM81, Shure SM85, 
Shure SM87, Beyer M88, AKG 414, AKG 451, AKG D-2, 
Sennheiser 421, Sennheiser 441, E-V RE20, E-V PZM, Coun-
tryman DI. Lighting: Strand automated units/controls, Avolites 
60-96 channel, Ayo 0M500 90 and 180 channels. Avo-
Rolacue controllers, Kliegl Performers. Strand Light Palettes, 
LMI dimmers 1102.4K/12K modules, unlimited trussing in 
box, triangle and custom designs. Other Equipment Com-
plete line of rigging accessories and controls, CM Loadstar l-
and 2-ton hoists w/up to 120' of lift available in single- or 
3-phase power, Bergen Xenon projectors, Miniac 16mm pro-
jectors, assorted lenses, AVL Genesis 11 computer controls, 
AVL Eagle, AVL Dove, Sony 13/19/25" color monitors. Sony 

3/4 " Beta decks w/edilors, Kodak E2 on Chief stackers, rear 
projection screens. Rates: Call. 

SHEFFIELD AUDIO/VIDEO PRODUCTIONS; Audio and 
Video Recording; 13816 Sunnybrook Rd.; Phoenix, MD 
21131; (301) 628-7260; FAX: (301) 628-1977. Contact: 
Richard Van Horn, Nancy Riskin. REMOTE RECORDING 
Vehicles: 30' custom-built diesel Mack truck with heated and 
air-conditioned control room (audio), 22' Isuzu (video). Con-
trol Room Dimensions: Spacious oak and carpeted control 
room, heated and air conditioned. Mixing Consoles: Neve 
8068 Mk11 32-input. Neve 5104 24-input Amek 16-input. 
Audio Recorders: (2) Sony 3324 digital multitrack, (20) Otan 

SHEFFIELD AUDIO VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
Phoenix, MD 

AUDIO-VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS 

MTR-9011 multitrack analog, (2) Sony 3202 2-track digital, 
Sony DMR-4000 digital master. Sony PCM- 1630 digital proc-
essor. Sony PCM-2500 DAT. Noise Reduction Systems: 
Dolby A 24 channels. Synchronization Systems: BTX Cypher 
time code generator/reader/inserter. Outboard Equipment 
(2) UREI 1176, UREI LA-3A, Ashly stereo gates, (2) dbx 160X. 
dbx 162. Lexicon 200, ( 4) Neve limiter/compressor, Tascam 
122 Mk11 cassette decks, Otan time code reader, additional 
gear available upon request. Microphones: Shure, Sony, 
Beyer. AKG, Crown PZM, Sennheiser, Neumann. Monitor 
Speakers: UREI 8118, Yamaha NS- 10. Power Amplifiers: 
Crest, BGW. Video Recorders: (2)1" VTR, Betacam SP Video 
Monitors:Sony. Switchers: Grass Valley 1600. Cameras: Sony 
BVP-30, (2)Thompson 601A Other Major Equipment 350' of 
52-pair audio cable w/Jensen 48-channel transformers, iso-
lated mic splits, 500' of power cable, Lieberl computer power 
regulator. Rates: Upon request Specialization & Credits: We 
specialize ri digital multitrack and digital 2-track recording for 
album projects and audio-for-video Our trucks are housed 
indoors at our facility in Maryland. All equipment including the 
dual multitrack digital recorders are owned by Sheffield and 
kept in excellent condition. We can also offer you video-
interlocked studio mixing packages using our Solid State 
Logic 4000E console. Credits include Luciano Pavarotti, Yo 
Yo Ma and Leonard Bernstein for Deutsche Grammophone. 
Jean Michel Jarre Rendezvous concert in Houston for Poly-
Gram, Harry Chapin Tribute featuring Pat Benatar, Paul Simon. 
The Hooters, Graham Nash and Bruce Springsteen (live at 
Carnegie Hall). PBS-On Stage at Wolftrap series and Eve New 
Year's Eve broadcast and much more. We can also offer you 
portable packages using our custom-manufactured Neve in-
road cases. 

SHOWTIME SOUND SERVICES; Sound Reint; PO Box 
3372; Westport, MA 02790; (617) 636-6040. Contact: Lloyd 
Jacobsen. SOUND REINFORCEMENT Touring Radius: 
Regional. Maximum Venue Size: 15.000 seats House Loud-

speakers: 32 units SFS modular 2-Box System, 4-way actrve. 
Monitor Loudspeakers: JBL 15", Renkus-Heinz 2" floor 
wedges, EVM 12". EAW, Inc. 1" floor wedges House Con-
soles: SFS 32 x 8 x 2, Biamp, Matrix custom console 24 x 8 x 6. 
Allen and Heath, Tangent, Kelsey. Monitor Consoles: Allen 
and Heath, Kelsey. Outboard Equipment: Lexicon reverbs. 
UREI compressors, dbx compressors, Loft compressors, Loft 
noise gates. Yamaha Eck, Ashly ECIs. Ursa Major reverbs, 
Yamaha reverbs, ART reverbs, DeltaLab DDLs, ADA DDLs, 
Korg DDLs, Loft crossovers. Crown crossovers Power Ampli-
fiers: Crown, OSC. Microphones: Crown, AKG, AT. Beyer, 
Shure, E-V, Sennheiser 

SIGNET SOUND; Sound Reint, Rental; 115 E. 87th St., Ste. 
10A; New York, NY 10128; (212) 860-0010. Contact D B 
Weiss. 

SK SOUND; Sound Rein!,, Lighting, Staging; PO Box 204; 
Southold, L.I., NY 11971; (516) 765-3769. Contact: Tom 
Heinisch 

SNOW SOUND; Sound Reel., Lighting, Staging, Rental; 
441 Baileyville Rd.; Middlefield, CT 06455; (203) 349-8211. 
Contact Bob Russo. 

SOLO SOUND; Sound Reg; 82-60116th St; Kew Gardens, 
NY 11418; (718) 805-2840. Contact Lenny Kotke 

SOUND CONTROL; Sound Reid., Rental; 1528-80 St; 
Brooklyn, NY 11228; (718)837-6237. Contact: Dan Prosseda. 

SOUNDPORTEAST; Sound Reint, Lighting, Staging, Rent-
al; 31 SIA Spar Dr.; Erial, NJ 08081; (609) 228-9535. Contact 
Ken 

SPENCE SOUND á STAGE; Sound Rein f., Lighting, Rental, 

Audio Recording; 228 Wheeler Rd.; Monroe, CT 06468; (203) 
268-5621. Contact: Dave Spence 
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DRP - 20 Reverb 
Processor 

& Effects 

* 32-bit Signal Processing 
* Room 9mulation 

Mixed Effects 
Two Channel Effects 
Automatic Freeze 
Super Chorus 
rogrammable Gate 

Factory Presets 

orld 
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without leaving your studio 

128 User Mempr, 
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Cluster 
acuum Fluor 
isplay 
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The acoustics of old world cathedrals and many other sonic eviron-
ments, have been ruthessly copied fot the DPR 20. 

In less than a year the DRP 20, with its 32bit floating-point 
technology, now ranks among the world's elite and is treated as a 
real hot tip. Not least because its price/performance ratio is so 
amazing that it is available for a third, fifth or even an eighth of what a 
real pro studio reverb & effect processor used to cost! 
International test reports underline the DRP-20's exceptional 
reverberation quality, its truly infinite editing facilities, outstanding 
user friendliness, superior MIDI capabilities and the clear fluorescent 
display. 
The 100 factory programs can be edited in any conceivable way and 
then stored as one of the 128 user programs. 
You'll be amazed at what it can do: 
Ask for a demo at your nearest DYNACORD dealer now. 
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REINFORCEMENT 

SPL SOUND, INC.; Sound Rein?.; 1177 Woodcrest Dr.; Vine-
land, NJ 08360; (609) 691-6690. Contact: Steve Ponzetto 

STAHRR SOUND SYSTEMS UNLTD.; Sound Rein?., Light-
ing, Rental; PO Box 6887; Syracuse, NY 13217; (315) 446-
8785. Contact: Christopher Stahrr. SOUND REINFORCE-
MENT. Touring Radius: National, Maximum Venue Size: 
6.000 seat Vehicles: 24' Mack, 18 GMC House Loud-
speakers: (24) SS-3 3-way proprietary mid-high cabinet, ( 10) 
SS-B proprietary subwoofer enclosure. Flying System Avail-
able: No Monitor Loudspeakers: ( 10) SSM-2 1 x 15 proprie-
tary bi-amped floor wedge, (4) SS-3 w/SS-B 4-way fill. House 
Consoles: Kelsey Pro Tour 8/4 36 x 8 custom modified, Pulsar 
80 Series 32 x 8, Soundcraft Series 500 40 input. Monitor 
Consoles: Yamaha MC3208M 32 x 10. Outboard Equipment 
BSS FDS360, dbx 160X, (4) dbx 166. (4) Ashly Audio CL52. 
(2) Barcus-Berry Electronics 402, (3) Yamaha REV7, MXR 
pitch transposer, (2) Roland SDE-1000, (4) Ashly Audio 
00231. (4) Ashly Audio 00131. EXR SP 1 1, (2) TOM cross-
over, (4) Furman PL-8. Power Amplifiers: ( 12) OSC MX1500, 
(12) OSC 1400, (4) OSC MX2000. Microphones: Beyer M88, 
Beyer M69, Shure SM81, Sennheiser MD-421, E-V N0757, 
E-V DS35, AKG D-112, E-V RE20, Crown PZM, Beyer M300, 
E-V ND257 Lighting: (80) PAR 56, (20) PAR 64, ( 2) 40' trian-
gle truss w/Genie lifts and backdrop, 48-channel Leprecon 
2.4 dimming. Celco 60 Series II planned for spring '89. Other 
Equipment Sony CD player, Nakamichi MR-I cassette player, 
scaffolding for house position and speaker stacks Rates: 
Please call for quotation 

STEED AUDIO, INC.; Sound Rein?.; 11)38 Pennsylvania Ave.; 
Monaca, PA 15061; (412) 728-1234. Cortact: Tom Beck 

PRICE STEVENSON ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 
Downingtown, PA 

PRICE STEVENSON ACOUSTIC RESEARCH; Sound 
Rein?,, Rental; 1591 Broad Run Rd.; Downingtown, PA 1-9335; 
(215) 383-1083. Contact: Price Stevenson. SOUND REIN-
FORCEMENT. Touring Radius: Regional. Maximum Venue 
Size: 12,000 seats Vehicles: Step van, 18' box w/ LO. 40' 
trailer. House Loudspeakers: (20) Woodworx/Roadworx full-
range. (8) Woodworx/Roadworx subs, (8) Communityl....ght & 
Sound MB6G, ( 16) Community Light & Sound RH60, (4) JBL 
4550, all JBL- and TAD-loaded. Monitor Loudspeakers: (16) 
Woodworx/Roadworx, (4) Community Light & Sound, (4) E-V, 
(8) custom. House Consoles: TAC 32, Scundcraft 16, (2) 
Sunn, ( 2) Yarraha. Monitor Consoles: Yamaha 2408, Trouper 
20 x 4. Outboard Equipment Roland 101, Roland 1000, (2) 
Roland 2000 Lexicon PCM60, Yamaha SPX90, (2) Ibanez 
2000. Power Amplifiers: ( 12) Crest 4000, (6) Crest 800, (4) 
Crown Micro-Tech 300, (4) JBL 6290, (4) BOW 750, (4) 
Peavey 800. Microphones: (8) Sennheiner 421, (30) Shure 
SM58, Shure SM57, (' 2) E-V RE' 1, (2) AKG 0-12, (2) Senn-
heiser 441. Other Equipment: Hammond B-3, Marshall, 

Ampeg. wide variety of PA equipment available, Yamaha 
drum kits, Ludwig drum kits. Rates: Single piece to full system, 
call for info REMOTE RECORDING. Specialization & Cred-
its: Chubby Checker, Bobby Rydell, Dovells, Marvellettes, 
Joey Dee. Charlie Gracie, Carmen Dee Orchs., Dead End 
Kids, Money, Puzzle, Numbers, Little Buddy, Chill Factor. 
Secrets, Stand, Turnstyles, John Eddie, Portrait, Thin Ice, Sov-
ereign, Uptown Swing Band, Pin Ups, Ken Kuieter. Psycho-
path, Crank, Steel, Desoto, Redtones, Sleeper, White Fox, 
Ambush, Position, China Club, Copacabana, NY Marriott 
Marque, Heebeegeebees, Max's Kansas City, Vets Stadium 
pregame show, The Stage, Koloa Church, Kauai, Hawaii, 
Kenny Marks & The Remarkables, Dave Meese, Pulsations 
(M.S.O.E., RIA, Syn-Aud-Con, AE.S., OVA SA), Phila. Civic 
Center, Trump Castle, NJ, Bally's Casino, Keith Whitley, Tari 
Hensely. Smothers Brothers. 

STIRLING AUDIO SERVICES; Sound Reint, Lighting, Stag-
ing, Rental, Audio and Video Recording; 239 Main Ave.; 
Stirling, NJ 07980; (201) 647-0327. Contact Jim Ferrante. 
SOUND REINFORCEMENT Touring Radius: Local, regional, 
national. Maximum Venue Size: 30.000 to 40,000. Vehicles: 
Vans, 1 A/18722' trucks, tractor trailer. House Loudspeakers: 
EAW. Inc. KF850, EAW, Inc. BH800, EAW, Inc KF550 Flying 
System Available: Yes Monitor Loudspeakers: Yamaha mod-
ified bi-amped floor wedges, EAW, Inc 3- and 4-way sidef 
E-V 3- and 4-way drum fill near-field. House Consoles: Midas 
36x 16 x 2, Soundcraft 800B 32 x 8, Yamaha 24 x 8, Yamaha 
32 x 4. Monitor Consoles: Audioarts 24 x 10, Yamaha 24 x 8, 
Peavey 24 x 8. Outboard Equipment: Klark-Teknik E0, White 
EQ dbx comp, EAW, Inc. MX800 processor/crossover. Lex-
icon PCM70, Lexicon PCM42, Lexicon PCM41, Lexicon Prima 
Time, Yamaha REV5, Yamaha REV7. Yamaha SPX90, Scamp 
gates/comps, Aphex Aural Exciter, Yamaha E0, Biamp comp, 
Rane time alignment crossovers Power Amplifiers: Crest 
8001 (house), Crest FA800 (monitor), Crest 8001 (monitor). 
Microphones: Neumann, Sennheiser, Beyer, AKG, E-V, 
Crown, Countryman. Staging: 3' x 6' x 32" folding leg plat-
forms. Lighting: Penn truss box and triangular, TTI, Nova, LMI 
dimmers/satellite/orbiter spot, Vermete, Genie lifts/fog/smoke 
machines/strobes. Other Equipment RTA/Pink Noise. Rates: 
Call Jim Ferrante for the lowest rates on the East Coast. 
REMOTE RECORDING. Vehicles: Van or 14' truck Mixing 
Consoles: Midas, Yamaha, Tascarn. Audio Recorders: Otan, 
Tascam. Noise Reduction Systems: dbx. Synchronization 
Systems: Adams-Smith. Outboard Equipment: Lexicon 
PCM70, Lexicon PCM42, Lexicon PCM41, Lexicon Prime 
Time, Yamaha REVS, Yamaha REV7, Yamaha SPX90, comp 
and gates, Scamp comp and gates Microphones: Neumann, 

• APR 24 MULTITRACK RECORDER 
• APR 5003 2-TRACK RECORDER with CenterTrack 
Time Code 
• PCM 2500 DAT RECORDER 
• MXP 3000 AUTOMATED MIXING CONSOLE 
• Microphones 

AMERICAN PRO AUDIO has available the whole line of 
SONY products in stock and at great prices. We can 

handle arl your audio needs from system design to 
service and will work with you to give you the 

best for your budget; lease packages are 
also available. 

CONTACT DICK McCALLEY or 
LEE WINDSPERGER 

JD iii r)11.,,MW. 

RK GLEN RD. 
MINN! APOLIS, MN 55416 

612-925-9423 
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Sennheiser, Beyer, AKG, E-V, Shure, Crown, Countryman. 
Monitor Speakers: EAW, Inc. MS100, Auratone. Power Ampli-
fiers: Sansui B1, Crown. Video Recorders: Sony 34" and Beta-
cam Video Monitors: Sony, JVC Switchers: JVC 1200. Video 
Effects Devices: ADO effects. Cameras: Ikegami, Sony Beta-
cam Other Major Equipment Full lighting package, mulficam-
era, full field production w/headsets. Rates: On request. 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES; Sound Reint, Light-
ing, Staging, Rental; 275 Middle St.; Middletown, CT 06457; 
(203) 347-5314. Contact Doug Fay 

ULTRA SOUND EAST; Sound Reint ; Trent Bldg.; Irvington, 
NY 10533; (914; 591-6667 (IMC 1435); FAX: (914)591-6832. 
Contact: Sean McCormick, David Robb 

WARM BROWN SOUND; Sound Rein f., Rental, Audio 
Recording; PO Box 4; West Dummerston, VT 05357; (802) 
254-4283. Contact Chris Kelly 

ZEO BROTHERS PRODUCTIONS, INC.; Sound Reint, 
Rental; 429 Lincoln Ave.; Hatboro, PA 19040; (215) 956-
0328. Contact George Zeo. SOUND REINFORCEMENT. 
Touring Radius: Local, regional, national. Vehicles: Company 
owned. House Loudspeakers: (52) MSE-3 proprietary cabi-
nets full- range, (28) MSE-5 proprietary cabinets subs. Flying 
System Available: Yes. Monitor Loudspeakers: MSE-M propri-
etary bi-amped, McCauley 840 and 814 tri-amped. House 
Consoles: Ramsa S-852 52 x 8 x 2, Soundtracs 32 x 8 x 2. 
Monitor Consoles: TAC Scorpion 40 x 12, Soundtracs 32 x 12. 
Outboard Equipment Yamaha, Roland, Klark-Teknik, White 
Instruments, BBE, dbx, Loft Power Amplifiers: Crest Audio 
8001, Crest Audio 7001, Crest Audio PL-400, Crest Audio 
PL-300, Crown Macro-Tech 2400, Crown 1200, Crown 600. 
Microphones: N/Dyn 757, 457, 408, 357, 308, 257, RE20, 
Sennheiser 421, Shure SM58, Shure SM57, AKG D-112, 
AKG 747 

SOUTHEAST 

Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, 

Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South 

Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia 

AEA PRODUCTION SERVICES; Sound Rein f., Lighting, 
Staging, Rental, Audio Recording; 392 Meeting St.; Charles-
ton, SC 29403; (803) 722-6855. Contact David Swain-audio. 
Dana Whitehair-recording. Jack Gilchrist- lights. 

AIRSHOW, INC.; Audio Recording; 7021 Woodland Dr.; 
Springfield, VA 22151; (703)642-9035. Contact David Glass-
er. REMOTE RECORDING Specialization 8 Credits: Special-
izing in location recording, engineering coordination, techni-
cal direction and consulting for remote recording and broad-
cast. Recent projects and clients have included Grammy 
nominated Sweet Honey in the Rock at Carnegie Hall (Flying 
Fish Records): New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival, Hap-
py New Year USA! (live PBS special w/Mel Torme and the 
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra), Pennsylvania Radio Thea-
tre, Tribute to Thelonious Monk (PBS special w/Dizzy Gilles-
pie, Herb* Hancock, Wynton Marsalis), New Music America 
Festival, The Bob and Ray Radio Show, Paul Winter Consort, 
Billy Taylor, First World Cello Congress, WETA, WBUR, WJHU, 
WGBH, WPFW, NPR, Radio Smithsonian, Maryland Public TV. 
We can supply a portable recording system featuring me/ 
Calrec console, Sony digital recorders, KEF/Bryston monitor-
ing and API audio distribution, all packaged for efficient on-
site setup and transport. SPARS member. Please give us a call 
to discuss your next remote recording or broadcast project 

AUDIO & LIGHT RENTALS; Sound Reint, Lighting, Rental; 
1227 W. Lee St.; Greensboro, NC 27403; (919) 370-1234. 
Contact: Jim Reece 

BERTY'S AUDIO CORP.; Sound Reint ; PO Box 3928; Hato 
Rey, PR 00919; (809) 795-8731. Contact: Jose A. Rodriguez 

BRANTLEY SOUND ASSOCIATES, INC.; Sound Reint, 
Lighting, Staging, Rental, Audio Recording; 204 Third Ave. 
S.; Nashville, TN 37201; (615) 256-6260. Contact: Lee 
Brantley 

CESAR SIERRA SOUND at; Sound Reint, Lighting, Stag-
ing, Rental; Box 6848, Santa Rosa Unit; Bayamon, PR 
00621-9008; (809) 759-8001; FAX: (809) 740-7780. Contact: 
Cesar Sierra, Victor Sud SOUND REINFORCEMENT Tour-
ing Radius: Regional Maximum Venue Size: 200,000. Vehi-
cles: Ford 7000 40' box, Isuzu NPR 20' box, ( 3) Ford 350 
Super Van. House Loudspeakers: (32) modular-type w/single 
JBL 18", (2) JBL 15", JBL 2380/2445, (2) Yamaha JA4281B, 
(16) Meyer Sound UPA-1A (8) Meyer Sound USW. Flying 
System Available: Yes. Monitor Loudspeakers: (16) Meyer 
Sound UM- 1A, (4) JBL 4602, ( 12) Yamaha 2115H. House 

—CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 

"I Love It 
Doug Sax 
Mastering Lab 
Los Angeles 

"Great concept, 
great execution... this CD 
deserves a public service award." 
Craig Anderton, Narada Recording Artist 

"The quickest reference available... 
saves time and money" 
Jay Antista, 
Lion Share Recording Studios, Los Angeles 

"SRD may be your best audio investment of 1989" 
George Petersen, Mix/Electronic Musician magazines 

SRD features 70 minutes of audio test tones and references. SRD is available now 
for $69.95. 

For information on a dealer near 
you, or to order direct, call Toll-Free 
1-800-999-6191 now! 

PROSONUS' 
1616 Vista del Mar • Hollywood, California 90028 
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AMPEX 
3M 
a 

AGFA 
Professional 

Audio and Video 
Tapes 

Open Reel Audio 

Bulk Cassette Tapes 

Video Cassettes & 1" 

Reels, Boxes & Accessories 

AVAILABLE FROM THE NUMBER ONE IN 

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING PRODUCTS: 

ADVANCE 
RECORDING PRODUCTS 

7190 CLAIREMONT MESA BOULEVARD 
SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 92111 

[619] 277-2540 
CALL TOLL FREE: IN CAUFORNIA: 
WO] 854-1061 (800) 858-1061 

A  Please call or write 

for our FREE catalog. 
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• Studio packages 

• Automation 

• Syncronization 

• Digital FX 

• MIDI Work Station 

• Volume Dealer 

• Leasing Available 

• Experienced Staff 

• Buy/Sellniude New and 
Used Equipment 

(602) 267-0600 
EAR PROFESSIONAL 
AUDIO/VIDEO 
2641 EAST McDOWELL 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85008 

SOUTHEAST 

RV TF 
RECORI:»11s1G 8.< 

SO, 
REINFORCEMENT 

-CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

Consoles: Soundcraft 8000 32-channel w/matrix, Soundcraft 
500 32-channel w/matrix. Dynamix 32-channel 16 subs, (3) 
Yamaha 2404 24-channel. Outboard Equipment: (2) Klark-
Teknik DN360 EQ, Klark-Teknik DN60 analyzer, Klark-Teknik 
701 digital line delay, (2) Yamaha REVS, (2) Yamaha SPX9011, 
(10) Yamaha 02031 EC, (4) BSS FDS-4430 crossover, (2) 
UREI 525 crossover, Lexicon PCM42, Lexicon PCM70, (2) 
USAudio Gatex, White Instruments 140 analyzer, ( 10) Meyer 
Sound Labs M- 1A, (4) Meyer Sound Labs 6-2A, ( 2) Meyer 
Sound CP-10. Power Amplifiers: ( 12) Meyer Sound Labs 
MS- 1000, ( 12) Crown MT- 1200, ( 12) Crown MT- 1000, ( 12) 
Crown MT-600, ( 12) Crown PSA-2, (6) Yamaha P2200. Micro-
phones: ( 16) Shure SM58, ( 16) Shure SM57, (8) Sennheiser 
421, (6) Sennheiser 441, (2) E-V RE20, ( 16) Audio-Technica, 
(8) Shure SM81. (2) AKG 451, ( 16) Countryman Type 85 DB. 

DAVIS PRODUCTIONS; Sound Reinf., Audio and Video 
Recording; 1208 Elm Ave.; Americus, GA 31709-4503; (912) 
924-2521. Contact King C Davis 

DESIGN RECORDING, Audio and Video Recording; 2576 
Liberty Hill Rd.; Powhatan, VA 23139; (804) 598-3169. Con-
tact: Carroll Bolling 

DOVE SOUNDS; Sound Reinf., Lighting, Audio Recording; 
1305 Glen Eden Dr.; Raleigh, NC 27612; (919) 782-1095. 
Contact: Christopher Droessler 

GARRETT SOUND & LIGHTING, INC.; Sound Reinf., Light-
ing, Staging; 5967 NW 31st Ave.; Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309; 
(305) 975-8745. Contact: Wally or Ron Watkivs. SOUND 
REINFORCEMENT. Touring Radius: Regional. Maximum 
Venue Size: 75.000 - 100.000. Vehicles: (4) 30' box trucks. 
House Loudspeakers: JBL 4871 concert series. JBL 4842 
subwoofer system. Flying System Available: Yes. Monitor 
Loudspeakers: JBL 4604 floor wedge, JBL 4602, JBL 4871. 
House Consoles: Soundcraft 800B, Soundcraft 8000 40-
channel, Sony MXP-2000. Monitor Consoles: Soundcraft 
8008, Sony MXP-2000, MCI. Outboard Equipment: Yamaha 
REV7, Yamaha SPX90. Klark-Teknik, dbx. Biamp, MXR, DOD 
Electronics Power Amplifiers: Carver 1.5, Carver 2.0. Micro-
phones: Shure, Sennheiser, AKG, E-V. Staging: Multi-staging 
w/fly tops, major concert staging w/fly tops Lighting: 250kW 
of Thomas Truss, Leprecon dimmers Other Equipment 
Loadstars rigging, camera towers. 

MIG14  
GARY HEDDEN LIMITED 

2807 Azalea Placeu Nashville, Tennessee 37204 

GHL AUDIO ENGINEERING 
Nashville, TN 

GHL AUDIO ENGINEERING; Audio Recording; 2807 Azal-
ea Pl.; Nashville, TN 37204; (615) 269-5183. Contact: Gary 
Hedden, Jim Kaiser. REMOTE RECORDING. Vehicles: 40' 
custom-built Great Dane facildy. Control Room Dimensions: 8 
x 8.5 x 22. Mixing Consoles: Harrison MR-4 36 x 24 w/auto-
mation and grouping, Harrison Pro-712 x 6. Audio Recorders: 
(2) Otan  MTR-90 M kll, Otan MIR-12 2/4-channel 1/2 ", (2) Otani 
MX-5050611 1/4 ", (2) Nakamichi MR-1 B cassette recorder, 
Sony 2500 Pro DAT Noise Reduction Systems: (8) Dolby 361 

w/Type A cards, dbx 180 stereo Type I, M16/M8 24-channel 
Dolby A rack available. Synchronization Systems: BTX Sot-
touch: (2) Shadow II, Cypher generator. Outboard Equipment 
(2) Lexicon 200 V 1.3, (2) Lexicon PCM42, Marshall 5402 
Time Modulator, Quantec room simulator. Eventide 910 Har-
monizer, (2) UREI LA-3A compressor, (5) dbx 903 compres-
sor, (2) dbx 902 de-esser, dbx 906 flanger, (6) Valley People 
Dyna-Mite. (4) Aphex EQF-2 parametric EQ. (6) Aphex CX- I 
compressor/expander, Alexis MIDIverb II, (6) Jensen mic 
preamp. Microphones: (2) AKG 414, (4)AKG 460 cardioid, (2) 
AKG 460 shotgun, (4) Neumann U89, (8) Neumann KM84, 
Neumann SM2, (3) Beyer M500, (8) Sennheiser 421. (4) 
Shure SM58, (2) Shure SM57, E-V RE20, E-V PL10, (2) Altec 
M-49, (2) Crown PZM-6S, Sony C-38. Monitor Speakers: (2) 
Fostex LS-3 modified, (2) Fostex RM-765, (2) Fostex G-7000, 
(2) Realistic Minimus-7, (2) Auratone, (2) CSI MDM-4, (2) 
Yamaha NS- 10. Power Amplifiers: (2) Hafler P-500, (3) Hafler 
220. Video Recorders: JVC CR-6650 3/4 " U-Matic. Video Mon-
itors: Panasonic 19" broadcast, RCA B&W 15". Cameras: (2) 
RCA remote-controlled NM for surveillance. Other Major 
Equipment dbx 700 digital processor, Sharp photocopy 
machine, microwave, coffee pot fridge Rates: Call for quotes 
Specialization & Credits: GHL is highly regarded in the Nash-
ville music community. Along with our full-scale truck, we 
operate a small but sophisticated studio for overdubs and 
mixing Our crew has extensive experience in all areas of 
music production and audio-for-video. We now feature digital 
production on our Soundstation118-channel hard disk editor. 

INTEGRATED SOUND & LIGHT; Sound Rai«, Lighting; 
13218 Pleasantview Ln.; Fairfax, VA 22033: (703) 370-0400. 
Contact Ivan Beaver 

JC SOUND & LIGHTING; Sound Reinf., Lighting, Staging, 
Rental; 9319 NW 102nd St; Miami, FL 33178; (300) 884-
8325. Contact: Kevin Dillon, David A Cramer. (See Turn of the 
Century Productions.) 

LEE'S ARTIST SERVICES; Sound Rai«, Rental, Audio 
Recording; 2078 LaSalle Pl.; Memphis, TN 38104; (901)726-
9533. Contact: Lee Moore 

MAGNETIC MEMORIES, INC.; Audio Recording; PO Box 
3373; Kingsport, TN 37664; (615) 246-3452 (after 6 p.m.). 
Contact: Lawrence Morris 

MARTIN AUDIO; Audio Recording; 1205 Martin St; Winston-
Salem, NC 27103; (919) 721-1729. Contact Frank Martin 

MR. 0 AUDIO; Sound Reinf., Lighting, Rental, Audio Re-
cording; 2035 S. Lumpkin Rd.; Columbus, GA 31903; (404) 
687-6221. Contact: Maurice Owens. SOUND REINFORCE-
MENT. Touring Radius: Local, regional. Maximum Venue 
Size: 8.000 Vehicles: Rental trucks for dependability. House 
Loudspeakers: ( 16)0AP DP- 118, JBL 18"/ 15"/12"/2" comp 
driver wibiradial, OAP FH-118 subs, Mr. 0 W25H (2 1571" 
JBL comp driver w/biradial EQ), Mr. 0 52Ts ( 15"/1" JBL 
comp driver w/60-degree horn). Flying System Available: 
Yes Monitor Loudspeakers: ( 16) OAP 2-way Biamp wedges 
(15"/1" comp driver w/90-degree horn), Mr. 0 52T (sidef ills), 
Mr. 0 KAI drum monitor (2 15"/1" comp driver w/90-degree 
horn). House Consoles: Soundcraft 500 32 x 8, Studiomaster 
20 x 4, Yamaha EM300 12 x 4. Monitor Consoles: Studiomas-
ter 20 x 8. Yamaha 2408, Yamaha 2404. Outboard Equip-
ment Brooke-Siren FDS-360, (2) Klark-Teknik 0N360, 
octave graphic EC). (8) dbx 166 comp/limiter, Lexicon 95 
Prime Time II, Yamaha REV7, Yamaha SPX90, Yamaha 
SPX9011, Effectron Ill, Roland Space Echo, Ibanez HO- 1500, 
UREI 539 1/3-octave EQs, Yamaha 2031 1/2-octave E0s, Valley 
People Dyna-Mite (comp/lim/gaterde-esser), UREI 525 cross-
over, Furman TX4 crossovers, Furman TX3 crossovers, dbx 
160X compressors, Symetrix 501 comp/limiters. Crown VFX-
2A crossovers, Eventide H910 Harmonizer. Power Amplifiers: 
141 Crown PSA-2, (2) Crown DC-300A, Yamaha P2200, BGW 
750, Crown D-75, OSC 1400. Microphones: Shure SM58, 
Shure SM57, PE56, Sennheiser 421, AKG 414. Lighting: ( 108) 
PAR 64 w/(2) 40' truss, 24 channels of Leprecon (2.4k) and 
Scrimmer (4.8k) dimming, 10 channels of non-dim 30-amp 
circuits. Other Equipment: Oberheim DX drum machine, Kong 
Poly-61M, Moog Minimoog Model D. Alçai AX-73 MIDI key-
board, Akai 612 sampler, Roland TR-505 drum machine, 
Acoustic 370 bass head and Ampeg B-25 cab. ( 2) JBL 2225, 
Fender Twin w/JBLs. Ampeg V-4 amp and cab. Rane HC-6 
headphone amp, Conn Strobotuner. Rates: Call for rates. 
REMOTE RECORDING. Vehicles: Modified Ford E-100 van 
(mixdown in studio). Mixing Consoles: Same. Audio Record-
ers: Tascam MS- 16, Nikko tape decks. Tascam 38 8-track, 
Tascam 234 4-track, TEAC 3300 2-track, Tascam 322-track, 
Nikko 350 cassette decks, TEAC V-385 cassette deck. Noise 
Reduction Systems: DX-4D Type 1 Outboard Equipment 
Same, Microphones: Same Monitor Speakers: JBL 4312, 
JBL L-36, Auratone 5C. Power Amplifiers: Crown D-75, Crown 
DC-300A Rates: Call for rates. 

MOBILE SOUND SERVICE; Sound Paint, Audio Record-
ing;1010A Dorothea Dr.; Raleigh, NC 27603; (919)834-3158. 
Contact: Ted E. Bissette. 

MODERN METHOD PRODUCTIONS, INC.: Sound Reine, 
Lighting, Staging, Rental; 2707 University Dr., Ste. M; Hunts-
ville, AL 35816; (205) 536-8025 Contact: David Hendricks 
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MUSE PRODUCTIONS 
Auburn, AL 

MUSE PRODUCTIONS, Sound Rama, Lighting, Staging, 
Rental, Audio and Video Recording; PO Box 43; Auburn, AL 
36830; (205) 821-0088; (205) 826-6302. See Our Ad in the 
BusinessPages! Contact Robert Hawthorne, Russ Thatcher. 
SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Touring Radius: National. Max-
imum Venue Size: 20,000 Vehicles: Variety available. House 
Loudspeakers: Professional Audio Systems MRS-2s, Profes-
sional Audio Systems 218BM subwoofers. Flying System 
Available: Yes Monitor Loudspeakers: Renkus-Heinz W-1As 
bi-amped, Turbosound TFM-2s bi-amped, E-V SH-1810s bi-
amped, PAS MRSts tri-amped. House Consoles: Soundcraft 
500 40 x 8 x 2, Soundcraft 200 24 x 4 x 2. Monitor Consoles: 
Soundcraft 500 32 x 12. Allen and Heath Brenell 24 x 8. 
Yamaha 1608 16 x 8. Outboard Equipment: Lexicon PCM70, 
Lexicon PCM60, Lexicon PCM42, Lexicon PCM41, TC Elec-
tronic 2290 w/sampling, Eventide H3000, Yamaha SPX90# 
dbx 160, dbx 166, Klark-Teknik DN360, Klark-Teknik DN60, 
White Instruments 4650, Brooke-Siren FS360, Valley Interna-
tional Kepex II, Commander, Maxi-O. Power Amplifiers: QSC 
3800, QSC 2000, QSC 1500, QSC 1400. Microphones: Shure 
SM57, Shure SM58, Shure SM81, Shure SM85, Beyer M69, 
Beyer M88TG, Beyer M201, E-V RE20 Sennheiser MD- 421, 

Sennheiser MD-431U, Sennheiser MD-441, AKG 330131, 
AKG 414, AKG 451, AKG 535E8, AKG D- 12E, AKG 747, PZM, 
HM Electronics wireless systems w/SM85, Countryman DI, 
Stewart DI, Whirlwind DI. Staging: 20 x 30. Lighting: Duncan 
OF-91 open-face box truss, Duncan OB-91 full-box truss, 
Genie Super Towers, CAE/Leprecon consoles and dimmer 
racks, follow spots. ETA packages Other Equipment Entire 
system multipinned for reliability, speed and ease of setup 
and tear-down. Any outboard equipment or microphone not 
specifically listed is available upon request. HME Intercom 
Systems, Nakamichi cassette decks and backline rentals. 
Also available: remote audio/video recording. Rates: Availa-
ble upon request Specialization & Credits: Muse caters to a 
variety of music including new age, rock, jazz, country, gospel 
and more. Muse's credits include: Night Ranger, Cheap Trick, 
Richard Marx, The Romantics, The Georgia Satellites, The 
Hoodoo Gurus, Bad Company, B.TO., Steppenwolf, Guadal-
canal Diary, Jason and the Scorchers, The Tubes, A.R.S., Love 
Tractor, Drivin' & Cryin*, Marshall Tucker, Tammy Wynette, 
John Anderson, Run-D.M.C., The Fat Boys, Force MD, Jerry 
Clower, Rosey Grear, Truth, and performers appearing at the 
W.C. Handy Jazz and Heritage Festival. These are only a few 
of the artists Muse has served at festivals, one-night events 
and on tour. Muse Productions can supply professional sound 
reinforcement and lighting for all of your sound and lighting 
needs at a price that is just right for you! We would be honored 
to add you to our list of satisfied customers For further infor-
mation. please contact Robert Hawthorne or Russ Thatcher. 

PLATINUM RECORDERS MOBILE SERVICES; Audio 
Recording; 3300 University Blvd., Ste. #160; Winter Park, FL 
32792; (407)679-6333. Contact Isis Jones -studio manager, 
Gary Platt-v.p. REMOTE RECORDING. Vehicles: 26' GMC 
coach. Control Room Dimensions: 8 x 15. Mixing Consoles: 
(8) super graphic EC), ( 16) fully parametric EQ, mod to include 
10 aux sends. Sony 3036 w/hard drive automation Sphere 
16/4 outboard mixer full parametric EQ. Audio Recorders: (2) 
Otan MX-80 or MTR-100 24-track w/CB120 remote, Otani 
MTR-12 2-track w/1/2 " and 'A" headstacks, Otan MTR-10 
2-track Noise Reduction Systems: HX-Pro on 24-track re-
corders, many others available. Synchronization Systems: (2) 
Adams-Smith Zeta- 3. Outboard Equipment TC Electronic 
2290 sampling delay, dbx 900 series racks w/(5) dbx 903 
comp, (3) dbx 904 gate, (4) dbx 905 EQ. (4) dbx 902 de-esser, 
(6) UREI LA-4 comp, UREI LA-2 comp, Aphex Dominator 
stereo multiband comp/limiter, (2)Aphex comp/gate, (2) Omni 
Craft GT-4 gate, (3) Drawmer gate, (2) Aphex EQ. (2) Lexicon 
480XL Yamaha SPX90, Lexicon PCM70.Aphex Type B Aural 

Exciter, Barcus-Berry Electronics phase aligner, (2) Lexicon 
PCM41, (2) Roland SDE-3000, (3) Roland SDE-2000, Del-
taLab 1700 CompuEflactron, ADA stereo tape delay. Micro-
phones: (2) AKG 414PE, AKG C-24 stereo, (6) Sennheiser 
MD-421, (8) Shure SM57, (5) Neumann KM84, Neumann 
U87, (2) Audio-TechnÉa ATM31R, (2) Audio-Technica ATS-
15R, (2) AKG 451E, E-V RE20, Sony EMC-50, (2) Crown PZM, 
Sony lavaliers. (6) Axe active DI. Monitor Speakers: Fostex 
LS3, Fostex RM-780, Auratone, Yamaha NS- 10M, DeltaLab 
Mini Ml, AKG headphones, Fostex headphones. Power 
Amplifiers: (2) Haller DH-500, (3) Hafler DH-200, Phase Lin-
ear 300 aux Video Recorders: Sony 5800 3/4". Video Moni-
tors: (2) RCA TC-201 T. Panasonic 19" RTS 1900 color. 

PARADISE  
SOUND WI 

PRODUCTION SERVICES 

ORLANDO, FLORIDA 

[407] 657-0333 

PARADISE SOUND 
Muter Park (Orlando), FL 

PARADISE SOUND; Sound Reinf., Lighting, Staging, Ren-
tal. 2721 Forsyth Rd., Ste 256; Winter Park (Orlando), FL 
32792. (407) 657-0333. Contact Larry Epstein 

PRO-AUDIO INC.; Sound Role Rental, Audio Recording; 
2012 Madison Ave; Memphis, TN 38104; (901) 278-6000. 
Contact: Dave Smith 

Studio and production professionals know... 

We don't sell problems 
We solve them 
Announcing Sam Ash Professional 
A sales and service organization dedicated to offering the finest selection 
of pro audio equipment in the country. We invite you to call or visit our show 
room located in Midtown Manhattan, featuring a fully functional recording 
suite, as well as several types of workstations for complete demonstration 
of professional audio technologies. While you are speaking with one of 
our Creative Consultants, please inquire about our many unique programs 
such as Product Evaluation and Extended Service Programs, 
flexible financing options, and more designed to guarantee your complete 

satifaction. 

Setee 7eedProfessional 

723 Seventh Avenue. Third Floor.New York City 212.719.2640 Hours: Monday thru Friday 9:30-5:30 
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PRO MIX; Sound Rein!.; 1713 Acme St.; Orlando, FL 32805; 
(407) 843-3172; FAX: (407) 843-3329. Contact Bill Barnes. 

RAM SOUND; Sound Rein!., Rental; 10 Arlington Dr.; Tusca-
loosa, AL 35401; (205) 759-5284. Contact: Bob McTyeire. 

RM AUDIO; Sound Role Rental, Audio and Video Record-
ing, 3586 Pierce Dr.; Atlanta, GA 30341; (404) 458-6000. 
Contact John Tyler 

ROAD WORX AUDIO & LIGHTING SPECIALISTS; Sound 
Rein!., Lighting, Staging, Rental; 913 S. Chapman St; 
Greensboro, NC 27409; (919) 378-0650. Contact Vickie 
Edwards. Hugh Sarvis. SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Touring 
Radius: National. Maximum Venue Size: 24,000 Vehicles: 
Tractor trailer and Chevrolet Tiltmaster. House Loudspeakers: 
(16) Woodworx FR-3 direct radiating full- range enclosures 
w/TAD components, (60) Woodwork SR-1 direct radiating 
full-range enclosures w/proprietary JBL components, ( 16) 
Woodwork SUB enclosures w/JBL 2245H 18" components. 
Flying System Available: Yes, Monitor Loudspeakers: (32) 
Woodwork MAX-1 enclosures w/Woodwork controller elec-
tronics loaded w/proprietary JBL 12" and 1", ( 12) Woodwork 
MAX-2 enclosures w/Woodworx controller electronics loaded 
w/proprietary JBL dual 12" and 2". Assorted sidef ill, drum and 
keyboard monitors available. House Consoles: Yamaha 
PM3000 40-channel, Soundcraft 8000 40-channel, Sound-
craft 500 40-channel, Soundcraft 500 32-channel. Monde 

AUDIO& LIGHTING SPECIALISTS 

ROADWOR X AUDIO & LIGHTING SPECIALISTS 
Greensboro, NC 

Consoles: Soundcraft 500 40 x 12. Soundcraft 500 32 x 12, 
TAC Scorpion 30 x 12. Outboard Equipment TC Electronic 
equalizers and analyzers, White Instruments 4400, White 
Instruments 4650, dbx noise gates and limiters, Valley People 
440 limiters, Klark-Teknik DN60 analyzer, Yamaha REV7, 
Yamaha SPX90, Lexicon PCM42, Lexicon PCM70, Lexicon 
U(P-1, Lexicon MAC controller, Brooke-Siren crossovers, (3) 
proprietary power distribution system, (3) Whirlwind 40-
channel splitter w/ mass connectors and transformer-isolated 
multipin stage boxes Power Amplifiers: Crest 8001s, Crest 
7001s, AB Systems 1100A, AB Systems 900A. Microphones: 
AKG, Shure, Beyer, Sennheiser, Neumann, Samson wireless. 
Staging: Concert staging available in various sizes w/top. 
Lighting: (20) Thomas Truss sections pre-rigged w/240k and 
Genie Supertowers, Leprecon LP- 1000 24-channel console, 
Leprecon LP-2000 48-channel console, Leprecon LD-2400 
dimmers in racks w/patch bays Other Equipment TEF 12 
system, dbx analyzer, various stage gear/band equipment 
available upon request. 

SERIOUSLY SOUND, INC.: Sound Reinf , Lighting, Staging, 
Rental, 550-C Amsterdam Ave.; Atlanta, GA 30306; (404) 
872-0346. Contact: David Lowell, Garry Sharp SOUND RE-

RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

All Major Brands— 

FOR STUDIOS/HOMES 
CHURCHES/CLUBS 
• Reel to Reel Decks (2-4-8-16 Track) 
• Cassette Decks • Mixing Boards 
• Mikes • Studio Monitor Speakers 
• Special Effects Units Accessories 

TASCAM 

• VOLUME DEALER 
• NEW & USED 
• E-Z TERMS 
• ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 
• PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 

Call for a catalog and pricing information. 

RHYTHM CITY 
287 East Paces Ferry Road N.E. 

Atlanta, Georgia 30305 
1-404-237-9552 • 1-404-237-8526 

CALL TOLL-FREE IN GA 1-800-282-7995 

Seriously Sound 
INCORPORATED 

SERIOUSLY SOUND, INC. 
Atlanta, GA 

INFORCEMENT Touring Radius: National Maximum Venue 
Size: 20,000 Vehicles: Variety available. House Loudspeak-
ers: Renkus-Heinz SR-2, Renkus-Heinz SR- 1, Renkus-Heinz 
LA-2, Renkus-Heinz LR-1, Renkus-Heinz processors, Ran-
kus-Heinz Smart System. Flying System Available: Yes Moni-
tor Loudspeakers: Woodworx 2 x 12". ( 14) SSI 2 x 12" JBL 
speakers and 2" JBL horn bi-amp, 3-way JBL/TAD sidef ills. 
House Consoles: Yamaha PM3000, Yamaha PM2000. Moni-
tor Consoles: Soundcraft 5008 40 x 12, Maryland Sound 
Industries 30 x 12. Outboard Equipment Yamaha REV7, Ya-
maha SPX90, Lexicon PCM70, dbx 166, (2) JBUUREI 5547 
equalizer, Audio Logic, Goldline ATA. dbx CD, Nikko CD, 
Roland SDE-3000 ddl. Power Amplifiers: Renkus-Heinz P-
1500, Crest, Carver. Microphones: Complete selection avail-
able Staging: Full staging available. Lighting: Complete light-
ing systems available, including spots and communication. 
Other Equipment: Largest inventory of stage equipment in the 
Southeast, complete audio/visual rental inventory Rates: 
Upon request. 

SHOWBIZ PRODUCTION SERVICES, INC.. Sound Rein!., 
Lighting, Staging, Rental; PO Box 39749; Charleston, SC 
29407. (803) 795-2577. Contact Jim Elliott. SOUND REIN-
FORCEMENT. Specialization & Credits: Complete produc-
tion company. Founded 1968. National and international tours 
with Jacksons, Stevie. Alabama, Cameo, Dolly, Crystal, Anne 
and many other top stars Major fairs and festivals throughout 
the Southeast Network TV productions, work for the last five 
U.S. Presidents and major sporting events including World 
600. All JBL sound systems including compact 4-way, full-
range; flying systems for coliseums; large, horn-loaded, out-
door systems for up to 250,000, Soundcraft, Trident and 
Yamaha consoles. Microtec, ClSC and BGW amps. All popular 
effects Bi- and tri-amped monitors up to 14 mixes Special 
M-4 system for large sporting events, fairs, races, etc., hangs 
from a crane and sets up in two hours. Makes great delay 
tower without blocking sight lines. Box trusses and a complete 
assortment of specials and soft goods CAE consoles and EDI 
dimmers Ultra Arcs Trees Stage tops of various sizes plus 
power distribution, rigging, effects and musical instruments. 
Let us show you our first-class service 

TENNESSEE CONCERT SOUND; Sound Rein!., Lighting, 
Rental, Audio Recording, Hwy. 70 E., Box 654; Brownsville, 
TN 38012, (901) 772-2292. Contact Bernie Bernil, Stewart 

TURN OF THE CENTURY PRODUCTIONS, Sound Rai«, 
Lighting, Staging, Rental; 262924th St N.; St Petersburg, FL 
33713; (813) 327-2496 (St Petersburg); (305) 884-8325 (Mi-
ami). Contact Rick Baynard, Jeff Heiler, Kevin Dillon, David A. 
Cramer. SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Touring Radius: Na-
tional. Maximum Venue Size: Unlimited indoors or outdoors. 
Vehicles: 48' x 102" air- ride trailers w/late-model air-ride 
International 9700 tractors, Peterbilt 26' air- ride straight truck 
w/crew sleeper. International straight trucks House Loud-
speakers: Turn of the Century Productions' "Overture System" 
proprietary, full-range flying cabinets w/JBL components. (2) 
18", (2) 12", (2) biracial, the "W" system w/40JC-W, (2) 15" 
low-frequency enclosures, 40 JC-C3. (2) 12", (2) biradial. (4) 
tweets mid-high-frequency enclosures. Flying System Avail-
able: Yes Monitor Loudspeakers: 2225-2425 bi-amped floor 
wedges, (2) 2202 2" floor wedge, tri-amped drum fill, tri-
amped stereo sidefills. House Consoles: Yamaha PM-
300040C, Ramsa WR-S840, Soundcraft 800B 40 x 8. 
Soundcraft 800B 32 x 8, Midas Pro40-Pro4 36 x 8, all w/spare 
power supplies Monitor Consoles: Arnek-TAC Scorpion 40x 
12 w/balancing update. Soundcraft 40x 12, Midas Pro4 30 x 
10. Audioarts 24 x 8, Yamaha 2408. Outboard Equipment 
Klark-Teknik DN60 real-time analyzer, Crown RTA-2 real-
time analyzer, Klark-Teknik DN300'/3-octave EQ, Klark-Teknik 
DN360 73-octave EQ (monitors), 4JREI. Yamaha, NEI, Biamp 
Y3-octave EC:1s also available, UREI LA-4 compressor/limiter 
(mains), BSS FDS-360 crossover, BSS FDS-310 crossover, 
UREI 525, Loft 602. Loft 603, Ashley SC22, Biamp crossover, 
SGE crossover, dbx F900 mainframes w/902, 902, 904 
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modules, dbx 160X, dbx 166 gate/limiter, Omnicraft GT-4 
quad noise gate. Roland SDE-3000 DDL, Roland SRE-555 
super echo, Yamaha REV5. Yamaha REV7. Yamaha SPX9011, 
Yamaha SPX90, Yamaha R1000, Eventide H3000 Ultra-Har-
monizer, Eventide H910, Eventide F20. Lexicon Super Prime 
Time, Lexicon PCM70, Lexicon PCM60, Lexicon PCM42, 
Lexicon PCM41, Clear-Com MS200 main stations, Nakami-
chi MR-28 cassette decks, TEAC, Technics, Yamaha, Sony 
cassette decks and CD players, SAE P50 and Crown D-75 
headphone amps, AKG 340, 280 and 240 headphones, Fur-
man PL-8 light modules, other outboard gear available upon 
request. Power Amplifiers: Mains Crest 8001, Crest 4001 
w/1875 watts/cabinet, Carver PM 1.5, Crest 7001s Monitors: 
OSC 3800, OSC 3500, Crown PSA-2, Crown Macro-Tech 
1200, Crown DC-300 Series 2, OSC MX- 1500s, Carver PM 
1.5. Microphones: Shure SM58, Shure SM57, Shure SM81, 
E-V PL20, AKG D- 12E, AKG D-112, AKG C-451, AKG 451 
w/CK-8 shotgun capsules, AKG C-460 w/swivel heads. AKG 
D-321, Beyer Dynamic M88, Beyer Dynamic M69, Senn-
heiser MD-421, Sennheiser MD-431, Sennheiser MD-441, 
Crown PZM, Crown PCC-160, C-ducer, Sony wireless, Coun-
tryman Dl, Whirlwind Dl, combiners, splitters, etc Staging: (2) 
60 x 40 stage w/load-bearing roof, 40 x 40 stage w/load-
bearing roof, 40 x 30 stage, 30 x 20 stage, tons of super scaff 
to build any size sound towers, house mixing tents any size. 
Lighting: Over 600kW of lighting, AVO OM500-90. Thomas 
trusses. Male-Richardson (9) lights and 9kW CYC lights, 
Leprecon LD2400 custom dimmer rack, ( 2) EDI 144 1.2kW 
custom dimmer rack, (4) TTI 30-6kW custom dimmer rack. 
AREI multiplex systems, AVO 60-channel Rolacue, AVO C-60 
w/chase, Zero 88 72-channel, LP1000 48-channel, Strong 
Xenon Super Troopers, Altman HMI, Clear-Corn, Genie ST-24 
ground supports, fog machines, strobes, CM1 and 2, Lode-
stars for all rigging applications. Other Equipment: Yamaha 
Stage series drum kits, Yamaha CP80 piano, Yamaha CP70 
piano, Yamaha CP60 piano, Yamaha DX71IFD, Roland D-50. 
Roland JC-120, Fender Twin, Marshall 100-watt w/4 x 12 
angle tops and bottoms. Gallien-Krueger 40ORB, Guild-
Houtke 4 x 10, SVT heads and 8 x 10 cabinet, LP congas. LP 
timbales, Ludwig timpani. (32) Tascam reel-to-reel. etc., com-
plete line of rental equipment available upon request. Rates: 
We are able to offer lower prices for our "one stop" production 
packages, i.e., sound, lights, staging and roofs, band gear and 
transportation. Specialization 8 Credits: Since the purchase 
of JC Sound 8. Lighting in January 1989. Turn of the Century 
Productions has instantly become the Southeast's largest and 
most complete full- service production company. With great 
pride, we are now able to otter "one stop" production services 
for any show from club to stadium. Our highly competent staff 
of audio engineers, lighting directors, staging specialists and 
truck drivers are striving to ensure that Turn of the Century 
Productions maintains its excellent reputation throughout the 
industry. TCP will go to any length to make certain that the 
show sounds and looks great Our touring systems have been 
custom-designed utilizing road-worthy, modular-sized road 
cases, multipin setups, complete power distribution systems 
and transformer-isolated snake systems including recording 
splitters. Lastly but most importantly, the "Overture System" 
has received countless compliments from many top engi-
neers Many happy, recent clients include The Gregg Allman 
Band, Cheap Trick, Hall & Oates. Wayne Newton, Expose, The 
Fias, Vixen and Air Supply 

WOODY'S PRO SOUND & MUSIC; Sound Rein!,, Lighting, 
Staging, Reniai, Audio Recording; Hwy. 11 W., PO Box 1428; 
Chilhowie, VA 24319; (703)646-3392. Contact: Woody Routh. 

NORTH CENTRAL 

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North 

Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, Wisconsin 

AERIAL ENTERPRISES, INC.; Sound Rein!., Staging, Rent-
al, Audio Recording; 10106 Industrial Dr.; Whitmore Lake, MI 
48189; (313) 231-2500. Contact Steve Fisher, Ed Learned. 
Jim Lillie, Don Balcum 

ALLIANCE RECORDING CO.; Sound Rein!., Audio Record-

ing; 8449 Parshallville Rd.; Fenton, MI 46430; (313) 032-
5653. Contact: Al Hurschman 

ARROW AUDIO, INC.; Sound Rein!,, Lighting, Staging, 
Rente!: 101 W. Edison Ave.; Appleton, WI 54915; (414) 731 - 
4888. Contact Curt Mass 

AUDIO ENGINEERS; Sound Reint, Lighting, Staging, Rent-
e; 6303 Johnson Rd.; Galloway, OH 43119; (614) 870-9500. 
Contact: Greg Belger 

AUDIO VISIONS PRO SOUND; Sound Rein!., Rental; 13411 
B St.; Omaha, NE 68144; (402) 330-3064. Contact: Mike 
Murphy, Rick Curzon SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Touring 
Radius: National Maximum Venue Size: As required. Vehi-

cles: 24' straight trucks, 45' trailers, tractors leased as needed. 
House Loudspeakers: EAW KF550, EAW BH800, Rainbow 
Systems MB1510. Flying System Available: Yes. Monitor 
Loudspeakers: EAW SM222 wedges, AV 2121 wedges. 
Rainbow Systems 1202 wedges. EAW JF500 and SB528 
sidefill/subs. House Consoles: Yamaha PM1800 40 x 8 x 2, 
Soundcraft 500 40 x 8 x 2. Monitor Consoles: Soundcraft 
4006 32 x 10 and 24 x 10, Studiomaster 12M 32 x 12. 
Interface 24 x 10. Outboard Equipment: Yamaha REV7, Ya-
maha SPX90, Lexicon PCM41, Lexicon PCM42, Lexicon 
Super Prime Time, dbx 903, dbx 904, dbx 166, dbx 160X, 
Klark-Teknik EQ, White Instruments EQ. BSS crossover, E-V 
crossover. Power Amplifiers: Crown MA-2400, Crown 1200, 
Crown MT- 1200, Crown 600, Crest 3001, Crest 8001, OSC 
1400, OSC 1500, OSC 2000, OSC 3500, Yamaha 2250, 
Yamaha 2500. Microphones: AKG D-12, AKG D-112, AKG 
451, AKG D-321, AKG 460, Shure 57, Shure 58, Sennheiser 
421, Sennheiser 431, E-V RE20, E-V PLI 0, E-V PL20, E-V 
ND757, E-V PL77, Crown GLM, Crown PZM. Other Equip-
ment: Full selection of backline gear for rent. 

CHICAGO MUSIC COMPANY; Sound Rein!., Rental; 3530 
N. Lincoln; Chicago, IL 60614; (312)477-3900. Contact Jack 
Alexander, Ken Stevens. SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Tour-
ing Radius: Regional. Maximum Venue Size: 20,000. House 
Loudspeakers: (20) Hill M4. (28) Celestion SR, (4) Turbo, (4) 
Apogee. Flying System Available: Yes Monitor Loudspeak-
ers: (24) JBL custom wedge. (2) Apogee wedge. House Con-
soles: Midas PR4 32-channel, Hill J332-channel, Soundcraft 
200B Seq 24 x 4. Monitor Consoles: (3) Hill 24 x 8, Yamaha 24 
x 8. Outboard Equipment: (2) dbx 900 rack (8 limiters/8 
gates/2 parametrics), Yamaha REV7,Yarnaha SPX90, Roland, 
Eventide 949, White 4400, White 4200. ( 10) Rane GE27 EQ. 
(4) dbx 160X, (2) dbx 166. Power Amplifiers: (20) Hill TX1000, 
(8) Carver PM 1.5, ( 4) Crown PSA-2, (8) Crown DC-300. 
Microphones: Beyer 12-channel custom wireless rig ( (8) 
handheld, (4) bodypack) w/splitters and custom antennas. 
(10) Beyer 737 Shotgun, assorted Beyer, Shure, Sennheiser, 
Audio-Technica. Other Equipment Full instrument rental divi-
sion, full line bass/guitar amps, (30) digital keyboards in stock, 
(8) drum kits (Yamaha, Pearl, Sonor, Rogers), percussion (LP 
and Gon Bop) and orchestra gear, repair department for pro 
audio gear and stage gear (contact Dave Levit). Rates: Call for 
rates 

DODD TECHNOLOGIES, INC.; Sound Rein!., Lighting, 
Staging, Rental; 10888 Allisonville Rd.; Fishers, IN 46038; 
(317) 842-4905. Contact: Mark Dodd 

DYNA-MIGHT SOUND & LIGHTING; Sound Reint, Light-
ing, Rental; 3119 S. Scenic; Springfield, MO 65807; (417) 
883-4549. Contact: John Gott, John Pitts 

EALING MOBILE RECORDING, LTD.; Audio Recording; 
4906 N. Talman Ave.; Chicago, IL 60625-2722; (312) 784-
1558. Contact: Hudson Fair. REMOTE RECORDING. Vehi-
cles: We set up in the auditorium, concert hall or opera house. 
Control Room Dimensions: Various, Mixing Consoles: (2) 
Neve 5442 8 x 2-total 16 x 2. (2) Focusrite ISA 110 module. 
Audio Recorders: Nagra T-Audio 1/2 " mastering machine, 
Nagra IV-S 1/4 ", Sony PCM -2500 DAT w/Apogee filters (modi-
fied), Sony DTC-500 DAT, Sony PCM-601 digital processor 
(F1 format). Noise Reduction Systems: (2) Dolby SR in 361 
trames. Outboard Equipment Lexicon PCM70 reverb. Draw-
mer 500 effects processor, (2) Focusrile ISA 110 module, 
Lexicon LXP-1 reverb, MAP mic preamp, Revox B-215 cas-
sette deck. Microphones: (4) Schoeps CMC54, (2) Bruel 
Kjaer 4006, (2) Neumann KM140, (2) Neumann KM53, Neu-
mann U89, (2) Bruel & Kjaer 4011. Monitor Speakers: (2) 
Oued ESL-63 electrostatic, (2) Norberg BCS-16 near-field, (2) 
KEF 101 minimonitor Power Amplifiers: Ramas 9055, Revox 
285. Other Major Equipment: Sony 1630 digital w/Sony DAE-
1100 digital editor is available, Rates: Rate card available 
upon request. 

ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY; Sound Rein!.; 1914 
Hertford Rd., Columbia, MO 65202; (314) 474-6788. Contact: 
David Bartlett 

EVERYTHING AN; 30 Frank Lloyd Wright Dr.; Ann Arbor, MI 
48106-0970; (313) 930-3728. Contact: Christopher Evans 

FIDDLESTRING PRODUCTIONS; Audio Recording; HCR-
89, Box 46; Hermosa, SD 57744: (605) 255-4235. Contact: 
"String Bean" Svenson 

FRIENDSHIP ENTERTAINMENT SERVICE; Sound Rein!., 
Lighting, Rental; 299 Hill Ave.; Bartlett, IL 60103; (312) 830-
1178 (Chicago); (615) 754-0059 (Nashville). Contact: Bob 
Nietzold, Man Swanson. 

GREAT LAKES SOUND, INC.; Sound Rein!., Lighting,Stag-
ing, Rental; 3932 Secor Rd.; Toledo, OH 43623; (419) 472-
0338. Contact: Bill Robison SOUND REINFORCEMENT. 
Touring Radius: Regional. Maximum Venue Size: Indoor 
10,000, outdoor 25,000. Vehicles: 24' truck, assorted vans. 
House Loudspeakers: (12) JBL loaded 3-way ( 15". 10", 2" 
horn) custom design. (8) JBL loaded subwoofer 2-15", ( 14) 
Bose 802-11. ( 7) Bose 302 subs Flying System Available: No. 
Monitor Loudspeakers: ( 12) JBL 4604 wedge. (4) JBL loaded 
sidefrll bi-amped 2-15", 1-1" horn. JBL drum monitor w/2-
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CLEAN 
PATCH RAYS 
NO DOWN 
TIME 

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS 
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE 
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS 

VERTIGO 1/4" TRS AND 17 BURNISHERS: 
Each used lc eliminate noise caused by contamination 

ol men contacts in normal patching situations 
VERTIGO 1/4" TRS AND TT INJECTORS: 
Each allows dilection of cleaning solvent in breaking 

contacts (normals). Io eliminate intermitiency Mal 

occurs when parch cord has been removed 

STILL OIILY $29.95 Ea. (Con! . USA) 
Please write for additional information and order Ion 
Used by Professionals Worldwide Patent Pending 

VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES 
12115 Magnolia Blvd. # 116 
Noah Hollywood, CA 91607 
Telephone: (818)907-5161 
Telex- 5106006748 VERTIGO RECRÛ 
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TAPE MFG. CO. 

TOLL FREE NUMBER 
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527-3472 
MAJOR IN-HOUSE 
PRESSING FACILITY 
• Custom Albums 

• 45 RPM Singles 

• Mastering with Neumann 

VMS70 Lathe & SX74 Cutter 

• Digital Mastering Available 

TAPE DUPLICATION 
• Custom Packaging 

COMPACT DISCS 
• Custom Packaging 

A + R RECORD & 

111.1 
CC 

TAPE MFG. CO. 
902 North Industrial Blvd. 

Dallas, Texas 75207 

214-741-2027 
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VELCRO CABLE 
WRAPS 

6 Sizes, 10 Colors 

NDUSTRIAL QUALITY 

e end permanently attaches 
to the cable, the other end has a 
convenient pull-tab (custom logo 
printing available). 

Wr orb 
(415) 861-6011 
P.O. Box 77394 
San Francisco, CA 94107 

All rights reserved Patent #4700432 
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NORTH CENTRAL 

OT 
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REINFORCEMENT 

-CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

15", 1-15, 1-1" horn. House Consoles: Soundcraft 500-32, 
Soundcraft 400-26, Soundcraft 200B-24. Monitor Consoles: 
Soundcraft 400B-32. Outboard Equipment dbx 900 rack, 
(101 dbx 160X, dbx 165, (21 Yamaha SPX9011, Brooke-Siren 
FDS-360, (2) Rane AC22 crossover, Rene AC23 crossover. 
(4) Rane GE14 EQ. (4) Rene GE27 EQ, UREI PA processor. 
UREI dual parametric Era (2) Nakamichi MR-2 cassette. 
Ibanez DM-2000 delay, (2) Alesis MIDIverb IL Power Amplifi-
ers: 161 Crest 8001, ( 16) Carver PM 1.5, (4) SCS 2350. Micro-
phones: (40) Shure SM57, (24) Shure SM58, (6) Sennheiser 
MD-421U, (6) AKG C-451, (5) Crown PCC-160, (2) Crown 
PZM, (3) Shure SM54, (4) Beyer M500, (3) E-V RE20, Shure 
SM7. Staging: Assorted types available including tops. Light-
ing: (4811k PAR-64 aluminum, (24) PAR-56 500, ( 16) PAR-38 
150, (8) banks of 5 PAR-46 ACL. Other Equipment: Clear-
Corn System 7 station, (2) Rosco 1500 fogger. (5) wireless 
mic system-diversity both body and H.H., ( 4) DI. systems 
w/Technics 1200 tables. 

HALF STREET PRODUCTIONS; Sound Reint, Lighting, 
Rental, Audio Recording; 5835 Victoria Ave.; St. Louis, MO 
63110; (314) 644-0992. Contact: Ken Bohannan 

CM. LLOYDE; Sound Rein f., Rental; 102 S. Neil St; Cham-
paign, IL 61820; (309) 452-6927. Contact Charles Fudge. 
SOUND REINFORCEMENT Touring Radius: Local, regional 
and national. Maximum Venue Size: 15,000. Vehicles: Rent. 
lease Ryder. House Loudspeakers: (32) CVL (CV. Lloyde 
custom) cabinet, (8) CVL sub-system cabinet. Flying System 
Available: Yes Monitor Loudspeakers: ( 14) CVL CX1526 bi-
amplif ied wedge, (4) CVL C-1 sidefill. CVL sub drum fill, (2) 
CVL CX1526 drum fill. House Consoles: Yamaha 1532, other 
consoles available upon request. Monitor Consoles: Yamaha 
MC2408, other consoles available upon request Outboard 
Equipment Yamaha REVS, (2) Yamaha SPX9011, other proc-
essing available upon request (dbx, Furman, Yamaha, Alesis, 
BBE), dbx 166, Yamaha 2031, Alesis MIDIverb II, Furman QN4 
quad noise gate, complete patch bay. Power Amplifiers: 
Crown MT- 1200 (main), Crown MA-2400 (main), Crown MT-
600 (main), Crown MT- 1200 (monitor), Crown MT-600 (moni-
tor), Crown MA- 1200 (monitor). Microphones: More than 
adequate microphone and stand complement including Dls, 
PZMs, PCCs, condenser mics, lavaliers and wireless. Micro-
phone systems from Shure, Audio-Technica, AKG, Stewart, 
Crown, Samson, Electro-Voice. Sennheiser, Yamaha Light-
ing: Upon request. Other Equipment Complete AC distribu-
tion system. Clear-Com communication system, backline 
gear, 250' 52-channel snake system w/subsnakes and trans-
former-isolated monitor split. Rates: Upon request. 

MIRAGE SOUND 8 LIGHT; Sound Reint, Lighting, Staging, 
Rental, 155 N. Elmwood; Oak Park, IL 60302; (312) 383-
6455. Contact: Robert Berggren. SOUND REINFORCE-
MENT Specialization 8 Credits: With our "top of the line" 
equipment (JBL, Soundcraft BSS, Klark-Teknik, etc.) and ex-
cellent prices, we have been able to please hundreds of acts 
each year. The following is a partial list, but not a legal endorse-
ment, of customers who have used Mirage Sound and Light 
equipment and/or services: Thompson Twins, Billy Idol, Chub-
by Checker, Public Image Ltd., Tanya Tucker, The Bangles, 
Badfinger, Steve Dahl, Dick Clark, Phyllis Diller, James Brown, 
Hyatt and Hilton Hotels, cities of Chicago. Aurora and Glen-
view, along with live TV and radio. Lel us know how we can 
serve you. 

NORTH SHORE AUDIO 8, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; 
Sound Rein!, Lighting, Staging, Audio Recording, 2255 Par 
Ln. #722; Willoughby Hills, OH 44094, (216) 944-8013. Con-
tact: Jim Borfori 

ON STAGE AUDIO: Sound Reint, Staging, Rental; 2380 
Brickvale Dr.; Elk Grove Village, IL 60007; (312) 595-4941. 
Contact: Mario Educate, Tom Nicks, Greg Smith. SOUND 
REINFORCEMENT. Touring Radius: National. Maximum 
Venue Size: 15,000. Vehicles: (2) 45' trailers w/tractors, 24' 
truck, van. House Loudspeakers: ( 16) Turbosound TMS-4, (4) 
Turbosound TMS-1, (38) Ramsa WS-A200, (6) Ramsa subs, 
(4) Klipsch LaScala, (2) Meyers subs. Flying System Availa-
ble: Yes Monitor Loudspeakers: (2) JBL 4698. (8) EAW, Inc. 
SM155P, (4) EAW, Inc. 202P, (4) Turbosound TMW-212. 
House Consoles: (2) Yamaha PM3000, Soundcraft Series 
200 (24-channel), Ramsa WR-8716, Ramsa 8-channel, (2) 

%fen 
On Stage Audio 

 1 
ON STAGE AUDIO 
Elk Grove Village, IL 

Tapco Series 100 8-channel. Monitor Consoles: Yamaha 
2408, (2) Ramsa WR-S840. Outboard Equipment Klark-
Teknik, Yamaha REVS, Klark-Teknik delays, Klark-Teknik 
parametric EQ. Yamaha 2031 '/3-octave E0s, dbx 166X, dbx 
160X, Aphex Aural Exciter, Yamaha 01500 delays, Yamaha 
SPX90, Brooke-Siren FDS-360 crossovers Power Amplifiers: 
Crest 8001, Crest 4001, Crest 2501, Crest 7001 Micro-
phones: Beyer M88, C-Tape, Shure SM57, Shure SM58, 
Shure 5M81, AKG D- 12E, Crown PZM, AKG 451, Sennheiser 
421, Shure SM11, Audio-Technica AT853, Sennheiser 441, 
Audio-Technica AT857, ( 11) Vega wireless systems (hand-
held and beltpack). Staging: ( 130) 4' x 6' platforms 32" high. 
Lighting: Upon request Other Equipment: Clear-Corn 4-
channel intercom, (2) Clear-Com 2-channel intercom, (40) 
Clear-Corn 2-channel intercom beltpacks w/Beyer DT- 108 
dynamic headsets, (4) Clear-Corn intercom 2-channel speak-
er stations, (2) Otan i MX-5050B reel-to-reel tape machines, 
cassette decks, dbx noise reduction system, 37-channel, S-
way spinier rack. Rates: Upon request. Specialization & Cred-
its: On Stage Audio was formed in 1984 with the sole purpose 
of providing high-quality audio for corporate industrial theater. 
We have the resources to handle both industrial theater and 
corporate entertainment without having to bring in costly extra 
equipment. Since image is such an important factor in corpo-
rate theater, the appearance of the equipment is maintained 
to look like new, and the operating condition is kept at an 
optimum level. With over 50 years of combined experience in 
the industrial market, On Stage Audio will meet any of your 
sound needs 

PRO 
AUDIO 

PRO-AUDIO INC 
Grandville, MI 

PRO-AUDIO INC.; Sound Rein f., Lighting, Audio Recording; 
2825 Dormax St.; Grandville, MI 49418; (616)538-8585. Con-
tact: Ken Reinecke 

PRO-TEK Sound Reint, Lighting, Staging; 3014 S. 44th St; 
Kansas City, KS 66106; (913) 677-0616; FAX: (913) 722-
1379. Contact Joe Thoennes, Marti Dolinar, SOUND REIN-
FORCEMENT. Touring Radius: National. Maximum Venue 
Size: Any size. Vehicles: Cube van, 18' straight truck, leased 
tractors, flatbeds, trailers. House Loudspeakers: Unlimited 
quantities of: E-V 4025 bass bins, E-V 1225 mid bins, Com-
munity 264 w/Renkus-Heinz 3301, Community RH90 w/ 
Renkus-Heinz 1801, ( 12) PTA Series13-way composite. Fly-
ing System Available: Yes. Monitor Loudspeakers: Unlimited 
quantities of: E-V and Renkus-Heinz 15" and 1", E-V and 
Renkus-Heinz 15" and 2", E-V and Renkus-Heinz 2 x 12" and 
2", PTA Series 13-way composite House Consoles: Sound-
craft 8000 40 x 8, Sunn SPL 3424 24 x 4. Monitor Consoles: 
Soundcraft 500 40 x 12, Yamaha 2408 24 x 10. Outboard 
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Equipment Klark-Teknik DN30/60, Yamaha 02031. dbx 160. 
dbx 166, dbx 000. Yamaha REV7. Yamaha REVS. Rates: 
Higher Fi at a kmer fee 

REELS ON WHEELS; Sound Rein!., Audio and Video Re-
cording; 2824 W. Sherwin; Chicago, IL 60645; (312) 338-
1907. Contact: John W. Burke. 

RIVER CITIES SOUND & LIGHTS; Sound Reint, Lighting, 
Staging, Rental; 1025 W. 4th St.; Davenport, IA 52802; (319) 
323-7398. Contact: Marsha or Frank 

FVJ RECORDING ai SOUND, Sound Rein!., Lighting, Stag-
ing, Rental, Audio and Video Recording; PO Box 302, 530-C 
Lark St.; Geneva, IL 60134; (312) 232-1932. Contact: Richard 
J. Peck. SOUND REINFORCEMENT Specialization & Cred-
its:We at R/J Recording & Sound pride ourselves in providing 
the highest quality in every facet of our business sound 
reinforcement for corporate shows, educational seminars. 
theaters, local entertainment and national touring groups. 
Also sound for many major festivals, county fairs, concerts and 
nightclubs Credits: Tom T. Hall, Ray Charles, Judy Collins. 
Tony Bennett Johnny Lee, Mel Torme. Jack Jones, Bandana. 
New Seekers, Association, Rare Earth, Derek St Holmes, Mel 
Till's, Drifters. Shirelles, Tanya Tucker, Beatlemania, Mickey & 
The Memories, Woody Herman Orchestra, Ross Thomkins. 
Ernie Watts, Bobby Shew, Dennis Diblasio. Specialization: 
Our regular customers call us "the most consistent high-
quality sound company in Chicagoland." We have moved our 
way one step closer to the number one position in the Mid-
west with competent sound engineers and people who care 
about your events We'll promise you a worry-free production 
and the best quality job in the Midwest Call us first and let us 
prove it to you! 

ROCK CENTRAL, INC.; Sound Rein!., Lighting, Staging, 
Rental; 300 E.S. Owasso Blvd.; St Paul, MN 55117; (612) 
482-9075. Contact: Tony Domagall 

SILK PURSE SOUND; Sound Rein!.; PO Box 4273; Ann 
Arbor, MI 48106-4273, (313)662-7597. Contact David Faber 

SOUND OF AUTHORITY, INC.; Sound Rein!.; 8118 S. Eber-
had Ave.; Chicago, IL 60619: (312)846-8200. Contact Ernest 
A Greene SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Touring Radius: 
Regional. Maximum Venue Size: 10,000 seats. House Loud-
speakers: Low frequency: R&R H&B bass bin. JBL 2225 
drivers, Vega L36 bass bin; mid frequency. R&R CDL. JBL 

E130 drivers; high frequency Emilar EH820. JBL 2441 and 
2445 drivers Flying System Available: Yes Monitor Loud-
speakers: R&R dual angle slant, Biamp,JBL 2225, JBL E140. 
JBL 2425 drivers, Yamaha S2115H II. House Consoles: 
Soundcraft 500 32 x 8. Yamaha PM1800 40 x 8. Monitor 
Consoles: (2) Yamaha 1608 16 x 10,32 x 10 configuration. 
Outboard Equipment: dbx 160X limiters. White 4003 EQs. 
Brooke-Siren crossovers, Lexicon PCM60 and PCM70, Ya-
maha REV7, Yamaha SPX90, Gates noise gates, dbx 166 
limiter/gate, Lexicon PCM41 and PCM42 delays and other 
misc. effects. Power Amplifiers: Crown PSA-2, Carver PM 1.5. 
Crest 4000. Crest 3500 Microphones: Shure, E-V, Senn-
heiser, Beyer, Crown PZM, C-ducer, Countryman DI, Whirl-
wind DI. Staging: Subcontracted. Lighting: Subcontracted. 
Rates: Available upon request 

SOUNDS GOOD AUDIO; Sound Rein!., Lighting, Staging, 
Rental; 2222 Spikes Ln.; Lansing, MI 48906; (517)372-5278; 
FAX: (517) 372-1871. Contact: Mark Reed, Keith Menne. 

SOUTHERN TH UNDER SOUND, INC.; Sound Rein!., Light-
ing, Staging, Rental, Audio Recording; 212 Third Ave. N.; 
Minneapolis, MN 55401; (612)339-6303. Contact Art Welter, 
Kurt Craig 

STAGEPRO LTD.; Sound Rein!., Lighting, Staging, Rental; 
953 E 23rd St; Lawrence, KS 66044; (913) 841-1340. Con-
tact: Robert Schmitt 

TRIAD PRODUCTIONS, INC., Rental, Audio Recording; 
1910 Ingersoll Ave., Des Moines, IA 50309; (515) 243-2125. 
Contact: Jett nedermayer 

VIKING SOUND AND RECORDING; Sound Rein!, Audio 
Recording; PO Box 349, 124 Pine St.; Edna, KS 67342; (316) 
922-3827. Contact: Richard Erickson 

VOICE OF PRAISE REMOTE STUDIO; Audio Recording; 
Box 202; Prairie du Rocher, IL 62277, (618) 284-3322. Con-
tact James P Doiron 

WAVELENGTH PRODUCTIONS; Sound Rein!.; 7105 N. 
Pauline, Ste. ka Chicago, IL 60626; (312)973-2477. Contact 
Marcy J Hochberg 

WBC DIGITAL RECORDING CO.; Audio Recording; 13552 
McDougall; Detroit, MI 48212; (313) 366-4281. Contact: Walt 
Carnecki 

WILLIAMS SYSTEMS; Sound Rein!., Lighting, Rental, Audio 
Recording; PO Box 5901; Lafayette, IN 47903; (317) 447-
2435; FAX (317) 448-6383. Contact Mark Williams SOUND 
REINFORCEMENT Touring Radius: Regional 400 mi Max-
imum Venue Size: 7,000 Vehicles: 22' van, others as needed. 
House Loudspeakers: Systems dynamically recant igurable 
in blocks, using EAW KF550Cs and BH800L.s. loaded w/TAD 
TD-4001s and RCF lab-series drivers, EAW MH101 and EAW 
BH5OOL systems for small venues. Monitor Loudspeakers: 
Eastern Acoustic Works FR253, E-V FM- 1202 wedge, East-
ern Acoustic Works SM120B (bi-amped) wedge, custom 
wedges JBL loaded House Consoles: Soundcraft 500 32 x 8 
x 2. Yamaha MC2404 24 x 4 x 2, others wiadvance notice. 
Monitor Consoles: Yamaha MC2408M 24 x 8, others w/ad-
vance notice Outboard Equipment Yamaha REVS, (6) White 
4660 EQ. (4) Yamaha SPX90. Lexicon PCM60, (4) Valley 
People Dyna-Mite, (2) dbx 166. (2) Ashly GO-231 V3-octave 
EQ. (5) Sundholm 3104 'h-octave EC, (2) Symetrix SE400 
stereo 4-band parametric E0, dbx 163 compressor. (2) 
Brooke-Siren FDS340, Brooke-Siren 8-channel line balanc-
ing unit, (2) Rene AC22 stereo 2-way crossovers, much more. 
Power Amplifiers: Carver, Crest Microphones: (2) Beyer M88, 
(2) AKG D- 12E, (2) AKG D-112, (2) Shure SM81. (2) AKG 
C-451E ( 12) E-V ND457, ( 12) Sennheiser 421, ( 15) Shure 
SM57, (3) Shure SM58, Shure SM10, ( 10) Brooke-Siren 
AR116 direct box, Sennheiser 431, Telex PH-20, (3) Nady 
1200 w/E-V 757 Lighting: PAR 64 aluminum pre-rigged 
Thomas/Socapex. PAR 56, PAR 46, PAR 38, Leprecon con-
trols, tree and racked dimming. Other Equipment (2) Whirl-
wind 24 x 3 transformer-isolated splitting system ( 700' cable). 
custom 12-channel matrix and cabling for monitors and 
mains, power distribution systems. Rates: Call. REMOTE 
RECORDING Mixing Consoles: Saundcraft 500 32 x 8 x 2. 
Audio Recorders: Tascam MS- 16 w/remotes/patch bay/20' 
cabling snake packaged in two flight cases Noise Reduction 
Systems: dbx Type I 16 channels Outboard Equipment Rene 
HC6 headphone amp, see reinforcement equipment lists. 
Monitor Speakers: (2) UREI 809. Power Amplifiers: Carver, 
Crest. Rates: Call. Specialization & Credits: As we enter our 
third year we are proud to annouce our entrance into equip-
ment sales and the continuation of our equipment rental 
program. Our commitment to provide excellence in equip-
ment and services in many cases has forced us to develop our 
own technology in several areas, particularly power and audio 
cabling/distribution. Our monitor switching matrix allows a 
complete reconfiguration of a system in seconds, any mix can 
be assigned to any cabinet by pushing a button 

ROOM TO BOOT. 
That's just one of the things you'll get when 
you put our new M4 CoAx to work in a 
cluster or any other permanent installation. 
Along with the space-saving nature of this 
new concept, which coaxially mounts any of 
our PC400 Series horns directly into the 
center of a matching M4 PC 1500 Series horn, 
you'll also improve directivity performance 
at the mid-to-high crossover point. In fact, 
if your crossover and delay systems are 
done right, you just might think you have a 
single loudspeaker capable of going from 
200 Hz to 20,000 Hz. 

The M4 was the first, and it's still the best in its class. Now it just got even better! 

Commil* 
PROFESSIONAL SOUND SYSTEMS 

333 East Fifth Street • Chester, PA 19013 • Tel. (215) 876-3400 • FAX (215) 874-0190 
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SOUTHWEST 

REINFORCEMENT 

Arizona, Arkansas, Las Vegas, Mexico, 

New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas 

ADVANCED PRODUCTION SERVICES, INC., Sound Reint., 
Rental", 1035 S. Tyndall; Tucson, AZ 85719, (602) 884-8550. 
Contact Mark Cowburn, Mark Miceli SOUND REINFORCE-
MENT Touring Radius: National. Maximum Venue Size: 
15,000 Vehicles: Local 5-Ion bobtail, (2) delivery vans. House 
Loudspeakers: ( 16) APS mid-high. ( 16) APS 18" subwoofer, 
(16) McCaulley APS-1 ( 12" driver, 1" driver, HF drivers bi-
amped). Flying System Available: Yes Monitor Loudspeak-
ers: (9) JBL bi-amped wedge monitor, (4) JBL tri-amped 
sidef ill, (2) JBL bi-amped drum fill, (8) Community L&S passive 
wedge monitor. House Consoles: Yamaha PM2000 32 x 8, 
Yamaha PM1000 16 x 4. Yamaha MC2404, E-V 16 x 4. 
Monitor Consoles: Yamaha 24 x 8. Outboard Equipment (6) 
White Instruments 1/3-octave EQ. (6) UREI 1/3-octave EQ. (8) 
Rane 1/3-octave EQ. (4) dbx 160, (4) dbx 160X, Yamaha 
Dll 500 digital delay, Yamaha REV7, Yamaha SPX90, (2) 
Ftane AD13 delay unit, (2) Brooke-Siren 4-way crossover. 
Power Amplifiers: ( 12) Crown Micro-Tech 1200, (2) Crown 
Macro-Tech 2400, (4) Crown DC-300A. (3) Rane MA6. Crown 
PSA-11. Microphones: ( 16) Shure SM58, (12) Shure SM57. 
(8) E-V DS35, (8) AKG 451, (2) Shure SM81, (8) Crown PCC-
160, (4) Sennheiser 421. (2) stereo C-ducer, ( 10) Samson 
PR50 wireless, (20) Sennheiser MKE-11, ( 16) Sony ECM-44. 
Lighting: Complete lighting system available for tours and 
clubs. Other Equipment IBM PC '/3-octave analyzer, MeIE-30 

octave analyzer, Crown System 12 TEFe analyzer, (3) 100 

amp distros, ( 4) C+M chain motor, (3) 10' truss, Panasonic 
video camera. ( 2) 9" monitor. 

BERNHARD BROWN, INC.; Sound Role Lighting, Stag-
ing, Rental; 11311 Indian Trail; Dallas, TX 75229: (214) 241-
4334, FAX: (214) 241-2841. Contact Bill Millet SOUND 
REINFORCEMENT. Touring Radius: National. Maximum 
Venue Size: Stadiums. Vehicles: Peterbilt 359 air-ride con-
ventional tractor 400 HP, Caterpillar 48 x 102 drop-frame 
electronics vans, Mercedes Benz 1316 bobtail w/20' box. 
House Loudspeakers: ( 104) Turbosound TMS-3 kill range 
3-way, (20) Turbosound TSW-124 subwoofer, ( 16)JBL folded 
ported bass bin w/Gauss 4882 18" speakers, (30) SS-style 
mid/high cab w/JBL 2220 15" speaker and JBL 2445 2" 
driver on JBL 2385 horn. Flying System Available: Yes. Moni-
tor Loudspeakers: (14) Turbosound TFM floor monitor w/2 x 
15" speakers and 2" driver, (9) EAW 2 x 12 w/(2) JBL 2404 
12" speaker and JBL 2445 2" driver on EAW horn, ( 12) 
Bernhard Brown 2 x 12 w/JBL 2404 12" speaker and 2425 1" 
driver on JBL 2375 horn, SS-style cabs for sidef ills and drum 
monitors. House Consoles: (2) Yamaha PM3000 40 x 2, 
Yamaha PM2000 32 x 8 x 2 w/Matrix (updated 1987 by John 
Windt). (2) Yamaha 2404 24 x 4 x 2, Soundcrafl 200SR 24 x 4 
X 2. Monitor Consoles: TAC Scorpion 40 x 12, (2) Yamaha 
PM2800 40 x 14, Soundcraft 400B 32 x 10. Outboard Equip-
ment Lexicon, AMS, Yamaha, Klark-Teknik, Brooke-Siren, 
dbx, Drawmer, Roland, many more, loaded to artist specs. 
Power Amplifiers: (52) Crest 8001, ( 16) OSC Series 3 3800. 
(20) OSC Series 3 3500. (6) OSC MX- 1500, ( 10) Carver PM 
2.0, other types available. Microphones: Sennheiser, Beyer 
Dynamic, Neumann, AKG. Electro-Voice, Shure, Swintek and 
many others. Staging: Staging and roofs (load-bearing) avail-
able to fit any size production. Lighting: James Thomas Engi-
neering Ltd pre-rigged truss system, AVAB Designer Series 
soft patch digital consoles/AVAB DDII digital dimming, Avo-
lites consoles and dimming available, rigging, etc. Other 
Equipment Backline rental 

CROSSROADS AUDIO, INC.; Sound Rai«, Lighting, Stag-
ing, Rental, Audio Recording; 2623 Myrtle Springs Ave.; 
Dallas, TX 75209; (214) 358-2623; FAX: (214) 358-0185. 
Contact Blake Dewberry, Chuck Conrad. SOUND REIN-
FORCEMENT Touring Radius: Regional. Maximum Venue 
Size: 20,000 inside/60,000 outdoor. Vehicles: Volvo F6 24' 
bobtail, Isuzu 16' bobtail, 45' air- ride tractor trailer available on 
contract, GMC/Greyhound bus conversion mobile recording/ 
crew vehicle. House Loudspeakers: (64) C-48 3-way flying 
proprietary spkrs, ( 12) C-52 dual subwoofer cabinets, ( 12) 
Bose 802, ( 12) Peavey 3020HT, (2) Turbosound TMS3. Flying 

System Available: Yes. Monitor Loudspeakers: (20) Cross-
roads bi-amp 15" slant w/JBL hi-fi, ( 12) Crossroads 12" 3-
way, (2) Turbosound TMS4, (4) Crossroads C-1502 drum 
monitors House Consoles: Yamaha PM3000 40-channel, 
Soundtracs M8 32-channel, Yamaha 2404, Yamaha 12- to 
16-channel mixers, Soundtracs 12/16-channel mixers, Pea-
vey 12- to 16-channel mixers, Ramas 12- to 16-channel 
mixers. Monitor Consoles: Midas Pro 4 24 x 8, Soundtracs 
"M" 32 x 12, Peavey MkIV 24 x 8, Walker 32 x 12, Yamaha 
MC2408. Outboard Equipment (5) Yamaha SPX90, Yamaha 
REV7, Lexicon PCM41, Lexicon Prime Time, dbx 900 rack 
w/(4) noise gates, (4) limiters and de-esser. ( 3) Brooke-Siren 
FDS360 crossover, (4) Klark-Teknik DN300B EQ. (6) dbx 
160X limiter, (2) Loft 3-way crossovers, (2) Audio Logic stereo 
4-way crossovers, (12) OSC 2-way crossover, (4) Technics 
cassette recorder, (2) Technics compact disc player, ART 
DR2 digital reverb, (2) Audio Logic quad noise gates. (50) 
Clear-Corn belt packs and main stations. (8) Yamaha 02031 
dual channel equalizers, ( 12) Motorola HT90 UHF walkie-
talkies Power Amplifiers: (30) OSC MX1500, (34)0SC 1400, 
(15) Peavey Deca 700, (2) Peavey Deca 1200. Microphones: 
(38) assorted wireless mica from HME. Cetec Vega, Nady, 
Sennheiser, (30) Shure SM58, (40) Shure SM57. ( 12) Audio-
Technica ATM41, ( 12) Audio-Technica AT857 unipoint, ( 10) 
Sennheiser 421, ( 10) AKG 451E, (8) Beyer M88, (6) Crown 
PZA1, (60) Audio-Technica Pro 4L, others in stock. Staging: 
20' x 30' sectional platform 2' high. Lighting: (2) 40' truss 
w/72kW PAR 64, (Lecos available), (2) Genie air trees w/24kW 
PAR64, (2) Ultra Arc spotlights Other Equipment (8) CM 
Lodestar 1-ton chain hoists, (6) Genie "Super Lift", 200-am-
pere isolation transformer, (2) 200-amp audio power dist. 
systems, (2)100-amp audio power dist. systems. Rates: Upon 
request REMOTE RECORDING. Vehicles: GMC coach/ 
Greyhound bus conversion w/7.5kW generator. AC kitchen, 
lounge, video, etc Control Room Dimensions: 14' x 18'. Mix-
ing Consoles: Yamaha PM3000 40-channel, Soundtracs FMX 
8-channel Audio Recorders: Tascan, 3300, Tascam A3440, 
Sony Beta w/PCM encoder. Noise Reduction Systems: (2) 
dbx 150. Outboard Equipment Yamaha REV7, (2) Yamaha 
SPX90, Lexicon PCM41, Lexicon Prime Time, (2) dbx 160X. 
Monitor Speakers: (2) JBL 4311, (2) Minimus 7. Power Ampli-
fiers: OSC 1400, Technics SA424. Video Monitors: Panasonic 
9" monochrome, (2) JVC 13" color. Cameras: Sony Trinitron 
color surveillance. 

CROSSWIND SOUND SYSTEMS, INC.. Sound Rein!, 
Lighting, Staging, Rental: 3501 Dime Circle 8113: Austin, TX 
78744, ( 512) 441-1631. Contact. John Nelson 

Double Duty Headphone Amp 

It's a Headphone Amp. 
In recording or rehearsal, headphones can be a 

problem. Everyone needs to hear clearly, but 
everyone hears differently. The Furman Sound 
HA-6 Headphone/Monitor Amplifier distributes 
your stereo feed to six headphone outputs, each with 
its own volume control, and provides more than 
adequate loudness for each, regardless of the kind of 
headphones used. Inexpensive Remote Stations that 
clip onto any mic stand and daisy-chain together 
can extend the number of headphones served to 
meet any need. 

It's a Power Amp. 
When the overdub's complete, you want to flip 

off the headphones and listen to the playback 

through the studio speakers. Sure-but don't 
forget to buy an extra power amp to drive them. 
Not necessary if you've got an HA-6! Punch a 
button and the HA-6 becomes a 20 watt/channel 
power amp, perfect for small speakers. 

The Furman HA-6-it's the double-duty 
solution to your headphone problem. 

For more information on this and other 
Furman products, please contact: 

Furman Sound, Inc. 
30 Rich Street 
Greenbrae, CA 94904 
Phone: (415) 927-1225 
Fax: (415) 927-4548 
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DALLAS BACKUP, INC., Sound Rein!, Lighting, Rental; 
12589 Perimeter Dr., Dallas, TX 75228, (214)686-4488. Con-
tact Charles Belcher 

DIGITAL SERVICES; Audio and Video Recording; 5805 
Chimney Rock, Ste. E; Houston, TX 77081; (713) 664-5258. 
REMOTE RECORDING. Vehicles: Chevrolet C-50 35' truck. 
Control Room Dimensions: 20L x 9H x 8W. Mixing Consoles: 
MCI 636 40 x 24 w/grouping and automation. Neve 544210 x 
4. Audio Recorders: Sony PCM3324 24-track digital, Otani 
MTR-9011 24-track analog, Otan MIR-12 2/4-track analog, 
Sony F-1 2-track digital, Sony PCM-1610 2-track digital, 
Nakamichi cassette. Synchronization Systems: TimeLine 
Lynx module Outboard Equipment Lexicon PCM70 digital 
effects processor, dbx 160X compressors, dbx 166 stereo 
compressor/expanders, Audio & Design compressors, Audio 
& Design noise gates. DeltaLab 1020 digital delay, Lexicon 
LXP-1 digital reverb, Audio & Design EQ. Microphones: Shure, 
AKG, Sennheiser, Neumann, Countryman, Electro-Voice, 
Crown, Jensen 3-way transformer mic splitter 54 inputs 
w/ground lifts Monitor Speakers: JBL 4411, Yamaha NS- 10, 
Auratone. Power Amplifiers: (DSC 3500, White Instruments 
room EQ. Video Monitors: (2) Panasonic color, Other Major 
Equipment Toys are us 

ELECTRIC EAR PRODUCTIONS; Sound Reint, Lighting, 
Staging; 1616 Ave. F; Lubbock, TX 79401; (806) 763-9794. 
Contact: Tom Prather. SOUND REINFORCEMENT, Touring 
Radius: Regional, national. Maximum Venue Size: 18,000. 
Vehicles: Peterbilt air-ride tractors. 48' Great Dane trailer 
air- ride, Ford L8000 bobtail. House Loudspeakers: ( 18) Meyer 
Sound Labs MSL-3, (8) Meyer Sound Labs 650 subwoofer, (8) 
Electro-Voice MTH, (8) Electro-Voice MTL subwoofer. Flying 
System Available: Yes, Monitor Loudspeakers: (20) Meyer 
Sound Labs UM-1 and UPA-1, ( 14) E-V Delta Max. House 
Consoles: Yamaha PM3000 40-channel, Soundcraft 800B 
32-channel. Monitor Consoles: Ramas 40-channel, Sound-
craft 28-channel, Pulsar 800 32-channel. Outboard Equip-
ment dbx 900, Yamaha REV7, Lexicon PM1700, White In-
struments 1/3-octave EQ. Power Amplifiers: Crest 4000, Crest 
8000, Carver 1.5, Carver 2.0. Microphones: Shure, E-V, Senn-
heiser, Beyer, Crown. Staging: 40 x 40 custom staging, Tom 
Cat roof. Lighting: AU0 QM500, Calco Baby, AU0 dimmers, 
Celco dimmers, Thomas and Tomcat drop frame. Other Equip-
ment: Backline rentals Rates: On request. 

FITZCO SOUND, INC.; Sound Red, Lighting, Rental; 912 
N. Midkift, Midland, TX 79701; (915) 684-0861; FAX: (915) 
689-8878. Contact Mark Eichen, Milt Hathaway. SOUND 
REINFORCEMENT, Touring Radius: Regional. Maximum 
Venue Size: 10,000 seat. Vehicles: GMC 14' box, Ford 24' 
box House Loudspeakers: (2) Renkus-Heinz MR- 1, (4) Ren-
kus-Heinz LR-2M, (4) Renkus-Heinz SR- 1, ( 2) Intersonics 
SDL-5 w/TPE lenses Flying System Available: No, Monitor 
Loudspeakers: ( 13) Renkus-Heinz SMS-1580L, (2) Renkus-
Heinz SR-2. House Consoles: Audioarts/Wheatstone LM-80 
24-channel, Audioarts/Wheatstone MTX-80 40-channel, 
Audioarts/Wheatstone M-44 16-channel. Monitor Consoles: 
Audioarts/Wheatstone M16 32 x 16. Outboard Equipment 
(10) Audioarts 2700B graphic EQ. ( 10) Audioarts 1500 notch 
filter, ( 5) Audioarts 1200 and 1202 compressors, (2) Lexicon 
PCM60, Alesis MIDIverb II, DeltaLab Effectron Ill, Nakamichi 
MR- 1, ( 10) Renkus-Heinz Smart Processor (modified). Power 
Amplifiers: (14) BGW 750, (9) BGW 8000, BGW GTA. Micro-
phones: (16) AKG, (3) Crown, (2) RCA, (14) Sennheiser, ( 11) 
Shure, (2) Vega wireless. Lighting: (152) Tomcat PAR 64 
fixture, ( 10) Tomcat pre-rigged truss section, (60) Leprecon 
2.4kW dimmer channel, Leprecon LP-2000 48-channel con-
sole, (4) Genie ST-24 Super Tower Rates: Available upon 
request. 

THE GUITAR SHOP LTD.; Sound Rein!, Lighting, Staging; 
6830 5th Ave.; Scottsdale, AZ 85251; (602) 994-8749. Con-
tact: Ne Krowenthal 

L.D. SYSTEMS; Sound Reint, Lighting; 467 W. 38th SL; 
Houston, TX 77018; (713) 895-9400. Contact Rob McKinley. 
SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Touring Radius: Local, regional, 
national. House Loudspeakers: LD Systems 2 x 4 (2-box 
4-way system), LO Systems 1 x 3 ( 1-box 3-way system), 
Meyer UPA-1/US-W speaker system, Turbosound TMS-3 
system. Flying System Available: Yes Monitor Loudspeakers: 
LD Systems bi-amp wedges, LO Systems 3-way sidefills, 
Turbosound TMS-3 sidef ills, LID Systems 3-way drum fills. 
House Consoles: Soundcraft, Yamaha, Rama. Monitor Con-
soles: Soundcraft, Interface, Outboard Equipment Lexicon, 
Eventide, dbx, Yamaha. Power Amplifiers: QSC, Crest. Micro-
phones: Shure, Beyer, AKG. Sennheiser, E-V. Lighting: Thom-
as trussing, upright trussing, interlock trussing, Calco, CAE, 
Spectrum, Digitrol. Other Equipment CM Lodestar chain 
motors, Genie super towers. Vermette lifts. Rates: Negotiable. 
Specialization & Credits: Professional sound reinforcement 
and lighting systems available for local, regional and national 
touring. Systems capabilities include showcase venues, rock 
and roll arenas, outdoor events and conventions. Services 
range from direct equipment rental to full systems with crews. 
Staff are experienced sound and lighting engineers. All serv-
ices are supported by LO Systems' pro audio sales and 
manufacturing divisions, which are involved with full sound 
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L.D. SYSTEMS 
Houston, TX 

system, instrument system and recording system design, fab-
rication and installation. Lighting services include retail sales, 
systems design and installation. 

LEO SOUND; Sound Rend., Lighting; 121 Irene; Elgin, TX 
78621. (512) 285-2214. Contact: Harold Heisler. SOUND 
REINFORCEMENT. Touring Radius: Local. Vehicles: 1987 
Ford F800 tractor w/28 x 8 cargo trailer. House Loudspeak-
ers: (6) Dietz 215BPA, (4) Dietz 112MB, (2) Altec Manary 
horn/Altec 29/driver, (2) E-V HR60-40 horn/Altec 29/driver, 
(2) Renkus-Heinz ST- 1/1800 driver, (4) Deitz 118B PA. Flying 
System Available: No Monitor Loudspeakers: ( 11) Dietz 
112HM, (4) Dietz 115H. House Consoles: Ramsa 8724 24 x 
4, Sunn 2216 16 x 2. Monitor Consoles: TAC Scorpion 30 x 
12, Kelsey Stagemix 16 x 4. Outboard Equipment: (2) Biamp 
230 2/3 EQ, Biamp 210 octave EQ. ART 171 2/3 EQ. ( 3) ART 
172 V, EO, UREI 527 Y3 EQ. (3) Dietz 6-band parametric EQ. 
Roland SRE-2000 digital reverb, Vesta Fire RVD1 digital re-
verb, Roland SDE-3000 digital delay. Roland 555 tape delay, 
(2) Omni Craft 4-channel noise gate, (2) dbx 160X compres-
sor/limiter, Ashly CL50 compressor/limiter, Aphex Type C 
Aural Exciter, TEAC 122 cassette tape machine, BBE 822 
audio processor. Power Amplifiers: (2) Crest 3501, (4) Peavey 
CS-800, Peavey CS-400. ( 4) OSC MX-2000, (2) OSC MX-
1500, (2) OSC 1400. Microphones: (4) Sennheiser 421, (2) 
Sennheiser 431, (6) Fender Pl, Shure SM81, (8) Shure SM57, 
(2) AKG C-535EB, AKG D- 1000E, AKG D-112, (2) Country-
man EM101, (2) E-V PL9, (5) E-V DS35, (5) E-V PL76. (6) 
Countryman DI, (6) Dietz DI, Beyer M88. Lighting: Mirage 
1,000-watt follow spot, Sunn PLC816 controller w/(2) PS600 
dimmer and (2) PS1200 dimmer, ( 16) PAR 56 can. Other 
Equipment HM Electronics RP732 2-circuit communication 
station, (2) HM Electronics BH720 single-channel belt station, 
(2) Clear-Com RS501 single-channel belt station, (4) Beyer 
DT108 single muff headset, Dietz 32 x 3 200' transformer 
isolated spieler snake, Dietz 16 x 2 100' transformer isolated 
splitter snake, Yamaha CP70, Yamaha CP70. 

M1DCOM REMOTE SERVICES. Audio Recording; 3 Dallas 
Comm. Complex, Ste. 108; 6311 N. O'Connor Rd., LB-50; 
Irving, TX 75039; (214) 869-2144. Contact: Mike Simpson. 
REMOTE RECORDING Vehicles: 1982 GMC 24' straight 
truck Control Room Dimensions: 8 x 20. Mixing Consoles: 
Soundcraft TS-2432-channel console w/custom, 8 stereo/16 
mono submaster routing system, 32 x 24 x 16 x 2 x 1, 
Soundcraft Series 200B 16 x 4 x 2. Audio Recorders: (2) Otani 
MTR-901124-track. Studer A810 2-track w/center time code 
track, Nakamichi MR- 1B. Noise Reduction Systems: TTM 
24-channel noise reduction will accept Dolby, dbx, Telcom. 
Synchronization Systems: Cipher Digital Shadowl1w/Shad-
owpad, Cipher Digital "Cypher" Time Code generator/reader. 
Outboard Equipment: Lexicon 224XL digital reverb. Lexicon 
480L digital effects processor, Lexicon Model 95 Prime Time 
II, Eventide H910 Harmonizer, dbx Series 900 frames w/903 
comp/limiters. 904 noise gates. MICMIX dynafex/exciter 
cards. Lexicon PCM70 digital reverb, (2) dbx 160X compres-

MIDCOM REMOTE SERVICES 
Irving, TX 

sor/limiter, Aphex stereo Compellor. Microphones: Neumann 
U89, Neumann TLM170, Neumann KM84, AKG C-414, AKG 
EBP-48, Schoeps CMC5, Schoeps MKS, Sennheiser MD-
441, Sennheiser MD-421, Beyer M69, Beyer M88, Beyer 
M500, Beyer M201, Beyer MC734, Shure SM58, Shure SM57, 
Shure SM81, Shure SD85, Crown PZM GPB30, (2) Crown 
2LV, Cetec Vega R42 handheld and leveler wireless micro-
phone systems available at extra charge. Monitor Speakers: 
JBL 4430 bi-radial monitors w/White Ve-octave EO, Westlake 
BBSM-6,Auralone 5C, Tannoy FMN8 near field. Power Ampli-
fiers: Hailer P-505, Hailer P-230 in a bi-amped mode. Hefter 
P-505 for near fields Video Recorders: Sony VO-5800 3/4 " 
U-matic, Panasonic AG-6800 1/2 " VHS Hi-fi. Video Monitors: 
Sony CVM-1900 19" NTSC monitor/receiver, (3) Panasonic 
BMW 5". Switchers: (2) Panasonic 12 x 1 routing switcher, (3) 
ADC "Humbuckers," (8) external inputs Other Major Equip-
ment Communications systems: RTS 3-channel dual listen 
intercom, Clear-Com 2-channel intercom, both interfaced to 
full duplex FM onboard repeater system w/business band 
and motion picture service frequency synthesized remote 
radios. 10- line key telephone system. RCC and cellular mobile 
telephones RTS 414 and 416 distribution amplifiers, Primus 
distribution amplifiers, custom 1 x 1 buffer/distribution ampli-
fier capable of driving at 28 dBm, Telco interface via 48 pair 
ADC Ultrapatch to dedicated patch panel, each pair w/separ-
ate resistive termination and/or capacitive coupling, (4) RDL 
on board for auto answer, stand-by program feeds, 400' 
power and 42-pair snake on DC motor-driven reels. Speciali-
zation 8 Credits: Past projects include: 1989 Miss USA 
Pageant Mobile, AL for CBS IV; Aida Nixon in China, The 
Naspem Papers, Great Performances Series for PBS; Dolly 
ABC-TV prime time; "The Texas Debates" presidential de-
bates for American Public Radio; Metallica live broadcast for 
2-Rock Radio Network; George Strait, MCA Home Video; 7th 
Van Cliburn Competition, American Public Radio; Benjamin 
Lees' Memorial Candles, American Public Radio; score for 
Texas. Dramafex production at Palo Duro Canyon; Fashion 
Hit Revue, Sanger Harris live N special: Mary Kay Cosmetics 
1985 and 1986 seminars; League of Women Voters. 1984 
Democratic Presidential Candidates Debate, PBS network 
special: Bob Banner Associates' Face of the '80s syndicated 
TV special; ACTS TV Network, Country Crossroads. two 13-
week series; Bob Stivers Productions' Stars Salute the U.S. 
Olympic Team. NBC prime time special; Bugs Henderson live 
LP project; two live albums for The Vocal Majority; Miss Texas 
USA Pageant, network special; Carman in Concert, Word 
Records/Word Home Video. 

MP PRODUCTIONS, INC.; Sound Rai«, Lighting, Staging, 
Rental; 1601 Westpark Dr., Ste. 13; Little Rock, AR 72204; 
(501) 664-2183. Contact: Mike Pope, Scott Thompson. 
SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Touring Radius: National. Max-
imum Venue Size: 80.000 Vehicles: 48' x 96" air-ride trailers 
w/Ryder air- ride tractors House Loudspeakers: (60) cabinets 
of MP Production 2-box system, (30) low-frequency enclo-
sure w/(4) JBL 15" front loaded and vented, (30) mid high-
frequency enclosure w/(4) JBL 12" sealed, (2) JBL 2445 2" 
on JBL 2385 horn and JBL 2405 tweets. Flying System 
Available: Yes Monitor Loudspeakers: Red System wedges, 
JBL 15", JBL 2", Gray System wedges, (2) JBL 12", JBL 2", 
sidefills and drum fill 2 per placement JBL 18", JBL 12", JBL 
2". House Consoles: Soundcraft 8000 40 x 8 x 2 w/effects 
return, Soundcraft 800B 32 x 8 x 2 w/matrix, Yamaha PM3000, 
Midas, Gamble and others available on request. Monitor 
Consoles: Soundcraft 500 40 x 12. Outboard Equipment 
White 4000 equalizers, Kark-Teknik equalizers, Brooke-Siren 
crossovers, UREI crossovers, Lexicon 480L Lexicon 200, 
Yamaha REVS, Yamaha REV7, Yamaha SPX9011, Roland SRV-
2000, Roland SDE-2500, Roland SDE-1000, Eventide 949H, 
Valley People Dyna-Mite gates, dbx 904 gates. dbx 903 com-
pressors, dbx 905 para EQ. dbx 160X compressors Power 
Amplifiers: Carver PM 15 house, Crown PSAII monitors. Micro-
phones: Beyer M88, Beyer 201, Sennheiser 421, Sennheiser 
441, Shure SM58, Shure SM57, Shure SM81, Shure SM85, 
E-V RE-20, C-ducer, Countryman lsomax and DI. Lighting: 
Avolights, Celco, Thomas, L&E, Thomas clone and custom 9' 

trussing Other Equipment (24) Loadstar 1-ton motors w/all 
wire and electrical, backline gear rental. Yamaha drums, 
Fender Twins, JC 120s, GK RB800, SVT, SVT400, Roland 
D-50, Yamaha DX7, JX-8P, Hammond B-3, CP-70. Rear fill 
and supplemental sound systems Rates: Reasonable and 
competitive. 

OMEGA AUDIO 8, PRODUCTIONS, INC 
Dallas, TX 

OMEGA AUDIO & PRODUCTIONS, INC.. Audio Recording, 
8036 Aviation Pl.; Dallas, TX 75235; (214) 350-9066. Contact: 
Paul A Christensen. REMOTE RECORDING. Vehicles: 1978 
GMC Loadstar 35' w/crew sleeper and power tailgate. Refuel-
ing travel range: 850 miles. Power requirements 220 VAC, 
100 amp. Power isolation transformers w/center tap neutral. 
Control Room Dimensions: 20 x 8 x 10. Mixing Consoles: API 
32 x 32 mixing console w/API 550A EO, Souncltracs 24 x 24, 
Hill 16 x 8 x 4 x 2, program buses w18 stereo VCA groups. 
Additional inputs available on requee Audio Recorders: (2) 
Otan MTR-90 24-track, ( 2) Otan MTR-10 4-track 2/4-track 
w/center stripe TC, Mitsubishi X-80 2-track digital, (2) Tech-
nics 2-track cassette, Sony PCM-F1 2--track digital. Noise 
Reduction Systems: TTM Dolby/dbx rack 24 channels Syn-
chronization Systems: BTX 4700 Shadow. Outboard Equip-
ment: Teletronix LA-2A limiter, dbx 165 limiter, ( 7) dbx 160 
limiter, ADR Vocal Stresser, (2) UREI 1176LN limiter, Lexicon 
224XL digital reverb, MXR Ola digital reverb, (2) Yamaha 
SPX90 special EX processor, (4) DelteLab Super Time Line, 
(2) dbx 162 limiter, Kepex gate, Barcut:-Berry Electronics 
exciter, Aphex Compellor, Eventide 949 Harmonizer. Micro-
phones: (2) MG C- 12A tube, (8) AKI3 C-414EB, (4) AKG 
C-451EB, AKG D- 12E, (6) Beyer 201, I4) Neumann 047. (2) 
Neumann 087, (2) Neumann KM84, (4) Shure SM81, ( 12) 
Shure SM58, ( 12) Shure SM57, (4) Shure SM53, (6) Crown 
PZM315, (7) Sennheiser 421, (5) Sennheiser 441, (3) Sony 
ECM-22P, (2) Sony ECM-50, (3) E-V RE20, (7) Countryman DI 
box, ( 10) Heider DI box, Audio-Technica ATM-5R. Monitor 
Speakers: (2) JBL 4430, (2) Auratone, (2) Yamaha NS- 10, (2) 
Visonik. Power Amplifiers: (2) Yamaha P2200, Yamaha 
P1000, Shure 250. Video Recordera JVC 6600U. Video 
Monitors: Sony Trinitron 14", RCA 26", Panasonic 19". Other 
Major Equipment 600' 54-pair snake system w/54 stage 
splits, truck wired for 90 inputs, (3) wireless PL (interfaces to 
RTS). RTS comm system w/(3) belt packs/headsets. Rates: 
Call for rates Varies with job requirements. Specialization & 
Credits: Omega has been supplying remote audio recording 
services to clients of the record, film and video industry since 
1971 During that time, Omega Audio has worked with over 
200 major recording artists, all major television networks and 
on numerous feature films. As a result ct this vast and varied 
experience, Omega Audio is uniquely qualified to handle the 
challenging tasks that remote recording 'equines Omega 
Audio has received one Platinum Record, four Gold Records. 
two Ampex Golden Reel Awards, two Grammy nominations 
and three Dove Awards Partial credits include: 02, REM, 
Lynyrd Skynyrd, Amy Grant, B.B. King, Dizzy Gillespie, Joe 
Walsh, Fats Domino, Ray Charles, Paul Schaffer, Prince, 
Cameo, Johnny Cash, WNET-PBS Great Performances, Dick 
Clark Productions, Pat Elenatar, Joe Jackson, Hall & Oates, 
Anne Murray, Art Garfunkel, Al Jarreau, Molly Hatchett, Neil 
Young, Ben Vereen. Bo Diddley, The Big Easy, Baja Okla-
homa, Fabulous Thunderbirds, Gladys Knight, Pope John 
Paul II. 

PRODUCTION CONSULTANTS; Sound Reid, Lighting, 
Rental; 642 W. Rhapsody; San Antonio, TX 78216; (512) 
340-9591. Contact: Gregory Krockell, Robert Herrick, Gene 
Hartmann. SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Touring Radius: Lo-
cal, regional. Maximum Venue Size: Country/MOR: 10,000; 
Rock: 5,000. House Loudspeakers: Renkus-Heinz "Smart 
System" MR/LR System, JBUCommunity horn-loaded sys-
tem. Flying System Available: Yes. Monitor Loudspeakers: 
JBL custom foot, Modular Sound TAI 2 time-aligned, Renkus-
Heinz "Smart System." House Consoles. Pulsar Matrix 80 
Series 32 x 8 x 8, Soundcraft 400B 24. Monitor Consoles: 
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Pulsar M-8 32 x 8, Soundcraft 400B 24 x 8 x 2 Outboard 
Equipment Yamaha SPX90, Ashly limiters and equalizers. 
Ashly noise gates, Lexicon effects, ART effects, DeltaLab ef-
fects. Minicube and Countryman direct boxes. Ashly paramet-
ric notch filter Power Amplifiers: Crest, Crown Microphones: 
Shure, AKG, Senn heiser, Crown PZM. Lighting: PAR 64, Fres-
nel, Scoop, Leko, Teatronics DPI 24- and 48-channel, Produc-
er/console Other Equipment C-ducer piano pickup 

ELIVERI 
Excellence In Audio 
and Stage Lighting 

IN OUR SECOND DECADE 

II QUICKBEAM SYSTEMS 

3 716 High NE % 
Itpuquerque, NM et. .7.. 
(505) 345-0230 I 

CALL TOLL-FREE 14300-227-6239 
• 

OUICKBEAM SYSTEMS, INC. 
Albuquerque, NM 

OUICKBEAM SYSTEMS, INC.; Sound Reint, Lighting; 3716 
High St NE; Albuquerque, NM 87107; (505) 345-9230. Con-
tact Gary Mathews. SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Touring 
Radius: Local, regional, national. Maximum Venue Size: 
20.000 out000rs. Vehicles: Intl. Transtar, Fruehauf 40' w/air 
ride, Chevy C-60 18' bobtail, Ryder, Rollins, Gelco, Hertz/ 
Penske, open accounts, (2) local vans. House Loudspeakers: 
(16) OSI H-1 bass w/JBL 2240 18" driver, ( 16) OSI H-1 
mid-bass Pekins bin copy w/JBL 0140. ( 16) OSI H-1 horn-
pack w/JBL 2445. JBL 2385, (2) E-V ST35, (2) QS' BB 3-way 
JBL components. Flying System Available: Yes. Monitor 

Loudspeakers: ( 10) OSI 2 x 12, (2) JBL El 20, JBL 2425/2370, 
(6) OSI 1 x 15, JBL 2225, JBL 2425/2370, (6) OSI 1 x 12, JBL 
E120, JBL 2202 passive. House Consoles: Soundcraft 800B 
32 x 8, Yamaha 240424 x 4, Yamaha PM100016 x 4. Monitor 
Consoles: TAC Scorpion 40 x 12, Yamaha PM1000 32 x 6. 
Outboard Equipment (2) Yamaha REV7, (4) dbx 902, (4) dbx 
903, Lexicon PCM60, DeltaLab DL-4, Carver CD player. 
Optonica dual deck, (3) dbx 162, (2) Klark-Teknik DN27A, 
Barcus-Berry Electronics 802, UREI 625 (crossover), ( 5) Klark-
Teknik DN300 (monitors), ( 5) Rafle AC22 crossovers (moni-
tors). Power Amplifiers: (26) Carver PM 1.5, (5) Carver PM 
200. Microphones: ( 12) Shure SM58, (25) Shure SM57, (6) 
Sennheiser 421, (6) AKG 451, (4) Beyer M88, (6) Countryman 
DI box, many other mics, DI boxes and pickups Lighting: 150 
PAR wide/medium/narrow and ACL. (74) 24k dimmers (Tea-
tronics/CAE), Celco Series II 60 channels Other Equipment 
BML pre- rig trussing. OSI power bars, multicable 6,000-watt 
"B" system, 24 channels, custom sound and light systems for 
extended rentals, intercom systems and Motorola radios. 
Rates: Available upon request. Specialization 8 Credits: 
20,000-watt, 32 x 8 &patch bay house, 9,000-watt, 40 x 12 
monitors, 150 can, two-truss lighting system All gear fits 
easily in 40' air- ride van. Complete systems with crew, truck 
and driver offered as one package for touring medium to large 
venues depending on artist's requirements Most complete 
and versatile quality-oriented rigs available in the Rocky 
Mountain slates. All main and monitor enclosures are de-
signed and constructed in-house and individually tuned to 
maximum specs. Monitor system quality is unsurpassed and 
has received rave reviews 'rom all artists who have used it 
Systems flyable. sound in the round for medium-sized ( 12,000 
seat) arena Specializing in outdoor festivals: New Orleans 
Jazz and Heritage Festival, Telluride Jazz Festival, outdoor ski 
slope concerts at Vail, CO, numerous outdoor events 
throughout the Rockies and Southwest. Call for complete 
referral list. Stage lighting features completely patchable 
dimmer racks, Calco board w/manual backup, extremely fast 
and accurate design and focus Backdrop and teasers Cred-
its include: live network telecasts for Miss Universe Inc. and 
NBC The Today Show, Shovrtime special, The Dirt Band, John 
Denver, Spyro Gyra, Lily Tomlin, New Mexico Symphony. 
New Mexico State Fair, Colorado State Fair and hundreds of 
one-nighters! 

SOUND SOUTHWEST, Sound Reint, Lighting, Staging, 
Rental; 2611 N. Beltline $1117; Sunnyvale, TX 75182; (214) 
226-3069. Contact Richard Martinez 

NO 

Alaska, C:alifonia, Colorado, 

Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, 

Washington, Wyoming 

ARMAD4LLO PRODUCTION SERVICES; Sound %tint, 
Lighting. Staging, Rental; 249,6 S. Menigifis Way; Aurora, CO 
80013; (303) 755-5239. Contact Waldo White 

DJ MUSIC; Audio and Video Recording; 3691 Edgefield Dr.; 
Santa Cara, CA 95054; (408)727-7108. Contact: David Jasak 

PHIL EDWARDS RECORDING 
Hayward, CA 

PHIL EDWARDS RECORDING; Audio Recording; 1522 W. 
Winton Ave.; Hayward, CA 94545; (415) 784-4971. Contact: 
Phil Edwards REMOTE RECORDING Vehicles: 31' GMC 

-CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 

PRECISION 

ASHLY 
ASHLY AUDIO INC. 100 FERNWOOD AVE. ROCHESTER, NY 14621 716-544-5191 
TOLL-FREE OUTSIDE NYS) 80CI•828-6308 
CANADA: GERRAUDIO DIST. 363 ADELAIDE ST. E. TORONTO, M5A 1N3 416-361-1667 

DIVISION 
ermanent sound installations require precise 
control over dividing the audio spectrum. Fixed-

frequency crossovers simply don't allow the ability 
to fine-tune' each room to its unique requirements. 

Ashly's XR-Series Electronic Crossovers, available 
in 12 or 24dB slopes, give you the flexibility to achieve 
sonic excellence in every installation. Once you've 
'tuned' the system. add our tamper-proof security 
covers to insure that your settings stay permanent. 

Tunable filter responses (Linkwitz Riley, Butterworth, 
and many others), extra-wide tuning and gain ranges. 
and continuously adjustable crossover points and 
response combine to make Ashly Crossovers the 
best professional choice. All at a price that's typically 
much lower than the 'fixed-frequency' competition. 

ASHLY CROSSOVERS 
Available at finer pro-audio dealers worldwide. 

• 

• 
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NORTHWEST 

OT 
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REINFORCEMENT 
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6500 bobtail 'pi/litigate, Ford van Control Room Dimensions: 
Mobile II: 20 x 8 x 8. Mixing Consoles: API 40 x 24 x 24 
w/550A EO. API 1604 w/550A EQ. Audio Recorders: (2) 3M 
79 24-track or 16-track. MCI 110-B 2-track, Ampex 440C 
2-track, (2) Sony PCM-F1 system, (3) Sony cassette deck. 
Noise Reduction Systems: Dolby M24 A, (4) Dolby A361 A. 
Synchronization Systems: Adams-Smith 605B 3-machine. 
Outboard Equipment (5) URE11176LN, (2) UREI LA-3A limit-
er, Orban dual parametric equalizers. Orban 3-channel de-
esser, Lexicon PCM70 digital reverb, (2) Pultec MEO-5 equal-
izer, Yamaha REVS digital reverb, Yamaha SPX9011. Micro-
phones: (5) Neumann U87, (2) Neumann U47 FET, Neumann 
KM84, (2) AKG 414, (2) AKG 451, (6) Sennheiser 421, (2) 
Shure SM85, (2) Shure SM87, (32) Shure SM56, Shure SM58, 
(2) Shure SM53 stereo C tape, (4) E-V RE 1 5, (2) E-V 1751, (2) 
Sony ECM-22P, (2) RCA 77-DX, (6) Countryman FET 85 DI. 
Monitor Speakers: (2) UREI 811A Time Align, (4) Auratone. 
Power Amplifiers: (2) McIntosh MC2100, Crown DC-300A. 
Video Recorders: (2) Sony SLO-323 Beta 1, (2) Sony SLHF-
1000 Beta, Panasonic PV- 1363 VHS Video Monitors: Sony 
KX-1 901 Profeel color, Sony 12" B&W. Cameras: Sony 1900 
color. Other Major Equipment (54) line isolated mic splits, (5) 
Clear-Com stations, 200' 50-amp 220-volt line, 300' 27 pair 
snake. 19 pair snake, ( 100) individual mic cables. Rates: 
$1,200-$2,300 per day, mileage and expenses extra. Spe-
cialization & Credits: Complete packages for record produc-
tion, video and radio broadcast taping, film and commercial 
production. Simultaneous record and broadcast packaging a 
specialty. Experienced crew. Recent credits include 1988 
Calgary Winter Olympics (ABC), 1989 Bill Cosby Show theme 
and overture (Carsey/Werner), Mel Torme and George Shear-
ing (Concord Records), Ray Brown Trio (Concord Records), 
Stanford Children's Hospital Benefit (KRON 1V), Edwin Haw-
kins. Steven Banks on Showtime (Bonehead Productions), 
KFOG live broadcast, Bay Area Music Awards, Grateful Dead 
New Year's Eve 1987-88, San Francisco Blues Festival, Bust-
er Poindexter, Tower of Power, Hot Tuna, Robert Cray, Ice 
House Call for brochure 

ELECTRONIC SOUND PRODUCTS; Sound Rein!., Light-
ing, Staging, Rental; 3320 Chelton Loop S.; Colorado Springs, 
CO 80909; (719) 597-9350. Contact: Don Williams 

FRONT LINE SOUND AND LIGHTING; Sound Reint, Light-
ing, Rental; 529 River View Dr.; San Jose, CA 95111; (408) 
972-0787. Contact: Phil Hobden, Lance Hahner. 

GATEWAY AUDIO; Sound Rein f.; 286 Greenhouse Mktplc. 
5356; San Leandro, CA 94579: (415) 568-8320. Contact: 
Mike Patrick 

GOLDEN STATE SOUND, INC.; Sound Rein!., Lighting, 
Staging, Rental; 59A Maxwell Ct.; Santa Rosa, CA 95401; 
(707) 546-7540; (415) 243-8892. Contact: Don Lind, George 
Silvers SOUND REINFORCEMENT Touring Radius: Local, 
regional. Maximum Venue Size: 10.000 outdoors Vehicles: 
20' bobtail w/lift gate. 14' bobtail w/lift gate, Ryder House 
Loudspeakers: JBL 36 x 36 x 24 4-way tri-amped, plus var-
ious "fill" boxes, Apogee processor-controlled system. Flying 
System Available: Yes Monitor Loudspeakers: Bi-amped sin-
gle 15" w/horn, single 12" w/horn. various drum monitors, 
JBL tri-amped sidef ills House Consoles: Soundcraft 800040 
inputs, 8 aux, 8 subgroups. Soundcraft 400,26 inputs; Sound-
craft 800, 18 inputs. Monitor Consoles: Soundcraft 500 40 
inputs, 12 mixes: (2) Studiomaster 20 x 8, 20 inputs, 8 mixes. 
Outboard Equipment: Lexicon digital reverb/delay/proces-
sors, Yamaha digital reverb/delay/processors, DOD Electron-
ics digital reverb/delay/processors, Roland digital reverb/ 
delay/processors, Yamaha 73-octave EO, UREI 73-octave EC/ 
MXR 73-octave ED, dbx comp/hm/gafe, UREI comp/lim/gate, 
DOD Electronics comp/hm/gafe, Symetrix comp/lim/gate, 
Brooke-Siren crossovers, Rane crossovers, BGW crossovers, 
JBL crossovers. Power Amplifiers: Carver PM 1.5, BGW 750, 
BGW 250, AB Systems monitor system. Microphones: Shure, 
Sennheiser, AKG, Audio-Technica, E-V. Staging: Stage risers, 
platforms Lighting: (200) lamp systems using 40' alum box 
trusses, Genie Super Towers, motors, various consoles (man-
ual/computer). Orbitor follow spots Other Equipment Motor-
ola walkie-talkies, club systems, business meeting systems, 
wireless mics, paging systems, electronic keyboards, stage 
amps, drums, drapery. 

HI-TECH AUDIO SYSTEMS, INC. 
Half Moon Bay, CA 

HI-TECH AUDIO SYSTEMS, INC.; Rental; 260 Grove St; 
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019; (415) 726-2428. Contact: Mark 
Herman. SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Specialization & Cred-
its: Hi-Tech Audio Systems offers high-end live mixing con-
soles for long- or short-term rental. Gamble Series EX 56 x 16 
x 2 with matrix, Gamble HC 40 x 16 x 2, Gamble SC 32 x 16 
monitor, Yamaha PM3000, Ramas WR-S 840 40 x 18 moni-
tor. Yamaha 2408 24 x 8 monitor and Studiomaster RXD 24 x 
8 monitor are independently available for national and regional 
tours and events 

HIS AUDIO AND CONCERT PRODUCTIONS, Sound Re-
inf., Lighting, Rental; 1025 Idylwood Dr. SW; Issaquah, WA 
98027; (206) 392-6342. Contact: Steve Harris 

A 

I.A.M.P.-INDEPENDENT AUDIO OF THE MONTEREY 
PENINSULA 

Pacific Grove, CA 

I.A.M.P.-INDEPENDENT AUDIO OF THE MONTEREY 
PENINSULA; Sound Rein!., PO Box 1018; Pacific Grove, CA 
93940; (408) 649-4135. Contact: A.J. Nocita. SOUND REIN-
FORCEMENT Touring Radius: Local. Vehicles: International 
bobtail. House Loudspeakers: Harbinger w/JBL and Gauss, 
JBL, E-V. Flying System Available: Na Monitor Loudspeak-
ers: Harbinger (JBL), E-V, IAMP 3-way drum monitors. House 
Consoles: Soundcraft, Yamaha, Monitor Consoles: Yamaha 
Outboard Equipment Klark-Teknik, dbx, Yamaha, Rolanc 
Loft, Rane, UREI. Power Amplifiers: Carver, Yamaha, AB Sys 
tems Microphones: Shure, E-V, Sennheiser. Specialization & 
Credits: 1AMP has provided quality sound reinforcement for 
touring professionals ranging from traditional big band to 
hard rock, from acoustic folk to modern funk. Concert and 
club dates for contemporary rock, country, reggae, jazz, blue-
grass and dixieland are handled by competent, experienced 
personnel. Civic and community special events and festivals, 
county fairs and musical productions are all within our 
expertise. 

JACOBS AUDIO; Sound Rein!,, Lighting, Staging, Rental; 
26 Berthe Ca.; Colorado Springs, CO 80906; (719) 635-5335; 
(303)442-1533; Contact ChrisJacobs. SOUND REINFORCE-
MENT Touring Radius: Local, regional, national Maximum 
Venue Size: 25,000. Vehicles: Ford FRS-8000 24' diesel. 
House Loudspeakers: Jacobs Audio custom CAD Time Align, 
phase coherent, 4-way, hybrid flying system fully horn-loaded 
using Gauss 18715/ 10" and JBL and Renkus-Heinz 2"/1" 
high freq horns/drivers, Martin F-2, Martin F-2 dual 15" bass 
cabinet, mid-high pack loaded w/Martin 12" and JBL 2", JBL 
1" HF drivers Flying System Available: Yes. Monitor Loud-
speakers: System 1: ( 12) Renkus-Heinz processor-controlled 
15" w/2" horn and driver; System 2: Martin Audio 15" and JBL 

2" in a 35-degree box; sidefills/drum monitors: Gauss 18" 
w/separate Gauss 10" and 1" horn driver; dual 18" sub 
w/separate mid-high package; both 10-mix systems w/White 
4650 73-octave EO and stereo sidef ills. House Consoles: 
Soundcraft, Yamaha, Panasonic, Ramas 40 and 32 x 8 ver-
sions. Monitor Consoles: Soundcraft Yamaha, Panasonic-
Ramas, 32 x 10, 32 x 12 and 24 x 8 versions available. 
Outboard Equipment Yamaha REVS (2) Eventide HL-3000, 
(2) Yamaha SPX9011, (2) Lexicon PCM42 delay, (2) White 
LC-4400 Y3-octave EO main, (4) Symetrix 522 dual channel 
comp/hm/gata, Audioarts 4-band parametric equalizer, Ya-
maha C300 cassette deck, Nakamichi MR-2 cassette deck, 
(3) Brooke-Siren crossover main, (3) Loft crossover (monitors), 
(2) TDM 4-out crossover w/limiter (monitors), dbx 900 rack, 
Orban paragraphic and parametric E0s, any outboard equip-
ment available upon request Power Amplifiers: (6) UREI 6290, 
(12) Panasonic 9220, Crown Macro-Tech 2400, Crest 8001. 
Microphones: ( 12) Sennheiser 421, (2) Sennheiser 441, (4) 
AKG 451e, AKG D- 12E, AKG 112, (6) Beyer M88, (6) Beyer 
M700, (2) Shure SM81, (6) Shure SM58, Shure SM78, Shure 
SM10, Shure SM57, Shure SM77, (4) Shure SM85, (15) Coun-
tryman Isomax II, (5) Countryman DI, (4) Whirlwind DI, (2) 
C-ducer for piano, E-V RE20, (6) E-V 451 vocal. Staging: Upon 
request. Lighting: 150-250 light show w/Celco 60-channel 
board truss system. Other Equipment: 42-channel splitter 
snake, transformer-isolated w/Canon Mass connectors, XLR 
splits and ground lift switches, rack-mountable w/50 channels 
of sub-snakes ATA amp racks, multipin panels w/Jensen 
isolation transformers, ATA effects racks include Juice Goose 
RF1, EMI filtered w/ground switchers, single-phase 220-200 
amp rack-mountable power distribution, 12-station, 3-chan-
nel intercom w/Beyer DT- 109 and Beyer DT- 108 headsets 
for sound, lights and stage Rates: Reasonable rates are 
available upon calling 

JOHNSON DIGITAL AUDIO; Audio Recording; 467 Sara-
toga Ave., Ste. 627; San Jose, CA 95129; (408) 244-9772. 
Contact: Tom Johnson 

KUSTOM SOUND SERVICES; Sound Rein!., Lighting, Audio 
Recording; PO Box 4902; Missoula, MT 59806; (406) 728-
6655. Contact: John Campbell 

LOCATION AUDIO, LTD.: Sound Rein!., Audio Recording; 
1765 Braddock Ct.; San Jose, CA 95125: (408) 265-6475. 
Contact: Doug Berke, Thom Mechlin. SOUND REINFORCE-
MENT. Touring Radius: Local, regional. Maximum Venue 
Size: 10,000 seats. House Loudspeakers: E-V TL4025 bass 
cabinets, E-V TL1225 mid cabinets. JBL 2385A horns w/ 
2445J drivers. Flying System Available: No. Monitor Loud-
speakers: JBL 460413. House Consoles: Soundcraft 800B 32 
x 8 x 2, Tangent 3216 24 x 16 x 2. Monitor Consoles: Yamaha 
MC2408M. Outboard Equipment: dbx 160X comp/limiters, 
dbx 166 comp/limiter/gates, dbx 900 rack system. Orban 
6228 parametric E0s, Roland SDE-3000 digital delay, Roland 
SRV-2000 digital reverb, BBE 802 sonic enhancer, UREI LA-4 
comp/limiters, most other goodies available. Power Amplifi-
ers: Crown. Microphones: Condensers and dynamics from 
AKG, Audio-Technica, Beyer, E-V, Sennheiser, Shure, Sony, 
Crown P2Ms, Countryman Dls, Nady 701 diversity wireless 
system. Staging: Subcontracted staging available. Lighting: 
Subcontracted lighting available. Other Equipment: RTS 2-
channel intercom system, RCA CCTV 150 system, Otan MIR-
90 16-track recorder, Technics 1520 2-track recorder, Ya-
maha K520 cassette recorder. Rates: Please call for daily and 
tour rates. 

Col.055115 
DuarrAL S'U'IERIE© 

Colossus-
DIGITAL STEREO ; 

MOBILE FIDELITY PRODUCTIONS OF NEVADA 
Incline Village, NV 

MOBILE FIDELITY PRODUCTIONS OF NEVADA; PO Box 
8359; Incline Village, NV 89450; (702) 831-4458; (702) 831-
4459. Contact Brad S. Miller. REMOTE RECORDING. Spe-
cialization & Credits: Credits: founder, Mobile Fidelity Sound 
Lab, Mobile Fidelity Records and Productions; creator of The 
Mystic Moods Orchestra and producer/engineer of numer-
ous special effects recordings. Principle in development of 

-CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Turn Technology Into MUSIC. 

SINGING FOR THE STARS 
by Seth Riggs 
This complete program for voice training was 
written by one of the most respected vocal 
coaches in the world. His students have included 
Michael Jackson, Al Jarreau, Bette Midler, 
Stevie Wonder, James Ingram and Julio 
Inglesias. No matter what style of music you 
sing—from rock to opera—Seth Riggs's 
techniques will increase your vocal strength, 
clarity, flexibility and range. Book and 2 
cassettes. (3250C) 

AN INSIDER'S GUIDE TO CASIO CZ SYNTHESIZERS 
by Andrew Schlesinger 
A practical guide to programming high quality 
sounds on the Casio CZ1, 101, 1000, 3000 & 5000 
synthesizers by one of the foremost authorities 
on CZ programming. It provides an excellent 
understanding of how the CZ synthesizer 
generates sounds and the necessary information 
for creating effective patches. (3618C) 

PRACTICAL MUSIC THEORY COMPLETE 
by Sandy Feldstein 
A logical, well-paced theory manual/workbook 
that begin with the basics of music notation and 
ends with the harmonization of a melody and 
smooth voice leading. Spiral- bound. Correlated 
computer software is also available. (3120C) 

ATTN: 
by Teri Muench & Susan Pomerantz 
A step-by-step guide into the recording industry 
for artists and songwriters, written by Teri 
Muench ( Executive Producer/A&R Director for 
RCA Records for 6 years) and Susan Pomerantz 
(Hit Songwriter & Music Publisher). Includes 
comprehensive listings of current A&R reps, 
producers, management companies, and song 
publishers. Topics include: Style & Direction, The 
Artist Demo, Producing & Presenting the Demo, 
The Songwriter Demo, Knowing the Music 
Business, Recording & Distribution Deals and 
Publishing Deals! (3329() 

THMR) 
AN INSIDER'S GUIDE TO 

CASIO SYNTHESIZERS 

ARRANGING CONCEPTS CDMPLETE 
by Dick Grove 
An effective text and structured approach to 
arranging concepts. It covers the characteristics 
and ranges of instruments, analyzing and 
arranging many musical styles, voice leading, 
passing chords, modulation, intros, endings, turn-
arounds and orchestration. Cassette features 
examples from the text. (3180C) 

111E CONTEMPORARY ARRANGER 
by Don Sebesky 
An outstanding book for beginning and inter-
mediate arrangers that describes notation and 
arranging basics, the complete ranges of 
contemporary instruments, their respective 
strengths and weaknesses, and their effective 
combinations within a section as well as 
between sections. Includes four 7" records. 
(3181C) 

MULTI-TRACK RECORDING FOR MUSICIANS 
by Brent Hurtig 
An up-to-date volume designed to take you from 
set-up to mixdown! Includes the fundamentals of 
recording, understanding your equipment (4-
Track Mini- Studios, 24-Track Recorders, 
Digital/Audio Workstations, Mixers, Signal 
Processors, Mics, Monitor Systems), the MIDI 
Studio, Automation, Digital Equipment and much 
more. Also includes a "hands-on session" that 
takes you step-by-step through the recording 
process. Techniques can be applied to both 
personal and professional gear for an excellent 
musical production. Fully illustrated. (1064C) 

ROUND DRUM MACHINE R IYTHM DICTIONARY 
by Sandy Feldstein 
A complete rhythm dictionary for all drum 
machines. This newly revised edition includes 
rock, jazz, Latin or special dance rhythms and a 
section on the style of today's rock stars. (37171) 

AC5 

DIGITAL DELAYS AND HOW TO USE THEM 
by Douglas Fraser 
A useful hands-on text that clearly explains 
Digital Delay signal processors ( DDL's) and how 
they can be applied to recording or live 
performance situations. The book is conveniently 
divided into three parts. Part One discusses the 
basic features common to most digital delays, 
regardless of make or model, such as input and 
output levels, mix level, bypass, hold, delay time, 
regeneration and regeneration tone, invert and 
modulation. Part Two provides information for 
programming basic DDL setups and Part Three 
consists of two time-saving conversion charts: 
beats per minute to milliseconds and beats per 
minute to click track. (1441C) 

BEGINN'NG SYNTHESIZER 
by Helen Casabona & David Frederick 
Step-by-step instructions cover topics such as 
Using Presets, Performance Controls, Editing 
Presets, Editing in Performance—over 100 
musical examples, diagrams and exercises in 
programming that will assist the novice or 
experienced musician achieve a superior 
musical performance. (3605C) 

USING NID 
by Helen Casabona & David Frederick 
A comprehensive MIDI guide in three parts: 
WHAT IS MIDI (Keyboard Parameters, Data 
Filters, Performance Controls, Changing Presets, 
Channels & Modes); BASIC MIDI APPLICATIONS 
(Sequencers, Sequencer Editing, Synchronizing 
Drum Machines & Sequencers, Multi-Timbral 
Keyboards); ADVANCED MIDI APPLICATIONS 
(Computers, Interfaces, Timecodes, Syncing to 
Multi-Track Recorders & Video, Junctions & 
Routings, Modules and MIDI-Controlled Lighting 
Systems). (3579C) 

PROFESSIONAL TECHNOLOGY FOR MUSICIANS . .. FROM ALFRED. 

ALFRED PUBLISHING COMPANY 
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Dear friends and associates, 

Mix Boolcshelf is proud to present our new Resource Guide We en 

courag 
d e you 

to take a long look at the most subitantial and diverse listings of professional 
information and high-tech tools available anywhere for the audio, vieo and 
music industries. 

If this is the first publication you've received from Mix Bookshelf, welcome! 

If you're one of our old friends, you'll notice some exciting changes, starting with 
a redesign of the guide. 

We're highlighting the IBM F'C Alusic Feature card, with a new section of applica-
tions packages for education, entertainrnent and professional use. We've doubled 
our selection of sampling libraries on compact disc, added new sound effect and 
production-music librarksand expanded our line of instructional videotapes. 
As always, we have the latest in books and software for audio and video. 

If you want your name (or a friend's) added to our permanent mailing list, just drop 
us a note. We make bulk quantities of our guide available to schools, studios, uses 
groups and professional organizations. Our product selection is continually updated 
with the latest releases. If you don't see a new product listed, please call. If you's in 
the San Francisco Bay Asa, feel free to stop by our Emeryville headquarters. 

We invite you to join our quest for information and tools that inspire, empower 
and liberate. We offer this resource guide as a stepping stone toward artistic and 
professional fulfillment 

Keep reading, 
Mix Bookshelf 

How  TO ORDER 

By Riait Address your order to Mix Bookshelf, 6400 
Hollis Street #12, Emeryville, CA 94608. Use the 
order form at the back of this guide; a photocopy is 
acceptable. 

By Phone: Call (800) 233-9604 or (415) 653-3307. 
Our regular office hours are M-F, 9 to 6 PST. Have 
your Visa, MasterCard or American Express card 
handy. 

• Specify the item number, quantity and price. When 
ordering software, specify the computer model and 
interlace type. When ordering videotapes specify 
VHS. Beta or PAL. 

• California, New York and Illinois residents must 
add the appropriate sales tax. 

• Calculate shipping charges from the chart on the 
order form and add the appropriate amount to your 
order. Orders received without proper shipping and 
handling charges will be returned to sender. 

• Purchase orders are accepted from li braries, schools 
and established credit accounts only. All other or-
ders must be prepaid. Sorry, no C.O.D. orders. 

• Payment must be in U.S. funds. 

• Any check returned for insufficient funds will be 
subject to a ten-dollar bank charge. 

• When paying with a charge card, be sure to include 
the expiration date and your full name as it appears 
on the card. 

• A street address is required for UPS delivery. 

• Your daytime phone number is necessary for timely 
customer service. 

• Call us if you're unsure about an item. Product lit-
erature or demo versions may be available. 

FULFILLMENT POLICIES 

• Prices, dates, editions, versions, features and page 
counts are subject to change without notice. We always 
send the most current edition. 

• Titles not currently available will be back-ordered 
and shipped as soon as possible. Notification will 
be sent promptly. 

• Claims for damaged or defective merchandise must 
be made upon receipt. All returns require prior Book-
shelf authorization. 

• All software sales are final. 

• All sales are subject to final approval by Mix 
Bookshel f. 

CREDIT POLICIES 

• Companies wishing to receive credit terms must 
send three trade references, bank information, es-
tablished credit-limit requirements, authorized buyer's 
signature and California, New York or Illinois resale 
number if appropriate. Three to four weeks are re-
quired for completion of credit check before order 
can be processed. 

• Payment terms are NET 30 upon approval of credit. 
A 1 1/2 % monthly interest penalty will be charged 
on all invoices unpaid 30 days after the invoice date. 
Invoices are sent on the same date merchandise 
is shipped. 

RETURNS POLICIES 

We cheerfully accept returns, but: 

• All returns of merchandise must be authorized by 
one of our customer service reps prior to shipment. 
Please call (415) 653-3307 for return authorization. 

• A Bookshelf return authorization number must 
show clearly on the outside of the package, or it 
will be refused. 

• Returned items must be in resaleable condition. 

• Returns must include a copy of the original invoice 
or packing slip and must be sent within 60 days of 
the invoice date. 

• Returns must be shipped, prepaid, at sender's risk. 

• Multiple returns may be subject to a 10% restock-
ing charge. 

• Copyright laws and the policies of the manufac-
turers prohibit us from accepting returns on music 
software except in cases of defective products. 

ITEMS PURCHASED FOR PROFESSIONAL USE 
MAY BE TAX DEDUCTIBLE. 

On our Cover. Bookshelf product, are an excellent 
addition to any studio, such as Alameda Digital 
Recording, in Alameda, California (pictured). 
Photograph by George Petersen; video camera 
courtesy of Video Creations, Rodeo, California. 
Special thanks to Jim Jenkins. 

Call (415) 653-3307 or (800) 233-9604 3 



STUDIO RECORDING AND ENGINEERING 

1010D • PRACTICAL TECHNIQUES 
FOR THE RECORDING ENGINEER, 
Sherman Keene This excellent, down-
to-earth instructional guide for the en-
gineering/producing arts is finally back 
in print. Divided into three levels (begin-
ning, intermediate and advanced), the text 
is accessible and extremely useful to stu-
dents at different levels of competency, 
with an accent on practical techniques for 

real-life situations. A required text for record-
ing arts programs around the world, along 
with the Sound Engineer Self-Study Course 
listed below. 249 pp. ( P) $28.95 

1011D • PRACTICAL TECHNIQUES 
FOR THE RECORDING ENGINEER, 
WORKBOOK/SUPPLEMENT, 
Sherman Keene The student workbook/ 
supplement provides additional reading 
covering more "conventional" knowledge 
and probing review questions to expand 

the student's understanding. Available 
only when ordering self-study courses (1012D, 
1013D or 1014D below). 164 pp. ( P) $16.50 

SOUND ENGINEER SELF-STUDY 
COURSE, Sherman Keene This in-
structional audio tape series is based on 
the Sherman Keene sound engineer cur-
riculum and materials (1010D, 1011D), as 
used in his correspondence course and 
internationally respected seminars. The 
complete course has three levels (basic, 
intermediate and advanced), and each in-
cludes 12 60-minute cassettes (eight pre-
sent lectures and four discuss review ques-
tions and answers from the Workbook/ 
Supplement). 

1012D • BASIC LESSONS Operat-
ing Procedures 1, Microphones 1, Instru-
ments 1, Console Parts and Functions, Basic 
Audio Theory, Basic Types of Console Op-
eration, Operating Procedures 2, Tape Ma-
chines 1. 12 60-minute cassettes $99.99 

1013D • INTERMEDIATE 
LESSONS Acoustics 1, Console Sym-
bols for Diagrams, Operating Procedures 
3, Musical Terminology, Intermediate Audio 

Theory, Tape Machines 2, Operating Pro-
cedures 4, Acoustics 2. 12 60-minute cas-
settes $99.99 

1014D • ADVANCED LESSONS 
Acoustics 3, Tape Machines 3, Advanced 
Audio Theory, Special Effects 1, Special 
Effects 2, Advanced Audio Systems, Dis-

tortion, Audio Psychology. 12 60-minute 
cassettes $99.99 

V' SHAPING YOUR SOUND, with Tom 
Lubin The definitive videotape series on 
professional audio production. Reveal-
ing demonstrations, live musical examples 
and computer graphics are used to teach 
the fundamentals and fine points of re-

cording. Theory, practice and advanced 
applications are examined in concise, but 
thorough, detail; these tapes are made for 
repeated viewing. Be sure to hook your 
VCR to the hi-fi so you can really hear the 
difference twisting a knob or moving the 
mic makes. These pro training tapes in-
clude a 30-page manual and lifetime re-

placement warranty, and are licensed for 
nonprofit group showings. Also available 

in an unlicensed, home-use configuration 
with identical tape, 8-page manual and 
normal replacement warranty. 

Educational version with 30-page manual 
1019-11 • Shaping Your Sound 
with Microphones 
1019-22 • Shaping Your Sound 
with Equalizers, Compressors 
and Gates 
1019-33 • Shaping Your Sound 
with Reverb and Delay 
VHS or Beta $119.00 each 

Home-use version with 8-page manual 
1019-1D • Shaping Your Sound 
with Microphones 
1019-2D • Shaping Your Sound 
with Equalizers, Compressors 
and Gates 
1019-3D • Shaping Your Sound 
with Reverb and Delay 
VHS or Beta $59.95 each 

All three for $ 154.95 

1051D • SOUND RECORDING 
PRACTICE, edited by John 
Borwick This third edition is virtually 
a new book, with a fresh set of authors and 
special emphasis on new technology re-
lating to digital recording, compact discs 
and video. Covers the principles, equip-
ment, maintenance, etc., of the studio and 
the control room; techniques for studio 
and location recording; and special problems 
of broadcasting and tape/disc manufac-
turing. Recommended for the recording 
professional. 557 pp. (H) $65.00 

1021D • THE HANDBOOK OF 
RECORDING ENGINEERING, 
John Eargle Fully and clearly explains 
the complete recording process, gives be-
ginners what they need to get started and 
brings seasoned pros up-to-date on new 
developments. Eargle provides in-depth 
coverage of both classical and popular stu-
dio production techniques, site selections, 
mic operations and applications, transmis-
sion systems, signal processing, equipment 
selection and more. Includes signal proc-
essing, signal routing, and especially de-
tailed discussions of stereophonic imag-
ing techniques and digital recording. 405 
pp. (H) $62.95 

V' 1031C • MODERN RECORDING 
TECHNIQUES, Robert Runstein & 

David Huber All-new edition covers 
state-of-the-art technical developments 
and practices in studio recording. Work-
ing engineers and students will find com-
prehensive coverage of equipment, acous-
tics, controls and techniques, plus point-
ers on creative applications. New '89 edi-
tion includes coverage of MIDI, digital audio 
and compact discs. Scheduled for release 
in July. Approx. 350 pp. ( P) expected price 
$26.95 

V' 1040D • THE NEW RECORDING 

STUDIO HANDBOOK, John Woram 
& Alan Kefauver Every major aspect 
of recording technology is covered in the 
updated second edition of this classic, com-
prehensive guide. Topics include transduc-
ers, compressors, tape recorder alignment, 
mic techniques, limiting and expanding, 
noise and noise reduction, signal process-
ing, magnetic recording, and recording 

consoles and techniques. Approx. 500 pp. 

(H) $44.50 

1330C • ACOUSTIC TECHNIQUES 
FOR HOME AND STUDIO, 2ND 
ED, E Alton Everest This excellent source-
book approaches environmental acous-
tic design from a practical, rather than mathe-
matical, viewpoint with emphasis on the 
fidelity of sound reproduction and the de-

sign of small recording studios. Includes 
vital info on principles of acoustics, hu-
man hearing, room resonance, diffusion 
of sound and absorption properties of acous-
tical materials. 344 pp. ( P) $ 17.95 

V 1340C • MASTER HANDBOOK 
OF ACOUSTICS, 2ND ED, 
F. Alton Everest The new version of this 
excellent sourcebook is an up-to-date ex-
ploration of acoustics, sound reproduc-
tion, transmission and reception. Includes 

detail on hearing, room-testing, speaker-
balancing and setting up a home listen-
ing room or a studio control room. Fea-
tures new material on diffraction-grating 
diffusors, the Techron TEF and digital re-
cording. 366 pp. ( P) $ 18.95 

1449C • MICROPHONE MANUAL 
DESIGN AND APPLICATION, David 
Miles Huber This recent title covers the 
latest tips, techniques and tools needed 
to keep you abreast of the changing tech-

nology of microphone design and place-
ment, and environmental acoustics. Sub-
jects include microphone pickup patterns 

and methods of operation, cable/connec-
tor interfacing, single microphone place-
ment, stereo miking fundamentals and ap-
plied placement techniques in music, video, 
film and speech production. Includes a 
review of microphone accessories. 297 

pp. ( P) $29.95 

1460D • THE MICROPHONE 
HANDBOOK, John Eargle Covers 
the practical aspects of microphone use 
and design with concise information for 
solving specific mic problems. Detailed 
chapters explain microphone patterns, mic 
sensitivity, condenser mics, proximity and 
distance effects, interference problems, 
techniques and systems for stereo and much 
more. 231 pp. ( H) $31.95 

1470C • MICROPHONES, 3RD ED., 

Martin Clifford The updated edition 
of this guide to choosing and effectively 
using microphones combines operational 
theory and specific use applications: how 
microphones work, how to interpret re-
sponse, placement and phasing, charac-
teristics of specific microphones and ac-
cessories currently on the market, and more. 
341 pp. ( P) $17.95 

1440C • THE DIGITAL DELAY 
HANDBOOK, Craig Anderton 
An outstanding book to help unlock the 
hidden potential in virtually any delay 
line. In addition to long, short and mul-
tiple delay-line techniques, it contains 66 
different applications, including auto flanging, 
sound effects, tuning percussive sounds, 

phase shifter simulation, reverb prede-
lay, synchro-sonic echo effects and much 
more. 134 pp. ( P) $9.95 

4 Call ( 415 ) 653-3307 or (800) 233-9604 V' New Additions 



Recording Demo 
Tapes at Home 

Sound Recording 
Handbook 

Audio Production Techniques for 
Video 

David Miles Huber 

A well-rounded assessment of the equipment, 
techniques, and technology required to under-
stand and create in today's world of media pro-
duction, this reference book examines the impor-
tant role that audio plays in video production. It 
covers the often confusing and misunderstood 
time code, electronic editing, digital audio, multi-
track audio, and live broadcast stereo. 

368 Pages, ISBN: 0-672-22518-2, # 1533, $29.95 

Principles of Digital Audio, 

Second Edition 

Ken C. Pohlmann 

This second edition of a popular text serves 
equally well as a technical reference, a user's hand-
book, or a textbook. Beginning with the funda-
mentals of numbers, sampling, and quantizing, this 
is a comprehensive look at digital audio, complete 
with new information on digital signal processing, 
CID technology, and magnetic storage. 

432 Pages, ISBN: 0-672-22634-0, # 1481, $29.95 

Recording Demo Tapes at Home 

Bruce Bartlett 

Clearly organized and thorough, this easy-to-follow 
guide details how to create a professional-quality 
demo tape without the expense of a recording 
studio. It describes the equipment needed, how it 
works, and how to use it, then explains how to 
use the newly created tapes to get engagement 
and recording contracts. 

256 Pages, ISBN: 0-672-22644-8, #1080, $ 19.95 

Sound Recording Handbook 

john M. Woram 

I lere is the definitive reference from John Worarn 
that audio professionals have been waiting for! 
*l'he systematic, in-depth treatment of traditional 
and current technologies includes important new 
audio topics such as time code, Dolby noise re-
duction, and digital audio. Written by one of the 
most widely respected experts in the audio field, 
Sound Recording Handbook will quickly become 
the preferred reference. 

400 Pages, ISBN: 0-6-2 22583-2, #1035, $49.95 

Microphone Manual: Design and 
Application 
DUl'id Miles HUbel; 336 Pages, ISBN: 
0-672 22598-0, # 1449, $29.95 

Handbook for Sound Engineers: 
The New Audio 
Cyclopedia 
Glen Balton. Editor, 1,26.4 Pages ISBN: 
0-672-21983-2, # 1595, $79.95 

Sound System Engineering, 
Second Edition 
Don and Carolyn Davis, 688 Pages, 
ISBN: 0-672-21857-7, # 1400, $39.95 

Introduction to Professional Re-
cording Techniques 
Bruce Bartlett, -116 Pages, ISBN: 0-
672-22574-3, # 1090, $24.95 

Crash Course in Digital 
Technology 
Louis E Frenzel, Jr., 208 Pages, ISBN: 
0-672-21845-3, # 151I, $ 19.95 

Understanding Digital Logic 
Circuits 
Robert G. Middleton, 392 Pages, ISBN: 
0-672-21867-4, #1512, $ 18.95 

Reference Data for Engineers: 
Radio, Electronics, Computer, 
and Communications Seventh 
Edition 
Eduard C Jonlan, Editor-in-Chief, 
1,368 Pages, ISBN: 0-672-21563-2, 
#1690, $69.95 

John D. Lenk's Troubleshooting 
& Repair of Audio Equipment 
John D. Lenk, 208 Pages, ISBN: 0-672-
22517 -4, # 1810, $21.95 

Troubleshooting with the 
Oscilloscope, Fifth Edition 
Robert G. Middleton. Revised by Joseph 

I. C;1740, 16 256 Pages, ISBN: 0-672-22473- 

.9, The Video Production Guide 

Lon AkQuillin, 352 Pages, ISBN: 0-
672-22053-9, #2010, $28.95 

Basics of Audio and Visual 
Systems Design 
Raymond Wadsworth, 128 Pages, ISBN: 
0-672-22038-5, #2135, $ 15.95 

Video Cameras: Theory and 
Servicing 
Gerald P. McGinty, 236 Pages, ISBN: 
0-672-22382-1, #2450, $ 18.95 

Musical Applications of 
Microprocessors, 
Second Edition 
Hal Chamberlin, 816 Pages, ISBN: 0-
672-45768-7, #3600, $39.95 

RD W. SAMS & COMPANY 



HOME RECORDING 

PEOPLE ARE 
TALKING 

ABOUT US! 

LISTEN TO WHAT THEY'RE 

SAYING ABOUT 

"SHAPING YOUR SOUND" (Page 4): 

"Can do what no text on the subject has 

ever been able to accomplish. I wish I had 

this when I was learning the ropes." 

George Petersen, Mix Magazine 

"If you can't go hang out at a recording 

studio and watch and listen, the next hest 

thing ( maybe better) is to bring the studio 

home on video!" 

Greg Hofmann, Gig Magazine 

"I'd call it an excellent value and the sort of 

reference aid that you'll find yourself 

coming back to again and again." 

Amy Ziffer, Home & Studio Recording 

"Tom Lubin is a good teacher. He explains 

how to choose and use this equipment. 

making his points with nifty computer 
graphics and superb real time 

demonstrations." 

Philip Che mallard, The Instrumentalist 

AND WHAT THEY HAVE TO SAY 

ABOUT "CREATIVE VIDEO 

TECHNIQUES" (Page 12: 

"These tapes can help you move away 

from the crowd ... they almost guarantee to 

improve the quality of the images you 

produce." 

Jack Rehrend, Pro Imaging Systems 

"These tapes are outstanding - so much so 
that I contacted First Light to ask 

permission to use them in the seminars I 

conduct around the country. They are very 

polished, coherent and highly instructive 

programs." 

Lon McQuillin, Film/Tape World 

"Four stars! ( highest rating) ... State of the 

art in their approach to professional 

results." 

Mark Hall, Videomaker 

"Pick of the week! It's the type of stuff you 

can't learn from a book. You've got to see 

it on your TV to truly comprehend the 

subtleties." 

Michael Dare, L.A. Weekly 

All videotapes produced by 

First Light Video Publishing 

fre 1441C • DIGITAL DELAYS (AND 
HOW TO USE THEM), Douglas Fraser 
This new pocket guide discusses common 
features, offers programming setups and 
has beat-conversion charts. Great for both 
novice and pro. ( P) $5.95 

V 1310C • HOW TO BUILD A SMALL 
BUDGET RECORDING STUDIO 
FROM SCRATCH, 2ND ED., E Alton 
Everest & Mike Shea Takes the reader 
through the mathematics, construction and 
trial-and-error stages of acoustical room 
design. Presents 12 tested plans for budget 
studios suited for efficient multitrack audio, 
audio-visual, radio, TV and film sound 
production. The revised, second edition 
features new information on RPG diffusors, 
tube traps and more. Includes data on sound 
absorption coefficients of building materials, 
comprehensive listing of acoustical ma-
terial manufacturers and complete index. 
295 pp. ( P) $ 14.95 

1300C • BUILDING A RECORD-
ING STUDIO, Jeff Cooper A step-
by-step guide to recording studio construc-
tion for small or large budgets. Thorough 
coverage of the principles of acoustics, 
how acoustics affect recording and sound-
proofing a room, plus chapters on the studio, 
the control room and a glossary of the 100 
most misunderstood terms in acoustics. 
209 pp. ( P) $30.00 

1200B • CRITICAL LISTENING 
COURSE, F. Alton Everest This in-
valuable course specifically addresses the 
important nuances of the audio world. The106-
page training manual and ten prerecorded 
lessons on cassette progressively lead you 
from basic to advanced listening techniques. 
Topics include estimating frequency, fre-
quency band limitations, sound-level changes, 
the components of sound quality, frequency 
response irregularities, various types of 
distortion, reverberation effects on speech 
and music, signal vs. noise and voice col-
orations. Ten cassettes and 106-page man-
ual $129.95 

1250B • AUDITORY PERCEP-
TION COURSE, F. Alton Everest 
This thorough, inventive and understand-
able audio training course on psychoacous-
tics comes complete with eight lessons on 
four tapes and a I04-page manual with 
hundreds of technical diagrams illustrat-
ing the concepts. The aural examples and 

STUDIO RESOUR ES 

classic experiments enable the student to 
clearly and quickly comprehend the com-
plexity of the hearing process. Topics include 
perception of delayed sounds, auditory 
filters, masking of critical bands, percep-
tion of pitch, timbre and much more. Four 
cassettes and 104-page manual $160.00 

1251B • AUDITORY PERCEPTION 
COURSE MANUAL, E Alton Everest 
Additional manuals for Auditory Percep-
tion Course (item 125013) are available and 
may be purchased separately. 104 pp.(') 
$14.qq 

HOME RECORDING 

V • THE MUSICIAN'S GUIDE 
TO HOME RECORDING, McIan 
& Wichman This thorough and up-to-
date manual serves as an excellent trou-
bleshooting guide and teaches the funda-
mentals of recording theory and practice. 
Specific techniques for recording drums, 
guitars, keyboards and vocals are discus-
sed in the context of current gear and today's 
sound. Includes glossary and index. 313 
pp. ( P) $19.95 

OI 

1064C • MULTI-TRACK RECORD-
ING FOR MUSCIANS, Brent Hurtig 
Outlines the fundamentals of audio pro-
duction in a clear, concise manner aimed 
at helping musicians come to grips with 
studio technology. Emphasis here is on 
the basics—features and operation of com-
mon studio gear—along with proper ses-
sion procedures. 135 pp. ( P) $17.95 

1090C • INTRODUCTION TO 
PROFESSIONAL RECORDING 
TECHNIQUES, Bruce Bartlett 
This comprehensive general guide is geared 
primarily for the audio hobbyist or aspiring 
professional who would like a thorough 
overview of recording engineering and 
production techniques. It also includes 
special coverage of microphones and mic 
techniques, sampling, sequencing and MIDI. 
It provides up-to-date coverage of moni-
toring, special effects, hum prevention and 
spoken word recording, as well as special 
sections on recognition of quality sound 
and troubleshooting poor sound. 396 pp. 
(P) $24.95 

NIP ACT DISC 

V 5498D • STUDIO REF E RENCE 5499D • CODED1SC Time Code 
DISC, Prosonus This handy resource on CD, LiSa Rose Productions 
for the serious enginee turns your CD Turn your CD player into a tirne code gen-
player into a versatile test-tone genera- erator with CodeDise it's the easy and 
tor. This compilation of test tones and inexpensive way to stripe tape with SMPTE 
measurement signals is the right choice tune code. CodeDisc contains a full hour 
for calibrating equipment and evaluat- of 30 frames per second, non-drop, SMIICE/ 
ing sound-systern performance. Over 60 E131.3 longitudinal time code. The disc has 

test signals, including CAVEAT Header, two separate channels, time code on the 
Te sweeps, A.S.C. and 1..EDIe moni- right and spoken cues identifying each 

tor tests, pitch references and plenty of minute on the left. Simply patch the right 
sine waves. $69.95 channel from your CD player to an out track on your multitrack audio tape 

deck for strong, clean audio time code. 

$69.95 

6 Call(415 ) 653-3307 or (800) 233-9604 V New Additions 



SOUND REINFORCEMENT 

1060C • HOME RECORDING FOR MU-
SICIANS, Craig Anderton Easy to 
follow and well-illustrated, this book is 
written for musicians with little engineer-
ing experience. It emphasizes practical knowl-
edge, techniques and tips for making clean, 
quality demos at home. Also includes infor-
mation on audio theory, acoustics and equip-
ment. 182 pp. ( P) $15.95 

1062C • PERSONAL RECORD-
ING, Yamaha Music Foundation 
Both a general introduction to multitrack 
recording and a guide to the use of Yamaha 
equipment, especially the MT1X and MT2X 
multitrack recorders. Topics include basic 
recording and overdubbing; punch-in and 
punch-out techniques for spot corrections; 
ping-pong recording to squeeze more parts 
onto fewer tracks; using sync recording 
to harness the power of MIDI; using ef-
fects units; mixdown; choice and use of 
microphones. 70 pp. (P) $10.95 

1063C • THE HOW-TO COURSE 
FOR HOME AND STUDIO 
RECORDING, John Foley Produc-
ers and engineers explain how to record 
drums and drum machines,how to record 
lead and backup vocal tracks, use signal 
processors, and mix and produce your re-
cordings. Whether you have 2, 4, 8, 16 or 
24 tracks, these tapes will help you get the 
most out of your equipment and your music. 
Six cassettes $150.00 

1320D • A COMPLETE BUSINESS 
PLAN FOR THE SMALL STUDIO, 
Al Stone This handbook provides "sound" 
business advice and guidance on owning 
and managing recording studios. Build-
ing from the ground up, Stone helps you 
organize and implement your business 
plan, market your services, develop profit 
centers and manage operations. Geared 
toward small studios, but would also benefit 
managers of large facilities. Includes over 
fifty pages of sample forms, contracts and 
letters, with tips on developing your own. 
272 pp. $75.00 

PA391D • RECORDING SYNCH-
ING AND SYNTHS, Paul Goldfield 
& Terry Griffey with Lorenz Rychner 
Recording, with an emphasis on electronic 
music, is approached in sections. Begin-
ning with a glossary of recording terms, 
the authors discuss mixers, tape machines, 
outboard gear, hookups and session pro-
cedures. A basic, but extensive, synchro-
nization tutorial leads to a discussion of 
recording problems related to various cate-
gories of electronic instruments. 87 pp. 
(Spiral) $17.95 

PA341D • HOW TO DO A DEMO-
QUALITY RECORDING IN YOUR 
BEDROOM, Paul Goldfield Shows 
you, step-by-step, how to set up and use 
tape decks, mixers, mics, outboard gear 
and monitors. Includes chapters on stu-
dio design and recording and mixing tech-
niques. 119 pp. (Spiral) $19.95 

3650C • GUITAR GADGETS, 
Craig Anderton Written by an expert 
on the subject, this complete "consumer's 
guide" to electronic guitar gadgets shows 
how to buy, fix and get the most out of 

them. It teaches how to thoroughly evalu-
ate all effects on a mechanical, electronic 
and sonic bicis 192 pp. ( P) $ 14.95 

SOUND 
REINFORCEMENT 

1405C • THE SOUND REINFORCE-
MENT HANDBOOK, Gary Davis 
& Ralph Jones This is the definitive 
guide for everyone who works with sound 
in performance. The handbook is divided 
into three main sections: Theory and Gen-
eral Explanations—the decibel, sound level 
and related items, dynamic range, sound 
outdoors, sound indoors, and how to read 
and interpret specs; Sound Equipment and 
Systems—microphones, preamplifiers, small 
mixers and mixing consoles, power amps, 
signal processing, sound-system test equip-
ment, etc.; and Putting It All Together— 
the electronics and loudspeakers. 384 pp.(P) 
$29.95 

1400C • SOUND SYSTEM ENGI-
NEERING, Don & Carolyn Davis 
This excellent text focuses on the prob-
lems that may occur in a sound system 
as it evolves through design, installation, 
equalization, operation and maintenance. 
The authors outline the functional param-
eters that enable the user to determine the 
type, size and arrangement of loudspeaker 
array, design of the power amplifier sys-
tem, component testing for individual and 
system operation, and functional constraints 
and acoustic requirements. 668 pp. (H)$39.95 

1410C • PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR 
CONCERT SOUND, Bob Heil Covers 
the fundamentals of pro sound reinforce-
ment, efficient speaker enclosures, mixers 
and equalizers, digital delays, compres-
sors, limiters, microphones, hardware and 
construction tips. 128 pp. ( P) $10.00 

1415C • SUCCESSFUL SOUND 
SYSTEM OPERATION, E Alton Everest 
Provides background information on the 
physical nature of sound, electricity and 
electronics. Everest also gives in-depth 

detail on current equipment with a very 
useful section on equipment usage, including 
microphone placement and usage, speaker 
care and placement, the working mechan-
ics of amps, mixers and signal processors, 
tips on troubleshooting and repairing audio 
equipment, detailed information on noise 
reduction, room acoustics, sound equali-
zation and more. 321 pp. ( P) $ 18.95 

1422D • SOUND SHOP SEMINAR 
PACKAGE, Jim McCandliss This 
manual and cassette course guides the non-
technician through the maze of audio equip-
ment and applications. Originally devel-
oped for the "church sound"market, the 
series stresses the basics of sound system 
design, installation, operation and trou-
bleshooting. Six 90-minute cassettes and 
3-ring manual $89.95 

V' 1417D • CONCERT SOUND AND 
LIGHTING SYSTEMS, John Vasey 
The first comprehensive guide to proce-
dure for touring concert systems. Details 
setup, maintenance and operation for sound 
and light systems, with descriptions of 
each component and how they work to-
gether. Makes an excellent road manager's 
reference and is the perfect tool for train-
ing a new road crew. 178 pp. ( H) $24.95 

1999-10C • 3M MODEL 6300 EAR 
PROTECTORS 3M hearing protectors 
offer the only truly effective safeguard against 
prolonged exposure to high sound lev-
els experienced by stage technicians and 
electronic artists. These disposable foam 
hearing protectors are inexpensive and 
easy to use. Simply roll them between your 
thumb and index finger and insert them 
into your ears. The 3M Model 6300s can 
provide up to 45 dB of attenuation. They 
are packaged in pairs and sealed in sani-
tary poly-bags for one-time use only. 
Ten pairs /$6.00 
1999-20C • 20 pairs/$10.00 

Al Stone's Complete Business 

Plan "could become to studio 

owners/managers what John 

Woram's Recording Studio Hand-

book is to engineers" 

#1320 —Mix Magazine (Dec. 88) 

IF you operate a 
basement 4, 8, or 
16-track studio, 

IF you're a synthe-
sist with a midi 
set-up, 

IF you're just get-
ting started, 

or 

IF you're running a 
big room but not 
making the profits 
you want 

GET YOUR HANDS 
ON THIS 

BOOK QUICK! 
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DIGITAL AUDIO 

V' 1481C • PRINCIPLES OF DIGITAL 
AUDIO, 2ND ED., Ken Pohlmann 
Now in a revised and enlarged second edition, 
this clear and concise overview is already 
a classic. It starts with the fundamentals 
of digital audio, covers recording, stor-
age and reproduction, and offers all-new 
coverage of digital audio interfaces, DAT, 
fiber optics, CD formats and digital audio 
workstations. 474 pp. ( P) $29.95 

1480D • DIGITAL AUDIO-
ENGINEERING: An Anthology, 
edited by John Strawn The first book 
to present a unified view of the hardware 
engineering behind digital audio synthe-
sis and processing. It discusses the fun-
damentals of the technology, including 
a thorough treatment of noise in the D/ 
A process, and details significant exist-
ing digital audio synthesizers/processors. 
200 pp. (H) $29.95 

1490D • DIGITAL AUDIO SIGNAL 
PROCESSING: An Anthology, edited 
by John Strawn Written for both be-
ginning and advanced practitioners of dig-
ital signal processing, especially as it relates 
to computer music, this anthology pre-
sents a thorough introduction to the sub-
ject as well as covers digital filter design 
for the non-engineer, spiral synthesis, phase 
vocoder and more. 283 pp. (H) $34.95 

1511C • THE HOWARD W. SAMS 
CRASH COURSE IN DIGITAL 
TECHNOLOGY, Louis Frenzel This 
"crash course" quickly provides a solid 
foundation in digital fundamentals, state-
of-the-art components, circuits and tech-
niques. It gives the specific knowledge and 
skills necessary to understand, build, test 
and troubleshoot digital circuitry. No pre-
vious experience with digital is required. 
198 pp. (P) $19.95 

1512C • UNDERSTANDING 
DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITS, 
Robert Middleton Written for serv-
ice technicians who are involved in tele-
vision, radio or audio troubleshooting and 
repair, this book painlessly expands the 

Easy Solutions 

for many problems 

hindering today's 

sound engineers. 

le 1410 

technician's expertise into digital electronics, 
beginning with digital logic diagrams and 
covering basic adders and subtractors, flip-
flops, registers, encoders and decoders, 
and memory types. 392 pp. ( P) $ 18.95. 

1475E • THE COMPACT DISC: 
A Handbook of Theory and Use, 
Ken Pohlmann This new title prom-
ises to be a comprehensive resource for 
anyone involved with optical storage me-
dia. Topics covered include CD specifi-
cations, player design, new CD formats 
and the disc manufacturing process. In-
cludes ample illustrations, references, glos-
sary and index. Written by the acknowl-
edged expert on digital audio. 295 pp. (P) 
$29.95 

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY 

1595C • THE HANDBOOK FOR 
SOUND ENGINEERS: The New Audio 
Cyclopedia, edited by Glen Ballou 
By far the most authoritative audio ref-
erence on the market, this book offers the 
professional audio engineer comprehen-
sive coverage of the following topics: acoustics 
--recording studio design and acousti-
cal design of rooms for speech, music and 
cinema; electronic components for sound 
engineering—tubes, discrete solid state 
devices, integrated circuits, etc.; electro-
acoustic devices—microphones, loudspeak-
ers, enclosures and headphones; audio elec-
tronic circuits and equipment—consoles, 
amplifiers, equalizers, etc.; recording and 
playback—disk, magnetic and digital; design 
applications—systems for the hearing im-
paired, image projection, etc.; and audio 
measurements—fundamentals and units 
of measure. The contributing writers are 
the best in their fields. 1,247 pp. (H) $79.95 

I/ 1594D •AUDIO ENGINEERING HAND-
BOOK, K. Blair Benson A complete, 
current and authoritative reference for audio 
pros. Features a tutorial on the principles 
of sound, hearing and acoustics; an intro-
duction to the audio-signal spectrum and 
its characteristics; full explanation of dig-
ital and analog processing and recording 
on disk and tape, including techniques 
for both CD and DAT recording and re-

A guide to Understanding 
the Realities of Sound 
Reinforcement 

This new book has been selected by 
several major sound equipment man-
ufacturers, audio training engineers as 
THE text book for learning the basics 
of sound reinforcement. It is an indis-
pensable tool for anyone interested in 
state of the art sound reinforcement. 

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY 

MELCO PUBLISHING 

production; detailed coverage of produc-
tion techniques for film sound; and com-
prehensive documentation of measure-
ment techniques, industry standards and 
recommended practices. 1,040 pp. (H) $83.50 

1599D • THE AUDIO DICTIONARY, 
Glenn White An accurate, up-to-date dic-
tionary is an essential tool in the rapidly grow-
ing field of audio engineering, and Glenn White 
has written what amounts to a mini-ency-
clopedia. He covers the terminology and ba-
sic concepts in the fields of sound recording, 
sound reinforcement and musical acoustics 
and goes beyond pure definition to offer in-
depth discussion on many of the topics. A 
much-needed book. 291 pp. (P) $14.95 

3131D • DICTIONARY OF 
MUSIC PRODUCTION AND 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY, 
Wayne Wadhams This comprehensive ref-
erence is written for musicians and creative 
industry pros. Using nontechnical language, 
it clearly defines nearly 2,500 terms used in 
music production and audio engineering, in-
cluding technical, creative and business ter-
minology. It covers terms contained in ev-
ery available text as well as hundreds of words 
found only in proprietary sources such as un-
ion contracts and equipment user manuals. 
257 pp. (H) $29.95 

1680D • MAGNETIC RECORDING 
HANDBOOK, Marvin Camras This 
recent title offers clear explanations of new 
developments in every branch of magnetic 
audio and video recording. Information pub-
lished here for the first time indudes the latest 
on special and unusual head designs, bias-
ing and erasing, and recording-drive design. 
Special topics indude digital recording, electro-
optic and laser-beam recording, high-den-
sity recording, computer memory disks, com-
puter-controlled editing, error detection and 
correction, tape and disc manufacture, ver-
tically oriented recording media, electronic 
systems, digital circuitry and home video re-
cording. 718 pp. (H) $80.95 

1690C • REFERENCE DATA FOR EN-
GINEERS: Radio, Electronics, Com-
puter, and Communications, Howard 
W. Sams Co. This is the revised and ex-
panded edition of the most widely used elec-
tronic engineers' reference book ever pub-
lished. Over 1,500 pages and 48 chapters with 
50% new material make this the most up-to-
date, one-volume reference library anywhere. 
Also includes lists of references and bibliog-
raphies as a guide to primary sources and de-
finitive texts. Over 1,500 pp. (H) $69.95 

1290E • HANDBOOK OF ELECTRI-
CAL NOISE: Measurement and Tech-
nology, 2ND ED., Charles Vergers 
Taking a direct, no-nonsense approach to the 
subject, Vergers answers virtually all ques-
tions on electrical noise—its origins, causes 
and effects—fully supported by equations, 
examples and diagrams. Learn how to identify, 
calculate, measure and reduce noise in elec-
tronic systems. Special attention is also given 
to noise in digital systems, periodic and non-
periodic signals, impulse noise, thermal noise, 
cross talk, and noise and hum in amplifiers. 
Excellent coverage of the topics. 440 pp. (H) 
$39.95 
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1765D • THE LOUDSPEAKER 
AND HEADPHONE HANDBOOK, 
3RD ED., John Borwick This is a com-
prehensive technical reference guide on the 
theoretical and practical aspects of loudspeaker 
and headphone performance, including a spe-
cial treatment of electrostatic loudspeakers 
and headphones. The latest techniques for 
the computer-aided design of drive units, aces-
over networks and enclosures are described 
along with other important topics. Many tables, 
graphs and diagrams provide convenient ref-
erence material for students and engineers. 
573 pp. (P) $95.00 

1770C • DESIGNING, BUILDING AND 
TESTING YOUR OWN SPEAKER 
SYSTEM, David Weems An incisive hand-
book covering the basics of speaker design, 
system testing and practical techniques of con-
struction. Includes a wide variety of projects 
and information to build customized setups. 
190 pp. (P) $12.95 

1775C • ELECTROSTATIC LOUD-
SPEAKER DESIGN AND CONSTRUC-
TION, Ronald Wagner This text is written 
primarily for the professional sound engi-
neer or designer but does not exclude the aspir-
ing hobbyist. Wagner begins by providing 
a good foundation of the history, develop-
ment, operational principles and mechani-
cal/electrical properties of electrostatic speak-
ers, believed by many to have the best fre-
quency response of any existing system. He 
then outlines a detailed construction sched-
We for building high-voltage power supplies, 
wiring speaker panels and assembling frames. 
Also includes info on preliminary testing and 
performance-evaluation procedures. 248 pp. 
(P) $14.95 

3660C • ELECTRONIC PROJECIS FOR 
MUSICIANS, Craig Anderton Shows 
how to inexpensively build your own pre-
amp, compressor/limiter, ring modulator, 
phase shifter, noise gate, talk box, tuning stan-
dard and 20 other accessories. Written in easy-
to-follow language, with a complete over-
view, hundreds of helpful diagrams and step-
by-step instructions. 220 pp. ( P) $14.95 

IV 1700D • OPERATIONAL AMPLIFI-
ERS AND LINEAR INTEGRATED 
CIRCUTTS, 2ND ED., Jefferson C. Boyce 
An advanced, but functional, text focusing 
on the principles, design and use of op amps 
and linear ICs in audio circuitry. This updated 
title includes new coverage of microproces-
sors and digital/analog conversion, and ex-
plores their roles in complex systems. Includes 
plenty of graphics and tables, a glossary and 
an index. 514 pp. (H) $46.95 

1720C • HOW TO DESIGN & BUILD 
AUDIO AMPLIFIERS, INCLUDING 
DIGITAL CIRCUITS, Manny Horowitz 
All the data necessary to create practical modern 
circuits for preamps, power amps, mixers, 
tone modification, power supplies and special 
accessories. Step-by-step, solid-state circuit 
design and construction. 350 pp. (P) $16.95 

1785C • AMPLIFIERS—SIMPLIFIED 
WITH 40 PROJECTS, Delton T. Horn 
Packed with projects and circuits you can 
put to immediate use, this book provides 
the theoretical basis needed to understand 
what amplifiers are and how they oper-
ate. Horn explains basic theory and uses 
step-by-step derivations of the equations, 
so you will be able to derive needed val-
ues for specific amplifier circuits. Included 
are 40 carefully selected projects that will 
enable you to build several different types 
of amplifiers, preamps, RF and video amps, 
inverting and noninverting amps, volt-
age amps and more! 198 pp. ( P) $10.95 

1725C • HOW TO DESIGN AND 
BUILD ELECTRONIC INSTRUMEN-
TATION, 2ND ED., Joseph J. Carr 
This is a sourcebook no serious hobbyist, 
experimenter or student can afford to miss! 
It's packed with practical design and con-
struction guidance on how to put together 
a huge range of useful electronic instru-
ments, from relatively simple circuits to 
sophisticated microprocessing devices. 
Avoiding overly technical explanations 
and complex mathematical formulas, Carr 
provides a truly practical approach to design 
and construction techniques. The text also 
contains an extraordinary collection of useful 
customizing circuit projects and scores 
of detailed schematics and construction 
diagrams. 505 pp. ( P) $19.95 

1731C • THE BEGINNER'S GUIDE 
TO READING SCHEMATICS, Robert 
J. Traister This is a very useful, hands-
on guide to understanding and using sche-
matic diagrams, the key to mastering the 
fundamental concepts needed to design, 
build, test, troubleshoot and repair elec-
tronic equipment. 134 pp. ( P) $9.95 

1740C • TROUBLESHOOTING 
WITH THE OSCILLOSCOPE, 
Robert Middleton Practical data on 
the oscilloscope and its use in television 
and radio alignment, frequency and phase 
measurements, amplifier testing, signal 
tracing, digital equipment servicing and 
more. Also covers oscilloscope circuits and 
accessories. 227 pp. ( P) $16.95 

1742C • THE COMPLETE BOOK 
OF OSCILLOSCOPES, Stan Prentiss 
Anyone interested in oscilloscopes or CRT-
readout measuring instruments will have 
good reason to study this book. The prac-
ticing engineer, technician or hobbyist can 
gain new insights into using equipment 
already on hand and learn how to use the 
newest instruments. All types of oscillo-
scopes are covered in this book: service 
and laboratory types, low- and high-frequency 
spectrum analyzers, sampling and stor-
age oscilloscopes, NTSC and sidelock vector-
scopes with waveform generators and many 
more. 230 pp. ( P) $14.95 

1810C • JOHN D. LENK'S AUDIO 
EQUIPMENT TROUBLESHOOT-
ING AND REPAIR, John Lenk This 
book is straightforward enough for the 
beginner but offers in-depth info for the 
more advanced troubleshooter/technician. 
Topics include dual cassettes, CD play-
ers, linear-tracking turntables, amps, loud-
speakers, etc. Includes universal, step-by-
step procedures and time-saving hints based 
on failure or trouble symptoms. 181 pp. 
(P) $21.95 

1820C • TROUBLESHOOTING AND 
REPAIRING AUDIO EQUIPMENT, 
Homer L. Davidson Here are insider 
tips for troubleshooting and repairing tape 
decks, CD players, car stereos, telephone 
answering machines, portable stereos and 
just about every other piece of audio equip-
ment available to the consumer. Anyone 
can save time and money following Davidson's 
step-by-step advice. 325 pp. ( P) $ 17.95 

1850C • COMPACT DISC PLAYER 
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR, 
Gordon McComb & John Cook Filled 
with quick and reliable answers to the prob-
lems of maintaining and repairing CD play-
ers, this illustrated do-it-yourself guide 
takes the apprehension out of first-time 
repairs. Master repairman Gordon McComb 
teaches the reader how to identify and repair 
malfunctions. Readers will be able to make 
repairs quickly and confidently using the 
troubleshooting techniques featured in 
this sourcebook. Complete with a prevent-
ative maintenance schedule, buying tips 
and manufacturer list. 245 pp. (P) $13.95 

The Compact Disc: A Handbook of Theory and Use 

"Recommended with no 
reservations!" 
Jim Eargle, President, 
JME Consulting 

by Ken Pohlmann 

For audio engineers, manufacturers, enthusiasts, and CD 
owners, this book contains virtually everything you need 
to become CD- literate. Read about digital audio, data 
encoding and storage, player design and use, formats 
like CD-I and MY, and disc manufacturing. Superbly 
written by the acknowledged expert in digital audio. 

#1475 

Look for other books in the Computer Music and Digital 

Audio Series! (# 1480, # 1490, # 3590, # 3591) 
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2005E • SIGHT-SOUND-MOTION: 
Applied Media Aesthetics, Herbert 
Zettl A versatile guide to the how and 
why of media aesthetics, emphasizing tele-
vision and film. The author analyzes media 
in terms of light, space, time, motion and 
sound, demonstrating methods of using 
light and shadow to present a story with 
clarity and impact, describing and illus-
trating the effectiveness of multiscreen 
imaging, and discussing the use of sound 
to complement, dominate or merge with 
the visual image. This is an indispensable 
reference for both the media producer and 
consumer. 401 pp. (H) $46.95 

2025D • HOW TO READ A FILM, 
James Monaco A thorough introduc-
tion to film criticism, this book explores 
the art, technology, language, history and 
theory of film and electronic media. An 
examination of the mechanics of film pro-
duction is followed by a discussion of the 
theory and aesthetics of media criticism. 
This wide-ranging book explains complex 
issues in a concise and lucid manner. In-
cludes a media criticism glossary, exten-
sive bibliography, film and media chro-
nology, and complete index. 533 pp. ( P) 
$15.95 

2010C • VIDEO PRODUCTION 
GUIDE, Lon Mc Quillin A broad overview 
that places emphasis on the human organ-
izational aspects with lively, comprehen-
sive coverage of both studio and location 
production from the viewpoint of the pro-
ducer and director. Divided into four parts: 
pre-production, production, post-produc-
tion and other important topics. 382 pp. 
(P) $28.95 

2012D • PROFESSIONAL VIDEO 
PRODUCTION, Ingrid Wiegand 
A comprehensive, one-stop manual. Includes 
chapters on program development and 
script preparation, cameras and record-
ing decks, SEGs and other studio equip-
ment, studio staff and crew, field equip-
ment and techniques, editing equipment, 
edit planning and budgets, fine-cut editing, 
post-production effects, graphics and im-
age correction. Also includes glossary and 
useful forms. 211 pp. ( H) $45.00 

2040D • TELEVISION OPERATIONS 
HANDBOOK, Robert Oringel This 
concise, nontechnical handbook by a re-
spected media consultant includes exten-
sive discussion of light and lenses, the video 
camera itself, television audio, cables and 
connectors, the videotape recorder, video 
editing and the studio cable TV program. 
182 pp. ( P) $ 19.95 

2070D • THE TECHNIQUE OF 
TELEVISION PRODUCTION, 
11TH ED., Gerald Millerson This 
detailed and thoughtful approach to meth-
ods of television production covers all the 
responsibilities found at TV studios, with 
an expanded glossary that describes concepts 
in depth. It also has a new chapter on the 

latest videotape techniques and discusses 
the aesthetics of the video broadcasting 
craft. 445 pp. ( P) $24.95 

2071D • VIDEO PRODUCTION 
HANDBOOK, Gerald Millerson 
This outstanding new title explains the 
entire process of low-cost video-making. 
It demonstrates the versatility, techniques, 
applications and aesthetic concepts of the 
video format through clear diagrams and 
relevant examples. Discusses both studio 
methods and EFP operations. 216 pp. (P) 
$21.95 

2129D •THE CORPORATE SCRIPT-
WRITING BOOK, Donna Matrazzo 
This very readable text provides step-by-
step organization of your scriptwriting 
project. Matrazzo tells how to research 
and plan your script and coordinate it with 
visual images. Covers business films, vide-
otapes and slide shows. 207 pp. (P) $14.95 

2130D • SCRIPTING FOR VIDEO 
AND AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA, Dwight 
Swain In a lively, anecdotal style, Swain 
takes the reader step-by-step through the 
preparatory stage of audio/visual pre-
sentations: deciding on the objective, select-
ing the best approach, getting ideas down 
on paper, preparing the storyboard and 
following through to production. 256 pp. 
(P) $21.95 

2134D • MULTI-IMAGE DESIGN 
AND PRODUCTION, Phil Mezey 
For one, two or three projector produc-
tions. Phil Mezey leads you through the 
production process from conception and 
planning, preparing scripts, visuals and 
soundtracks, to final editing and program-
ming. He details the aesthetic and tech-
nical aspects of multi-image in a straight-
forward fashion and outlines methods and 
techniques in practical, step-by-step di-
rections. An extensive art program illus-
trates points and procedures. Includes glos-
sary. 176 pp. ( P) $24.95 

2300D • CREATING ORIGINAL 
PROGRAMMING FOR CABLE TV, 
edited by W. D. Shaffer & R. Wheelwright 
Producers, programmers, cable-company 
reps and a communications attorney explain 
the ins and outs of creating programming 
for this viable market. They provide an 
overview of copyright and royalty issues, 
examine the role of access and independ-
ent producers, and detail the road from 
production to distribution. 161 pp. (H) $29.95 

2301D • THE BUSINESS OF NON-
BROADCAST TELEVISION: Cor-
porate and Institutional Video Budg-
ets, Facilities and Applications, 
Judith Stokes This 1988 release surveys 
the non-broadcast industry, analyzes its 
market structure and size, and presents 
current and comparative data on key user 
activities. Data is presented on revenues, 
expenses, users, production facilities, manu-
facturers, video conferencing, interactive 
disc production and marketing activity. 
It includes numerous case studies high-
lighting the scope of activities among users 
in music, education, medical, utility, li-
brary and nonprofit sectors. 156 pp. (H) 
$45.00 

2305D • ELECTRONIC MEDIA MAN-
AGEMENT, William McCavitt 8z 
Peter Pringle Clear, comprehensive and 
up-to-date, this book examines the role 
of management on all levels, in both large 
and small markets, broadcast and nonbroad-
cast. It focuses on specific management 
functions and major issues, including trade 
unions, employment laws, government 
regulations, new technologies, commu-
nity relations and responsibilities to society 
at large, as well as standard concerns of 
ratings, programming, sales, promotion, 
etc. 325 pp. ( P) $22.95 

2310D • THE INDEPENDENT 
FILM AND VIDEOMAKERS GUIDE, 
Michael Wiese Revised edition by this 
award-winning independent filmmaker 
and lecturer concentrates on the practi-
calities of finding investors, preparing the 
prospectus and researching the market, 
as well as providing a nuts-and-bolts ap-
proach to production and distribution. Ex-
tensive appendix. 386 pp. ( P) $ 16.95 

2315D • HOME VIDEO, PRODUC-
ING FOR THE HOME MARKET, 
Michael Weise For videomakers inter-
ested in producing and distributing their 
programs for the home market, this book 
is sure to be the most cost-efficient tool 
you can get. It contains straightforward 
advice on putting together videos in all 
different genres: how to develop ideas, 
present projects, negotiate contracts and 
finance, package, market and distribute 
the product. 334 pp. ( P) $ 17.95 

2320D • FILM AND VIDEO BUDG-
ETS, Michael Wiese This basic "how-
to" guide explores budgeting for documen-
taries, commercials and low-budget fea-
tures and shorts. Wiese details many money-
saving ideas. Like his companion volume 
(above), it is clearly written and illustrated 
and will be indispensable in developing 
a film or video project. 345 pp. (P) $16.95 

2325D • PRACTICAL AV/VIDEO 
BUDGETING, Richard Van Deusen 
A complete guide to audio/visual budg-
eting for AV and video managers in cor-
porations, institutions, commercial and 
government production houses. The book 
covers cost-allocation systems, project-
ing and controlling income, production 
budgeting, chargeback systems, comput-
erized budget-management systems and 
more. Includes over 30 useful forms for 
budgets, forecasts and expense reports. 
168 pp. (H) $39.95 

2161D • THE POST-PRODUCTION 
PROCESS, Diana Weynand & Jeff 
Kuhn This excellent 1985 book gives a 
complete flow chart of the entire post-pro-
duction process from the first stages of 
pre-production to the final stages of audio 
mixdown. It contains essential informa-
tion and useful tips on how to best pre-
pare and organize your projects for computer-
ized editing. For producers, directors, man-
agement, production personnel or any-
one involved with the process. 124 pp. (P) 
$19.95 
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2015E • ELECTRONIC CINEMA-
TOGRAPHY, Harry Mathias & Rich-
ard Patterson This title explores the elec-
tronic potential of motion picture produc-
tion on video. It analyzes the applications 
of new visual techniques that will be required 
by the improved picture quality of high-
definition television. In addition to exam-
ining new technological developments. 
Mathias and Patterson recommend tech-
niques that improve artistic and visual control 
over the present video technology. Includes 
detailed methods of controlling tone re-
production in a video image, determin-
ing exposure indices for video cameras, 
lighting for video and dealing with the 
limitations of image quality. 251 pp. (H) 
$31.95 

2035E • TELEVISION PRODUCTION 
HANDBOOK, 4TH ED., Herbert Zettl 
This edition includes up-to-date info on 
all aspects of color production: studio and 
ENG/EFP cameras, developments in EFP 
lighting, digital production equipment, 
the use of iso-cameras, etc. In addition, 
Zettl goes beyond the presentation of technical 
info to emphasize the aesthetic elements 
that explain the "whys" of production values. 
Includes over 900 illustrations, a glossary 

and references. 624 pp. ( H) $47.95 

2100D • VIDEO CAMERA TECH-
NIQUES, Gerald Millerson 'A clear, 
compact guide to the principles of video 
camera operation in the studio or on location. 
It covers the camera and fundamentals 
of correct usage, including camera movements, 
framing the shot, depth of field, lenses and 
focal lengths, filters and effects. 160 pp. 
(P) $18.95 

2110D • THE PROFESSIONAL 
LIGHTING HANDBOOK, Verne & 
Sylvia Carlson A practical guide to set-
ting up and using pro lighting equipment. 
Fully illustrated, this handbook provides 
useful information on every facet of equip-
ment including lenses, housings, light sources, 
reflector boards, controllers, filters and 
applications. 224 pp. (H) $26.95 

2115D • LIGHTING TECHNIQUES 
FOR VIDEO PRODUCTION, THE 
ART OF CASTING SHADOWS, 
Tom LeTourneau A mix of theory and 
practical applications, this book addresses 
the physical properties of light and the 
selection of proper instruments and place-
ments to convey moods. Illustrations, ex-
amples and checklists reinforce the topics 
discussed: types of illumination, lamps, 
reflectors, reflection, location instruments, 
floods, light meters, ratios, accessories, 
etc. 172 pp. (H) $45.00 

2137D • PROFESSIONAL VIDEO 
GRAPHIC DESIGN, The Art and 
Technology Ben Blank & Mario Garcia 
This is an expert source to help video pros 
use space, type, art and color to convey 
a message quickly, simply and effectively. 
Featuring numerous examples, this lay-

ishly illustrated book covers both the ar-
tistic and technical aspects, including de-
tails on computer-generated graphics. 157 
pp. (H) $34.95 

2138D • COMPUTER GRAPHICS 
FOR GRAPHIC DESIGNERS, John 
Vance Using everyday language, this book 
begins by explaining the principles of the 
computer, its hardware and software, codes, 
languages and operating systems. The bulk 
of the text focuses on the theory and practice 
of graphics systems,the coding of draw-
ings, image manipulation, peripheral equip-
ment such as digitizers and display ter-
minals, drafting systems, 2-D and 3-D ani-
mation systems, paint systems, shading, 
color and more. 194 pp. (H) $45.00 

2140D • SPECIAL OPTICAL 
EFFECTS, Zoran Perisic The author, 
responsible for effects in 2001: A Space Odyssey, 
Superman I and Superman II, has written 
this thorough and practical manual. From 
simple, traditional methods, using mir-
rors and normal film cameras, to the most 
sophisticated, using specially developed 
equipment. A superb resource. 185 pp. (H) 
$42.95 

2150D • CREATING SPECIAL 
EFFECTS FOR TV AND FILMS, 
Bernard Wilkie This is a book of ideas 
as well as instruction. Using easy-to-fol-
low text and illustrations, it deals com-
prehensively with a wide range of tech-
niques and effects, including gunshots, 
explosions, fire, weather and the use of 
miniatures and models. 158 pp. (P) $18.95 

20.31E • TIMING FOR ANIMATION, 
Whitaker & Halas This classic text ad-
dresses the problems animators face in 
maintaining the appearance of natural move-
ment. Dramatic pacing and Newton's laws 
of motion are looked at from a cel animator's 
perspective. Plenty of fun illustrations. 
142 pp. (H) $37.95 

2170D • VIDEO EDITING AND POST-
PRODUCTION, A Professional Guide, 
2ND ED., Gary Anderson Fully updated 
to include the latest on videotape editing 
bays; edit decision-list cleaning; multi-
format editing; film-to-video, offline editing 
systems; time code editing; digital video 
effects systems; electronic animation and 
graphics systems; component video sig-
nals; SMPTE time code; audio post-pro-
duction equipment and aesthetics; and per-
sonal computers that function as edit con-
trollers and edit-list management tools. 
Provides insight into the fundamental ar-
tistic principles that have guided editors 
for years, and functions as a "real world" 
guide to both technical and nontechnical 
aspects of post-production. 219 pp. (H) 

$45.00 

2180D • COMPUTERIZED VIDEO-
TAPE EDITING, Diana Weynand 
This book begins where most manufac-
turers' manuals leave off. Each chapter 
not only thoroughly covers the most current 
technology and techniques, but dearly defines 
the important concepts applicable to any 
computerized editing system. Specific key-
board and screen illustrations include the 
CMX 340x, ISC, Sony 5000, Commander 

II and Convergence 204 editing systems. 
236 pp. (P) $34.95 

2183D • TIME CODE HANDBOOK, 
Cypher Digital This excellent manual 
defines and demonstrates the uses and ap-
plications of SMPTE/EBU time code (the 
signal recorded on an audio channel of 
videotape for audio-video synchronizing). 
Excellent bit-by-bit explanation of the in-
formation conveyed by time code. Cov-
ers uses for production and post-produc-
tion. Includes appendices and 11 illustra-
tions. 128 pp. ( P) $14.95 

2185D • ELECTRONIC POST-
PRODUCTION, Gary Anderson 
Focuses on the latest film-to-video tech-
niques, including an analysis of budget-
ary factors, time factors, etc. It also covers 
telecine systems, explains color correc-
tion theory and technique in nontechni-
cal language and gives a thorough over-
view of new film-video edit systems, time-
coding film during production, editing 
with videodiscs and high-definition TV 
developments. 127 pp. (H) $45.00 

2250D • PORTABLE VIDEO: ENG 
& EFP, Norman Medoff & Tom Tanquary 
Electronic news gathering (ENG) and electronic 
field production (EFP) have become in-
dispensable skills in broadcasting, pro-
duction houses and educational and corporate 
settings. This book introduces all elements 
necessary to produce quality video: style, 
technique, pricing, outlets, job opportu-
nities, new technologies and more. 188 pp. 
(H) $45.00 

2260D • COMPUTERS IN VIDEO 
PRODUCTION, Lon McQuillin 
An overview of the use of computers in 
television and film production, this book 
begins by describing what computers can 
and cannot do, both for general business 
and specialized production applications. 
You'll learn how to make the most of a 
computer for scriptwriting, electronic mail, 
budget management, production sched-
uling, post-production, character genera-
tion, interactive video and more. 188 pp. 
(H) $45.00 

2345D • VIDEOTAPE OPERATIONS, 
Marcus Weise This is the most compre-
hensive book on the subject of videotape 
operations, useful for both the nonpro-
fessional and the experienced engineer. 
Includes excellent coverage of all aspects 
of the television signal, reading and monitoring 
the signal, machine setup, editing, test-
ing and timing, tips and careers. 204 pp. 
(r) $32.95 

2380E • TELEVISION ENGINEER-
ING HANDBOOK, K. Blair Benson 
Engineers, technicians and other profes-
sionals involved in television equipment 
and systems design, maintenance and op-
eration will find this massive, authorita-
tive, practical handbook to be unparal-
leled by any other work in the field. From 
fundamentals to state-of-the-art, it cov-
ers TV signal generation, transmission and 
distribution, image generation and dis-
play, hardware, complete reference stand-
ards and data and much more. 1,478 pp. 

(H) $98.50 
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2390E • TELEVISION: From Analog 
to Digital, Stan Prentiss Explores the full 
range of TV's present and future develop-
ment, including the new and effective radiation 
of circularly polarized transmission and re-
ception, the latest BTSC-dbx multichannel 
TV sound, wideband audio/video TV monitors, 
I and Q wideband chroma (2 MHz), audio/ 
video processing at basebands exceeding 50 
kHz and 4.5 MHz, ITT digital TV integrated 
circuits, analog/digital receiver troubleshoot-
ing and more. Current, comprehensive and 
practical. 343 pp.(H) $25.00 

2440C • MAINTAINING AND RE-
PAIRING VIDEOCASSETTE RECORD-
ERS, 2ND ED., Robert Goodman 
This updated volume contains practical, time-
saving maintenance and repair data with full 
coverage of the mechanical systems and elec-
tronic circuits found in all popular brands 
and models of videocassette recorders. Includes 
new chapters on camcorders, test equipment, 
special effects circuitry and stereo TV. Approx. 
400 pp. ( P) $17.95 

2450C • VIDEO CAMERAS: THEORY 
AND SERVICING, Gerald McGinty 
This is an entry-level, technical primer on video 
camera servicing and provides practical the-
ory in clear, well-illustrated sections, begin-
ning with the image tube and discussing all 
the electronics and concepts through the fi-
nal interface. The final section on troubleshoot-
ing is extremely useful. 264 pp. (P) $18.95 

2455D • THE CAMCORDER HAND-
BOOK, Gerald Quinn This guide helps 
you sort through the vast array of camcord-
ers and accessories, providing all the infor-
mation needed to make an educated selec-
tion. In addition to offering complete opera-
tional instructions, Quinn takes you step-by-
step through the entire production process 
of using a camcorder. Information includes: 
differences and benefits of using the various 
formats of 8mm, VHS-C, Beta and full-size 
VHS units, how to tie in your personal com-
puter, maintenance care and troubleshoot-
ing tips, along with listings of manufactur-
ers, suppliers and additional publications. 
308 pp. (P) $12.95 

PVA89 • THE COMPLETE BOOK 
OF PROFESSIONAL VIDEO ACCES-
SORIES, 1989 ED., Comprehensive 
Video Supply Corporation This essen-
tial sourrebook for video production gear fea-
tures everything from cables to computer soft-
ware; all catalog items are available through 
Bookshelf. $7.00 

AUDIO FOR VIDEO 

1530D • AUDIO IN MEDIA, 2ND ED., 
Stanley Alten This 1986 text is organized 
into parts that reflect the process of produc-
ing sound: principles, equipment, pre-pro-
duction, production, post-production. Nine 
chapters are devoted to principles, aesthet-
ics and techniques and six chapters cover the 
technology. Like the first edition, this is an 
effective primary sound text for courses on 
recording radio. TV, film and other audio. 
612 pp. ( H) $38.95 

1533C • AUDIO PRODUCTION 
TECHNIQUES FOR VIDEO, David 
Huber Bridging the gap between the merg-
ing technologies of audio and video produc-
tion, this book outlines modern audio pro-
duction and post-production techniques for 
video. It thoroughly covers the use of time 
code, electronic editing, digital audio, multi-
track audio and live stereo broadcast. The text 
is not obscured by technical jargon, making 
it suitable for the professional without a strong 
technical background. 356 pp. ( P) $29.95 

1550C • AM STEREO AND TV 
STEREO—NEW SOUND DIMENSIONS, 
Stan Prentiss This book provides an in-
depth look at the new sound in AM radio and 
TV broadcasting, with much-needed advice 
on equipment availability and operation. It 
also provides insight into FCC legal and elec-
trical regulations and new equipment speci-
fications for broadcasters and consumers. 184 
pp. (P) $12 95 

V 3190D • SCORING FOR FILMS, 
Earle Hagen This classic title is being re-
issued and updated, with new information 
on video scoring. Provides an excellent orien-
tation to the problems and possibilities of com-
posing for films. Specifically addresses the 
mechanics and vocabulary of scoring, the psy-
chology of creating music for this medium, 
and the split responsibilities of the composer 
and the editor. Available in September 1989. 
Approx. 250 pp. (P) $24.95 

from First Light Video Publishing INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES FOR VIDEOGRAPHERS, 

471RD • CONTROLLING THE MACE 
with lia.ny mathias Mathias demonstrates 
his methods for achieving mastery over the 
electron. image. approaches exposure 
and contrast control as key elements of vis-
ual style, examines alternatives for judging 
exposum and lighting. and dernonerates vvhy 
the waveform monitor is tile video artist's 
best friend. With simple, elegant examples, 
he strips away engineering complexity and 
teaches the use of the waveform monitor as 

a rich sourtx, of exposure infonnation. Mathias 
also covers use of the camera's zebra circuit 

$119.00 3/4-inch $ 149.00 
and pedestal control 45 Minutes. VHS or Beta 

4702D •711E ART OF USING FILTERS 
with Harry Mathias The focus is on the 
versatility and filters in video. Be-
nu power of ise video is an electronic rather than a photo-

graphic meditun, the effects of filters on video 
are often radically different than on film. A 
series of exhaustive tests provides a system-
atic reference to the effects of lowcons, fogs, 
diffusions and nets. Marinas also demonstrates 
a variety of inexpensive, home-made filters 
and other image-altering techniques, some 
of them unique to video. 45 minutes . VHS 
or Beta $/ 19.00 3/4-inch  

4e4703D • THE NEW COMPLETE 
CAMERA CLINIC: Diag 

Maintaining Your Cameranosing and 

for Peak Performance This pro-level, hands-on tu-
tonals hws to calibrate and adjust any 
industriaol- grahdoew video camera for optimum 

color and resolution. Set up your vectorscoPe, 
waveform monitor and camera, grab a screw-
driver, pop in this tape, and get set for a thor-
ough session of tech tips and techniques aimed 
at achieving maximum performancx. from your 
camera. Although all canleras have differ-
ences, this tape addresses control and ad-
justments that are common, if not universal, 
among three-tube and chip cameras. Once 
you've walked through this series of checks 
and adjustments, you'll be paid back with 
top results from your camera. While not for 
beginners, this tape can be indispensable to 
corporate video departments, small produc-
tion houses and self-reliant ENC/EFP teams. 

3/4-inch $ 179.00 Includes 30-page manual VHs or Beta $149.00 
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le 3559C • SYNCHRONIZATION: 
From Reel to Reel, Jeff Rona A step-
by-step explanation of the tools needed 
to sync to multitrack tape, film and video, 
how each technology works, how it is used, 
when it is most appropriate and what can 
go wrong. Covers both semi-pro and high-
end gear. Includes diagrams, charts, photos 
and a glossary. ( P) $12.95 

THE COMPACT GUIDES TO MIDI 
SOFTWARE, Howard Massey 
Massey has updated and divided his previous 
book, The Complete Guide to MIDI Software, 
into four computer-specific mini-guides. 
Each book reviews the available sequenc-
ing software, patch editor/librarians, music 
notation, and compositional and signal 
processing programs for the computers 
listed below. Special package price for the 
complete set of four compact guides. 

3560C • Complete Set $15.00 

3561C • Atari ST 64 pp. $3.95 

3562C • IBM PC/PS 64 pp. $3.95 

3563C • Commodore 64/128, 72 pp. $3.95 

3564C • Macintosh 64 pp. $3.95 

3568C • MUSIC THROUGH MIDI, 
Michael Boom This is one of the most 
thorough and concise surveys of the workings 
of MIDI. It examines the theoretical and 
practical aspects of the interface in easy-
to-understand language, with diagrams. 
The various ways that MIDI is currently 
being used are discussed, and typical set-
ups are diagrammed and explained. 224 
pp. ( r) $19.95 

3570C • MIDI FOR MUSICIANS, Craig 
Anderton This 1986 release is by far the 
best book on the subject. It dearly and thorough-
ly discusses the evolution toward the Musical 
Instrument Digital Interface, how MIDI 
solves musician's problems, the MIDI lan-
guage and what it means in musical terms, 
how computers work in musical applica-
tions, studio and live MIDI applications, 
typical features of MIDI gear and their musical 
uses, setup and use of MIDI-based stu-
dios, MIDI accessories, musician-oriented 
software and much more. 104 pp. (P) $14.95 

3572C • THE MIDI HOME STUDIO, 
Howard Massey This book presents 
everything you need to know to start set-
ting up a MIDI studio at home. It takes 
the reader through a step-by-step expla-
nation of how MIDI works, how it can be 
utilized in a home studio environment, 
what the different components of the home 
studio are, and how they can be hooked 
together and synchronized. 77 pp. (P) $12.95 

3574C • THE MIDI BOOK, Steve 
De Furia This book is an excellent in-
troduction to MIDI. Starting with a brief 
explanation of why and how MIDI works, 
the author provides a step-by-step tour 
through the world of MIDI. Practical ex-
amples of MIDI use help you understand 
the current applications and potential of 
MIDI in a simple, no-nonsense way. 96 
pp. ( P) $14.95 

3575C • THE MIDI RESOURCE BOOK, 
Steve De Furia For people who have 
used The MIDI Book, this reference is the 
next step in applying and expanding knowl-
edge. It contains the official MIDI speci-
fication as released by the MIDI Manu-
facturers Association, a guide to the better 
online sources of MIDI activity and tips 
on reading and using MIDI implementa-
tion charts. Cross-referenced with The MIDI 
Implementation Book. 148 pp. ( P) $17.95 

3576C • MIDI IMPLEMENTATION 
BOOK, Steve De Furia This book contains 
complete documentation of MIDI commands 
implemented by more than 200 instruments. 
This data has been supplied directly from 
the manufacturers and allows the user to 
find MIDI functions of specific instruments, 
compare features of similar instruments 
and choose equipment to solve specific 
MIDI problems. A standard, one-page im-
plementation chart is used for each product. 
216 pp. ( P) $19.95 ) 

3578C • THE MIDI SYSTEM EX-
CLUSIVE BOOK, Steve De Furia 
An excellent reference for musicians and 
technicians, this text contains documen-
tation for over 150 MIDI products, includ-
ing system exclusive messages, data for-
mats and communication protocols. The 
only listing of its kind, this book is invaluable. 
360 pp. ( P) $29.95 

3579C • USING MIDI, Helen 
Casabona & David Frederick 
Emphasizes practical applications such 
as using MIDI with multitimbral synths, 
MIDI effects, making use of alternate con-
trollers, synchronization and time code, 
MIDI junctions and routing, and MIDI-
controlled lighting systems. A down-to-
earth guide for the beginner. 123 pp. ( P) 
$14.95 

3582C • MIDI, THE INS, OUTS 
AND THRUS, Jeff Rona This text 
illustrates how MIDI systems can be quickly 
assembled for a wide variety of situations. 
Rona describes how to synchronize MIDI 
sequencers, drum machines, multitrack 
recording equipment, SMPTE-based equip-
ment and others. Includes descriptions 
of each MIDI code and the techniques used 
in transmitting these codes between various 
MIDI devices. 95 pp. ( P) $ 12.95 

./ 4429C • UNTANGLING MIDI—The 
"MIDEO" Series, Part One, with Brad 
Vinikow This new videotape provides 
a friendly, coherent introduction to MIDI, 
using live musical demos and interactive 
examples. This "over-the-shoulder" tour 
of MIDI features examples of various system 
configurations, step-by-step setup instruc-
tions, troubleshooting tips, glossary, dia-
grams and more. VHS only. 60 minutes 
$39.95 

4426D • MIDI MADE EASY, Bo Tom-
lyn This video covers all aspects of the 
MIDI specification through the use of actual 
MIDI setups and clear, concise graphics. 
Serial data transmission is reviewed, as 
are MIDI hardware and software. Also 
covers all classes of MIDI messages and 
MIDI patch setups. Decimal, binary and 
hexadecimal numbering systems are ex-
plained, as are MIDI thru boxes, patch-
ers, mergers and event processors. VHS 
or Beta 80 minutes $59.95 

MMMMMIIIIMMM 

PA411D • 1989 HOW MIDI WORKS, 
Dan Walker Examines multitimbral 
synths, MIDI workstations and MIDI com-
mands, looks at computers and current 
software and discusses recording and sync. 
Newly expanded and revised to include 
the history of MIDI, a complete equipment 
listing and a new look at advanced appli-
cations. 150 pp. (Spiral) $ 19.95 

3571C • SYNTHESIS WITH STYLE, 
Steve De Furia A new guide to modi-
fying sounds for performance, applicable 
to any synthesizer. Contains guidelines 
on editing presets for more accurate imi-
tative patches and tips on playing for re-
alistic performances. Includes cassette. 
128 pp. ( P) $19.95 

te 3587C • MIDI PROGRAMMING 
FOR THE MACINTOSH, De Furia 
gr Scacciaferro Here at last! The soft-
ware development tool for Mac program-
mers and MIDI musicians. It begins with 
a programmer's introduction to MIDI, covers 
the Mac user interface with in-depth in-
formation on building Pascal and BASIC 
MIDI applications. Program examples are 

Your Resources for Programming 
MIDI A' ' lications are Here! 
• C Programming for MIDI 

Book: # 3586( ( 522.95) Book/Disk: 4586-1( ( 537.95) 
• MIDI Programming for the Macintosh 

Book: #3587( ( 522.95) Book/Disk: q587-1( ( 537.95) 

• MIDI & Sound Book for the Atari ST 
Book: #3583( ( S17.95) Book/Disk: #3583-1( ( S34.95) 

• MIDI Sequencing in C 
Book: # 3584( ( S24.95) Book/Disk: e3584- 1C ( S39.95) 

61,41 IVI&T Books 
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available on disk. Requires Mac Plus, SE 
or II, two disk drives or one disk drive and 
a hard drive, and BASIC or Pascal com-
pilers. ( Book only) 371 pp. ( P) $22.95 

be 3587-1C • MIDI PROGRAMMING 
FOR THE MACINTOSH, De Furia 
& Scacciaferro Book and disk (MIDI-
BASIC and MIDIPascal) $37.95 

✓ 3583C • MIDI AND SOUND 
BOOK FOR THE ATARI ST, Bernd 
Enders &Wolfgang Klemme Provides 
an introduction to the acoustical and musical 
basics of sound synthesis and sound-chip 
programming. Along with a discussion 
of commercially marketed samplers, the 
MIDI and Sound Book contains an assem-
bler routine and a hardware description 

of a do-it-yourself, 8-bit converter. A GFA-
BASIC program on the optional disk provides 
a short introduction to music theory—notes, 
sounds, keys and intervals—plus other 

exemplary programs. Scheduled for May 
1989 release. (Book only) Approx. 200 pp. 
(P) $ 17.95 

V 3583-1C • MIDI AND SOUND BOOK 
FOR ATARI ST Book and disk of source 
code for Atari ST $34.95 

✓ 3584C • MIDI SEQUENCING IN 
C, Jim Conger Explores the recording 
and playback of MIDI data from the per-
spectives of both users and programmers. 

Optional source-code disk provides a ready-
to-run, 8-track MIDI sequencer and editor 
along with full documentation of each function. 
Pmgrains run on IBM PC/ XT/ AT or compatible 
with Roland/Voyetra interface or equiva-
lent. Supports CGA, EGA and VGA. Re-
quires either Microsoft or Turbo C compiler. 
Available in May 1989. (Book only) Ap-
prox. 375 pp. ( P) $24.95 

V3584-1C • MIDI SEQUENCING 
IN C Book and disk of source code for 
IBM or compatible $39.95 

3586C • C-PROGRAMMING FOR 
MIDI, Jim Conger Whether you are 
an artistically inclined computer user or 

a technically oriented musician, this book 
allows you to write useful music programs. 
An introduction to C-programming func-
tions, as they relate to MIDI, is fully dem-
onstrated with two MIDI applications: a 
patch librarian and a simple sequencer. 
Covers the full development of a patch 
librarian program, sequencing applica-
tions for the MPU-401 interface, how to 
write assembly language routines, how 
to create screen displays and more. All 
programs are available on disk, with full 
source code, in MS-DOS format. Supports 
both Microsoft C and Turbo C. (Book only) 
219 pp. ( P) $22.95 

3586-1C • C-PROGRAMMING FOR 
MIDI, Jim Conger Book and MS-DOS 
disk package $37.95 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC 

V3661C • THE ELECTRONIC 
MUSICIAN'S DICTIONARY, 
Craig Anderton This new title is a crucial 
resource, containing clear, plain-English 
definitions of over 1,000 terms related to 
musical electronics. In addition to expla-

nations of complex technical terms, An-
derton includes many slang expressions 
that are part of the electronic musician's 
working vocabulary. Highly recommended. 
119 pp. ( P) $9.95 

se 3588C • TUNING IN: Microtonal-
ity in Electronic Musiç Scott IL Wilkinson 
This accessible guide to the overlooked 
topic of alternate scales, temperaments 
and microtuning helps synthesists explore 

"the notes in the cracks." It traces the his-
torical development and current uses of 
alternate scales and microtuning, provides 
tuning charts for over 30 scales and covers 
synthesizers with microtonal capability. 
120 pp. ( P) $14.95 

Music Sales. 
The world leader in hi-tech publications. 

Arranging Techniques 
for Synthesists 
by Eric Turkel 
This book will give you an 
understanding of acoustic 
instruments and voices 
that will dramatically 
improve your knowledge 
of sound production and 
arranging. No matter what 
your involvement in 
music, a solid knowledge 
of arranging will make 
your contributions to 
music that much more 
valuable. 
148 pages with 
soundsheet 

#3184C 

The Electronic Music 
Dictionary 
by Craig Anderton 
A compact guide to terms 
most often used in 
discussing music 
synthesis and electron-
ics, compiled by the 
founding editor of 
Electronic Musician 
magazine. Explains over 
1000 such commonly-
used but misunderstood 
terms such as MIDI, 
ohms, VCA. DIN, and 
many more. An essential 
guide for the musician in 
the microprocessor age. 
120 pages 

#3661C 

The MIDI Home Studio 
by Howard Massey 
Everything you need to 
know about setting up 
your own MIDI studio at 
home. It takes you 
through a step-by-step 
explanation of how MIDI 
works, how it can be 
utilized in a home studio 
environment, what the 
different components of 
the home studio are, and 
how they can be hooked 
up together and 
synchronized. Includes 
over fifty easy-to-follow 
illustrations. 
80 pages 

#3572C 

MIDI for Musicians 
by Craig Anderton 
The first guide that clearly 
explains the impact that 
Musical Instrument 
Digital Interface has 
made on the creation of 
music. Profusely 
illustrated with easy-to-
understand diagrams and 
examples that take the 
mystery out of MIDI. 
120 pages 

#3570C 

The Complete Guide to th• 
/4/eas HR-I6 and WIT-8. 

The Complete Guide to 
the Alesis HR-16 and 
MMT-8 
by Craig Anderton 
Endorsed by Alesis. 
Contains easy-to-
understand, step-by-step 
instruction in the 
operation and program-
ming of the revolutionary, 
low-cost drum machine 
and sequencer, written by 
one of the greatest 
technical writers in the 
business. A must for the 
owner or potential owner. 
192 pages 

#3680C 

Many more of our exciting hi-tech titles can be found in the Mix Bookshelf. 
14 Call ( 415) 653-3307 or (800 I 233-96(14 ie New Additions 



When All You Really Want To Do Is 

FROM HAL LEONARD PUBLISHING 

SET-UPS 
by Terry Fryer 

Set-Ups are quick guides to the most popular 
synthesizers. samplers, sequencers, and drum 
machines on the market today. Each book 
contains step-by-step instructions for every 
major operation of each individual instrument. 
Ideal for road musicians, recording engineers, 
users of multi-keyboard set-ups, as well as the 
novice synthesist. These handy reference 
guides are printed on durable stock and 3- hole 
punched so they can be kept together in a 
binder. See page 16 $9.95 each 

SÉr-uP5 YAMAHA 

Sequencer Set-Ups 
Roland MC-500 
Alests MMT-8 

Synthesizer Set-Ups 

Yamaha DX7 
Yamaha DX7Il 
Roland D-20 
Roland D-50 
Casio VZ-1 
Korg M-1 

Sampler Set-Ups 

Ensoniq Mirage 
Casio FZ-1 
Roland S-50 
Roland S-330 

Drum Machine Set-Ups 
Roland TR-505 
Alesis HR- 16 

TUNING IN: 
Microtonality, Alternate Scales And 
Temperaments For Electronic 
Musical Instruments 
by Scott Wilkinson 

This is the first book available 
describing the use of microtonality 
with today's electronic musical 
instruments. It explores the notes 
"in the cracks," discusses uses of 
alternate tunings, and reveals the 
history of scales throughout the 
world. TUNING IN presents tuning 
data for various Western, ethnic 
and other alternate scales and also 

explains how to use microtonality on synthesizers 
such as the the DX7II, 1)(81Z, Prophet 5, and any 
computer with an internal sound generatcr. This 
book also shows how to use alternate tunings in 
performance and studio applications such as 
sequencing and multitrack recording. $14.95 

#3588C 

SYNTHESIS WITH STYLE 
The Ferro Technology Series 
by Steve DeFuria and Joe Scacciaferro 

An introductory book that gives instruction on 
how to modify and edit sounds so you can 
PERFORM them, and not just play them. Learn 
to "tailor the sound" so it sounds like a 
performance by the actual instrument. The 
book contains two unique forms of guides: 
voice guides, which at a glance, tell how to edit 
the sound, and performance guides, whch 
explain how to play once you have that correct 
sound. This book is applicable to every 
synthesizer on the market, and comes with a 
cassette that covers the performances and 
demonstrations. #3571C $19.95 

A PRACTICAL APPROACH 

TO DIGITAL SAMPLING 
by Terry Fryer 

Terry Fryer, foremost authority on digital 
sampling, has written numerous articles for 
KEYBOARD Magazine on this subject. This 
book is a compilation consisting of 19 of those 

articles, featuring such 
topics as "The Roots of 
Keyboard Sampling," 
"Better Samples Through 
Equalization," " Tech-
niques tor Sampling 
Drums," "The Legality of 
Sampling tram Unauth-
orized Sources," "Make 
Your Samples Work 
Together," and much 
more. #3566C $9.95 

THE SOUND 
REINFORCEMENT 
HANDBOOK 
by Gary Davis & 
Ralph Jones 

The Sound Rein-
forcement Hand-
book contains al-
most 400 pages 
and covers, in great 
depth, not only 
sound reinforcement, but also most major 
aspects of professional audio from recording 
to broadcast and fixed installations through 
touring sound. It is written and organized in 
a fashion that even a novice will quickly grasp. 
$29.95 #1405C 

AVAILABLE SOON...The Sound Reinforcement 
Handbook Revised Edition!!! 

UNTANGLING MIDI VIDEO 
by Brad Vinikow 

Absolutely essential to anyone even remotely 
interested in pursuing a musical career today! 
A friendly, easy to understand introduction to 
MIDI. Take an ' over the shoulder' tour of 
MIDI. Live musical demos and interactive 
examples make learning MIDI quick, easy and 
fun! Includes a VHS tape plus workbook 
providing: 

• ' Real World' example 
systems 

• Step-by-step set-up 
instructions 

• A glossary of useful 
MIDI terms 

• Practical trouble-
shooting tips 

• A time saving system 
set-up guide 

• Illustrations, diagrams 
and more! 

Don't be left in " Digital Darkness" #4429C 
—start Untangling MIDI today! $3995 

For more information. see your local music dealer, or write to: le 

• HalleanardPublishingCurporation 
P.O. Box 13819 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53213 



SYNTHESIZERS 

V' 3589E • COMPUTER APPLICATIONS 
IN MUSIC: A Bibliography, Deta 
S. Davis A reference guide listing over 
4,500 books, articles and essays, from around 
the world, related to electronic music. Entries 
arranged alphabetically and cross-refer-
enced by author, in 25 chapters. Topics 
include digital audio, synthesis technique, 
psychoacoustics and music education. Cov-
ers works published up to 1986. An es-
sential companion for the serious researcher 
or musicologist. 537 pp. (H) $49.95 

3600C • MUSICAL APPLICATIONS 
OF MICROPROCESSORS, 2ND ED., 
Hal Chamberlain The expanded and 
revised edition of this superb volume covers 
analog and digital synthesis techniques, 
nonlinear waveshaping, digital audio con-
version, and background and historical 
material. Chamberlain discusses the most 
current micro-technology, including musical 
input devices, keyboard design concepts 
and sound generation circuits. A section 
examines the practical applications of synthesis 
theory in professional synthesis products 
and studio equipment. 802 pp. (H) $39.95 

3590D • COMPOSERS AND THE 
COMPUTER, edited by Curtis Roads 
This book addresses the major trends in 
contemporary compositional thinking byex-
arnining the aesthetics, philosophy, technology 
and computer music compositions of well-
known, innovative composers. It shows 
the applications of both small and large 
systems to musical composition. 201 pp. 
(H) $24.95 

3580D • FOUNDATIONS OF 
COMPUTER MUSIC, edited by 
Curtis Roads & John Strawn This 
superb reference book from MIT is the most 
complete overview of the field for seri-
ous students and practitioners. In four sec-
tions, it covers digital sound-synthesis tech-
niques, synthesizer hardware and engi-
neering, software systems for music and 
perception, and digital signal processing. 
The book contains many classic articles 
in revised and updated versions and should 
be in every contemporary composer's li-
brary. 712 pp. (P) $19.95 

V 3566C • A PRACTICAL APPROACH 
TO DIGITAL SAMPLING, Terry Fryer 
A new compilation of 19 articles by an authority 
on sampling. Features topics like "The Roots 
of Keyboard Sampling," "Better Samples 
Through Equalization," "Techniques for 
Sampling Drums," "The Legality of Sampling 
from Unauthorized Sources" and more. 
48 pp. (P) $9.95 

3573C • THE SAMPLING BOOK, 
Steve De Furia & Joe Scacciaferro 
"Sampling requires a certain understand-
ing of the mechanics of sound and famili-
arity with one's sampler, but beyond these 
modest hurdles, sampling is an art," write 
the authors. This book gives a guided tour 
of all sampling functions. It thoroughly 
explains looping, splicing, multisampling, 
velocity crossfading, resynthesis, sampling 
rates and sampling specs, and offers many 
hands-on experiments. More than just de-
scribing the technology, it inspires with 
its discussion of the creative possibilities. 
150 pp. (F.) $17.95 

3601C • YAMAHA FM THEORY AND 
APPLICATIONS, Dr. John Chown-
ing & David Bristow FM synthesis-
the method of sound generation used in 
the Yamaha DX synthesizers, among oth-
ers-has had an enormous impact on the 
music world in the past few years. This 
book explains it thoroughly, covering the 
mathematics of FM synthesis in a language 
that musicians can readily understand. 
Also covers application principles of cre-
ating sounds on the Yamaha DX7. 195 pp. 
(H) $29.95 

SYNTHESIZERS 

4149D • INTRO TO SYNTHE-
SIS, Dean Friedman Taking a modu-
lar approach to common features and 
components, these videos cut through 
the smoke screens of product hype and 
buzzwords and provide a foundation 
of knowledge that can be applied to 
any synth. The no-frills instruction cov-
ers the different kinds of synthesis, the 
three elements of sound, the five most 
common waveforms and the seven main 
components of all synthesizers. Ex-
amples demonstrated on the Korg Ml, 
Ensoniq SQ-80, Roland D-50, DX-series 
and CZ-series synths. Also explains 
scaling, velocity and aftertouch, por-
tamento, noise and sync. Makes an ex-
cellent training tool for instrument sales 
staff. Three 60-minute video tapes, VHS 
only $99.95 

3611C • SYNTHESIZER BASICS, 
Dean Friedman Friedman's definitive 
beginner's guide tells you everything you 
need to program and start using a syn-
thesizer. With a broad overview of all types 
of synthesis, it focuses on practical infor-
mation, contains a complete glossary of 
terms and includes special sections on the 
Yamaha DX7, sampling devices and MIDI. 
It comes with a soundsheet. 135 pp. (P) 
$14.95 

3581C • SECRETS OF ANALOG 
AND DIGITAL SYNTHESIS, 
Steve De Furia Originally part of the 
video/book package of the same name (Book-
shelf item #4150, $89.50), this book is now 
available separately. This edition retains 
all the references to the video, but that does 
not diminish the use of the book. A good, 
thorough and understandable text about 
synthesis. 122 pp. ( P) $14.95 

3616C • A SYNTHESIST'S GUIDE 
TO ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTS, 
Howard Massey The first book for all 
synthesizers that guides you, step-by-step, 
to a thorough understanding of why different 
acoustic instruments sound the way they 
do and how to imitate them more effec-
tively and realistically through today's 
technology. It covers 25 instruments in 
excellent detail, is accompanied by over 
350 charts and diagrams, and comes with 
a soundsheet. 224 pp. (P) $19.95 

3565C • GUITAR SYNTH & MIDI, 

Guitar Player Magazine Guitars nthesizers 
and controllers have become accessible 
and relatively inexpensive tools, opening 
new creative horizons for guitar players. 
This book covers both theory and prac-
tice of basic guitar synthesis, MIDI, sampling, 
triggering, and choosing/using equipment 
for recording and live performance. 134 
pp. (P) $14.95 

SET-UPS, Terry Fryer Set-ups are quick 
I, guides to the most popular synths, sam-

plers, sequencers and drum machines on 
the market today. Each book contains step-
by-step instructions for every major operation 
of each individual instrument. Ideal for 
road musicians, recording engineers, 
multikeyboardists or novice players. These 
handy references have holes for 3-ring bind-
ers. 
HL23C • Alesis HR-16 $9.95 
HL21C • Alesis MMT-8 $9.95 
HL17C • Casio FZ-1 $9.95 
HL14C • Casio VZ-1 $9.95 
HL16C • Ensoniq Mirage $9.95 
HL15C • Korg MI $9.95 
HL12C • Roland D-20 $9.95 
HL13C • Roland D-50 $9.95 
HL20C • Roland MC-500 $9.95 
HL18C • Roland S-50 $9.95 
HL19C • Roland S-330 $9.95 
HL22C • Roland TR-505 $9.95 
HL10C • Yamaha DX7 $9.95 
HUIC • Yamaha DX7I1 $9.95 

3608C • THE COMPLETE DX7II, 
Howard Massey Like Massey's earlier 
title (see #3609C below), The Complete DX7I1 
offers everything you need to know about 
the newest member of the DX7 family of 
synthesizers. Applicable to both the DX7IID 
and the DX/H!-L), the instructional material 
takes a nontechnical approach to its subject 
and clearly explains the process of dig-
ital FM synthesis. With the help of the three 
sound sheets inside, you can explore the 
enormous tonal capabilities available with 
this revolutionary instrument. Includes 
90 hands-on exercises with 500 illustra-
tions, diagrams and photographs, and six 
appendices. 400 pp. (P) $29.95 

3609C • THE COMPLETE DX7, 
Howard Massey Based on his inten-
sive workshops at Public Access Synthe-
sizer Studio (PASS) in New York, Howard 
Massey has written the most complete and 
informative guide to the Yamaha DX7. The 
book covers all the theory and control bas-
ics and includes detailed discussions of 
advanced programming techniques. One 
of the best features is the extensive series 
of hands-on exercises and the three ref-
erence soundsheets to confirm mastery 
of each step. 277 pp. ( P) $24.95 

PA381D • THE YAMAHA DX7II/ 
DX7IIFD-A NEW BEGINNING, 
Lorenz Rychner This beginner's guide 
provides a thorough overview of DX7I1FD 
operations. Rychner details disk drive oper-
ations, FM basics, overcoming glitches with 
old DX cartridges, and control setups. He 
also covers microtunings, how to maxi-
mize the pan mode and quick edit pro-
cedures. Includes a complete MIDI sec-
tion. 152 pp. (Spiral) $23.95 

16 Call ( 415) 653-3307 or (800) 233-9604 V' New Additions 



SYNTHESIZERS 

3617C • 600 VOICES FOR THE DX7 

Six hundred easy-to-read voice charts help 
you break away from standard DX7 sounds 
without expensive ROMs or programming 
experience. All voices are compatible with 
all DX- and TX-series instruments. 208 pp. 
(P) $19.95 

3615C • 300 VOICES FOR YAMAHA 
se 4-OPERATOR SYNTHESIZERS, 

Sebastian, et al Finally, there's a patch 
book for all the four-op FM synths! It has 
parameter charts with 300 original sounds 
for the DX27, DX21, DX100, DX11 and TX811 
This is the inexpensive way to by out some 
new voices while learning FM program-
ming in the process. 171 pp. (P) $14.95 

3603C • EXPRESSIVE FM APPLI-
CATIONS, Sal Gallina This book and 
tape give practical applications for the Yamaha 
WX7 MIDI Wind Controller and contain 
data for synthesizer voices that were created 
with the WX7 in mind. Most of these voices 
include suggested alterations for chang-
ing their character and diagrams show-
ing use in a MIDI performance setup. The 
tape also includes sample performances 
of the voices. Book and tape ( P) $19.95 

3613C • CASIO FZ-1 AND FZ-10M, 
Joe Scacciaferro & Steve De Furia 
Here is the essential step-by-step guide 
for all FZ-1 and FZ-10M users, the book 
that picks up %%here your owner's manual 
left off. The authors demonstrate practi-
cal applications for all FZ features, cov-
ering both basic and advanced operations 
and techniques. Many "hands-on" experi-
ments are included, along with a unique, 
visual map that guides you through each 
of FZ's 200+ parameters. 143 pp (P) $14.95 

3618C • AN INSIDER'S GUIDE 
TO CASIO CZ SYNTHESIZERS, 
Andrew Schlesinger This is the best 
book available on the Casio CZs. Using 
musical rather than technical terms, it fo-
cuses on practical, hands-on information 
for programming high-quality sounds using 
the Casio Phase Distortion method of syn-
thesis. In the process, it provides a solid 
understanding of how the CZs generate 
sounds. The programming concepts dis-
cussed focus mainly on the sound-gen-
erating sections that are common to the 
CZ101, 1000, 3000, 5000 and CZ-1 machines 
and are applicable regardless of which 
machine you own. 96 pp. (P) $12.95 

3619C • THE CASIO CZ BOOK, 
David Crombie & Paul Wiffin An 
excellent guide covering theory and practical 
use of the complete range of Casio prod-
ucts: synthesizers, samplers, drum ma-
chines and sequencers. This book has diagrams 
and explanations of phase distortion syn-
thesis, programming and interfacing, along 
with 12 pages of sampled sounds. 80 pp. 
(P) $12.95 

3606C • GUIDED TOUR OF THE 
KURZWEIL 1000 SERIES SYNTHE-
SIZERS: An Audio Tutorial, Mark 
Schecter These four audio cassettes and 
manual offer a logical progression toward 
practical mastery of the K1000. Produced 
by a Kurzweil training specialist. Four cas-
settes and manual $49.00 

3680C • THE COMPLETE GUIDE 
se TO THE ALESIS HR-16 AND MMT-

8, Craig Anderton This is simply the 
definitive work on the HR-16 drum machine 
and MMT-8 sequencer. The book provides 
documentation and programmed instruc-
tion on every feature of the machines and 
strong coverage of applications, with an 
emphasis on creating tracks that groove. 
This latest release from the editor-in-chief 
of Electronic Musician is endorsed by Alesis. 
181 pp. ( P) $19.95 

3711C • THE BILLBOARD BOOK 
OF RHYTHM, Steve Savage A new 
guide to rhythm and percussion for all current 
pop music styles. Covers the history and 
traditions of rhythm instrumentation and 
provides 115 drum patterns ranging from 
rock and pop to country, blues, jazz, funk, 
Latin and reggae. Also explains drum machine 
technology and programming. 192 pp. (P) 
$16.95 

3717B • THE ROLAND DRUM 
MACHINE RHYTHM DICTION-
ARY, Sandy Fieldstein A complete 
dictionary for any Roland drum machine, 
with a wide variety of rhythm style pat-
terns, this book is quite useful and inter-
esting to drummers, songwriters, arrang-
ers, keyboardists and anyone using drum 
machines in production. It includes rock, 
jazz, Latin, special dance rhythms, spe-
cial drum fills and a section with sam-
plings of the styles of today's most popu-
lar drummers. 103 pp. (P) $16.95 

3712C • THE COMPLETE ELECTRONIC 
PERCUSSION BOOIÇ David Crombie 
This 1987 book walks the reader through 
drum machines and rhythm units, elec-
tronic drum kits, computer-controlled per-
cussion, analog and digital voice genera-
tion, sampled percussion, programming, 
synchronization, MIDI, SMPTE and more. 
80 pp. (P) $10.95 

PA402 • HOW TO MAKE YOUR 
DRUM MACHINE SOUND LIKE 
A DRUMMER, FOR ALL DRUM 
MACHINES, David Crigger Step-
by-step process of operating a drum ma-
chine, assuming no previous knowledge 
of drum machines or techniques. An example-
filled audio cassette is included. 123 pp. 
(Spiral) $21.95 

INSTRUMENT-
SPECIFIC GUIDES 
FROM ALEXANDER 
PUBLICATIONS 
Still trying to decode that owner's man-
ual? Having trouble using all your gear's 
features? Then check out these dearly written, 
hands-on tutorials for synthesizers, se-
quencers and drum machines. You'll find 
lucid, thorough documentation along with 
systematic approaches to learning and util-
izing every parameter and function in your 
hardwa re. 

ALESIS 
I/ PA346D • THE ALESIS MMT-8 

$22.95 

PA348D • THE ALESIS HR-16, 
Dan Walker & Jack Verga Features 
detailed coverage of HR-16 operations and 
plenty of useful drum patterns. Examines 
step-time and real-time recording, edit-
ing, data management, using the HR-16 
as an expansion module or controller, MIDI 
sync and studio setup. 156 pp. (Spiral) $19.95 

CASIO 
PA373D • GETTING THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR CASIO CZ-101 
(operations and programming) $14.95 

NSONIQ 
PA406D • THE ENSONIQ ESQ-1 
Revised Volume I 
(operations and sequencing) $24.95 

PA383D • THE ENSONIQ ESQ-
1 Volume II, 
Advanced Programming Guide $19.95 

e/ PA350D • THE ENSONIQ 
SQ-80 
Sequencing and Recording $24.95 

PA351D • THE ENSONIQ 
SQ-80 Drum Set Handbook 
$24.95 

PA344D • THE ENSONIQ 
SQ-80 
Programming Handbook $24.95 

MIA! 
PA340D • THE KAWAI K-5 
Volume One (operations) $17.95 

PA363D • THE KAWAI K1 
Operations and Tweaking Sounds, 
Dan Walker Covers start-up, the hier-
archy of sound, performance controls, creating 
a multipatch, editing sounds, data man-
agement, MIDI implementation and mul-
titimbral applications. 102 pp. (Spiral) $17.95 

PA361D • THE KAWAI K1 
Sound Making, Bob Maestas & Dan 
Walker The friendly guide to editing and 
making your own sounds. Covers play-
ing and listening to the presets, setting 
up splits and layers, data management, 
editing sounds, and the basics of KI syn-
thesis. Also, building patches from scratch, 
roughing them out and fine-tuning. 138 
pp. (Spiral) $19.95 

KORG 
PA3 77D • THE KORG DW-8000: 
Working Out (operations and program-
ming) $19.95 

PA378D • THE KORG DS-8: The 
Great One (operations and program-
ming) $21.95 

PA382D • THE KORG DSS-1 SAM-
PLER $34.95 

PA339D • THE KORG 707: 
Operations and Tweaking $17.95 
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MUSIC BUSINESS 

PA345D • THE KORG M1 
SEQUENCING AND RECORDING 
HANDBOOK, Dan Walker Compre-
hensive coverage of hook-up, the M1 sequencer, 
data management, playback, song edit-
ing, step-time recording, non-note data 
and event editing, pattern recording, panning 
and effects, drum programming and more. 
Assumes no prior experience with MIDI 
or synthesizers. $24.95 

PA349D • THE KORG M1 Drum 
Patterns $14.95 

PA354D • THE KORG M1 Sound 
Making, Level 1, $21.95 

PA400D • HOW TO MAKE YOUR 
DRUM MACHINE SOUND LIKE 
A DRUMMER, 
for the Korg DDD-1 $29.95 

PA401D • HOW TO MAKE YOUR 
DRUM MACHINE SOUND LIKE 
A DRUMMER, 
for the Korg DDD-5 $29.95 

OBERHEIM 
PA380D • GETTING THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR OBERHEIM 
MATRIX-6 $19.95 

ROLAND 
PA404D • THE QUICK JUNO 
(operations and basic programming) $9.98 

PA405D • THE ROLAND 
ALPHA JUNO 1 
(operations and programming) $ 16.95 

PA370D • THE ROLAND 
ALPHA JUNO 2 
(operations and programming) $16.95 

PA371D • THE ROLAND D-50 
RIGHT NOW! 
(operations and basic programming) $9.98 

PA385D • THE ROLAND D-50 
Volume II: Sound Making $27.95 

PA372D • THE ROLAND D-50: 
64 New Sounds $24.95 

PA365D • ADVANCED D-50 
PROGRAMMING: Basses $19.95 

PA379D • THE ROLAND MT-32 
(operations & MIDI implementation) $10.95 

PA353D • ROLAND D-10/D-20 
Operations and Programming, 
Dan Walker Covers every angle of the 
D-10 and D-20. Section One explains such 
operations as using performance controls, 
creating splits and layers, tweaking patches 
and data management. Section Two de-
tails the rhythm machine. Section Three 
covers MIDI and the multitimbral mode. 
Section Four goes into detail on program-
ming sounds. 251 pp. (Spiral) $27.95 

PA360D • ROLAND D-10/D-20 
DRUM PATTERN HANDBOOK, 
Dan Walker & Jack Verga Coves operations 
of the onboard drum machine and includes 
over 80 patterns for pop/rock, jazz, R&B, 
fwik, country, metal, rap and Latin, including 
Brazilian rhythms. 60 pp. (Spiral) $9.98 

PA359D • THE ROLAND D-110 
Operations and Programming $24.95 

PA369D • THE ROLAND 
MC300/MC500 Sequencers $24.95 

PA397D • HOW TO MAKE 
YOUR DRUM MACHINE 
SOUND LIKE A DRUMMER, 
for the Roland TR-505 $29.95 

PA398D • HOW TO MAKE 
YOUR DRUM MACHINE 
SOUND LIKE A DRUMMER, 
for the Roland TR-626 $29.95 

PA399D • HOW TO MAKE 
YOUR DRUM MACHINE 
SOUND LIKE A DRUMMER, 
for the Roland TR-707 $29.95 

YAMAHA 
PA407D • THE CLASSIC DX7: How 
to Understand 8r Program $19.95 

PA368D • 160 SOUNDS DX7 PATCH 
FAKE BOOK $24.95 

PA408D • GETTING THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR YAMAHA DX21 $19.95 

PA362D • THE YAMAHA DX11 
Operations and Programming $21.95 

PA409D • THE QUICK DX100 
(operations) $9.98 

PA410D • DX100 WORKING 
MUSICIAN'S GUIDE 
(operations and programming) $14.95 

PA374D • THE YAMAHA DX7S 
(operations and programming) $23.95 

PA375D • THE YAMAHA FB-01 
(operations and MIDI implementation) 
$9.98 

PA376D THE YAMAHA MT1X: 
MIDI and Home Recording $17.95 

PA381D • THE YAMAHA DX7I1/ 
DX71IFD (operations and programming) 
$23.95 

PA356D • E! UPDATE FORTHE 
YAMAHA DX7II, Dan Walker & Steve 
Preskitt A comprehensive manual for 
the E! update, assuming no prior expe-
rience with MIDI and synthesizers. Covers 
data management, loading and saving sounds, 
Octal mode setup, SE!quencer overview, 

recording, playing back and editing songs, 
step-time recording, panning and more. 
200 pp. (P) $24.95 

PA384D • THE YAMAHA TX81Z 
(operations and programming) $19.95 

PA337D • THE YAMAHA TX802 
(operations and programming) $ 19.95 

PA403D • THE YAMAHA QX5 
Sequencing and Recording $24.95 

PA395D • HOW TO MAKE 
YOUR DRUM MACHINE 
SOUND LIKE A DRUMMER, 
for the Yamaha RX5 $29.95 

PA396D • HOW TO MAKE 
YOUR DRUM MACHINE 
SOUND LIKE A DRUMMER, 
for the Yamaha RX11/15 $29.95 

4425D • D-50 MADE EASY, Bo Tomlyn 
This video gives an in-depth look at program-
ming techniques that help you use the D-
50 to its fullest potential, simplifying the 
layout and operation of the instrument. 
It also demonstrates MIDI applications 
and tricks not found in the manual and 
contains a detailed study of the D-50's MIDI 
implementation. It illustrates simplified 
modulation routings and offers effective 
editing tips, including how to fine-tune 
a D-50 patch without using a remote pro-
grammer. VHS or Beta 90 minutes $59.95 

4427D • ESQ-1 MADE EASY, 
Bo Tomlyn Unleash the tremendous po-
tential of your ESQ-1 as a creative tool. 
This video is for the beginning and advanced 
player, showing techniques for sound shaping 
and storage, and creating a song. An in-
depth section features the use of the sequencer. 
Also covers the data cassette interface and 
instructions for using the ESQ-1 as MIDI 
master keyboard. VHS or Beta 80 minutes 
$59.95 

4428D • MATRIX-6 MADE EASY, 
Bo Tomlyn Focuses on the virtually limitless 
programming potential available through 
the creative use of modulation. Master a 
wide range of unique programmming chal-
lenges. Create the following sounds from 
scratch: analog brass, electric piano, electric 
lead guitar, electric piano that changes 
into brass. The programming concepts in 
this video also apply to the Matrix-12 and 
Xpander. VHS or Beta 90 minutes $59.95 

MUSIC BUSINESS 

3010C • THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC 
(REVISED AND ENLARGED), Sidney 
Shemel & M. William Krasilovsky 
This comprehensive, 1985 reference provides 
detailed explanations of legal, practical 
and procedural problems of our indus-
try. Part one discusses recording compa-
nies and artists, part two, music publish-
ers and writers, and part three, general 
music industry aspects. Includes over 200 
pages of contracts, forms and licenses. 640 
pp. (H) $24.95 

V 3020C • MORE ABOUT THIS 
BUSINESS OF MUSIC, 4TH ED., 
Sidney Shand &M. William Krasilovslcy 
Revised, enlarged and updated to provide 
new information on trends in concert attendanoe, 
the impact of new technology from CDs 
and DATs to VCRs, and the upsurge in jazz 
recording. Examines areas of the indus-
try not covered in This Business of Music, 
such as classical music, religious music 
and background music, and discusses tran-
scriptions, printed music and live perform-
ance. 224 pp. (H) $16.95 
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MUSIC BUSINESS 

3040D • BREAKIN' INTO THE 
MUSIC BUSINESS, Alan Siegel 
Written by one of the top entertainment 
lawyers, this is a concise, well-documented 
guide filled with straight talk and prac-
tical advice on making your break. In ad-
dition to detailed explanations of the me-
chanics of music deals, it includes inter-
views with top industry execs, managers, 
producers and artists. 284 pp. (H) $14.95 

3062C • MAKING IT IN THE NEW 
bi MUSIC BUSINESS, James Riordan 
A contemporary guide to managing your 
music career and becoming a successful 
independent in today's competitive music 
industry. Riordan offers realistic strate-
gies and practical advice on artist devel-
opment, publishing, recording, investment 
and marketing. Each section is followed 
by a motivational checklist. 377 pp. (H) 
$18.95 

3060B • THE PLATINUM RAINBOW, 
Bob Monaco & James Riordan 
The best book on approaching the music 
industry rationally and realistically, it includes 
sections on self-promotion and finding 
a manager, producer and agent. Complete 
analysis of rehearsals, the stage, the song, 
the demo or master, studio preparation 
and recording, the deal, record labels, radio, 
charts, critics, etc. With directories. 240 
pp. (P) $9.95 

3061B • THE PLATINUM RAINBOW 
MUSIC BUSINESS CAREER SERIES, 
Bob Monaco This recently released cas-
sette series by Grammy Award-winning 
producer Bob Monaco picks up where his 
book (3060B) left off. It provides a thor-
ough, in-depth and entertaining view of 
the music industry from dreams to demos 
to deals. Filled with the old industry secrets 
for success and the new techniques of the 
'80s. Eight 60-minute cassettes $69.95 

3135D • HOW TO GET A RECORD 
rie DEAL, David Belzer,C.P.A. A con-

cise career guide for the major label-bound. 
Learn to target your audience, develop 
your artist concept, gain funding, nego-
tiate with labels and more. 93 pp. (P) $9.95 

3140E • THE RECORD INDUSTRY 
HOME STUDY COURSE, Mallory 
Earl This unique home study package 
provides a current overview of our indus-
try. The three-ring binder plus ten audio 
cassettes provide information and discus-
sion of 15 industry-related topics, includ-
ing the recording artist, the record com-
pany, the manager, the session, promo-
tion and publishing. Six additional tapes 
contain in-depth interviews with top industry 
pros, providing insight from record execs, 
artists, producers, engineers, studio mu-
sicians and studio owners. Guidelines and 
suggestions are offered from every facet 
of the business. Book plus 16 cassettes $179.99 

3329C • ATTN: A&R, Teri Muench 
and Susan Pomerantz A guide to pitching 
material to A&R executives for artists and 
songwriters. Focusing separately on artist 
demos and songwriter demos as the primary 
sales vehicles for this marketplace, the au-
thors present an insider's view of the elements 
and packaging that increase the odds of 

success. Separate chapters present an over-
view of the music business, recording, pub-
lishing and distribution deals, etc. The book 
concludes with some basic industry source 
lists to help the reader get started. 112 pp. 

(P) $14.95 

3330C • 1989 SONGWRITERS 
MARKET, edited by Julie Westing 
Whaley The classic sourcebook for pitch-
ing your songs is 80% updated. Over 2,000 
song-buyers are listed: publishers, record 
companies, producers, advertising agen-
cies and A/V firms. All entries list contact 
name and address, pay rates, submission 
requirements and types of material wanted. 
Fully indexed. Essential to the serious song-
plugger. 501 pp. (H) $17.95 

3340B • INSIDE THE MUSIC 
PUBLISHING INDUSTRY, Paula 
Dranov This is not only the best book 
on the subject, it is the only book to deal 
comprehensively with the market-related 
and economic aspects of the industry. It 
examines what music publishing is and 
how it works, and thoroughly explains 
the role and economics of the major licens-
ing organizations, the impact of the Copyright 
Act of 1976 and the reasons behind the cur-
rent publishing trend toward packaging 
and production. It also includes discus-
sion of publishing contracts, foreign mar-
kets, profiles of selected publishers and 
more. 185 pp. (H) $29.95 

3400C • MAKING MONEY MAK-
ING MUSIC (NO MATTER WHERE 
YOU LIVE), James Dearing Dearing 
shows practical ways to make reliable music 
income by developing a solid, professional 
reputation within your own community, 
diversifying your talents and building busi-
ness savvy. He discusses maximizing club 
performance earnings, casuals, teaching, 
jingle work, session work, operating a home 
studio, renting out your equipment and 
more useful ideas. 305 pp. ( P) $12.95 

3320C • GETTING NOTICED, A 
MUSICIAN'S GUIDE TO PUBLIC-
ITY AND SELF-PROMOTION, James 
Gibson Gibson shows you how to gen-
erate high-quality publicity materials and 
use them effectively with a few simple secrets 
and very little cash. He teaches you to pre-
pare professional press releases, resumes, 
publicity photos and business cards, and 

INew from Billboard Books.. 

how to use them to get press, television 
and radio exposure. Gibson also discusses 
how to tie in appearances with special dates 
or events to get free exposure, how to make 
sales calls painless and profitable, how 
to produce an effective demo tape and more. 
240 pp. (P) $12.95 

3405C • INSIDE COUNTRY MU-
SIC, Larry Wacholtz This behind-the-
scenes look at the Nashville music indus-
try features interviews with top person-
alities: songwriters, musicians, arrang-
ers, producers, publishers, managers, agents, 
engineers, promoters, etc. Step-by-step, 
from starting a career to handling success 
and understanding company operations 
and personnel functions, here is every-
thing anyone needs to know about the business 
of country music. 254 pp. ( P) $ 14.95 

3100C • HOW TO MAKE AND SELL 
YOUR OWN RECORD, Diane Sward 
Rapaport Offers technical information, 
practical tips and business guidance for 
self-production of record and cassette releases. 
Every aspect of a recording project is cov-
ered, from planning and budgeting through 
sales and promotion. Includes sample forms 
and worksheets as well as advice on rais-
ing money and negotiating contracts. 182 
pp. (P) $14.95 

PA390D • HOW TO BE SUC-
CESSFUL IN MUSIC WITHOUT 
OVERPAYING YOUR DUES, Peter 
Alexander Teaches you how to target ap-
propriate markets, dispel success myths, 
learn and apply business methods to your 
music career and understand corporate 
viewpoints in various parts of the indus-
try. 105 pp. (Spiral) $19.95 

PA392D • HOW TO STAY BOOKED 
A YEAR IN ADVANCE, Peter Alexander 
Discusses solid business planning and sales 
techniques to incorporate into your booking 
methods. Learn about media contacts, pricing, 
contracts, press kits, agents, club owners 
and many practical music business concepts. 
87 pp. (Spiral) $18.95 

3420C • A MUSICIAN'S GUIDE 
TO THE ROAD, Gary Burton This 
handbook covers what every musician should 
know about taking an act on the road. Writ-
ten by the world-renowned vibraphon-

More About This Business 

of Music, 4th Edition 

.11.1111•1 (May). Cat #3020 

MORE 
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Sew Weam.strw, 

Through the 

Jingle Jungle: 
The Art and Business 
of Making Music 
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(May). Cat # 3406 

Rock Movers and Shakers, 
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COMPOSITION 

ist, this easy-to-read guide is full of prac-
tical ideas based on Burton's 20 years of 
experience performing before jazz audi-
ences. 154 pp. ( P) $7.95 

3430C • THE PERFORMING ARTISTS 
HANDBOOK, Janice Papolos Here 
are the business basics every instrumen-
talist and vocalist needs for career advance-
ment in symphony orchestras, opera com-
panies, chamber ensembles and on con-
cert stages, including self-promotion, resu-
mes, business letters, press releases, taxes 
and demos. 220 pp. ( P) $ 10.95 

3068D • MUSICIAN'S INCOME 
TAX RECORD KEEPING SYSTEM, 
David C. Belzer, CPA Make a stand 
with Uncle Sam and feel confident about 
recording and reporting income and ex-
penses. This self-contained appointment 
calendar, diary, mileage log, record of income 
and expenses, and profit and loss state-
ment is designed for the activities of in-
dependent musicians. Newly updated for 
1989. 88 pp. ( P) $9.95 

3067C • MUSICIAN'S ORGANIZER 
A compact, 3-ring binder, custom-designed 
as a "tool box" for professional musicians, 
studio engineers, producers, road/tour 
managers, music students and teachers. 
Includes the always-important expense/ 
receipt journal; a monthly calendar list-
ing major musical events; itinerary work-
sheets; a unique address book of personal 
resources; a venue section for recording 
everything from sound system specs to 
backstage phone numbers; musical nota-
tion pages for jotting down creative ideas; 
an inventory log to record equipment, mks, 

instruments and accessories; a studio resource 
section; a dual floppy disk holder and 
more! $49.95 

007B • STUDIO LIFE: The Other 
Side of the Tracks, Mr. Bonzai Mix 
editor-at-large Mr. Bonzai provides a lighthearted 
insider's view of the business. Join the crew 
at Ryan Recording as they struggle for respect 
and profit in the recording industry. The 
journey is satirical, whimsical and some-

times a bit bizarre, but always illuminat-
ing. 144 pp. ( P) $7.95 

COMPOSITION 

3130C • ALFRED'S POCKET DIC-
TIONARY OF MUSIC This little handbook 
is a handy pocket guide for both students 
and teachers. It offers a concise, but thorough, 
explanation of music theory and terms. 
Contains a large section of short biographi-
cal notes on composers from the 14th century 
to the present. 240 pp. ( P) $3.95 

bi 3125C • THE SOURCE, Steve Barta 
A complete mode book for contemporary 
and traditional musicians. Twenty-two 
scales are presented in bass and treble clefs, 
and shown in every key, with fingerings 

for keyboardists. Alternate scale names 
and possible chord choices are listed. Sev-
enth-chord inversions and fingerings are 
also covered. 78 pp. ( P) $8.95 

V 3182C •THE LYDIAN CHROMATIC 
CONCEPT OF TONAL ORGANI-
ZATION FOR IMPROVISATION, 
George Russell This classic text on jazz 
is for serious musicians and students. It 
thoroughly eplains the practical and theoretical 
aspects of the Lydian Chromatic concept, 
giving historical perspective and analyti-
cal applications. Includes a scale chart and 
tonal gravity chart. 104 pp. (Spiral) $39.95 

3301C • THE CRAFT AND BUSI-
NESS OF SONGWRITING, John 
Braheny An information-packed guide 
to creating and marketing commercially 
successful songs. Braheny, savvy cofoun-
der of LASS (see MusiCollege Cassettes, 
this section), shares his experience and 
insights into how to maximize the chances 
for success in this competitive marketplace. 
Current, in-depth, powerful. 322 pp. (H) 
$19.95 

3310C • THE CRAFT OF LYRIC 
WRITING, Sheila Davis Based on the 
author's highly successful course at The 
Songwriters Guild's New York headquar-
ters, this book pinpoints the basic prin-
ciples of good lyric writing, including a 

detailed analysis of rhyme and meter; il-

VALUABLE TOOLS FOR THE 
SONGWRITER, PRODUCER OR 

MUSICIAN 
HOW TO 
GET A 

RECORD DEAL 

A proven step-by-step plan 
including budgets and contracts. 

• Saves years of trial and error. 
• 'Enlightening.' Endorsed by 

record company executives. 
• Used as text for college-level 

courses in production. 

Catalog # 3135 

Endorsed 
by major 

producers. 

MUSICIAN'S 
INCOME TAX 

RECORD KEEPING 
SYSTEM 

• Saves taxes and accounting 
fees. Provides monthly profit 
or loss statement. 

• Appointment calendar, mileage 
and expense record, account 
ing system especially designed 
for musicians. Very easy, only 
three pages of instructions. 

Catalog #3068 

lustrates the classic song forms; provides 
guidelines to avoid common pitfalls; and 
supplies how-to techniques for rewriting. 
350 pp. ( H) $18.95 

3175D • SOUNDS & SCORES, 
Henry Mancini This excellent book and 
accompanying cassette give the budding 
professional a means of comparing recorded 
sounds with printed illustrations. Rather 
than produce another study of the tech-
nical possibilities of various instruments, 
Mancini's main concern here is combin-
ing instruments into sections and ensembles 
of the types that must be dealt with by the 
professional writer in the commercial field. 

Cassette and 244 page book (P) $27.50 

3180C • ARRANGING CONCEPTS 
COMPLETE, Dick Grove This is a 
comprehensive, effective reference book 
and structured learning approach on ar-
ranging concepts for today's music, written 
by the respected founder of The Dick Grove 
School of Music. The course is divided into 
four parts: "The Technical Foundation"; 
"Melodic Handling and Variation/Har-
monic Considerations"; "Harmonic Density"; 
and "Working Procedure to Writing and 
Arrangement/How to Coordinate the In-
formation to Specific Musical Styles." Includes 
a cassette of examples, cross-referenced 
to the text. Cassette and 434-page book 
(Spiral) $49.95 

3181C • THE CONTEMPORARY 
ARRANGER, Don Sebesky This is 

an extremely useful book, for beginning 
and intermediate arrangers, that describes 
notation and basics of arranging, the complete 
ranges of all contemporary instruments, 
their respective strengths and weaknesses, 
and their effective interactions and combinations 
within a section as well as between sections. 
It also covers voices, melodic considera-
tions and general advice. Excellent examples 
of all concepts are discussed, and are ac-
companied by a four-record set correspond-
ing to the text. Four 7-inch records and 
245-page book ( H) $45.00 

V 3184C • ARRANGING TECHNIQUES 
FOR SYNTHESISTS, Eric Turkel 
This new guide for the MIDI composer 
describes the roles acoustic instruments 
fill in pop and classical music, and suggests 

ways to explore the sonic possibilities within 
your songs using your sequencer, synths 
and drum machines. Chapters on melody, 
rhythm and harmony are followed by de-

tailed sections on how to use strings, brass, 
woodwinds, horn sections, rhythm sec-
tions and vocals. 148 pp. ( P) $ 14.95 

PA386D • THE INSTANT COMPOSER, 
Volume 1, John Joseph Fux This extra-
ordinary book gives you five time-tested 
techniques for effective music writing— 
the art of tutti writing, how to create a counter-
line with two notes for every one note in 
the original song, how to write a counter-
line with four notes for every one note in 
the original, syncopation, and the concept 
of tension resolve—and tells how to put 
them all together. 120 pp. (Spiral) $21.95 
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MUSIC INSTRUCTION AND HISTORY 

PA389D • 101 SONGWRITING AND 
COMPOSITION TECHNIQUES, 
jack Wheaton USC's Dr. Jack Wheaton 
teaches melody-writing by creating 101 
variations on a familiar Mozart theme, using 
combinations of techniques such as aug-
mentation, contraction, inversion, trans-
position and fragmentation. 34 pp. (Spiral) 
$10.95 

PA389-1D • 101 SONGWRITING 
AND COMPOSITION TECHNIQUES 
Audio cassette with musical examples to 
accompany book ( PA389D) $9.98 

se PA367D • MORE SONGWRITING 
AND COMPOSING TECHNIQUES: 
Making Something Out of Nothing, 
Peter Alexander Covers the basic tech-
niques of figuration and sets up a four-
voice model. Shows 69 techniques for exploiting 
the four-voice model. Teaches the skills 
of analyzing musical pieces. 153 pp. $19.95 

ALEXANDER PUBLISHING 
SEQUENCING AND ARRANG-
ING SERIES 

V PA347D • Volume One: 
Arranging the Whole Song $19.95 

PA366D • Volume Two: String Writing 
$21.95 

V 3406C • THROUGH THE JINGLE 
JUNGLE, The Art and Business of 
Making Music for Commercials, 
Steve Karmen A new source book on 
the ad music industry by the man who penned 
tunes for Hershey, Ford, Pontiac and Bud-
weiser. Karmen tells you how to make con-
tacts, get jobs, create jingles, pitch them 
to clients, deliver product and get the checks. 
Includes business basics, tips on work-
ing with musicians and singers, a chap-
ter on deal-making, appendices and index. 
256 pp. (H) $22.95 

3410D • AN INSIDER'S GUIDE 
TO ADVERTISING MUSIC, Walt 
Woodward An excellent reference for 
advertising music professionals that goes 
right to the heart of the jingle industry. 
Detailed, informative and insightful, it 
covers how and why music works in ad-
vertising, when and how to use it and all 
crucial elements of production for qual-
ity radio and TV campaigns. 144 pp. (H) 
$14.95 
3411D • Optional cassette $5.95 extra 

3415C • MUSIC IN ADVERTISING, 
Fred Miller A top producer takes you 
behind the scenes to show you how jingles 

are written, sold and recorded at the world's 
leading advertising agencies. You will be 
present at creative-planning meetings and 
recording sessions, learn to film-mix a com-
mercial and review voiceover techniques. 
This book gives the insider's perspective 
from an Emmy Award-winning pro. 140 

pp. ( P) $9.95 

MUSIC INSTRUCTION 
AND HISTORY 

3120C • PRACTICAL THEORY 
COMPLETE, Sandy Feldstein This 
self-instruction, music theory course con-
tains 84 lessons in workbook format for 
the beginning music student. Starting with 
an explanation of the staff in lesson I, and 
ending with "Composing a Melody in Minor" 
(lesson 83), this logical and well-planned 
guide provides the student with basic theory 
and written applications of musical struc-
ture and terms. Every fourth lesson is a 
test that reviews the previous three chap-
ters, and written exercises pervade the text. 
A fine, general overview for the adult begin-
ner. 96 pp. (Spiral) $9.95 

3250C • SINGING FOR THE STARS, 
Seth Riggs This complete program for 
voice training was written by one of the 
most respected vocal coaches in the world. 
His students have included Michael Jackson, 
Al Jarreau, Bette Midler, Stevie Wonder 
and James Ingram. No matter what style 
of music you sing, from pop to opera, Seth 
Riggs' techniques will increase your vocal 
strength, clarity, flexibility and range. 146 
pp. plus two cassettes $39.95 

PA387D • TEACH YOURSELF 
KEYBOARD PLAYING AND 
IMPROVISATION, Volume 1, Jack 
Wheaton with Peter Alexander 
This book is perfect for the person play-
ing by ear who wants to build technique 
and musical communication skills. Contains 
introductory keyboard techniques, from 
basic playing position to chords and simple 
scales in the key of C. Twelve lessons. 126 

pp. (Spiral) $23.95 

PA388D • TEACH YOURSELF 
KEYBOARD PLAYING AND 
IMPROVISATION, Volume 2, Jack 
Wheaton with Peter Alexander 
This sequel builds on the foundation establish-
ed in Volume 1. Technique is expanded 
with triplets, arpeggios, modal scales, left-
hand voicings for triads, seventh chords, 
syncopated rhythms and a stronger emphasis 
on reading. The keys of F and G are introduced. 
141 pp. (Spiral) $23.95 

PA393D • THE FRESHMAN YEAR, 
Peter Alexander This title combines 
the practical elements of harmony, com-
posing, counterpoint and arranging in one 
book, specifically designed to be done with 
a synth, sequencer and multitrack deck. 
263 pp. (Spiral) $29.95 
PA 393-1•Optional Cassette Available 
$9.98 

PA343D • THE SOPHOMORE YEAR, 
Peter Alexander Focuses on seventh 
chords, minor keys and melodic analy-
sis and development. Learn to build chord 
changes in minor keys and modes, discover 
the basics of modulation and learn tech-
niques for developing songs to the full-
est. Approx. 250 pp. (Spiral) $29.95 

3670C • THE COMPLETE ELECTRIC 
BASS PLAYER, Chuck Rainey Five 
volumes by one of the world's most famous 
bassists. This is an excellent, thoroughly 
illustrated course for learning the elec-
tric bass. The volumes cover method, playing 
concepts and dexterity, electric bass improv-
isation, slapping techniques and bass chord-
ing. Five book set $46.75 

PA364D • MUSIC BASICS, Peter 
Alexander This new guide to music the-
ory is for players who want to get their 
chops up. Covers pitch, rhythm, note value, 
rests, treble and bass clefs, intervals, chords, 
time signature, scales, modes and more. 
Assumes no previous formal training. 114 
pp. (Spiral) $17.95 

3700D • THE RECORD PRODUC-
ERS, John Tabler & Stuart Grundy 
Profiles based on exclusive interviews with 
13 of the greatest hihnakers: Leiber Br Stoller, 
Tom Dowd, Phil Spector, Richard Perry, 
Bill Szymczyk, Todd Rundgren, George 
Martin, Mickie Most, Glyn Johns, Tony 
Visconti, Chinn Br Chapman, Roy Thomas 
Baker and Chris Thomas. 248 pp. (P) $10.95 

3730D • ALL YOU NEED IS EARS, 
George Martin The fascinating auto-
biography of the man who recorded and 
produced the Beatles from the start. He 
describes what it was like in the studio 
from the first audition of "Love Me Do" 
to the wild experimentation of Sgt. Pep-
per. 285 pp. ( P) $9.95 

3770C • THE BILLBOARD BOOK 
OF TOP 40 HITS,1955-PRESENT, 
Joel Whitburn Filled with exclusive 
trivia and rare photos, it covers every Top 
40 song's debut; length of stay and high-
est position on the charts; the label and 
record number of every song; various charted 
versions of the same song; all the hits of 
an artist's career; etc. 484 pp. ( P) $ 19.95 

V 3780C • THE BILLBOARD BOOK 
OF NUMBER ONE HITS, Fred Bronson 
The ultimate encyclopedia for pop music 
fans focusing on the records that reached 
the top. It details the inside stories, with 
many revealing bits of personal informa-
tion from the artists and other involved 
industry personnel. 712 pp. ( P) $16.95 

3708C • ROCK MOVERS AND 
SHAKERS: An A-Z of the People 
Who Made Rock Happen, Barry Lazell 
A unique rock reference with 1,000 alpha-
betical entries, each a chronological list-
ing of facts, and numerous photos. Tells 
what happened and when in the history 
of rock. 320 pp. ( P) $16.95 
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SONGWRITER SUPPORT ON AUDIO CASSETTE The cassettes listed on this page were not originally recorded to be sold. LASS and NCSA 
taped lectures and .frints for members who couldn't attend. The audio quality is generally 
poor, but the information is worthwhile 

• Musicollege Cassettes, from BMI-sponsored 

Los Angeles Songwriters' Shourase,are from 

the annual LASS Songwriter Expo held 

each fall in Southern California. 

5110D • NEGOTIATING SINGLE 
SONG CONTRACTS Entertainment at-
torney Neville Johnson covers performance 
rightssocieties,co-publishing,performanceand 
mechanical income, "free goods" clause, "con-
trolled composition" clauses, synchronization 
income, print income, advances, reversions, 
administration fees, division of royalties be-
tween co-writers, accounting period, foreign 
arrangements, registration of translations, in-
fringement actions, changes in the lyrics, re-
sponsibility to pay royalties,democosts,choice 
of law and choice of forum. 45 minutes $10.00 

5120D • RAISING MONEY FOR 
MUSIC PROJECTS Musician, personal 
manager and financial consultant Roger North 
covers many topics: know yourself and the 
project, confirming validity of project, setting 
goals, budgets, getting investors, and deal 
points (i.e., what you intend to offer, a descrip-
tion of the project, what your involvement is, 
minimum investment, what you are putting 
into the project, your requirements from part-

ners and the actual deal). 90 minutes $10.00 

5130D • A&R: WHAT IT IS—WHAT 
IT ISN'T Neil Portnow, VP of A&R for EMI/ 
America Records, provides an in-depth study 
of how record company A&R departmentsop-
erate, getting your foot in the door, the impor-
tance of a video, what he looks for in a tape, 
getting songs to an artist on the label, the artist/ 

producer hookup, the importance of a dub fol-
lowing, getting started in A&R and more. 45 
minutes $10.00 

5140D • LEGAL FREE FOR ALL Prom-
inent entertainment attorney Al Schlesinger 
discusses copyright renewal, collection of 
mechanical royalties, investing in an artist vs. 
production company, nonstock vs. stock cor-
porations, translation of hit songs into foreign 
languages, reversion of copyrights, publishing 
rights, gospel record deals vs:secular record 
deals, when not tosue, how to choose a lawyer, 
copyrighting your songs, how to prove own-
ership of your songs, copyrighting a collective 
work and infringement. 50 minutes $10.00 

51500 • MELODY WRITING One of 
America's top songwriting teams, Al Kasha 
and Joel Hirschhorn, discuss why people re-
member tunes, rhythmic prosody and melodic 
prosody, comparisons of bridge and verse, 
compounding the melody, the importance of 
intros, hooks, sub-hooks, range, intervals, the 
different ethnic flavors in melodies, minor and 
major chords, bass figures, progressions and 
more. 90 minutes $10.00 

5160D • SONGWRITING: THE 
BASICS LASS co-founders/directors Len 
Chandler and John Braheny give an excellent 
overview of the basic elements of commercial 
songwriting and business,c-reativity,being pre-
pared, where ideas come from, form analysis, 
basic elements of style, function of publishers 
and producers, song protection, demo phi-
losophy, collaboration and more. 90 minutes 
$10.00 

5170D • FINDING THE RIGHT 
RHYTHM SETTING FOR YOUR 
SONG Professional writer/arranger/teacher 

David "Cat" Cohen shows how to build effec-
tive rhythm tracks with drum machines and 
synthesizers. 90 minutes $10.00 

5190D • NEGOTIATING A PRO-
DUCTION DEAL Attorneys Bob Rosene 

and Robert S. Greenstein represent an artist 
and independent producer in this interesting 
exercise that shows themany variables of major 
deal points. 50 minutes $10.00 

5210D • MAKING MUSIC CON-
NECTIONS: "IT'S WHOYOU KNOW" 
Michael Dolan and Eric Bettelli of Music Con-
nection magazine and C.B. Brent of the Music 
Industry Network conduct a motivational 
seminar on making successful contacts in the 
industry, becoming visible to the right people, 

packaging your product effectively and turn-
ing rejections into opportunity. 90 minutes 
$10.00 

5230D • DANCE MUSIC: Panel Mod-
erated by BMI's Dexter Moore Covers: 
standard vs. 12" dance remixes, radio vs. dance 
club mix, remixes for different areas of the 
country, production, promotion, record pools, 

distribution, the 22 dance music markets that 
count, publisher involvement, the international 
market, dealing with labels, sales, crossover, 
remixing costs, the aerobics market. 90minutes 
$10.00 

• Songwriter Cassettes, from the Northern 

California Songwriters' Association, are 

from seminars and the annual Songwriters' 
Conference held each fall in Northern Cali-

fornia. 

5240D • SHOPPING AND 
NEGOTIATING A RECORD DEAL 
Entertainment attorney Peter Patemo tells how 
to approach labels, important deal points, ter-
ritory, video, advances, recording costs, royal-
ties for writers /artists, merchandising. 90 min-
utes $10.00 

V 5365D • COLLABORATION, TomKelly 
& Billy Steinberg Hear stories and straw-
gies from the stellar songwriting team that has 
written thehits "[Ikea Virgin," "Aloneand"True 
Colors." Their insights on the current music 
industry, approach to lyrics/melody and the 
benefits of collaborating providea most reveal-
ing and inspiring seminar from pop's reigning 
dynamic duo. 90 minutes $10.00 

V 5370D • MUSIC FOR FILM AND TV, 
Gaylon Horton As a music supervisor for 
Columbia Pictures, MGM, NBC, PBS a nd other 
major film and TV companies, Horton is well 

qualified to give some advice. His concrete 
examples reveal how music is acquired, pro-
duced and promoted in this blossoming mar-
ket for songwriters. 90 minutes $10.00 

5310D • NEGOTIATING SONG-
WRITING CONTRACTS, Ned Hearn 
& Dick Etlinger The attomey for Windham 
Hill and the former VP of business affairs for 
Motown. RCA and others cover important 

contract signing considerations for songwrit-
ers through mock negotiation of a publishing 
contract. They examine bargaining positions 
on reversion clauses, rewrites, payment, pub-

lishing splits,copyright exploita tionconditiorts 
and much more. 90 minutes $10.00 

53200 • SONGCRAFTING, 
Mike Reid This Grammy-winning writer 
delivers solid, practical tips about his craft. 
Topicsincludeorganizingthecreativepzuess, 
use of the subconscious, various approaches to 
the verse/chorus transition, visual conceptu-
alization, importance of prosody, logic and the 
positive use of collaboration, critical feedback 
and more. Reid's delivery and anecdotes 
greatly enhance the listener's ability to learn. 90 
minutes $10.00 

5330D • MY FAVORITE SONGS 
AND WHY I LIKE THEM, Dean 
Pitchford This insightful seminar dissects 
eight classic songs that strongly illustrate the 

ingredients necessary for a great and memo-
rabic. song. Areas covered include economy of 
words, rhyme schemes, modulations, counter-
melody, alliteration, melodic range and pros-

ody and much more. Pitchford is a master 
tunesmith. His advice is applicable to all styles, 
and his delivery is articulate and spirited. 90 
minutes $10.00 

5340D • HIT SONGWRITER SEMINAR, 
J. Fred Knobloch This leading Nashville 
songwriter discusses his street-wise approach 
to writing, recording and pitching hit songs. 
Subjects include effective use of song forms, 

editing, harmony, use of the thesaurus, chord 
tones and prosody, clever approaches to over-
coming writer's block and finding a tempo, 
and down-to-earth advice about demo prepa-
ration, production and pitching. A bonus is his 

helpful insight about the contemporary Nash-
ville scene. 90 minutes $10.00 

5350D • RECORD PRODUCTION 
by Peter Bunetta This tape is for producers, 
publishers and musicians. Hear a Grammy 
Award-winning producer give advice on how 
to create a working environment, how to use 
keys, tempos and arrangement to achieve a 
certain "texture," and how to build from a 
demo to a master. While demos and hit singles 
are playing in the background, Bunetta ex-
plains what he hears and how his production 
strategy achieved its effect. This man is pas-
sionate about music and offers great insight 
into the mysterious, coveted world of hit pro-
ducing. 90 minutes $10.00 

5360D • PUBLISHER PANEL BY 
INDUSTRY REPRESENTATIVES 
This mediated discussion moves rapidlythrough 
the entire process and consequences of a pub-
lished song. The award-winning panel of A& R 
reps and publishers discusses song evaluation 
in terms of timeless copyright , crossover in-
stincts, staying power, etc., using excellent ex-

amples of R&B, pop and country to illustrate 
their points. They also explain how they shop 
a song and reveal great angles on demo tape 
production and submission. 90 minutes $10.00 
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PRIVATE LESSONS 

Study with today's best 

players and teachers on 

videocassette. The video 

advantages of split screens, 

slow motion and extreme 
close-ups will make these 

some of the best lessons 

you'll ever have. 
Note: When ordering please specify 
VHS or Beta format. Selected titles also available 
in PAL format; call for price and availability. 

• GUITAR 

4310D • GET STARTED ON GUITAR 
WITH CHET ATKINS, Star Licks Video 
Chet Atkins is one of the great guitarists of our 
time. His playing style has maintained a stand-
ard of excellence for his ability to play from 
rock to Bach. Atkins starts off with tuning, 
chord construction, finger-picking chords and 
playing melodies. You'll learn some of Atkins' 
favorite songs like"Yesterday,""YankeeDoodle 
Dixie" and "Jambalaya." A 101-page booklet 
and a 60-minute audio tape are included. 60 
minutes $69.95 

4209D • BEGINNING ELECTRIC 
GUITAR WITH ARLEN ROTH, Hot 
Licks Video Roth, the man who taught actor 
Ralph Macchio to play the guitar from scratch 
for the film Crossroads, lets you in on the secrets 
ofgreatguitarplaying!You'llleamdionipositions, 
rhythm guitar, rock chords, scales, licks and 
proper right-hand technique. A great founda-
tion from which tocontinuewith Hot Licks'more 
advanced videos! 60 minutes $49.95 

4201D • HOT COUNTRY LEAD 
GUITAR, ArlenRoth, Hot Licks Video 
This video contains some of the hottest country 
picking you'll ever learn. You'll work on coun-
try string-bending, unique "pedal steel" licks, 
pick and finger technique,chicken pickin', false 
harmonics, double-note bends, rapid-fire pick-
ing, rockabilly, "claw" style, volume swells 
and numerous other techniques. 60 minutes 
$49.95 

4202D • SLIDE GUITAR, Arlen Roth, 
Hot Licks Video Learn proper slide tech-
nique, "box" patterns, blues, country and rock 
styles in open E and G tunings, standard-
tuning slide, crucial right- and left-hand damp-
ing, slide-tilting, hammer-ons, pull-offs, har-
monics, vibrato and the styles of Duane All-
man, ElmoreJames,Robert Jotuison and Muddy 
Waters. This is the definitive study on slide 
guitar. 60 minutes $49.95 

4204D • CHICAGO BLUES GUITAR, 
Arlen Roth, Hot Licks Video This tape is 
for the intermediate to advanced player and 
covers blues string-bending, vibrato, improvi-
sational skills, rhythm work, ninth-chord licks, 
the styles of B.B. King, Buddy Guy, Otis Rush, 
Eric Clapton and Mike Bloomfield and count-
less blues licks and scales. 60 minutes $49.95 

4203D • ADVANCED ROCK AND 
LEAD GUITAR, Arlen Rcith, Hot Licks 
Video This video shows with pinpoint accu-
racy and detail how to play chromatic-style 
rock leads, volume control effects, advanced 
single- and double-note bends, Roth's unique 
harmonic hammer-ons, advanced scales, tricks 
and countless licks. 60 minutes $49.95 

be 4126D • VINNIE MOORE, Speed, Ac-
curacy and Articulation, Hot Licks Video 
This new release brings Moore's left-hand 
mastery to the front. You'll learn incredibleleft-
hand hammer-on and pull-off exercises, as 
well as chromatic runs, advanced triplet-pick-
ing on all strings, three-string licks and explo-
rative classical triplets. A section is devoted to 
the various modes and their uses in improvisa-
tion. 60 minutes $49.95 

4210D • VINNIE MOORE ADVANCED 
LEAD GUITAR TECHNIQUES, Hot 
Licks Video In this hour-long video, Moore 
teaches you left- and right-hand exercises for 
speed and accuracy, substitution scales, the-
ory, playing scales in seconds, thirds, etc. Also 
includes advanced "pivoting" licks and exer-
cises, the classical violin-like technique and ar-
peggio "sweeps." You'll learn to build triplet 
patterns, advanced chromatic exercises and 
much more. 60 minutes $49.95 

if 4124D • FRANK GAMBALE, Monster 
Licks and Speed Picking, DCI Video 
The title says it all, as Gambale demonstrates 
his incredible technique and shows you how to 
use it in various scales and modes. He explains 
how to create shapes and picking patterns to 
get around the fretboard with lightning speed. 
For the intermediate/advanced player. Book-
let included. 60 minutes $39.95 

4107D • ADRIAN BELEW, ELEC-
TRONIC GUITAR, DCI Video Learn to 
make your guitar sound like seagulls, rhinos 
or a big electric cat, with just a few common 
stomp boxes. The former King Crimson and 
Frank Zappa guitarist also covers alternate 
tunings and creative solo techniques. Recom-
mended for the adventurous.60minutes$49.95 

4305D • ALBERT LEE, COUNTRY 
SUPER PICKER, Star Licks Video 1.£e 
has been a session player for such stars as Eric 
Clapton, Emmylou Harris, Willie Nelsonderry 
Lee Lewis and Ricky Skaggs. He leads the stu-
dent step-by-step through an assortment of his 
hottest licks, leads and techniques. Learn flow-
ingdouble-stops,speedy scaleruns,slickchicken 
pickin' and much more. 40 minutes $44.95 

4306D • AL MCKAY OF EARTH, 
WIND & FIRE, Star Licks Video This 
Grammy Award winner focuses his instruc-
tion on hisspecialty, rhytlun guitar techniques. 

BY MUSICIANS... 4) 
FOR MUSICIANS MUSIC VIDEO 

VIDEOS FROM DCI 
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He carefully takes you step-by-step through an 
exciting array of tasty fills and funky rhythms 
from such E,W&F hits as "In the Stone,""I'll 
Writea Song forYou," "Shining Star," "Power," 
"Get Away" and much more. 40 minutes $44.95 

4301D • STEVE LUKATHER OF 
TOTO, Star Licks Video This premier 
session player and Grammy Award-winning 
guitarist for Toto talces you step by step through 
an exciting assortment of his hottest licks and 
solos from such hits as "Rosanna," "Carmen," 
"Hold the Line," "Lovers in the Night," "Break 
Down Dead Ahead" and much more. He also 
gives valuable tips on equipment, soloing, ef-
fects, etc. 40 minutes $44.95 

4309D • RICK EMMETT, Star Licks 
Video Super guitarist for Triumph, Emmett 
has attained worldwide gold- and platinum-
record success. This two-hour tape starts off by 
addressing the basics of guitar, including tun-
ing methods, simple finger picking, open and 
bar chords, rhythm patterns, scale forms and 
fingering. Emmett then goes on to a more 
detailed analysis of hard rock techniques, pull-
off arpeggios, double-hand bar techniques, 
vibrato bar phrasing and legato scales. Highly 
recommended for beginning to intermediate 
players. 120 minutes $44.95 

4132D • JIM! HENDRIX, Legends, Star 
Licks Video You'll learn licks, tricks and 
special techniques that made Hendrix rock's 
first heavy guitar hero. Each lick is played once 
regularlyandonce slowlyfrom"VoodooChild," 
"All Along the Watchtower," "Red House," 
"Foxy Lady," "Little Wing" and more. Tran-
scriptionbooklet is included. 50 minutes$44.95 

4302D • LARRY CARLTON, SURE-
FINGERED GUITARIST, Star Licks 
Video Voted NARAS"'Most Valuable Player" 
for three consecutive years and winner of a 
Grammy Award for "Best Pop Instrumental 
Performance," Carlton is truly a master of pop, 
rock and jazz music. In addition to seven solo 
albums, he has logged over 5,000 sessions with 
almost every notable name in the business. On 
this tape, he not only teaches technique, but im-
parts hisattitude about playing, including self-
editing and playing with taste and restraint. 40 
minutes $44.95 

VINNIE NICKIIRE 

se 4131D • LEE RITENOUR, Star Licks 
Video Acquire the traits of this master session 
player. Topics include the tasteful use of effects, 
proper warm-up techniques, use of diatonic 
scales,tipsonsight-readingdevelopment musical 
phrasing and creating the "right part." Also, a 
special in-session rehearsal shows you how 
this archetypal fusion performer prepares for a 
live performance. Booklet included. 52 min-
utes $44.95 

4211D • JOE PASS SOLO JAZZ 
GUITAR,, Hot Licks Video Over thecourse 
of this one-hour lesson, you'll learn the best of 
Joe Pass, including chord melody, chord sub-
stitutions,leading tones,chromaticchords,voice 
movements and common tones. Learn to work 
within close voices and turnarounds; add 
substitution to your melodic playing, special 
licks, lines vs. scales, and create walking bass 
lines over chords with comping. 60 minutes 
$49.95 

4103D • JOHN SCOFIELD, ON 
IMPROVISATION, DCI Video This 
gifted jazz guitarist and Miles Davis sideman 
covers such topics as the use of 17 major modes 
and scales, chromatics, passing tones, melodic 
devices and picking techniques. A wealth of in-
formation for the serious guitarist. 60 minutes 
$49.95 

4401D • JAZZ GUITAR IMPROVISA-
TION, Barney Kessel, Rumark Video 
This 90-minute tape and booklet features ten 
lessons, including playing what you hear, fills, 
tumarounds, the build ing blocks of improvisa-
tion and, of course, the blues. It is the perfect 
formula for the beginning improvisor. 90 
minutes $69.95 

4402D • JAZZ GUITAR IMPROVISA-
TION, PROGRESSIVE CONCEPTS, 
Barney Kessel, RumarkVideo Features 
53 minutes of chord formations and sequence 
playing in six thoughtfully prepared lessons. 
Ideal for the intermediate toadvanced guitarist 
who requires thorough concepts and ideas to 
work with. Includes a comprehensive booklet. 
Practice tracks and musical examples feature 
Kessel, with Dave Young on string bass. 53 
minutes $49.95 

,Hot Licki Video 
/It 1-Tapes 

The tapes that 
really teach. 

4403D • JAZZ GUITAR IMPROVISA-
TION, CHORD-MELODY STYLE, 
Barney Kessel, Rumark Video Contains 
seven lessons of dear and precise instruction 
on developing ways to harmonize a melody. 
This course will ultimately lead to your own 
original harmonic style. It will appeal to guitar-
ists who are developing their improvisational 
skills. Comes with a detailed booklet for in-
depth study. Practice tracks and musical ex-
amples feature Kessel, with Dave Young on 
string bass. 45 minutes $49.95 

4212D • EFFORTLESS CLASSICAL 
GUITAR WITH WILLIAM KAN-
ENGISER, Hot Licks Video Here is your 
chance to learn true classical guitar. Develop 
perfect technique as you cover proper sitting 
positions, rest and free strokes, rasgueados, 
right- and left-hand synchronization and tech-
nique, slurs and stretching exercises. Musical 
pieces include Kanengiser's arrangements of 
"Rondo Alla Turka" (Turkish March) from 
Mozart's Piano Sonata #11, for Study #9 in A 
Minorand "The Miller's Dance" from The Three-
Cornered Hat, by Manual de Falla. Kanengiser 
served as actor Ralph Macchio's classical gui-
tar coach on Columbia Pictures' film Cross-
roads. 60 minutes $49.95 

• BASS 

4010D • CAROL KAYE'S ELECTRIC 
BASS COURSE, Carol Kaye Carol Kaye, 
a prominent studio bassist with an amazing 
track record of gold records, provides an easy-
to-follow, logical program of simple starting 
techniques, tips on how to practice, and a "how 
tocreate" formula. Indudeseasy pop-jazz theory 
for interested rock and jazz pros and a step-by-
step guidance program with over 90 exercises 
in all styles. 135 minutes $59.95 

se 4127D • BASS FUNDAMENTALS 
with Dave Spitz, Hot Licks Video This 
new videodeliversthesolid foundation needed 
to develop your own style. Covers setting up 
your bass, tuning with harmonics, holding 
down the groove, chords, octaves, hammer-on 
and pull-off exercises, working with thedrum-
mer, warm-up drills and much more. 60 min-
utes $4995 

4106D • JACO PASTORIUS, MOD-
ERN ELECTRIC BASS, DCI Video The 
definitive study of one of the world's most 
respected bassists. Interviewed by dose friend 
and session bassist Jerry Jemmott, Pastorius 
discusses right- and left-hand technique, fretless 
bass, scales and arpeggios, study concepts, etc. 
Also included are solos and group perform-
ances with John Scofield and Kenwood Den-
nard. 90 minutes $59.95 

4205D • BASS GUITAR MASTER 
CLASS WITH JOHN ENTWISTLE, 
Hot Licks Video This is yourchance to learn 
with one of rock's all-time greats. You'll learn 
Entwistle's unique fingering, licks, octave 
style, chords, hammer-ons, pull-offs, picking 
techniques, harmonics,soloing concepts,wallc-
ing bass lines, string-bending and phrasing. In 
addition, this video contains lots of useful tips 
and advice that will improve your style, tech-
nique and overall approach to bass playing. 60 
minutes $49.95 
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4216D • SLAP, POP & TAP FOR THE 
BASS WITH STUART HAMM, Hot 
Licks Video Stuart Hamm is one of 
America's newest bass guitar talents. Here Ile 
demonstrates left-hand stretch exercises, ma-
jor and minor arpeggios, playing chords, slap-
ping and popping, funk, hammer-on slaps and 
triplets. Also includes right-hand, Flamenco 
strums; two-handed,polyphonic tapping tech-
niques; contrapuntal playing; percussive tap-
ping; playing a melody with the right hand 
while the left plays a bass pattern; and classical 
techniques and styles. 60 minutes $49.95 

4313D • JEFF BERLIN, Star Licks Video 
Jeff Berlin is one of the most respected and 
innovative bassists in contemporary music. 
His extensive live performance credits include 
stints with Allan Holdsworth, Bill Bruford and 
Pat Martino. On this tape, he begins with a dis-
cussion of his personal musical philosophy, 
then moves on to more specific techniques on 
harmonic practices, fretboard mastery, record 
transcriptions and more. Every bassist will 
come away from this tape a better player. 60 
minutes $44.95 

• KEYBOARDS 

4150D • THE SECRETS OF ANALOG 
AND DIGITAL SYNTHESIS, DCI 
Video A comprehensive overview of all as-
pects of the creation and performance of syn-
thesizer sounds. A simple, no-nonsense guide 
to synthesizing any sound, with valuable in-
sights into stage and studio performance tech-
niques. Contains an in-depth tour of virtually 
every major manufacturer's synthesizer prod-
uct line, including programming the Yamaha 
DX7.120 minutes $39.95 

4207D • PROGRAMMING THE DX7, 
Ronnie Lawson, Hot Licks Video This 
video features Ronnie Lawson, player and pro-
grammer for Edgar Winter, Steve Forbert, 
Deodato, Al Kooper and others. This video 
teaches you to understand FM synthesis: algo-
ritluns, carriers, modulators, all DX7 parame-
ters, programming sounds from scratch and 
envelope generators. Many of Lawson's origi-
nal sounds are featured. Excellent. 60 minutes 
$49.95 

4208D • ADVANCED DX7 PRO-
GRAMMING, Ronnie Lawson, Hot 
Licks Video This video, aimed at more ad-
vanced practitioners, discusses quick editing 
tips, provides understanding of DX7keyboard-
scaling feature, voice initialization, edit recall, 
programmingsplitkeyboanisoundstromscratch. 
DX7 performance features such as breath con-
frollers,aftertouch,modulation wheel and modu-
lation pedal. Includes many more of Lawson's 
DX7 sounds. Get the most out of your DX7. 60 
minutes $49.95 

4108D • RICHARD TEE, CONTEM-
PORARY PIANO, DCI Video A veteran 
of thousands of records ranging from Aretha to 
Paul Simon, Tee covers topics like practicing, 
chord substitutions, left-hand technique, back-
ing a vocalist and more. Also featured are 
several performances with Steve Gadd, in-

cluding Ellington's "Take the A Train." A must 
for the serious keyboard player. 60 minutes 
$49.95 

se 4113D • CHICK COREA, KEYBOARD 
WORKSHOP, DCI Video Invaluable in-
sights into developing technique, practicing 
and composing. Features John Patitucci (bass) 
and Tom Brechtlein (drums). Extensive book-
let included. 60 minutes $39.95 

4120D • CHICK COREA, ELECTRIC 
WORKSHOP, DCI Video Corea goes into 
detail about creating sounds with synths and 
layering them to produce new textures. He also 
writes a new composition, which is then devel-
oped and performed by his trio. Booklet in-
cluded. 60 minutes $39.95 

4114D • GEORGE DUKE KEYBOARD 
IMPROVISATION (Vol.1), DCI Video 
A video seminar during which Duke discusses 
left-hand comping, phrasing techniques, solo-
ing, chord constructions, voicing and various 
tricks of the trade. Booklet included. 60 min-
utes $39.95 

4115D • GEORGE DUKE, KEYBOARD/ 
VOCAL ACCOMPANIMENT, 
DCI Video Duke shares the benefit of his vast 
experience, gathered over years of working 
with artists such as Quincy Jones, Anita Baker 

and Michael Jackson. He discusses concepts 
such as chord substitution, voice leading and 
phrasing. Booklet is induded.60 minutes$39.95 

ie 4314D • STEVE PORCARO, Star Licks 
Video Porcaro is on the cutting edge of music 
production. As one of the world's top session 
players, his recording credits are diverse and 
extensive. On this tape, Porcaro gives a de-
tailed tour of his MIDI setup and shares his 
insights and hard-won knowledge, covering 
MIDI and computer use, analog and digital 
synthesis, programming, sequencing and sig-
nal processing. A great tape on the MIDI stu-
dio. 50 minutes $44.95 

se 4129D • DAVID BRYAN, How to Play 
Keyboards in a Rock and Roll Band, 
Hot Licks Video This new release teaches 
classical technique, arpeggios, octave exercises 
and contrary motion, and has drills to develop 
your strength, speed and accuracy. Includes 
blues and rock licks, pentatonic improvisation, 
left-handed rhythms, cluster chords and illus-
trations on how to work with a drummer and 
guitarist. Both hands are shown close up. Booklet 
included. 60 minutes $49.95 

NEW RELEASES! 
oe-

A 
THE LEADER IN INSTRUCTIONAL MUSIC TAPES 

PRESENTS 

AVAILABLE ON BOTH AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE 
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LEARN THE ESSENTIALS OF PIANO, 
Talc Tolchin, Forte Productions 

4420D • Volume I, Beginner 
Tolchin advocates theory and ear-training over 

note reading. This video for beginners contains 
the equivalent of six to ten weeks of lessons, be-
ginning with the names of the notes, scales, 

chords, rhythms and improvisation. Includes 
all the basics you'll need to get started on 
keyboard. 120 minutes $49.95 

4421D • Volume II, Beginner 
Using the Beatles' song "With a Little Help 
from My Friends," Tolchin shows you how to 
learn a tune from a recording. You'll learn how 

to hear melody and chord changes, and how to 
voiceand invert chords. You'll alsogain hands-

on experience of 60 three-note chords. 60 min-
utes $49.95 

4422D • Volume III, Beg/Intermediate 
This tape is an introduction to the blues—its 
simplicity, variety and intricacy. You don't 
need years of study to jamwith other musicians 
and have fun. All you need is three chords, the 
pentatonic scale and your creativity. Includes 
blues licks, progressions, rhythms and seventh 
chords. 60 minutes $49.95 

• DRUMS 

614123D LATIN-AMERICAN PERCUS-
SION, DCI Video Designed for both begin-
ning and experienced players, this new video 
teaches basic techniques for playing congas, 
bongos, timbales and shakers and explains the 
differences among many key Afro-Cuban 
rhythms. Ensemble playing examples are fea-
tured. Booklet included. 45 minutes $39.95 

4101D • STEVE GADD, UP CLOSE, 
DCI Video One of the most recorded drum-
mers of all time, Gadd demonstrates practice 
techniques, applying rudiments to the set, 
chart reading, keeping time, bass drum tech-
nique, 4-stick drumming, sambas, solos and 
much more. 60 minutes $49.95 

4102D • STEVE GADD II, IN SES-
SION, DCI Video Features Gadd in the 

studio with two all-star rhythm sections, in-
cluding Will Lee, Richard Tee, Jorge Dalto and 
Eddie Gomez. Gadd works up tunes in a vari-
ety of styles, including funk, reggae, bebop and 

several Latin feels. Also included are some of 

Gadd's most exciting recorded solos. 90 min-
utes $59.95 

4105D • ED THIGPEN, ON JAZZ 

DRUMMING, DCI Video Covers the 
basics of jazz drumming, the im portance of the 
bass drum in jazz, jazz ride patterns, phrasing 
in time and extensive brush technique. In-
cludes several outstanding solos. 60 minutes 
$49.95 

4112D • BILL BRUFORD AND THE 
BEAT, DCI Video This fineportraitof Bruford 
is entertaining as well as instructional. He dem-
onstrates and discusses various aspects of his 
drum technique and his attitude toward music 
in general. Also featured is excellent footage of 
him with King Crimson and Yes, with special 
appearances by Robert Fripp and Steve Howe. 
30 minutes $39.95 

4116D • STEVE SMITH, PART ONE, 
DCI Video Features tips on rock and jazz 
drumming, doublebassand timekeeping, plus 
a sizzling performance with Vital Information. 

Winner, Best Music Instructional Video, 1987, 
American Video Awards (Billboard magazine). 
Includes a 36-page study booklet. 60 minutes 
$39.95 

6/4122D • STEVE SMITH, PART TWO, 
DCI Video Smith's class continues with 
double-bass drumming, developing creativity 
and building a drum part (using "Don't Stop 
Believing" as an example). Features additional 
performances by Vital Information. Also in-
cludes rare, in-concert footage of Step Ahead 
and anexercise/transcriptionbooklet.60minutes 
$39.95 

be 4134D • CHET MCCRACKEN AND 
CHESTER THOMPSON, Basic Drum 
Tuning and Tediniques, Star Licks Video 
Fine-tune your drum habits with tveo of today's 
finest and most versatiledrurnmers. You'll hear 
and see tips on selecting, maintaining and tun-
ing your drums properly to get the best and 
most compatible sound possible. Drum heads, 
muffling techniques and equipment are also 
covered. Thompson explains how to master 
themovementaround thedrurnsand McCracken 
demonstrates some simple groove patterns. A 

booklet contains charts and diagrams of their 
setupsand notated examples.50 minutes$44.95 

FORTE PRODUCTIONS 
PRESENTS 

Here's what reviews 
have said: 
pe. "clear and useful for the 
serious beginner. 

highly recommended" 

Billboard 

I> "If this tape meets with 

the wide success that it 
rightly deserves, he may 

become the most familiar 

piano instructor in the 

country. " Nominee Best 
How-to Video, Video Review 

#4420-2C 

LEARN THE ESSENTIALS 
OF PIANO 
with Talc Tolchin 

V 4121D • TERRY BOZZIO, SOLO 
DRUMS, DCI Video Bozzio presents his 
overall approach to the drumset as an orches-
tra-in-itself. The tape opens with an incredible 

solo, which he breaks down section-by-sec-
tion, explaining the various techniques used. 

Coversdouble-bassdrurruning,hand techniques 
and a study of his part for "US. Drag." He also 
outlines exercises to strengthen chops and in-
dependence. Transcription/exercisebookletin-
cluded. 60 minutes $39.95 

V 4135D • DAVE WECKL, BACK TO 
BASICS, DCI Video This video offers 
invaluable insights into the fundamentals of 
drumming. Topics include hand and foot tech-
nique, practice routines, and practical drum kit 
setup and approach. He also performs several 
tunes and solos with sequenced percussion 
andtapeclbande.companiment.Excellentoverview 
of drum skills for any level drummer. 72 min-
utes $39.95 

V 4133D • JEFF PORCARO, Star Licks 
Video Porcaro describes his approach to 

straight time, triplet and shuffle feels, and Latin 
grooves. He breaks down a variety of drum 
patterns from Toto's set list and discusses half-
time shuffles, bass drum-pedal technique and 
timing techniques to achievea variety of effects 

on the hi-hat. Porcaro demonstrates his style in 
a live set. Booklet included. 40 minutes $44.95 

V 4128D • TICO TORRES OF BON 
JOVI: Drumming Essentials, Hot Licks 
Video This versatile veteran teaches you about 
rock, jazz and Latin styles, stick preparation, 
snare tuning, tuning the kit, equipment care, 
studio miking, cymbal technique, the "buzz" 
roll, crescendos and much more. Includes spe-
cial exercises to help eliminate back problems. 
Also, you'll learn about his parts on some of 

Bon Jovi's biggest hits. For beginning through 
advanced players. 60 minutes $49.95 

4225D • TOMMY ALDRIDGE, ROCK 
DRUMS, Hot Licks Video This thorough, 
hour-longpresentation of Aldridge's best tech-
niques teaches you double-bass balance, three-
and five-note patterns for the feet, how to add 
double-bass to your licks and solos, substitu-
tion of bass drums for other parts and triplets. 
He also shows you how to add stick twirls to 
your solos and demonstrates cymbal "chok-
ing" and double-bass shuffles. Great workout 

for both beginning and advanced players. 60 
minutes $49.95 

4206D • DRUM MASTER CLASS, 
Carmine Appice, Hot Licks Video This 
tape features one of the most dynamic drum-
mers and best teachers around. Appice dis-
cussesand demonstrates various rock patterns, 
hi-hat accents and patterns, fills, double-bass 
drum techniques and patterns, complex stick-
twirling for added performance "flash," sub-
stitutions and much more. Examples are per-
formed several times at different tempos and 
the patterns are shown on the split screen. 60 
minutes $49.95 
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• OTHER 

4226D • ROCK AND ROLL SAXO-
PHONE WITH STEVE DOUGLAS, Hot 
Licks Video Douglas helps you work on 
"chicken sax," adding "growl" to your tone, 
"singing" with the sax, flutter tongue tech-
niques, alternate fingerings, and the "great 
shake" armature exercises, rock and roll licks 
and scales, chromatic runs, false fingerings 
and other great rock and R&B techniques. 60 
minutes $49.95 

614130D • VOCAL EASE: Care and Exer-
cises for the Singing Voice with Pamela 
Polland Build your strength and confidence 
as a vocalist with a pro who has worked over 25 
years with such luminaries as Kenny Loggins 
and Manhattan Transfer. Topics include eat-
ing/drinking habits, vowel shapings, posture, 
improving range, breathing, projection and 
mic technique. Equivalent to seven sessions 
with a vocal coach. Contains five warm-up 
exercises. 78 minutes $39.95 

se4125D • FINGER FITNESS: The Art of 
Finger Control with Greg Irwin, Hot 
Licks Video Working your fingers to the 
bone? These new exercises promote strength, 
flexibility and finger independence and can 
reduce stress and fatigue in the hands. The 
program can literally be practiced anywhere, 
anytime, at your own convenience. A great 
way to improve the coordination and dex-
terity of your hands. 30 minutes $29.95 

4311D • DOBRO VIDEO LESSON, Star 
Licks Video Includes detailed study of bar 
technique, pick technique, chimes, trills, bend-
ing strings, hammer-ons, pull-offs,slants, rhy-
thm chops, slow songs, fast songs and much 
more. Solos taught: "Cripple Creek," "Great 
Speckled Bird," "Fireball Mail" and "Red-Hair-
ed Boy." Beginning/intermediate. 90 minutes 
$39.95 

431213 • BANJOVIDEOLESSON,Star 
Licks Video This easy, step-by-step video 
course is for the absolute beginner or the inter-
mediateplayer. Includeslearning toread tabla-
ture, right- and left-hand techniques, efficient 
practice habits and much more. Tunes include: 
"CrippleC_reek," "FoggyMountain Breakdown," 
"Will the Circle Be Unbroken," "Your Love Is 
Like a Flower," "Blackberry Blossom." 120 
minutes $39.95 

SEQUENCING / 
PRINTING 

• MACINTOSH 

OPCODE SEQUENCER 2.6 from 
Opcode Here is a proven professional 
sequencer, priced for beginners. Cre-
ate up to 26 sequences per file and 
chain them together to build complete 
compositions. Features include inde-
pendent looping and quantization for 
each track; real-time recording of tempo 
changes; an "undo" feature; and edit-
ing functions like cut, copy, paste and 
merge of tracks and sequences. Power-
ful and simple. Files can be printed on 
Deluxe Music Construction Set. 
11701 • for Macintosh $ 149.00 
What you need to run it: Macintosh 
with at least 512K RAM; MIDI 
interface; MIDI instrument(s). 

MASTER TRACKS, JR., 
from Passport 
SeeApple/Commodoresectionfordescription. 
14606 • for Macintosh $149.95 

DELUXE MUSIC CONSTRUCTION 
SET (DMCS) from Electronic Arts 
Create eight-part scores with easy point-

and-click operation. Input notes in step-
time from any MIDI keyboard or tran-
scribe Opcode Sequencer 2.6 files. No-
tate in any key signature, with a vari-
ety of timing options, in the treble, 
bass, alto and tenor clefs. Mouse-driven 
note editing is fast and intuitive. Play-
back through any MIDI instrument(s) 
or your computer's speaker. Notes flash 
on screen during playback. Laser print-
out available with Sonata music font 
from Adobe. 
14640 • for Macintosh $129.00 
14216 • for Amiga $99.00 
What you need to run it: any Macintosh 
or Amiga. Optional: MIDI interface; one 
or more MIDI instruments; printer. 

MACDRUMS from Coda Go beat-
crazy with this self-contained, fully pro-
grammable, 4-voice polyphonic drum 
synthesizer and sequencer. You can choose 
among the designed instrument "sets" 
or create some of your own using 35 
onboard instruments. Each sound is a 
digital sample. Also, you can trigger 
these sounds with your drum machine 
or MIDI-equipped instrument for some 
spicy collaborations. 
14970 • for Macintosh $59.95 
What you need to run it: Macintosh 
with at least 512K RAM. Optional: 
external speakers; MIDI interface; MIDI 
instrument. 

ZERO•ONE 

The power to be the best. 
Macintosh users prefer the Zero One editor/librarians 
over all other brands. Here's why? 

•The best user interface (numeric and graphic). 
•The best real time control. (D/A application) 
•The best overall features. (more than anyone!) 
•The only  100 event step-recorder. 
•The most intelligent patch generator, ever. 
•The best  memory management. 
•The best reviews E.M. Jan. 89. 

Simply the best.  

Ile m# Product & Retail Price 
#001. D50/550 Editor/Librarian $ 199. 
#00201)50/550 Librarian $ 99. 
#003 • D10/110/20 Editor/Lib. w/Orchestrator $ 199. 
#004.D10/1 10/20 Lib. w/Orchestrator $ 149. 
#005 .M132 Editor/Lib. w/Orchestrator $ 179. 
#006.M132 Librarian w/Orchestrator $ 139. 

• • • • 
• • 
• • 

• •••••••• • 

Overall Rating 

Order now from Mix Bookshelf 1-800-233-9604 & Save! 

Z1 
Zero One Research exclusively marketed by: 

KEVIN KENT & Co. 
6522 Winne° Ave., Woodland Hills, CA 91367 USA 

Call (415) 653-3307 or (800) 233-9604 27 
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MASTER TRACKS PRO 3.0 from 
Passport This award-winning sequencer 
gives you 64 tracks, has graphic, step-
time editing capabilities, allows you to 
sync to SMPTE time code via MTC and 
provides numerous enhancements for 
working on film or video soundtracks. 
The program displays the SMPTE loca-

tion in the Transport window. Fit Time 
adjusts stored tempos to make a given 
section fit a particular length. Markers 
can be locked to SMPTE locations for 
playback. MTP 3.0 automatically chases 
external clocks and responds to pro-

gram changes. Combined with Passport's 
powerful sequencing and editing ca-

pabilities, this program delivers a total 
MIDI-control station. 
14630 • for Macintosh $395.00 
14438 • for IBM $395.00 
14025 • for Atari ST $395.00 
16075 • for Apple IIGS $395.00 
What you need to run it: Macintosh 
with at least 512K RAM, IBM or 
compatible with 640K RAM, Atari ST, 
or Apple IIGS with 1.25 MB RAM; one 
or more MIDI instruments; MIDI inter-
face. 

VENCORE from Passport A desktop 
composing solution with a variety of 
input options, MIDI playback and pub-
lishing-quality output. Encore transcribes 
Standard MIDI Files, Master Tracks Pro 
and Jr. sequences, live MIDI perform-
ances in real time or step time, or data 
input with mouse. Notate up to 64 parts 
with multiple key signatures, meters, 
clefs, smooth slurs and slanted beams. 
Cut-and-paste functions are comple-
mented by MIDI event editing, layout 
control and intelligent handling of text 
and lyrics. Supports the Sonata music 
font and PostScript. Save compositions 
as scores, MIDI Files or Master Tracks 
Pro sequences. 
16010 • for Macintosh $495.00 
What you need to run it: Macintosh 
with at least 512K RAM; Image Writer, 
LaserWriter, PostScript or compatible 
printer. MIDI interface and one or more 
MIDI instruments recommended. 

6/VISION from Opcode Opcode's 
new professional sequencer features si-
multaneous access to 26 sequences, up 
to 99 tracks per sequence, with full 
chaining and looping. Do easy graphic 

editing on the "piano roll" screen or 
get down to individual MIDI events in 
the List Editing mode. Along with thor-
ough cut-and-paste, merge and unmerge 
features, Vision offers flexibility in selecting 
events, isolating melodies from chords 
and transposing events with user-de-
finable maps, all documented with plenty 
of online help. Thirty-two assignable 
faders provide automated control of 
any MIDI device, from mixers to lights. 

Includes full SMPTE support, 480 ppqn 
resolution, multichannel recording ca-
pability and Standard MIDI File com-
patibility. 

16015 • for Macintosh $495.00 
What you need to run it: Macintosh 512K, 
Plus, SE or II; MIDI interface (Opcode 

Studio 3 recommended); one or more MIDI 
instruments. 

PERFORMER V. 2.4 from Mark 
of the Unicorn The studio standard 
for pro sequencing. Just record in real 
time, then use one of Performer's error-
correction commands to clean things 
up. Do more delicate editing in the 
step-record window. Rearrange and re-
peat sections with cut, copy and paste; 
add smooth crescendos; change rhythm, 
duration or velocity; loop tracks or frag-
ments independently; transpose, quan-
tize, deflam, invert pitch, reverse time 
and split notes until you get it right! 
Sync to SMPTE using two different time-
lock modes. Version 2.4 features quick 
playback of selected notes from the 
event list, a conductor track for visual 
editing of tempo, meter and key changes, 
a new system exclusive editing win-
dow and Standard MIDI Files. Convert 
your sequences to sheet music with 
Mark of the Unicorn's Professional Com-
poser. 

12123 * Version 2.4 for Macintosh $395.00 
What you need to run it: any Macintosh 
with at least 512K RAM; a MIDI 
interface; one or more MIDI instru-
ments. 

PROFESSIONAL COMPOSER 
V. 2.3 from Mark of the Unicorn 
Professional Composer transcribes Per-
former sequences and so much more! 
Create score paper; enter and delete 

symbols from computer keyboard or 
MIDI instrument; group notes and phrases 
with beams, measure lines, slurs and 
ties. Switch to fast-input mode and use 
the editing menus to move and copy 
passages, transpose parts, change rhy-
thms, merge voices and insert lyrics. 
Advanced features let you validate in-
strument ranges, designate measure num-
bers and rehearsal markings, and cre-
ate piano reductions. Automatically extract 
transposed parts from your score and 
check for out-of-range notes with a single 
command, rebar a selected region, com-
bine several staffs into one (while ad-

justing stem direction for different parts) 
and double or halve all note durations. 
Print up to 20,000-symbol symphonies 
in a variety of formats and text styles, 
complete with full or abbreviated part 

names or instrument names; lyrics; a 
full range of expression, tempo and 
dynamic markings; even a specially format-
ted title page. Version 2.3 features two 
new fonts and improved dot matrix 
printing. Compatible with Adobe So-
nata Font. 
1180 * Version 2.3 for Macintosh $495.00 
What you need to run it: any Macintosh 
with at least 512K RAM; any Mac-
compatible laser or dot matrix printer. 
MIDI interface and MIDI keyboard 
supported as input device. 

V SCORING AND SOUNDTRACK 

WITH MACINTOSH from Opcode 
Professional film and video scoring re-
quires a rigorous approach, and this 
hardware/software combination from 

Opcode Systems is up to the task! The 
Timecode Machine is a compact and inexpen-
sive way to implement SMPTE time 
code with your MIDI setup. It reads 
and writes all varieties of SMPTE time 
code and converts SMPTE to either MIDI 
Time Code or the "direct time lock" 

format used by Mark of the Unicorn's 
Performer. It easily stripes time code on 
tape, will regenerate faulty time code 
and has a high tolerance for drop-outs 
and other anomalies. 

The box really shines when used with 
CUE—The Film Music System. Version 

2.0. CUE is a software support system 
for soundtrack composers and editors. 

It automates each paperwork task and 
calculation necessary to sync music to 
picture. The cue sheet displays all you 
need to know: absolute and relative 
time, timings before a cue begins, tempo 
and meter changes, cue point descrip-

tions and lots more. The MIDI events 
window allows you to describe up to 
40 MIDI events of up to five channels 
each, which trigger at specific SMPTE 
numbers and play back locked to SMPTE. 
Tempo Search searches up to 36 tem-
pos at once and automatically calcu-
lates accelerandos and ritards to hit 
cue points exactly. CUE will print out 
custom scores; includes real-time fea-
tures such as a click track locked to 
SMPTE; and allows entry of timings in 
feet and frames, all varieties of SMPTE, 

minutes and seconds, or measures and 
beats. A new revision of CUE for the 
Mac II should be available in late spring. 
16085 • Cue 2.0 and Timecode Machine 
from Opcode $895.00 
What you need to run it: a Macintosh 
computer with at least 512K RAM; 
MIDI interface (Opcode's Studio Plus 
Two recommended, also available from 
Bookshelf); one or more samplers or 
other MIDI instruments. 
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e/ ARCHIE: STUDIO 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR 
THE MACINTOSH 
• Creates session tracksheets covering 
setup, mics, track allocation, cue points, 
outboard equipment and personnel. Archie 
even computes rhythm-compatible, digital 
delay options from beats per minute. 

• Prepares session timesheets includ-
ing hours worked, titles recorded, ma-
terials used, breaks and downtime. 
• Manages your master tape library. 
• Prepares invoices with computed totals, 
automatically using negotiated or book 
rates. Includes user-definable sales tax 
calculations. 
•Generates statements, reports totals 
of outstanding billing and tracks de-
linquent accounts. 

• Maintains payableand receivable ledgers 
and handles the checkbook. 

• Manages inventory of equipment and 
supplies. 
• Maintains and sorts mailing lists of 
clients, producers and vendors. Prints 
mailing labels and Rolodex cards. 

•Comes with online help, a 24-hour 
bulletin board and telephone tech support. 
16080 • $795.00 
What you need to run it: Mac 512KE, 
Plus, SE or II with at least one megabyte 
RAM and a hard disk; Image Writer, Las-
erWriter or compatible printer. 

--
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PC MUSIC 
FEATURE 
CARD 

THE IBM PC MUSIC FEATURE This revolutionary, plug-in option 
card turns a personal computer system into a musical in-
strument suitable for use in schools and universities, at home 
•and among professional musicians. Once it's plugged into 
an expansion port, the IBM PC Music Feature puts a 
Yamaha FM synthesizer under the hood of your IBM PC. 
Now musicians can compose, perform, record and play 
back music directly from their PCs. Eight notes at a time 
can be played from 336 available preset sounds. You can 
emulate the sounds of a guitar or piano, or even of en-
sembles by mixing in a flute, trumpet or zither. Add a sec-
ond card to your system, and you can orchestrate as many 
as 16 different instruments on your computer. Also included 
in the IBM PC Music Feature is a MIDI in/out/thru interface 
that allows you to connect all other MIDI instruments to 
your setup. The software listed below affords you differ-
ent ways to create and learn about music. The programs 
are available individually or as part of an application pack-
age that includes an IBM PC Music Feature card. 

IBM PC MUSIC FEATURE 
from IBM 
This full-length expansion card is 
a combination MIDI Interface 
and Yamaha FB-01 8-voice 
multitimbral, FM synthesizer, with 
240 quality preset voices and 96 
programmable sounds on 
board. Other features include a 
mini-stereo (Walkman-type) 
headphone output and two 
RCA stereo outputs for monitor-
ing through an amp or hi-fi. A 
MIDI in/out/thru interface is in-
cluded to provide connection 
to other MIDI instruments. 
14540 • for IBM S495.00 
Sale Price $425.00 
What you need to run it: IBM 
PS/2 Model 25 or 30, PC, XT, 
AT or true compatible. 

COMPOSE 
from Yamaha 
This interactive music composi-
tion program is fully compatible 
with the IBM PC Music Feature 
card. It's simple enough for be-
ginners, yet at the same time, 
powerful capabilities are avail-
able for more demanding mu-
sicians to create multipart com-
positions for playback and print-
ing. With Compose and the 
Music Feature card you can 
create up to eight parts, access 
up to 336 voices, print or play 
any subset of a composition and 
capture real-time performances 
for composition data. Implem-
entation of external MIDI de-
vices, such as drum machines. 
is available to support any MIDI 
setup. 
14459 • for IBM MFC S109.00 
What you need to run it: an 
IBM PC or compatible, IBM PC 
Music Feature card. Optional: 
MIDI instruments, Playrec se-
quencing program, printer. 

PLAYREC 
from Yamaha 
The Playrec is an interactive 
music performance, recording 
and playback program for the 
IBM PC Music Feature card. With 
Playrec, you can lay down 
tracks playing the Music Fea-
ture's multitimbral FM voices 
and/or other MIDI synths. As the 
recorded tracks are replayed, 
you can overdub additional 
parts ( 16 tracks are available). 
Divided into two programs. 
Playrec provides easy compo-
sition for starters; a more ad-
vanced option that allows 
simple voice editing (no punch-
in), allocation of 336 voices, vol-
ume, tempo and meter. This pro-
gram is flexible enough to in-
volve and educate the musical 
semiliterate, as well as provide 
an inexpensive intro to MIDI se-
quencing for someone with real 
chops. 
14400 • for IBM S77.00 
What you need to run it: IBM 
PC or compatible, IBM PC 
Music Feature card, one or 
more MIDI instruments. 

TEXTURE CLASSIC 
from Magnetic Music 
Now in its third revision. Texture 
has endured because of its 
modular architecture, speed 
and musician-oriented design. 
You can create as many as 96 
patterns, each containing 24 
tracks, with each track assign-
able to any MIDI channel. It has 
simple keystroke commands 
and pop-up dialog windows for 
fast operation. In addition "a the 
standard record, play, punch-
in, overdub and tape sync fea-
tures, it also includes note-by-
note editing that allows global 
creation of crescendos and ri-

tords. If your IBM has 640K RAM, 
Texture can record and play-
back about 72,000 notes. A 
great mix of features and relia-
bility at a new price. 
12304 • for IBM S199.00 
What you need to run it: IBM 
or compatible with at least 
256K RAM; one or more MIDI 
instruments; IBM Music Feature 
Card or MPU-compatible MIDI 
interface card 

V MUSIC PRINTER PLUS 
WRSION 2.0 from 
Temporal Acuity Products 
Need a fast, easy method for 
notation entry without compro-
mising quality? This new version 
offers single-key selection of all 
music characters. Prepare pub-
lication-quality printouts of any 
size. Listen to the score on the 
Music Feature card, then extract 
parts automatically. Features in-
clude control of stem directions, 
beams, ties, slurs and key signa-
tures. and transposition of an 
entire score. Prints lyrics and ac-
cepts real- and step-time entry 
from a MIDI instrument. Printing 
capabilities include high-resolu-
tion dot matrix (both 9-pin and 
24-pin); supports wide-carriage 
printers and laser printout 
(Bubble Jet- 130). Accommo-
dates specific customizations. 
16055 • for IBM S395.00 
What you need to run it: IBM 
PC, AT, XT, PS/2 Models 25/30 
or compatible with 640K RAM; 
monochrome or CGA, EGA, 
Hercules, PS/2 color monitor. 
Optional: IBM Music Feature 
card or MPU-compatible 
interface; MIDI instrument. 

PERSONAL COMPOSER 
SYSTEM / 2 (V. 2.0) 
from Jim Miller 
Here is the popular IBM se-
quencing/scoring integrated 
program. Do the composing 
yourself with your IBM keyboard 
or a mouse. or record a key-
board performance via MIDI 
and have the program convert 
it into notation for you. Then edit 
your score with short, simple 
commands, play it back, trans-
pose it, automatically verify 
rhythms and/or synchronize it to 
external programs. Personal 
Composer's printed score out-
put is still the industry standard 
for quality notation on IBM. Shift 
to Recorder Mode and the pro-
gram becomes a 32-track se-
quencer. Through MIDI event-
editing, each track can be 
erased, looped, bounced, cut-
and-pasted and quantized. 
Customize the program by sav-
ing a repeated series of key-
strokes Into a single function 
(macro). A nice extra for IBM 
Music Feature card users is the 
ability to configure the onboard 

FB-01 sounds from a simulated. 
onscreen front panel. Print out 
with Epson/IBM-compatible dot 
matrix or PostScript printers such 
as Apple LaserWriter with Sonata 
music font. This program offers 
the most punch under one title. 
12400 • for IBM (5.25" disk) 
S495.00 
14440 • for IBM (3.5" disk) 
S495.00 
What you need to run it: IBM 
PC, XT, AT, PS/2 Model 25/30 
or compatible with at least 
640K RAM (hard disk recom-
mended); Hercules-compat-
ible graphics card; IBM PC 
Music Feature card or MPU-
compatible interface; MIDI 
instrument(s). Optional: 
printer; Microsoft mouse. 

STARTER SERIES # 1 
IBM PC Music Feature: Yamaha 
Playrec; MIDI forMusicians, by 
Craig Anderton 
ISS20 • for IBM $469.00 

STARTER SERIES 02 
IBM PC Music Feature; Yon (Dha 
Playrec and Compose: ICSEdi-
tor/Librarian; MIDI for Musi-
cians, by Craig Anderton 
ISS28 • for IBM ' 199.0() 

ADVANCED SERIES #1 
IBM PC Music Feature; Mag-
netic Music Texture; ICSEditor/ 
Librarian; MIDI Home Studio. 
by Howard Massey 
IAS30 • for IBM '; 579.00 

ADVANCED SERIES #2 
IBM PC Music Feature; TAP Mu-
sic Printer Plus; Music Through 
MIDI, by Michael Boom 
IAS35 • for IBM S699.00 

MASTER SERIES 
IBM PC Music Feature; Jim 
Miller Personal Composer; ICS 
Editor/Librarian; MIDI Home 
Studio, by Howard Massey 
IMS40 • for IBM S859 00 
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• IBM 

(MPU-401 INTERFACE STANDARD) 

SONG WRIGHT IV from Song Wright 
Notes entered from the computer key-
board or lines played on a MIDI key-
board are automatically transcribed into 

notation. Play back individual parts 
with synched lyrics or hear full orches-

trations with optional use of MIDI. Trans-
pose compositions into any key. Song-
Wright prints quality manuscripts, lead 
sheets, piano/vocal and ensemble scores, 
including text, chords and dynamics. 
Laser printer support now available. 

12402 • for IBM $89.95 
16000 • Laser Print Drive $39.95 
What you need to run it: IBM PC, XT, AT, 
PS/2 Models 25130 or compatible with at 
least 256K RAM; CGA or Hercules graph-
ics board; IBM/Star/Epson-compatible printer. 
Optional: MPU-compatible MIDI inter-
face; MIDI instrument. 

CAKEWALK V. 2.0 from Twelve 
Tone Systems This hip, powerful and 
affordable program has 256 tracks avail-
able, with independent names, play/ 
mute switches, and pitch and velocity 
transpositions. You can use a mouse 

with pull-down menus or shortcut key-
strokes to execute common operations 
quickly. Other features include aural 

editing, flexible transport (auto rewind/ 
stop), cut-and-paste editing, quantiza-

tion down to 32nd-note triplets, and 
synchronization to MIDI clock with Song 
Position Pointer or FSK. You can print 
files with The Copyist. 
14405 • for IBM $150.00 
What you need to run it: IBM PC, XT, AT, 
PS/2 Models 25/30 or compatible with at 
least 256K RAM; MPU-compatible MIDI 
interface; MIDI instrument(s). 

SEQUENCER PLUS (V. 2.0) from 
Voyetra This program is organized 
into screens that give access to the information 
you need, when you need it. The Main 
Track menu displays and controls available 
MIDI recording tracks. You can name 
them, assign MIDI channels, embed ini-
tial program numbers or transpose. The 
Note Edit screen uses a "piano-roll" 
metaphor; as each note is highlighted, 
all its attributes are shown. The View 
Screen's dynamic track sheet makes ar-
ranging and punch-in overdubs a breeze 

and offers cut-and-paste editing. The 
Song Files menu displays all recorded 
files (up to 28 per screen) and keeps 
complete records for each. The Options 
menu displays and controls metronome 

on/off, lead-in, clock source, time sig-
nature and more. The program's unique 
Transforms allow you to mark off a 

section of your song and treat it with 
any one of the available transform algo-

MusrPREwER rs 
THE ULTIMATE INSTRUMENT FOR DESKTOP COMPOSING 

/ 4 « 

r.legance in composing, printing and 
performing music. 
• Compose/arrange directly on 
the screen—WYSIWYG 
• Print scores in pro-quality hi-res dot 
matrix-9 or 24 pen 8,t BJ 130 
• Play MIDI out with studio musician 
precision 

MusicPrinter Plus is the most com-
prehensive, friendly, easy-to-learn 
composition package on the market 
today. This award-winning program 
was developed by composers/educa-
tors and is published and backed by 
the nation's leading music education 
software company. Version 3.0 (6-89) 
update will add real-time MIDI input 

laser/ink-let printing. 

SUPPORTS 

"141,1" Mk IBM PC, PC/AT, PS 2, or 
compatibles with 640K RAM. 

CGA, EGA, VGA, or 
Hercules. IBM Music 
Feature, MPU-401 or 
liimaha C-1. Call or 
write for information. 

Temporal Acuity Products, Inc. 

#16055 

rithms for manipulating pitch, time, 

velocity and split. Dozens of system 
commands put you in the driver's seat, 

while an excellent manual helps you 
navigate. All three levels (Mark I, II 
and III) have identical displays; they 
vary in the numbers of recording tracks, 

extensiveness of the editing features 

and SMPTE im-plementation. Upgrades 
are available. You can print files with 
The Copyist. 
14436 * Demo $10.00 

14420 * Mark I for IBM $129 ( 16 tracks) 
14435 • Mark II for IBM $295 (32 tracks) 
12303 *Markin for IBM $495(64 tracks) 
What you need to run it: IBM PC, XT, 
AT or compatible, or IBM System/2 
models 25/30; at least 640K RAM; DOS 
2.0 or later; Roland1Voyetra or 
compatible MIDI interface; one or more 
MIDI instruments. 

se PC/MUSICPAK from Voyetra 
Complete MIDI starter package for the 

PC and MIDI synth (see advertisement). 
Includes Sequencer Plus Mark I Version 
2.0, V-4001 MIDI interface, demo disks 
and P.A.N. membership. 

14432 • for IBM $249.00 
What you need to run it: IBM PC, XT, AT 

or compatible with at least 512K RAM; 
one or more MIDI instruments. 

THE COPYIST from Dr. T's This 
popular notation software is available 
in three levels. All levels include a full 
selection of musical symbols, six clefs 
(including percussion), guitar fret sym-

bols, all key and time signatures, and 
mouse-controlled cut, copy, paste and 
move functions. You can quantize timing 
and duration independently, each track 
independently, and sections of score 
or individual tracks differently. TheCopy-

ist supports MIDI files, features ex-
tremely flexible note placement and 

editing functions, and transcribes many 
popular sequencers, including (Atari 
version) KCS, MRS, Steinberg Pro-24; 

(IBM) Texture, Sequencer Plus and Mas-
ter Tracks. Level Two has all that, plus 
a symbol editor that allows ten user-

created symbols, converts any supported 
sequencer format to any other, extends 

score length to 50 pages and supports 
Atari laser printer (ST version), HP Las-
erjet Plus and HP plotters. Level Three 
has all of the above and supports Post-
Script-compatible laser printers, includes 

Adobe Sonata fonts, extends score lengths 
to 100 pages, converts Copyist files to 

TIFF and EPS formats, and interfaces 
with PageMaker, Ventura and Publish-
ing Partner Pro. All three levels are fully 
file-compatible and upgradable. 
LEVEL I 
14040 • for Atari ST $99.00 
14450 • for IBM $99.00 
LEVEL II 
13027 • for Atari ST $275.00 
12403 • for IBM $275.00 
LEVEL III 
14045 • for Atari ST $399.00 
14455 • for IBM $399.00 
What you need to run it: an Atari ST 
computer (1 Megabyte RAM recom-
mended). Optional: printer. What you 
need to run it: IBM or compatible with 
at least 512K RAM; two disk drives; 
CGA or Hercules monitor. Optional: 
printer. 
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• APPLE COMMODORE 

GLASS TRACKS from Sonus 
This easy-to-use, powerful sequencer 
features tape recorder-type controls and 
extensive editing capabilities. Features 
eight sequences/eight tracks, meter ad-
justment by bpm, nondestructive bounce 
(retains original track if "bounced" track 
isn't what you wanted), transposition 
and autocorrection to nearest 32nd. Glass 
Tracks includes several demo songs from 
classical, rock and popular styles. 
14200 • for Commodore $69.95 
What you need to run it: Commodore 641 
128 computer; MIDI interface; one or 
more MIDI instruments. 
14600 • for Apple $99.95 
What you need to run it: An Apple Ile, 
II+ or IIGS computer; MIDI interface; 
one or more MIDI instruments. 

THE MUSIC SHOP FOR MIDI 
from Passport Here is a Commo-
dore user's "musical word processor." 
This program lets you create, store and 
edit compositions and print out sheet 
music in piano, single staff or quartet 
formats. Enter music from any MIDI 
keyboard in step time or input and edit 
under joystick control. Supports all key 
signatures and can hold up to 20 pages 
of music in memory 
10915 • for Commodore $149.95 
What you need to run it: Commodore 64/ 
128 with disk drive; MIDI keyboard; 
MIDI interface card; printer. Optional: 
joystick. 

MASTER TRACKS JR. from Passport 
This entry-level sequencing program 
offers 64 tracks with easy, onscreen 
controls. Build large works by repeat-
ing sections and adding phrases from 
other sequences. Editing features in-
clude cut, copy, paste, clear and mix, 
as well as regional editing, automated 
punch-in and step-time recording. Fully 
compatible with Master Tracks Pro files 
and Standard MIDI Files. Sequences 
can be transcribed into notation and 
printed as sheet music with Pyware MIDI 
Translator and Pyware Music Writer. 
14602 • for Apple IIGS $149.95 
14020 • for Atari ST $129.95 
14606 • for Macintosh $149.95 
What you need to run it: Atari ST, 
Macintosh or Apple IIGS with at least 
512K RAM; MIDI interface; one or more 
MIDI instruments. 

t/PYWARE MIDI TRANSLATOR 
from Pygraphics Convert your Mas-
ter Tracks Jr. sequencer files into Pyware 
Music Writer notation files to create a 
complete music-processing workstation. 
16050 • for Apple IIGS $79.00 
What you need to run it: Apple IIGS 
with 768K; Passport Master Tracks Jr.; 
any level of Pyware Music Writer. 

PYWARE MUSIC WRITER from 
Pygraphics A notation and composi-
tion tool that maximizes the enhanced 
features in the Apple IIGS. The user 
interface implements a mouse and pull-
down menus. Check your score with 
full MIDI playback or listen to the IIGS' 

internal Ensoniq sound chip. Record 
tracks in real time or step time from 
any MIDI instrument for immediate 
transcription or enter notation with the 
mouse from eight palettes of musical 
symbols. The Professional Edition sup-
ports up to 32 tracks or staves; the 
Special Edition accommodates six staves. 
Output your entire score or extracted 
parts. Features a variety of word proc-
essor-style functions for editing scores 
and formatting the layout and includes 
alternate note heads for percussion. We 
give you full trade-in value when upgrad-
ing from Special Edition to Professional 
Edition. 
10632 • Special Edition for Apple IIGS 
$295.00 
10634 * Special Edition for Apple Ile 
$295.00 
10636 * Professional Edition for 
Apple IIGS $595.00 
10638 • Professional Edition for 
Apple Ile $595.00 
What you need to run it: Apple IIGS 
with at least 768K RAM(1.25 MB 
recommended) or Apple Ile with 128K; 
mouse; Image Writer or LaserWriter 
printer. MIDI interface and one or more 
MIDI instruments suggested. 

MASTER TRACKS from Passport 
Simple and powerful, this popular program 
lets you compose, arrange, orchestrate 
and record an unlimited number of tracks, 
assignable to 16 MIDI channels. Aside 
from all the standard features, Master-
Tracks offers real-time sync with other 
MIDI sequencers and drum machines; 
auto-correction to 32nd note triplets; 
recording of all MIDI controllers, in-
cluding pitch bend, velocity and after-
touch; and independent track looping. 
With Song Mode, you can step-assemble 
songs using 16-channel sequences cre-
ated in step or real time and play back 
sequences in any order, tempo or trans-
position. Visually assemble up to 256 
different sequences. Over 8,000-note 
recording capability. 
10402 • for Apple $249.95 
10625 • for Apple IIGS $249.95 
10900 • for Commodore $249.95 
What you need to run it: Apple Ile or 
IIGS or Commodore 64/128 with disk 
drive; one or more MIDI instruments; 
MIDI interface. 

MASTER TRACKS PRO from Passport 
This is an enhanced version of the Master 
Tracks sequencer (see above). Expanded 
memory up to 325,000 notes allows you 
to create multitrack songs in sections 
or as continuous works. Master Tracks 
Pro sends and receives MIDI Song Pointer 
for SMPTE sync applications. 
10412 • for Apple Ile $299.95 
14205 • for Commodore $299.95 
What you need to run it: Apple Ile with at 
least l28K RAM or Commodore 128; one 
or more MIDI instruments; MIDI inter-
face. 

Our $249 
PC/Musicpak. 
has something 
you can't get 
anywhere 
else... 

Any product is only as good as the 
reputation of the company that 
stands behind it. 

Which is why we've created 
PC/Musicpak”.. 

For only $249, it has everything 
you need to start making music 
with your PC and MIDI synth: 

• V-4001,,.: Industry-standard, MPU-
compatible interface with FSK tape 
sync ($199 value). 

• Sequencer Plus— Mark I ver 2.0: 
16 track, 60,000 event, legendary 
sequencing software ($129 valu-e). 

• Demo disks for our full-line of 
music software ($20 value). 

• Sign-up fee waiver to the P.A.N. 
MIDI bulletin board ($150 value). 

And best of all, it's backed by the 
same reputation for quality that 
made Vovetra the most respected 
name in PC music software. 

So why take a chance on products 
that may only look good on paper? 
With PC/Musicpak., you can invest 
in ones that have proven themselves 
in the real world. 

Voyetra 
#14432 
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• ATARI ST 

V TWELVE from Steinberg/Jones This 
budget-priced, entry-level sequencer has pro-
fessional features without the steep learning 
curve. Record in real time or step time using 
either the linear, tape recorder metaphor or 
pattern-based, dn.= box-style sequence mode. 
The score-edit page displays your song in 
standard music notation for intuitive, mouse-
driven editing. Sync features implement song 
position pointer. Twelve also has extensive 

MIDI filtering and VU-style MIDI activity 
meters. Upwardly compatible with PRO-24 
and The Copyist. 
16020 • for Atari $69.00 
What you need to run it: Atari 520 or 1040 ST; 
one or more MIDI instruments. 

MASTER TRACKS JR., from 
Passport SeeApple/Commodore section 
for description. 
14020 • for Atari ST $149.95 

MIDISOFTSTUDIO-AdvancedEdition 
from Midisoft Beginners who need 
room to grow will enjoy this full-fea-
tured, 64-track program. Onscreen, tape-
style "transport" controls let you move 

through the piece, recording or play-
ing from any point. Mouse-controlled 
commands include programmable tempo 
changes and Velocity scaling. Has re-
gional editing capabilities and records/ 

plays sys ex info to control your entire 
MIDI setup from a single screen. Full 
MIDI sync capabilities and Standard 
MIDI File support. 
14007 • for Atari ST $149.00 
14008 • demo for Atari ST $ 10.00 
What you need to run it: an Atari ST; 
one or more MIDI instruments. 
16045 • for IBM $199.00 
16050 • demo for IBM $10.00 
What you need to run it: an IBM PC, 
AT, XT, PS/2 Models 25/50 or 
compatibles with 640K RAM; MPU-
compatibleinterfacecard; MIDI 
instrument(s). A mouse is recommended. 

PRO-24 III from Steinberg/Jones 
Here's the popular 24-track sequenc-
ing program for ST users. Features include 
real-time editing, logical user interface 
and a wide range of utilities. In record-
ing mode, you can use up to four tracks 
simultaneously. The main options are 
rewind/fast rewind, quantize to 64th 

note triplets, transpose, punch-in/out, 
loop, copy, edit, solo/mute, auto-re-
cord, auto-locate, insert, delete and assign 
names. Functions can be remotely control-
led from your MIDI keyboard. There 
are three visual edit screens: grid edit, 
score edit and the exceptional drum 
edit. Drum edit allows both real-time 
and step-time input for creation of rhythms, 
which may be enhanced with intelli-

gent variations created by the computer. 
PRO-24 implements Standard MIDI 

Files and can be scored out on The Copy-
ist (see IBM section). 
13023 • for Atari ST $350.00 
What you need to run it: any Atari ST 
with at least one megabyte of RAM; one or 
more MIDI instruments. 

ULTRAMIDI Total Control Work-
station from MIDImouse Music 
Use your Atari ST as the front end of a 
flexible, performance-oriented MIDI work-
station, with all sequencing and bulk 
operations driven remotely from any 
MIDI controller. ULTRAMID1 will load 
and play back Standard MIDI Files from 
your regular sequencer, handle bulk 
dumps of system exclusive data with 
its built-in generic librarian and has 

flexible MIDI routing maps for auto-
matic reconfiguration of your system. 
You can loop a section of your sequence, 
transmit program changes and switch 
synth configurations all from a single 
key on your master controller. Allows 
global transformations, inversions and 
scaling on almost any MIDI message, 
features an "all notes off" panic button 
and includes a module that communi-
cates with your keyboard's LCD, so 
you can leave your computer monitor 
at home! 

14026 • for Atari $229.95/Manufacfurer's 
special price: $ 199.95 
What you need to run it: Atari ST 520, 
1040 or Mega; one or more MIDI 

ULTRA/VI IID1' 
7-0TAL 1/1/0121CSTATION 

• Load/Play Standard MIDI Files 
from your sequencer 

• Built-in Generic Bulk Librarian 
• Fully Remote Sequencing and Bulk 
Operations from any MIDI controller 

• 255 Slaves per Master 
• 255 Masters per Map 
• 255 Maps per Song 
• 20 Songs per Set 
• Quick and easy to use; saves hours 
of keyboard and cable switching 

• Record/Transmit MIDI File SYSEX 
• MIDI Clock Out control 
• Active Sensing control 
• Linear Range Scaling/Inversions 
• Definable PANIC Button 
• GEM allows use of Desk Accessories 
• Special Prefix Section for Custom 
Writing SYSEX Requests 

• Channel Info Program Included ensures 
SYSEX compatibility with new MIDI devices 

• Atari ST 520, 1040, Mega • Color or Mono 

Desk Tools Load Save Custom 
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MUSIC SOFTWARE 

instruments; sequencing software 
recommended. 

e MOUSTERPIECE from MIDImouse 
Music This software lets you use your 
Atari ST as a unique MIDI controller 
and compositional tool. It combines a 
real-time recorder and step-sequencer 
with mouse control of note events, one-
touch access to MIDI controller mes-
sages and powerful template and map-
ping functions. Play back sequences 
while doing augmented improvising 
from the computer in real time. Events 
can be controlled across all 16 chan-
nels; maps consist of X, Y and Z axes. 
Works with any and all MIDI devices, 
from synths to lights. 
14027 • for Atari ST $229.95 
What you need to run it: Atari ST 520, 
1040 or Mega; any MIDI instrument. 

• AMIGA 

MIDI RECORDING STUDIO (V 
1.1) from Dr. T's This introduction 
to the Dr. T's approach features a sim-
plified version of Track mode (a mouse-
operated control panel that directly em-
ulates the corresponding tape recorder 
functions), eight tracks, cue recording 
and many edit features. MRS is com-
patible with advanced Dr. T's programs 

and can be printed with The Copyist 
scoring software (see IBM section). If 
you wish to upgrade, we offer a full 
trade-in allowance on the KCS V 1.6A. 
A great place to get started in MIDI. 
14003 • for Amiga $69.00 
What you need to run it: an Amiga 
computer; MIDI interface; one or more 
MIDI instruments. 

KEYBOARD CONTROLLED SE-
QUENCER V 1.6A ( KCS) from 
Dr. T's Start with Track mode, with its 
"tape deck" screen, where recording 
on any of 48 tracks begins with a touch 
on your MIDI keyboard. Click over to 
the track edit screen, where all para-
meters in the event list can be tweaked 
individually, edited in blocks with cut-
and-paste commands or transformed 
regionally. Arrange your tracks into 
sequences and dive into Open Mode, 
where up to 126 sequences can be freely 
altered, chained, looped and nested, 
even triggered by other sequences. For 
straight-forward song assembly, pull 
together your parts in Track Mode. Want 
to overdub the whole piece with a scream-
ing MIDI guitar solo? How about de-
leting all the pitch bend and adding 
real-time volume changes? Need SMPTE 
sync? KCS lets you do it all. Our tests 
found this program has rock-solid timing 
and is nearly crash proof. The right choice 
for a professional Amiga sequencer. 

14210 • for Amiga $249.00 
What you need tu run it: an Amiga 500, 
1000 or 2000 with at least 512K RAM; 
MIDI interface; one or more MIDI 
instruments. 

EDUCATION AND 
EAR-TRAINING 

PRACTICAL MUSIC THEORY, 
Sandy Feldstein Practical Music The-
ory is a three-volume music curricu-
lum. A variety of computer interac-
tions guarantee that all materials are 
understood. Units include random drills 
of music materials and variations in 
content material. Competency levels are 
established for each lesson sequence, 
with aural examples played by the com-
puter. Each lesson is reinforced with a 
review section. 

The program has a total of 84 topics. 
Vol. 1 lessons include the staff, clefs, 
measures, time signatures, notes and 
rests. Vol. 2 reinforces the first seg-
ment with further instruction in time 
signatures, notes and rests, ties and 
slurs, repeats and endings, and flats, 
sharps and naturals. Vol. 3 covers scales 
and key signatures, sharps and flats, 

MUSIC MADE EASY 
Apple 11182811 
Commodore 64 18282) 
A fun, self-teaching program that 
teaches the basics of music in a step-
by-step approach. Lessons include The 
Staff, Clef, Measures, Time Signatures, 
Notes and Rests, Ties and Slurs, Flats, 
Sharps, Naturals, Scales, Key 
Signatures, Dynamics, Chords, 
Inversions, Harmonizing and Creating 
Melodies and morel Each lesson is 
reinforced with drills and quizzes. 
Includes one diskette and a reference 
manual. In full color. 

PRACTICAL MUSIC THEORY COMPLETE 
Apple II/Commodore 64 ( 2404) 
IBM 5-1/4' (3500) 
IBM 3-1/2" (3535) 
Atari (3510) 
Practical Theory utilizes a drill and 
practice approach to music theory 
instruction, beginning with the basics 
of music notation and ending with 
chord inversions and smooth voice 
leading. Ideal for reinforcing new 
concepts presented at the theory 
lesson. Use it in the school software 
lab, music classroom, or private 
teaching studio. Includes 6 diskettes 
and a complete spiral-bound workbook. 
MIDI compatible. 

IBM versions require color monitor, color graphics card and 
IBM-DOS/MS-DOS of 21 or above All Alfred software s coravprorected 

Fundamental 
and Fun. 
Educational Music Software from Alfred. 
by Sandy Feldstein 

MUSIC ACHIEVEMENT SERIES 
Apple II/Commodore 64 ( 7225) 
IBM 5-1/4" (7234) 
IBM 3-1/2'172351 
Atari (3511) 
An effective test series in three levels 
that correlates with Volumes 1, 2 and 3 
of the popular Practical Theory series. 
It may also be used with other theory 
materials or used as a placement test. 
A new, randomized series of items is 
presented in each section each time 
the test series is used. Includes a 
password system for students and the 
instructor. Up to 50 students' scores 
can be stored on each diskette. 
Includes 3 diskettes, a Practical Theory 
workbook and a Teacher's Manual. 
MIDI compatible. 

Alfred 

ALFRED'S BASIC PIANO THEORY 
SOFTWARE 

Levels IA, 1B & 2 
Apple II/Commodore 64 (21021 
IBM 5-1/4' ( 21011 
IBM 3-1/T13149) 
Atari 135121 

Levels 3, 4 & 5 
Apple II/Commodore 64 (3148) 
IBM 5-1/4' (3147) 
IBM 3-1/2' (3146) 
Atari (35131 
Designed for piano students, age 7 and 
up. Contains entertaining games and 
theory drills—great to use at home or 
in the teaching studio. Each diskette 
correlates with three levels of piano 
instruction, as presented in Alfred's 
best-selling piano method Alfred's 
Basic Piano Library. Each package 
includes one diskette and a reference 
manual. MIDI compatible. In full color. 

Easy-to-use, Well-Paced, Challenging, Logically Organized—and Affordable. 

ALFRED PUBLISHING COMPANY 

Call (4 I ";) i,',1- V,(17 or ( SOW 233-,IfV14 33 
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You should 
hex- the 

music you've 
been 

missing: 

NNieldlek 

Fb6ririe.. 
Mruand 

Pitches, scales, chords, and inver-
sions. Timbres and temperaments. 
Overtones and other good vibrations. 
They're all there, in all the music you 
hear, when you know how to hear. 

Perceive, your personal ear training 
program, teaches you how. It com-
bines listening, reading, and writing 
for effective learning with staying 
power. Instead of memorizing for the 
moment, you'll develop an ear for 
music that will last a lifetime. 
Six interactive software programs 

lead you from drill-and-practice, to 
melodic exercises, to designing your 
own sound waves. Customize any 
sessions; work only on the areas you 
choose. Use your computer's 4-voice 
synthesizer or your MIDI keyboard. 
The 120-page textbook gives you a 

comprehensive introduction to music 
theory. And the 55-page workbook 
tests your new knowledge with ques-
tions and exercises. 

Perceive takes you behind the 
sounds to a thorough understanding 
of the musical language. 

Isn't it time to hear what you've 
been missing? 

#16030 

Perceive: For the 51.2K 
Macintoshul, Macintosh PlusIN, ony 
or Macintosh SEIN. 
Hard disk ready. 

41 

$99 

and dynamics. In addition, Vol. 3 in-
cludes advanced concepts of listed topics 
plus lessons on tempo, chords, inver-

sions and harmonizing. Final lessons 
conclude with composing a melody. 
Complete 3-volume set/6 disks: 
2404 • for Apple 14/11e/lIc $199.95 
3500 • for IBM $199.95 
2469 • for C-64/128 $199.95 

V ALFRED'S MUSIC ACHIEVEMENT 
SERIES, Sandy Feldstein A the-
ory-test series, correlated to the Practi-

cal Theory Complete package, that gen-
erates a new, randomized series of 
items in each section each time the test 
is used. It stores the scores for each 

student, which are easily reviewed by 
the teacher and student; up to 50 stu-
dents' scores on one diskette! MIDI key-

board-compatible. Book and three disks. 
3505 • for IBM and compatibles $125.00 
What you need to run it: IBM PC, XT, AT 
or compatible with at least 512K RAM. 
MIDI interfaceand MIDI instruments optional. 
3506 • for Apple II and Commodore 64 
$125.00 
What you need to run it: Apple 11+111e 
or Commodore 64. MIDI interface and 
MIDI instruments optional. 

V PERCEIVE from Coda Music Software 
This interactive environment for ex-
ploring music is a complete course of 
study in theory, ear training and timbre 
that requires no extra hardware and no 

previous knowledge of music or nota-
tion. Students' progress is reinforced 

by text and workbooks and is tracked 
by the Reports module. Six programs 
on two disks cover intervals, triads, 
seventh chords, scales, modes and tun-
ings, plus waveform analysis and graphic 

sound design. Hear notes through the 
Macintosh's internal sound chip or any 
MIDI sound source as you "touch" the 
onscreen keyboard. Includes 120-page 
textbook, 55-page workbook and 30-
page reference manual. 
16030 • for Mac $99.00 
What you need to run it: Macintosh 
512K, Plus or SE. MIDI interface, 
MIDI instruments and Image Writer 
printer supported as optional output 
devices. 

THE MUSIC CLASS from Coda 
Five complete courses teach you what 
you need to know: how to read notes 
and music symbols, follow rhythms and 
use your ears to tell what's happening 
in a piece of music. You can choose the 
speed and repetition and keep a record 
of the student's progress. Handsomely 
packaged, every course comes with an 
easy-to-read guide and special sections 
on musical concepts. 
14956 • FUNDAMENTALS: Learning 
the Basics $49.00 (Note reading, rhythm 
I, major/minor scales, intervals.) 
14957 • RHYTHM: Learning to Feel 
the Beat $49.00 (Two disks, four pro-
grams about rhythmic structure, meter, 
measures and pulse.) 

14958 • EAR TRAINING: Learning to 
Hear $49.00 (Melodic error detection and 
correction, aural interval recognition, me-
lodic and rhythmic dictation Part I and 
IL) 

14959 • MUSIC SYMBOLS: Learning 
the Language $39.00 (Animated graph-
ics and games teach you how to read the 
symbols and words that make up the musi-
cal language, two disks, four programs.) 
14960 • NOTE READING: Learning to 
See and Understand $39.00 (Learn to 
read notes on any clef in any position in 
any piece of music.) 
14961 *COMPLETE PACKAGE $189.95 
What you need to run it: Apple 11111+1 
11c111GS with 64K; one disk drive. 

V TAKE NOTE from Take Note Software 
This ear-training program for the Atari 
ST has recognition drills for pitch, in-
tervals, chords, arpeggios and scales 

and teaches you how to get around on 
the keyboard, guitar fretboard and staff. 
It accepts input from a mouse or MIDI 
keyboard and sends output to the Atari 
internal sound chip or optional MIDI 
instruments. Automatically tracks stu-
dent progress. 
16035 • for Atari $79.95 
What you need to run it: Atari 520 or 1040 
ST; monochrome or color monitor. TOS in 
ROM required. MIDI instruments sup-
ported as optional input/output devices. 

V NOTE WIZARD from MIDImouse 
Music Features timed note-reading 
drills in five levels with nine stages 
per level. Drills include two-, four- and 

six-note problems. Saves test results 
for instructor; uses MIDI keyboard for 
input device. For beginner through ad-
vanced. 
15051 • for Atari $69.95 
What you need to run it: an Atari ST 520, 
1040 or Mega; any MIDI keyboard. 

V SCALE MASTER from MIDI-
mouse Music These speed drills on 
scale skills cover major, natural minor, 
harmonic minor and melodic minor, 

plus blues scales in all 12 keys. Accu-
racy and tempo are recorded for in-
structor review; three song files with 
chord progressions are included for practice. 
Beginner through advanced. 
15052 • for Atari $69.95 
What you need to run it: an Atari ST 
520, 1040 or Mega; any MIDI keyboard. 

V CHORD MAGIC from MIDImouse 
Music Train on major, minor, dimin-
ished and augmented triads; seventh 
chords, including dominant, major, minor, 
diminished and augmented; plus all 
inversions. 36 timed drills; use your 

MIDI keyboard as the input device. 
Beginner through advanced. 
15053 • for Atari $69.95 
What you need to run it: an Atari ST 
520, 1040 or Mega; any MIDI keyboard. 

seATARI MUSIC EDUCATION 
SERIES from MIDImouse Music 
MIDImouse's instructional software for 
the Atari is now available at a special 
package discount! The combination of 
Note Wizard, Scale Master and Chord 
Magic provide a thorough, three-stage 
course in music fundamentals. 

15054 • for Atari $188.95 
What you need to run it: Atari ST 520, 
1040 or Mega; any MIDI keyboard. 
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HARDWARE 

EAR-TRAINING, THEORY AND 
TECHNIQUE TUTORIALS: Instruc-
tional Software from Electronic 
Courseware Systems Music educa-
tion software allows students to learn 
independently, at their own pace and 
skill level. Many programs offer incen-
tives for improved performance and 
retain student records for the instruc-
tor. These lesson-specific programs are 
available on Apple II+ or Ile, IBM and 

compatibles, Atari ST and Commodore 
64/128; most of them implement MIDI. 
Call or write for our complete catalog 
of educational software, which includes 
extended program descriptions. (Please 

specify computer when ordering.) 
M-1158 • Keyboard Blues-MIDI $79.95 
M-1155 • Keyboard Note Drill-MIDI 
$39.95 
M-1168 • Keyboard Arpeggios-MIDI 
$79.95 
M-1157 • Keyboard Chords-MIDI $79.95 
M-1167 • Keyboard Fingerings- MIDI 
$79.95 
M-1166 * Keyboard Intervals-MIDI 
$79.95 
MIDI Jazz Improvisation ( Apple and 
IBM only) 
M-1252 • Volume One $79.95 
M-1253 • Volume Two $79.95 

M-1154 • Keyboard Jazz Harmonies-

MIDI $79.95 
M-1236 • Keyboard Extended Jazz 
Harmonies $79.95 
M-1239 • Functional Harmony: Basic 
Chords-MIDI $39.95 

M-1107 • Elements of Music $99.95 
M-1169 * Early Music Skills-MIDI 
$39.95 
M-1171 . Keyboard Speed Reading-
MIDI $79.95 

ALFRED'S BASIC PIANO 
THEORY SOFTWARE, Sandy 
Feldstein Designed for young piano 
students (age 7 and up). Contains fun 
games and theory drills for the stu-
dent, at home or in the teaching studio, 
to reinforce new concepts presented at 
the piano lesson. MIDI compatible, full 
color. 
2102 • for Apple/ Commodore $29.95 
2107 • for IBM (5.25" disk) $29.95 
3149 • for IBM (3.5" disk) $29.95 
3512 • for Atari ST $29.95 

MUSIC MADE EASY, Sandy 
Feldstein A fun, self-teaching pro-
gram that teaches the basics of music 
in a colorful, step-by-step approach. 
Lessons include: the staff, clefs, meas-
ures, time signatures, notes and rests, 
ties and slurs, repeats and endings, 
flats, sharps, naturals, scales, key sig-
natures, dynamics, tempos, chords, in-
versions, harmonizing and creating mel-
odies. Each lesson is reinforced with 

drills and quizzes. 
8281 • for Apple II $29.95 
8282 • for Commodore 64 $29.95 

PYWARE MUSIC ADMINISTRA-
TOR from Pygraphics A complete 
management system designed for music 
educators. It has interactive modules 
and flexible reporting for easy track-
ing of student files, an automatic uni-
form check-out system and equipment-
inventory and music-library manage-
ment. Features include a general ledger, 
budget planner and fund-raising man-
ager, plus a built-in word processor. 
This integrated system allows you to 
build customized databases and reports 
and offers power, convenience and ease 
of use. 
16060 • for Apple $295.00 
16061 • for IBM $295.00 
What you need to run it: Apple Ile, Ilc 
or IIGS with at least 128K RAM, or 
IBM PC, XT, AT or compatible with at 
least 640K RAM. Supports Apple 
image Writer, Epson, Okidata and com-
patible printers. 

HARDWARE 

• APPLE/MACINTOSH 

APPLE STANDARD MIDI 
INTERFACE from Sonus For use 

with Apple Ile, II+ or IIGS. One in, two 
outs, with drum sync. 
14963 • $99.95 

APPLE MIDI INTERFACE WITH 
TAPE SYNC from Sonus For use 
with Apple Ile, II+, IIGS. Sends sync 

tone to tape. Also has one in, two outs, 
with drum sync. 
14964 • $149.95 

APPLE IIE, II+, IIGS MIDI 
INTERFACE WITH DRUM SYNC 
from Passport MIDI in/out, DIN sync 
out and two MIDI cables. 
13001 • $129.95 

APPLE IIE, II+, IIGS MIDI 
INTERFACE WITH TAPE AND 
DRUM SYNC from Passport 
With tape sync, this interface will send 
a sync tone to your analog tape re-
corder. Your tape recorder will then be 

in sync with additional MIDI overdubs. 
Provides in/out, DIN sync out, tape 
sync in/out, two MIDI cables. 
13000 • $199.95 

MACINTOSH PRO PLUS INTER-
FACE from Opcode For use with 
the Macintosh Plus and 512K. Includes 
one MIDI in and three MIDI outs. Comes 
with appropriate Mac cables and power 
supply. 
13302 • $125.00 

STUDIO PLUS II INTERFACE 
from Opcode For use with the Macin-
tosh Plus; it fits under the computer so 
it stays out of the way. Two MIDI ins 
let you record from two keyboards at 
once or record and sync at the same 
time; six MIDI outs incluce two inde-
pendent sets of three outputs each to 
reduce MIDI delay. Special features in-
clude modem and printer-through 
switches for using accessories without 
unplugging cables. It also acts as a 2-
in, 6-out MIDI thru box when the computer 
is not in use. 
13303 • $225.00 

sl STUDIO 3 INTERFACE from 
Opcode The state-of-the-art solution 
for professional sequencing and video 
scoring applications. This rack-mount, 
Macintosh MIDI interface has two in-
dependent inputs and six user-assign-
able outputs. It reads and writes all 
SMPTE time code formats and will do 
Jam Sync. It even has printer and modem 
serial pass-through. 
16065 • for Macintosh $459.00 

• COMMODORE/AMIGA 

AMIGA MODEL A INTERFACE 
from Dr. T's Standard MIDI inter-

face for the Amiga 500 or 2000. It fea-
tures one in, two outs and serial pass-
through. 
14347 • $75.00 

COMMODORE 64/128 STANDARD 
MIDI INTERFACE from Sonus 
This standard MIDI interface includes 
one in and two outs. 
13103H • $89.95 

iElectronic Courseware Systems  

Learn to Play Music!! 
50 Instructional MIDI Programs 

for 
Apple • Atari • Commodore • IBM 
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COMMODORE 64/128 MIDI 
INTERFACE WITH TAPE SYNC 
from Sonus One in, two outs, sends 
sync tone to tape. 
14342 • $149.95 

COMMODORE 64/128 MIDI 
INTERFACE WITH DRUM SYNC 
from Passport MIDI in and out, DIN 
sync out, two MIDI cables. 
I3102H • $ 129.95 

COMMODORE 64/128 MIDI 
INTERFACE WITH TAPE AND 
DRUM SYNC from Passport With 
tape sync (and cable kit #13101H), this 

interface will send a sync tone to your 
analog tape recorder. Your tape recorder 
will then be in sync with additional 
MIDI overdubs. Includes in/out, DIN 
sync out, tape sync in/out, two MIDI 
cables. 
13100H • $199.95 

COMMODORE TAPE SYNC 
CABLE KIT 1 from Passport For 
use with the tape and drum sync; re-
quired for the sync-to-tape features. 
13101H • $25.00 

• IBM 

MPU-IPC IBM INTERFACE 
from Roland Finally, an affordable, 
smart interface for IBM users. This unit 
combines the IPC half-card and a port 
terminal with one in, two outs, one 
sync out, one tape in, one tape out and 
metronome out. 
14546 • for IBM $199.00 

V-4001 MIDI INTERFACE from 
Voyetra An all- in-one, smart inter-
face ( MPU-IPC compatible), including 
FSK Sync Conversion, unpitched met-
ronome and one in, one out, tape sync 
in/out. 
14547 • for IBM $199.00 

OP-4000 MIDI INTERFACE from 
Voyetra Identical to its cousin, the 
OP-4001 (see below), but does not in-
clude FSK /CLK sync. It's designed for 

use with MIDI sync or SMPTE. 
14545 • for IBM $179.00 

OP-4001 MIDI INTERFACE from 
Voyetra An all- in-one, smart interface 
(MPU-IPC compatible), including FSK/ 
Clock sync conversion, unpitched met-
ronome and one in, one out, tape sync 
in/out. 
13201 • for IBM $239.00 

V MQX-32 EXTENDED FUNCTION 
INTERFACE from Music Quest 
This MPU-401 compatible interface for 
IBM computers has two independent 
MIDI outputs for 32-channel MIDI trans-
mission. It will read/write 30-frame 
drop and non-drop SMPTE time code 
and MIDI Time Code. The MQX-32 gives 
you SMPTE cue point control and chase-
lock tape sync. 
16070 • for IBM and compatible $299.00 

MIDI CABLES from Hosa High-
quality cables are DIN-plug-to-DIN-
plug. Please specify your plug color 

preferences (black, blue, red, orange 
or white). 

CBI..1 • I' MIDI cable $4.00 
CBL3 • 3' MIDI cable $5.00 
CBL5 • 5 MIDI cable $6.00 
CBL10 • 10' MIDI cable $8.00 
CBL15 • 15' MIDI cable $10.00 
CBL20 • 20' MIDI cable $ 12.00 

INSTRUMENT CABLES from Hosa 
Reliable, 1 / 4"-to- 1 / 4", metal-tipped, in-
strument cables. 5-year warranty. 
IC5 • 5' instrument cable $8.00 
IC10 • 10' instrument cable $10.00 
IC18 • 18' instrument cable $12.00 
IC25 • 25' instrument cable $14.00 

MT-70. MIDI THRU INTERFACE 
from Sonus Solve your MIDI cable 
nightmare. This unit includes two ins, 
eight outs and has independent input 
switches for each of the eight outputs. 
Compatible with all MIDI setups. 
14348 • $95.95 

V 14001 • THE SHARP PC900 OPTO-
ISOLATOR This hard-to-find com-
ponent is a crucial part of most D.I.Y. 
MIDI projects. $3.00 each 

•I II II II II II Ill 
THE MIDI VIEWPORT 

from Datastream 

A versatile, hand-held device 

for troubleshooting and educa-

tion. Use it to analyze MIDI 

transmissions: the buffer re-

tains the last 64 bytes, scroll 

buttons let you move forward 

or backward through the buf-

fer and the Liquid Crystal Dis-

play shows each byte in both 

decimal and English. Responds. 

in real-time to all MIDI mes-

sages. Messages pass unaltered 

through the MIDI out port. 

Also transmits test messages 

to check receiving devices in 

your system and includes a 

MIDI cable test function. This 

handy new accessory is a Mix 

Bookshelf exclusive! 

14350 $159.95 

Jatartream 

SOUNDS 

SONICFLIGHT DIGITAL SAMPLES 
from MIDImouse Music Sonicflight 
samples feature advanced computer ed-
iting techniques, including layering and 
stacking of samples, crossfield sampling 
and sample splicing, resulting in su-
perb clarity and sonic realism. When 
ordering, specify your sampler brand. 

Available for Casio FZ-1 / 10M, Ensoniq 
Mirage/ EPS, Roland S-50, Akai S900, 
DPX-1, Prophet-2000 (specify expanded 
or unexpanded), Prophet-2002+, Prophet-

440, E-mu Emulator II ( E-II disks 1 to 
10 only) and Emax. 

Each disk $24.95, 10 or more $19.95 
each. Sample list may vary for each brand. 
Below is Roland S-50 list. 

01 Piano: 1) Grand Piano C2-C7; 2) 
Grand Piano CI -C6; 3) Grand PianoC3-
C8. 
#2 Bass: 1) Slap Bass; 2) Picked Bass; 3) 
Double Slap; 4) Metal Bass. 
#3 Master Strings: 1) Cello/Violin; 2) 
Strings; 3) Pizzicato. 
#4 Bass: 1) Brass Section/Trumpet; 2) 
Saxophone. 

#5 Orchestra Classics: 1) Gong/Tim-
pani /Orch. Strings/ Finale+ Applause/ 
Orch. Tune. 
#6 Anthology: 1) Clarinet; 2) Flute; 3) 
Oboe; 4) Bassoon; 5) Bassoon/Oboe; 6) 
Clarinet/Flute. 
#7 Composer's Tool Kit: I) Drum Kit/ 
Bass/Piano; 2) Drum Kit/Bass/Piano/ 
Flute; 3) Drum Kit/Bass/Saxophone. 
#8 Drum Kit: 1) BUI/BD2/SD/Tom/ 

CHH/OHH/Ride/Ride Done/Crashl / 
Crash2; 2) BD1/BD2/Tom3; 3) BD1/ 
BD2/SD/Toml/CHH/OHH/Ride/Ride 
Dome; 4) BM / BD2 /SD/CHH /Toml / 
Tom2 / Tom3 / Ride Dome. 
00 Percussion: 1) Timbalil/Timbali2/ 
TimbaRim/ Cowbelll /Cowbell2/Wood-

block /Cabasa/Scraperl / Scraper2/ Vi-
braslapl / Vibraslap2/Tincup/Jinglebells/ 
Tambourine/ Belltree / Triangle; 2) four 
different keyboard setups. 
010 Cosmos: 1) Bass Tock/Spacevoice; 

2) Dark Base/Spacesynth; 3) lock Two/ 
Space Bells; 4)Soft Encounter/Polyspace. 
#11 Vibraphone, etc.: 1) Vibraphone; 
2) Marimba; 3) Vibraphone/6 percus-
sion sounds. 

#I2 Acoustic Guitar: 1) Picked Guitar; 
2) Harmonics; 3) Concert Guitar. 
#13 Techno Perc: 16 unique, original, 
percussive creations, supporting a va-
riety of sonic qualities including drums, 
wood, high metallic, etc. Arranged in 5 
presets. Clean and crisp. 
#14 Hot Brass: 1) Hot Section/Trum-
pets; 2) Trombonebrass/Trombones; 3) 
Horndrop/Risehorn. 
#15 Female Voices: 1) Choir; 2) Choir2; 
3) Mellow Choir; 4) Solo Voices (3 dif-
ferent). 
#16 Male Voices: 1) Aah/Aah Choir 

(dramatic); 2) Eee/SoftChoir Eee; 3) 
Ooh/Aah Choir; 4) Oom / Amen Solo; 
5) Eeh / Amen Solo. 
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817 Special Effects: Crickets/Swamp/ 

Waitingroom Voices/Autobahn/Glass-
crash /Carcrash / Squeeking Door/Gunshot/ 
Ripping Paper. 
818 Party Time: Fireworks/ Firecracker/ 
Alarmclock/Tick-Tock/Champagnecork/ 
Winecork/ Champagne into Glass/Wine 

Glass/Breaking Glass. 
819 Organ: 1) Hammond B3; 2) Pipe 
Organ; 3) Electric Organ A; 4) Electric 
Organ B; 5) Fuzzy Organ. 

CZ SUPER CASIO PROGRAMS 
from Synthetic Productions Each 
of the three EZ CZ RAM cartridges 

holds 64 patches (four banks of 16) 
ranging from imitative voices (piano, 

organ, trumpet) to very innovative sounds. 
A complete patch list is available. Di-
rectly endorsed by Casio, these pro-

grams drew rave reviews. 
14056 .Cartridge 1 with 64 sounds $69.95 
14057 *Cartridge 2 with 64 sounds $69.95 
14058 • Cartridge 3 with 64 sounds $69.95 
14059 .Complete package $179.95 

be K-1 MASTERAM 64 from Syn-
thetic Productions Sixty-four new 
single patches with 32 multipatches that 
fully exploit the K- 1's harmonic syn-

thesis capabilities. Supports all mod-

els. Patch list available. 
16040 • Vol. 1 with 96 sounds $79.95 

BO TOMLYN ROMS from Key 
Clique Tomlyn is one of California's 
best (and best-known) programmers, 

and his expanded ROM cartridge se-
lection offers customized sounds for 

the serious keyboard player. Patch list 
available upon request. Please indicate 
your specific instrument on the order 
form. Computer specific disks avail-

able upon request. 

Yamaha DX7/11/S ROMs 
$50.00 (64 Sounds) 
13110 • Top 40 
13108 • Best of the USA 

13112 • Wedding Band 
13106 • Analog 1 

13118 • Standard Splits (DX7/S only) 
13107 • Analog 2 
13105 • Rock Splits (DX7/S only) 

Roland D-50/550 ROMs 

$80.00 (64 Sounds) 
14134 • Top 40 
13115 • Pro I 
13116 • Pro II 

13117 • Pro III 

seRoland D-10/20 ROMs 
$80.00 ( 128 Sounds) 
13136 • Vol. 1 
13137 • Vol. 2 

VKorg M1 ROM 
$80.00 (64 Sounds) 
13138 • Vol. 1 
13139 • Vol. 2 

Key Clique Inc. 
Bo Tomlyn's 

Sound Libraries 
in ROM and Disk formats 

D-50/550 
(64 Patches each) 

Top Forty 
PRO - I 
PRO - II 
PRO - Ill 

D-10/20/110 
(128 Patches each) 

Volume 1 
Volume 2 

DX-7 
(64 Patches each) 

Top Forty 
Unique 
Wedding Band 
Analog 1 
Analog 2 

Rock Splits 
Standard Splits 
Sound EFX 
Best of the USA 

Korg M-1 Vol. 1 

100 Voices, 100 Performances 

AT LAST...A COMPLETE 
/INGLE 

PRODUCTION 
COURSE 

You Will Learn... 

• How to get 
clients—anytime 
and anywhere! 

• How to write 
slogans and jin-
gles in minutes 
—not hours! 

• How to 
syndicate! 

• How to travel 
anywhere in 
the country— 
free! 

• How to use 
sound effects 
to make quick 
bucks! 

• Much, much 
more 

Full-time, Part-time, Anytime you want you 
can write, produce and sell jingles all over 
the country, no matter where you live. The 
size of your town doesn't have a thing to do 
with it. The knowledge contained in this 
course...does! 

I've already made all the mistakes for you! 
In the past 15 years I've sold Jingles one-
on-one through the mail, through radio 
stations, ad agencies and on the phone. 
400 Pages and Eight Hours of Edited 
Workshops. 

With the MIDI equipment that is available, 
if you have the musical and creative talent, 
you can now enter the Jingle business that 
once was reserved for the people with 
the big studios. 
The Secret is Marketing. This course 
teaches you how to market your ideas 
over the entire country. 
All for only $379.00. If you need additional 
information, call or write: MIX BOOKSHELF 
(catalog #3408) 
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SAMPLES ON COMPACT DISC 

5400C • EARWORKS SOUND LI-
BRARY, VOLUME ONE, Percussion 
This collection of esoteric percussion sounds is 
heavy on the Asian and Pacific Islands instru-
ments, along with plenty of cowbells, triangles 
and tambourines. The disc contains crotales, 
dumbeck, log drum, Javanese gongs, Chinese 
temple bowls, rain stick and much more, all 
digitally recorded and allowed to fade nat-
urally. Over 150 sounds, no timings or voice 
cues. $49.95 

e 5426D • PROSONUS, Trumpet These48 
pop and classical trumpet voicings cover the 
entire spectrum of playing style and dynamics. 

Emphasis is on the B-flat trumpet, with plenty 
of open and muted notes. Also covers flugel-
hom, coronet and piccolo trumpet. Each voice 
is generously multisampled and includesspok-
en track IDs and complete sound list. $69.95 

se 5427D • PROSONUS, French Horn 
and Tuba Sustained, swelled and staccato 
notes are presented across the entire dynamic 
range, with an average of 12 multisamples per 
voice. The 24 tracks include muted French horn 
and some outrageous tuba effects. Complete 
with voice IDs, and timing and pitch documen-
tation. $69.95 

si 5428D • PROSONUS, Brass Sections 
This excellent addition to the sonic palette 
covers the real sounds of a brass quintet, a large 
brass ensemble and a rock and roll horn sec-
tion. The disc offers a wide range of stabs, 

swells and rips, plus major and minor chords, 
played both piano and forte. As with all Pro-
sonus releases, these 39 tracks are thoroughly 
multisampled, include spoken IDs and have 
complete documentation. $69.95 

se 5423D • PROSONUS, Grand Pianos 
The richness and beauty of the concert grand, 
captured in pure digital splendor. Concert 
grands from Yamaha, Mason & Hamlin, Stein-
way and Bosendorfer are played forte, mezzo-
forte and piano, with each voicing multisampl-
ed an average of 18 times. Comes with the 
usual, thorough documentation. $69.95 

5420D • PROSONUS, Electronic 
Volume One This hour-long disc features 39 
of the freshest strings and pads available. These 
thick, furry FM sounds have plenty of texture, 

many evolve over time, and all sound great 
across the entire tonal range. Highlights in-
clude Crispy Bass, Buzzy Breath, Voicerealm 

and Ariated Strings. Each track contains about 
a dozen multisamples, all four seconds long, 

with voice IDs and ample documentation. 
$69.95 

5425D • PROSONUS,Trombones Here 
you'll find an exhaustive selection of trombone 
and bass trombone voicings: muted, sustained, 
flutter tongue, pedal tone and much more. The 
32 tracks each have six or more multisamples, 

averaging around two seconds in length. Voice 
IDs are included, along with timing and pitch 
documentation. Forty-two minutes long. $69.95 

5430D • PROSONUS, Woodwinds 
Volume One Double-reed instruments are 
presented on this disc, featuring oboe, English 
hom, bass oboe, bassoon and contrabassoon in 
sustained and swelled voicings. Eleven of the 
21 tracks have chromatic multisamples, the rest 
sampled five semi-tones apart. Sounds aver-

age around three seconds each and include 
voice IDs; completedocurnentation is provided. 
$69.95 

5435D • PROSONUS, Percussion 
Volume Two Over an hour of high-quality, 
orchestral percussion sounds are on this 49-
track CD. The 21 instruments include ha.ss, 
drum, snare, cymbal, glockenspiel, marimba, 

temple block, timpani and xylophone. Each 
track includes multiple hits; pitched instru-
ments are multisampled every fourserni-tones. 
Offbeat sounds include bird calls, slapstick, 
whistles and sirens. Also featured are the hair-
raising sounds of bowed cymbals,bowed gong, 
bowed springsteel and bowed xylophone. 
Documentation includes a description of each 
hit, timings and voice IDs. $69.95 

se MCGILL UNIVERSITY MASTER 
SAMPLES The definitive sample library on 
CD, recorded for the sampler of tomorrow, 
priced for the studio of today. The eleven vol-
umes (available individually or in series) con-
tain every sound of the contemporary orches-
tra, plus a healthy selection of rock, pop and 

On sampler volumes 1 through 3 . . . 

MUMS THE WORD 
"...the McGill University series is reasonably priced, sounds great, samples well.., if you're 

looking for an alternative to pre-sampled floppies or going into a recording studio,... 
McGill University Master Samples should be one of the first places you listen." 

— Geary Ye/ton, Electronic Musician, June 1988 — 

"Every instrument sounds very clean, and sonic fidelity is high... The care that has 
gone into this collection of sounds is quite evident.., this is a great investment." 

— Chris Many, Music Technology, May 1988 — 

"This production is of high quality throughout." 

Curtis Roads, Computer Music Journal, Summer 1988 — 

Volume 4: 

Volume 5: 

Volume 6: 

Volume 7: 

And now, introducing eight new CD volumes for sampling 
Rock Percussion and lympani 

Rock Strings 

Latin Grooves I / Solo 

Latin Grooves II / Ensemble 

Volume 8: 

Volume 9: 

Volume 10: 

Volume 11: 

Jazz Sounds 

More Strings, Winds, Pianos, and Percussion 

Pipe Organ 

Historical Instruments 

Don't forget our classics! 
Volume 1: Solo Strings and Violin Ensemble Volume 2: Brass and Winds 

Volume 3: Pianos, Percussion and Saxophones 

Send $69 (U.S.) per volume, or $ 199 (U.S.) for any three; for all eleven volumes send $699 (U.S.). 
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jazz voicings. Over 7,000 stereo sounds, dig-

itally recorded and mastered, played by con-
cert artists on the finest instruments available. 
Each instrument is captured with a variety of 
timbrai variations, and every note in the entire 

range of each instrument is present. Includes 
an excellent 244-page manual. 

54750 • VOLUME 1: STRINGED 
INSTRUMENTS Solo violin, viola, cello, 

double bass arid ensemble violin. 

54760 • VOLUME 2: WOODWIND 
AND BRASS INSTRUMENTS Flute, 
clarinet, bassoon, French horn, trumpet and 
trombone. 

54770 • VOLUME 3: GRAND PIANO, 
PERCUSSION AND SAXOPHONES 
[WO Steinway grand pianos, marimba, xylo-

phone, vibraphone,glockenspiel, tubularbells, 
soprano, alto and baritone saxophones, and or-
chestral and ethnic percussion. 

54790 • VOLUME 4: ROCK PERCUS-
SION AND TYMPA NI Acoustic, proc-

essed and pitch-shifted hits and rolls on drums, 
cymbals, tympani and small percussion instru-
ments. Features many gated sounds. 

54800 • VOLUME 5: ROCK STRINGS 
Electric bass, synthesized bass and clean and 

processed electric guitar. 

5481D • VOLUME 6: LATIN GROOVES 
#1 (SOLO INSTRUMENTS) Conga, 
tumba, timbales, wood blocks, shakers, claves, 
guiro, tambourines, triangles, mark-trees and 
more, played in various 8- and 16-measure 
Latin dance patterns. 

5482D • VOLUME 7: LATIN GROOVES 
#2 (ENSEMBLES) The instruments from 
Volume 6, in ensemble settings. Includes rhy-
thrns for rhumba, mambo, compasa, cha cha, 
wawonko and Egyptian belly dance. 

54830 • VOLUME 8: JAZZ SOUNDS 
Jazz chords and octaves on Gibson F435 and 
Fender Telecaster, plucked acoustic bass, G&L 
fretless bass, muted trumpet and coronet, tenor 
and alto sax. 

54840 • VOLUME 9: MORE STRINGS, 
WINDS, PIANOS AND PERCUSSION 
Supplements Volumes 1 through 3 with vi-

brato-less versions of solo strings and pedaled 
piano sounds, plus classical guitar, harp and 
celesta. 

54850 • VOLUME 10: PIPE ORGAN 
Thirteen stops and mixtures from a German 
Baroque organ. 

5486D • VOLUME 11: HISTORICAL 
INSTRUMENTS Viols, lutes, harpsichord, 
recorders, oboes, cornett, shawm and crum-

horns. 

McGill University Master Samples. 
Individual volumes $69.00 each 
Any three volumes $199.00 
All eleven volumes $699.00 

5470D • SOUND IDEAS, SAM-
PLER LIBRARY Thiscomprehensive, 
contemporary collection contains over 
3,300 sounds, recorded in stereo on six 

compact discs. The generous selection in-
cludes all the sounds of the orchestra and 
a wide variety of pop/rock instruments. 
The sonic palette features every note of a 
concert grand piano, over 150 human 
voices, vast quantities of guitar and per-
cussion, and an entire disc of sound ef-
fects. Each instrument is multisampled 
and presented with a variety of playing 
styles. In the 135 musical instriunents and 
375 sound effects you'll find everything 
from Simmons drums to Slinkys. Stra-
tocaster to sitar, orchestral hit to mojo 
stick; all are played by pro session musi-
cians and meticulously recorded in full 
digital audio. Each tone is digitally in-
dexed. The library comes complete with 
extensive documentation and a hand-
some case. $395.00 

SAMPLE THE INCREDIBLE 
THE WORLD'S FIRST CD LIBRARY FOR SAMPLERS 

• A comprehensive collection of 
over 3100 digitally recorded 
samples on 6 audio compact 
discs. 
• An incredible range of instruments 
including ensembles, orchestras, 
vocal sounds, unique synth 
creations and hundreds of sound 
effects. 
• Every 3rd note of each instrument 

is provided to give you endless 
selection and versatility. 

EM BOOKSHELF 
6400 Hollis St. #12, Emeryville, CA 94608 

(415) 653-3307, (800) 233-9604, FAX (415) 653-5142 

• Each library comes complete with 
catalog and carrying case 
designed for compact storage and 
easy handling. 

$395.00 
• Own for the 
incredible samples. 
Buy for the incredible 
value. 

(41=o r(S00) 233,-h,0-1 39 



SOUND EFFECTS 
ON 

LP AND CD 
THE CBS SOUND 

LIBRARY, VOLUME ONE 
Over eight hours of fresh sound ef-

fects and hard-to-obtain recordings 
drawn from the archives of CBS. 
Each category of sound has enough 

available playing time for looping 
without costly remixing. Lengthy 

segments are separated for easy 

cueing. Highlights include walking 
robot effects, glacial ice breakups and 

a complete moon launch, from count-
down and lift off to actual radio trans-

missions from outer space. Sixteen 
LPs. 

5500 • SI 75.00 ( plus $5.(X) s&h) 

THE CBS SOUND 
LIBRARY, VOLUMETWO 

"his set contains over six hours of 
effects. including a unique collection 
of sounds from locations around the 

world: China, Vietnam, Tokyo. 
France, Guatemala, Beirut. Jerusa-

lem and more. There an, street noises, 
people sounds, crowds, transporta-. 
lion — everything needed to re-cre-
ate the ambience of these areas. Ev-
ery track is absolutely real, recorded 

on location by the staff of CBS. Ten 
LPs. 

5510 • $110.00 ( plus 54.00 s&h) 

THE CBS SOUND 
LIBRARIES, VOLUMES 
ONE AND TWO 
Bookshelf Special Offer 
5505 • (26 LPs) 5250.00 

(plus $7.50 s&h) 

THE BBC SOUND 
EFFECTS LIBRARY 
A practical, professional resource for 
video, film and multi-image produc-

ers from one of the world's most re-

spected broadcast corporations. This 
three- volume, boxed set is rich in 
sonic detail and global in scope, of-

fering everything from peaceful sub-
urban sounds to the horror of mur-

der and tire-breathing monsters. Con-

tains over 3.000 effects and comes 
with a fully indexed, cross-referenced 
manual. Highly recommended for the 

small production firm. Fifty LPs. 
5600 • $349.(X)(plus $ 10.(X)s&h) 

THE BBC SOUND 
EFFECTS LIBRARY AND 
THE CBS SOUND 
LIBRARIES, VOLUMES 
ONE AND TWO 
Bookshelf Special Offer 
5550 • (76 LPs) $550.00 

(plus $ 15.00 s&h 

V' DIMENSION SOUND 
EFFECTS LIBRARY 
The world's first holophonic sound 

effects library contain. I ( XII digitally 
recorded effects, recorded "on loca-
tion" worldwide, in special environ-

ments that minimize unwanted back-
ground noise. The library was de-
signed with the producer in mind. 
with all effects carefully arranged by 

category. Holophonics involve a new 
technique that provides an opportu-
nity to experience sound exactly as 

it occurs in the original recording en-
vironment, with precise up-and-
down, front-and-back, side-to-side 

and far/near spatial reference. The 

sound effects library comes on ten 

compact discs and is accompanied by 
a fully cross-referenced index. 

HFXCD • 10 CDs, 1,001 sounds 
5750.00 

VDIMENSION PRODUC-

TION MUSIC LIBRARY 
This varied, contemporary produc-
tion-music library offers the producer 

great sound and useful music at an 
affordable price. The 343 cuts on ten 
CDs are all digitally mastered, preed-
ited in convenient. 30- and 60-sec-

ond lengths and indexed by style in 
the user's manual. Each original com-
position is meant to complement 

your production without overpower-
ing your visuals and narration. This 

is the only production-music library 
recorded with holophonics for star-

tlingly realistic spatial cues. The li-

brary is sold on a lifetime, blanket-
I icense agreement: no needle-drop or 
annual renewal fee. When you buy 
it, you own it for life! Each disc sold 

separately or get all ten at a special 

package price. Please call or write for 
track list and demo disc. 

HPMCD • Dimension Pantile-
tion Music single discs $ 150.00 

HPMCDX • Dimension Produc-
tion Music Complete CD Set, Vol-

umes One through Ten $ I , 250.00 

THE SOUND IDEAS 
SOUND EFFECTS 
LIBRARY SERIES 1000 
AND 2000 

These state-of-the-art, compact disc 

sound libraries set the standard 

against which all others are judged. 

The digital sound quality and broad 
selection of the stereo effects make 
these libraries important tools for 

today's professional audio/video 

producer. Series I (XX) contains over 
30)0 originaLstereo sound effects on 
28 compact discs. Series 2000 fea-

tures another 2.000 digitally recorded 
and mastered effects on 22 CDs, in-
cluding special European sounds. 

Each set can stand alone as an inclu-
sive and comprehensive resource. To-

gether. Series 1000 and Series 2000 

complement each other perfectly: 
there's no redundancy or overlap-
ping. The two series are incorporated 

in a manual that has fully cross-ref-
erenced alphabetical listings and a 

CD track and index listing. The li-
braries come with their own carry-
ing cases for easy handling and stor-

age. The compact disc format pro-
vides easier access to tracks, greater 
durability and superior sound repro-

duction compared to analog media. 

Just take one look at the manual and 
you'll agree: these may be all the 
sound effects you'll ever need! 

5700 • SOUND IDEAS 

SERIES 1000 (28CDs) 
$1.250 ( plus $7.5)) s&h) 

5800 • SOUND IDEAS 

SERIES 2000 (22 CDs) $975 
(plus $7.50 s&h) 

5750 • SOUND IDEAS 
SERIES 1000 AND 2000 
Bookshelf Special Offer 

(5)) CDs) $ 1.850 ( plus $ 12.00 s&h) 

5702 • MANUAL FOR 

SOUND IDEAS SERIES 
1000 AND 2000 
Free with purchase of library or 55.00 
when ordered separately. 

V THE SOUND IDEAS 
SOUND EFECTS 
LIBRARY/AMBIENCE 
SERIES 3000 
Sound Ideas presents the CD library 
that takes you on location! These 12 
new CDs contain over 200 long. 
atnbient sounds, each effect at least 
four minutes in duration. Whether 

your needs call for city, country, des-
ert or jungle environments, you'll 
have full digital recordings that are 

long enough to make looping unnec-

essary. Includes a detailed catalog of 

effects and can be purchased as a 
separate set or in combination with 
the Sound Ideas Series 1000 and 2000 

sound effects libraries. 

5803 • 12 CDs $495.00 
(plus $5.00 s&11) 

V 5804 • SOUND IDEAS SE-
RIES 1000, 2000 AND 3000 
Special Introductory Offer ( 62 CDs) 

52270.(X) ( plus $ 15.00 s&11) 

40 Call (415) 653-33(17 or (800 )233-9604 V New Additions 



Soper  
ELF PRES EN l'S MIX BOOKSH 

The SoperSound Music 
Library pioneered the concept 
of "buyout" production music. 
Instead of complicated licens-
ing agreements and use or 
needle drop fees, you pay 
once, and the music is yours to 
use in just about any way for 
99 years. No paperwork, no 
hassle — just great music! 
Brought to you on Compact 
Disc, each series features 
dozens of cuts, catalogued by 
time, tempo, key, mood, style, 
title, instrumentation, and size 
of group. You can find the 
right selection quickly and 
easily. 

Series VII features a 
blend of fusion, jazz, 
pop, funk, and even 

baroque music ranging 
from light or melodic moods to 
high energy music. Three 
CD's, 36 cuts, many timed to 
:30 or :60, for a total of two 
hours' plus music. $320.00 
(5900) 

THE SOPERSOUND CD 

MUSIC LIBRARY--

THE WORLD'S PREMIER 

BUYOUT PRODUCTION 

MUSIC COLLECTION. 

Pay No Use or Needle Drop Fees 
for 99 Years 

Special Mix Bookshelf 
Introductory Offer: 

Buy any three SoperSound selections, 
get 10% off. Buy all, get 15% off, save $283.50! 

Order through the Mix Bookshelf, 
6400 Hollis St. #I2, Emeryville, CA 94608, or call 

toll-free (800) 233-9604. 

Series IX is heroic, motivational, upbeat, 
and contemporary, with energy and 

strength. You'll find everything from or-
chestral to R&B. Two CD's, 54 cuts, totalling 

92 minutes' music. $245.00 (5901) 
Series X offers 59 selections ranging from 
orchestral to techno-pop and rock in small-
to-medium sized arrangements, with me-

dium tempos. Two CD's, nearly 90 minutes' 
music for only $245.00 (5902) 

Series XI brings 
High Tech into your 
studio, with state-of-

the-art synthesis tech-
niques in medium to upbeat 
tempos in pop, rock, and 
orchestral arrangements, as 
well as freestyle and fusion. 
Three CD's, 55 cuts. 
$345.00 (5903) 

Series XII reflects 
warm, majestic, 

pastoral moods, with 
16 extended-play themes 

arranged in New Age fusion 
style, with small-to- medium-
sized groups playing ballads, 
pop, orchestral, and folk. 
One CD, one hour, $245.00 
(5904) 

Series XIII is your 
lucky number. Our 
most eclectic series, 

featuring a wide range 
of styles and arrangements, 
from mellow jazz to stirring 
TV-style themes. Two 
CD's, 20 cuts, 80 minutes' 
music, $245.00 (5905) 

JUST RELEASED! Series XIV takes you on 
a whirlwind tour of contemporary life, from 

exotic locales to high tech to sports, in extended, 
:30 and :60 formats. Two CD's, over 100 min-

utes' music for just $245.00 (5908) 

Sample Cassette of SoperSound Music is avail-
able through Mix Bookshelf. Order Mix Catalog 

number 5907. The complete SoperSound on CD 
collection is available at 15% off-- Catalog number 
5906. 



ORDER FORM 
Please read Order Information on page three before completing this form. 

MD( BOOKSHELF, 6400 Hollis Street #12, Emeryville, California 94608 

Toll Free (800) 213-9604 or (415) 653-3307 FAX: (415) 653-5142 

SHIP TO: (please print) 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City,State,Zip 

Daytime Phone   E x t 

Please Send CI Bookshelf Catalogs; Quantity  

Bookshelf Wholesale Schedule 

METHOD OF PAYMENT: 
J Check or money order enclosed, or J MasterCard J Visa 

American Express 

Credit Card # 

Signature 

Ex p 

SEND BILL TO: if different than above) 

Name   

Address 

City, State, Zip 

Phone Ex t 

If your orders need special handling, please check the appropriate box 
See shipping instructions for charges. 
J Next Day Air J 2nd Day Air J USPS First Class L.1 Foreign Air 

ITEM NUMBER QUANTITY PRICE 

Subtotal   

CA, IL NY Sales Tax   

Shipping & I landling (see below)   

ENCLOSED TOTAL 

How did you first learn about MIX BOOKSHELF? 
Li MIX Magazine Li at Production Facility "3 at School 

1:1 Electronic Musician Magazine CI a Friend CI Direct Mail 
Other 

SHIPPING METHODS AND SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES 

NEXT DAY AIR SERVICE 
ALSO AVAILABLE - 

CALL FOR PRICES 

DIRECTIONS: Match up your desired 
shipping method with the number of 
items in your order to determine your 
shipping and handling charges. If you 
a re ordering more than 10 items, give us 
a call. 

SHIPPING 
METHODS 

DOMESTIC 

UPS GROUND 
OR 

U.S. MAIL-SURFACE 
(allow 2-3 weeks) 

UPS TWO-DAY AIR 
(allow 2 working days) 

OR 
U.S. FIRST CLASS AIR 

(allow 1 week) 

FOREIGN 

1 

3.00 

5.00 

EXCEPTIONS: Up to three audio cas-
settes can be counted as one item. Ship-
ping and handling for some items are 
listed separately with the product de-
scription. 

POLICIES: We guarantee delivery for 
all domestic shipments. We reserve the 
right tousea shipping method of equiva-
lent or higher listed price than the one 
you specify if we deem it necessary for 
the prompt and secure delivery of your 
merchandise. 

N U M BER OF ITEMS ORDERED 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

5.00 

8.00 

US MAIL INT'L SURFACE 4.00 
(allow 3-7 weeks) 

7.00 

US MAIL CANADA. 
MEXICO. CENTRAL 
AMERICA. CARIBBEAN 7.00 12.00 

6.75 8.00 9.00 9.75 10.50 

11.00 13.50 , 15.75 

9.50 12.50 15.00 

16.50 20.50 24.00 

17.75 

11.00 

19.75 , 21.50 

17.00 19.00 20.50 

11.50 

10 

12.00 

23.25 25.00 

22.00 23.50 

27.50 31.00 34.00 37.00 40.00 

INTL AIR SOUTH 
AMERICA, EASTERN 
EUROPE 15.00 26.00 36.00 45.00 53.00 61.00 69.00 76.00 83.00 90.00 
ASIA. AFRICA, 
EASTERN EUROPE, 
AUSTRALIA 22.00 38.00 52.00 64.00 75.00 85.00 95.00 105.00 115.00 125.00 

42 Call (415)653-3307 or (800)233-9604 



More MAXI MIDI (plus Guitars 
and Desktop Publishing, too!) 
from Alexander Publishing. 

More MAXI MIDI? You bet! Alexander 
Publishing continues to bring out 

the most in-depth series of make-&-model-
specific titles of any publisher in the 
world. For example, we've got five titles 
(over 1,000 pages of instruction) on the 
Korg Ml. For the Roland DSO, we have 
four titles. And we'll have complete sup-
port for the newest products that are just 

Alexander Publishing has beautiful new four-color covers. 

starting to ship, like the Yamaha VSO. Plus, 
there's in-depth support coming on those 
units, like the Korg Ti or Roland W30, 
that are shipping around the 1989 Sum-
mer NAMM show. 
And, with all the changes in MIDI, we're 

proud to bring out our new 1989 How 
MIDI Works and the revised 1989 
Murphy's Law MIDI/SMPTE Book. 
If you're a composer/arranger, you'll 

want the 2nd Edition of Rimsky-
Korsakov's Principles of Orchestration. 
We're already shipping the first two of 
eight planned volumes of this important 
work. There's Percy Goetschius' Serious 
Composer Series, four in-depth 
volumes of instruction (more than 1,200 
pages worth) that you can't even get at the 
graduate level in many music schools. 
And, because technology has expanded 

your world, we've expanded ours to help 
you keep up with it. We've expanded our 
teaching series to include works on guitar, 
piano and wordprocessing/desktop 
publishing for IBM PCs and compatibles. 
So don't wait. Place your advance orders 
today with Mbc Bookshelf 

Working Guitarist Series! 
Like all Alexander Publishing titles, 

these books are written by top-flight 
professionals who earn their living playing 
and who also have the rare ability to teach 
what they know. 
For 10 years, Jimmy Stewart wrote a 

monthly column for Guitar Player 
magazine. Recently, Jimmy performed in 

Teach Yourself Keyboard 
Playing And 
Improvisation 

concert with Carlos Santana. His book 
is Smoothing Out the Rough Edges. 
Maitland Ward regularly performs with 

Madonna, Jeffrey Osborne and others. 
In Guitar Styles on the Korg A3, Mait-
land has created a series of "patches" for 
the A3 that allow the guitarist to emulate 
the guitar sounds on many top 40, blues 
and jazz albums for both lead and back-
ground lines. 

Bill Purse from Duquesne University 
brings 65 Simplified Bach Chorales 
that's challenging and powerful for ex-
panding your technique and conception. 

Sampling 
We're shipping a sampling book that 

people are going nuts over: Sampling 
Basics by Bobby Maestas. Anyone that 
owns a sampler needs this book. It as-
sumes no prior experience with sampling. 
There are three broad sections: an over-
view of sampling, sampling/recording and 
how to edit the sample. The edit section is 
specifically organized to help you demys-
tify your unit. Now that's a book anyone 
who has a sampler should own! 

And Still More for 1989 

Roland 

E D20 Sequencing 
E R8 Drum Machine Book 
0 W30: 

Soundmaking Book 
Sequencing & Recording 
Drum Patterns Handbook 

Yamaha 

EV50: 
Soundmaking Book 
Sequencing & Recording 
Drum Patterns Handbook 

D RX8 Drum Machine 

Korg 
EM1: 

Effects Book 
Advanced Programming 

ET1: 
Soundmaking Book 
Sequencing & Recording 
Drum Patterns Handbook 

D Almost Instant Pianist 
Level 1, Volume 1 
Level 1, Volume 2 
Level 1, Volume 3 

D The Instant Composer 
Volume II 
Volume III 
Volume IV 

D College Series 
Sophomore Year 
Junior Year 
Senior Year 
Writing for Strings 
String Writing Workbook 
Orchestration Solutions 
Orchestration Workbook 
Orchestrating the Melody 
Melody and Colors 
Orchestral Voicings 

0 Arranging/ Recording 
Electronic Arranging 
Recording Basics 

D Office Training Guides 
WordPerfect Level 1 
Ventura Publisher Level 1 
Ventura Publisher Level 2 



SOUND MEAS PRODUCTION MUSK 
First 30 CD Volumes now in stock. 
The Sound Ideas Production Music Library sounds incrediblu 
and its yours to preview by simplycalling a Sound Ideas' account 
executive for a free demonstration. In Canada (416) 886-5000. 
In U.S.A. 1-800-387-3030. 

Remaining worldwide distribution by 

105 WEST BEAVER CREEK RO/ 
SUITE #4 

RICHMOND HILL. ONTARIO 
CANADA L4B 106 

SMIND 
PRODUCTION 

STUDER JmuzeH4sroc9H/aL /ace 
CH-8105 Regensdorf, Switzerland. Althardstrasse 10.Telefon 01840 29 60. Telefax (CCITT G 3/2). 01840 47 37. 

Exclusive distributic 
in Canada. United 
States and Australia 



Pro Audio Asia '89 
The International Trade Exhibition for 

Professionals in the Broadcast, Recording,, 
Public Address, Installation/ Contracting 

and Duplicating Industries 

JULY 6-8, 1989 

HONG KONG CONVENTION AND EXHIBITION CENTRE 

Recognised as the only specialised professional audio manufacturers show effectively covering the 
entire fast-growing Asia-Pacific region. 

Leading manufacturers from USA - UK - Japan - Western Europe - Scandinavia - Australia are partici-
pating, confirming the vitally important pivital role played by PRO AUDIO ASIA '89. 

Make sure your products are there - contact us today. 
Confirmed exhibitors include: 

ARX (Australia) 
AHB (UK) 
Amek/TAC (UK) 
Ampex (USA) 

AMS/Calrec (UK) 
Apogee Sound (USA) 
Audio Developements (UK) 

Audio Kinetics (UK) 
Audio Technica (Japan) 
Australian Monitor (Australia) 
Best (USA) 
Bose (USA) 
Bruel + Kjaer (Demark) 
BSS (UK) 

Canare (Japan) 
Celestion (UK) 
Cree Audio (USA) 
Denko (Japan) 
DDA (UK) 
Dolby (UK) 
Fane Acoustics (UK) 
Globe Magnetics (Singapore) 
Greencorp Magnetics (Australia) 
Hill Audio (UK) 
Hunsonburg (Hong Kong) 
Klark-Teknik (UK) 
Lyrec (Denmark) 
Nagra Kudelski (Switzerland) 

RE Instruments (Denmark) 
Sennheiser (West Germany) 
Sonosax (Switzerland) 

Sony (Japan) 
Soundcraft (UK) 

Soundtracs (UK) 

Studer Revox (Switzerland) 
Tannoy (UK) 

Tapematic (Italy) 
IC electronic (Denmark) 
Trident (UK) 
Turbosound (UK) 
Zonal (UK) 

Note: UK national group consists of 38 companies. 

A visit to PRO AUDIO ASIA '89 is essential. 

If you are operating in the Asia Pacific region in the manufacture - service - hands on use or supply of 

equipment in the broadcast-recording - live sound - public address - installation/contracting - duplicat-
ing industries. 

This is your opportunity to meet the world's leading manufacturers. 

Write or call for your invitation - NOW. 

Organised by: 
BUSINESS & INDUSTRIAL TRADE FAIRS LTD 

28/F., Harbour Centre, 
25 Harbour Road, 
Wanchai, Hong Kong 

Tel: 5-756333 

Fax: 5-8341171, 5-8345373 
Telex: 64882 ASIEX HX 
Cable: BIPCCAB B8Ze I 

EXHIBITION 

I am interested in LI exhibiting E visiting PRO AUDIO ASIA '89. 
Please send me further details. 

Name:   Position:   

Company:  

Address:   

  Country:   

Tel:   Tex:   Fax:   
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Colossus digital audio system with Louis Dorren. Services 
offered: location/studio recording where accurate archival of 
live performance or final mix is required. Production services 
include the Colossus (4-channel) PCM digital audio system 
with 1630 compact disc format compatibility; and/or 4-chan-
nel surround microphone (MS-4). Recommend that interested 
parties inquire as to latest compact disc samples in release by 
clients utilizing Colossus or MS-4 or both Conversion of exist-
ing sound effects and music libraries into Colossus format 
and then to optical hard disk also available. Written informa-
tion package available upon request. 

PACIFIC MOBILE RECORDERS; Audio Recording; 2616 
Garfield Ave, Carmichael ( Sacramento), CA 95608; (916) 
483-2340 Contact: Kat Coffey Hibbard REMOTE RECORD-
ING Vehicles: Chevy C50 w/20' box, air conditioned, lilt gate 
Control Room Dimensions: 18' x 7'6" x 76". Mixing Con-
solea  Harrison MR-4 36 x 24 x 36 wNCA grouping, NB 
Systems mic inputs. Audio Recorders: Otan MTR-90 24-track 
w/auto locator. Sony/MCI JH-110B14 2-track. 3M M79 2-
track, TEAC cassette decks Outboard Equipment Lexicon 
200 digital reverb, UREI LA-4 limiters. USAucle gates, Lex-
icon PCM60 digital reverb, Yamaha SPX90, Ibanez digital 

delay, 27-band E0, active and passive direct boxes Micro-
phones: Neumann, AKG, Sennheiser, E-V. Shure, Beyer, 
Crown, Audio-Technica. Monitor Speakers: E-V Sentry 500, 
JBL 4313, M&K close field monitors, Auratone. Power Ampli-
fiers: Yamaha P2201, Crown D-150A Video Monitors: Sony 
color. SanyolISW. Cameras: Panasonic AG- 155, Sanyo B&W. 
Other Major Equipment 36-channel 3-way isolated split. 16-

PACIFIC MOBILE RECORDERS 
Carmichael (Sacramento), CA 

channel 2-way isolated split, 250' 36-pair snake, 65' sub-
snakes, intercom system, 220/110V transformer isolated, 100 
amp AC distribution system, pre-wired for additional 24-track 

recorder Rates: Starting at S1,350/day Packages available, 
call for quote 

PERFORMANCE AUDIO; Sound Rene., Staging, Rental, 
Audio and Video Recording; 2358 S. Main; Salt Lake City, UT 
84115, (801) 466-3196. Contact Craig Hylton 

PHILIP PERKINS, Sound Reed, Audio and Video Record-
ing; 45A Wright St; San Francisco, CA 94110; (415) 824-
6137. Contact Nancy Baddock 

THE PLANT RECORDING STUDIOS; Audio Recording; 

2200 Bridgeway; Sausalito, CA 94965; (415) 332-6100. Con-
tact Bob Skye REMOTE RECORDING Specialization & 
Credits: "Rover," The Plants mobile recording unit, offers the 
finest in mobile acoustic environments and equipment for live 
concert recording, remote broadcast, audio for film and video, 

in-house recording and post-production/audio sweetening. 
Rover is a certified LEDE• control room on wheels that fea-
tures an acoustic accuracy that surpasses many in-house 
studios It has become one of the most popular live-to-two-

THE RECORDING WORKSHOP IS THE WORLD'S LEADING SCHOOL FOR "HANDS-ON" 

TRAINING IN MUSIC RECORDING TECHNOLOGY. IN OUR INTENSIVE, 5-WEEK PROGRAM, 
YOU'LL LEARN THE CREATIVE OPERATION OF PROFESSIONAL RECORDING EQUIPMENT. 
WE'LL TEACH YOU THE JOB SKILLS NEEDED TO SUCCESSFULLY START YOUR 
CAREER AS A RECORDING ENGINEER, PRODUCER OR STUDIO MUSICIAN. 
w NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 

e 6-STUDIO RECORDING COMPLEX FILLED WITH THE 
LATEST EQUIPMENT DAT, MCC ETC 
LOw-COST, ON CAMPUS HOUSING 

THE 
RECORDING 
WORKSHOP 

INTENSIVE, 5-WEEK PROGRAM GIVES YOU MORE QUALITY, 
IN-STUDIO EXPERIENCE THAN MOST LONGTERM SCHOOLS 

0- JOB/INTERNSHIP PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE 

• FINANCIAL AP AVAILABLE 

FOR FREE BROCHURE, PLEASE CALL OR WRITE TODAY 

THE RECORDING WORKSHOP 
1-800-848-9900 1-614-663-2510 
455-X MASSIEVILLE ROAD, CHILLICOTHE, OHIO 45601 
OHIO STATE BOARD OF SCHOOL AND COLLEGE REGISTRATION 080-07-0696T 

THE PLANT RECORDING STUDIOS 
Sausalito, CA 

track as well as multitrack mobiles because of its ability to 
deliver clean, accurate sound to the client with virtually no 
guesswork involved. Rover is available for everything from 
one-nighters to lengthy tours If you are looking for more than 
just saturated tracks, or if you prefer recording and mixing at 
your place, Rover is the mobile to call. Some of our clients/proj-
ects include: John Denver, U2, Stanley Turrenttne, Marty Balm, 
Jacques Cousteau, Judy Collins, NFL Films, Mita Baker, Na-
tional Public Radio, Bobby McFerrin, Jimmy Smith, Todd Rund-
gren, Carmen McRae, Ronnie James Dio, Kenny Burrell, 
Island Records, Billy Preston, Chick Corea. Harry Belafonte, 
Paul Williams, Peter, Paul and Mary, A. Jarreau, John Faddis, 
Milt Jackson, Les McCann. Robert Cray and Bourgeois Tagg. 

PRO MEDIA 
El Sobrante, CA 

PRO MEDIA; Sound Reinl., Rental; 3563 San Pablo Dam 
Rd.; El Sobrante, CA 94803, (415) 222-0307. Contact John 
Monitto 

PROFESSIONAL SOUND AND RECORDING;Audio Record-
ing; 3100 W. 71st Ave.; Westminster, CO 00030;1303/ 426-
7819. Contact Phil Crumrine. REMOTE RECORDING Vehi-
cles: 1984 Winnebago Centauri van, compact 20' x 7 3' x 
good for limited-access venues, air conditioned Mixing Con-
soles: Soundcratt 1624 24 x 15 x 24, Rowland Research 
Audiophile 8 x 2. Soundcraft 2008 /6 x 4 x 8, additional 

consoles available. Audio Recorders: (2) Stephens 821B 24-
track w/autolocator and 16-track heads, Revox PR-99 1/2 -
track, ( 2) Nakamichi DMP-100 digital w/video decks. Pana-
sonic AG-6400 VHS Hi-ti. ( 12) TEAC V2-RX 3-head raccette 
deck Synchronization Systems: Available as required. Out-
board Equipment Lexicon PCM60, Yamaha REV7, Yamaha 
SPX90, DeltaLab ADM 1024, (2) Symetnx 522 gate/limiter, (2) 
Symetrix 501 comp/limiter. dbx 900 eack w/(2) parametric 
E0, (4) compressor and (3) gate, BBE 202R, any outboard 
gear available upon request. Microphones: Schoeps 501-V 
stereo, (4) Schoeps CMC-3, (2) AKG C-41 4EB, (2) AKG C-451 
w/sholguns. AKG C-33 stereo, (3) Shure SM81, (2) Sennheiser 
421, (2) Crown PZM, C-ducer, Shure, E-V Monitor Speakers: 
Yamaha NS- 10, E-V Sentry 100, B&W DM- 100, JBL Control 1. 
Power Amplifiers: Rowland Research Model 5, Intersound 
SP-300, Hailer DH-200 Video Recorders: Panasonic AG-
6400 Y2" VHS Hi-fi. Video Monitors: (21 BMC 13" Cameras: 
Canon VC-20A Other Major Equipment Full audio-for-video 
services. Clear-Corn system, all internal wiring is Mogami 
Neglex, audio AC circuit is transformer isolated and maximum 
draw of AC circuits is 15 amps or less Rates: Available upon 
request 
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NEW 11111C BSS Audio 
SPLITTER 

"You call that a splitter?" gloats roadie with new 
BSS mic splitter. 

LONDON: BSS Audio Ltd. 
has just produced a new mic 
splitter using its world-
famous OverDesign technol-
ogy. This despite the fact that 
a mic splitter is a functional 
device that performs the 
mundane task of providing 
multiple feeds from a single 
mic source. 
Quizzed about the compa-

ny's OverDesign approach to 
a mic splitter, company man-
aging director Chas Brooke 
dryly stated: "Yes, I know 
we're viewed in the audio 
industry as a bunch of obses-
sive zealots. But we have to 
OverDesign every aspect of 
every product. I couldn't 
look my wife in the eye every 
morning if one of our prod-
ucts failed to operate at opti-
mum level in every possible 
situation. 
"OverDesign pays. 

Through superior perform-
ance in the short term. And 

uncompromising reliability 
over the long term. 

"In the case of our MSR-
604 mic splitter, we had liter-
ally no design standard to 
compete with," says Brooke. 
"Other than home-made 
devices consisting of trans-
formers, tape and wire. These 
appear to be less expensive at 
first, but end up costing more 
in the end. Because the cli-
ent's time is valuable. Spare 
parts are expensive. And then 

Applies 
OverDesign TM 
Technology 

there's the hidden cost of 
replacing the device after its 
abbreviated lifespan." 
According to company 

handouts, the MSR-604 is a 
dedicated non-i nteractive 
splitter OverDesigned to 
solve the problem of supply-
ing multiple feeds to differing 
technologies from a single 
source. 

It is the first of its kind to 
boast four fully independent 
channels: Two rear panel-
mounted, electronically bal-
anced and non-floating 
outputs for House and Moni-
tors. It also has two identi-
cal, front panel-mounted, 
actively buffered, fully trans-
former balanced and floating 
outputs for TV, Radio and 
Mobile Recording facilities. 
BSS tells us that the MSR-

604 is OverDesigned to elim-
inate signal degradation and 
improve overall performance 
by providing proper current 
driving stages for long 
shielded cable runs. 

Its seemingly endless list of 
attributes includes: a particu-
larly low noise floor; special 
Master Gain section and 
Remote Gain/Headroom 

"OverDesign"' is my life!" 
says one of Chas Brooke's 
BSS researchers. 

control for ease of use; phan-
tom power switch and a con-
sistent, positive grounding 
system. Plus its standard 
racking capability allows 
mounting convenience and 
unusually quick assembly. 
Why OverDesign some-

thing as functional as a mic 
splitter? " Because," says 
Brooke, "We can't bear to 
think of the alternatives. And 
neither should you!' 

Think Of The Alternatives 

BROOKE SIREN SYSTEMS 

CEdgeTech 

In US: Edge Distribution Corporation, 
RR2 Box 144C, Milewood Road, 
Millbrook, NY 12545 
Tel: (914) 567-1400 IMC:EDC-US 

In Canada: Gerr Audio Distribution Inc., 
363 Adelaide Street East, 
Toronto, Ontario M5A 1N3 
Tel: (416) 361-1667 Telex: 6524385 

BSS Audio Ltd., 
Unit 5, Merlin Centre, Acrewood Way, 
St. Albans, Herts AL4 OJY England 
Tel: 0727-45242 Fax: 0727-45277 
Telex: 265612 BSS G IMC: BSS-UK 
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NORTHWEST 

I EcRII IN/G 

SCIJ\D 
REINFORCEMENT 

GEORGE RELLES SOUND; Sound Reinl.; 2021 Kincaid St; 
Eugene, OR 97405; (503) 686-9325. SOUND REINFORCE-
MENT Touring Radius: Regional. Maximum Venue Size: 
6,000 Vehicles: 1988 GMC W4 diesel 8' x 16' box. House 
Loudspeakers: (8) Meyer MSL-3, (6) Meyer 650-R2 sub-
woofer, (6) Harbinger 508 (JBL 2225/2445 loaded), (6) Har-
binger 512 (JBL 2225 loaded), ( 2) Community Boxer sub-
woofer, (8) Klipsch LaScalla. Flying System Available: Yes. 
Monitor Loudspeakers: (4) Meyer UPA, (2) Meyer UM1, (4) 
EAW SM202, EAW 155, (6) Harbinger 524. House Consoles: 
Hill 4400 32 x 8x 2, Hill B3 24 x4 x 2. Allen and Heath 16x4 
2, CAD Maxcon 40 x 8 x 2. Monitor Consoles: Hill M3 24 x 8. 
Soundcraft 500 32 a 12. Outboard Equipment Lexicon 200 
digital reverb, (2) Lexicon PCM70 digital effects processor, 
DeltaLab ADM512 Super TimeLine digital delay, (2) Audio 
Digital Add-2 stereo digital delay, Barcus-Berry Electronics 
202 signal processor. BBE 822, Aphex Type B Aural Exciter, 
EXR exciter, ADR Scamp rack w/(2) S30. S100, S23, S25, (6) 
S31, (4) S03, (2) SO4. Meyer CP10 parametric EQ. (2) Sund-
holm 2103 EQ. (2) Rene parametric EQ. (6) Rane ME30 
1/3-octave EQ. (2) CDT PF8 rack w/(6) comp/limiter (4) gates. 
Drawmer M500 dynamics processor, (2) Lexicon LXP, Lex-
icon MAC MIDI controller, (8) dbx 1531 13-octave EO, Klark-
Teknik DN410 parametric EQ, Panasonic SV-2500 R-DAT 
recorder, Eventide Harmonizer 3000. Power Amplifiers: ( 14) 
Hill DX1500, (3) Crown Micro-Tech 1200, (4) Haller P-500, (3) 
BGW 250. ( 3) Carver PM 1.5, Crown DC-300A Crown D-150. 
Microphones: (3) AKG C-460, (8) AKG C-451, (2) AKG C-414, 
(6) Neumann KM84, (8) Shure SM81. ( 10) AKG C-535, (6) 

Sennheiser 421, (2) E-V RE20, (4) Shure SM53, (8) Shure 
SM57, (4) Shure SM58, (2', Beyer 11260. (2) Sennheiser 431, 
(2) RCA 77, (2) Countryman EM101, Shure SM85, AKG D-
330, (6) Boundary Layer mics. Rates: $350-$2,000/day plus 
travel. 

RANDALL SCHILLER PRODUCTIONS 
San Francisco, CA 

RANDALL SCHILLER PRODUCTIONS: Sound Raja, Rent-
al, Audio Recording; 1207 Fifth Ave.; San Francisco, CA 
94122; (415) 661-7553. Contact: Randy Schiller. SOUND 
REINFORCEMENT. Touring Radius: Local, regional. Maxi-
mum Venue Size: 20,000 people. House Loudspeakers ( 16) 
Gauss 1502 super tweeters. (8) Eastern Acoustic Works KF-
E50 full-range systems. (8) Eastern Acoustic Works SB-850 
sub-bass systems, ( 16) Harbinger 1208 horns w/JBL 2441 
drivers, (6) Eastern Acoustic Woris SR- 115 bass bins, ( 8) 
Eastern Acoustic Works SR-215 double bass bins, ( 16) Cer-
win-Vega 8-36A/L-36PE low frequency folded horns. Flying 
System Available: Yes Monitor Loudspeakers: (8) Harbinger 
524, (2) Harbinger 514 (ta-amplified). ( 4) Gauss HF-4000 
drivers on Gauss horns, ( 4( AneC 81e bass bin w/Gauss 5840 
chver, (4) JBL 46288 speakers House Consoles: Soundcraft 
200B SEC) 24 x 4 x 2, Biamp 16 x 2 x 1, Biamp 883 8 x 2 x 1, 

RECORDINC1DIUMMY AWARD 
WINNERS SINCE 1977 

a 24, 16, & track recorders in matched pairs 
a 40x24- input API console 
III 75 top-quality microphones 
Z 3-machine SMPTE lock-up 
In 3-engineer crews 

PHIL EDWARDS 
REMOTE RECORDING 

1534 W Winton Avenue 
iláyward, CA 94545 (415) 784-1971 

Tapco 610ORB/6100EX 145 1. Outboard Equipment Yama-
ha REV7 digital reverb, Yamaha SPX90 digital reverb, Even-
tide H910 Harmonizer, DeltaLab 2048 digital delay, DeltaLab 
DL-2 digital delay, dbx 161, dbx 163 compressor/limiter, 
UREI 1178 stereo compressor/limiter, Orban 622B paramet-
ric equalizer, Fosgate DSM3602 360 digital space matrix. 
Power Amplifiers: (3) Carver Ml ST 360-watt/channel, (8) 
SAE A-501 250-watt/channel, ( 18) SAE A-201 100-watt/chan-
nel, (8) SAE A-1001 500-watt/channel, (2) Phase Linear 7008 
350-watt/channel. Crown Micro-Tech 1200LX 275-watt/chan-
nel. Microphones: (2) E-V RE20, (4) E-V RE15, (4) Shure 
SM81, ) 12) Shure SM58, ( 16) Shure SM57, (2) Sennheiser 
MD-431, (4) Sennheiser MD-421, (2) AKG D-12, (2) Sony 
ECM-33P, ( 10) Countryman DI. Lighting: Phoebus Ultra 
Quartz. Other Equipment (2) RTS 424 distribution amplifier. 
RTS 444 stereo buffer amplifier, (5) Crown VFX-2A stereo 
electronic crossover, (2) Rane AC-22 stereo 2-way electronic 
crossover, Rane AC-23 stereo 3-way elec. crossover. Uni-
Sync MS- 10 10 x 3 mic splitter, SA-3050 spectrum analyzer, 
Yamaha Q2031 13-octave stereo equalizer, (4) MXR dual 
15-band stereo graphic EQ. Rates: Call for prices on equip-
ment and equipment packages REMOTE RECORDING. 
Control Room Dimensions: 12' x 15'. Mixing Consoles: TEAC 
Model 5B, TEAC M35EX, (4) TEAC Model 1. Audio Recorders: 
Otan 50508, TEAC 80-8, Sony TC-8544S, Sony TC-8502T, 
Pioneer RT-707. Noise Reduction Systems: (2) dbx 154, ( 2) 
dbx 157. Outboard Equipment (2) Sony TC-WR930 stereo 
double cassette deck, (2) Sony K-81 TC stereo cassette deck, 
Aiwa ADF-990 stereo cassette deck, Uni-Sync MS- 10 10 x 3 
microphone splitter, TEAC MB-20 meter bridge, (4) Technics 
SL- 1200 MkIlturntables. Sound Workshop 242 stereo rever-
beration unit, Bozak CMA-102DL mixer, UREI 1620 mixer, 
Aphex Type C Aural Exciter. Microphones: Neumann U87, (2) 
AKG C-414, AKG D-12, (2) Sennheiser MD-431, (2) Shure 
SM91, Crown PZM 6LPB/PX-18B, (2) Shure SM81, ( 14) Shure 
SM57, ( 10) Shure SM58, Shure 520D "Green Bullet." Monitor 
Speakers: (2) JBL 4411, (2) JBL 4311, (4) JBL 4401, (2) 
Auralone. Power Amplifiers: BCE 100-1 30-watt/channel, SAE 
2401 250-watt/channel. Video Recorders: JVC HRD-470U 
VHS Hi-li/HO video deck, Sony SL-2700 Beta Hi-fi video 
deck. Video Monitors: Sony KV-1956B 19" monitor. Mag-
navox 13". Sony XRB 27". Cameras: Sony CDD-V110. Rates: 
Upon request. Specialization 8 Credits: We are a multifaceted 
company providing facilities and services in the areas of 
audio, video, film and theater. We are dedicated to providing 
the highest quality in a relaxed but professional environment 
In addition to recording studio services and location record-
ing services. we provide sound reinforcement for venues 
ranging from small clubs to large outdoor concerts, audio 
design and installation, film and video production and lighting 
services Check out our latest audio and video design and 
installation at San Francisco's Juke Box Saturday Night and 
please come and experience the finest live sound system in 
San Francisco at San Francisco's finest club-the I-Beam! 

SRSF RECORDINGS/ENTERTAINMENTS ENTERPRISES' 
Denver, CO 

SRSF RECORDINGS/ENTERTAINMENTS ENTERPRISES': 
Audio Recording; PO Box 14131; Denver, CO 80214; (303) 
232-2398. Contact: Sharon R. Smith-Fliesher. REMOTE RE-
CORDING Specialization 8, Credits: SRSF Recordings/En-
tertainments Enterprises specializes in audio promotions/dis-
tribution of compact discs, 45s, LPs and cassettes SRSF 
Recordings targets adult contemporary, folk, bluegrass and 
country formats SRSF Recordings arranges studio record-
ing, location recording, pre-mastering and pressing. SRSF 
Recordings are distributed throughout the United States, Can-
ada and Europe SRSF Recordings are directed to MR direc-
tors, producers, promoters and music/program directors in 
radio. SRSF Recordings is a member of ASCAP. CMA and 
IFCO.SRSF Recordings has been listed in the 1989 edition of 
Encyclopedia of Associations for Excellence in Professional-
ism. 1989 Songwriters Digest, and the 1989 
Who's Who in Entertainment. SRSF Recordings artists pro-
mote works in Nashville, annually, at the Country Music Fan 
Fair. SRSF Recordings cater to the gay and lesbian commu-
nity, supporting the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force. 
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-11-11RID EAR 
SOUND COMPANY 

THIRD EAR SOUND COMPANY 
Richmond, CA 

THIRD EAR SOUND COMPANY; Sound Rein!.. 601 S. 8th 
St; Richmond, CA 94804; (415) 233-2920. Contact David 
Trincherc, Raul Suarez. SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Tour-
ing Radius: Regional. Maximum Venue Size: 20 000. Vehi-
cles: GMC 18' bobtail (diesel). Ford 15' van, c ergo vans. 
House Loudspeakers: Harbinger 828 3-way wrl'-box horn-
loaded system w/18" bass section, 12" mids aidd 2" high-
frequency section. Brooke-Siren FDS-360 cross, ver In-amp 
and phase align, (40) stacks available, dual 18" subwoofer 
cabinets, dual 15" low/mid cabinets, 2" biradial horn packs. 
JBL and PAS components, various one box systems available 
for smalNr venues Flying System Available: Yes Monitor 
Loudspeakers: (30) 2-way floor wedge w/ 15" and compres-
sion driver sections w/JBL, E-V arid PAS components, 2- or 
3-way drum and side fills w/15" or 18" bass and 2" high-
frequency sections House Consoles: Soundcrat 800B 32 x 
8, Sounctcraft 500B 32 x 8, Ftamsa WR-8118 18 x 4, Yamaha 
PM700, Yamaha PM430. Monitor Consoles: Soundcraft 800B 
32 x 10, Soundcraft 400B 24 x 10, Yamaha PMI 000 modified 
16 x 6. Outboard Equipment: White Instruments equalizer. 
Klark-Telinik equalizer, Audio Logic equalizer, UREI equal-

izer. Organ equalizer, Audioarts equalizer, dbx 160X con--
pressor/limiter, dbx 166 compressor/limiter. Gates noise gate. 
Yamaha delay/reverb, Roland delay/reverb, Detta_ab delay/re-
verb, Eventide delay/reverb, MXR delay/reverb, Aphex Excit-
ers. Power Amplifiers: Carver PM-1.5. Carver PC- 175. Micro-
phones: Shure SM58, Shure SM57. Shure SM56, Shure 
SM54, Shure SM59.Sennheiser 421, AKG 451, Bectro-Voice 
PL77, Bectro-Voice RE20. Beyer M88, Audo-Technica 
ATM11, Audio-Technica ATM21, Audio-Techrnca ATM63, 
other models available. Other Equipment Clear-Cam inter-
com system, power distribution system. Rates: Superior ser-
vice and best prices. Call for quote. 

TRANSPARENT RECORDINGS; Audio Recording; San Fran-
cisco, CA, (415) 563-6164. Contact Lolly Lewis 

UNITED SOUND ASSOCIATES, INC.; Sound Rai«, 2112 
W. Nob Hill Blvd.; Yakima, WA 98902; (509) 452-8686. Con-
tact: Mark Strosahl 

XXXX AUDIO SYSTEMS; Sound Rein f., Rental; 6384 Free-
port Blvd.; Sacramento, CA 95822; (916) 443-3535. Contact: 
Doug Pomphrey 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA/HAWAII 

A-1 AUDIO, INC.; Sound Rein!., Rental; 6322 DeLongpre 
Ave.; Hollywood, CA 90028-8191; (213)465-1101; (800)44E-
4466; FAX: (213)465-9467. Contact Al Sinisca .Bobby Ross, 
Rick Southern. SOUND REINFORCEMENT Touring Radius: 
Nations Maximum Venue Size: Unlimited Vehicles: 48' air-
ride tractor trailers, 24' air- ride bobtails. House Loudspeak-
ers: A- Audio fully integrated flying P.A. w/Meyer MSL-3. 
Meyer UPA-1, Meyer subwoofers. Flying System Available: 
Yes. Monitor Loudspeakers: Meyer UPA-1, Meyer UM- 1, 
Meyer MSL-3, A-1 Audio custom double 12" and single 15" 
vocal monitors. House Consoles: Yamaha PM3000/40C and 
DMP7 cigital mixers, Harrison "Alive" consoles, Cadac com-
puterized consoles, Soundcraft 800C. Monitor Consoles: 
Ramsa WR-S840, Harrison, Soundcraft 800C, Yamaha 
PM3000/40C, Yamaha PM2800M, Yamaha MC2408M, all 
specially modified. Outboard Equipment Slate-ef -the-art dig-
ital processing gear by Lexicon, Yamaha, Eventide, AMS. 
Sony, Kark-Teknik, dbx, UREI. Power Amplifiers: Crest 8000, 
Crest 4000, BGW 750B, Yamaha, Meyer M-1000. Micro-
phones All Sennheiser, Neumann, AKG, Shure, Vega, Micron, 
Nady, large (30 simultaneous units) wireless )L8-IF and VHF) 
RF microphone systems Other Equipment Wide selection of 

A 1 AUDIO, INC. 
Hollywood, CA 

Clear-Corn-aid RTS intercom systems Ikegami video ecaip-
ment, etc. Rates: Avai'able upon request Specialization & 
Credits: Far over 20 years A-1 Audio, Inc has served the 
diverse needsof the ernire professorial entertairment iidus-
try With international experience in live concert touring Me-
vision, film. Br oaclway theaters, indushal shows and Vegas-
type showrpoin irstallations. A-1 Audio is readyto meet any 
audio ceinbrcement requirement 

AT NI 
=SiLIAL 

ATM AUDIO/VISUAL 
Gardena, CA 

ATUAUDIONISUAL; Sound Rein!,, Lighting, RentalAudio 
Recording; 1'7104 S. eigueroa St (office); 17800 S. Main St. 
10 16 ( sales): Gardenia, CA 90248; [213) 538-2004 (office); 
(213) 3290997 (sales). Contact: Ancrew Marti:, 

CAL CENTRAL PRODUCTIONS/CAL CENTRAL PRO 
LIGHTING &SOUND- Sound Rein f., Lighting, Staging. Rent-
al, 543-A W. Betteravia Rd.; Sarta Maria, CA. 93455. (805) 
925-i280. Contact: Jee Quealy 

CONCERT SOUND CONSULTANTS 
Julien, CA 

CONCERT SOUND CONSULTANTS; Sound Rein!,, PO Box 
831; Jul an CA 921)36. (619) 765-2220. Contact David 
Scheirman 

Cal Switch 
We Carry 

The Nations Largest 
Switch Inventory 

also 
VVire and Cable 
Indicator Lights 

Meters 
Electro/Mechanical 

Components 

VALUE ADDED SERVICES 
In-House Capabilities: 

Assembly 
Modification 
Engraving 

Tampo Printing 
Hot Stamping 

CAL SWITCH 
California Switch and Signal Inc. 

13717 S. Normandie Ave. 
Gardena, Calif. 90249 

(213) 770-2330 
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The 
Alternative 

Music 
Library! 

A800.227.1954 

212.333.5766 

FAX 

212.262-0814 

Call for our 
Compact Disc 

Demo 

1"11% 

JLJ  

MAN II-1 All TA NI  
P RODUCTION MUSIC  

P.O. Box 1268, Radio City Station 
N ew York, New York 10101 
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SO. CAL & HAWAII 

REINFORCEMENT 

DELICATE PRODUCTIONS, INC., Sound Rein!., Lighting: 
1390 Flynn Rd ItA, Camarillo, CA 93010, (805) 388-1800. 
Contact Spy Matthews 

ESTRIN ASSOCIATES/BEST AUDIO; 10640 Burbank Blvd.; 
North Hollywood, CA 91601, (818) 763-2378 Contact: Jim 
Se/e' 

GOLD SOUND, Sound Reint, Rentat, 11907 Juniette St.; 
Culver City, CA 90230; (213) 827-3540. Contact Ed Cirino. 

HG SOUND; Sound Rein!,, Rental; PO Box 766; Manhattan 
Beach, CA 90266; (213) 834-6566. Contact Harold Goodman. 

LE MOBILE. Audio Recording; 11131 Waddington St; North 
Hollywood, CA 91801; (818) 506-8481. Contact: Guy Char-
bonneau, Trish Khur. 

PACIFIC AUDIO-VISUAL ENTERPRISES 
Monrovia, CA 

PACIFIC 
AUDIO-VISUAL 

ENTERPRISES 

PACIFIC AUDIO-VISUAL ENTERPRISES; Sound Rein!., 
Audio Recording; 545 Cloverleaf Way; Monrovia, CA 91016; 
(818) 359-8012; FAX: (818) 357-0602. Contact: Ron Streicher. 
SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Touhng Radius: Worldwide. 
Vehicles: Consulting for any size project, equipment for small-
scale reinforcement projects only. House Loudspeakers: JBL. 
House Consoles: Soundcraft 80013 Outboard Equipment: 
Lexicon, Yamaha, Aphex. Power Amplifiers: Haller 200 Micro-
phones: Schoeps, AKG, Neumann. Beyer, Shure, Sennheiser 
Rates: Base rate: $65/hr. variable, pending project requisites. 
REMOTE RECORDING. Vehicles: Dodge van. Control Room 
Dimensions: Per venue/setup on site Mixing Consoles: Sound-
craft 800B (custom modified), Quantum 12A (custom modi-
fied), custom-built 6 x 2, custom-built 3 x 2. Audio Recorders: 
Studer 867 (pair, custom modified), (2) Sony PCM-F1 proces-
sors, R-DAT, Revox B77 (pair, custom modified), Otan  5050-
B011. Noise Reduction Systems: dbx Type I, Dolby A, Dolby 
SR. Outboard Equipment Lexicon 200, Yamaha REV7, dbx 
900, Aphex Type B, Aphex Compellor Microphones: Schoeps 
Colette system, AKG 414/P-48, AKG 460, AKG 450, AKG 
C-422 stereo. AKG C-24 stereo, Calrec Soundf eld system, 
Beyer, Sennheiser. RCA, Coles, Shure, Neumann TLM170. 
Monitor Speakers: Norberg BCS-16, JBL 4612, KEF 103.3. 
Power Amplifiers: Haller DH-200, Hailer DH-220. Rates: Base 
rate $65/hr variable pending project requisites Specializa-
tion & Credits: Ron Streicher has an international reputation 
for " live-to-stereo" audio projects on location as well as in the 
studio. As owner of Pacific Audio-Visual Enterprises, he pro-
vides cost-effective, quality-oriented services by specializing 
in basic, time-proven production techniques-without unnec-
essary fuss or gimmickry. The resuN: a successful job...on 
time, and within budget. With a lifelong background in music 
presentation, Ron is well qualified to serve as a music consult-
ant as well as engineer on any project: location or studio 
recording or broadcast; live concert sound reinforcement; 
music and performance coordination; audio systems design 
and consultation; lectures and seminars on recording tech-

niques. Complete facilities are maintained ready to travel for 
in-studio or on-location projects across town or around the 
world. Credits: Sound reinforcement for Mann Music Center 
productions of the Philadelphia Orchestra. the Metropolitan 
Opera, New York City Opera and others; location recording of 
the Bolshoi Theater Orchestra for the U.S. tours of the Moscow 
and Donetsk ballet companies, radio broadcasts of the Los 
Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra; audio consultant to the Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art; audio production for numer-
ous broadcasts by National Public Radio, American Public 
Radio and PBS; record projects for companies including: 
Angel, RCA, CMS Desto, CRI, SAZ, etc. 

P.P.A. INC.; Sound Rein!., Staging; 425 W. LaCadena Dr., 
Units 7 and 8; Riverside, CA 92501; (714)682-3429. Contact 
Henry Austin, Kevin Kelly SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Tour-
ing Radius: National. Maximum Venue Size: 20,000 indoors, 
30,000 outdoors Vehicles: Ryder trucks, Rollins trucks, semis. 
House Loudspeakers: ( 16) Turbosound TMS-3, (44) Hill M4 
4-way, (30) Vega horn-loaded 3-way. (8) Vega CV)( 3-way, (8) 
Vega F horns 2 x 18". Flying System Available: Yes, Monitor 
Loudspeakers: (8) PPA/JBL 2 x 12" + 2", (8) PPA/JBL 1 x 15" 
+ 1",(4)PPA/JBL 2 x 15" + 2",(10)HillW42 x 12"+ 10"+ 2". 
House Consoles: Soundcraft Series 4 (Raven) 40 x 16 x 2, 
Yamaha PM2000 32 x 8 x 8, Soundtracs M Series 24 x 8 x 2, 
Ramsa WR8716 16 x 4 x 2. Monde Consoles: Soundtracs 
MC 32 x 12, Audioarts M8 32 x 8, Yamaha 2408 24 x 10. 
Outboard Equipment (8) Klark-Teknik DN360 EQ. (14) Brooke-
Siren FDS-340 crossover, (2) Clear-Com 2-channel corn sys-
tem, (4) Lexicon LXP-1 w/(2)MRC controller, Lexicon PCM60, 
Lexicon PCM42, Lexicon PCM41, (2) Yamaha REV7, (2) Ya-
maha REVS, Yamaha SPX90, Eventide H910, (2) Roland SDE-
2500/1000, dbx 120X sub synth, (8) dbx 904 gate, (3) dbx 
166 comp, (2) dbx 903 comp, ADR 1070 compeelimiter. 
Power Amplifiers: ( 12) Crest 8001, ( 12) SCS 2600A (46) Hill 
TX1000 th-amp, ( 12) Crown DC-300/5i, ( 12) Yamaha P2200, 

(8) Carver PM- 1.5. Microphones: (16) Sennheiser 421, (4) 
Sennheiser 441. (24) Shure SM58, (30) Shure SM57, (8)AKG 
451/CK5, (2) AKG 460/CK1, (4) E-V RE20, (2) PZM, (4) E-V 
PL80, (2) E-V PL77, (2) Beyer M500. (2) Beyer M201, Beyer 
M200, Beyer M300, HM Electronics FM w/87 cap, (2) Shure 
SM81, (4) AKG 535. Staging: (24) 2' x 4' x 8' risers w/Marley 
flooring, (28) 4' x 4' x 8' risers w/Marley flooring. Lighting: (4) 
Genie 20' airlift towers, (76) PAR 64, 18-channel/2-scene EDI 
controller w/(18) channel dimmer. Other Equipment Roscoe 
smoke machine, EDI arena strobe light system, custom 16' x 
4' sectional drape system, 40' x 22' traveler track w/sharks-
tooth scrim drape, Fostex B-16 tape recorder, (2) TEAC 3340 
4-track tape recorder, ( 16) Cerwin-Vega IR Earthquake sub-
woofer, (4) Cenvin-Vega PD-18 3-way bin. Rates: Varies upon 
show demands, call for bids. 

RAINBOW REMOTE RECORDING; Sound Rein!., Audio Re-
cording; 34 Jackson; Irvine, CA 92720; (714) 551-5367. Con-
tact Dale McCart 

teem 
RAT SOUND 
Sun Valley, CA 

RAT SOUND; Sound Rein!., Lighting, Staging, Rental; 11800 
Sheldon St. SD; Sun Valley, CA 91352; (818)504-2930. Con-
tact: Dave or Brian. SOUND REINFORCEMENT. Touring 
Radius: National. Maximum Venue Size: 5,000. Vehicles: 16' 
International S1700, 15' Ford Cube van, 14 Ford Cube van. 
House Loudspeakers: ( 16) Rat Trap 15-1 (dual 15", dual 10", 
1"), (4) Rat Trap 15-2 (dual 15", dual 10", 2", 1"), ( 10) Rat Trap 
12-2 (quad 12", 2", 11, (16) Rat subs (dual 18"), 18" are 
Gauss 4883, all others are JBL, all horns Renkus-Heinz. Fly-
ing System Available: No. Monitor Loudspeakers: ( 12) Biamp 
15", 10", 1" wedges, (8) Biamp dual 12", 1" wedges, (8) 
Biamp 15", 1" wedges, (8) Rat Traps tri-amp for sidefills and 
drum fills. House Consoles: Soundtracs M Series 32 x 8. 
Soundcraft 200B 32 x 4 w/S Series EQ, Yamaha 2404, Ya-
maha 1604. Monitor Consoles: Soundcraft 400B 24 x 10, (2) 
Yamaha 2408. Outboard Equipment: Klark-Teknik E0s 
(mains), Brooke-Siren FDS-360 crossovers (mains) TOM 
(mons), Lexicon, Yamaha, dbx, Aphex. Symetrix signal proc-
essing, cassette decks, CD players Power Amplifiers: Crest 

Audio 8001, Crest Audio 7001, Crest Audio 4001, Crest Audio 
P1400, Crest Audio PL300, Crest Audio 2501A Microphones: 

Beyer, Shure, Sennheiser, AKG, Electro-Voice, CI. Audio, 
Staging: 9 x 8 drum riser. Lighting: 100 par can system 
24-channel 2-scene, (2) Ultra Arc follow spot. Other Equip-
ment Full backline rentals, (2) smaller PA. systems w/equip-
ment not listed. Rates: $650 to $ 1,500 a night for regional 
sound up to 20kW F.O.H. 10 onstage mixes! Call for tour rates. 
Specialization & Credits: Rat Sound offers two fully integrated, 
custom designed and built sound systems We offer the qual-
ity, packaging and dependability of much larger company's 
systems at reasonable prices. These systems are fully com-
patible to form one larger system. We are presently seeking 
national and regional tours in the 1,000 to 3,000 capacity 
venues Credits include national tours in 1984, '85 and '86 
with Black Flag, 1989 national tour with Metal Church. Clients 
include The Untouchables, Sherman Hemsley, Thomas Dolby, 
Social Distortion, Jane's Addiction, Flesh & Blood (Dear Mr. 
President), Butthole Surfers, Goldenvoice, Pacific Concerts, 
Bill Silva Presents, Avalon Attractions and house sound at 
John Anson Ford Amphitheatre, Los Angeles In addition, Rat 
Sound sells professional products by the following manufac-
turers: Crest Audio, Carver, Beyer Dynamic, Shure, Klark-
Teknik, Brooke-Siren Systems, Renkus-Heinz, Gauss, TOM, 
Whirlwind, Latin Percussion, PAS, C.T. Audio and Omnicraft. 

RECORD PLANT INC. 
Los Angeles, CA 

RECORD PLANT INC., Audio Recording; 1032 N. Syca-
more; Los Angeles, CA 90038; (213) 653-0240. Contact 
Mark Eshelman. REMOTE RECORDING. Vehicles: (2) GMC 
bobtail w/full air cond. and heat, air ride suspension; Mobile 
Unit II 29'2" x 8'4"; Mobile Unit III 344" x 84". Mixing Con-
soles: Mobile Unit II: API 44 x 24 16-bus full patch bay, 
designed specially for live recording applications; Mobile Unit 
Ill: API 44 x 32, 24-bus full patch bay, designed for live 
recording applications Audio Recorders: Otan MIR-90 24-
track analog, Ampex AIR- 102, Ampex ATR- 104, Sony 3324/ 
3348 digital, Mitsubishi 32-track. Noise Reduction Systems: 
Dolby A Synchronization Systems: (2) Lynx. Microphones: 
Mic/outboard processing supplied according to production 
requirements Stock includes most recording-quality makes 
and models Monitor Speakers: Mobile Unit II: JBL 4320; 
Mobile Unit Ill: Meyers ACD, Auratones, Yamaha NS- 10s, 
Yamaha NS-20s, etc. 

RECORDING SERVICES COMPANY; Audio Recording; 
2414 W. Olive Ave.; Burbank, CA 91506; (818) 843-6800. 
Contact: Tom Hilbe. REMOTE RECORDING. Vehicles: One-
ton Dodge conversion remote recording audio truck. Total 
outside dimensions: 19 x 8 x 108" Control Room Dimen-
sions: 1Z5" x 7'4" x 79". Mixing Consoles: Auditronics 501 
26 x 16x 4, Soundcraft 200B 24 x4 x8, Yamaha PM1806 x 2, 
custom submixer (line level) 12 x 2. Audio Recorders: (2) Otani 
MIR-9011 24/16-track. (3) Ampex MM1200 24/16/8-track, 
Otan  MX70 16-track 1", Otan  MX-5050 8-track Y2", Ampex 
AIR 100 4/2-track Noise Reduction Systems: Dolby SR, 
Dolby A Synchronization Systems: Lynx, BTX Shadow. Out-
board Equipment Lexicon 224XL, Lexicon 200, Lexicon 97 
Super Prime Time, (2) dbx 160, Teletronix LA-2A (tube limiter), 
(2) UREI 1176LN, (2) UREI LA-3A, UREI LA-4. Microphones: 
AKG 451, AKG 414, Sennheiser 416, Sennheiser 421, Senn-
heiser 441, Shure SM57, Shure SM58, Shure SM59, E-V 
RE20, Sony ECM-50, other mics available upon request Mon-
itor Speakers: JBL 4311, Auratone 5C. Power Amplifiers: 
BOW 750, BOW 250, Crown D-60. Video Recorders: JVC 
850 3/4 ", JVC 6650 e. Video Monitors: Panasonic 6T-S1300N 
12" color, (3) Philips 5" 138W. 

ROD'S SOUND SYSTEM AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES, Sound Reinf., 720 Bernard St.. Los Angeles, CA 
90012-1197, (213) 342-9015. Contact' Rod Chushan 

SILVERADO SOUND, Sound Rein!, Rental, 540 Quintana 
Rd., Morro Bay, CA 93442, (805) 772-7403 Contact Pau, 
Larson. Scott Morns 
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SPEEDA SOUND 
Fresno, CA 

SPEEDA SOUND; Sound Re/nt, Rental; 3279 W Sussex 
Way. Fresno, CA 93722; (209) 227-2203; (209) 227-2209. 
Contact Mike King, Carnot Pease 

STUDIO FIVE SOUND; Sound Paint, Rental, Audio Record-
ing; PO Box 4291; Point Mugu, CA 93042; (805) 485-7454. 
Contact: Jim Pearson. REMOTE RECORDING. Specializa-
tion à Credits: Studio Five Sound specializes in high-quality 
sound reinforcement for both indoor and outdoor situations, 
from conference rooms to football stadiums. Studio Five 
Sound also does complete sound system design and installa-
tion for new and upgraded systems. Rental equipment list-
ings, prices and customer references are available on request. 
Our remote recording facilities include a Tascam M-70 re-
corder with dbx noise reduction. To complete your project, 
Studio Five also does cassette duplication in-house on our 
10-station real-time duplication system. Prices are available 
on request. 

,•  

411r-e"nNnal 191 UR 
STUDIO ON WHEELS 

Glendale, CA 

STUDIO ON WHEELS; Audio Recording; 339 Windsor Rd. 
116; Glendale CA 91204; (818) 243-6165. Contact John 
Falzarano 

WESTWOOD ONE COMPANIES; Audio Recording 8966 
Washington Blvd.; Culver City, CA 90232, (213) 840-4000 
Contact' Richard Kimball 

ZETA SOUND SYSTEMS, Sound Reinf., Lighting, Staging; 
6934 Tujunga Ave.; North Hollywood, CA 91605-6212; (818) 
761-3998. Contact: C. David Hopkinson. 

OUTSIDE U.S 

ALLSTAR SOUND EQUIPMENT LTD., Sound Rein f., Light-
ing, Rental; 11212- 143rd St.; Edmonton, Alberta, T5M 1V5 
Canada. (403)452-2546; FAX (403)454-6452. Contact Clive 
Alcock Shawn Bowley. SOUND REINFORCEMENT Touring 
Radius: Regional, national. Maximum Venue Size: ' 5,000 
Vehicles: 22' and 24' vans. House Loudspeakers: (36) Martin 
B215, (24) Martin MH212, (24) JBL 2445, (36) tweeters Fly-
ing System Available: Yes. Monitor Loudspeakers: Damp 1 x 
15" high-power wedges w/2" horns, Biamp medium-power 

wedges w11" horns, Smart System fill boxes, heavy duty drum 
monitoring. House Consoles: Soundcraft, TAC/Arnek up to 40 
channels by 16 groups. Monitor Consoles: Soundcraft 40 

Alistar Sound Equipment Ltd 

ALLSTAR SOUND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta 

channels into 12 mixes. Outboard Equipment BSS cross-
overs, Klark-Teknik graphs, dbx limiters, Yamaha, Lexicon, 
Roland. Valley processing Power Amplifiers: OSC, Bryston 
Microphones: Most cornmon models by Shure, Sennheiser, 
AKG. Lighting: Thomas instruments, Altman instruments, com-
pact folding truss system. Celco control, Dilor dimmers. Rates: 
Phone for quotes Specialization & Credits: Specializing in 
concert sound systems, touring production services, full con-
cert lighting, remote recording, broadcast mixing and com-
munications systems. Credits include: XVth Winter Olympic 
Games opening and closing ceremonies, Edmonton Folk 
Festival, Calgary Jazz Festival, Edmonton Jazz Festival ( 10 
years), k.d. lang. Colin James, Blue Rodeo, David Lindley, Jett 
Healy, David Foster. Randy Travis, Ricky Scaggs, Dwight 
Yoakam, John Hiatt, Nylons, Nazareth. Georgia Satellites, 
Edmonton Symphony Orchestra, Calgary Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Vancouver Philharmonic Orchestra and many more 

COMFORT SOUND RECORDING STUDIO; Audio Record-
ing; 26 Soho St., Ste. 390; Toronto, MST 1Z7 Canada; (416) 
593-7992. Contact: Doug McClement REMOTE RECORD-
ING. Vehicles: GMC 5-ton w/22' box Control Room Dimen-
sions: 7' x 16'. Mixing Consoles: Neotek Elite 50 inputs 16 
assignable line inputs. Audio Recorders: (2) Ampex MM1200 
24-track, Sony 601 digital stereo w/JVC VHS, TEAC C-3 
cassette deck. Outboard Equipment Lexicon PCM60 digital 
reverb, Yamaha REV7 digital reverb, Yamaha SPX90 digital 
effects processor, Yamaha D1500 digital delay, Rane stereo 
Y3-octave EQ. (2) Drawmer 201 dual noise gate, Symetr ix 544 
Quad noise gate, MD time code reader. Microphones: (2) 
AKG 451, (2) Shure SM81, (4) Sennheiser 421, (2) Sennheiser 
441. Monitor Speakers: Tannoy NFM-8, Yamaha NS- 10, Aura-
tone cubes Power Amplifiers: OSC, (2) BGW 100, (2) Amcron 
D60. Video Recorders: MTC VHS Hi-fi. Video Monitors: Pana-
sonic 12" color Switchers: Panasonic 12- input Cameras: 
Panasonic color Other Major Equipment 54-input 3-way 
transformer isolated split, 500' 54-pair mic snake, Clear-Corn 
2-channel intercom system. Sola 5KVA power regulator/ 
cleaner Rates: $ 1,695/12 hr. day plus $350 for second 
24-track machine 

J.L. SOUND SYSTEMS; Sound Re/nt, Lighting, Staging, 
Rental; 250 King St. E.; Hamilton, Ontario, L8N 187 Canada; 
(416) 527-6863. Contact Joe Sciamanna. SOUND REIN-
FORCEMENT. Touring Radius: National. Maximum Venue 
Size: 20,000 seat. Vehicles: 18'. House Loudspeakers: CE 
SM-50 E-V loaded, 40 bottoms, 22 tops. Flying System Avail-
able: Yes Monitor Loudspeakers: (25) SM-W-15 E-V loaded, 
(15) SM-W-12 E-V loaded. House Consoles: TAC 40-ch . 
Yamaha PM1800 32/40-ch., various Soundcraft. Monitor 
Consoles: TAC, Yamaha, Soundcraft. Outboard Equipment: 
Yamaha REV7, Lexicon, Symetrix, DeltaLab, Aphex, Brooke-
Siren, Bryston crossovers, Barcus-Berry Electronics, Power 
Amplifiers: (60) Bryston, ( 12) Carver 1.5, (20) Yamaha, (20) 
various other makes Microphones: (45) E-V. (70) Shure, ( 15) 
Sennheiser, (4) Cetec Vega Staging: Smoke machines and 
effects, various modules available. Lighting: 240k avail. and 
LDS packs, follow spots, 48k ACLs 

LE STUDIO MOBILE; Audio and Video Recording; PO Box 
367 Outremont Station, Montreal, Quebec, H2V 4N3 Canada; 
(514) 273-6861 Contact: Guillaume Bengle 

ULTRASTAGE, INC.; Sound Reinf., Lighting, Rental; 4917 
Bridge St.; Niagara Falls, Ontario, L2E 2S2 Canada; (416) 
356-0499. 

DESIGNERS & SUPPLIERS 
coming in August 
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Digital Audio Tape 
We have digital audio 

home, portable and professional 
cassette recorders and tapes 

(blank & prerecorded) 
IN STOCK NOW! 

We were the first U.S. 
company to import both CD 

and DAT into the U.S. We carry 
various DAT decks and 
offer the latest models 
as soon as they become 

available. 

Audio Gallery 
(213) 

829-3429 
2716 Wilshire Blvd. 

Santa Monica, CA 90403 

BEDINI — PCM's — STAX 
MICRO SEIKI TURNTABLES 
SAEC — HIGHPHONIC 

INTEGRAL AUDIO 

Circle #079 on Reader Service Card 

Ask for our 

FREE CATALOG 

eruF;74y0 ESSIONAL RECORDING 
8,IgUPLICATING SUPPLIES 

Blank-Loaded 
AUDIO CASSETTES 

CASSETTE BOXES 
LABELS • ALBUMS 

ACCESSORIES 
f rom 

3M • EDITALL 

1233 Riirld Ho • Des Plaines IL 60016 

(312)2913•53013 

STOCK 

CHICAGO 

L.A. 

AGFA AMPEX 

3M Scotch 

TEN< maxell 
TAPE 

Poiyline " Empty 
REELS & BOXE 

Polyline Corp. 

Circle #080 on Reader Service Card 
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MI • UPDATE 
by Craig Anderton 

RETURN OF  THE 
NAMMSTERS 

T
he winter NAMM show in Anaheim 
presented a veritable cornucopia of 
products. Two columns ago we talked 
mostly about synths; last month we 
delved into signal processors, soft-
ware and MIDI. But we still didn't 
cover everything of interest, so let's 
check out more of the goodies shown 
at NAMM. 
Aphex Systems has started a new 

division, headed by Michael Stewart, 
to produce innovative MIDI devices. 
Its first offering, the Feel Factory 
(which looks like a little 8-track 
mixer), can alter MIDI timing and 
velocity data in real time. You 
could, for example, slip 
the snare behind 

the beat a bit for a 
bigger sound, move the 

strings ahead of the beat to compen-
sate for the psychoacoustic delay 
caused by using envelopes with long 
attacks, and put the hi-hat just in front 
of the beat for a more insistent sound. 
It also includes a SMPTE reader/gen-
erator and SMPTE/MIDI converter. 
The Studio Clock is an improved ver-
sion of the Human Clock, originally 

produced by Kahler. This SMPTE-to-
MIDI converter listens to recorded 
program material and creates tempo 
maps, with the sync signal recorded 
on an empty track The sync track can 
then control MIDI clock-driven devic-
es such as drum machines and se-
quencers. To round things out, Im-
pulse is a 12-input percussion trigger-
ing system that does drum pad/trig-
ger-to-MIDI conversion. 

There's been a lot of talk about how 
AES is starting to include equipment 
you'd normally 

expect to see 
at NAMM, but less atten-

tion has been given to the reverse: 
some of the gear at NAMM is getting 
pretty sophisticated. For example, 
Digidesign's Sound Tools is a Mac 
SE/II-based digital audio recording 
and editing system that costs $4,000— 
a fraction of what comparable systems 
cost just a few years ago. Sound Tools 
consists of the Sound Accelerator DSP 
board, AD IN analog-to-digital con-
verter and Sound Designer II editing 
software. Steinberg/Jones showed its 
hard disk recording system, called 

--CON77NUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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THERE CAN BE ONLY ONE 
WORLD LEADER IN 

MUSICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING. 
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1111)10 SUPER-EFFECTOR 
9 stunning studio effects at 
once! 
Bandwidth to 20k Hz 
2 full octaves of pitch 
transposing 
200 memory locations 
Real time Performance Midi'" 
Amazing distortion and 
overdrive 
Full parameter 
programmability 
Rugged internal power supply 
16 Bit state-of-the-art D-A 
converters 
Hyperspeed edit buttons 
Sys-ex codes • 
Random access keypad 
Studio presets of the finest 
guitar sounds 
Stereo in/out 
Software updateable-never 
becomes obsolete 

DIGITAL SUPER-EFFECTOR/PfTCH TRANSPOSER 
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Effects 
• Harmonic Exciter 
• Noise Gate 
• Envelope Filter 
• Pitch Transpose 

(over 2 full octaves' 
• Equalizer 
• Peak Limiter 
• Expander 
• Compressor 
• Stereo Flange 
• Overdrive • Distorfion 
• Stereo Delay • Stereo Echo • Tap Delay 
• Stereo Imaging, Pa ruing • Digital Rewerb 
• Gated Reverb • Fievffses • Stereo Chorus 

PRESE I / MEMORY LOCATION 

B (3. 
MIDI/UTILITY 

  EDIT MODE -I 

A.R.T. proudly introduces one of the most powerful 
signal processors ever built. 9 sh mmerinc effects at 
once with sound purit• that is beyond description! The 
ability to mix and match nearly every effect 'you can 
think of. All fully progrommable, at a breaKtnrough price 
from the world inncva:ou in musical signal rprocessina 

•• 

APPLIED RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY INC. 
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WHAT YOU DO 
WITH THE M-600 MIXER IS 

YOUR BUSINESS. 
That's why we've designed it to meet or exceed your 

most demanding requirements. And made it the easiest, most 
flexible professional mixing console you'll ever work with. 

The M-600 is modular. Which means you can custom 
configure the console to your audio or video production 
needs. The M-600 lets you choose up to 32 input channels, or 
you can start with 16 or 24 input channels and expand 
the board as your needs change. Optional stereo modules 
can also be added to provide even more line inputs for MIDI 
instruments and video production convenience. 

Installation and wiring is exceptionally easy The 
M-600 is the only modular mixer that's available with all the 
necessary finished cables and installation hardware. And that 
can eliminate a lot of installation hassles and expense. At the 
same time, no other mixer at its price gives you multi-pin, 
computer-type connectors for quieter, more secure 
connections. 

But the real pleasures of the M-600 will only be 
evident after it's in your studio. Up to 64 stereo or 128 mono 
inputs can be accessed directly from the top panel. A patch 
bay can be added for fast, flexible routing. That's convenience. 

The M-600 has all the features you'd expect in a 
professional mixing console. Like balanced insert patch points 
on all inputs, PGM busses as well as the stereo master buss 
for increased signal processing capability Plus sweep-type 
parametric EQ, balanced inputs and outputs, phantom power, 
talkback/slate channel and all the audio performance you'll 
ever need. Without the exorbitant price you don't need. 

So check out the M-600 modular mixing console. 
It's ready for fame when you are. 
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MI • UPDATE 

—COMTNIIED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

Topaz; and IBM aficionados were not 
left out in the cold, either. Spectral 
Synthesis demoed its SynthCard Dual 
DSP Board, an IBM-compatible digital 
signal processing "engine" designed 
specifically for music and sound appli-
cations. It will cost anywhere from 
$1,995 for a starter kit to $18,500 to 
turn your PC/XT/AT into a digital 
audio workstation. I suspect we'll be 
seeing more and more of these sys-
tems as the line between professional 
and semi-pro continues to blur. 
Those who enjoy sampling, but 

have a hard time finding acoustic in-
struments to sample, have warmed to 
the idea of buying CDs of well-record-
ed samples. Currently, there are two 
major manufacturers of such CDs: Mc-
Gill University and Prosonus. Both 
had major introductions at the show; 
McGill introduced eight new volumes 
of sounds (Rock Percussion and Tym-
pani, Rock Strings, latin Grooves #1, 
Latin Grooves #2, Jazz Sounds, More 
Strings/Winds/Piano/Percussion, Pipe 
Organ and Historical Instruments) at 
$69 per volume, and Prosonus had a 
bunch of great-sounding new CDs as 
well. But what interested me the most 
at the Prosonus booth was the Studio 
Reference Disc. This $49.95 CD con-
tains 70 minutes of test and reference 
tones, white and pink noise, acoustic 
piano listening test, polarity test, pitch 
references and a whole lot more. This 
seems ideal for studio/broadcast/lab-
oratory applications, and I can hardly 
wait to get my hands on one. 

In keeping with the sampling 
theme, Ensoniq introduced a line of 
Signature Series samples for the EPS. 
Artists who have contributed sounds 
to the series include Nile Rodgers, 
John Robinson, Claude Gaudette, Da-
vid Hentschel, Paul Jackson Jr. and 
yours truly. Finally, if you want to 
generate your own samples with a 
computer, check out Wave for the 
Amiga by MIDImouse. Designed for 
12-bit samplers, this program gener-
ates samples using additive, waveta-
ble, FM (which can be of two differ-
ent samples, not just sine waves) and 
AM synthesis techniques. Onboard fil-
tering and signal processing is includ-
ed, as well as 16-stage amplitude and 
pitch envelopes. To top it off, this is 
the only low-cost software package 
I've seen that includes granular syn-
thesis functions. 

Electronic drums have taken quite 
a beating recently, with several manu-
facturers pulling out of the business. 
However, ddrum has persevered, and 
its ddrum 2 is just the ticket for elec-
tronic drummers: high-quality sam-
pled (and editable) sounds, 64 non-
volatile memory locations (no batter-
ies, either) for storing different "kits," 
a built-in 8-channel mixer and sturdy 
rack-mount packaging. A variety of 
additional sound cartridges are also 
available. 

If you're tired of carting a computer 
to gigs to play back sequences for 
your MIDI backup band, two new prod-
ucts from Micro-W and Musicsoft trans-
late MIDI data into tones that can be 
recorded on ordinary cassette tape, 
then played back into your instru-
ments. So you can perfect all your 
sequences at home on a computer, 
dump the data to tape, then simply 
play back your tape through the de-
coder and drive your MIDI instru-
ments. Although neither unit can re-
cord ultra-dense MIDI stuff (I think 
something like 16 channels with pitch 
bend, modulation and polyphonic 
would probably cause them to freak 
out), for many applications these look 
to be real useful devices. You can even 
store sequence information at the 
head of a multitrack tape—clever. 
Now that we've outfitted our studios 

with all this neat gear, the problem is 
how to put it in an equally neat ar-
rangement. Here's where Playstation 
(from Playstation Products of Cypress, 
Calif.) comes to the rescue. This mod-
ular, ergonomic housing system for 
rack-mount gear, keyboards and com-
puters takes the form of a cockpit 
around the operator. Signal process-
ing gear arches over your head for 
easy access, while pull-out drawers let 
you get at your master keyboards and 
such. Because the design is modular, 
you can add to it at any time and cus-
tomize the setup for your own panic 
ular needs. 

All in all, this was an exciting NAMM 
show. The mood was up, the products 
were winners and there seems to be a 
serious effort at streamlining the user 
interface as well as providing more 
value for the money I'm already look-
ing forward to the summer show— 
but frankly, the Winter '89 show is 
going to be a hard one to top. 

Craig Anderton writes books produces 
and performs music, and edits Elec-
tronic Musician, our sister publication. 
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RECORDING RAVI 
SHANKAR IN 
RUSSIA 
Even for a musician of Ravi Shankar's 
stature, it was an extraordinary day. 
On July 7, 1987, the Indian compos-
er/sitar master performed a special 
concert at the Palace of Culture in 
Moscow's Kremlin that mixed tradi-
tional Indian music and players with 
Russian folk, orchestral and choral 
ensembles, all playing a series of 
pieces written by Shankar for the 
occasion. The result, an ambitious 
seven-part song cycle called "Swar 
Milan," was Shankar's attempt to 
bridge cultural differences between 
the Indian and Russian people 
through the common language of 
music. The remarkable fruits of 
Shankar's labors are captured beauti-
fully on Ravi Shankar Inside the 
Kremlin, on the Private Music label. 
As several Western acts have 

learned over the past few years, re-
cording in the Soviet Union is no 
picnic, even under the best circum-
stances; it gives new meaning to the 
term "red tape," and the only Eng-
lish phrase every Russian seems to 
know is, "It is impossible." So 
imagine what it was like trying to 
record inside the hub of Soviet 

power, the Kremlin itself! 
"I'm told that the Fleetwood 

[mobile truck, used to record the 
concert] was the first vehicle ever to 
enter the Kremlin without Russian 
plates," says a bemused Kurt Mun-
kasci, who produced the project. The 
noted New York engineer/producer, 
best known for his work through the 
years with Philip Glass, originally 
considered recording the concert 
with a couple of DAT machines, "but 
the whole thing snowballed, as 
happens pretty often in this busi-
ness." Billy Joel sucessfully 
employed the London-based Fleet-
wood truck when he played the 
Soviet Union a couple of years ago, 
and conveniently enough, just before 
Munkasci arrived in Moscow, the 
mobile unit was in nearby Scandina-
via on Prince's European tour. Get-
ting the Fleetwood, its Helios desk 
and MCI recorders into place turned 
out to be the easy part. 

Munkasci found that a team of 
Russian audio engineers had already 
set up a plethora of AKG 414 mics 
amid the 140 musicians and singers, 
to handle both a television broadcast 
feed and the house PA feed. That 
was fine, except the Russians 
wouldn't allow Munkasci and his 
principal engineer, Robert Bielecld, 
to take splits from their mics. "So we 

scraped together everything we 
could from the Fleetwood," he says. 
"Fortunately, they had a good selec-
tion." The team close-miked the 
large Indian music ensemble, used 
an additional three mics on the 
Chamber Orchestra of Moscow Phil-
harmonie, three more for the 
Government Chorus of the Ministry 
of Culture and a couple for the 
Boyan Russian folk ensemble. But 
hanging a room mic to pick up the 
audience and the hall's ambience 
proved to be more of a challenge. 
"We wanted to hang a Calrec 

soundfield mic from the ceiling," 
Munkasci says, "but to get up there 
you have to go through all these dif-
ferent levels—just like any theater— 
and at each level there was a differ-
ent guy with a different key We 
started at 8 a.m., and by noon we'd 
gotten through four doors, explain-
ing what we were doing through 
interpreters at every step. We had 
one to go, but the guy at the top 
level wasn't there and nobody else 
had the key. That was his job. We 
waited awhile and finally he showed 
up. We explained as we'd done to 
the others, but this guy just said, 
`nyet.' And that was it. I guess it was 
expecting a lot to think they were 
going to let some Americans put a 
mic in the ceiling of the Kremlin." 
The shows themselves—three 

concerts before a total of 18,000 
Party regulars and their families, 
mostly invited—went smoothly. 'The 
musicians all played great, and the 
audience was very open and recep-
tive," Munkasci says, adding that 
some in the crowd were apparently 
there for non-musical reasons. 

"During intermission I noticed 
that practically the entire audience 
filed out, and when they came back 
many of them had giant boxes on 
their laps. It turns out that in Mos-
cow, the only place you can buy 
chocolate is at the theater, so every-
body was stocking up. I gather that's 
one way they get people to come to 
the theater!" 

In the end, the hard work and 
dealing with different levels of Soviet 
bureaucracy paid off for Munkasci 
and his team. "I wish we'd had digit-
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al multitracics for this, but I guess I'm 
spoiled," he says. "Basically, I'm very, 
very happy with how it came out. We 
weren't really sure what we had until 
we rough mixed, and it turns out we 
got it all." 

—Blair Jackson 

A NEW KIND 
OF "JUKEBOX": 
THE RETURN OF 
SANDY BULL 
Few instrumentalists carry their mu-
sical life around with them quite the 
way Sandy Bull does. After hearing 
Indian musicians in the '60s, he 
started playing raga-like forms on 
guitar. When he learned the oud, he 
incorporated it into his live shows. 
Same with pedal steel guitar, which 
he took up in the early 70s. He loves 
soul music and salsa with nearly 
equal fervor, so he plays both, maybe 
tossing in a classical guitar piece in 
between. This sort of eclecticism has 
enchanted Bull's audiences for 
years—and made his records a little 
hard to get a handle on. The title of 
his latest disc, Jukebox School of 
Music, aptly explains his approach. 
There are smatterings of a dozen or 
more styles on this all-instrumental 
project, each of them reflecting a dif-

ferent side of Bull's musical 
personality 

Bull was one of the most highly 
regarded players to come out of the 
early-'60s folk scene, an unabashed 
eclectic whose early interest in eth-
nic music foreshadowed the bur-
geoning youth culture's fascination 
with the world beyond America. He 
made a number of records for Van-
guard between 1962 and 1972, but 
hadn't released a record since. 
Jukebox School of Music started 

out as a humble cassette-only project 
to satisfy the demands of fans who 
see him play in clubs across the 
country. But it eventually fell into the 
hands of Keith Holzmann, head of 
the new ROM label, who signed Bull 
to his roster. Within a few months of 
its release last summer, Jukebox 
School of Music was being played on 
some 350 radio stations, an amazing 
feat for any artist, and sales had sur-
passed the company's and Bull's 
modest expectations. 

Bull has long been a solo per-
former, with a capital "S." Not con 
tent to just play his stringed insu-u-
ments, he also has used a MIDI 
system for a few years, enabling him 
to pit his various axes against rich, 
fully textured parts. The new album 
reflects this approach; with the 
exception of one exquisite track fea-
turing his longtime musical ally Billy 
Higgins on drums, all the parts were 
played by Bull. "I like there to be 
something interesting going on in 
the backgrounds I write," he com-
ments, "but at the same time I like 
them to be simple so they don't con-
flict with the tonalities of the main 
instrument I'm using." 

Bull recorded Jukebox at his Trol-
ley Barn Studio in Venice, Calif., 
using a Sony Fl, his trusty 1972, 10-
channel Neve Broadcast Mixer that 
travels on the road with him, and an 
arsenal of other equipment, includ-
ing a Yamaha PF15, Oberheim DMX, 
QX1 sequencer, a pair of DX7s, Ya-
maha REVS, Roland S-50 sampler (for 
bass parts), Roland MKF-20 piano 
module, and a host of fine mics, 
some modified by Stephen Paul. "I 
had all the parts in the computer 
except for the live instrumentals," 
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Bull says. "I didn't do any editing. I 
got the backgrounds the way I 
wanted them, then did live takes 
with the main instrument over and 
over until I got a performance I was 
happy with." 
He shared the engineering duties 

with Lenise Bent, who "gave me 
invaluable advice on when some-
thing was maybe too far out in the 
mix," Bull says. "We work well 
together, which is why she goes out 
on the road with me and mixes, too." 

If this wasn't exactly a big-budget 
project using the latest and greatest 
recording gear, you'd never know it 
from listening to the resulting CD. 
This melange of styles and textures, 
which takes the listener from the 
barrio to a C&W bar to the Middle 
East to the inner city, is dripping 
with soul and spirit. Bull, for one, 
makes no apologies for his eclecti-
cism: "Basically, I like anything that 
swings, and to me that includes 
Bach, Indian music, salsa—the 
whole nine yards." 

—BlairJackson 
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The MIDI Studio at Manny's 

Manny's didn't get to have the 
most respected pro audio division 
by living in the past. 

To keep on top of today's 
music technology, you need a 
reliable source of knowledge as 
well as equipment. At Manny's, 
you get both. That's why 
producers, engineers, and top 
recording artists have been shop-
ping there for decades. 

Each department at Manny's is 
a store within a store. With the 
latest innovations in music and 
recording. A complete line of 

products, parts, and accessories. 
All at competitive prices. 

Best of all, Manny's staff peo-
ple are among the most knowl-
edgeable in the industry. So 
you're not only getting the best 
equipment, you're getting the 
best advice. 
Stop by Manny's at 48th 

Street, or call (212) 819-0576. 
And find out what the future of 
music looks like. 

Manny's Music 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO DIVISION 

Manny's Music Inc., 156 W. 48th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036 
12121 819-0576 FAX: 12121 391-9250. 

A COUNTRY GOLD 
MINE FROM RCA 
These are good times for people like 
Billy Altman, the respected music 
critic and historian who now also has 
become what is known in the biz as 
a "packager." For the past year-and-a-
half Altman has spent much of his 
time working on a series of CDs 
(and cassettes) of old country and 
blues music dug up from the vaults 
of RCA Records. The first two 
releases, which came out near the 
end of 1988, are sparkling compila-
tions of rare country music from the 
'30s: Ragged But Right presents 
tracks by a host of string bands like 
Gid Tanner & His Skillet Lickers, the 
Prairie Ramblers and J.E. Mainer's 
Mountaineers; and Are You From 
Dixie? features songs by some of 
early country's best duos, such as the 
Allen Brothers, the Delmore Brothers 
and the Blue Sky Boys. The music on 
these CDs speaks volumes about the 
heritage of American music, and son-
ically they are superb, with as much 
punch and presence as you could 
hope for from music recorded a half-
century ago. Altman and a team of 
engineers and technicians have truly 
given this old music new life. 
As Altman learned, it can be a long 

road from conception to birth with 
this sort of anthology. He originally 
approached RCA in part because he 
was aware of the company's country 
and blues legacy, "and because I 
heard that they had kept track of 
most of their masters pretty well 
through the years," he says. "A lot of 
companies have been careless or 
moved their storage facilities so 
many times they've lost a lot." RCA 
has moved its vaults just three times 
in 60 years. 

After getting approval to launch 
the RCA Heritage Series, Altman's 
first step was to get as many second-
generation records (i.e., original 
pressings) as possible, in the hope 
that he could track down the mas-
ters. Going through RCA's files 
proved slightly daunting: "They're 
not filed by record or catalog 
number, but by matrix number, 
which is the number scratched into 
the record." There was a predictable 
amount of bureaucratic rigmarole 
getting requests to the company 
vaults, but "we ended up with about 
an 80 percent success rate in finding 
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Get 40 Hot Effects Without 
Stopping Your Show Cold. 

Introducing the Korg A3 Performance Signal Processor. 
It's a cold fact. Most effects 

units that work great in the studio 
just can't cut it live. Their compli-
cated controls make searching 
for effects both difficult and time-
consuming, which can stop just 
about any live performance dead 
in its tracks. 

Enter the Korg A3. Its inge-
nious design lets you access 
multi-effect programs without 
missing a beat. Just touch a but-
ton or a pedal and keep right 
on playing. Its rotary-sensitive 
controls almost anticipate your 
every move, letting you make 
complex edits for guitar, vocals, 

keyboards, or any other instru-
ment in just seconds. 

Its 40 hot effects are 16-bit 
digital quality, the same as those 
found in our celebrated M 1 key-
board. And unique effects like 
digital distortion, wah-wah, and 
aural exciter add a fascinating 
dimension to any instrument. 
Choose from 100 preset combi-
nations, or create your own. 
Up to 100 multi-effect 

programs can be stored. 
Another 100 programs 
and effects can be accessed 
via ROM card. And the 
optional FC6 foot controller 

KORG MUSIC POWER  

gives you 12 immediately accessi-
ble effects with individual on/off 
functions. 
So whether you're on stage or 

just jamming, check out the new 
A3 at your local Korg dealer. 

Because you want your effects 
to be the showstopper. Not your 
effects unit. 
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Room Service 
Our computers aren't the only 
things with a good menu. 
Your table is ready at Plat-, 
inum Post. Cooking 
in the main room 
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with Flying 
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the original masters, and that's very, 
very good," Altman says. "For this 
sort of thing, depending on the artist 
and the company, you might not find 
any masters at all. 

"The masters came in various 
conditions," he continues. "I'm deal-
ing pretty much with material that's 
pre-tape, so it's all metal masters-
10-inch metal plates. If a song was a 
big hit and RCA had done a couple 
of pressings, sometimes we'd find 
two or three duplicate masters of 
varying quality. But some of the best 
masters were cases where a song 
came out and really didn't do much 
commercially. Some of those were in 
pristine condition because only a 
couple thousand records had been 
pressed, and then the master was put 
in this little cardboard box and liter-
ally not opened for 50 to 60 years." 
The most important step in the 

process of getting the sound of the 
master onto CD is the transfer to dig-
ital tape. "Digital technology has 
enabled us to restore the sound in a 
way we never could before," Altman 
says. The chief transfer engineer on 
the project was Bernardo Cosachov, 
who Altman describes as "an abso-
lute master. He really knows how to 
get an old 78 master sounding as 
good as it can. The main tools of his 
trade are just a big old turntable and 
many needles. But it's how you get 
the stylus playing the metal master— 
that's tricky. It's an exacting science 
and Bernardo has an incredible 
touch. A couple of times when he 
couldn't be there, other engineers, 
who are also very good, really 
couldn't make heads or tails of some 
of these masters. Bernardo would 
come in the next day and have it 
perfect in just a few minutes." 
Once the music was on digital 
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The First Milt 
Capable of 

MIDI 
ontrol. 

SERIAL PORT/ 

MODEL MTC-1 

The optional Mit-1 plugs 
into this MIDI port, your 
access to the world of 
MIDI. With a sequencer 
that supports our System 
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control all transport func-
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The entire front panel is 
removable, so you can 
control all functions — 
more than ever before — 
right from your working 
position. Once you set up 
your R8 it acts like any 
other computer. Tell it 
what to do, and it does it. 
Faithfully. 

Program up to ten memo-
ry points and you'll have 
Auto Locate, Auto Play, 
Auto Return, Preroll, and 
Zone Limiting commands 
right at your fingertips. The 
memory is fully accessible 
so you can change cue 
points and functions easily. 
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"CARVIN PRO SOUND... 
I COUNT ON IT." 

—David Rosenthal, 
Robert Palmer Band 

As keyboardist for Robert Palmer, 
David Rosenthal knows that on the 
road or in the studio, the quality of the 
equipment makes all the difference. 
With his sophisticated multi-key-
board setup and heavy touring 
schedule, David knew he needed pro 
sound gear that was state-of-the-art 
in sound quality, flexibility and relia-
bility. That's why he chose Carvin. 
From recording consoles to live 

sound mixers, from power amplifiers 
to graphic EQs, Carvin is proud to pro-
duce a complete line of Professional 
Sound equipment built to please the 
most discriminating user. The design 
and construction reflect our essential 
commitment—quality without com-
promise. A commitment you can dis-
cover for yourself. 

In the studio or on the road, the pro-
fessional choice is Carvin. 

If you're looking for state-of-the-
art, Pro Sound equipment, send for 
your free catalog or give us a call, toll 
-free 1-800-854-2235. 

CARVIN 
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Escondido, CA 92025 
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7414 Sunset Blvd. 

Hollywood, CA 90046 
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tape, action on the project shifted to 
Sonic Solutions, the San Francisco-
based company that has had a 
high success rate in eliminating 
noise from old recordings. "I was 
amazed at the work they did," Alt-
man says. "With recordings that old 
it's not unusual to find scratches and 
pops and damage caused by oxida-
tion, but Sonic Solutions uses com-
puters to program certain frequen-
cies where the scratch is and, in 
effect, cancel it out. I was really 
pleased RCA let us budget for that, 
because it made a difference." 

Next up for Altman is the immi-
nent release of a pair of blues pack-
ages: Alabama Bound presents some 
rare Leadbelly sessions from 1940, 
half of them featuring the Golden 
Gate Jubilee Quartet gospel singers; 
and Throw a Boogie-Woogie is '30s 
blues at its best, split between Sonny 
Boy Williamson and Big Joe Wil-
liams. "Beyond that," he says, "RCA 
has given me the go-ahead to do six 
more, which I'll probably alternate 
between blues and country. RCA's 
really been very supportive through 
this whole thing. They have so much 
great music in their vaults, they 
could have stuff coming out for 
years" 

—Blair Jackson 

RUSH: A SHOW 
OF FORMATS 
In what may be a picture of things to 
come, Canadian-based progressive 
rockers Rush, and their label, Mercu-
ry/PolyGram Records, have issued 
their current release in six different 
formats. A Show of Hands a double 
live album recorded and filmed dur-
ing the band's last two world tours, 
is the first record to be released 
simultaneously as an LP, cassette, 
CD and full-length VHS video, as 
well as in 5-inch and 12-inch CD-V 
laser disc formats. 
"We have to have a consistent 

presence in the recording and tour-
ing world," says lead vocalist and 
bassist Geddy Lee, who with 
drummer Neil Pearl and guitarist 
Alex Lifeson make up the band. 
"We're not the kind of band that gets 
a lot of mass acceptance, hit singles 
and articles in People magazine. This 

Finally... 
A high performance 
infrared remote that 
activates your talkback from 
anywhere in the control room 

• No aiming necessary 
• Easy installation 
• Very affordable 
Call for more information. 
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BRAINSTORM 
ELECTRONICS, INC 

(213) 475-7570 
1515 Manning Ave #4 

• Los Angeles, CA 90024 

THE BIG "IF" 

IF you're not earning at least $ 10 000 a month in 

your recording studio, 

YOU NEED THIS BOOK! 

Al Stone's Complete Business Plan 
"could become to studio owners/mana-
gers what John Woram's Recording 
Studio Handbook is to engineers" 

—Mix Magazine (Dec. 88 

Acct. # 

D 

Exp: 

If using Credit Card, your signature :please 

• IF you operate a basement 4, 
8, or 16-track studio, 

• IF yDu're a synthesist with a 
midi set-up, 

• IF you're just getting started, 

or 

• IF you're running a big room 
but rot making the profits 
you want 

GET YOUR HANDS ON THIS 
BOOK QUICK! 

CALL OR WRITE FOR 
FREE BROCHURE 

1-317-776-9909 
Or to order: 

Send $ 75.00 (plus $5.00 
shipping/handling) 

TO: 
C.A.S. Productions 
377 Hall Court 
Noblesville, IN 46060 
(Indiana residents add 5% 
sales tax) 
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STUDIO DUALITY 
Contact 

Condenser Microphones 

• 42 Hz to 22 kHz frequency 
response 
• Superb clarity—true 
acoustic sound 
• Complete isolation 
—easy to use 

CALL 1-800-CT AUDIO 
C-T Audio Marketing Inc.. 3050 S.W. 14 Place. #3 

Boynton Beach. Florida 33426 

NOISE REDUCTION 
FOR UNDER $ 10. 

MIXING coNsoi.es 

SWITCHES 

MICROPHONE 
CONNECTORS 

SNAKE CASLES 
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CRAMOLIN 
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Even the finest equipment in the world can't guarantee a noise-free recording. One "dirty" 
connection anywhere in the electrical path can cause unwanted noise or signal loss. 

"MORE THAN A CONTACT CLEANER" 
CRAMOLINe is a fast-acting, anti-oxidizing lubricant that cleans and preserves all metal sur-
faces, including gold. 

When applied to metal contacts and connectors, CRAMOLIfe removes resistive oxides as 
it forms a protective molecular layer than adheres to the metal surfaces and maintains max-
imum electrical conductivity. 

CRANIOLIhr - USED BY THOSE WHO DEMAND THE BEST: 
Bell & Howell 
Boeing 
Capitol Records 

Hewlett Packard MCI(Sony) Nakamichi 
John Fluke Mfg. Motorola RCA 
McIntosh Labs NASA Switchcraft 

CAIG 
SINCE 1956 

LABORATORIES 
1175-0 Industnel Ave . (P.0 Box J) • Escondido, CA 92025-0051 U.S.A. • (619) 743-7143 • FAX: (619) 743-2480 

MUSIC & RECORDING 

is our way of keeping our name out 
there." 
The three audio formats have the 

identical song selection; however, 
the three video releases each con-
tain different selections taken from 
concert footage shot by Larry Jordan 
(best known for his video work with 
Pink Floyd and Billy Idol). 

"While the growing popularity of 
CDs and cassettes allowed us to 
make Hold Your Fire (our last studio 
album) a little longer than a record 
likes to be, this time we were in the 
quandary of making a double-record 
set that would fit on one CD, so the 
hard-pressed consumer wouldn't be 
obliged to shell out for two CDs," 
says Peart. "So, this time we had 
to keep the time down to around 74 
minutes, and we had to be fairly 
selective about the songs we 
included." 
The band and their engineer, Paul 

Northfield, also spent an unusually 
long time mixing the recordings in 
order to deliver an album that 
represented a blend between the 
sonically sophisticated Rush of the 
studio and the rawer sound the band 
displays in concert. 

"The approach to sound was a dif-
ficult balance," says Peart. "We 
wanted it to sound good, but we 
wanted it to sound live, too, and it's 
difficult to find the right meeting 
point sometimes." 
The group was among the earliest 

to tour with an extensive MIDI setup, 
which enabled them to reproduce 
live, as a trio, many of their record-
ings that had been extensively 
layered in the studio. 
"No one else has ever played with 

us on or off stage," says Lee. 
"Although, I do have a guy who 
loads all my computers for me. 
There certainly isn't a need to add 
anyone in order to reproduce our 
records; we've proven that. 

"Using the studio to our advantage 
was a gradual learning process," 
adds Lee. " It came from working in 
our earlier days with guys like Terry 
Brown, who taught us a lot about 
writing songs visually, in a cinematic 
way, and Peter Collier, who has pro-
duced us more recently. You just 
keep growing; it's a craft that you 
just keep learning more about." 

—Bruce Pilato 
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THOMAS DOLBY 
ON SAMPLING 

Thomas Dolby has been at the fore-
front of music technology since he 
burst onto the scene with his 1983 
album The Galen Age of Wireless 
We solicited his views on the ethics 
and legality of sampling. 

Mix: Many of your past recordings 
have featured synthesized and 
sampled horns. Do you consider a 
sampled horn less "real" than re-
cording a live horn player directly to 
multitrack? 
Dolby: Once anything is encoded 
on magnetic tape, it's already elec-
tronic. The fact that you can take that 
tape, take jam sessions from succes-
sive nights and sequence them one 
after another, you're already cheating 
time. So if you take one line of a 
saxophone player and put it in a dif-
ferent place, then it's really no dif-
ferent. You can't say one is real and 
one is synthesized. 
Mix: But if you modify what a horn 
player does through sampling, it's no 
longer the horn player playing. He or 
she is not physically doing it anymore 
Dolby: As soon as you record what 
he's playing, he's not physically 
doing it anymore. If he's in a club 
and he's going through a sound sys 
tern and you put effects on the horn 
sound, would you say he's not play-
ing it anymore? 
Mix: The person's still playing, but 
the sound is colored. 
Dolby: But where do you draw the 

Blueprint 
for the '90s 

COMING IN THE 

August Mix 
Facility Design & Acoustics 

TEC Nominations Ballot 

Studio Monitors 

Includes directories of 
studio designers, acoustical 
consultants, equipment sup-
pliers and installers; and a 
console automation primer 
by George Massenburg. 

Design with the future 
in mind—with Mix! 

Ad Closing: June 8 
Materials Due: June 15 

SONY PROVES 
THAT QUALITY CAN BE 
DUPLICATED. 
Trust Sony to develop a line of high speed audio cassette 
duplicators with distinct advantages for the educational and 
professional marketplace. Like superior sound, ease-of:use, 
durability and automated trouble-free features. Plus one or 
both side duplicating capability, short tape warning, automatic 
copying and direct drive transport for unmatched reliability 
and precision tape handling. 

The high end stereo systems can produce up to 43 
copies at 8 times normal play speed. Monaural systems can 
produce up to 11 copies at 16 times normal play speed. So 
don't wait to put the Sony advantages of quality and reliability 
to work for you. To find out more about the Sony duplicators 
call 1-800-326-SONY Audio Visual Products 

SONY 

Sony Communications Products Company. A Division of Sony Corporation of America, 10833 Valley View Street, P.O. Box 2100, Cypress, California 90630 
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on C-0 or BLANK CUSIOM LOADS 
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(415) 883-5041 
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DUPLICATION 
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on the cover of 1988-1989 BIllboard Dtrectory 

KABA AUDIO PRODUCTIONS 
(sister company of KABA Rao) 

24 Commercial Blvd., Novato, CA 94949 
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Lowest Prices on AMPEX Tape 

Ampex 456 Grand Master Studio Mastering Tape 

As low ii... 2 II $114.08 per reel 

As low as... 1 " $ 52.68 per reel 

As ! 1 as... 1/ 1,11' $ 30.43 per reel 
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COMP TE CRALOGUE AV & UPON REQUEST. 

Nabrand audio and video st)pplies at unbelievable savings. 
AEG-Yelefunken MMtering • Telefunken \Lyrec Duplicating 

BASF pure chrome cassettes • R-DAT Deal Tape 
Cassette duplication • Cassette packages available • .1-card printing 

Custom cassette labels • Direct "on the cassette" printing. 
Video Duplication • Sony Video Supplies • Audio & Video Accessories 

HRC Magnetics 1611 Herring Waco, Texas 76708 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-443-8457 Nationwide 

line? Where do you say it's no longer 
a horn player? The point is this: why 
draw the line anywhere? Is someone 
going to make a moral judgment and 
say, "I don't like this piece of music 
because it's not real," or are they 
going to make an intuitive judgment 
and say, "I don't like this piece of 
music," period. 
Mix: I heard a song on alternative 
radio by an obscure new wave group 
that used actual samples of The Jack-
son Five singing their hits. Should 
there be a way to prevent such a 
blatant misuse of sampling? 
Dolby: The answer to that is, if you 
don't like the record, don't buy it. 
And if you're The Jackson Five and 
feel you've been cheated, then sue 
them. For the rest of us, there's no 
need to pass judgment. 
Mix: But how would you feel if you 
spent weeks developing an intricate 
sample and some upstart band took 
it off your CD and used it? 
Dolby: I wouldn't feel the least bit 
upset by that. I feel that as soon as I 
release something, it's public 
domain. I've been sampled a zillion 
times, going back to "She Blinded 
Me With Science." The drum sound 
at the end of that is one of the easi-
est things in the world to sample. 
But I don't get offended by that, be-
cause I don't think anyone can make 
a record as good as "Science" just by 
sampling the drums. When it comes 
to a sample, it's not how big it is, it's 
what you do with it. 

—Bruce Pitato 

Want More 
Information? 

The advertisers in Mix 
are happy to supply 

readers with additional 
information about the 
products and services 
advertised in this issue. 

To receive more 
information, just circle 

the appropriate 
numbers on the Reader 

Service card. 
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What LA's 

Largest 

Pro Audio 

Dealer 

Can Do 

For You 

Office Staff (I to r): Niki 
Simpson (Accounts Payable), 
Carol Gtunbel (Controller), 
Shanah Metzelaar (Recep-
tionist), Darrin Miller (Pur-
chasing), Michele Schwartz 
(Accounts Receivable), Jim 
Kropf (Delivery), Front: 
Brian Cornfield (President) 

• • 

W ith over 200 different 
brands of pro audio/ 

video equipment, we offer you 
the best selection in the west. 
And we carry a much larger 
inventory so chances are we 
have what you need in stock. 

We'll keep you abreast of 
new developments, new 
options, and updates for your 
equipment so you're always 
current and usually ahead of 
the rest of the industry 

New Demonstration 
Rooms 

Since we moved to larger 
quarters here in Burbank we've 
opened two new fully equipped 
showrooms. In the Pro Room 
are three complete, operating 
production systems—consoles, 
monitors, tape machines 
(including 32 track digital), and 
signal processing/effects gear. 
Our second room has three 
more complete production sys-
tems set up to hear and com-
pare. This room caters to the 

Sales Staff (1 to r): Nat Hecht, Paul Freudenberg, Paul 
Svenson (Sales Manager), Karyn Thomas (Sales Assis-
tant), Philip Celia, Mark Lever, Vanessa Perea (Tape 
and Accessories), Garth Hedin, Robert Corn, 
Ben Ing (Product Specialist), Constantino Psorakis 

l e  Advancing with Technology 

2721 West Burbank Boulevard • Burbank, California 91505 

Phone (818) 842-4175 or (213) 276-1414 • Fax (818) 953-2908 

, 

Sales/Service/Design 

Everything Audio 

audio/video needs of musicians 
and production studios. 

Just the Facts, Ma'am 

Things change quickly in pro 
audio. To make sure everyone 
here knows all the facts about 
the latest equipment, we've 
added a Product Specialist to 
our staff. His only job is 
researching equipment—read-
ing brochures and tech man-
uals, going to trade shows, talk-
ing with manufacturers—and 
sharing that knowledge with 
our customers. 

New Central Location 

We're easy to get to from 
Hollywood, LA, and the val-
leys. And with more room, 
we've enlarged our technical 
and parts departments for even 
better service and support. 
Come by and visit us in our 

new building. nun some knobs 
in the demo rooms. Or just call 
and we'll be happy to discuss 
your pro audio needs. 

— Ill 

Our Pro Demo Room: Three different fully 
operating production systems, plus a vast 
array of outboard gear 

Technical Staff (I to r). Steve Smulian 
(Service Manager), Paul Hulse (Senior 
Technician), Rik Shannon (P 0.M. P), 
Greg Dougan (Parts Manager), 
(Not Pictured: Nello 
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Reasons To Subscribe 
To Mix 

\" Craig Anderton/MI Update 
Guitarist, synthesist, elec-
tronic music expert Craig 
Anderton reports on 
music technology and its 

. effect on the audio, video 
and film environments. 

Craig is also editor of our sister publica-
tion, Electronic Musician. 

Mel Lambeet/Juxtapositions 
Industry veteran Mel Lam-

bert examines current trends 
in audio/video production 

techniques and applications, 
with a view to inform, en-

lighten and connect. 

Ken Pohlmann/Insider AJclio 
Our monthly liaison 
between the old and the 
new, and an interna-
tional authority on digital 
audio, Ken provides a 
technical and theoretical 
overview of the latest 

audio developments for the studio. 

Philip De Lancie/After-Mix 
With an eye toward 
new technology and 
market trends, Phil 

talks to the engineers, 
inventors and execu-

tives who shape the flow of tapes and discs 
from mastering room to the consumer. 

George Petersen/Auditions 
Mix product editor George Petersen evalu-

ates new equipment, 
software, books and in-
structional videos in a 
working production 
environment— his own 
digital recording studio. 

Stephen St. Croix/Fast Lane 
A musician, producer, 
designer, engineer and 

resident jack-of-all-trades, 
Stephen writes each month 
on futuristic audio concepts 
and technologies as they apply to the present. 

As a Mix subscriber, you'll read the observations of these and other top audio professionals each month. And 
you'll receive the industry's most thorough coverage of new product announcements, studio sessions and profiles 
of leading producers, engineers and facilities. Turn to Mix for 
useful articles on equipment and applications—designed for you, 
the working professional. If you're not a Mix subscriber, use the 
application in this issue to become one today! 
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AFTER • MIX 
by Philip De Lancie 

VINYL 
SLUMPS WHILE 
INDUSTRY JUMPS 
A LOOK AT RIAA'S FINAL 1988 REPORT 

F 
mal figures are in from the Recording 
Industry Association of America on 
last year's sales of prerecorded music 
product, and they paint a picture of 
robust growth marred only by a con-
tinued decline in the popularity of 
phonograph records. The RIAA, whose 
member companies are said to ac-
count for about 90% of U.S. record 
industry volume, reports an 8% in-
crease for 1988 over 1987 in net units 
(total less returns) shipped by record 
companies (Fig. la). That brings ship-
ments to a new high of 761.9 million 
units (Fig. 2a), a particularly signifi-
cant feat considering the previous rec-
ord of 726 million was all the way 
back in 1978, at the height of disco 
fever. In the painful slump following 
that peak, shipments plummeted to a 

In terms of dollar value (total sug-
gested list price of net units shipped), 
1988 figures continued their steady 
post- 1982 rise with a jump of $687 
million over 1987 to a record of $6.25 
billion (Fig. 2b). That 12% gain (Fig. 
lb) was even greater than for units 
shipped, reflecting the ever-increasing 
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low of 577 million in 1982 (the year 
before U.S. introduction of the CD), 
and the record industry seemed 
poised to go the way of polyester 
bell-bottoms. Thus, the 1988 achieve-
ment marks an important psychologi-
cal milestone in the lengthy recovery 
from post-disco trauma 

impact of the high-priced CD config-
uration on record company revenues. 
Average suggested list for CDs, while 
down $1.65 from 1987, was still nearly 
twice that for [Ps and cassettes (Fig. 
3). Recent price cutbacks and ongo-
ing releases of mid-price catalog ma-
terial are likely to further narrow that 
gap this year. But market projections 
prepared by electronics industry con-
sultants BIS Mackintosh, reported in 
Billboarc4 predict that for the forsee-
able future, buyers of popular releases 
will continue to pay at least 35% to 
40% more for CDs than for other al-
bum configurations. The premium 
paid for the industry's newest format, 
the CD single, appears to be even 
greater, but a valid comparison is hard 
to make due to differences in program 
material between the various "sin-
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gles- configurations. 
Despite the high prices, the CD 

share of the album market continued 
to grow at a healthy pace, registering 
a climb of 47% in units and 31% in 
value ( Fig. 1). Cassettes surged as 

well ( 10% units, 14% value), making 
the LP, with declines of more than 
30% in both categories, the only loser 
among album-length configurations. 
The LP's slide leaves it with only a bit 
more than 10% of the full-length mar-
ket ( Fig. 4), down from almost 60% in 
1982. While this fall has been largely 

sales decline would soon become far 
gentler, with a loyal band of record 
enthusiasts ( hard-core phonogra-
phers?) sustaining the format at a 
small but respectable market share. 
Wherever these vinylphiles are now, 
they don't seem to be doing much 
buying. Even if they are anxious to 

add to their collections, record com-
panies and retailers have made it 
much harder to do so by cutting back 
substantially on the number of LP 
titles released and stocked. Further, 
the glut of CD manufacturing capacity 
and resultant plunge in replication 
prices have finally brought CD releas-

Dollar Value, 1982 - 1988 

List Price in Billions 

6.254 

attributed to the emergence of the 
CD, the increase in cassette units 
shipped has actually been greater than 
that of the CD by a ratio greater than 
five to three. Cassettes now account 
for an astounding two of every three 
albums shipped. 
The implication of these latest fig-

ures for those involved in record 
manufacturing can hardly be consol-
ing. A couple of years ago it was pos-
sible to assert that the slope of the LP 

es within reach of small, independent 
record companies. Depending on the 
targeted clientele, those who can't 
afford to release in all three album 
formats may choose the CD, with its 
greater money-making potential, at 
the expense of the LP. 

In the area of singles, the trend is 
far less advanced, but the direction is 
similar. Vinyl still accounts for nearly 
three-quarters of the market (Fig. 5), 
but the cassette single is up to 25% 
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JEFF BAXTER AND DICADAT 
TAKE MUSIC TaTHENth D4EGEF-Emaiiii 

THE DICMDAT Musician's Musicians Series # 1 

The title on the album read " Can't Buy a Thrill." But the music inside proved 
just the opposite. Steely Dan gave the world a thrill for the price of a record. 
And the guitar player that gave Steely Dan its thrills through three gold 
albums was Jeff " Skunk" Baxter. 

Behind the console or in front of the mike, Skunk Baxter lets nothing get 
between him and his music. That's why his trademark clear plexi guitar syn 
thesizer clearly isn't just for show. Its thermoplastic body means virtually 
zero resonance. Which means virtually zero interference. The purest sound. 
Music to the Nth Degree. 

Like DICNDAT. The definitive digital audio tape The surface: eir es 
Ultra- high density metal particles. The dispersion: Ultra-
uniform. The result: Unsurpassed digital signal receptivity. 
And an unbelievable range and clarity way beyond vinyl. TAKING MUSIC TO THE Nth DEGREE. 
Beyond analog cassette. Beyond any way you've ever heard 
recorded music before. 2 University Plaza, Hackensack, NI 07601 

The sound of the future. Available now to discerning pros. I-800-DAT-I-DIC 

PHOTOGRAPH. KOPITCPINSKI 
LOCATION: SOUNDTRACK NY 
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PRODUCERS' DREAM 
Go ahead, pinch yourself. With APM's 50,000 plus titles, finding the right music 
for your client needs is a dream come true! With APM you can choose from the 

KPM, Bruton, Sonoton & Themes libraries to find the perfect music for any project, 
all on compact disc. Whether it's for T.V., radio, NV, corporate, or the movies, 

APM has the music you need at a price that's right. 

APM ...A dream come true. 

A Associated Production Music 

/  FIA 6255 Sunset Blvd., Suite 820 • Hollywood. CA 90028 
(600) 543-4276 • (213) 461-3211 • FAX: (213) 461-9102 
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just one-and-a-half years after its in-
troduction. The year-to-year gains of 
more than 300% in cassette singles 
for 1988 (Fig. 1) are somewhat deceiv-
ing, because the format wasn't availa-
ble until mid- 1987. But it seems clear 
that this configuration is destined for 
success. It's still too early to draw any 
solid conclusions concerning CD sin-
gles, which were introduced during 
1988, but initial results look 
promising. 

All in all, 1988 was a good year for 
prerecorded music, though increases 
in units and value were less spectacu-
lar than the 1987 leaps of 14% and 
20% respectively. While one hopes 
that the positive trend will continue, 
the outlook for 1989 is far from cer-
tain. In Washington, the all-powerful 
Federal Reserve Board is committed 
to a policy of cooling inflationary pres-
sures by forcing up interest rates (your 
tax dollars at work). As consumers 
find themselves spending more on 
mandatory expenses like adjustable-
rate mortgage payments and higher 
interest charges on credit cards, they 
are likely to have less left over for 
optional outlays like home entertain-
ment products. Given the uncertain-
ties, we'll have to wait for the RIAA's 
October release of statistics for the 
first half of the year to see whether 
the industry is on a roll or headed for 
the rocks. 

• • • 
Last month I wrote that Dolby labs is 
backing away from its effort ( first re-
ported here in May 1986) to make 
Dolby C the standard noise reduction 
format for prerecorded audio cassettes. 
Hard to believe, but Dolby is not the 
only company featured in this column 
for whom all has not worked out as 
planned. (Was it something I said?) 
Finial Technology, whose laser turn-
table was written up in November 
1986, has concluded after lengthy de-
lays that it will not go ahead with 
marketing the device. Having complet-
ed the initial production run, the 
company was able to cost-out the unit, 
and determined that the turntable 
would have to retail between $8,000 
and $10,000. While the company be-
lieves there is a market for the prod-
uct at that price, it has expressed a 
preference for larger-scale production 
of mid- to high-priced components, 
not limited production of esoteric 
products. The company is now seek-
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"Expensive Is Not Always Better" 
Gregg Jampol, Recording Engineer 

As recording engineer for numerous major 
contemporary Christian artists, Gregg Jampol 
has acquired the reputation of obtaining suc-
cessful high energy mixes on such consoles as 
AMEK, Trident, SSL, and Neve. Nicknamed 
"Platinum Ears", Gregg recently came in con-
tact with the Dayner Series console during an 
overdub session at Fourth Creation Recording 
Studios. 

Upon hearing the warm and clean sound 
of the Dayner, Gregg and the production staff 
on Ken Parks' "Sooner Than Later" album 
(originally mixed on a $90,000.00 British con-
sole) unanimously decided to remix the entire 
project. After the remix session, the mixing 
team was completely "blown away" with the 
open/transparent sound and dynamic range 
achieved by the Dayner. 

In Gregg's words, "I was thoroughly 
amazed with how easily the Dayner responded 
to the complex demands that we placed upon 
it, as well as precisely obtaining the sounds that 
we were looking for. This console is definitely 
an excellent choice for any budget." 

D&R Electronica b. v. 
Rijnlcade 15B 
1382 GS Weesp 
The Netherlands 
Phone 31 2940 18014 

Pictured during mix session at Fourth Creation Recording Studios: 
(Left to Right) Carey Wise, Owner, Gregg Jampol, Engineer, 

Ken Parks, Producer/Artist 

mixing consoles 

D&R Electronics USA 
Route 3, Box 184-A 
Montgomery, TX 77356 
Phone (409) 588-3411 
FAX 409-588-3299 
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BRING 
STUDIO 

RECORDING 
HOME ON 
VIDEO! 

"Can do what no text on the subject 
has ever been able to accomplish." 

- George Petersen, Mix Magazine 
(see review in March issue) 

Now you can learn how to shape your sound the 
way you want with 3 ground-breaking new videos 

from First Light! 

— SHAPING YOUR SOUND 
WITH MICROPHONES 

— SHAPING YOUR SOUND WITH 
EQUALIZERS, COMPRESSORS & GATES 

›- SHAPING YOUR SOUND WITH 
REVERB AND DELAY 

Filled with live musical examples, computer anima 
tion and the teaching of sound recording wizard 
Tom Lubin, these tapes let you simultaneously see 
and hear how each sound is captured. 

Each 80 minute video comes with a reference manual and 
index. For more info or to order yours today, call or write: 

First Light Video Publishing 
(800) 777-1576 • Inside CA: (213) 467-1700 

374 N. Ridgewood Pl., L.A. CA 90004 
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CD-LIKE 
QUALITY 

ON CASSETTES!! 

REAL-TIME 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

"THE 

ULTIMATE 

RESPONSE" 

... Find Out How ... 

Post Office Square 
Waterville, ME 04901 

1-800-458-6405 
207-873-3911 

AFTER • MIX 

ing licensees or joint venture partners 
in the hope of seeing someone else 
bring the laser turntable to market. 

On a more posi:ive note, recent 
word from two other "After-Mix" fea-
turees should dispell any kiss-of-death 
theories. Personics, the in-store cus-
tom taping systeni covered here in 

August 1987, has recently completed 
a ten-week trial run in four major 
retail chains, and the response seems 
to be encouraging. An article in Bill-
board, citing figures supplied by the 

chains, shows that outlets with the in-
stallation experienced a boost in over-
all music product sales of 3.5% to 
5.5%, with no reduction in sales of 
prerecorded formats. Apparently, gains 
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Add new profit opportunities 
by starting your own high speed 
tape duplication department. 

y• Increase production of your 
current tape duplication depart-
ment by adding modules as 
you grow. 

y' Save the money you're spend-
ing on cassettes now. Produce 
them yourself for only the cost 
of the tapes. 

Telex is the leader in high speed 
audio tape duplication equip-
ment with products ranging 
from the compact, economical 

Copyette" series to the profes-
sional 6120XLP shown here. 

The Telex 6120 series provides 
outstanding audio quality unlim-
ited expandability and profitable 
production capabilities. It's avail-
able in high production 16X 
speed or 8X speed for highly 
critical audio needs. 

Hearing 
is believing 
For full details 
including specifi-
cations and a free 
demo tape, call or 
write today. 

6120 High Speed Duplicator 

Call toll free: 800-828-6107 

illip. Telephone 

Telex Communications, Inc. 
9600 Aldrich Av. So. 
Minneapolis, MN 55420 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

Mix 6/89 

c 1989 Telex CommLnications, Inc :\ 

 TELEX   
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THRIFTY 

E L EC TRONICS 

THE SOUND 

1-t SHACK 

Speaker Components 

NS-10M•Visonik-David • _113t. 

fAMAHA Nakamichi Hafler 

P„ n 

• 

Repair delivery 
and much more 

13 6 4 3 Burbank Blvd 
Van Nuys, CA 914 01 

(818)786-1610 ( 213) 673-2976 
Since 1953 
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were reported in sales of prerecorded 
product by artists whose music was 
on the system, which may help to allay 
fears that Personics would cannibalize 
rather than complement existing for-
mats. The much-encouraged company 
now plans to field an installed base of 
500 machines by the end of 1989. 

Meanwhile, Otan i Corporation has 
announced the sale of three T-700MkIl 
video dupers to VTR Productions of 

Toronto, Canada. The machines uti-
lize the high-speed Thermal Magnetic 
Duplication (TMD) system developed 
by Du Pont (see "After-Mix," October 
1986). VTR becomes the first high-
speed video duplicator in Canada and 
the fourth TMD facility in North Amer-
ica. The new systems reportedly give 
the company an output capacity of 
more than 4,300 two-hour programs 
per 24 hours. 

Finally, recent word from Chicago 
gives further confirmation, if any is 

needed, that burgers are indeed more 
important than "art." While recording 
artists get framed records and swelled 
heads for unloading just a few million 
copies of their songs, jingle writer 
Gary Fry recently saw shipments of 
his latest work reach 80 million. Fry's 
"Menu Song" for McDonald's was dis-
tributed on flexi-discs inserted in 
newspapers and magazines across the 
country. Fry is rumored to have beat 
out better-known jingle singers Steve 
Winwood and Madonna for the pro-

motion, said to be the largest single 
pressing of a recording ever. The RIAA 
has yet to disclose whether the rec-
ords will be included in its 1989 fig-
ures. 

Phil DeLancie, a mastering engineer 
at Fantasy Studios in Berkeley, CA, is 
our resident voice on formats, trends 
and technologies in the world of pre-
recorded music mastering and manu-
facturing. 
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rus IC SEMINAR 10 JULY 15 19 1 989 MARRIOTT MARQUIS HOTEL NEW YORK CITY 

"MST YEAR AT 

THE NEW MUSIC 

SEMINAR I 

LICENSED PUB-

LISHING AND 

MASTERS FOR 

OVER $60,000. 

FOR PEOPLE 

WHO ARE AL-

READY IN THE 

MUSIC BUSI-

NESS OR JUST 

GETTING START-

ED, THE NEW 

MUSIC SEMI-

NAR IS THE BEST 

PLACE TO 

LEARN EVERY-

THING ABOUT IT. 

COMPARED TO 

THE NEW MUSIC 

SEMINAR ALL 

THE OTHER 

CONVENTIONS 

ARE JUST PAR-

TIES." TOP 

PEOPLE FROM 

AROUND THE 

WORLD DEPEND 

ON THE NEW 

MUSIC SEMINAR. 

FOR AIRLINE 

DISCOUNTS CONTACT 

AMERICAN 

CORPORATE TRAVEL. 

TEL. 1 800 448-9494 

or (212) 353-3408, 

FAX (212) 353-2876. 

FOR MARKETING 

OPPORTUNMES CALL 

THE SALES 

DEPARTMENT AT 

NMS. (212) 

473-4343. 

PRESS CONTACT. 

IMPRESS. TEL. (212) 

751-9852, FAX (212) 

644-8746 

SAVE 5100, REGISTER 

BEFORE MAY 19 AND 

PAY ONLY $195. 

REGISTER NOW BY 

CREDIT CARD, 

CALL 1 800 888-8596. 

AND MAKE YOUR 

MARRIOTT ROOM 

RESERVATIONS AT 

THE SAME TIME. 

I W- ANT MO- RE INFORMA- TION ABOUT-  NMS 10! 
PLEASE ADD ME TO YOUR MAIUNG UST 

- I 

NAME 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

I CITY 

STATE ZIP 

COUNTRY POSTALCODE 

111EPTICRIC NO. OCCUPATION 

ee.eit"it eXeiei .07•••ene 

NEW MUSIC SEPAIIIINt, 832 BROADWAY, NY. NY 10012 

«. A 
TEE 21.2473-4343 FAX: ( 212) 353-3182 

TEI.EE 448737 NETS NYE E-MAIL: 82758238 

NEW MUSIC SEMINAR 10 JULY 15-19, 1989 

MARRIOTT MARQUIS HOTEL, NEW YORK 

CITY INCLUDING NEW YORK NIGHTS: THE 

INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FESTIVAL, JULY 

14-19, 1989. FOR ARTIST SHOWCASE 

INFORMATION CALL THE NYN ABM 

COMMITTEE, (212) 473-4343. 



LIVE • SOUND 

—FROM PAGE 117 

system and sound technician for 
musical performances at the Naum-
burg Bandshell in Central Park. 
Rock Against Racism is an organi-
zation of musical groups that has 
staged an annual concert at the 
bandshell since 1979. 
The history of Ward vs. Rock 

Against Racism and its journey to 
the Supreme Court has taken sur-
prising turns. Earlier, the U.S. Court 
of Appeals for the 2nd Circuit ruled 
that the existing New York City 
regulation was a violation of the 
free-expression rights of the per-
formers—certainly one of the more 
unusual applications of the First 
Amendment in a court of law. 
The Court of Appeals, however, 

ruled that the city does, in fact, 
have the right to limit the noise 
level of concerts, but that the Con-
stitution permits only "the least 
restrictive means available." In an-
other unusual turn, the court re-
marked that the city's attempt to 
control the sound level of the live 

mix is too intrusive on the artistic 
presentation of the music. 

This ruling was appealed by New 
York City in October 1988, and the 
case became even more complex. 
In front of the Supreme Court, New 
York City's chief assistant corpora-
tion counsel, Leonard J. Koerner, 
argued that the existing regulation 
did not threaten the performers' 
artistic expression because the city-
supplied technician knew how to 
provide the mix that each band 
wanted. 

Although no member of the Su-
preme Court admitted ever attend-
ing a rock concert, the justices, in 
hearing this case, raised a number of 
important issues and observations. 

Associate Justice Anthony M. Ken-
nedy asked whether the sound tech-
nician at a concert is as important 
as the conductor of an orchestra. 
Koemer's reply was that the person 
handling the sound was really only 
a technician. 
Rock Against Racism's attorney, 

noted civil rights lawyer William 
Kunstler, emphatically disagreed, 
explaining that the role of a con-

• 

The Compact Disc 
A Handbook of Theory and Use 
by Ken C. Polhmann 
Mix Technical Editor • 

David Schwartz, Editor-in-Chief of Mix, recommends this book for its: 

Authority it's easy to see why Ken Pohlmann has become the most widely 
read author in professional audio today." 

Readability "He makes difficult material simple to grasp—by keeping it 
" human, practical, and unusually clever." • 

Contents "This book is indispensible for anyone interested in the future of 
the recording industry." 

If you are an audio professional, you must have Ken 
▪ Pohlmann's comprehensive treatment of CD technology. .▪ „ 
—10 Subjects: analog vs. digital; fundamentals of digital audio; the 

CD system and optical media technology; player design; diverse 
disc formats (CD-ROM, CD-I, etc.); disc manufacturing. 
288 pages. 118 illustrations. Glossary. References. Index. 

Order today from the MIX Bookshelf—only $29.95! Just call 
and ask for #1475. Ask about other books in the Computer 
Music and Digital Audio Series, (#1480, #1490, #3590, #3591). 
1-800-233-9604 (U.S. only) 
1-415-653-3307 

A-R Editions, Inc., 801 Deming Way, Madison, WI 53717 USA 

ductor and a live sound mixer are, 
in fact, very comparable. He argued 
that New York City's effort to sub-
stitute its own technician for one 
supplied by the performers was, 
according to a published report in 
the New York Times, "as if the city 
said that we're going to put Georg 
Solti in there [to conduct an orches-
tra] instead of Zubin Mehta because 
Solti plays andante and dolce and 
Mehta always plays loud." 
Going one step further along this 

line of reasoning, Associate Justice 
John Paul Stevens asked Koerner a 
hypothetical question: If the city 
couldn't control the sound levels 
by controlling the live mix, could it 
instead substitute its own musicians 
for musicians who were playing too 
loud? Would it be the same per-
formance if these substitute musi-
cians all played just as well and 
precisely the same as the original 
musicians? 
Such a hypothetical situation, 

Koerner noted, would present a 
tougher case, because it would put 
the city in the position of substitut-
ing its aesthetic judgment for that 
of the performers. 

Leading sound reinforcement 
companies have spent years design-
ing systems to provide even, clean 
and comfortable sound pressure 
levels (SPL) across an entire con-
cert venue, with engineers who 
understand live sound. 

"With today's sophisticated com-
puter designs, we can set up a 
sound system to have even SPL 
across the arena," explained Albert 
Leccese of Audio Analysts. "The 
systems are designed so that cabi-
nets directly facing the audience 
have lower levels. Also, the level 
across the arena can be controlled 
so that it goes up and down as a 
unit, with offsets between the floor 
and ceiling enclosures. And, taking 
in the human factor, our engineers 
can advise the band's engineer and 
the manager if they feel the sound 
is too loud." 
So far there has been no agree-

ment by the Supreme Court on what 
the U.S. Constitution permits a city 
to do about noise levels at concerts. 
The case is expected to be decided 
some time this summer. 

Randy Savicley is president of RPS 
Communications Centerport, NY 
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CLASSIFIEDS  
Employment 
Offered   MUM AUDIO 

Audio Sweetening 
Major NYC video facility seeks audio 
engineer with experience in multi-
track sweetening. Send cover letter 
and resume to PO Box 780, Dept 
EL, 340 W. 42nd St, NY, NY 10036. 

Audio Electronics Technician to 
work in professional recording and 
sound reinforcement fields. Experi-
ence with: mech and elec alignment/ 
repair of multitrack decks, console 
troubleshooting, pro audio equip re-
pair and install, estab a good rapport 
with clients. Requires: car, air travel, 
great attitude, positive commitment 
to the co., professional standard. 
Please reply to: EARS., Inc., 90 
Windom St, Boston, MA 02134, (617) 
783-5229. 

POST PRODUCTION MIXER 
Experienced mixer for top NYC audio 
post-production facility. All inquiries 
will be handled confidentially. Please 
respond to: Mix Classifieds, PO Box 
8845, Dept 5, Emeryville, CA 94608. 

SELL YOUR SONGS! 

  is   

"THE SOURCE" 

FOR THE 
SWEETEST DEALS 

IN PRO AUDIO, 

ON NEW & USED 
EQUIPMENT 

STUDIO DESIGN 
INSTALLATION 

1-7 YEAR LEASING 
TRADE ALLOWANCE 

FULL SERVICE 

In the long run, 

it costs less to 

deal with the best. 

MILAM AUDIO 
Since 1967 

1470 Valle Vista Blvd. 
Pekin, IL 61554 

(309) 346-3161 

We are a Canadian film company 
seeking original music for films. Send 
a cassette/SASE. Attn: Music, Rap 
Entertainment Inc., *310, 932-17th 
Avenue SW., Calgary, Alberta, Can-
ada T2T 0A2. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
Webster University seeks an assist-
ant professor for an anticipated posi-
tion in audio production (audio record-
ing and radio production). Master's 
degree and teaching experience re-
quired, doctorate preferred. Salary: 
$22,000 minimum. Appointment (con-
tingent on approval) begins Fa111989. 
Review of applications will begin 
May 10, 1989, and will continue until 
position is filled. Letter of application 
with supporting materials (resume, 
transcripts and references) to: Direc-
tor of Personnel, Reference: Audio 
position, Webster University, 470 
East Lockwood Avenue, St Louis, 
MO 63119. Equal Opportunity/Affirma-
tive Action employer. 

Equipment 
For Sale 

ICB AUDIO 
1349 E. McMillan 

Cincinnati, OH 45206 
Call us for over 100 lines of 

Professional Audio and Video 
(513) 281-5535 

New, Used & Demo NEOTEK, dbx, 
Trident, Otani, Lexicon, Neumann, 
Soundcraft Series IV 40x8 stereo 
w/pb, case and extras demo $45,000. 
Soundcraft 800B 32x8 custom ver-
sion new $16,000. Used Cipher Sys-
tem $2,400. 

Pyramid Audio Inc. 
(312) 339-8014 
Call Us Last! 

DAT 
Home, portable and pro DAT s 

and tapes in stock now!! 

PCM 
We buy and sell all Sony PCM products. 

Call for info!! 

Micro Seild Turntables 
Highphonic and SAEC parts 
Portable DATs available. 

Audio Gallery (213) 829-3429 
2716 Wilshire BI., Santa Monica, CA 90403 

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR 
If you're ready to buy any type of 
recording gear or musical instru-
ment, do yourself a favor and call us 
before you buy. We have most name 
brands at some of the lowest prices 
you'll find anywhere. Call us before 
you buy, you won't regret it (318) 
989-1000. 

NEW, USED, DEMO SALE 
RECORDERS, CONSOLES, 
OUTBOARD EQUIPMENT 
Trident consoles, Soundcraft 

6000 28x24 w/bay, Aries mixers, 
Ampex 16-trk, Sound-

craft 762MkI124-trk w/locator, 
Studer A810 2-trk, Panasonic 

SV-250, SV-3500 R-DATs, Tas-
cam 133MkII, Eventide H3000, 
Tascam MSR-16, TSR-8, MS-
16, ATR-60 recorders, Dolby 

363SR, Sony 1" 8-Irk xlnt cond. 
Experienced staff/factory service. 
Equipment leasing specialists. 
E.A.R. PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

(602) 267-0600 

THE RECORDING CENTER 
HOUSTON, TX 

We have most brands of recording 
equipment and can offer you the best 
deal nationwide from our complete 
selection of keyboards, MIDI devices, 

computers & software. 
(800) 624-2347 

Oil THE LAST CALL 
YOU WILL 

EVER HAVE TO 

0 44 MAKE FOR 

THE BEST 

DEAL ON 

%PRO 

AUDIO 

e  GEAR 

215-426-6700 
TekCom carries a full line of profes-
sional sound reinforcement, recording 
and midi equipment by Otani, Crown, 

Fostex, Tascam, Kurzweil and 
Roland among others. Our qualified 
sales staff and factory trained 
technicians are waiting to assist you. 

TekCom Corporation 
1020 N. Delaware Ave. Phila.,PA 19125 

**TUBE MICS** 
I always have the cleanest, best-
sounding mics! Is your power supply 
unhappy? We'll build you a shiny 
new one. 

Call or FAX Bill Bradley 
(312) 751-1216. 

FAX (312) 751-1217. 

DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO 
Buys, Sells and Wades 

Used professional recording 
equipment of all types. 
2944 San Pablo Ave. 
Berkeley, CA 94702 

Phone: (415) 644-2363 
TELEX 650 291 8567 MCI 

FAX (415) 644-1848 

Summit 

Audio 

Inc. 
P 0 Box 1678 
Los Gatos 
CA 95031 
408-395-2448 

Fairlight Series III 16-voice, 14-meg 
RAM, 140-meg hard disk, tape stream-
er, rack-mounted, large library 
$33.5k or BO. 24 Dolby A carts; 
$3,500 for all. TTM Dolby frame, $3k; 
Publison Inf. 90-21 sec. MIDI $8.5k; 
24-ch dbx K-9, $ 1k. (212) 921-1711. 

IF YOU'RE NOT USING IT 
—SELL IT! 

Your national clearinghouse for 
used audio and video! Call for 
free copy of our latest listings, 
or to list your used gear free. 
The Bertech Organization 

Call toll free: (800) 992-2272 
in Calif. call: (818) 909-0262 
THINK BERTECH FIRST! 

PHOTON GUITAR 
BASS CONVERTER 

Converter systems for under $600! 
Unparalleled MIDI implementation, 
open architecture, foot-controllable. 
Can be installed on any guitar. Used 
by top artists. To order, or for more 
information, call (800) 782-8686. 

STUDER A80 24-TRACK MkIII: 
One owner machine, low hours, 
excellent condition. Call Jim at (513) 
68/ -8715. 

THE lieiEL ' See' 
DEALS ARE IN D.C. 

Otan l lifTR-10CT Recorder- $ 9.9K 
Otari-lifTR-12C1 Recorder- $ 10.9 

Otan IAK-11.1 BO Series Recorders 
TAC Matchless 36 x 24 Pate hbay- $25K 
TAC Scorpion 40 x 8 w/ 8 Aux- $ 17K 

Sounchrscs ERIC wl Auto- Call 
Soundcratt 8000 40 Input PA- $20K 
AHB Sigma Series 36 x24- $26K 
Quad 8 Co ronadoConsole- $22K 

Dolby 361SR- 1.4K 
UREI & Crest Power Amps 

Sony, Sharp, Ramsa R-Dat In Stock 

Washington Professional Systems 
1 157 Viers MW Rd. Wheaton, MD 20902 

301-942-6800 
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AVR 
106 Main St. 

Watertown, MA 02172 
(617) 924-0660 

The Widest Selection of Used Gear. 
The best prices on new equipment. 
IN STOCK PANASONIC DATs 
" SONY PCM-501/601 DIC DAT 

TAPES TANNOY PBM-8 
* EVENTIDE H3000 * IN STOCK 
Ampex ATR-102 ( many available): 
$5.5k to $7.5k; Ampex MM1200/16: 
$8k; Ampex AG440: call; Fostex 
A2: $600; Fostex E16 (30 ips): 
$5.2k; MCI JH-110C (4 track): $4k; 
Otan MkI11-81 $4.7k; Otan MkI11-2: 
$2.5k; Otan MTR-90: $35.5k; Tas-
cam MS-16 (complete): $9k; AHB 
CMC 24 ( mint): $4.5k; AHB 1616D: 
$3k; Sound Workshop Series 20 
16x16: $5k; Trident 80 32x24 wiPB: 
$27k; dbx 160: $350; dbx 162: $450; 
dbx 900 rack loaded: call; dbx 166: 
$325; Dolby 361A: $750; EMT 140: 
$2k; EMT 240: $3.5k; Lang PEO-
2: $700; Lang PEO-2A: $800; Pul-
tec MEQ-5: call; Ashly para EQ: 
$400; Orban 672A para EQ: $450; 
Orban 526 de-esser: $250; UREI 
LA-3A (stereo pair): $ 1800; UREI 
1176LN: $475; RCA 77: call; Neu-
mann U87: $ 1.3k; Shure SM7: 
$250; Ashly FET 200: $350; Crown 
PS400: $535; JBL UREI 813: $3k. 

WE BUY AND TRADE!!! 
We list your items for free. All used 
equip. warrantied and calib. to fac-

tory spec. or your $ back. 
(617) 924-0660 

AVR 

Neve console #325 built 1971, rebuilt 
1983,36 in, custom #1073 EQ, Mas-
terMix automation, 16 grps, 8 aux 
grps, 16x4 monitor, (6) #2254 comp/ 
hm, jack bay, film mix recorder and 
monitor control $50k. ADM 770 film 
mix console 16x4x4 $3k. 2-inch 16-
chnl head assemblies: Ampex ATR-
124 $3,000; Ampex MM-1200 $2,000. 
Call for our listing of hundreds of 
items. Dominick Costanzo, (212) 
765-4757. 

Fix It by FAX. 
Faster Free Service 
FAX us your circuit. well FAX you our 
recommended modifications at no 
charge. Same day transformer 
shipping from stock. 

Jensen transformers 

10735 Burbank Bl. • N. Hollywood, CA 91601 
FAX 1818) 763-4574 Phone 1213) 876-0059 

TELEX 6502919207 MCI UW 

(M-Th. 9arn-5prn Pacific time) 

3M Model 56 2" 16-trk. w/autoloca-
tor & remote. Excel, work. cond. Au-
dioarts console 24 in, 8 stereo subs, 
16 mons, left & right main, slate, talk-
back, tone osc., etc. Used only 30 
hrs. Both units sold comp. w/all nec. 
cables & 256-pt patch bay. $20k (818) 
710-8141. 

SSL 4000E 48 frame-loaded 40 To-
tal Recall and primary computer, 
plasma display, printer, light pack-
age w/spectrum analyzer, produc-
er's desk, right-hand patch bay. Ask-
ing $155,000. Call Phil Greene (401) 
247-0218. 

Chung King Equipment Exchange 
Neve modules: Neve 8024 24x4. 2-
trk Telefunken 1/2", 2-Irk MCI 1/2" 
$1,950, Garvin 16x2 $1,000. 8-ch 
Neve rack, Neumann U87 and U67s, 
Sony C-37A ( mint) $750; C-500 
$750. Numerous hand-held walkie-
talkies, pro-type and FM units with 
base. Various MIDI gear. Call (212) 
219-8485. Contact John or Todd. 

Synclavier ll 32 stereo FM voices, 
VT 640 graphics terminal, velocity/ 
pressure keyboard, 2x double-den-
sity disk drives, music printing soft-
ware, release "V" software, & flight 
cases. Original price $75k; asking 
$29,500. Call daytime: (805) 295-
1940; evening: (818) 368-1622. Ask 
for Yair. 

The DAT Room. 
The East Coast's first all digital audio 
tape listening room. DAT cassette 
recorders—home, portable & pro 
units from $995. Full warranty, all 
accessories, major credit cards. The 
DAT Room at Discorama, 186W. 4th 
St, NY, NY 10014, (212) 989-7236.  

DAT*DAT*DAT*DAT*DAT*DAT 

Portable Sony and Technics DAT 
players at rock bottom prices. 
Call Marc, (818) 966-9226 

DAT*DAT*DAT*DAT*DAT*DAT 

16 x 4 MIXER WITH MIDI 
16-chan., high-level audio mixer for 
synths, etc. Control level, bass, tre-
ble and pan by MIDI! Perfect for 
home studio or live uses. $695 ea. 
Call Nixon Electronics, (208) 343-
6809 for info on Midi-Pro 1000." 

We need your used, 
clean 24-track! 
db Engineering 

Not just another broker! 
We design and build studios, c!s-
tom patch bays & racks. The only 
broker w Otan i & Tascam author-
ized service, now offers Otani TC-
50 center-track time code kit. 
Adams-Smith 2600 systems 3-
machine used system w edit con-
troller, sale $7,500; Otan MTR-901I, 
24-trk, mint $32.5k; MCI JH-636, 
28 input, auto, exc $25k; Otani 
MkI11-8, stnd, remote, v-low hrs 
$3.9k; Otan MX-70, 16-trk, exc., 
low hrs, $ 12.5k; Otani MX-5050B11, 
$1.9k; Soundtracs MR 32x8x16, 
mint $10.5k; List your for-sale 
items w/us free. New specials 
on Eventide H3000 Ultra-Harmo-
nizer, Tannoy speakers & Neu-
mann mics. 214 Lincoln St., Ste. 
103C, Boston, MA 02134, (617) 
782-4838. 
(Formerly NE Equip. Exchange.) 

LEASE/BUY/SELL 
Great prices and great service on 
over 200 lines including Otan, Har-
rison, Soundcraft, Tascam, JBL, 
Lexicon, AMS, Akai, Trident, KT, 
dbx and all the rest for the best in 
new or used. AVC SYSTEMS, 
call (612) 832-3232. 

Necam 1 moving fader auto system 
w/2nd Necam computer, 40 Necam 
faders, spare parts. 100 new Aphex 
500A plug-in VCAs for MCI 500 auto 
upgrade. Studer A801" 8-trk. (2) Val-
ley Dyna-Mites. 24-ch Dolby A CAT-
22 cards. BTX Cypher. 2 EMT-140 
plates w/tubes & amps. (212) 645-
6319. 

MIDAS CONSOLES 
30-ch. (8 blank) Pro4 monitor desk 
w/case. Excellent condition. Half 
Nelson Systems Inc. (705)674-1450. 

Demonstrator ORS room simulator 
available from Marshall Electronic 
with new warranty. (301) 484-2220. 

WE EXPORT 
BUY • SELL • NEW • USED 

Recording gear • P.A. Equipment 
Music Instruments 

MOST MAJOR LINES 
Bruce S. Yarock, Inc. 

9810 NW 80 Ave. Bay #8D 
Hialeah Gardens, FL 33016 

Call (305) 558-3345 
FAX (305) 558-0791. 
Wanted Pultec, Neve, 
Neumann tube equip. 

Spectra Sonics 1032-32 console 
w/32 inputs, 8 sub-groups, 6 aux 
buses, 288 patch point jack field, 
quad pan and quad monitor, talk-
back and remote control. Used for 
less than 1 year. $8,500/obo. Call 
Norm Cleary, (412) 621-1950, 9-5 M- F. 

Complete 16-track studio 
Tascam MS-16 w/dbx, remote, auto-
loc. and stands. Mint cond., one 
home. Mated wia Soundtracs 16x8x 
16 board, also mint, w/snakes. This 
duo has produced award-winning 
TV spots and movie trailers. $10,500 
for package. Call John at (212) 581-
8560 days. 

FAIRLIGHT 2-X, BLACK FINISH, 
MIDI/SMPTE, CASES, MANY OP-
TIONS, STUDIO USE ONLY, EX-
CELLENT CONDITION, ONLY 
$9,100. CONTACT SHANE 
KEISTER, (212) 687-2232. 

Yamaha PM-1000, 32-input, 4-out-
put monitor matrix EQ/Channel in/ 
out switch. Great PA board $1,800. 
3M79 24-trk. Spare power supply, 
Select Tape II, parts galore, $11.5k. 
Call Mark at (213) 463-1604.  

24-TRK STUDIO PACKAGE 
Amek/TAC "Matchless" console; 
Ampex MM1200 16/24-trk; Otani 
MTR-10; Scully 280s; 7 ft. piano; 
Emulator II; reverbs; mics; monitors; 
processors; test tapes; test equip; 
amps; instruments; and more. All 
exc. cond. by piece or whole. Call 
(412) 221-7025. 

SPEAKERS 
JBL 4410 new (call); UREI 811 used 
$800 ea.; Gauss coax (used) $800 
ea.; Fostex e coax new $150 ea.; 
JBL 4430 (demo); Tannoy 6.5 new 
$149 ea 

RECORDERS 
Otani MTR-901I 24-trk used $33,000; 
Otani MTR-9011 16-trk used $18,000; 
Otani MIR-1211 used $5,900; TEAC 
3340s used $599; Ampex 440C 
used $599; Ampex 440C used 
$1,200; Fostex B16 $4,900 used; 
Ampex ATR-124 24-track call; Am-
pex 440 8-trk call; Ampex 440 8-trk 
call; Panasonic SV 250 R-DAT 
demo $2,000. 

CONSOLES 
Soundcraft 1624 w/bays used 
$12,500; Neotek 36-input Series 11 
call; Matchless 26x24x24 w/bays 
like new $18,500; Soundcraft 1600 
call; Neotek Series 1116x8 call. 

OPUS 
Recording & Equipment Co., 4262 
Grand Ave., Gurnee, IL 60031, (312) 
336-6787. FAX: (312) 336-6895.  

24-Track Mobile Studio 
Inc. 34x16 console w/pbay Aces MT24 
24-trk, 2", 15/30 IPS with van/sp. 
and remote, mics, snakes, outboard 
gear, complete package, $39,600. 
Call for more info (401) 769-2267.  

(2) RCA MODEL 77-D microphones. 
Professionally restored and matched 
for stereo by Clarence Kane. $595 
each. (313) 285-9710. 

AVR 
Audio Video Research 

The Studio Store 
(617) 924-0660 

The only call you have to make for: 

Akai 
AKG 
Allen and Heath 
Aphex Systems 
Aries 
ART 
Ashly 
Atari Computers 
BBE 
Beyer Dynamic 
Biamp-Legend 
Canare Cable 
DIC DAT Tape 
EAW 
Eventide 
Hybrid Arts 
Intelligent Music 
Josephson Engineering Systems 
Mark of the Unicorn USAudio 
MAL Whirlwind 
Milab and many other brands 
Exclusivamente para o Brasil, 

ofercendo instalaçâo e 
assistencia tecnica: 

dbx 
Harrison 
JBL, UREI 
Kurzweil 

Mogami Cable 
Nady 

Nakamichi 
Opcode Systems 

Orban 
Otani 

Panasonic 
Proco 
Ramsa 

Sennheiser 
Shure 

Studiomaster 
Summit Audio 

Tannoy 
TC Electronic 

Telex 
Twelve Tone 

Lexicon 
Otani 

Trident 

Audio Video Research 
106 Main St., Watertown, MA 02172. 

FAX: ( 617) 924-0497 
(See this month s specials in classifieds) 
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House Speaker System For Sale: 
8 Hill M-3 speaker enclosures. Sys-
tem comes w/8 Hill TX-1000 tri-
amps, racks, speaker cable, cross-
over & flying hardware. System will 
cover 5,000 people. Cost $25,000. 
Also for sale: Hill J-Series 32x8 
console w/case $6,000; Emulator II 
w/case $2,750. Seriously Sound 
(404) 872-0346  

Master Sound Astoria's Trident TSM 
console 48x32. Highly modified by 
Ben Rizzi. Better than new. Latest 
moving fader automation by DiskMix 
(optional). Best offer. Call (718) 786-
3400. 

NEOTEK Series 11 console, NEW 
condition, not used or a demo. Filled 
28x24 with all the extras, $21,000 
Call George (213) 833-0130.  

STUDIO MONITORS and 
OTARI TAPE RECORDER 

Meyer 833 studio reference monitor 
system including processor, Tannoy 
SGM-100015" Super Gold monitors, 
Tannoy SGM-15B reference moni-
tors. Otan MTR-12-I 1/2 -inch 4-track. 
Call for details (215) 426-7354.  

Electro Space effects processors: 
"Spanner," " Pressor," "The Gate." 
Audio Kinetics Pacer synchronizer. 
Call for details (215) 426-7354. 

MUSICATION ... Your N.Y. source 
for KURZWEIL PROFESSIONAL 
PRODUCTS • SALES • RENTALS • 
UPDATES SOUNDS • We special-
ize in Music Technology Products. 
For great service and prices call 
Musication, 1600 Broadway ( 10th 
Fl.), (W. 48th), N.Y.C. 10019, (212) 
957-9100. Ask for Jaimie or Iris. 

OTARI MTR-10-C PRODUCTION 
TAPE RECORDER, TOGETHER 
WITH EC-401 RESOLVER & 3 
HEAD STACKS. MODERATE USE, 
EXCELLENT CONDITION, $8,500; 
(312) 447-4577.  

CONSOLE SALE 
Soundcraft 400B: $5,500, 26-input, 
4-bus, 8-monitor, full TRS patchbay 
wilkegami wire. Harrison 40-C con-
sole: $40,000, 40-chan. frame, 36-
chan. loaded, 32 bus, custom pro-
ducer's desk, custom dog leg rack 
gear cabinet, automation ready. 
Amek Series 2000 console: $10,000, 
28-chan. frame, 28-chan. loaded, 24 
bus, 24 mon., full TRS patch bay, 
28-chan. metering. EMT 140 stereo 
plates: $2,000. Call Paramount Stu-
dios (213) 465-4000, ask for Mike.  

(2) Otan i MTR-9011 w/loc.—used. 
MCI 536 w/auto.—used. Trident 80B 
30x24—used. Call for pricing. New 
Tannoy monitors & TimeLine mod-
ules in stock. SG AUDIO (312) 266-
1901. 

Audio Kinetics "Eclipse" synchro 
nizer w/cards & cables for (2) Stud-
er A80 MkIV 24-trk, ( 1) Studer 
A810, Sony VO-5850 excl. cond. 
$7,500 or best offer. Call Bob at 
(301) 230-9100. 

Allen & Heath board 16x16x8x2 
w/(2) normalized patch bays, (2) 
10 ft. snakes, ( 16) patch cords, very 
good cond. $3,000 complete. Coop-
er Time Cube, $400. (707) 575-
9552. 

API/AENGUS CONSOLE 
Built for Emerson Lake & Palmer's 
European tour. 32x16x24 w/20 API 
550A EQs, 14 Aengus 8-band 
graphic EQs. 300-point TT patch 
bay, external 1/4" patch bay & full 
studio wiring. Inc. 24-trk harness. 
Asking $13,000. db ENGINEER-
ING (617) 782-0648. 

Equipment 
Rental 

DESIGN FX 
AUDIO 

DIGITAL AUDIO RENTALS 
Specializing in digital tape 

machines, reverbs and effects 
processors Technical 
consultation included 
213/838-6555 

Outside CA 800 441-4415 
PO Box 491087 

Los Angeles CA 90049 

On-Call 24 Hours 

sc 
re nt ale 
_  

599 Eleventh Ave NYC 10036 
(212) 582-4400 

The Best That Money Can Rent 
'Digital Multitrack ' Outboard Equip 
•Time Code Equip ' Mixing Consoles 

'PA Equip •Walkie Talkies 
'Wireless Mikes • Video Playback 

., 
PRO AUDIO RENTALS 

MITSUBISHI X-850 (Apogee Enhanced) 
$500/per day 

REVER8 RACK E0 RACK 
2-AMS RMX16 
1-AMS DMX-15 
2-480-L Lexicon 
1- Len PCM70 
1-T C Elect 
2- Yamaha SPX-901I 

$225/day 

'ALSO VINTAGE 
TUBE GEAR 

Focusrite 115 
Massenburg ED 
(2)-Pultec EOP-1A3 
(21- LA-2A 
(4)-Aphex E 0 
(6)-Aphex Comp 
L T Sound 
(21-DBX 160 hm 
DBX Boom Box 

$195/day 

PHONE: (615) 321-0956 
,4KIWC.age 

Nashville. TN 

,i,11D10 ieECIT 
STUDIO EQUIP FOR HIRE 

Technician on staff 7a.m.-lam. 
Open 7 days a week 
Digital Tape Machines, 
Synclavier Systems, 

Effects Processors, Reverbs 
(213) 871-1104 (818) 980-4006 

PULTECS! 
WE RENT, BUY AND SELL VIN-
TAGE GEAR: PULTECS, FAIR-

CHILDS, NEVE, API, ETC. 
(213) 456-3863 

Pro Sound Reinforcement 
Mixing Console Rentals: 
Gamble Series EX 56x16x2 
Yamaha PM-3000 40x8x2 
Gamble SC 32x16 monitor 
Studiomaster 24x8 monitor 

Hi-Tech Audio Systems Inc. 
Good Rates—New Equipment 

(415) 726-2428 

Equipment 
Wanted 
SSL 4000 E w/Total Recall 56 frame 
loaded. Must have right side patch 
bay. Prefer light meters. (401) 247-
0218. 

Wanted 2-inch 16-track Studer 

Preferably with remote. Call or write 
to Robby Jarvis, Humboldt Records, 
PO Box 713, Trinidad, CA 95570, 
(707) 677-3305. 

Instruction 
INSTITUTE OF COMMUNICA-
TION ARTS. Commercial Music 
Performance, Audio Engineering/ 
Prod., Video Prod., Sound Rein-
forcement, Entertainment Bus., Mu-
sic Theory and Arrang. Instrument 
& Voc. Study, Electronic Music & 
MIDI One/Two Year Cert. Progs. 
ICA is Recognized By U.S. Dept 
of Ed./Eligible for Guar. Std. Loans. 
I.C.A. Institute, 34 West 8th Avenue, 
Vancouver, B.C. V5Y 1M7, (604) 
876-0451. 

Our new Spring 1989 Mix Bookshelf 
Catalog is now available! Write or 
call now for your FREE copy of the 
most comprehensive selection of 
books, tape courses, music software, 
SFX libraries, desktop video soft-
ware, databases and more. 

MIX BOOKSHELF 
6400 Hollis Street #12 
Emeryville, CA 94608 

CALL TOLL FREE: (800)233-9604 

LOS ANGELES ciVe.;;" 

RECORDING 
WORKSHOK\ 

5-Week Intensive 
Recording Engineering 

Program 
For FREE Catalog & Soundsheet 

12268-X Ventura Blvd 
Studio City. CA 91604 

818/ 763-7400 

EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS 
12-hour sound mixing/recording 
course: $239, 2-hour course: $39; 
2-hour MIDI course $39; plus ship-
ping/handling. Visa/ MC/check. For 
brochure: RECORDING ASSOCI-
ATES, 5821 SE POWELL, PORT-
LAND, OR 97206, (503) 777-4621. 

RECORDING INSTITUTE 
School for recording engineers. 
L.A./Hollywood area Program em-
phasizes 24-track recording and 
mixing and includes video. Hands-
on! Free catalog. 14511 Delano St, 
Van Nuys, CA 91411 (818) 994-9976. 

Maintenance 
Services 
& Repair 

Tim ELECTRONICS INC 
343 MANVILLE RD 
PLEASANTVILLE, NY 10570 

I Po Sesciiee 

• Consoles • Multi-Trax 
• Amplifiers • FX equip 

—Repairs 

—Modifications 
— Performance Testing 

(914) 769-6423  

RCA MICROPHONES — Repair 
service on all models. Complete 
sound and cosmetic restoration. 35 
yrs. experience with RCA. ENAK Mi-
crophone Repair, 420 Carew Ave-
nue, Pitman, NJ 08071. (609) 589-
6186. 

NY TECHNICAL SUPPORT, LTD. 
Factory Trained & Recommended 

Ampex/MCl/Neve/Otari 
Sony/SSL/Studer/3M/Trident 

CALL GREG HANKS 
Service/Design/Consults/Installs 

35 Hardscrabble Hill 
Chappaqua, NY 10514 

(914) 238-4171 

MAGNETIC RECORDING HEADS— 
RELAP/REPLACEMENT for Audio, 
Video, Time Code, Duplication. 29 
years of head design experience. 
IEM, 350 N. Eric Dr, Palatine, IL 
60067; tel. (312) 358-4622. 

Audio heads, new & used for 
ACES, Ampex, Lyrec, MCI, 3M, 
Nagra, Otani, Soundcraft, Studer, 
Tascam, Telefunken and Trident. 
Also relapping & optical alignment 
Bob Yauger at UCA, (315) 733-
7237. FAX: (315) 733-3097. 

Menken & Associates Inc. 
Charlotte, N.C. 

Call Chip Garrett 
(704) 537-1025 

Room tuning & design consultant 
Selective Maintenance 

Equip. Brokerage & Honest Advice 
N.C., S.C., VA Areas 

Music Products/ 
Software 
FM STEREO TRANSMITTER 

Transmit your VCR/CD/tape to any 
FM stereo radio. One chip does it all. 
Free schematic and info. Send a self-
addressed, stamped envelope to DJ 
Inc., 847 "A" Second St, Suite 113, 
NY, NY 10017. 
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IBM MUSIC FEATURE CARD! 
Option card with 8-voice, multitim-
bral MIDI synthesizer on board. In-
cludes 240 pre-programmed Yama-
ha sounds, 96 programmable patch-
es and a MIDI in/out/thru interface. 
Use two cards to double capacities. 
An all-in-one MIDI studio for IBM 
and compatibles for only $495. Soft-
ware available for recording, arrang-
ing and educational needs. Pack-
ages recommended. Dealers, cata-
logers & VARs call for discount 
schedule. Distributed by Mix Book-
shelf 6400 Hollis St #12, Emeryville, 
CA 94608, (415) 653-3307, (800) 
233-9604. 

TrackSheer for Macintosh 
Create tracksheets, invoices, time 
cue sheets, patch lists, EQ lists; no 
typing required; 65 editable inst. 
names; SMPTE utility, more! $59.95 
+ $6 s/h. Missing Byte Software, 112 
Hickory Park Lane, Antioch, TN 
371313, (615) 331-6925. 

Recording 
Services 

DIGITAL TRANSFERS 

CD MASTERING 

DIGITAL EDITING 

CD PRODUCTION 

db PLUS 
DIGITAL SERVICES INC. 

BOX 694 LYNBROOK, N.Y. 11563 

(516) 872-2325 

TAPE DUPLICATION 
REAL TIME a 
HIGH SPEED 
DISTRIBUTION 

& RUSH 
SERVICE 

DUPLICATION SPECIALISTS 
(N.Y.) 516-432-7107 

Records, Tapes 
lig CD Services 
and Supplies 

3M AUDIO TAPES 
Prompt Service—Low Prices 

ve pancakes, 1/4"-2" reels, acces-
sories, Scotchcarts & cassettes. 
Orders Shipped Within 24 hrs. 

R&M PRO AUDIO 
1080 Pacheco, S.F., CA 94116 

(415) 665-8480 

REAL TIME 
Best Quality Cassettes using Naka-
michi decks only. Custom-loaded 
Agfa or BASF Chrome. Label and in-
sert printing, shrinkwrap, blank tapes 

SUPERB QUALITY 
AT LOW PRICES 
Uni-Sette, Inc. 

1854 Fulton Ave. 
Sacramento, CA 95825 

(916) 485-9534. 

The " Pop Rock" 
drum sample compact disc. 
Chock-full of the most usable 
drum sounds we've heard yet, 
with enough variety to suit many 
different styles of music" Key-
board review Oct '88 

Available now at $99 from 
East-West 

8515 Hollywood Blvd, Los Ange-
les, CA 90069 U.S.A. Phone (213) 
650-8972, FAX (213) 654-4539. 

-CRYSTAL INC.  
Custom Phone ci 
Duplicated Toll 
CASSETTES Free 
•S LOW AS 

1- 
ç 800- 

826- r 
UV 

6540 
• DOLBY NX PRO I 

ELECTROSOUND In Tenn: e 
• Cleo Shells end Boxes 1 e 
• Premium Tape 

• Digital or Analog Master 615 z 
• Direct  le 

eel 
Imprinting. Color  end 843- V 
Inserts. Test Tapes •••I 
Pure Chrome also 0717 A 
Arellelele •el 

TRAM RECORDING PRODUCTS 
24 Crestway - KC 

New Fairfield, CT 06812 
• Real-time dup. & full-svc. pkg. 
• Custom-loaded cassettes & sup. 
• High quality, fast tumaround 
For Free Catalog call: (203) 746-3561. 

"STATE-OF-THE-ART" 
"Cassette Duplication Service" 
We offer the highest quality cas-
sette duplication available on fer 
ric, chrome or metal tape Compet-
itive prices and fast turnaround 
When you're ready for the best 
call ( 219) 936-21:15 or write Cup 
Of Water Productions, 13780 12th 
Rd, Plymouth, IN 46563 

FACTORY DIRECT 
PRICES ON 3M TAPE 
& AMPEX TAPE 

Discounts available. 
We can di have saved you 
money! Call us—you'll like us. 
We're in the business, just like you. 
STUDIOWORKS is also a suppli-
er of pro recording equipment 
(800) 438-5921 & (704) 375-1053. 

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING 
SUPPLIES 

We are a major wholesale distribu-
tor of Ampex, Agfa & 3M reel-to-
reel mastering tape (1/4" to 2). We 
also stock broadcast videotape, 
assorted reels and boxes, splic-
ing/leader tape and pre-packaged 
cassettes. We load bulk cassettes 
in custom lengths using a variety 
of tape brands. Please call or write 
for our FREE catalog. 
Advance Recording Products 
7190 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 

San Diego, CA 92111 
(619) 277-2540 

Inside CA: (800) 858-1061 
Outside CA: (800) 854-1061 

Visa/MC Accepted 

Disc Mastering and Record Pro-
duction LPs, EPs, 45s—Plating, 
Labels, Pressing, Jackets. 
DIGITAL NOW AVAILABLE! 

THE CUTTING EDGE 
Box 2I7M 

Femdale, NY 12734 
(914) 292-5965 

It 

How to Place a Mix Classified 
Please print or type in CAPITAL LETTERS and lower case. There are 8 lines to the inch 
and approximately 24 CAPITAL letters per line or 32 lower case letters. $80 per inch — 1" 
minimum. Additional lines $10 per line. BOLD TYPE or Black Border $10 per line. Gray screen 
$15 extra. Logos or display advertising up to 4" will be charged at $100/inch. Frequency discount 
rates available. Call for information. Payment by check, money order or charge must 
accompany ad. DEADLINE is the 15th of the month, 6 weeks prior to publication. 

Categories Available (Check one.) 

Acoustic Consulting D Equipment Rentals D Records, Tapes & CD 

D Business Opportunities D Equipment Wanted Services and Supplies 

D Employment Offered I: Instruction D Recording Services 

0 Employment Wanted D Maintenance Services 0 Studios for Sale 

D Equipment for Sale D Music Products/Software D Miscellaneous 

Co. Name  

Name  

Address  

Phone  

I am paying by (Check One.): E VISA III MASTERCARD D AMERICAN EXPRESS 

Card #.  Expiration Date  

Signature.  

Check or Money Order -# Amount Enclosed.   

Mail to: 

Mix Classified, 6400 Hollis St. #12, Emeryville, CA 94608 (415) 653-3307 

"World Class" 

Tapes 
fk Duplicating 

alq1,7 

rillerMoler 

• Analog Tape, Audio Accessories 

II Phone In Order, Ship Same Day 
• Great Quality — Great Price 
• On-Shell Printing 

Call us at 

(800) 365-0669 
for prices on tapes & duplicating 

World Class Tapes 
Audio Tape Distributors & Duplicators 

670 Airport Blvd., Suite 1 
P.O. Box 7611 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107 
(313) 662-0669 (within Michigan) 

AAPEX  
ULTIMATE FIDELITY 

The world's largest Nakamichi 
real-time cassette duplication 

system. Full service packaging. 
50 to 50,000 qty. Outside CA, 
call toll free (800) 323-AAPX 

or (415) 492-1300 
—Call AAPEX today! 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
One to a Million 

High Speed-Real Time-Blank Cassettes 
Recording Tape & Supplies 

Jackson Sound Productions 
3897 Se Jason, Englewood, Colorado 80110 

1-800-621-6773 303 761-7940 
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DISC MAKERS 
MONEY SAVING PACKAGES 

COMPLETE MANUFACTURING 

. CD'S w 
9' Í &-D, LP IS e 4, 

CASSETTES)1 4 
PROff5S/ONAL Off/ON OfPr, 

J FOR CATALOG 

1-800-468-9353 

A U D o 

Cassettes 
AS EASY AS... 

El 
ESP MEANS QUALITY FULL SERVICE 
PRINTING AND PACKAGING. FRIENDLY 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE. COMPETITIVE 
PRICES. FAST TURN-AROUND AND WIDNES , 
OUALITY RAW MATERIALS 

REAL TIME DUPLICATION 

HIGH SPEED DUPLICATION 

CUSTOM BLANKS 

Egp:e,T.Etrme.D.e.r° 
r e 7.: »Sad« SI 1149•49 NY 147°7 

13145/41404 

CALL TOLL FREE: 
1-800-527-9225 

V D E o 

TDK" AUDIO CASSETTES 
Custom- length cassettes for your 
duplication and mastering needs. 
SAX C-30 $ .63 SAX C-45 $ .79 
SAX C-60 $ . 96 SAX C-90 $1.32 
We GUARANTEE our tapes! 

LUNA TAPES LTD 
NEAPOLIS, OH 43547-429 

(419) 875-6240 
(419) 875-6889 

OUR 10TH ANNIVERSARY 

MANN 
ENDLESS LOOP 

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A 
RELIABLE ENDLESS CASSETTE 
YOU'VE FOUND IT YOUR 
ENDLESS SEARCH IS OVER 

UP TO 1 20.000 • PASSES HEAVY DUTY 
SELF CLEANING TAPE SOUNDS BETTER 
ONGER 

PLAYS VERTICALLY OR HORIZONTALLY 
IDEAL FOR ON HOLD TELEPHONE MUSIC 
TALKING HOUSE RADIO TRANSMITTERS. 
POINT OF PURCHASE DISPLAYS ET(' 

ALSO SPECIAL ENDLESS TAPE PLAYER 
AVAILABLE CALL OR WRITE FOR 
PRICING INFORMATION 

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES 
P 0 non 1347 San Franc.9co. CA 94101 

1415) 221 2000 EAT 9 

Studios For Sale 

Hollywood Recording Studio 
Radio, TV, film and album clientele. 
12 years, same great Sunset loca-
tion. 1,000 sq.ft., A.C., low lease, pri-
vate parking, MCI e 16-trk, Ampex 
AIR, UREI, Kawai grand piano, 
Sound Workshop. $60k. (213) 463-
2375. 

Producers—Engineers—Bands 
Own a month or a week of 
World Class Studio Time 
For the next 5-10 years! 

High Return on Investment 
Quality Acoustical Design 

SSL 4000G 
Comfortable Mountain Setting 

Time Packages Now Available 
(206) 793- 2614 

24-track "Musician's Fantasy" 
Private world class studio Unique, 
large w/lovely home,, many sky-
lights/temple-like,, in residential, 
exclusive Alpine, NJ, 9 mins. from 
NYC/GW brdg. Asking $1.45-
$1.65 million. Brokers/agents wel-
come (201) 767-8453. 

Miscellaneous 

TRACK SHEETS 
BOX & REEL LABELS 
• Cassette Labels & Inserts 

• Drum Machine Sheets 

• Alignment Plaques 

• Plus many other items 
PRINTED WITH 

Your Studio Name 
Address & Phone 

FREE CATALOG 
of specialized forms for the 
recording & music industries 

STUDIOFORMS CO 
186 Glen Cove Avenue, Suite 201/ m_44 

Glen Cove, NY 11542-3505 
(518) 811-10e/ 

COUSTIC FOAM 
GIANT 
54" x 54 

$19.99 
Per Sheet ,' 

KILL NOISE QUICK' Soundproof studios. vans 
,00rns with super effective. E-Z mount. 2- thick 
studio gray Markertoarn Immediate shipping 
Add $3 50 sneet shipping NYS residents add 
7.. tan MC Visa Amex COD Check Terms 

3- sheets also available at $29.99. 

800-522-2025 (In NY 914-246-3036) 

CT/e00 tol the professona ' 

MARKER TEK .nu.,,,,,-,,A.;:-•s"ge'us ,, VIDEO SUPPLY 

Best Prices 
Best Service 
Best Names... 
AMPEX. AGFA 

oxen 
F°512)( swechcrati NE ULT. Ftl:Ccoest en 

Call for our FREE Spring 
Summer Catalog filled 

with Professional Tape, 
Equipment, Accessories 

and Supplies. 

HUDSON AUDIO VIDEO ENTERPRISES, INC. 
309 Power Ave., Iludson, NY 12534 
800-999-1 IAVE • 518-828-2000 (NYS) 

1 

DON'T MISS YOUR 
MIX DIRECTORY 
LISTING! 

Mix Directories are the most authoritative guides to 
facilities and services for the audio and video produc-
tion industries. When production professionals need 
equipment, studios or other services, they consult Mix 
first. 

To receive a free questionnaire for your Directory 
listing and to get the details on placing low-cost, full-
color BusinessPages! advertising in these special 
issues, call us — now, 

To Il-free Mix Directories number: 
(800) 344-LIST. 

UPCOMING ISSUES & 
QUESTIONNAIRE DEADLINES 

OCT: NEW PRODUCTS FOR 1990: 
AES CONVENTION ISSUE 
DEADLINE: JUNE 19 

NOV: NORTH CENTRAL U.S 
& CANADA STUDIOS 
DEADLINE: JULY 18 

DEC: MASTERING. PRESSING & 
TAPE DUPLICATION 
FACILITIES 
DEADLINE: AUGUST 18 
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One Step Ahead 

Coming in Mix: 
July 1989 

Audio 
Education  

Southwest U.S. 
Recording 

•Directories: Recording 
Schools, Seminars & Pro-
grams; Southwest U.S. Re-
cording Studios 

*Technical Feature Testing 
the Limits of DAT 

• Equipment Spotlight: Digital 
Recording Update—The 
Latest in Digital Tape Re-
corders 

• Engineer's Forum: Mastering 
to DAT in Southwest Studios 

•Academic Forum Digital in 
Recording Education 

• Special Feature: Recording 
The Abyss—Communicating 
Underwater 

• Bonus Distribution: Pro 
Audio Asia '89, Hong Kong, 
July 6-8 

PLUS' 

Frank, Liza & Sammy Onstage, 
J.M. Jarre's Studio, John Potoker, 
1989 TEC Awards Nominees, 
and much more 

Attention Advertisers: 
Deadline for ad placement is the 
seventh of the month, two months 
prior to publication. Call (415) 653-
3307 for a 1989 Mix Editorial Cal-
endar, space reservations and 
complete advertising information. 

Mix 
THE RECORDING INDUSTRY MAGAZINE 

ADVERTISERS INDEX 
PAGE ADVERTISER 

129 A & R Record & Tape Mfg. Co. 
147 Acoustic Sciences Corporation (ASC) 
86 Adamson Acoustic Design Corporation 
126 Advance Recording Products 
81 Agfa Corp. 
55 Altai 
42 AKG Acoustics 
15 Alesis Studio Electronics 

IBC Allen and Heath 
59 Alpha Audio Acoustics 
79 Amek/TAC 
124 American Pro Audio 
39 Analog Digital Synergy 
63 API Audio Products, Inc. 
93 Apogee Sound, Inc. 
145 Applied Research & Technology (ART) 
170 A-R Editions, Inc. 

30 Sam Ash Music Stores 
127 Sam Ash Professional 
135 Ashly Audio, Inc. 
164 Associated Production Music (CA) 
143 Audio Gallery 
83 Audio Images 
73 Audio Logic 
62 AudioLine, Inc. 

67,69 AudioTechniques 
64 Beyer Dynamic, Inc. 
111 Bose Corporation 
155 Brainstorm Electronics, Inc. 
139 Brooke Siren Systems (BSS) 
75 Bryston 
162 Burlington Audio/video Tapes, Inc. 
156 C-T Audio Marketing, Inc. 
133 CAE/Linlite 

156 Caig Laboratories, Inc. 
141 Cal Switch 
114 Carver Corporation 
154 Carvin Corporation 
155 CAS Productions 
166 Clarity Cassette Duplication 

48-49 Commodore-Amiga 
131 Community 

92 Crest Audio 
98 Crown International, Inc. 
165 D & R Electronics USA 

58 The EAT Store 
56 DDA/Klark-Teknik 
147 DeWolfe Music Library 
163 DIC Digital Supply Corporation 
50 Dolby Laboratories 
24 Drawmer 
123 Dynacord 
126 EAR Professional Audio/Video 
109 Eastern Acoustic Works (EAV) 

140 Phil Edwards Remote Recording 
61 Effanel Music 
106 Electro-Voice 

4041, Ensoniq 
43 
149 Europaelisk, Ltd. 
159 Everything Audio 
166 First Light Video Publishing 

153 Fostex Corporation of America 
113 Full Compass Systems 
152 Full Sail Center for the Recording 

Arts/Platinum Post 
132 Furman Sound, Inc. 
66 Gefen Systems 
94 GoldLine/Loft 
46 Gotham Audio Corporation 
125 Bernie Grundman Mastering 
158 HRC Magnetics 

PAGE ADVERTISER 

89 Hybrid Arts, Inc. 
59 Institute of Audio Research 
102 Intersonics, Inc. 
87 JBL Professional 
12 Josephson Engineering 

164 JVC Disc America Company 
158 KABA Audio Products 
152 K-disc Mastering 
151 Korg USA 
34 Lexicon, Inc. 
162 ListenUp Audio/Video 
117 LT Sound 
141 Manhattan Production Music 
150 Manny's Music, Inc. 
88 McCauley Sound, Inc. 
91 Meyer Sound Laboratories, Inc. 
57 Midis 
1 Mitsubishi Pro Audio Group 

118 Mix BusinessPages! 
104, Mix Publications 
160, 
175 
133 MusiCity 
IFC, Rupert Neve, Inc. 
17 

169 New Music Seminar 
77 Northeastern Digital Recording, Inc. 
80 Orban Associates 
7 Otan i Corporation 
28 Passport 
110 Penn Fabrication (USA), Inc. 
143 Polyline Corp. 
168 The Pressing Plant 
137 Pro Audio Asia '89 
125 Prosonus 
72 QCA, Inc. 
31 QSC Audio Products, Inc. 
138 The Recording Workshop 
128 Rhythm City 
4-5 RolandC.orp US 
30 SAM. Co. 
45 Sanken 
130 Seam Tech 
115 SECK 
27 Sennheiser Electronic Corp. 
95 Sheffield Audio-Video Productions 
22 Simon Systems Engineering, Inc. 

23, 25 Solid State Logic (SSL) 
157 Sony Audio Video Products 
9 Sony Professional 
38 Sound Code Systems (SCS) 
83 Sound Ideas 
BC Soundcraft 
10 Soundtracs 
69 Sprague Magnetics, Inc. 
76 Studio Consultants, Inc 
103 Studiomaster, Inc. 
105 Switchcraft 
29 Symetrix 
13 Tannoy 

146 TASCAM 
167 Telex Communications, Inc. 
78 Thoroughbred Music, Inc. 
168 Thrifty Electronics 
82 Trident 

36-37 TUBE-TECH 
21 lbrbosound/Edge Distribution 
68 Universal Recording Corporation 
18 Valley International, Inc. 

129 Vertigo Recording Services 
117 Whirlwind Music/USAudio 
72 Words & Deeds, Inc. 
16 Alvedis Zildjian Company 
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BUILDING ON 
INTEGRITY 

Have you checked on 
Allen and Heath recently? 
Four complete new 
series of sound mixing 
consoles have joined our 
famed Sigma range. 

• .... • . • ,,,, . _ 
_ 

!!!!ffl 

•,11 4 group modular 
series for live sound and the 
budget studio. 

SR plus 

An update of our 
popular SR range, now with 
extra quality features. 

• 

Have you checked on 

Allen and Heath recently? 

16 track with on board 
Midi Mute processors 
Three desk sizes available in 
studio and live sound versions. 

69, Ship Street 
Brighton BN1 1AE 
Tel: 0.273 24928 
Fax: 0273 821767 
Telex: 87823511431AHE G 

5 Connair Road 
Orange 
Connecticut 06477 
Tel: (203) 795 3594 

Fax: (203) 795 6814 

row 
HEATH 

de #157 on Reader Service Card 



Installed Or On The Road, 
They're Clearly Superior Consoles. 

• The Soundcraft Series 8000 consoles are dearly 
superior. Designed to meet todays complex produc-
tion requirements, the Series 8000 incorporates the 
features you'd expect from consoles costing much 
more. No matter which configuration you choose, 

\ you can be assured your Series 80.00 console has a 
" 'clear and uncluttered audio path,. 

- Designed to fit into almost any tour or live installa-
tion, the Series 8000 gives you a wide range of 

• available features, such as VCA subgrouping, 1..ED 
• input metering, our unique three-way panning option 
• and an input preamp similar in specifications to 
„much more expensive recording consoles. Other 
• choices include EQ options ranging froni four band 

-, with .mid sweeps to a full four-bànd parametric on 
each input channel, giving you the subtle control 
that yields dramatic results. 

The 8-buss design includes sophisticated ground-
compensated summing and a pounding system 
; that's hum and interference frees And the custom 
eXtruded aluminum rigid.-ame is very durable and 
extremely light. 

. To accommodate the growing number of stereo 
devices in use today, you can specify stereo input 

The Series 8000 input module is avail-
able with LED metering or VCA sub-
grouping, and incorporates four-band 
parametric EQ giving you the subtle con-
trol needed to produce dramatic results. 

modules. For complex feeds, 
add an 8x8 matrix with para-
metric EQ. The versatile Series 
8000 will easily meet your 
requirements, by design. 

When you specify Soundcraft's 
Series 8000 for theater, touring 
or production, rest assured 
you're making a clearly superior 
decision. 

Soundcraft 
000 

Soundcraft USA/1BL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard 
Northridge, CA 91329 

61988 -JBL Incorporated, A Harman International Company 


